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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE|
PARTY. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY.
Dato of notice: May 18, 2016

Proposedstarting date: June1% 2016,
Expected duralion: ‘September 15", 2016.
Province and area 10 be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (sce

attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).
‘Weather olomntsto bo modified: Thundorstorms,
Modification expected: Hai Suppression
Class of operator: Operational
Operating method: aitbome
Class of economy to benefit insuranco industry: private and public property primary, agriculure

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
Organization name: ‘Weather Modification nc. (WH)

tp www weathermadificationcom
Parent Organization ‘Weather Modification nc. (WM)

3802 201h Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Offer: Mir. Nol Brackin, President Tel: (701) 235.5500
nbrackin@weathermod com

Local Organization: Weather Modification, Inc. Tel. (403) 335.0359
Oids-Didsbury Aiport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H 1A

Name and relevant qualificationsofofficer(s) designated in charge of project:
Chief Officer: Mr. Daniel Gilbert, Chief Meteorologist

BS., 13 years’ experience
‘WHA Certified Weather Modification Operator #76
Office Tok: (403) 335-8350
(see Part 5for detals of qualifications and experience)

Vice President - Meteorology Mr. Bruce Boo
Project ManageriMeteorology, 42 years’ experience
Tel: (701) 235.5500

Primary aciiies of organization (see web page at www weathermodifcationcom):+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air polltion monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring |
+ equipment design and fabrication |
+ aif modifcatons
Amount of pubic fabilly insurance carried applicable to activity: CADSSO millon by the Alberta Severe‘Weather Management Society and USS5 millon by Weather Moilcation, Inc.
a
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List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:
a Canada: The Alberta Hal Project has been operating in ils present form since 1996. The

‘contractor (operator) for tis entire period has been WHI.
bo Elsewhere

+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 0
years. This is an ongoing project

+ WMI conducted hall suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne Il arcralt
and a Lear Jot 1998.2004.

+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Okiahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail
‘Suppression 1997-2001.

+ WM has conducted operational loud seeding in Alberta, Burkina Faso, California, Idaho,Mexico, UAE, India, Indonesia, Mai, Nevada, North Dakota, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, and
Wyoming within the last 10 years.

4 References:
1. Dr Tory Krauss.

Kauss Weather Services.
70 Irving Crescent
Red Deer, AB TR 353 Tol 403.318.0400

2. Mr Darin Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board.
900 E. Boulevard Ave.
Bismarck, ND58605 Tel. 701.328.2788

3 Dr. RonaldE Rinehart
4408 Greystone Dive
St. Joseph, MO 64505 Tel. 816.233.1304

4 Dr Paull Smith |
‘South Dakota School of Mines & Technology |
501 E. St. Joseph Street
Rapid Clty, SD 57701-3995 Tel. 606-394-221 |

List ofsubcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own flet of aircraft and weather radars. No maior |
‘sub-contractorsarebeing used on the Alberta Hal project for aircraft of radar services. Soluion
Blend Services, Caigary, Alberta (403) 207-9840 wil be handling and mixing seeding solutions for
the project.

PARTI. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Sociely (ASWMS) |
Chief offers: Me. Todd Kiapak, President |

toddkiapal@iniactnet
Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer

ianssenc@telus.net
Nature of organization: A notfor-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokers

operaling in Alberta. The sociely was formed for the purpose of collecting funds from its
‘members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY.
Address and location of project primary field base:
Olds-Didsbury Aiport, Alberta. fol. 403.335.8350
Adresses) and location(s) of project secondary fied base(s):
+ Springbank airport Tol. 403.247.0001
+ Red Deorindustialaiport lol. 403-888-7857

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL.
"Name and titof fed officer in charge: Mr. Daniel Gilbert, Chief Meteorologist

Old-Didsbury Aiport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB TaH1AT
tol & fax. 403-336-8350,
e-mai._dgibert@weathermodilcation.com
home page: hl:weathormodifcation.com/

‘Qualifications of fied officer in charge (Gilbert:
Education
Bachelor of Science, Meteorology and Environmental Studios (double major) May 2004, lowa State
Universit, Ames, IA
Associate of Ars, Liberal Ats, May 2000, lowa Central Community College, Fort Dodge, IA
Weather Modification Experionce
Chief Meteorologist, Weather Modification, Inc. (Wyoming and Albata)-November 2009 o present

Forecaster, radar operator, rawinsondes, direction of seeding aircraft. Case declarations, |
wintertime (Wyoming) roscarch program. |

Meteorologist, RHS Consulting (Fresno,CA) ~ November 2008-February 2009
Directed airborne and ground based cloud seeding operation over portions of the coral and
southern Sierra Nevada Mountains. Set up and performed routine maintenanceofground based
ce nucleus generators. Provided daily forecasts for clients and project personnel,

Meteorologs, Independent Coniractor, (Boise, ID) ~October 200710April 2008
Provided meteorological services o support Idaho Power Company's winter cloud seeding
project in West Central Idaho, directed airborne and ground seeding operations, directed
rawinsonde releases, provided short-term operational forecasts and nowcasts or los,communicated with ircraft via two-way radio

Field Meteorologist, North Dakota Cloud Modification Project, (Staniey or Bowman, ND) — Summers,
2003-2000
‘Operated 5 cm weather radar equipped with TITAN software package, launched and directed
seeding aircraft using two-way radio and GPS racking, performed data recording and
‘documentation of cloud seeding operations, prepared silver odide seeding solution, assisted with
radar caliorations, prepared forecasts and briefed pilots daily, supervised intern meleorologists,
presented case studiosfor ground school, operated cloud condensation nuclei counter for joint
research with South Dakota School of Minos

Forecaster, Almospherics Incorporated, (Fresno,CA)-October 2006-May 2007
Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Modesto, CA) - November 2005- April 2006.
Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Paso Robles, CA) - December 2004 - February 2005

Provided dally forecasts for seeding operaiions andlor clon, operated Scm weather radar,
directed winter cloud seeding operations over the Sierra Nevada uliizng both glaciogenic and
hygroscopic seeding agents, raced radar overlays, performed data recording of operations, wiole: |
monthly and annual reports |
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Wermberstips and Honors
+ Motoorologist Distinguished Service Award, 2013, Weather Modification Assocation
«Member, Weather Modification Assocation cerifod operator #78)
+ Member, American Metoorcogical Socioty
+ lowa Gontral Communiy College Honor Society, inducted Apri 27, 2000
«WilburE Brower Professionals Award, 2007 North Dakola Cloud Moifcaion Project
Field Adress: Olds Didsbury Arpt, Highway 2A, Os, AB
Fiold Telephone no. 403.335.8359
Foldparsomel fulltime= 3

parttime = 14
Daily recordsofactivities: Custodian = Ms. Erin Fischer

WH Project Operations CarreOlds.Didsbury Aor, Highway 24, AB. TaH TAT
All ecords aro maintained June 1* Sopt. 16” annual.
1 Gay weather synopsis and forecast report
+ radar echo stomdata report and maps+ daly operaions summary report
+ chemicalinventoy report
+ oqupment staus report
+ acral fight rack maps
+ lightlog report
+ projectaicroft maintenance report |

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY |
Reasons for organization seeking modified weather. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused >3400 |
millon damage in the Cy of Calgary sone.  Haistorms in the City of Calgary caused >3500 Millon in
2010 and again in 2012. In addilon, halstorms have caused >5100 Mion damage to crops annually |
Since 2007 and the damage to crops was >$400 Millon in 2012. Haistorms have now become a billon
dollar problem to the economy of Alert. The 20 largest insurance comparics and thi affaes have
banded together to conduct hal suppression operations n the “hail aly" of coniral Alberta to combat
urban hal damage inthe Calgary lo ted Deer area. The cutent rogram has conducted coud seeding
operations in central Abeta each summer since 1996.
‘Specific modification sought. _ Diminish ail damage to property in cental Alberta wih special prioiy
givon to the urban aroasofCalgary and Red Dor.
Quaniatvestimate of modification expected: Even very small positive results (+1%) wil be
aconomicaly bancficial, however, s hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 26% or greater
will be realized. The insurance industry has boen encouraged by tho result, esimaling a savings of
several hundred.milfon dolar to the industry, paying oul approximately 50% ofwhal they expected. |
‘Socondary effects anticipated: Reductionsin crop damage due to hall should also be realized. Seeding |

aaa If papal osuTa to Yesos o ut doi ME Sop |
insurance data for the frst 10 years of the project dicated a reduction in the losstoisk values |
compared with th historical 58 year average fo tha province as a whale. Howavr,a recent analysis |
shows increased variabilty and an increasing rend in hail damage over th last 5 years both inside and |
oulsido theprojectarea which is kel due fo imate change. The effot of the seeding on crop damage |
Is inconclusive at this time. |
Geographic rea afecto (seoatached map): Tho main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer, |

a |
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berta and west o the footils of the Rocky Mountains.
Estimate of adjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may aiso benef fro th seeded storms.
Approximate total cos: approx. $3.1 millonpoyar.
Funds tobeexpended in Canada est $600,000 per year.
General periodofoperation: June 1" -Sept. 15” annual.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL The folowing text describes the methods to bo used, genera principles of{echniques, descriptionofspec techniques, and biedescripoftypical operators:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hal suppression, avcaft patrolling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports wil be used fo
inate seeding as soon as appropriate condiions deveop. Storms wil bo secded if hey have radarreflects of approximately 35 GBZ at heights above ho °C fomperatre eve, and are considered 10bo a polentl hal teal 1 an ban or populalod area. When large hai is forecast seeding wil
commence when radar refoclviies reach approximately 20 ABZ. in order to start the microphysical
‘suppression process as arly as possible wilin he polenta haistorms. Storms wil be seeded by
aircraft using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics and/or wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl-solution
burners.
The amount of seeding malaria used wil depend upon he etme and siz of the cloud or storm and
other meteoraogical condlons. The seeding ates aro about double those used during he 1070's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding wil be focused on th feeder clouds of he sors new growth zone and wil
oo conducted al coud op and cloud base. Further detailsofthe seeding method are discussed baw.
HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
“The cloud soeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “benafical competion".
Benofcial compotion assumes a lack of natural co nucle in the environmen effec a temperatureswarmer than 20°C and tha th injection of Agl wil result in the production of 8 sgnficant number of“aril oo nuclei The natural and arial ce crystals compels” for io available supercocied laud
loud water wiin the storm. Hence, fh haisionos thatare formed within the seeded cloud volumes wilbo smal and produce ess damage if Ue shoud survive th fal to the surface. i 6n0uGh nucel are
introduced into te now growh region of the stom, hen i i possible hat the haistones wil bs smal
enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operations are Intended to ater he cloud microphysics ofth treated clouds, assuming
hat the present prociptation process s neficon due to a fac of natural ce nucle. The seedingbased on a conceptual madel of Albeta haistorms that evolved ffom the tus of Chishom (1970)Chisholm and Renick (1972), Barge and Berguall (1975), Krauss andMarit (1864), English and Krauss(1986) and Engh (1985).
its assumed that hail bryos. grow wilin the time evaling “main” updraft of singe cell storms and
‘within the updrafts of developing “feeder clouds” or cumulus towers that flank mature “multi-cell” and |Gupor-ol toms (see 6.3, Fost 1964 The growth 10 roe hal s hypohesized o occu along he |edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interactwih the man storm uperalt.
For hall suppression, seeding wih large amount of siver-odide wil dramaticaly increase the ice rytalconcentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for he avaiable supercooled coud wate to preventhe growth of large, damaging, ce parties. Based on WHMIS cxperence, he coud seeding wil betargeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated wih the paducion of hail and wil leave
TE FRTTWEROESW
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unsoeded those regions of the storm associated wil the production of rain ony. This will make efficent
0 of tho seeding maleral (Ag) and wl reduce he possible risk of verseecing ran clouds.
‘CLOUD SEEDINGMETHODOLOGY- SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective cols (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 dBZ within the clout
ayer above the. -5°C level, ocaied wilhin he picject areas of wilin a 20 min travel time "buf zone"
upwind of the project area, wil be seeded if they pose a potential treat of damaging hal for an urban or
populated area. Radar observrsicontollers wil be responsiblo for making the “seed” decision and
dieciing the cloud seeding missions. |
Patrol fights will be launched bofore clouds within the target area mec tho radar reflectivy seeding
itera. These parol fights are meant to provide immediate response o developing cells In general, a
patrol is launched in tho ovont of visual roports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cols exceed 25 kit heightover the higher erain along the western border and begin
‘moving towards the urban areas.
Launches of more than ono aicratt are determined by the number of storms in each area, the ead time
required for a seeder aircraft 0 reach the proper location and alte, and projected overlap of coverage
and on-taton time for mullple airaft missions. In genera, ony one aicraf can work saely af coud top
and one aicralt at cloud base for a single slo. The operation of ihiee aircraft is recommended to
provide uninierupted seeding coverage a ther cloud-base or couc-lop and (0 seed three storms
simtaneously i required
“The program is designed to seed conveciive clouds, before they achieve rad refleciviies associated
wilh hail, and deliver Soeding material {0 regions of draft and supercooled liquid water i. he primary
conons responsible for the growth of haiksiones. |
Factors that determine cloud topo cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibily, cloud base height, |
or time avaiableto reach seeding allude. Cloud base seeding is conducted by fing a coud base within |
the main inflow of single coll storms, or the infow associated with the new growth zone (shell loud)
Tocaled on the upshear side of mul-cell storms
loud top seeding is conducted between typicaly between -5°C and 10°C. The penci flares fall
approsimately 1.5 km (approximalaly 10°C) during hei 35.40 second bur time. The seeding aicraft wil
penetrate the edges of single convective calls meoting he seed creia. For muli-cell storms,o storms
With feeder clouds, he seeding airral wi ponelal the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sidesofconvectivecei, as they grow up through the aircrafts altitude.
Occasionally, wih embedded cals o convective complexes, tere are no clearly defned feeder turrets
visite to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances. ai an alitude between -5°C and - 10°C, a
seeding aircraft il penetrate the storm edge (region of ight radar refecivy gradient) on the upshear
sido and burn aburn n-place flare and Inject croppable pencil fares whon updralts are encountered.
Seeding is effective only within cloud updraft and n the presence of supercooled cloud water, ic. the
developing, and mature stages in the cvoluton of the classic thunderstorm conceplual model. The
dissipative sages of a storm would be seeded only f the maximum reflect is particularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflecivily gradients) indicating the possible presence of |
embedded updraft
SEEDING RATE
‘Aseeding rate of one 20. flare every 5 sis typicaly used during cloud penetration. A sighty higher rate
is used (e.g. 1 fare every 25) if updralts aro very sirong (e.g. » 2000 min) and the storm i particularly
intense. Calcuations show that this seeding ale wil produce >1300 ce crystals per lira which is more
than sufficient o deplete the uid water content produced by updialls of 10 mis (2000 fUmin, thereby
preventing thegrowthofhaistones within the seeded cloud volumes,

a
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A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafts). A to 10 min waiting period may be
used, to allow for the secding material 0 ake effect and the storm to dissipate, f visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar refleliviy Values decrease and gradients weaken. This wating period precludes the
waste of seeding material and ensures its optimum usage.

For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 burn-in-place flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud
‘seeding runs are repeated uni no further inflow s found. Wing-tp seeding solution burners wil also be
used to provide continuous siver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at
cloud base and the shelf cloud region. Base seeding is not conducted if only downdrafts are encountered
at cloud base, since this would waste seeding material.

The cloud seeding flares are siver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nucle effectiveness of approximately
10"! nuclei per gram of pyrotechnic, active at -10°C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests
at Colorado State Universty.

‘Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Ag! plume overlap from consecuive flares by the time
the cloud paricies reach hal size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1976) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
diffusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. Thi is insufficient time for ice particles to grow to hail size. Therefore,
dropping flares at 5 sec intervals shouki cffectivaly deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the
growth of hail particles. The useofthe 20 gra flares and a frequent drop rate provides beller seeding
coverage than using larger flares wih greater timeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the
‘above calculations are conservative when one considers thal the Genter of the ice crystal plume center
will have a higher concentrationofcrystals.

B. EQUIPMENT

Type:
+" one Advanced Radar Corporation C-bandDopplerweather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg,

beam width, located at the Olds-Didsbury airport, 501 tower mounted including radome.
+ Three Beechcratt C90 King-Ai prop-jet aircraft (wo in Springbank and one in Red Deer).
+ Two Cessna 340 aircraft one in Springbank and one in Red Deer).

C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:

+ Cloud top (ejectable) pyrotechnic flares are 20g Agl formulation manufactured by ice Crystal
Engineering (CE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA (ww.icefares.com)

+ Cloud base (burmin-place) flares are 150g Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal Engineering
(ICE)ofKindred, North Dakota, USA (www.ceflres.com)

+ Asolutio of acetone, ster iodide, sodium perchlorate, paradichiorobenzene, and ammonium iodide
will also be bumed for continuous seeding at cloud base. The products of combustion yield siver
iodide (Agh ce nucle, carbon dioxide (CO), and waler (H;0).

Activation tests performed at Colorado State University indicate greater thant0 ice crystals per gram of
seeding agent burned, active at -10°C.
Total fight hours and quanties to be dispersed: We eslimate the project may use 5000 twenly-gram
flares and 500 one hundred-ffy gram flares, plus approximately 150 gallons of the seeding solution (2%
Agl by volume) will be burned. The numberofoperational days, ighs, and amount of seeding material
dispensed over the past fifteen years is summarized in the attached table. No harmil effects from thosematerials is expected. This is based on years of studies (both in the USA and Canada) to detect silver in

AFreRaRo TG RAFCROTIE OF REFidos War50
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precipitation (above background level) folowing cloud seeding. The amount of siver distributed by the
cloud seeding s small compared o the output fom industry. Siver amouns from cloud seeding are far,
far less than the USA EPA guidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ Three C90 King Air prop-et aircraft, wo in Springbank (NSO4DK and NSTSTS) and ono based in Red

Deer (N522P).
+ Two Cessna 340 aicraf, one in Springbank (NAS70M) and one in Red Deer (N37356)

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.
No special project ground vehicles vil be deployed for the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
ransportation wil be used.)

PART10, GENERAL INFORMATION GONGERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
‘OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for ths project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aicrafl instrumentation. Daily weather charts wil be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WH weather radar control and
‘communications center wil be equipped to foceive and rocord data from th GPS aicraf racking system.
The GPS system displays the exact position of arcrat superimposed on the radar display to enable the
‘controller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft o optimum seeding locations within the storm system. |
“The color-coded aifcrat position on the PPI will be marked with a small symbol. Electronic coding wil |
enable radar controllers to discriminate between al project arcralt
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION: Each of he cloud seeding aircraft wil have a lemperature sensor
to ensure that the cloud penetration seeding funs are conducted at the proper lemperature lovels.
WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped wih a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous call stalsics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
fadar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasling)
has been used since 1997 and has proved to be very useful. TITAN is licensed from the U.S. National |
‘Genter for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). |
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
Stat ypeofworking agreement entered ntowihthe weather moder: Contac
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF. OF THE‘ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Namo of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
Fullnamoofcating afer and te:
Tosssiops Kw DeDeclley BOARD MEMBER,

“President Alberia SoveroWeather ManagementSociety
1403):231:4357Fodd:Kinpak@iniactnel
oz-33 1200 LEN.DEDECKER®D INTACT WET.

SnatreJALAL Date: May 16,2016

PART 12. GERTIFIGATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
1 HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES 1S ATRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OFMY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPEGIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIESHEREIN DESCRIBED.
Nameoforganization: Westhr Modification, Inc
Fullameofcating officer
BruceA Boo

Vice resintofMeteorology
(707) 235.5500

BruceABee
Signature: Date: May 18,2016

|
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Table1:OporationlStatistics for1996 to 2015.
Seeding ActtybySeason —

HAHEIAER RAE RENEe[38|5e 5.|i3(iz|i® HEREHEE Eissl i 3332|E8(55|3% 28882 33PHP EEE<&(° 12 |§ [8 |8 |3 5 3
I a A ala 6|

Mean |30.9|103.4|2128|91.8[2146|69|102|24[51796|666.2|162.6|
[Tas [2595 |101 [25| 120| a7 | 575|ao7e2|1020[2286]3|
103 [2296 [2333] 102| 333 |e311|636 [131710|

[2012|37 |143 [3001[116[3146]85|1.16[270|7727 |oma [2603]2|

Fon Fra fea xFo an or iFons115| 2718| 118 | 2638| 63 [ses|asa[2275] 72009 1093 os 297| 565|
2008 1507 100 sas [1s| 15

[2007[730 "76 NM
[2006|28| 02| [65|21a[76[110] [1454]12|

2005 80 [1570] 70 [1591] 59| 100 230 [51s[sa |16|
2001 105 [275 | 50 [209] 03| 120|300 |e513|srr[amr]8|

[2005 [26 | 92 [1636] 79 [1734] 67 | 110 | 220|ates| 518| 326
[2002| 27 | 92 [1574]sa[1242]a6[080230] 3108|377|s03

2001 |36|109[2083|98|195|54|050 200| seas |533| 1408
2000 | 33|130|265.2|136|3038| 104| 130] 250 | 9653| sao| 1413

[2989[739|118[2513|s62[2127| 55 [080| 130| asso| es0 [2075
[asos|31 |9 |1699|155|1111] 36| 060|070| 2023| aos[1958]11|

1997+ 2 | 181 29 [060 | 100 | 2376| 356 [aaa]13|
1996+ n ise 56 | 100 | 220 3817| sez | sos| 17

“The 1996 ond 1997 sesors beganan ne15, no ne3, ich has een te nomevrsce.
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MEMORANDUMTOMINISTER

SUMMARYANDANALYSISOFTHEn ECIAL REPORT
(For Information)

PURPOSE
To provide a more detailed analysisofthe fifth order draftofthe U.S. climate science special
‘report, including comparisons with Canadian science, where available and appropriate.

SUMMARY

+ Theda Us. Global Change Research Progam lime since spcil report was
profiled inh Now York Tones on Augie 3.2017 (se stashed eel, but as mot yt
Feeadby heUS. goverment

+ The findings reported in the report reiterate the major conclusionsofthe
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in its last assessment (that warming
ofthe climate system is unequivocal, human activity is the main cause, and the choices
‘made in the coming decades about reducing emissions will strongly influence future
Cima seloted

«Wma US,melaai
Er an
consistent with amplified warming in the Canadian Arctic.

«+ Each chapter in the report assesses the stateofthe science of a particular aspectofthe

changing climate. For example,thereport notes that the average annual temperature
ove the ontgants U.S. is preted sis, with incrsnesof abot 1 4-C rive 0
the recent past projected for the next few decades.

«+ Italso reports on extreme events within the U.S., including heat waves, cold snaps, wet
seasons, individual storms, and droughts, and concludes that most ofthe events studied
bE

+ Thereport is focused on the U.S., but it includes findings thatarerelevant to Canada,

particularly for the Arctic.

. TEATSAER Ree
are being led by Communications.

CONTEXTANDCURRENTSTATUS
‘The U.S. Global Change Research Program climate science special report is an authoritative
assessmentofthe scienceofclimate change, with a focus on the United States. It will serve as.

{he Toundaton for effort 10 ase simate eae ise and norm decision makingon

Canada
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responses. This report has bocn developed as partofthe U.S. Global Change Research Program's
sustained National Climate Assessment process, which is undertaken every four yrs.

Scientists from 13 different U.S. federal agencies contributed to the report. The report underwent.
‘multiple reviews, including an open public eview and review by the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences. The report discusses clima trends and future changes at several scales: global,
nationwide for the United States, and for 10 specific U.S. regions. It does no includean
assessmentofthe scientific literature on climate change mitigation and adaptation measures,
economic valuation,o societal responses, nor does it include policy recommendations.

“The findings in this report are based on a large bodyofscientific peer-reviewed research, as well
as2 numberofother publicly available sources, including well-established and carefully
evaluated observational and modelling datasets.

An overviewof the main scientific findingsof the report i provided in Annex I attached).

CONSIDERATIONS
“The findings reported in the report reiterate the major conclusionsofthe IPCC in its lat.
assessment (that warmingofthe climate system is unequivocal, human activity is the main cause,
and the choices made in the coming decades about reducing emissions will strongly influence
foture climate-related risks). There are no major surprises in tems ofthe findings presented, and
the Department's climate scientists confirm this. Given that Canada and the U.S. share common
‘geographic regions, similar changes can be expected for partsof Canada.

‘Canada does not have a mandated national climate assessment process like the one in the U.S.
but the GovermentofCanada does routinely assess the state ofknowledgeof climate change,
associated impacts, and adaptation responses for Canada, with Natural Resources Canada leading
this effort. The next national assessment for Canada is underway, witha seriesofreports to be
released over the next few years, culminating in 2021.

“The first report in this series will be Canada’s changing climate report, led by the Department.
Like the U.S. climate science special report, it will provide the science foundation for other
productsofthe Canadian national assessment. While this initiative is led by the foderal
‘goverment, with the involvementofFisheries and Oceans Canada and Natural Resources
‘Canada, non-govemmental experts will also be engaged in development and reviewof Canada’s
changing climate report. Its completion is anticipated for late 2018.

Stephen Lucas Martine Dubuc
Deputy Minister Associate Deputy Minister
cc MartineDubuc cc. StephenLucas
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BACKGROUND
The U.S. Global Change Research Act (1990) established the National Climate Assessment, to
be undertaken everyfouryears. Over time, the U.S. Global Change Research Program has
‘moved toward a sustained National Climate Assessment process, to maintain momentum,
strengthen and evolve assessment capacity, facilitate continued engagementofscientists and
stakeholders, and be positioned to assess new information as it emerges.

‘The U.S. Global Change Research Program sims to develop products that arc informed by and
tailored to user needs 50 that the end products are relevant and support decision making. A
sustained assessment process also links directly to the needsofdecision makers on an ongoing
basis by providing access to climate data, information, and services. In this way, it is envisioned
thatthe U.S. National Climate Assessment will be a dynamic resource that can bring climate
information into mainstream decision making.

‘The Fourth National Climate Assessment cycle is currently underway, o be completed in 2018.
“The climate science special report will be the first productofthis current cycle (public release is
awaiting final clearanceofthe completed report). The report is an authoritative assessmentofthe
scienceof climate change, with a focus on current and future changes in the United States, to
serve as the foundation for efforts to assess climate-related risks and inform decision making on
responses. It is expected to provide the scientific foundation for other componentsofthe
National Climate Assessment, mainly the forthcoming national issues and regional issucs
assessment reports, due in 2018.

Overviewofprocess
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is the lead agency responsible
for preparing the climate science special report, and authors included scientist from U.S. federal
agencies, national laboratories, universities, and the private sector. The findings in this report arc
based on alarge body ofscientific peer-reviewed research, as wel as a numberofother publicly.
available sources, including well-established and carefully evaluated observational and
modelling datasets. The report underwent multiple revicws, including an open public review end
review by the National AcademyofSciences.

‘The processofdeveloping the U.S. National Climate Assessment reports is similar to, and
modelled on, the process used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to
deliver global assessmentsofclimate change science, impacts, and responses. Key similarities
include the adoptionofIPCC terminology for assessing the likelihood ofa change occurring, use:
ofthe same emission scenarios and future climate projections from the coordinated global
climate modelling experiments, and the adoption ofa rigorous review process with both expert
and goverment review phases

‘The U.S. National Climate Assessment relies on IPCC assessments and provides useful updates
ofthe science in some arcas, but it does not attempt to reassess the vast bodyofliterature
assessed by the IPCC. An added value fora domestic audience is provided by focusing on the
United States and by providing detailed regional analyses that arc beyond the scopeofthe IPCC.
Many countries, including Canada, have national assessment processes to serve domestic needs.

4
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Scientists Fear Trump Will Dismiss
Blunt Climate Report
By LISA FRIEDMAN AUG. 7, 2017
‘WASHINGTON — The average temperature in the United States has risen

rapidly and drastically since 1980, and recent decades have been the warmest

ofthe past 1,500 years, according to a sweeping federal climate change report
awaiting approval by the Trump administration.

‘The draft report by scientists from 13 federal agencies concludes that

Americans are feeling the effects of climate change right now. It directly

contradicts claims by President Trump and membersofhis cabinet who say

that the human contribution to climate change is uncertain, and that the

ability to predict the effects is limited.

“Evidence for a changing climate abounds, from the topofthe

atmosphere to the depths ofthe oceans,” a draftofthe report states. It was

uploaded to a nonprofit internet digital library in January but received little

attention until it was published by The New York Times.

‘The authors note that thousandsofstudies, conducted by tens of

thousandsof scientists, have documented climate changes on land and in the

air. “Many linesofevidence demonstrate that human activities, especially

emissionsofgreenhouse (heat-trapping) gases, are primarily responsible for
recent observed climate change,” they wrote.
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‘The report was completed this year and is a special science sectionofthe
National Climate Assessment, which is congressionally mandated every four
years. The National Academyof Sciences has signedoffon the draft report,
and the authors are awaiting permission from the Trump administration to
release it

One scientist who worked on the report, Katharine Hayhoe,a professor of
political science at Texas Tech University, called the conclusions among “the
most comprehensive climate science reports” to be published. Another
scientist involved in the process, who spoke to The New York Times on the
conditionof anonymity, said he and others were concerned that it would be
suppressed.

‘The White House and the Environmental Protection Agency did not
immediately return calls or respond to emails requesting comment on
Monday night. .

“The report concludes that evenifhumans immediately stopped emitting
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, the world would still feel at least an
additional 0.50 degrees Fahrenheit (0.30 degrees Celsius) ofwarming over
this century compared with today. The projected actual rise, scientists say, will
be as much as 2 degrees Celsius.

A small difference in global temperatures can make a big difference in the
climate: The difference between a rise in global temperaturesof1.5 degrees
Celsius and one of 2 degrees Celsius, for example, could mean longer heat
‘waves, more intense rainstorms and the faster disintegration ofcoral reefs.

Among the more significant of the study's findings is that it is possible to
attribute some extreme weather to climate change. The field known as
“attribution science” has advanced rapidly in response to increasing risks
from climate change.

‘The E.P.A. is oneof 13 agencies that must approve the report by Aug, 18.
‘The agency’ administrator, Scott Pruitt, has said he does not believe that

2006 18,211
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carbon dioxide is a primary contributor to global warming.

“It's a fraught situation,” said Michael Oppenheimer,a professorof
geoscience and international affairs at Princeton University who was not
involved in the study. “This is the first case in which an analysis of climate
change of this scope has come up in the Trump administration, and scientists.

| will be watching very carefully to see how they handle it”

Scientists say they fear that the Trump administration could change or
suppress the report. But those who challenge scientific data on human-caused
climate change say they are equally worried that the draft report, as well as the
larger National Climate Assessment, wil be publicly released.

‘The National Climate Assessment “seems to be on autopilot” because ofa
Tack of political direction, said Myron Ebell, a senior fellow at the Competitive
Enterprise Institute.

‘The report says significant advances have been made linking human
influence to individual extreme weather events since the last National Climate

| Assessmentwas produced in 2014. Still, it notes, crucial uncertainties remain.

It cites the European heat wave of 2003 and the record heat in Australia
in 2013 as specific episodes where “relatively strong evidence” showed that a
‘man-made factor contributed to the extreme weather.

In the United States, the authors write, the heat wave that broiled Texas
in 2011 was more complicated. That year was Texas’ driest on record, and one
study cited in the report said local weather variability and La Nifia were the
primary causes, with a “relatively small” warming contribution. Another study
had concluded that climate change made extreme events 20 times more likely
in Texas.

Based on those and other conflicting studies, the federal draft concludes
that therewas a medium likelihood that climate change played a role in the
Texas heat wave. But it avoids assessing other individual weather events for

sof6 187,211PM
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their link to climate change. Generally, the report described linking recent
‘major droughts in the United States to human activity as “complicated,”
saying that while many droughts have been long and severe, they have not
been unprecedented in the earth's hydrologic natural variation.

Worldwide, the draft report finds it “extremely likely” that more than half
of the global mean temperature increase since 1951 can be linked to human
influence.

In the United States, the report concludes with “very high” confidence
that the number and severityofcool nights have decreased since the 1960s,
while the frequency and severity of warm days have increased. Extreme cold
waves, it says, are less common since the 1980s, while extreme heat waves are
more common.

“The study examines every cornerofthe United States and finds that all of
it was touched by climate change. The average annual temperature in the
United States will continue to ise, the authors write, making recent record-
setting years “relatively common” in the near future. It projects increases of
5.0075 degrees Fahrenheit (2.8 to 4.8 degrees Celsius) by the late century,
depending on the leveloffuture emissions.

It says the average annual rainfall across the country has increased by
about 4 percent since the beginningofthe 20th century. Partsof the West,
‘Southwest and Southeast are drying up, while the Southern Plains and the
Midwest are getting wetter.

‘With a medium degreeofconfidence, the authors linked the contribution
of human-caused warming to rising temperatures over the Western and
Northern United States. It found no direct link in the Southeast.

Additionally, the government scientists wrote that surface, air and ground
temperatures in Alaska and the Arctic are rising ata frighteningly fast rate —
twice as fast as the global average.
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“Itis very likely that the accelerated rateofArctic warming will have a
significant consequence for the United States due to accelerating land and sea
ice melting that is driving changes in the ocean including sea level rise

i threatening our coastal communities,” the report says.

| Human activity, the report goes on to say, is a primary culprit.
|

“The study does not make policy recommendations, but it notes that
stabilizing the global mean temperature increase to 2 degrees Celsius — what
scientists have referred to as the guardrail beyond which changes become
catastrophic — will require significant reductions in global levelsofcarbon
dioxide.

Nearly 200 nations agreed as partofthe Paris accords to limit or cut
fossil fuel emissions. If countries make good on those promises, the federal
report says, that will be a key step toward keeping global warming at
‘manageable levels.

Mr. Trump announced this year that the United States would withdraw

| from the Paris agreement, saying the deal was bad for America.

Correction: August 9, 2017
An article on Tuesday about a sweeping federal climate change report referred
incorrectlyto the availabiltyofthe report. While it was not widely publicized, the
report was uploaded by the nonprofit Internet Archive in January; it was not first
‘made public by The New York Times.

Correction: August 15, 2017
An articlelatTuesday about a sweeping federal climate change report misstated
the professional credentials ofKatharine Hayhoe, who contributed to the report.
She isa professor at Texas Tech University, not a government scientist.
Follow @NYTClimate on Twitter

Aversion of tis artice appears n print on August 8, 2017. on Page AT ofthe New Yorkediion
With the headine: Climate Report Ful of Warmings Awaits Prsident
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ANNEXT

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Overview of the main scientific findings

Key globalfindings
‘The U.S. climate science special report reiterates previous findings about human influence on
‘global mean surface temperature from the most recent scientific assessment by the
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change. It states, *...it is extremely likely that human
activities, especially emissionsofgreenhouse gases, are the dominant cause of the observed
‘warming since the mid-20th century.” The report establishes that the short-term slowdown in the
rateof increase in global mean surface temperature over the carly 21st century has ended. This
“hiatus” in global warming was given some attention in the 2013 assessment by IPCC Working
Group 1, but at that time the causesof the slowdownwere not yet clear. The climate science
special report updates the rise in global average temperature (an increase of 1.0°C over the
period 1901-2016), noting the record warmth in 2014, 2015, and 2016. Further record-breaking
‘warmth is expected with continued emissions of greenhouse gases causing additional climate:
warming.

Key regionalfindings
As in Canada, warming is evident across the U.S. but with significant regional variations. Alaska
is amongst the regions experiencing the largest increases in temperature, consistent with
amplified warming in the Canadian Arctic. Pan-Arctic temperatures have increased over the past
50 years ata rate more than twice as fast as the global average.

Heavy precipitation events over mostof the U.S. have increased in both intensity and frequency
since 1901, and the frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation events are projected to
continueto increase over the 21st century.

‘The incidence of large forest fires in the westem U.S. and Alaska has increased since the carly
1980s and is projected to increase further in those regions as the climate warms, with profound
changes to certain ecosystems. This is consistent with Canadian analyses that suggest fire
activity may increase in Canadian regions due to climate change.

‘The report also assesses the latest developments in extreme event attribution, in other words, the
quantificationofthe influenceofanthropogenic (i.c., human caused) climate change on an
individual extreme weather event. It reports on events within the U.S., including heat waves,
cold snaps, wet seasons, individual storms, and droughts, and concludes that most ofthe events
studied reveal a human influence.
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Changes in the Arctic
Sea ice cover in the Arctic continues to decline, and the transition from old multi-year ice to
‘young seasonal ice stated in the report is also consistent with reductions observed in Canadian
‘marine waters. Further, the report notesthatthe extent of spring snow cover has been on the
decline, with a trend toward earlier snowmelt in the western U.S. This is consistent with
reductions in spring snow cover over the boreal and Arctic regionsof Canada. Projected impacts
of changes in seasonal snow cover and land ice on the availabilityof water in the westem U.S.
can likewise be anticipated over regions of Canada, including the western Cordillera.

‘The strong warming in the Arctic is causing the permafrost to thaw and become more
discontinuous in extent. It is known that when frozen, waterlogged soils, rich in deposits of
undecomposed plant material, begin to thaw, the plant material will decompose and release:
‘methaneand carbon dioxide. This positive feedback can have an amplifying effect on global
warming. In keeping with other large assessments, such as those led by the Arctic Council, the
report concludes that there is large uncertainty about the magnitudeofthis feedback.

Sea level rise and ocean acidification
The global mean sea level has risen by about 16-21 cm since 1900, with about 7 cmof that
amount occurring since 1993. Human-caused climate change has made a substantial contribution
to this rise. Future global sea level rise poses hazards for coastal communities. As in Canada,
exposure to future sea level rise will vary by region, depending on global sca level rise and local
vertical land motion and other factors.

To inform adaptation planning, the report considered a wide range of future global sea level rise
scenarios. This included an extreme scenario with rapid loss of ice from the Antarctic ice sheet
producing global sea level rise in excess of8 fect (>2.4 m) by 2100; however, the probability of
such an outcome cannot be assessed. This finding is significantly higher than in the IPCC Fifth
Assessment Report.

Under a high emissions scenario, oxygen levels in the ocean are projected to decrease by as
‘much as 3.5% by 2100 relative to pre-industrial values, and global ocean surface acidity is
projected to increase by 100% to 150%. High-latitude marine ecosystems tend to have less
buffering capacity against increasing acidity than systems at lower latitudes

Mitigation
“The report also provides some perspectives on mitigation, and theseareconsistent with other
reports. While global carbon emissions have slowed since 2014, stabilizationofemissions is
only the first step. Significant and sustained reductions in the rateofcarbon dioxide emissions,
with net emissions becoming zero or negative later this century, are needed to meet the long-term
temperature goalofthe Paris Agreement (keep the increase in global average surface
temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels).

2
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“Total emissionsofcarbon dioxide are the main determinantoffuture warming, but the rate of
warming in the near term can be influenced by emissionsofsubstances with a large global
warming potential and shorter lifetime, such as methane and black carbon. Mitigationof these
substances can contribute cooling benefits in the near term while also providing benefits for air
quality.

‘The Department recently released the Strategy on Short-lived Climate Pollutants (2017)
(attached), recognizing that taking action on these substances can help reduce the rate of
warming in the near term and help achieve the temperature targets in the Paris Agreement.

‘The report notes that unanticipated and difficult or impossible-to-manage changes in the climate
system are possible throughout the next century as critical thresholds are crossed and/or multiple
climate-related extreme events occur simultaneously. The riskofsuch occurrences is greater
under high emissions scenarios. The report addresses the possibility that interest in geo-
engineering may grow and concludes that assessmentsof the technical feasibilties, costs, risks,
co-benefits, and govemance challengesofgeo-engineering approaches are needed before
judgements about the benefits and risksof such approaches can be made with confidence.

3
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In ine with commitments under the Arctic Council,
BLACK CARBO ECCC has published an annual black carbonBlack carbon is a component ofPM, generated emissions inventory since 2015. The initial
oy irs incomplete cominSion Of 1035 foals ae) inventory was for the 2013 data year. The black
Somiss 5/3 oeiven origins so orimsied carbon inventory is also submited annually to the10 be the third largest contributor to current EE rayne
warming, aftor CO, and methane. Black carbon EE
Influences climate 'n multiple ways: by directly
healing surrounding air when suspended in the tis estimated that 41 Kiotonnes (k) of backaimosphere; by reducing the rflectivy of the carbon ware amited in Canada in 2014.
earth's surface when deposited, an effect partic- Recognizing the uncertainties related 10 globalularly strong over snow and ice; and through warming potentials (GWP) or back carbon andadditonal indrect offocts related to interaction hat these should be used with caution, application
with clouds. Black carbon is estmaled 1050 3,200 of the GW, values above would imply thatrange of 2706,200) times more potent a warming Canada's 2014 emissions of black carbon are
agent than CO,over a 20-year period”. Reducing approximately equivalent 0 131 megatonnesuncertainties related to quanifying the overall {My of CO, emissionsover a 20-year period.
warming effects of black carbon represents an On-and off-road diesel vehicles and engines areactive area of scientiic research inemationaly. estimated to bo the largest source of black carbon

emissions in Canada, accounting for over 40% ofShort-term and long-term exposure to PM,, ‘Ganada's total black carbon emissions in 2014.of wich blak carbon isa component, sai Fesidontal Woodring flows as io second
‘associated wiha broad range of human health largest source, accounting for about ono quarterimpacts, inducing respiratory and cardiovascular gf dane Emissions from stationary diesel
Slats Shuai ss pramanrsse inns 8572 engines are also regionally significant n the North,assessment of ine heallh offects of Back carbon, onary my ves comma vos or metic
the World Health Organization (WHO) noted hat gert® TE M0 FoneSREorSECIEYblack carbon is a “carrier” of ther poltants, A
delivering them deep nto the respiratory system. an increasingly significant source in the Arctic,and further hat a reduction in exposure to PM, ee
containing black carbon should ead 0 a 1AUGION ine region. See figure 1 below fora moro detailedin he heal efects associated wit PM, breakdown of Canada's black carbon emissions
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RECENT FEDERAL ACTIONS AND COMMITMENTS ON BLACK CARBON

= Canada’s endorsement of the World Bank's Zero Routine Flaring by 2030 initiative in April 2016 willsupport edusons in ack carbon emissions esting fom rutin flaringat of proucton faites.
= New federal investments that support lan technologies i lac of tose ta rely on fossil ful will

reduc emissions of bck carbon over he longer om. Examples include
Budget 2017 provided 220M over four years to hl reduc ean on diesel and fer oss
fuels for electricity generation and heating in Northern, remote and Indigenous communities.

The Pan-GanadianFamevorkincudesa number of ston that will help reduce black arbon
‘emissions by reducing fossil fuel consumption. These include actions to improve energy efficiencyand reduce emissions ine transportation seco, and reduc ean on sel orem andremote communis. See summary table on page 1 fo mor dts,

= Canaa has commie to devclop atone actos 0 reduce Hack aon emissions in the Leaders’Semenonorth American Cimat, Clo Energy, nd Environment Partners in. 2016
= In May 2017, Gara, slongide he Avi Sates adopted th Expert Group on Black Carton andMethane summary report wich recommends ra Actc Siate futher callctey reduce thei back
atbon missions bya east 253 erent blow201 evesby 2025

= Transport Canada published draft emissions regulations for the rail sector in June 2016, including
aust emission standard or parcte matter.

= ECG nated requtry development for new statorary deel (compressing) engines
inNovember 2016.

Black carbon gaps ‘Though emissions from stationary diesel engines.
a otcuron aro not stmatedooa argo sourceofbackjnan ssssssmant of rentmessures Carbon masons naonaly.they ar source of
roisiag io Lisck cation snssions Rey mitgeien particular concern in many Norther remote andgaps fora carbon incudo exing ona0 [iciganous communis, whoro engines porateroad mobi diesel sources, salonary ese! 24 houra dayfo ofr eecticy generation.engines avd wou buring appiances. Genin close proximity to homes and schools
Inthe case of on- and off- road mobile diesel impacting local air quality. These emissions also
sources, current federal regulatory measures generate local warming impacts, including through
focus on fuels as well as new vehicles and hodepositon of tse sehen On Shaw ain igs,
engines. These have and will continueto result hich ascelralos moling, Therearecurently no
in lack carbon emission reductions as fleets tum {edoal raguiaions and fow provincial and terrtora
over. However, due to the long lfetimes of diesel measures targeting emissions from stationary
icles, mover of he in-use fel s slow and EN9NeS.
fleas are stl dominated by engines pre-daing lnaoaaomitt vou, Rogdatery messes oeswood uring
some provinces and errors have implemented provinciafterritorial levels. Some provincesmeasures focusing on oXaing Voces, on and Prousem newtern apesancos,
of: road dese vices and anges continue Wile Some municpaies ave bya roaing 0fo be Canada's largest sore of black carbonemissions.
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residential wood combustion, including emission METHANE

andar,barscn Cran oo fSBATECS% tan i tort GHG, athestrataiencion nha ofwood brig spans 5Sre? ar en 2 warming agen
nnao" Dan C0, ote a20erp anaSe

chango-outprogramsorrbals forcorntow LeLlons:mathane
appl " or ‘contributes to the formation of ground-level ozone.
DN— eanAramis ofrrrnahn Set, 4200tataortonCara 200.

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment RE Cr

(CCME). These include development ofa guidance otal omssonstisiy the most sed
document for Canadian jurisdictions on open-air le msboane, is is eqsivmioni io 51aM of 20,Soy Eo row mesa own, Sissonscura 20-yearpero)Tho ofandge
teriorial and federal policies for open-air burning to accour
in selected Canadian and international jurisdic- emissions in 2014, largely from oil and naturalore iro + Goda of ac Rove 92give soc, cng votingard fangVodaopenGo ans rwowl (2% of ronal tl,Softhese amiss
Tuncoal ovngalatedenlpoionsonocd ornAT SEAT,Te,ing appancos in fan andUS. {or agrcuture and sok waste Gsposd 63.
jurisdictions andiil). See figure 2 below fora more detailedSe re erars ssn

FIGURE2: METHANE EMISSIONS BY SOURCE (2014)
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Federal measures already in place addressing Leadership Plan released in 2018, the province set
methane include funding fo sold waste projects target o reduce methane emissions from ofl and
Under selected federal nfastructure programs. gas extraction and processing infrastructure bul

before January 1, 2015,by 45 percent by 2025.Attne provincial and territorial level, Briish Brlsh Columbia wilalsobe offering incentives toColumba, Alberta and Saskalchewan have reduce emissions from applications but botwoen
implemented measures o reduce venting and 2015 and 2018 wit a Clean Infrasructure Royaltyfugitive emissions from oil and gas operations. tech program, as well a3 2 now offset protoca.
Alberta recently announced a new goal to cut To province also plans to establish standards
mathane emissions by 45% from il and gas for he development of projects after 2018-2020,
‘operations by 2025. Alberta is also proposing the including mandatory leak detection and repair.development of speciic requirements for new
facilios as well as a voluntary intative aimed ‘Several provinces have landiil gas capture
at reducing venting and fuiive emissions from regulations or incentives. Different approaches
existing facies. In Bish Columbia's Climate have been taken in terms of scope and requirements.

RECENT FEDERAL ACTIONS AND COMMITMENTS ON METHANE

= InthePan Canadian Framework, Canada committe 0 work with provinces and terriores to reduce
methane emission from the il and gas sector by 40-45% below 2012 vel by 2025

= To achieve ths goal Canada will implement federal methane regulations for the oil and as sector,
‘which will address Canada’s largest source of methane emissions and provide clear and consistent
requirements across the country. Ganada publshed proposed regulations in May 2017.

= Inthe Leaders’ Statement on a North American Climate, Clean Energy, and Environment Partnership,
(Canada also committed to developing and implementing a national methane strategy, taking action
to reduce emissions from landfills, and implementing voluntary measures to reduce and recover
food vaste.

Methane gaps HYDROFLUOROCARBONS (HFCs)
Forthcoming federal, provincial and territorial HFCs are potent GHGs. The potency of HFCs.
‘measures under development to address oil and varies by species and ranges from <1 to 10,800gas sources will address the largest mitigation limes that f GO,over & 20-year period, and
ap for this SLCP. The key remaining mitigation <110 12,400 thal of CO,overa 100-year period’.
gaps for methane aro for municipal solid waste Ahough HFC emissions are not curenty alandils and agriculure sources (enteric ormenta-  gigniicant contributor o total GHG omissions intion in particular). Recommendations on miigaion Canada theyare projected fo moro than tplmeasures for the agricuture sector are not included betwaan 2013 and 2030 unless adiional policy
in this Strategy however could be pursued in measures are introduced. Most HFC emissionscollaboration with Agriculture and Agri-Food ome ffom aerosols an foams, ar-condiloning‘Canada, taking into consideration ffois-undor he and refrigeration where thei use has rapidlyPan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and increase in placeof020n6.4epielng subeiances.
Climate Change, Se figure 3 below for a more detailed broaidonn

of Canadas HFG emissions.
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FIGURE 3: HFC EMISSIONS BY SOURCE (2014)
(Source Nationa Inventory Report 1990-2014

Retigeraton 18.6%
Aerosols foams
and overs 46.2%

Air Conitoing 36.3%

Aste of existing federal and provincial and
territorial regulations control ozone-depleting
substances and HFCs once they are in use
in refrigeration, air-conditioning and fire-
extinguishing systems.

RECENT FEDERAL ACTIONS AND COMMITMENTS ON HFCs
= Atederal permitting and reporting system for the import, export and manufactureof HFCs was

established in sping 2016.
= Anotice published in May 2016 requies the preparation and implementation of pollton prevention

plans for the sound management of end-of-if halocarban refrigerant. The notice, which includes
HFGS, will contribute to preventing emissions of HFCs at end-o-ie.
Federal regulation were proposed in November 2016tophase down the consumption of HECS and to
prohibit the import and manufactur of products containing or designed to contain HEC. Regulations.
will avert future HFG releases to the environment and allow Canada to ratify and comply with the
Kigali Amendment to phaserdown HFCs under the Montreal Protocol,

= Canada committed to update public procurement processes to transition away from high-GWP HFCs
whenever feasbl in the U.S.-Canada Joint Statement on Climate, Energy and Arctic Leadership.
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HFC gaps Measures to address ozone precursors are part
There are no measures in lace fo imi growin of 0 3 ually ations, ven prmariy by human
Tv Ee honor ow alamo hos concoms Transporation messes rs
roposed in 2016 woud holp contol ho consumpion 70stmature, includingseveralsignificantar
OIFCs, thereby reducing their use and av0NG nq tha as a co-beneft, reduce black carbon.

Other federal measures include consumer and
commercial sactor VOC rogulations and new, more

0ZONE iringent Canadian ambient air qualy standards
Ozone is a product of precursors including nitrogen (GAGS) for ozone. The continued implemen-
cudes (NOL) volatle organi compounds(VOCS) aon of Canadals Ar Quali Management
andcarbonmonoxide (CO), which transform into ‘System (AQMS) framework provides the basis forme ovatama ia lure mitigation efors and air quality improve-
Camascompet tacos ments, As part of tis ffr, aso Level Industrial
Eyhy Emission Requirements (BLIERS) nsiruments were

ie finalized and ofhors proposed in spring 2016. This
eereemeg2%a. oprosents an important step orward addressing
the transportation and oil and gas sectors are key. Sraissivns of sans plecivswrs ftom inustial: Sources, Provincial measures to reduce ambient

Te concentrations and prevent the exceedance of the.
an ‘CAAGS for ozone and fine particulate matter would

" also contribute to future emission reductions.

RECENT FEDERAL ACTIONS AND COMMITMENTS ON OZONE
= Multisector Air Pollutants Regulations (MSAPR) finalized in June 2016will reduce emissions of

‘ozone precursors from industrial boilers and heaters, the cement sector, and natural gas-fired
stationary engines.

= Non-regulatory instruments for the aluminium and the iron, steel and ilmenite sectors were finalized
in May 2016.

= Draft instruments for 7 other sectors published in May 2016 will also help to address ozone
precursors

Ozone gaps
A gap analysis or ozone has not boen undertaken.
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i TO ADDRESSING SLCPs

Tao Statogy complements iheDepart. Enhancing science and communicationset oondaton wonton mlechang dnoma Hil coon ar part mh 10 broaden understandingints Eiasaymotkeihr SiTaiestanshorwig nao. omiogor avsacanason Soapsee  anbamamt Somosts wp. ood: posses susie and modalMmaeraavamam dosing
Bnnmi ymaghd longo masghant hovde, ano etntorgeseatotSS risanewc ho socio of rionoa colmaimg wi ryandlang ions governments aber motos ovtod VernontnoslowsSessa yt tsoestaan by sector adscr and

i yn prion eoEnhancing domestic mitigation aIncroased awareness of LCP om apolcy and mling lows Thpeved ipeeminon ofhia Seothabnrigidsbi Higherdeasiest radon amesons of SLCPo mt coy.omotmes geese 3m ot of Soo wma ar snodoh on CECane Coovar ha wodg or bo conn sconce works 3 SLCrsa pono Fins sures, Slot chalengesdifr with sach pola.
a  Ervmmeg moma Manton gai

pritickibedioh Sing to miacronsbotweo SLCPY andiepan a wean trmdi ngaErvanced domestic milgaion of SLOP wil inahppt ns uamcoson of hoas seanatacivs ewwonto, elbolt tov dor ha sso onCsarronionspdt opttaming coon won oom 20.
above pre-industrial temperatures, while striving Though SLCPs are increasingly part of the.
towards 1.5°C. It will also generate near-term air dialogue on climate change, the importance ofar
implemented in or near the North have the achieve is still not always understood by deci-eaeoni oc eb bon. eenSoEnhanced measures coud continuo obo re potato ar oy1nanan ough opposches DaLaGHISS to mods SLOT mignon a4ndaiCana quai own owtr ot stages gncmereklam ime afc ang oath raped of Shaye mpalot ah tars acon on CO,SAD omisoora re peter tomoos anataassmvsado]Ee erin
the case to date, by explicitly considering and andby the general public.
quantifying the multiple benefits of SLCP mitigationona dona.
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Systematically engaging inntemational fora and engage amesialy and iomationaly
Gana’ racentintemationsl engagement on pike bspstn intanie inter
SLGPs reflects tho emerging understanding that
he best opportunity fo siow the rate of nearer Other Government of Canada departments (0GDS)
warming globally, and in sensitive regions such have the mandate to address SLCP sources
as the Arctic, is by cutting emissions of SLCPs — ‘such as the marine, rail, aviation and agriculturalboth at home, and intemationaly. Effective acon sectors Improved coordination wih OGD wilis noadecd on many fronts, inducing outsds the enhance the overal afectveness of Canada'sUnite Nation Framework Convention on Climate actin an SLGPa.Change (UNFCCC), commiments to avoid global
emporature increasaro 0ba achieved. AP Collaborating with provincial and
Canada's ntomatonal imate ance and SLOP territorial governments and other
funding contributions aim to reduce GHG and i g 8 che

SLGP omissions nterationaly,wihafocus on partners
developing countries. Provinces and territories hold many SLGP policyrand are impor inSLGP gation.ECOG is actvely engaged in numerous intemational |oversons copamiononer ecoant onal
fora that seek to advance mitigation and scenic anian of SLovs ob feos Aon © emerson SCP node corteci
{or detais). A more systema approach 0 this aAa)
Ingagenen will leverage our existing Now ‘action in priority areas that fall under joint jurisdic-
eticen parinetships, deepen cur mubiisiers) tion, such as the transportation sector, building on

engagement, 5s seek lo showoase our national the momentum of the Pan-Canadian Framework
and subnational activities. on Clean Growth and Climate Change to further

oo advance action on SLCPs.Collaboration among
Improving coordination of ECCC and governments i also needed to improve the

Consistencyofemission inventories across frisdic
Government of Canada activities tions, through alignment of reporting requirements
Canada's domestic mitigation, science and or establishing cata sharing agreements whi
intormational work on SLCPs aro increasingly minimizing duplication of efors.
linked. For example, both the Gimalo and Clean
AirCoalition (CCAC) and the Arctic Council are Canadian capabilities on SLCP mitigation extend
Gallng for countries to step up domestic actions. beyond governments, This Strategy wil leverage
Improved coordination of the Department's work the knowledge, capacity and engagement of
on SLGPs will elp to beter integrate ECCC's abroad suo of actors in Canada, mcluing
science, policy and regulatory activites, and cities, municipalities, private sector, academia,
its domestic, North American, and international government agencies such as the National
actions. Effscive governance wil also facilato he Research Counc, non-govemment organizations
Bronzaton and coordination of ECOG actwiies (NGOS), and Indigenous communities.

> -N é
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“The sections below outline a sue of actions sectorspecilc bariers o reducing emissions.
through which ECC could implementa holistic: ‘Additional detail on each of the actions described
‘approach to SLCPs based on the five pillars. is provided in Annex I.
Itis recognized thata phased approach will be A summary of how the Pan-Canadian Framework
required for implementation, and that measures contributes to domestic SLCP mitgation is aso
addrossing the same pollutant from the same provided in the box below.
Source,or that further scintific understanding,
Gould bo layered over ime. Near-term actions
EGCG wil take are highlighted. Complementary OVERARCHING
actions that ECCG could advance in the future are Inclusion of SLOP milgaton objectives in depart:
also denied. Agraphicof current and potential mental priorities, requiring consideration of SLCPs
‘actions to adress SLOP emissions is provided in in decision-making on air qualty and GHG actions,
Annex. and inclusion of benefits of SLCP mitigation in

cost benelit analyses of air pollutant and GHG
; ” mitigation measures could help to nstilutionalize

Enhancing domestic mitigation action the consideration of SLGP benefits in mitigation
The actions oullined below take info consider- approaches.
ation issues related to shared jurisdiction, and

ADVANCING SLCP MITIGATION UNDER THE PAN-CANADIAN FRAMEWORK
In December 2016, First Ministers adopted the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate
Change, the country'sfirst-everpan-Canadian climate plan. The Pan-Canadian Framework aims to grow
the economy while reducing emissions and bling resilience o the impacts of climate change. It was
developed in collboration vith provinces and territories, and in consultation with Indigenous Peoples.
The Pan-Canadian Framework has four main pilrs: pricing carbon pollution; complementary measures
o further reduce emissions across the economy; measures to adapt to the impacts of climate change:
and build resilience; and actions to accelerate innovation, support clean technology, and create jobs
Many of the actions under the Pan-Ganadian Framework will elp reduce emissions of short-lived
climate pollutants across multiple sectors of the economy.

Electricity
= Measuresto help reduce reliance on diese in northern, emote and Indigenous communities

Built environment
= Improving the efficiency of appliances and equipment
= Improving building codes and energy efficiency of housing, which will reduce the energy required

to heat buildings

STRATEGY ON SHORHAVED CUMATE POLLUTANTS - 217 15
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Transportation
= Continuing to improve uel efficiency of new light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles
= Improving the efficiency of exiting heavy-duty vehicles by requiring etrafits
= Increasing the number of zero-emission vehicles on the road
= Developinga clean fuel standard, which can help move away from fuels tha contribute o back

carbon, such as diesel

Industry
= Reducing methane emissions from the oil and gas sector
= Phasing down the use of HFCs
= Investingi new industrial technologies

Forestry, agriculture and waste
= Generating bioenergy and bioproducts, such as generating renewable ful from waste

Innovation
= Support new approaches o early-stage technology developmen to advance research in areas that

Have the potenti! to substantially reduce GHG emissions and other pollutants

BLACK CARBON numbers of acute respiratory symptom days.
pany) rostictod actvty days, asthma symptom days,

Black carbon mitigation gaps wil be addressed hospital admissions, emergency room visits.
through ai pollution measures or programs targeting chid acute bronchitis episodes and adult chronic
‘andlor priorizing thos PM, Sources known to bronchi cases across Canada.’result in significant black carbon emissions, or hat
have significant regional impacs, such as in the Acombinationo regulatory and program approaches,
Arcii, or in densely populaled areas. Actions taken addressing both new and existing sources, could
to address black carbongapswil support Canada's bo an effective way to reduce emissions from wood-
‘commiment to pursue significant national actions to burning appliances and stationary diesel engines.
reduce black carbon emissions in North America. Jurisdictional considerations are an important
Diesel emissions, which are very high in black factor in assessing how best 0 address mitigation
carbon, are of particular concern from a human Gaps for on- and off-road diesel vehicles and
health perspective. In 2012, the World Health engines. Once avehicie is sold al the retail level,
Organization (WHO) classified diesel exaust provincial and territorial governments have jurisdic-
as carcinogenic to humans. This conclusion is tion over ts environmental performance within their
supported by Health Canada's Diesel Exhaust respective boundaries, and along with municipal-
Health Risk Assessment (2016), which links. ies have the most policy levers to support action
‘exposure to diesel exhaust from mabile sources on existing loets. Tho Government of Canada
alone to 700 premature deaths in Canada annually. Gould explore opportunities with provinces and
Health Canada's risk assessment also found that trrilories o furlher reduce emissions from these
diesel emissions are associated with significant sources.
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Stationary diesel engines are used in many reduce PM, missions by upto 70% on a per unit
applications throughout Canada. Theyare a basis, wih So-benelfs fof methane and CO,. in
Source of particular concern in many Northern adiion to health benefits associated wh reduced
Communites, where engines operate24 hours PM,and therefore black carbon emissions,
a day for off-orid lecticty generation, often in redding emissions from wood-burning appliances
close proximityto homes and schools, impacting could also generate ther co-bendiis related 0
local ar quality. Faderal regulations implement human halt. For oxample, they could also hep to
performance standards for new stationary desel reduce emissions of VOCs and ahr toxics such as
engines, smiar to US. standards n placo since polycyclic aromalic hydrocarbons (PAHS), dioxins
2006, ave being advanced through funding nd furans, and holp to reduce winerime smog.
received under Budget 2016. Support for relofts
and replacements i collaboration wih provincial
nd territorial partners would help to reduce Enhanced domestic actions could also be targeted
‘omissions from existing units. This would support to supporting GovernmentofCanada and ECCC
Commiments under the Pan-Ganadian Framework OViSEIVeS [0 promote the use of clean technol:
fo work wih Indigenous Peoples and northern and 0gies. For example, the Government of Ganada
remote communities in reducing he reliance on Operatesanumberof facilios in the Artic tha relyonalby movoving ihe energy aficiencyof esl on diesel fuel or lectricty generation, including
Soneraing une, poring io domonavation and ECOG’ Eureka weather statlon. Invesimenis in
alation of yore or renewable onerdy systems. Sola of ther renewable sources, based on the
CoSSomos 3oConde results ofafeasiily study, would reduce fuokuse

and ower emissions from diesel combustion and
There are approximately 36 millon wood- demonstrate the applicationof enowable technolo-
burning appliances in Canada. Alarge fraction gles n he Arctic. In the Pan-Canadian Framework,
of emissions come from cide appliances. Federal ihe Goverment of Canada commited to reduce.
measures for new residential and commercial it own GHG amissions 0 40 percent below 2005
instuonal woodburning appliances would ensure levelsby2030 or oarler an also so  gosl of
Consistent national standards across Canada using 100 percent clean power by 2025,
nd ensure new appliances ar offcient Minora There may aiso be potential to reduce emissions
Protection Act 1998 (GEPA) would bo noaded to fom marine sources in partnership wil Transport
aeeu Canada and continued collaboration with members

{father tan individual Rousenolds or businesses). Of the Intemational Maritime Organization MO).hen Canada will continue to work with Arctic pariners to
ocades-ong etme: repacig an nofficent Getormine how bost to address the risksposedby
‘wood-burning appliance with a modern one can black carbon emissions from Arctic shipping.

NEW NEAR-TERM ECCC ACTIONS ON BLACK CARBON

= Proposed regulationsfo new stationary diesel engine willbe published inthe Canada Gaze, Part|
for a public comment period. The target date for publication is 2018.The emission standards will
contribute 0 air quality, health and cimate benef.
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METHANE and material reuse. These would complement
actions to reduce emissions rom landils. Food

Announced measurestoadossmethane19m Of wast is a major part of the organic material hat
gas sources ai th ecoral oval, in Aboria and ginvom andi. joe Une Nations
oR Some wiratons Cumin ing Sustainable Dovelopment Goals, and he recent
source of mathane omissions, wih co borefis NALS join action pan, Canada commited fo work
YattonofSU INS plealSore; 7K) Sole towards reducing food waste by 50%. ECCC will
io Gaaisals GH emissions reduciion iaigess, collaborate with Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
A landfill gas (LFG) recovery initiative could further (AAFC) as they develop a national foodpolicyThe

reduce methane from municipal solid waste current national waste diversion rate is about 26%a aaaa of the waste generated, largely due to provincially
provinces and territories, requiring or incenting~~"egulated recycling programs, and provincial and
he capture of land gas are being advanced municipal organics diversion regulations andEeSoraot.  iniiatves. Laading counirios from the Organiza:

araon he" ton for Economic Co-operation and Development
and uilisation rteof land gas and support the (OECD) divert up0 60-60%of thi wasie
implementationo technologies and nasincire  Addtonal measures obe dented in colavor and amie orn elie oration wih provincesand tartare, and wiio vet and manage organic wasieas alongom ran wif prosesandterorienandi

ullzation and recycing, and move Canada toward
Furthermore, there is a growing bodyof vidence a circular economy.
hat denis waste prevention, reuse andht apnites waets pve, revueand The naonal methane strategy commited to nthe
potential for GHG reductions in the waste sector. Leaders’ Statement on a North American Climate,FeSoc" Clean Energy, and Environment Partnership
om or hvmsion. and vocyeing may include additonal measures beyond those

" ’ considered in this Strategy.

NEW NEAR-TERM ECCC ACTIONS ON METHANE

= The federal government will work with provinces and territories to achieve the objective of reducing
methane emissions rom he of and gas sector, including ofshore active, by 40-45 percent below
2012 levels by 2025, including through equivalency agreements.

= EGCG will develop measure to adress methane rom kndils in consulation with provinces
and territories.

= Consultations on strategie to reduce avoidable food waste, increase organics diversion, and increase
recycling and reuse wll begin n 2017.

HYDROFLUOROCARBONS (HFCs) by pursuing work with OGD to ensure energyficiency programs and regulations are wellBuilding on new federal measures finalized ornare. any angaging and sotaborating
in spring 2016, comprehensive regulatory with other actors to communicate the importancemeasures proposed i ale 2016 would contol aa Trea
iho consumpion of HFCs trough a phaso-down related to HFCsof the manufacture, import and export of HFCs
and prohibit the manufacture and mportof HFG- ~~ Additional ations could be taken to encourage
containing products and equipment n certain he replacement of HFC systems and products
Sectors. These measures could be complemented with more climate-rendly atematives, where
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feasible. For example, the Government of Canada alternatives whenaver feasible, andto gradually
willbe “leading by example" by implementing an ransiton to equipment that uses more sustainable
HEG procurement program to promale the use altenatives to high-global warming potential HFCs.
of lmae-frendly low-global warming potential

NEW NEAR-TERM ECCC ACTIONS ON HFCs
= ECCC will ork to develop final regulations for the proposed HFG regulatory measures that were

published in 2016. Thesemeasures will allow Canada to comply vith ts Montreal Protocol HFG
obligations and ay the Kigall amendment.

= The federal commitment to update public procurement processes to transition away fom high-GWP
HFGS whenever feasible il futher reduce HEC emissions

OZONE At he federal level, work wil proceed to finalize
draft instruments for seven industrial sectorsThe publication of the CAAQS for fino pariculale posted in May 2016. Proposed regulations for

matter and ozone should halp to drive down Petroleum and refinery gases, which are VOCs,
‘ambient concentrations of these two polluanis. {rom the downsiream oi and gas sector as part
Under the AQMS, provinces and territories are ofthe Ghemicals Management Plan. wil also help
expected to develop ar ually management action 1 address 0sone precursors.
plans for regions (air zonos) within har urisdic-
flon where concentrations of hese polants are There may be scope [0 sel more ambitious
approaching or exceeding the GAAGS. Action ambient ai qual standards for PM, and ozone,
plans would lookat all sources of those pollutants as somaspectsof current standards aro not as
‘nd management actions could include rogulalory stringent as levels proposedby the World Healin
‘and non-reguiatory instruments including those Organization (WHO). In addition, consideration
Undor the AQMS and MSAPR. could be given to developing additional emissions

Standards for industrial soctors where emissions.
andimpacison localair qualtycanbeverysignificant
(eg. pelrieu rofining,coak rod power pants).

NEW NEAR-TERM ECCC ACTIONS ON OZONE
‘= EGCG will nlize proposed instruments for th aluminum, steel, potash, pulp and pape, iron ore

pelts, and base metals smeling Sectors and for cross-sectoral turbines.
= EGCG s leading development of more stringent ambient ar quality standards and is working to bring

forward additional emission standards for key pollutants and sectors.
= ECC will seek approval from federal, provincial and territorial Ministers of the Environment for new

Canadian ambientai quality standards forNO,, and lead the review of PM and ozone standards.
= Proposed federal regulations o reduce petroleum and refinery gases will be published inthe Canada

Gazelt, art, in 2017.
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SUMMARY OF APPROACHES
TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL MEASURES

POTENTIAL MEASURES
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Seomsttonig drtnd provincial terorl Mag onge tarLo vv federt nd provincial terrorist Mag onga
eae
isting oiand gas wd provincial terol Nea trCanal v Federaland provincial terror Hear

Newalland gs cperaions + Fedral and provincial terrorist Hear tem

Gussie wae “ea Fedral nd provincial eon Nearto medium term

Newsoldaselndtis An fdrndprovincial err Herta medium term
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Enhancing science and communications Refinementof ECCC's ClimateandAir
to broaden understanding Quality Motels

CO ais mat Sm Ses Atmospheric methane and black carbon levels
i are influenced by boih human aciivies and
Fate corporation of S1.0Ps ino the pia natural terrestrial systems (e.g. wetlands, wldires,
10 combat cimeate change and reduce GHG ‘permalrost releases). The proposed approach is to
ER improve the representation of methane and back

Tuy carbon in EGCC's garth system-based cimalo
an model and regional scale air quali model in order

RE 1o dierentale contributions relatedo human
Gngagesi nlematonal research Commies SMefam conibutons elated to changes
10 ensure that the cimato prediction and SLCP rR om Deasolin si
scienceonwhich decisions are based remain Sn ninaispon ips os
leading edge and consistent with current effzaayof arent mitigation sssnerios.
seni whlersiniing. Reconciling estimates of methane and VOC
Implementationofthe folowing actions is criical emissions fram oil and gas operations
to addressing SLCP knowledgegapsand improving The gif ro tr longest sowrce ef
EGCGavthcatonofamescns of SLCpyang Ihoollandgassectorshe largest sureof
supporting the assessment of ends, wih af00us gional scieniic work is needed to improveon'black carbon and methane. would alsoprovdo  ponreotSceTOLENak STE 1CP
science-based evidence 1b support decisions. . ‘of methane and VOC emissions from oil androad to cima changemigalonanda ual. gaa poratons. This wuld boon wih asudyI {o reconcile emissions estimaiesgeneratedby
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{opdoun ase on ambient atmospheric obser Further refining th black carbon inventoryvations, including from field campaign intensive he ment of prio
studies and satelite) and bottom-up (detailed a Uns ie doieisament ot pity
equipment count and emissions measurements iy
atthe equipment or faclly love) quantiica- The quantification of black carbon emissions
tion approaches. Study findings would bo used can be improved for some regions in Canada
toimprove quanilicationoffugiive emissions such as the North) and for poorly understood
from the sector as a whole. This would improve emission sources such as biomass burning, fring
Knowledge of emissions fom tho of and gas and diesel combustion in stationary and mobile
Secor, supporting the dovelopment of emissions equipment. Prioies identifed for improvements
reduction scenarios in ar quality and climate inthe black carbon emission inventory are based
prediction systems, and increasing confidence in on priori for domesiic action. Historical trends
Sector emissions reported in national emissions in black carbon emissions will ba developed as
inventories. It would iso result in improved under. additional years ro added to future inventory
standing of cimato and air qualty impacts of editions. Thesa will alow the impact of measures
‘SLGPs from oil and gas operations in Canadian, to dato fo be assessed. Consideration could also
North American and global contoxs. This work be given to possible amendments to National
would facitato moro realistic simulaions of Pollutant Release Inventory (NPRI) reporting
emissions changesandof ie specific lmale and requirements to support black carbon inventory
ai qualty response o thoso changes, improving refinements.
understandingof the range of emissions consistent
wilh meng gobal targets, and ofthecimate change Communicating SLCP science and
and ai quality benef fom actions on SLCPs. the importance of SLCP mitigation

ECGC is assessing climate change science
contont on the Department's website as part of
the web renewal process. Refreshing contort
on SLGPs will bo included in this exercise. The
Department wil also consider cher opportuni-
tios to communicate: SLCP science, as feasible
within existing capacity; the imporancaof SLOP
mitigation; and Canadals elated actions; and bring
these forward for consideration as appropriate.

NEW NEAR-TERM ACTIONS
= ECC will nance methane and black carbon representation in the Departments earth system-based

climate model and ai quality modes. Gimate and alr quality model data, scientific reports, and
Targeted analysis or the reqiatory community will be avaiable in 2018-2015.

= ECCC wil improve the quantificationofblack carbon and ozone precursors ited by residential
biomass burning, via direct measurement studies.

= EGCG will update ib content on SLGPs.
= EGCG will propose complementary communications products to emphasize th need to acto policy

communities an the general pubic, and communicate Canada's actions o address SLCPS on
domestic and international fronts
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Systematically engaging in intemational fora among Shen ange SN canis a
ECCO could bud on biltral an continental CCATUS Fundan 14minto spor NX
Pernerepn hd hovptter SLOP mplamertator i Moscaand Ce troughPe
‘Objectives through continental actions. For ‘emissions (1) in the Mexican oil and gas sector
example, Canada and the U.S. have been collab- and (2) in the Chilean waste management sector.Eea ;7Guniy grout (ROR. Sar 1901 ih Canada's angagemat on SLPSunder ArcticBeewig horir Com BoCnS Cornroto of aplas lca aceon: srkficial too TRIE CeEe ETGs pave ba homelyrg poste. Snes aiapanty vie Pou ovate omitponsongrySone Sd do Sn saeSamoaEremmen 000 Soa esses wer Tecoum he 05 nd Howe lo modo Export Grau on Black carbon ana ethanenn:
erry Doieis soental he ois

ers mani hr ppabuntiato, goat bak carbon. Canada wl leo sorinus
vents Scr tues ano oe Commotion 1p angage conshctay n AScuEsons wilt ne
ErrCoon G20 SoA sss Dnt Coun restora lect

ol chairmanships. Canada could also undertake newEGG cout despen fs mullateal engagement. Scbwnoc wos chr eons CoutarwoningSCP och now scion To mbpot SLOP+ aun For cmp. Canad ca posssciennome orig rman ® Boland work uno heeeoupetencpuos, haa sa key sppeonyog Wks Camamiar Acton spans (CAP)Prematond anomion CFsanagerur Ghmate Ponts apart GroCO ey res S07 SORE)tng Srco triaston an waUNEGG provin, anisole awnoy ohgngaon aossSLsme and doposted m ne We.esd Nalopaly Detorined Goninuion
‘submission (NDC submission) to be submitted A Canadian project could explore and address
by Canada following completion of the Pan-Ca- bi gers foviey snes rieson.Seria
nadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate i. -Jasons!in Fh a i
Change, as well as in related communications oe bi Lye Jit i i ry
‘materials. This could be as simple as including 2Gesktop study iSe review, o implement

TienCosmos ayeser mcr G8coda plore wrk at he
2: 9 lompe territories to develop and submit a case study on

goals; measures on melhans and HECS jn be black carbon reduction activities or best practicesNOCconvo oSLOPreductionsandhal LS2aSues om:
black. ring Jus i: aweb-based interactive map that houses case

ack caebon. In seilion, BSC coul aveals: ‘studies from across Arctic States to help the
for more SLCP-related projects to be supported general public find information on black carbon
through climate finance contributions that aim to activities in the Arctic. Canada will continue tooepaseco Tessas a malar iSite nthe Arctic. Canadawiconti to
development banks. 'SLCPs through representation on the AMAP

In adaion, as part of Canada's $2.65 bilion ee iwosas
pledge amatonalcratefranc OME omhoti sould ako
Teson otonomio, Canada somived sss bo oxploradunda ih Acc Goud and oer
reduce SLCP emissions. This investment includes, Multilateral fora such as the IMO.
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Canada's endorsement of the World Bank Zero HGS aro the fastast growing GHGs in developing
Routine Flaring by 2030 intatve is oxpecied counties due0 rapid growthof the efigeraion
10 contribute to reduced emissionsof black and aif condoning sector i hese counts and
carbon, GO, and oer polutant produced by heir use a replacements for zone-dopleting
outingariomof production aperalions. This substances being phased out under ha Monireal
inate requires thal pricing governments. Protocol. Sui have shown thal global HFC
provida aga, regulatory, nvestmant, and omissions could consi up 0 10%of oll CO,0operating environment nl provides of companies emissions by 2050, The most widely used HFC
ie confidence and ncenive 0 invest n fare Ravelfatmes ranging rom 10.30 year. Immediateaiminaton solutons. Th federal government has action t phase down HFCs can therefore make a
Gommited to work wih provincial and arora Significant impact in achioving relativelynoar term
Govermments to implement consistent requirements clmalo miigaton. Inamational engagement0
cross he country. Canada wil encourage fodoral, promo th global phase-down of HFCs through
provincial and tortor ol and gas reguators to an amendmont 0 ho Montreal Protocol nas
Continue forts towards elminaiing routine faring, roproseniad a critical componont of ECGs
Tocognizing that faring for cortan Spocic circum. approach fo migating hs SLOP. Ganada co-
Stances, such as safely or morgoncy roasons, Sponsoreda Nori American Proposal 0 phase
‘may still need to occur. Specifically, Canada ‘down HFCs under the Montreal Protocol in 2009,
Vil encourage federal, provincial and trons and undertook unelaning forts vere pastalan gas regulators i forts 0 ensure Gas Soven years to promote such a phase-down
Consorvation agulatry reuremente ao robust though t he adoptionof the Kigal amendment
and achiovo no foun faring. Tho use of Bost on Octobar 15, 2016. ECCC wil pursue its
‘Avalabla Tochnaogy Economically Achiovable eadorship role under the Montreal Protocol by
(BATER) i oncouragad (0 slminato faring encouraging Parties o ay the Kigali Amendment
‘Anumbor of regulators havo already akon such as soon 25 possible andbyworing wih Paris
acton, such a5: exsing and proposed sgislon towards the mplementationof tho amendmen.
and polos or solution gas faring management -
in Alberta and British Columbia,aswell as efforts Ratification of the amended Gothenburg
under the Fronter and Ofsnoro Regulatory Protocol othe Convention on Long-range
Renewal Initiative between the Canada-Newfound- Transboundary Ai Pollution would demonstrateland and Labrador Offshore Potoloum Board, tho Canada's commitment to addressing SLOPS and
Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board ai pollutants in an international treaty. Canada'sa Commiments ar indicate n nature and would

be automaticaly incorporated no he realy upon
£CCC has increased is engagement in the ratification, Moreover, once this treaty comes io
‘COAC by servingas co-charoftho CCAC fotco for Canada, it would aplace hice carr
Working Group, ine operation decision-making reates to which Canada s part and under
bodyof the Cosition, fo he 2016-2013 poiod. Which we have reporting and reduction odigatons.
In adiion, CGAG funding provide by Canada. a5
‘well as other CCAC Partners, will help to reduce Engagement in all these fora could seek toores showcase national and subnational activites.

aan 2nd Canadian SLCP mitigation ecologies. For
inomatonal objects on imate change and example, national reports on back carbon andne oarron iso methane submited to the Arctic Counci provide
sirongihons Canada's prof n offre fo reduce 21 9ngoing opportuni o share progress onsnoc ich acminate xpi ts, Canada's cient and miigation aces, best
no CCAC' now Solutions Goniro and oxpert practices or lessons eared. at ntemationsl
oon Fortmamore ihe Asem Depo inisiar national, and subnational vel. Soveral Canadian
of he Environmenlal Protection Branch (ECCC) companies and end users have devoioped and3 oochaming i Globes Watvans hat for implemented ovate technologies0vansiion
IeT010.300 perio. Baticipaton' hese tora fom currant HEC tachnologies. ECCC could
domonsiratos Canada's ommimant to advancing demonsirate ts support for Clean technologiesetary ah cameiamaniay clove ona’ by hostingaside event at an upcoming Montreal
[ Protocol esting to showcase emerging Canadian
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clmate-fiendly aernatves to current HFG tech- (OECD), the United Nations Environment Assembly
nologies. Canada could aiso work o raise the (NER). the G7/G20, as well as non-traditional
profile of, and advocate for, action o reduce environmental fora such as the Intemational
SLGPs in intematonal fora such as the Organisa-~~Mariime Organization (MO), as appropriate.
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development

NEW NEAR-TERM ACTIONS
= EGC will develo ighevel language regarding the importanceof SLOP mitigation to include nthe

narative for Canada’s NOG submission.
= ECCC will work to implement several recommendations from the Expert Group on Black Carbon

and Methane Summary of Progress and Recommendations to contribute to the achievement of the
collective goal on black carbon under the Arctic Council.

= ECC will support eforts to explore opportunites to reduce the use or carriage of heavy fue oi
inthe Arctic under multilateral fora such as the IMO or the Arctic Gouncl.

= ECG will ncourage Parties to ratify the Kigali Amendment to the Monreal Protocol as soon as
possible, and ill work with Parties lowards th implementation of th amendment,

= ECCC will work with provincialfterritorial governments to implement consistent requirements
for the World Bank Zero Routine Flaring by 2030 ntativ across th county.

= Canada will coninu to srategcaly engage inthe CCAC, focusing on s ralesa catalyst for SLGP
emission reductions iterational

= ECCC will work to ratify the Gothenburg Protocol.

Improving coordination of ECCC and 47 8CCCds SLOP intagration sommiiio- wil be convened to support the implementation
Government of Canada activities of tis Strategy, prioritize and coordinate work
The breadih of actions tht could be taken on plans across ECCC, develop resource allocation
SLCPs suggests that it would be useful to formalize ‘options, and track progress to ensure that priorities.
Governance of ECOC's SLGP acions in order to. identiod for SLPS aro advanced under agroed
‘enable prioritization and coordination of activities upon timelines. Membersof the committee will
across ECCC's Environmental Protection, Science represent and serve as SLCP contact points for
and Technology, Intemational Affairs, and Strategic thei programs. The committee wil report fo the
Policy Branches. Assistant DeputyMinitor of the Environmental

Protection Branch.
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nthe near term, such coordination wil assist in Anumber of other departments are also actively
ensiring timely, consistent, and streamined input engaged in actiiies, have implemented programs.
and consultation across th Department on SLCP relevant to SLGPs, or are planning on doing so.
activities. Over the longer term, it will ensure the including: Natural Resources Canada's (NRCan)Departments scionce, policy and international Program of Enargy Research and Development
dimensions are working toward coherent and (PERD), SmariWay Transport Partnership.
unified srategio Goals: aligned wih ho Ministerial FlegtSmart and ts R200 Housing Standards:
mandate and ths Pan-Canadian Framework. and Infrastructure Canada programs, such as the

Green Infrastructure Fund and th Public Transit
Collaboration with other Government departments nfasirucuro Fund. Healt Canada (10) haswil be important n developing a well-ounded federal unceriakan studies to quanify noah impacts
response to SLCPS. For example, Transport Canada. olaed t exposure of ese exhaust, and analysis
(TC) has the mandate to address emissions from of the potential ai qualty and health benefis of amarine, ail and aviation, and Agrculure and widespread program to reo diesel engines.‘AgrFood Canada has the mandate to address
methane emissions rom the agricuural sector Other government departments could be formally

angagad inough the ECOG SLOP Integration
Comites, Creation of a federal working group
Goud also bo considered.

NEW NEAR-TERM ACTIONS

= ECCC will launch an SLCP integration committee to improve coordination of ECCC and Government
of Ganada SLGP activites, including to track the implementation of tis Strategy and to deny new
priori.

= EGCC will ngage othr federal departments regarding opportunites fo reduce emissions of SLOPs
for key sources aling under their mandates.

ing with provinci + Ozone: Continuingtoworkwih provincesCollaborating with provincial and Ce ar
territorial governments and other pollutants, including ozone precursors such as
possible partners Nox and VOCs:
ECCC could saok to advance SLCP mitigation + HEC: Preventing emissions of HFG through
through collaboration with provincial and a suiteoffederal/provincialferitorial controls,
territorial partners,byfocusing on priority areas. including public procurement of equipment withhat fal under joint jurisdiction, including: aternatives o hgh GWP HFCs and
+ Black carbon: in-use on- and off-road diesel + Colaboraion on improving the consistencyvehicles and engines, stationary dlesol engines, of emission inventories across rsdiclons.and wood-burning appliances; rough slignment of reporing requrements

or estabishing data sharing agreements while+ Methane: ventingandfivesfromof and gas ide
‘operations, landfill gas reduction and capture; busing deplicatinst ofots.
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“The federal goverment has been working with Municipalities hold a number of policy levers on
the provinces and territories on methane, including SLCPs, including related to waste, transit and
through the process to develop the Pan-Canadian wood burning. ECCC could explore possible
Framework. The need to consider black carbon partnerships with municipalities. There may
as aco-benefit was also included and recognized also be opportunities 1o showcase the sirengihs
by the specific mitigation opportunities working of cies internationally and draw municipalities
group. There is also potential to mobilize existing into collaboration with federal, provincial and
mechanisms within the CCME for longer torm territorial governments as key partners in
collaboration on priority areas. ‘addressing SLCPs.
Of note aro the: Mobile Source Working Group. ECCC could also explore possible partnerships
(MSWG) where sharing information on how to with other actors. Further analysis could be
reduce emissions from in-use floets, including high undertakento better understand how engagement
emitting on-road vehicles, is on of iho primary. witharmslength institutions and others ouside
objectives (revising this group's mandate to include govemment could support policy objectives, and
aciion could be considered); the Air Management where engagement efforts could best be focused.
‘Committee, under which ECC collaborated Analysis could include consideration of engagement
with provincial and territorialpartnersto develop with: funding institutions such as Sustainable
a code of practice for wood-burning appliances. Development Technology Canada the Federation
and a guidance document for open-air burning; of Canadian Municipalities (FCM); academia,
the National Action Plan for the Environmental for example on SLCP science; Indigenous
Control of Ozone-depleting Substances and communities; NGOs; and the private sector.
their Halocarbon Altematives, which includes
HFCs; and the Waste Management Task Group.
Collaboration will also continue under the
AQMS framework more broadly through the Air
Management Comittee which oversees the
implementation of the AQMS.

NEW NEAR-TERM ACTIONS
= EGCG will continue to collaborate with provincial and teritorial partners to advance SLCP mitigation

priori. Discussions could build on existing collaboration on in-use diesel transportation feels
and wood-burning appliances under the Canadian Council of Ministersof the Environment. Further
collaboration on accelerating the turnover of existing wood-burning appliances and in-use stationary
engines could be proposed.
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i ENGAGEMENT ON SLCPs

Science UNFCGO or UNECEandar aioava va
The ongoing ECCC science program delivers APE follow mematonal eporing formas, making

rns them comparable o reports of ther countries that
needs and air pollutant issues, to the development [U58 We garne Vopr formate.
and implementation of regulatory actions, o the Gurrent scientific work on monitoring emissions
‘evaluationoftheir efficacy in reducing atmospheric includes the development and improvement of
levels of pollution. This program also supports the black carbon and mathane emission estimatesquantification of Go-benefits hat can be derived and emission factors, as well as targeted projects{rom specific action on ai pollutants and SLCPs focused on characterization of ransportation(specilcally for back carbon) on climate change and of and gas emissions. Challenges includemitigation. Quantiying regional and fugitive sources, refining
Science on SLCPs is composed of: 1) identification Ee ins
of emission sources and quanliication of Omission conics noraner SS0
‘ates; 2) measurement of ambientlevelsof SLCP;
3) study of the atmospheric processes with respect Monitoring of ambient levels of SLCPs
to different SLCPs; 4) development and application ’
of climate and air quality mods to assess the SUED onsen telongemmesma:
impactof changes n SLOP omissionsonambent ~~ NeMWONs or amosgharic levelsof SLCPS
levels of SLGPS and radiative forcing: and (including methane, black carbon and ozone) to
5) characterization of SLC emissions from Smirkhnglonisnis siti smuspierA respons to changes in emissions over ime.

these pollutants also undergo long range transport,
Identification of SLCP emission sources ho monitoring program aso conriblesto under.
Monitoring allows the relative importance of one Guity andclimate,Thess messurpmants
pecs atures br deren seliionicis be {ake place af sentinel ses across Canada, andSessssed uw wel uy acing how ha rolave form the basis for the development of baselines
fconivbuions bo ola) emissions evive our vie, ‘against whichto assess atmospheric change and
Erste A EP AH PROETOae {overly the aficacy of mitigation policies. ECCC's
quantified annually at the national evel and for long-term measurements (as well as those of other
iforont saviors National ant provinciastortvorial nation, and combined with satelite observations)A are also applied to characterize emissions of

RR SLGPs ata regional-scale, providing a top-down
aS approach (i. observations based) to improving

in Canada's Ar Pollutant Emissions Inventory SSitsions supe.
annual report (APE. Canada's st Back Calbon 1 yr aso includes analysisof the data to
ands publishedannually as pat ofNGL CONCH ial sourcesan he longlem ends. ECCC
jeonmimenis: Alrepats sre simile io te! also undertakes ongoing black carbon method
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intercomparison work with nemaional partners quently inform mitigation docisions rated fo the
{o better integrate results across programs, veducilon of lack carbon emissions rom on- and
and between atmospheric and emission source on-road mobile source sectors, including marine
methodologies. EGCG is also working to beter vessols.
understand the contbuionoflocal emission
Sources (ncluding increased ship afc) to a —Sass foulsoan Continental and international

engagement
Simospheric prosesses esearch and Canadas currently engaged actively in a number
development and application of air quality and of international fora addressing SLCPs. This
climate models ‘existing engagement provides a starting point for

considering ways in which Canada's inemationalThe processes studios afort focusas on improving Pe
our scientific understanding of atmospheric and Sonn ETEoans apa wh
terrestrial processes affecting SLCPs, and the. gation pt
resulting mpac on ar qualify and ciate. Ths Ne Counc
‘scientific knowledge will subsequently inform Auctiz Council
roc developmentandprametarzan of Toe dteCocharecftatesion,
these processes in ECOG's models, mproving recognize he ing action
ourably to estimate the cimate response (0 address SLCPs, is arly work focused on scenic
these pollutants individually and as a group, contributions, confirming the substantially dispro-
and thereby our ability to predict Canadian and portionate impact that SLCPs have on the Arctic:
global climate change to inform domestic and and concluding nat educions woud loadto
Intemational mitigation plans. Tis work also near-term climate, health and economic benefits
contributes to improveda quaify projections. inthe Aric, his also conrbuing fo tho global
{0 quanify shorter air qualy bens derived effort o mit tho increase in the global average
from reductions in emissions of SLPs, informing temperature.
ihe gevsligmens of pois: ECCC scientists actively participate in the Arctic
Processes research and modeling enables the Gouncil Arti Monitoring and Assessment
development of impact assessments of the various Program's (MAP) Expert Group on Short-Lived
Sourcesfypes of polutanis. Curent work includes: Climate Forcars. This will enhanc targeted
studying iho atmospheric anspor pathways. science and monitoring regarding Arc climate
and chamical ransiomalions related 0 SLCPs responses to SLGPs and builds on ECCC contribu:
toimprove air quality and climate predictions; tions to tho 2015 assessments tough iho pari
Quantying ihe magnitudes of aggregate regional palin of climate scientiss nthe ongoing analysis
and araa sources; dai ar quality forecasts and of servations and application of climate models
air quality scanaric analyses, whch can cscom under AMAP.
no rola Contribution Of DOMISS VUNG WSUS Ce

a under the Arctic Council builds on the work of the
Dn ava Cra) Task Force on Short-lived Climate Forcers (TF

simulations to evaluate the climate effects of LCP) Ge) ner Denmark's 2009-2011 and Sweden'sSpssns fom BaerScers001000TS Lp 2074013 Comanap Th TaskForceate eesFata
tation, as well as the impact of SLCPs on human informed the Arctic Councils subsequent SLGP work.

health and ecosystoms. Addressing SLCPs affecting the Arctic was a
Characterization of SLCP mobile source emissions £5 Pron ofSariss2050-2000Charman
Efforts to characteriza black carbon emissions Force for Action on Black Carbon and Methane
from mobile sources focus on improving under- (TFBCM) was osiabished. The TFBOM's
standing of vehicalongine operational condiions deliverable or 2013-2015 was Enhanced Black
and fuel characorsis hat impact quanti and Carbon and Mothane Reductions: An Arcic
formationofblack carbon. This work wil subse- Gouncil Framework for Action adopied by
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Arctic Ministers at the April 2015 Ministerial. The the WMO. Canadas engagement in the Arctic
Framework commits Arctic States and partici Counci's work on SLCPs could work to enhance
paling Observer States to enhanced, ambitious. the Arctic perspective on cimate and air qualty
national (and collective) acton plans or mitigation discussions in ofher intemationa fora, and leverage
strategies, as well as to improve science and existing expertise and opportunites found n these
inventories, and fo exercise leadership by working other fora while avoiding duplicative efors
with Arctic Council Observer States and others toTeduco emissions produced beyond the bordors The Avctic Councils Arctic Contaminars
of Arctic States. It also includes commitments to Action Program's (ACAP) Short-lived Climate
Submit biennial national reports on emissions and Pollutants Expert Group (SLGP EG) is crying
action, andtosubmit black carbon inventories to out ongoing project-based science and mitigation
the United National Economic Commission for work, including the Black Carbon Case Studies
Europe's (UNECE) Convention on Long-range Platform, which showcases work undertaken by
Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP). A& part Arctic States to improve black carbon scionce
of Canada's commiment to addressing SLGPs and enhance mitigation. Efors are underway to
under the Arctic Council the federal government achieve a pan-Aretic scope for the Black Carbon
Submited is first Black Carbon Inventory to the Gase Studies Platform.
UNECE in February 2015 and is frst National
Black Carbon and Methan Report to the Arctic Climate and Clean Alr Coalition
‘Counc in December 2015. Ganada s a founding member ofthe Climate and

Glean Air Coaltion (CCAC) and work under this
An Expert Group was created under the Framework forum has been a Canadian priority since 2012.to support the implementation of the Framework,
including by reviewing and synthesizing national ‘Ganada recently announced funding of $25M for
reports, and delivering a summary of progress ‘SLOP mitigation action with key partner countries,
and recommendations to Arctic Council Ministers. including for projects that aim to reduce black
EGCG represents Canada in the Expert Group carbon emissions to benefit the Artic. This
on Black Carbon and Methane (EGBCM) and is includes S1OM for the CCAG Trust Fund to support
Working with Arctic partners to deliver on these programs and iniiatives in developing counties,
‘commitments. Tho EGBGM recently published fs bringing Canadas total contribution 0 the CCAG
first Summary of Progress and Recommendations, Trust Fund to S23M. ECC will work to ensure
‘which was adopted during the Tern Ministerial thal these funds align with, and buld on domestic
Meeting of the Arctic Council in May 2017. The and ntemational policy imperatives, scence
report is the first Pan-Arcii report on collective and technical expertise, and Canadian products
progress o reduce black carbon and mahano and services which can help foster reductions.
emissionsbythe Arctic States and several in SLCPs.
‘Observer States. Tho report recommends that
Aretc States collectively reduce their black carbon Througha seriesof sector-based iniatives,omissions by at loas! 23 33 percent below 2013 the CCAC seeks to promote near-term reductions
levels by 2025. The report also makes 12 recom. of SLGPs worldwide (inclucing across doveloped
mendations for enhanced policy action focused and developing contexts). Canada co-eads the
on four sectors where large near-term gains are implementation of initiatives on black carbon
possible dioselpowered mablle sources; methane from heavy-duty diesel vehicles and engines,
leakage, venting and flaring in the oi and gas the promotion of HC altemative technolo-
Sector residential biomass combustion; and solid gies and SLCP mitigation from agriculture and
waste disposal. municipal solid waste. Canad is also a Partner

nthe CCACS Oil and Gas Inatve—chairing the
Other key elements of the Aric Council Framework Technology Demonstration Component and acting
include continued monitoring research and scientific. as load Partner of the Methane Parinership—
reporting; increasing awareness; and, the carrying which focuses on venting and flaring in the oi and
out of project and sector-based aciviles. These gas sector in Afica, Latin America and Asia
are aciiviies ECCGis already actively engaged
in,o in some cases leading, in other ntemational Canad s the co-chair of the CCAC Working
fora, including the UNECE, UNFCCC, CCAC and Group for 2016-2018. The Working Group is the‘operational decision making body of the Coaliton
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which mats twice a year, as well as for short amended in 2012 0 includ new commitments.
preparatory meetings in advance of the High Level for 2020 as wel a black carbon as a component
‘Assembly of Ministers and Heads of non-state of fine particulate matter (PM,). Parties are
Pariner organizations. The Working Group makes encouraged to prioiize PM, easures that
dacisions on such things as approving now wil iso significantly reduce missions of black
partners, approving new ntves, funding for new carbon. The LRTAP Conveniion also developed
projocts, and formulating recommendations fothe the nial uidanco documents for lack carbon
High Love Assembly. Canada i alsoa member emissions inventories

i naiortonandCharo. Guyrant work under the Gothenburg Protocol
includes ongoing discussions and nogatiations

initia on improving tho procodures by which Parties
Glokal Methane ntiaive may adjust thei omissions reduciion targats, andThe Global Methane Inatve (GMI is a voluntary 2% 291% ek STISsione fecuion argos,an
intorational partnership which addresses UGIve rec amen assesses he Gomvontons
emissions of methane through the development, PT vane ill
deployment and diffusion of clean technologies. na
‘Sinco 2004, it has mobilized a network of over os
1,300 public and private sector organizations, and
leveraged nearly $480 millon in investment fom Ganada is a signatory to the Gothenburg
private companies and financial institutions. The Protocol, and has ratified other Protocols under
GMI active in th five key methane-emiting the Convention thal will be subsumed under thesectors, which include oil and gas, coal mining, amended Gothenburg Protocol when ft Gomes into
municipal waste, wastewater and agriculture. force (requires raiicationby two thirds of PartiesIts primary activites include building national to the original Protocol). The Protocol contains.
and regional capacil fo technical and policy lexiiltos to faciitate ratification. Canadian
approaches to methane mitigation, sector-specfic commitments, for example, are o bo indicaive
assessments of project opportunites, developing and automatically incorporated. Al present, Canada
and disseminating best practices, and supporing is working to raify the Gothenburg Protocoldevelopment of methane action pans. Ganada and the U.S. regularly work closely
Ganada has been an active member of the within the LRTAP Convention to express North
GM since 2005. Canada has funded a varely of American interests. Tho Us. raed the amended
projects over the years and participated actively Gothenburg Protocol in January 2017. Sweden
in the Steering Comittee and subcommitees. was the firs o ality the amended Protocol in
Canada s also co-chairing the Global Methane Novembr 2015. There is a current naive by
Initiative for the period 2016-2018, and or which Partios and the LRTAP Convention to accoloralo
new terms of reference were announced in March raifcation of the amended protocol (both in
2016. As part of this role, Canada is responsible the Eastern European Caucasus and Gentral

forproviding stratogic leadership to the Steering European (EECCA) region and in North America.Gommitoe and hosting at least one annual meetng.
Canada-U.S. Ar Quality AgreementAs both Co-Chair of the GGAG Warking Groupand tho GMI Stooring Gommitioo, Canada ie well The Canada-United States Air Quality Agreementa soaks to control and reduce transboundary air

between the CCAC and the GMI, and create yy,

RSI) Serkan ev samsenint mass (NO,) that cause acid rain. In 2000, the Agreement
Gothenburg Protacol vas amended by addinghe Ozone Arnex'te
The Gatanburg Protea he UNECE LATAP 294085 emissions of palaisna ladoho
Somerton was esiativieouls 034 sires and VOCs. The Agreement has led to significant
iyde decreases in air pollutant emissions responsible
iroaoaao 0720 1an and smog on bth ses o fe border.

organic compounds (VOC), the Protocol was
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Both countries met their respective commiments Implementation of the Kigall amendment could
under he Agreementa number of years ago. avoid Up 0.0.5 degrees Celsius of warming by the
Over he past two years, ihe two counties have endof the century, thus makinga significant contr
been exploring the possibilty of updating and bution to the abjectves of the Paris Agreement,
suengthening the Agreement, including renewing HFG emissions will continue o be reported and
the commitments and possibly integrating PM,, accounted for under the United Nations Framework
into the Agreement. Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
Commission for Environmental Cooperation International Maritime Organization (IMO)
The Comission for Environmental Cooperation The IMO is the UN agency responsible for setting
(GEC) is &Canada-US. Mexico ratoral forum global standards appicabl fo nematonal shipping,
to faciltte onvionmental protection nan increas. including environmental standards. Transport
ingly tegrated North America and may achiove Canada leads Canada's delegation at the IMO.
a heightened profie following COPZ1. ands supported by ECCC though the provision

of expert technical and policy advice rlaing 0 air
In ts 2015-2020 Strategic Plan for Cimalo Change poltant and GHG emissions from ships. ECC
Miigation iho GEG has pririized enhancing Is contributing emissions testing expertise o.anational efors to address SLCPs as part of er
broader approaches to cimate change. The on the Arctic of black carbon emissions from ships.
Strategic Plan iso supports emerging areas of Other SLCPs being studied by ECCC and underscienilc research on SLGPs as well 5.2 focus cioussion a the 10 ince give VOCS
on indigenous dimensions, enhancing ormation: rem amare
Sharing, capaciy-buling and communication
among Canada, the U.S. and Mexico. ECCC ~ NOAA collaboration in aerosols
ation wok of SLPa der tho SASHES and GHG monitaring over North America
focused on documenting and comparing emission The two inliutions have a ong (mut-decadal)
estimation methodologis for black carbon and history of Goordinated research and monitoring for
co-pollutants, as well 2s on clmate change (GHGs and aerosols (nluding black carbon) which
modeling and assessment, waste dversion and wil coninue to provide observations and insights
transportation sector emissions reductions. regarding source influences, necessaryo assess

he efficacyof milgation actions and to support
Montreal Protocol ‘ongoing development and evaluationofclimate
The Montreal Protocol is an international treaty and air qualty models.

pe, Active participation in the international
are responsible for ozone depletion. The Montreal black carbon method development and
Protocol has achieved unparalled success in intercomparison studies for North America
eliminating hese substances worldwide over ant Eurore
ihe past overs. ECCC's Science and Technology Branch
HEC were doveloped as replacements for participates in soveral international ora including
ozone-depleling substances being phased out he World Meteorological Organization's Giobal
‘under the Montreal Protocol. Canada, along Atmosphere Watch Program, ECCC-NOAA
with Mexico and the US,, began promoting the bilateral colaborations, and individual research
phase-down of HFCs under ihe Montreal Protocol collaborations, which support the advancement
in 2009. In October 2016, Parties to the Montreal of developing and testing of observational
Protocol adopted the Kigali amendmen to phase methods and calbration protocols or the
down the consumption and production of HFC. monitoring of aimospheric concenirations.
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This Annex provides additional detail on potential In 2012, the World Health Organization (WHO)
near and medium-longer term actions described classified diesel exhaust as carcinogenic to
in the main bodyofthe Strategy. humans’. This conclusion was supported by

Hoalth Canada's Dissel Exhaust Hoalth Risk
Assessment, released in March 2016, which inks

BLACK £ABEON exposure to diesel exhaust to 700 pramalure
Collaborate with provincial and territorial partners deaths, as woll as to annual morbidity outcomes,
to reduce emissions from in-use diesel fleets and notes that mitigation sitategies tha targetdiesel engines would significantly reduce healthDespite emissions reductions that have resulted tisks to Canadians. Health Canada also completedfrom stringent federal regulations since 2004 to an analysisof the potential ar qualty and healthaddress air pollutants from nowy manufactured beefs of awidespread program to retrofit dieselon- and oft-oad diesel vehicles and engines, and gncinee and released a fina report in 2016.regulatory and program measures focused on
existing vericlosn somo provincas, the sector Implementa mult-pronged approach t reducecontinues to be Canada's largest sourceof blac ssi ¥carbon emissions. Tumover of the in-use feet — MISSIONS fom wood-burning appliances
stil dominated by engines pre-dating the most Residential wood combustion i the second mostTecent emissions standards—is Sow. significant source of black carbon in Canada,

accounting or 26% of estimated emissions in
Oncea vehicle i sold at the rtail level, provincial 2014. Iti also onof the largest sources ofterritorial governments have jurisdiction over ts particulate matter, VOCs and other oxics such as
environmental performance within thei respective polycyclic aromaic hydrocarbons (PAHS), dioxins
boundaries, and along wilh municipales have the and furans, and a key contributor 0 wintertime
most policy levers to support action on existing smog. Thro aro approximately 3.6 millon wood-
floets. Tho Government of Canada could explore burning appliances in Canada’. Alarge fraction
opportunities with provinces and territories fo of emissions come from older appliances.
further reduce emissions from these sources. Emissions from this source are alo of significance

in anada's North, where use of wood bumingThe U.S, EPA estimates that retrofting on-road pete SSCLEEISAREAIRE
vehicles with dose particulate fers is one of a
the most cost-effective ways to reduce diosel aaaan
emissions. Estmaled cosis rango rom USSBO0D- fase oan
520,000 dapending on vehicle type, with the
potential to reduce black carbon emissions by wp Some provinces regulate the sale of new wood-10.99%? It has also estimated tha for every dollar burning appliances, while some municipalies haveinvested in reducing diesel exhaust, a community by-laws relating to residential wood combustion,may achieve an estimated S13 in public health including bans on certain typesofappliances.benefits. For everydollar the EPA invests in its However, regulation largely require conformity
Clean Diesel Program, as many as $3. invested with U.S. EPA (1988) standards or Canadianby Gther government agencies, private organiza- ‘Standards Association (CSA B415) codes, which
tons, indusiry and non-profit organizations. have become dated (ihe EPA released strengloned
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wood combustion standards in 2015). Non-certified Implement measures to reduce emissionsappliances are iil sold n Canada, and teres fram stationary diesel engines
potential fo future growth n sales of imported,
lower cost, non-certified models. Measures to ‘Stationary diesel engines are used in many appli-
address emissions from existing sources are cations throughout Canada. Many of Canada’smy northern communities rely on talonary diesel
of rebates for certain new appliances n some engines for lectricty generation, includingLone all communis in Nunavut, and many remote

communities in the Northwest Terrlores, Quebec,
Ami of intatives targeting both new and existing Newloundland and Labrador, Oniaro, Bish
wood-burning appliances could be effective in Columbia, and Manitoba. Diesel engine exhaust
Teducing emissions fom his source. Federal has been classified as carcinogenic by the World
Tegulaions could ensure consistent national Health Organization (WHO). The prevalent use of
Standards in Canada. Minor amendments would diesel engines in these communis is a concern
be needed to CEPA 1999 in order 0 allow forlocal a quality, where engines operate 24 hours a
regulating manufacturers and importers (rather day, often in close proximity to homes and schools.
han individual household). However, regulatorGovslopmont ould bo dont concurorty wih There ar no federal roquiations and few provcal
‘CEPA amendments. Replacing an inefficient wood- measures taneting PM,, sniissions from
burning appliance with a modern one can reduce ‘stationary engines. Budget 2016 provided fundingBEoy to 70% om por anit pasa, 10 begin development of federal regulations
DNs issions By pecs on spe that will implement performance standards for

> new stationary engines (as is done in the U.S.)Relrofs and replacements to reduce emissions
from existing sources could also be considered

wv r y
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The federal Sulphur in Diesel Fuel Regulations Reduce emissions from marine sources
prosanty imi sulphur in diesel fuel to 15ppm and po ee
000 ppm for use n small and large stationary Et
sel ongines, especial. is possi thai tha on oi 10Sageoni
mit wil nad to bo lowered for arge stationary vali racer aral) ist)! tsneed oba lowered forlargosats in 2010, ships sang in he Canadian Arcticenginesto enable he omission sandards Conriuied up 0 T0%.of local black carbon

xthese engines. emissions, and hat missions may increase to as
much as 40% locallyby 2030 a levels of Arctic

eismaniase from flaring during oil and shipping traffic increase. The North Americangas production Emission Control Area (ECA) plemented domes-
Endorsement of the Word Bank Zero Routine cally undor ho Canada Shipping Act requires
Flaring by 2030 native wil olp to roduco black tha ships sailing win 200 nautical miles of the
carbon omissions resuting rom routing faring Canadian shoroine burn a fu wih a sulphur
uring ol production operations, Ths nate Content no greater than 0.1%. Throughout Canada
Toquies that paricipating governments provide and he Unied States, the ECA i expected to ead

logal, regulatory, invosimont, and operating 108 74% reduction i PM, omissions below levels
environment that provides oil companies the. in 2020 absent the ECA. The ECA does not extendConfidence and incontve fo investing n flare into Canada's Act.
Gimination solutions. Th federal governmont
will work wih provincialfrrioral governments Wih expertise and support fom ECC, Transport
{oimplement consistent requrements across Ganada (10) regulates emissions fom ihe marine
he county. Canada wil sncourage federal sector and ECC has been working wih TC toof et aorto reduce marine emissions. In calaboration wi TC,
‘continue efforts towards eliminating routine flaring, ECCC plans to continue to advance its multi-year
ecognizing faring for certain speciic orcum- work lan 0 assoc the potonial mpacts of cutea in futureforecasted shipping emissions on ATcic
may stl neat o occur Specifically, Canada ar ually, human heath and acosysems. EGCG
wil encourage federal, provincial and erorial Wil lso coninue [0 provide expert technical and

and gas regulators in efforts to ansure gas policy onlributions fo an ntemational study on
Conservation regulatory requirements are robust Marne emissions of lack carbon.nd achieve no routine arn iA oy Reduce emissions from Government of Canada
(BATEA) is encouraged to ominate flaring. A facilites in the Arctic
number of roguitors nave already taken such The Government of Canada operates a number
action, such as: exsing and proposed legion of faciitios in ho Arctic ha rl on dasal fueland polices for solution gas flaring management for locity generation, incluaing ine Eurekain Alberta and Bish Columbia, a well a efols weather tation and Canadian Forces Station Alertinder he Fron and Offshors Regulatory on Ellssmors Isiand, as well as number of averRancwal Iniatvo botweon tho Canada:Newlound- {acilies operated by Parke Canada, Feheres and
land and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board, he Oceans Canada and Natural Rosourcos CanadaGanada:Nova Scotia Offshore Peroloum Board Disa ganeraton at hase faciios is oxponei
and the National Energy Board. This measure anda sourceof back carbon and other omissions.wil reducs routine flaring during of production
and rated omissions of lack carbon, GO, and
othe polutants
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Soma of these facts ar located in northern methane omissions from of and gas by 45% by
tegions where solar power i feasile due to high 2025, and aiso is proposing the development of
amounts of sunlight in he spring and summer Specilc requrements for new faites as well as
moins and low levels of annual preciptation ‘a voluntary nilative aime a reducing venting
‘nd cloud cover. For example, Eureka, Nunawt, and fugiive emissions from existing facilis.
Wilh an averago of ver 2.000 hours of sunshine thir cont released Cimato Loacership Pian,
per year has an annual sola photovoltaic (PV) British Columbia set a target to reduce methane
potenti simiar 0 Vitoria, B.C, or St. John's, NL. emissions rom oi and gas exteacton and
During the month of May, Eureka, NU has higher processing inftasructure bult before January 1,
Solar PV potential than any majo it in Canada, 2015, by 4 percent by 2025. rsh Columbia wil

ao be afering ncantves t reduce emissions
Investment soarpowertospploment se from applications bil between2015 and 2018generation at ths Eurokaweather sation an BEL Te
Ghar Governmentof Canada faites 116 North 2gwal ae new oie pores)a paters
Would reduce Gl-1S0 and lower STISSIONS 10m awash standardsoo Goselopmn 0 projects
Giese combustion It would also offer he potential ner 5015.5050 onsards nclg mando
forlong term cost savings, whi demonstrating leak detecion and repair All hese measures{echnical feasibility and national loadorship for ho would hlp o aderese hi migation gan, who
advancoment of renewable enary technologies for ganerating co-benefs or VOCS, which contribute
ofr and romoto applications across Ganada. 1 ground evel ozono and of which many aro

104 to humans. itnane and VOCs are released
METHANE oy many Ge same sources i he of and
Implement regulations to reduce methane from~~ ©
oil and gas operations Implementa landfill gas recovery initiative
The oil and gas sector accounted for 44% of The waste sector accounts for approximately
Canada's methane emissions n 2014, largely from 26% of national methane omissions, most of which
Venting and fugitive sources, which accounted for come from sold wast landfils (approximately
42% ofthe national tal. Alberta and Saskaich- 24% of national otal). There are no fodoral
‘wan produce more han 60% of Canada’s of and measures addrossing waste, her han aligibily
gas methane emissions. of solid waste projects for funding under some

federal infrastructure programs. Though someIn the Pan-Canadian Framework, Canada provincial governmen’s nave regulations thal
commited to work with provinces and trttories.  foquit the capture of lanl gases fom their
{o reduce methane emissions from the ol and largest laniils and others have programs fo
gas soctor by 40-45 percent below 2012 lvels incent landiil gas recovery, nese measures vary
by 2025. In 2016, Canada undertook over 150 Signcanty in scope, srngency and resus.
ours of consulations with parners and stake-
holders, ncucing provinces, on tno development Methan from municipal waste laniils could bo
ofthe proposed roguiatory approach. In May addressed trough a andiil gas (LFG) recovery
3017 Canada announced proposed regulations to favo that would involve complementary federal
Toduce methane emissions fom Canada's of and and provincial measures. A number of options
gas sector, which willalso reduce air polltants were discussed under the Milgation Working
{volte organic compounds) as a co-benaft Group, under the Pan.Canadian Framework

evelopment process. Budget 2016 aiso providedBish Columbia, Alberta and Saskalchewan have funding fo begin development of federal requiaions
also implemented measures fo roduco ening and of other control measures dented n consulationughive emissions from oi and gas operations. With provinces and terories to reduce methane
Albert recanty announced a now goal to cut rom ands.
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Actions would aim to increase the 2012 capture. the Kigali amendmen. The regulation wil aso
rate for LFG from roughly 36% to 51%, in Ine include a prohibition on the manufacture and
with the U.S. capture rate (67%) and achieve import of specific products and equipment using
a eduction of up 10 5.5% MT CO,e per year. HFG, such as those used in refrigeration, ai
Afocus on utiizaton of landfil gs could yield condoning, foams and aerosols. These measures.
approximately 4.4 Mi GO,e in reductions, with net could bo complemented by pursuing work with
annua rovenus. Furhor analysis is nosded to other government departments to ensure energy
assass black carbon emissions from landfil as efficiency programs and regulations are well
Haring and to determine bos! practices to mitgate coordinated, and by engaging and collaborating
these emissions and consultations wih provinces/ wih ofher actors to communicate the importance
terrors and other stakeholders to determine the of technology development and implementation
appropriate mixo provincial and federal measures related to HFCs.
and incentives to deliver reductions. "

Encourage transitions to
HYDROFLUOROCARBONS (HFCs) climate-friendly altematives
Implement regulatory measures o control Addtora acinicoudb when focourage ho
HFC consumption ‘more climate-friendly altematives, where feasible.

HFGaaro crossing beng usedas sis 1, rg. canada dont Statement on imate,
tion and air-conditioning sectors, as foam blowing Frog snt MicLautaip, he Sovsniont
agents and. {0 lessor exten, in aerosol products. OAnada commited to lacing by oxamp)
and fre-extinguishing equipment. A suite of Sy uptaling public procurement processes
federal and provincialteritorial regulations control anSion away from high global warming polenialovome-depaing substances and HIFGs onc ney HFCs, whanovr feasible, through government
aren use i revigeration, at-conditioning and purchase of more sustainable and greener
ra-extinguishing systoms. Howover, there are equipment and products. This could include
no measures that Imi he uso of HECs in these PIoMOtng the procurement of refrigeration, air
Sectors. In Canada, total HFC emissions are conditioningand fre-extinguishing systems, as wellry asofmanufactured tems such as foam producis
Le in ofce fumiture and consiruction insulation, that

are HFC-froe or cimate-friendly. This ifative
Federal measures finalized in spring2016 establish also aligns with Canada's commitments under the
2 permitting and reporing system for tempor, CCAG to promote pubic procurement of climato-
‘oxport and manufacture of HFCs. In addition, a friendly ow-global warming potential altermatives.
nolice requiring the preparation and implementa- Whenever feasible, and to gradually ransiton to
tion of pollution prevention plans for the sound equipment that uses more sustainable atermatives
‘management of end-o-ife halocarbon refrigerants, 10 high-global warming potential HFCs. ECCC
which include HEC, will contribute to preventing could actas a center of expertise for this native.
evisshing df 0s dl oud uf is. Implementation of these intatives would aso
‘Comprehensive regulatory measures proposed encourage development of allemative tochnologies.
in 2016 would avoid emissions of HFCs trough
a phase-down of the manufacture, import and
export of HFCs, allowing Canada to comply with ts
Montreal Protocol HFG obligations and to ratiy
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Document Released Under the Access to
Information Act / Document divuigué en vertu
de la Loi sur laccés a linformation.

0Z0NE Building on this, there may be scope to set more
ambitious ambient ai quality standards for PM,

Finalize implementation of proposed ‘and ozone, as some aspects of current standards
instruments for indusrial sectors are not as stringent as levels proposed by the
U6 Rar 7, 38 pFee conser World Health Organization (WHO). In addition,
antaton a te Ar ualny Management System ECC 8 working 0 bring forward additional
TACNIS), ECCO wil tae proposed nates Missions standards for key pollutants and
haa is viay Z016 cr ho mmm, sto industrial sectors where emissions and impacts.
Fm ore polote pats, pulp and paper ana pase on local air ually can be very significant

metalssmelos actorsand or cosesocorl (64. petroleum refining, cos red power plant.
turbines. Under the Air Managemen! Commitee,
ECGG wil continue to collabora with provinces.
and tritories to develop a new CAAGS for NO,
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.1

June OT, | A deep upper evel rough wasposiionedover Te Paic| No acral operations, awaiing clearance oy
Wednesday| Northwest. Southwesterly upper level et energy was | from Transport Canada. Work continued on

concenrated over southern AB. Several potent the radar. Adjustments were made to the radar
shortwave troughs passed through the projec area, and | display and TITAN programming.
the atmospherewasmoderatelyunstable. The region
Saw low freezing levels long with excellent speed shear.
‘Weak echoes beganoform overBanif and Canmore
during the earlymorninghours. Then, during the
aftemoon hours, stronger cels developed W of Sundre.
‘and movedfrom Wto€acrosstheprojectarea. Ithe
‘evening, another band of moderate convection moved
over Rocky MH.
Max tan cel 11.0 km top, 62 max dBz, 64.0 max IL
Tmax YC = 16.6C and 3.4mm of ran.
Tmax QF = 17.0 andnodata.
Tmax Radar = 16.3C and 31.5mmof rain

Tune 2, | The rough over the Paci Norwest moved E which | The radar solware parameters and sefinge.
Thursday | helped push a few shortwaves through central AB. The | were adjusted and updated.

atmosphere was moderately unstable with weak shea.
Posiive vorticity advection was the main tigger HS3 and HS4 preformed a fry ight rom YYC
mechanism. 10 YF and each aicraf tested the seeding

equipment. All equipment functioned properly.Cumulus clouds started formingoverthe mountains in the
morning. Sight bettr convection began to form inthe | HS1 palraled norhofCalgary. They fred
early aftemoon but remained outside of the project area. | 1BIP and 2 EJ 1 test the seeding equipment
“Then around 002, afewcols began to make their way off | which functioned properly.
the foothils and into the project area. Aclusterof
‘convection fomed over the Calgary metopaltan area | HS? flew a paiol fight northwest of Calgary.Guting the early evening hours. The strongest storms of | Pilots encountered data ogger problems, and
the day formed NWof Sundre and north of Rocky MH. | landed at theOlds. Didsbury airport to
Moderately strong convection was observed tough the | troubleshoot. The aitraf then performed a
late evening hours. fey fight from the Olds-Didsbury airport to
Max tan cell 9.1 km top, 60 max dBz, 414 max iL |YYC.
Tmax YC = 17.0C and no ran. HS!was launched 10 a groving cel over
Tmax QF = 19.0C and no rain northem YYC at 00427 (06103) The fight was.
Tmax Radar= 17.6C and a race of ain aitbome at 01072 and began patrolling over

northem YG. At01262 HS! report embedded
‘conditons with no quidwaterwhile patroling
Nof Cochrane. HS eventually found uid
water NW of Sundre and sarted seeding at
01442. The fight only seededfor a short
periodof me before retuming to patrol. HST
then RTB 2102112
HS2 performed a parol fight over nother
YYC. The aircraft was launched al 00472
(06103). Pilots reportedonlyminimalinflowand
growth over YYC, so the aiterat just patrolled
the area. The fight RTB at 01472.
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F153 200020377, 1 BP, SE fery Tight
HS4: 200120472. 18IP, 1 EJ, feryfight
HST: 2112.22302. 1 BIP, 2 EJ, parol Are.
152: 2142.2230Z. no seeding, patrol
Cochrane.
HS2: 0005(06/03)-0044Z (06/03), 1 BIP. 2 EJ

for fight
HSI: 0050 (06/03)-02302 (06/03) 2 E;
patrolled N of Cochrane and NW of Sundre,
Stom #1 NWofSundre.
HS2: 0053 (06/03)-0200 (06/03); no seeding:
paroled near Aldi.

Tune 03, | A cold fron moved south Through Te area, slowing down | HS2 was launched at 18467 0 patil els ear
Friday ‘and sallng as the day went on. The atmosphere was | YYC, and also test Arfnk. Al 19072, HS2.

ightl unstable ith low freezing levels. The sounding | was airborne, and reported bases around
was marginal for hai. 8.0K, ain, and poorly defined bases. AL

19342, HS2 began seeding over southern YYC
‘Weak thunderstorms began after 192, forming offthe | after encountering marginal inflow At 19567.
foothils and moving ino the project area. The storms had | HS2 began seeding the nore endof the
high reflectivity and VIL during ther maturing stage, bul | storm. As he stormbegantoweaken, HS2

quickly weakened and became embedded. Another round | was directed toa clusterofstorms to theKWat
of strong thunderstorms began around 00307 (08/04) as | 20082. Bases were 7.0Kf and more defined on
frontal passage occurred over he region. These storms. | tis storm. HS2 continued 0 seed the storm
also pulsed downafter a short periodof ime. Ascool | unt 20452, when they hadto move furier NW
temperatures se in, tratform ain developed overnight. | 2s directedby ATC. HS? then attemptedfo find
Max tan cell= 9.9 km top, 58 max dBz, 41.1 max VIL | inflowalong the ine headedfoCalgary, but

the ne dissipated so at 21247 HS2 RTE.
Tmax YC = 17.8 and 1.0mmofrain
Tmax QF = 14.2C and 1.4 mm of rain A122472, HS1 launched for OdsforAink
Tmax Radar= 14 6C and 0.7 mm of rain. testing. They were aitbormeat23087, and RTB

10YYC afte Asfink continued fo encour
problems.
A012, HS1 and HS2 were launchedSWof
‘Calgary. HS was directed 0top at 18Kft, HS2
1075K0L HS1 was aitbore at 00312 (06104)
and W for he coll NW of Okoloks. Bases were.
observedal5 5k, HS2 was arbome at 00322
forthe same cell. Due to the ow bases and
proximity to the foohils, HS2 RT at 00467
The cells quickly dissipated well below hail
citria, and HS RTB a1 01112.
Fight Summary
HS2: 1855-21452; 116 minacetone generator
time: #1over YYC and #2 NW of YYC.
HS! 2263-23397. no seeding, An tesiing
HS2: 0016(06/04)-0105Z (06/04) no seeding
patrol NWofOkotoks.HSH: 0018 (08/04)-01267 (06/04). no seeding
patrol NWofOkotoks.

Tune 04. | A cod front was positioned over southem Alberta The | No acral operations.
Saturday | area was experiencing weak cold advection aloft. The

atmosphere was slightly unstable for most of the day.
Souler Alberta saw clearing cary intheday. No Upper
level tigers were present but a quasistationary warm
front was draped over the northeastern part of the region
overnight.
Mist and light rain showers fell in the morning. The
sratform coud cover thinned out during the afemoon.
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Cumulus clouds were observed Gung 1h ate afemoon
ours. Weak convection was present over the YOF area
during the evening. The strongest cll of the day maved
through near Lacombe around 10z. Small hail was.
reported near Lacombe.
Max tan cell= 8.4 km top, 64 max dBz, 43.2max VL
Tmax YC = 17.0 and 1.0mmof rain.
Tmax QF = 14.9 and 1.0mmof rain
Tmax Radar = 16.5C and 0.5 mmof ain.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.2

June 05. | The upper evel ot was located in Saskatchewan and no | F153 was launched a 18302 to NVV of Panoka
Sunday | upper or midevel triggers were present. Soundings. AL19032, the aircraft was airborne. HS3

Indicated that atmospheric instablly was moderate wih | began top seeding stom #1 NW of Panoka at
good speed shear. Aweak sationary fon! was located | 1916. By 19232,poisreported weak growth
ver souther Alberta. Momingfog indicated high with no scedable tages; seeding was stopped
‘amount of ow level moisture. Cloud cover was and the aicrat patrolled the area. AL 19317,
diminishing during the atemoon allowing for increased | HS3 was reposiioned to growth upwind of Red
Surface heating. Deer. They began seeding stom#2NWof

Red Deer at 18392 with pockels of moderate.
The surface boundary moved from N to during the liquid water and embedded cumulus towers. At
aftemoon creating marginal hail storms from Sundre to | 20072, he aicrat was repositioned northwest
‘Calgary along the foothills. The most intense col ofCalgary fornew growth which was.
developed over Cochrane and moved through Aitaie. | determined tobe low-topped and no seedable
‘Convection became weak and embedded afte midnight. | HS? was directed to RTB al 20432 and landed
Light to moderate rain coninued through the moming with| at YO at 21037
low echo tops.
Max cell top: 7.5km, 62 max Bz, 27.9max VIL HS4 was launched at 18562for development

NWof Red Deer. The aircraft was airbome at
Tmax YG =202 and 0.2mmof ain. 19137 and headed toward the Sylvan Lake
Tmax QF = 18.0C and a race of ain area. HS4 began seedingstom#2 at 19312
Tmax Radar = 19.0C and 24mm of fain. NW of Red Deer for cels approaching

Lacombe. HS base seeded wih acetone
generators and BIP fares. Pots reported
Sbundant inflowatbase. AL 20062, thestorm
begantoweaken; seeding continued wih
generators oly. The storm continuedto
weaken as it moved easofthe cies, and
Seading was hailedat 20287. HSA patrolled for
a bie ime and was then directed to RTB at
20432. HS4 landed at YOF at 20552.
HS1 was launched at 00297 (08108) for new
cells developing NW of Cochrane. The aircraft
was aitbomea 005GZ (08/08) and began top
Seeding stom #3 a1 0127(06/06). HST
reposiloned to southwest of Calgary at 0135
(08108) and patrolled that area reporting onlyweakvertical development. Thisgrowth was.
Pot seeded. HST then shifed back to the NV
and resumed seeding on two connecting coll
(stor #3) NW ofCochrane at 01592 (06106).They continued to seed tis same siorm uri
HS3 moved i to ake their place. HS1 stopped
Seeding and RTB a1 02562 (06/06). The
aicratlanded at 0311Z (06106).
HS4 was launched at 01212 (08108) for their
secondfightofthe day. They were arbome at
01322 (06/06) and headed south toward the
cells near Cochrane. HS4 began base seeding
Storm #3 wilh bumers and BIPs at 02022
(06/06). They ran racetrack seeding pattors at
cloud baseNWof Calgary along wih HS2.
HS4 stopped usingBIP fares and seeded with
generators only at 02357 (06/06) as he siom
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became more near and weaker over NTT
Calgary. At0318Z (06/06) HS repositionedto
newgrowth west of Caroline a the ces near
Calgary were no longera hail hreal. HS4
began seeding storm#6Wof Caroline al.
03427 (06/06). Seedingcontinued uni the
cells were no longera hai treat. Seedingended at 04132 (06106) and HSA was directed
10 RTS. The plane landed at 04287 (06106).
HS2 was launched at 01397 (06106) fo cells
earCalgary. Theywere arboreat 01512
(06106) and began searching for inflow on weak.
echoes developing over SW Calgary. HS2
began base seeding storm#4westoCalgarya1 02052 (06106). Not much inflow was
reported in this area, and the cell 10 the SW of
YYC were determined to be nonihveatening.
HS2 was shited noth to the two connecting
cells NW of YYC. Seeding began on storm £3
2102222 (06106). Pils flow racetracks in he
Same area with HS4 at cloud base. They
continued soeding the colsa they moved
hough N YYC into Arie. The storm then
‘weakened below hal criria 50 HS? Stopped
Seeding and was directed to RTE ai 03507
(06106). The plane landed at 03572 (06106).
HS3 was launched at 01372 (08108) or a new

cellformingnearSundre. They wereaitbome
2102062 (06106). They were instructed by ATC
to deviate from the most direct fight path due to
skydivingactivi near nnsfa. They reached
he developing storm near Sundre and began
top seeding storm #5 al 02227 (06/08). The
storm then weakened to below hail crea. At
02357 (06/08), they stopped seeding and
began patrol NWofOlds. At02412 (05106)
they were redirected to the aciviy NW of
Caigary and began seeding storm £7 NW of
Cochrane. Shorty afe tha, HS RTB and
HSS3 tok their place seeding storm #3 NW of
Calgary at 02462 (08108). Afer several hours
of seeding, the Calgary stom weakened, and
HS3 was directed0 top seeding and RTB at
04512 (06106). They landed at 05082 (06106)
Fight Summary
HSS. 1646-21072. 90 EJ. #1 NW of Ponoka, #2.
NW of Red Deer, patrol WW of Didsbury
HS4: 190520667. 4 BIP, 114 min acetone.
generator time; #2NWof Red Deer.
HS1"0050 (05/08).03142(06/06).198E43
BIP: parol W of Didsbury, storm #3NWof
Cochrane.
HS4: 0128 (06108).04312 (06108): 5 BIP, 262
min acetonegenerator time; #3 N of Cochrane,
#6W of Caroine.
HS2: 0143 (05/06)-04002 (06/06): 206 min
acetone generator me; #4 SW of YYC, #3N of
Cochrane.
HS3: 0200 (08/06).05152 (06/06): 233 EJ, 15
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Wax cal op: 6 Gv, 61 max 462, 25.0 max VIL
Tmax YC = 15.60 and 28mmofrain.
Tmax QF = 17.2 and 1.8mmof ai.
Tmax Radar = 15.2C and 3.4mm of ain

Tone 03. | The siangest upper evel ot nergy was Sou of AB. A | No acral operations.
Thursday | deep closed low was located ove idaho during the

moming hours whichquicklyweakened into an openwave trough as it moved eastward across Montana.
Weak, upper love ding then buit over AB during the
daytime hours. A surface tiough formed along he lee
Sideofthe Rockies. The aimosphara was sight
unstable but capped with weak wind shear.
The low level cap held rong throughout the forecast
period. and surface dew paints remained ower than
expected. Skies were mostly clear for the ene period
There were no TITAN callo significant radar echoes.
Tmax YC = 18.3 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 21 4C andno rain.
Tmax Radar = 18.9C and no fain.

Tana 10, | The upper evel Jo remained soulh andvies!ofAB. Tha | FSA performeda maintenance fight 0 check
Friday upper level ridge moved cast over Saskatchewan and a | aircraft racking with the backup TITAN

rough pushed Ino the area during he aflemoon and | computer. The lest was successful. Arcraft
evening. Aline surface, a low formed over conral AB | racks were displayed on the backup TITAN
during he late atemoon and evening hours. The system.
atmosphere was unstable with CAPE values near
1100Jkg,andthewindshear wasweak. HS2was launched at 21422todevelopment

SW of Calgary. At22002 HS2 was airborne. At
During the cary afemoon, rain showers occurred west of| 22162, HS2 found 500-1000 fom inflow on
he project area. During the midafernoon, storms storm #1 and began seeding with generators
developed west of Caigary and Rocky Mountain House, | and BIP flares. At 22502, HS2 reported
moving down from the foothls. The storms were slowy | weaker inflow and continued seeding with
moving to the northeast, and were marginal hail treats | bumers only. At 00442 (06/11) the storm was.
through the evering. The storms weakened significantly | no longera hall teal and HS2 RT They
around midnight. During the overnight hours, there were | landed at YYC at 0872 (08/11).
widespread convective showers.
Max cell op: 10.6, 62.5 max Bz, 46.4 max VIL HS1 was launched at 21422 for development

SWofCalgary. At 22212, HS1 was airborne. At
Tmax YC =22.76 andno rain. 22332, HS1 began top seeding storm #1 west
Tmax QF = 24.2C andno rain. of Cochranewih EJs and BIPs. AL0014Z
Tmax Radar =23.1C and05mmof ain. (06/11), HS1 was directed to siop seeding and

patil the weakening storm #1. HS! reported
addiionalgrowthon the storm at 00532
(06/11), and resumed seeding for a short
period of ime. At 02002 (0811). the storm
Weakened and HS1 RT o YYC. They landed
2102052 (06/1).
HS3 was launched at 22297 for development
SW of RH. AL22502, they were aitborme. At
23122, HS3 began topseedingwith EJs on
Storm #2 5 of RMH. Tris cal quickly
diminished. At 2323Z they stopped seeding
‘and began to parol the area. A123322. there
were no seedabl targets lef and HS3 was.
directedto RT. TheylandedalYOFat
28482.
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TiS4 was launched at 00262 (08111) or
development SWof Caroline. At 00452 (06/11)
HS4 was aitbome. Af 00882 (06/11), HS4
Started base seeding storm#3 wih acetone
generators SW of Caroline. HS4 found good
inflow and a shelf coud for the next fow hours
25 the storm moved through Caroline and ino
Eckvile. At0329Z (06/11), asthestormleft
Eckvile, they stopped seeing and RTB. Theylanded at YOF al 03422 (06/11).
After landing at YQF. HS3 was immediately

launchedagain at00422(08/11) onstorm 3.5
of RWH, moving NNE. At 100Z(06/11) HS3
was aitbore, and at 0110Z began top seeding
storm #3S of Caroline with EJs and BP flares.
HS3 reported a steep radar gradient and
intensifying ghining as they continued to seed
the storm. As the stom lefth project area,
HSS3 stopped seeding and RT al 03167
(06/11). They landedin YOF at03367 (06/1).
HS1 was launched SW of Cochrane at 03172

(06/11) aftr acoll showedupon radar. By he
{ime they were aiborne, the cel had
diminished and they were insiruced to patio.
withoutseeding. Al04002 (0611). they RTS
afer radar and pit observations showed the
Storm was nota hil tral. They landed in
YYCa10413 06/11).
Fight Summary
HS4: 1654-17252: no seeding. M fight S of
Red Deer to test Alin racking.
HS2: 2147 (06/10).01022 (06/11); 3 BIP. 300
min acetone generator time; storm #1 SW.
Cochrane.
HS1: 2210 (08/10,02102(06/11); 119 E4,3
BIP; storm #1 SW Cochvane.
HS3: 2240.23532. 18 EJ. patrol W of Caroline,
storm #2.S of RM
HS 40035 (06/11)03452(06/11): 1 BIP,
300min acetonegeneratorlime: Storm #3 SW.
ofCaron.
HS3: 0052 (06/11).03392 (06/11); 295 EJ, 14
BIP; Storm #3 SW Caroline.
HS: 0325 (06/11).04182 (08/11); No seeding:patrol W of Cochrane.

Jone 11. | An upper level ough remained over Breh Columbia | No aircraf operations.
Saturday | Several vorii lobes slowly passed over the project

area during the day. Low pressure remained over the.
area during the moring and aftsmoon hours. This
suacelowwas progged fo move of 0 he soheast
overnight
Rain showers were visible on radar all day. During the
early aflmoon, song storms exploded in the eastern
buffer and movedto the northeast away from the project
boundaries. Status and widespread convective showers
lingered over the projec area throughout the period.
Maxcelltop: 12.1km, 63.5max Bz,87.3 maxVIL
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Tmax YC = 720C and 72mmof ain.
Tmax QF = 15.1C and 60mmof ain
Tmax Radar = 13.1Cand 3.6mmof ain.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.3

June 12. | An upper level rough was centered over Alberta Tor most| F1S4 was launched al 17607 10 a cals of
Sunday’ | ofthe day. The rough axis shifled towardseaster AB | Sundre. They wereaitboreat 18032 and

overnight. A shorwave rough moved fromWto € across| began base seeding stom #1 at 18247. This
he project area during the eary aftemoon hours. storm quickly dissipated. HS4 slopped seedingVor advection was minimal slong the rough. A 2118307 and was redirected toa cal near
surface ow pressure system was posioned along the AB| Southern Calgary. HS began seeding storm
and Saskalchewan border. #2 with generators at 18542. At 10212. storm

#2was dissipating so HS repositioned to the
Towering cumulus was observed inth late moming, and. | north and began seeding storm #3 WW of
radar echoes began poppinguparound briefing ime. | Cremona. Storm 3 then diminished on TITAN,
‘Storms lasted all day. intating mainly along a shortwave | and HS4 repositioned to storm #5W ofArie
rough moving through the area. Sto motion was. and began seeding at 20112. In response fo
foward the ENE throughout the day. Westofthe strengthening inflow and radar signature, HS4
Shortwave, here was minimal acivi unt the carly began using flares a 20232. Storm #5 began
evening when a storm inated over the mountains and | to weaken sigifcanly afer ti, and as it
moved E towards Sundre. As he storm moved info he | ceased to beahail threat, HSA stopped
project area, t became organized and began tomove | seeding and RTB at 21067. They landed at
tight spawning additonal cells n is outfow boundary. | 21362.
“The atmosphere stabilized in the ate evening. All
convective actly ceased and thre was no precipitation | HS3 was launched a 19332 fora cell W of
overnight. Didsbury. HS3was aitbome at 19507. Storms.
Max tan cell top=0 9k, 67 max dBz, 83.4 max VIL IntensifiedWof Caroline and Eckvile, and HS3

was diectedfo the area. AI 2017, HSS3 began
Tmax YC = 18.4G and 0.2mmof ain. Seading storm #4 W of Caroline with EJs. They
Tmax QF = 18.2 and 0.4mmofrai. descended to shed ice a1 21062, and resumed
Tmax Radar = 18.0Cand 1 6mmof fain. Seedingat 21412. A21562, HS3 had stop.

seeding due to confit with skydiving
operations. Seeding resumed al 22052. HS3
had 10 stop seeding or parachute affc again
122207, and decided to descend to shed ie.
122452. 1153 was ab t begin climbing
again. They seeded storm #6 with BIPs during
the limb. The Red Deer cell quickly weakened
below hai crieria, and HS3 RT at 22567.
They landed at 23082
HS2 launched as a top seeder a 20232 for
storm #5W ofAre. AL20412, HS2 was.
aitbome. HS?ignited bumers ai 20497 on
Storm #5 and used BIPs during he cimb to
cloud 10p as wel. This cel near Aide quickly
diminished. At2113Z, HS stopped seeding
and began patroling S of Cochrane. At 22002,
HS2 descended o coud base. and
repositioned to the sideof the ine of
thunderstormsWofnnisfail. AL 22337, HS2
began base seeding storm #6 between inisfil
‘and RedDeer wihgenerators and BIPs. As
the cel moved beyond Innisfail, HS2 stopped
Seeding storm #6 51 23092. They were then
directedtopatrolNWof Sundre. When radar
and pot dbservatons indicatedno seedable
actly in the Sundre area, HS2 RTB at 23457
They landed at 00032 06/13)
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ST launched for op seeding a 0003Z (06/13)on the call NWof Sundre which HS2 had
patrolied earer. At 0021Z (06/13), HS was
aitbome. Theybegan topseedingstom#7 W.
of Sunde at 004Z (06/13). Pilts reported a
ifficul tim finding goodfeederclouds, HS1
moved further to the west. They found good
growth along the southsideof the storm and
Continued seeding. AL02547 (0/13), HS1
reported fewer feeder clouds, and TITAN also
Showed the storm diminishing. By 03367
(06/13) thestorm was below hail cieria, and
HS1 RT. They landed at03502 (08113). Up
022mm hail was reportedW of Sundre
HS4 was launched for base seeding at 00452
(06/13)fo he hailstorm NW of Sundre to work
With HS1. HS4 was aitbore at 106Z (08/13)
and advised by the radarofsevere overhang
on the eastern and southern areas of this ca.
They commenced seeding with acetone
generators and B1Ps at 0112 (06/13). HS4
found very good inflow which continuedforthe
next2hours. HS4RTBal03367 (08/13)when
TITAN and pit observations showed the cel
diminishing below hai crea. They landed at
03847 (06/13).
FLIGHT SUMMARY
HSA 175421412. 304 min acetone generator
time, 10 BIP: pol SWof Calgary, #2 Calgary,
#3 Cremona #5 Adri.
HS3: 194723112. 143£4,15 BIP;#4Caroline
to Eckvile,# Red Deer
HS2: 20342 (06/12)-0005Z (06/13) 112 min
acetone generator ime. 4 BIP: #5 Airdrie.
patrol SW Calgary, #8 Innisfail, patrol NW of
‘Sundre, patrol ofCaroline.
HS1: 0015Z (06/13)-03852 (6113) 213 EJ, 8
BIP; #7 Sunde
HS4: 0100Z (06/13)-0364Z (6113): 258 min
acetone generators. 5 BI #7 Didsbur

June 13. | The upper level etwas well To he soutfwest. Midevel | No arcraf operations.
Monday | charts indicated ashortwave rough approachingfomthe

west witha fow small vorticity maxima expected 0 move
through uringthe day. Upperlevels were relatively
warm n the moming, but gradually cooling throughout the
day. Therewas abundant low evel instablity below
7.8m, but only minimal instabilty above 7 Skm.
Widespread low topped thundershowers were forecast 0
occur thoughout the atermoon with a few isolated cells
expected to reach up 0 30Kf. Status ain was expected
overnight.
Convective rin showers began in the cary atemoon
over the entre project area as votcy advection
occured. The cel inside the project area were mainly
pulse type storms with low ops, heavy rain, and no hal
i the early evening, two bowing cals intaied over the
mountainsand movedin theprojectarea. Oneofthese
was visual observed fomtheOldsradar. The storm
hada shelf cloudon the east side forabrie ime. These
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oll quickly Gmiished below hal ciiera
Max an cell top=8 4k, 62.5 max dBz, 37.8 max VIL

Tmax YC = 18.6 and 26mmof ain.
Tmax QF = 21.4 and 6 6mmof ain
Tmax Radar = 20.0C and 0 6m of ain

Tune 14. | The upper evel Jo remained south of the project area. A_| FST was launched on growthW of Didsbury al
Tuesday | developing low pressure system was approaching the | 20167. and was aifborne at 20352. They

west coast progged to develop ito a deep closed low | patrolled W of Didsbury reporting glaciated
during he forecast period. Aweak NIS oriented lobe of | clouds and no feeders. They were then directed
midievel vorticity was progged to push through fom the | 10 patrol cells W ofAce at 20532 and
W duing the atemoon and evening. At the surface, alow| reportedsimiarcondilons. HST then RTB to
pressure trough wascenteredoverNW Saskatchewan. | YYC 21097. They landedat 21312.
‘The atmosphere was slightly unstable below 25K with
weal wind shear. Weak convection was forecast during | HS4 was launched at 01432 (08/18) for a cel
the ateroonievening wih no hail expected. Thick coud | W of Innisfail, and became aitbore at 01582
layers, siatus ain, and low ceilings were forecast for he | (06/15). As they approached the storm, HS.
renight house reporteda she oud and heavy ran on storm

#1 and it acetone generatorsi 02077 (06/15).
Begining in he early afernoon, vorticity advection over | HS4 soon found inflow up fo 800fpm and began
the areaset off a neof rain showers. Lightning was | lighting BIPs as well. HS4 workeda long ne
observed in some of th storms, and some reached hail | fom Inisai to Bowden unt he storm was
heal criteria. Storms grew slowly and glaciated rapidly. | past thesetwotowns. AI 02497 (0/15), HS4
No long-ived multicellular storms were observed. Inthe | stopped seeding and was redrected 103 coll
early evening, a shortwave feature visible on radar moved | NW of Penhold for patil. Finding no 900d
in fom the noth and triggered storms in he northern par| bases and poorinflowon the cell, HS RT at
ofthe project area. These storms would develop dark | 03072 (06/15). They landed at 03192 (06/15),
ain shafts and goodshelfclouds, but dissipate afer the

inital pushdueto lackofwindshear. Around sunsetall | Flight Summary
storms diminished becoming light convective rain HS1: 2025721312; patrolW Didsbury, patil
showers and staf ain WAcme.
Max an cell top=3 4km, 63 max dB,32.3 max VIL HS4: 01482 (615)-03222 (06/15), 6 BIP, 104

min acetone generator time; Storm #1 W
Innisfail patrol N Caroline.

Tmax YC = 18.9 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 19.6C and a raceofain
Tmax Radar = 19.0C and 4 4mm of ain

Tune 15. | A deep Tow pressure system was centered overie ST was launched at0056 (08716) on cells
Wednesday | region. The upper jet core remained fo thesouthof PorthofCalgary. They were airborneat 0110

Alberta. Mutipl intense pockels of voricty were (06/16) and directed 0 the north side ofthe
progged 0 wrap around the upper low and push though | cols. They reported embedded conditions.
he project area fom theN curing the evening and hroughout the fight, bu they were able to find
overnight hours. Aflemoon and evening nstabity was | adequae liquid waler and began seeding wih
weak, and the shear profie was not favorable for fong: | BIPSat 01387 (06/16), making East Wes!
lived convection. Upper level winds were rom the NNE | passes. By 02067 (06/16), both radar and plot
due to he positonof he upper level circulation. Surface | reports indicated he ces were diminishing in
winds were weslerly due to he positon of a surace low | intensily. AL 0214Z (06/16), HS stopped
over Saskatchewan. Weak inundershowers were. seeding and began pairl. HST RTB at 02272
forecast during the afermoon and evening with (ops (06116) as the cll continuedtodie out. They
expected to remain below 25K. Stable conditions were | landedat 02362 (08/16).‘expected aftr michight wih widespread satus ran and
ow ceilings hough moming. FightSummaryHST. 01027 (06/16)-0240Z (06/16); 6BI: #1
Light ain showers occured over the southern haf ofthe | NE ofYYC.
projecarea during the atemoon. Cloudswere
predominanily fair weather cumulus, and everythingremainedbelowhail criteria, In the carly evening, a neof
Strong cll inated north of Calgary moving South
These cells quickly diminished in strength, and passed
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Hough Calgary as rain showers. Overght, some ran
showers occurred.
Max an cell top=8 4k, 62.6 max dBz, 34.4 max VIL
Tmax YC = 14.9 and 58mmof ain.
Tmax QF = 16 6 and 30mmofain
Tmax Radar= 16.0Cand 120mmof rain

June 16. | Adoep low pressure system remained in place over fe |FIS3 was launched o he nor ofYQF at
Trursday | region, centered just eastof he projec area over far | 19072. The fight became aifbome at 19257

astern AB. Ample amounts of vorticity advection were | and quickly found growth near the YGF airport
‘expected throughout he day and overnight hours as | and over the YQF area. HS3 started seeding
lobes of vorlcty wrapped around the north side of the low| storm #1, over YF, a 1934. The crew
and pushed through the project area. A surface low was. | reported minima growthover YGF at 19402, so
also centered just 0 he eastof he project area the fight was redirected towards new and
Forecast soundings indicated weak to maderate instabilty| stoner growth southofthe Lacombe area.
during he aftemoon andevening wilh weak wind shear | The acral stared seeding slo #2, northeast
profle. The atmosphere was expected to stabilze. of Sylvan Lake, a1 20002. HS3 continued to
overigh. Afemoon and evening thundershowers were | seed his storm uni twas south of Sylvan
‘expected with small hail possible. Rain showers were | Lake. The aicraft the stopped seeding at
also expected 0 occur throughout he forecast period. | 20312 and RT as the acy diminished.

They landed at 20432.
‘Convective ran showers fell over th projecarea for
most of the day. Convective development was strongest |Fight Summary.
during the aftemoon hours over the northern part of the | HS3: 1020-20472; 114 EJ,9BP, #1 over YGF.
project area, near Sylvan Lake and Red Deer The. #2 NE of Sylvan Lake.
evening and overnight hours saw continued rain showers,
especialy over the Sundre region
Max tan coll top=.Tkm, 61 max dB, 384 max VIL
Tmax YC = 11.5 and 19.6mmofrain
Tmax QF = 13 6C and 24 2mm of rain.
Tmax Radar = 11.5Cand 125mmofrain

Tare 17. | The deep ow pressure system over the egion vas ISS was launched at 2214Z northeast of OF
Friday shifing sight t the east over SK during the period. A |for a marginal hal treat developingn the

small amount of midiovel voricty was expected fo move | norther bufer zone. The fight was aitborne at
hough the region. A surface rough was draped over the | 22312. Thecrowfound good quid waler at
Portheastorn potion ofthe projec area during the early | 22432 and bogan (op seeding. Seeding
afternoon. The atmosphere was sighlly unstable. The | stopped at 22452 once th pits determined
wind shear profile was very weak and celmotionwas | the new growth was only reaching 20Kf. The
‘expected tobe from the northeast at less than S knots. | fight RTS al 22597 and landed at 23077.
Weak popup singe cells were expecied during the
aftemoon. Coll were expectedto develop and dissipate | HS4 flewa ight currency fight over the YOF
rapidly with {ops less than 28K. Clearingwasexpecied | area.
during the evening and overnight hours.

Fight Summary
Aline of neary stationary popup convection formed over | HS3: 2224-23107: 18 EJ, 1 BIP: #1 NE of YQF.
the eastern buffer during the morning hours. This ine | HS4: 0445 (06/18)-05487 (06/16) no seeding,moved southwestward nto the project area. Another ine | currency fight over YGF.
of thunderstorms extending fom Ponoka o Steer
moved ino the norheaster partof th project area.
These storms were the strongest of the day but were.
shorted due to the weak shear prof. Therestothe
daysawweak pop-up convection but not significant hal
threats
Max an coll top=.Tkm, 61 max dBz,342 maxVIL
Tmax YC = 15.6 and 1.4mmofrain.
Tmax QF = 16.4C and 2mmof ain.
Tmax Radar = 15 5C anda race of ain.
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June 16. | The deep low pressure system over the region shied |No acral operations.
Saturday | back toward the west. twas centered over the ABISK.

border. At the surface, a rough of low pressure was.
located eastof the project area near the SK border. The
atmosphere was stable throughout the forecast period.
Heavy stratiorm rain was expected thoughout the day
and overnight hours long with gusty northwesterty
Surface vind and low celings.
Straiform rain showers fel over the region for most of the
day. A few short ved convective cell ormed i the
buffer 20ne northeast of Red Deer during the early
evening. There were no hai treats
Max tan cell top=6 9k, 59 max dz, 17.7 max VIL
Tmax YC = 136 and 10mm of rain.
Tmax QF = 12.2C and 15mm of ran.
Tmax Radar = 12.0Cand 11mmof rain
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK Nod.

June 76, | The stacked low remained tho main weaiher feature on | F152 was launched a1 22267 becauseofcal
Sunday | the map, located over he Alberta Saskatchewan border. | development NWof Cochrane. At 22432. HS2

PVA supplied by the low was forecast 0 keep cloud cover| became airbore. Seeding began on storm #1
thick, imitng severe convection as surface temperatures | over northwestern Calgary at 22547. Then at
remained low. Some convection was expected nthe | 2310Z the pit reported hat the stom was
early evening beginning 0weaken. HS? topped seeding

storm #1 over Calgary a1 23352. The fight was.
“The low level cloud cover sartd to become broken redirected to NWof Arie and patolled for a
during he early afternoon which allowed surface heating | short time before being RT at 23497.
to occur. The Southemhafofthe project area received
more insolation which alowed for sigh stronger HS2 was launched for a second base seeding
Convection to develop. The mast organized cals formed | fight at 0016Z (06/20) fo an intensifying cell
during he late afternoon and arty evening hours. These | NWofTurner Valley and Black Diamond. The
storms mainly occurred along the western project area | ight became airbome at 030Z (06/20). The
boundary. The northernhalf also saw lotsofconvection, | aircraft was forced to maneuver around a weak
but ell tops arel grew above Gk. cluster ofcols to the south of Calgary before
Maxceltop: 8.9km, 63maxdBz, 37.6maxVIL intercepting themain cell. Oncethecrew.

arived, they quickly found inflow and started
Tmax YG = 18C and1.4mmofrain Seedingstorm#2NWof the townsof Tuner
Tmax QF = 17 and7.4mmofrain Valley and Black DiamondatOD45Z (06120)Tmax Radar = 16 and 0mm of fan HS2 continued seeding th storm untt tated

to enter the southernbufferzone. HS2 stopped
seeding al 01457 (06/20) and was redirected to
newgrowth near the Calgary airport. The fight
ended up patrling northern Calgary unt
02307 (06720) when HS2 RTE.
Fight Summary
HS2: 223997 (06/19)-0007Z (06720) 2 BP, 82
min acetone generator time; #1 NW YYC,
patrol NW of Aare
HS2: 00257 (08/20).0301Z (06/20): 8 BP. 120
min acetonegenerator time: #2 NW of Turner
Valley and Black Diamond, patrol northern
Calgary.

June 20, | The low pressure system movedohe east and IST was launched ai 16227 0growing cols
Monday | weakened. There were no upper evel riggers. Clearing | southwestof Calgary. Bythe tme the ight

in the morming indicated a very warmdaywas likely. became aitbore at 18432, the calls were
High temperatures were forecast (0 be well above. diminishing SW of Calgary. so the aircraft was.
convective temperaure, providing the primary tiggerfo | redirected towardsa developing celNWof
the day. Although nstabilty was Good,shear was poor, | Calgary. HST stared seeding his stor (41) at
So storms were expected (0be pop-up” and short ved. | 19042. Next thecrow reported srong

multicsluar growth over the Springbank area
‘Convection developed over the mountains during the ate | and started seeding hs storm (#2) at 10257.
moming hours and began to move over the foots HS1 continuedfofind decent growth and
around noon. Several moderately strong cells then followed the storm eastward across the project
moved off the foolhils during the early afteroon hours. | area. At 21542, HST stopped seeding and
The most intense storms formed near the Cochrane area. | RTS.
Oneo these stoms (42) moved eastward through
Porthen Calgary and Airdrie. Once Is storm moved o | HS? was launched o a growing cell NW of
northeastern Calgary. another rong cell developed near | Okotoksat 19102. The aicrat became
Cochrane and siovly moved to the souh-southeast. The | aiborme at 19242. HS2 started seeding storm
project areatothe north ofCalgarysaw several #3NWof Okotoks at 10462. HS2 continuedto
multiceluiar storms which produced moderateto heavy | sea the storm unil it was over Okotoks. The-
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idging during he Gay. and soundings inicaled Sight | aioe ai 1904Z, he convecion near Rocky
Capping unt early evening. High forecast surface NIH diminished. so the ight was redirected
ewpoints and temperatures, aswel as excellent speed | towardsnewgrowth to the southofRed Deer.
shear made for an unstable hal-type sounding. Storms. | The aircraft began seeding at 19162 and briefly
were expected to nite along ihe mountains duo fo | seeded Storm #1. HS hen palroled he Red
orographic it nthe late aftemoon, and would be Deer area. Al 20407. HS4 was redirected fo
concentrated in the northern part of theproject area convection$ofLacombe. The fight did not
where the ridging was weaker find any active growth near Lacombe. so the

fight was hen redirectedtoa nowstorm (12)
‘Convection frst started to form over the mourlains W of | SW of Syvan. The aircraft started seeding this
Rocky MH during the late morning hours. This no of | storm at 20562. HS4 continued fo seed tis
cell eventually moved eastward during the atemoon. | storm unia sironger ne ofconvection
The further 1 ine moved10the east he more intense | developedNW of Syvan. Thecrew started
the cell became. Onemajorstorm moved seeding stom #3 ai 21362. The fight
Southeasiward away from the ine through Sylvan and | continued fo seed Is storm as it passed over
partofRed Deer. Around 002 another strong stom Syivan and part of Red Deer. AL 23167 HS4
developed NW of Rocky MH and made is way stopped seeding and RTE.
Southeastward trough Rocky MH. Once thisvery
Intense stom began to diminish, another series of cels |HS3was launched at 21022 to a srenglhening
popped upW of Sundre and eventually made sway | lineof cals iretching from Rimbey toNWof
hough Red Deer. Sylvan. The fight became aitborne at 21212.
Max cal top: 11.4km, 60.5 max dBz, 119.6 max IL The aircraft started seeding at 21327 uponarial along the southern portionofthe ne of
Tmax YC =22 and no rain convection. The fight coninuedto seedtis
Tmax QF = 22 and 04mm of rain Storm as passed over Sylvan and part of Red
Tmax Radar = 22C and a race of rain Deer. AL 2317 HS3 reported that he storm was.

beginningocome down in intensity. Then at
23207 he aitcrat stopped seeding and
patioled the Red Deer area. HS3 RT at
23352.
HS1 was launched at 00282 (06122) to 8
rapidly growingcell NW of Rocky WH. The
flight became airbome at 00497 By the ime.
the sicraf arrived o seed the storm (#4) a
01207 (06722), the intense storm was already
over the Rocky MH region. HS? continuedto
Seed the storm as it moved towards Inia
The aircraft stopped seeding th cell a1 02082
(06122) and was redirected 1 a now storm (45)Wof Sunde. The fight started seeding this
storm at 0301Z (06722). This siorm eventually
began0diminish,so HSH stared seedingstorm #6 SW of Sylvan at 04237 (06122). This
convection eventually became fai embedded,
So the aircraft was forced to reposition sellon
the southeastern side ofthe sto. HST
stopped seeding at 05142 (06122) and RTE.
HS4 was aunched for a second fight at 01367
(08122). The fight became aiborne al 01457
(08722) and started seeding storm 4 a 01562
(06/22) NW of Innisfail. HS# stopped seeding2102142 (06122) and was redirectedto new
coll Sof Rocky MH. HS foundnonew
growth whie patrling between Caroine and
Rocky MH, so he fight RTBal 02232 (08/22),
HS2 performed a patrol fight Wof Sundre and
over heCochranearea.Theaircraft was
launched at 03012 (06722) and became
aitbome 2103207 (06/22). HS2 found no inflow.
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along storm 75.50 1 was redirected 1 pair
the Cochrane areafor a short me before being
RIB al 04162 (06722).
HS4 was launched forts tir fight of the daya1 04552 (06122) due to embedded convection
othe W and of Red Deer. Thefightbecame.
aifbome at 05112 (06/22) and sarted seeding
Storm #6.W of RedDeer at 05162 (06/22)
Then at 05162 (06/22) th aitrat found a good
pocket of 500fpm inflow. HS4 eventually
Stopped seeding at 05472 (0822). HSA
decided 0 1and at the Olds-Didsbury airport for
a short imetowait out he storms passing over
the Red Deer aifport. Once the convection had
passed the airport in Red Deer, HS4 took of at
106562 (06722) fom the Olds-Didsbury airport
‘and landedai the Red Deer airport a1 07152
(0622),
Fight Summary
HS4: 1855-23272: 16 BIP, 292 min acetone
generator time; #1 Sf YGF, #2 SWof Syan,
and #3 NW of Sylvan
HG 21102482: 220, 13 BP: #3NWof
ivanHS1: 00357 (06122)-05492 (06722) 172 E4. 18

BIP: #4 NV/of Insta, #6 W of Sunde, and #6
SWof Sylvan
HS4: 01382 (06/22)-02482 (06/22), 36 min
acetone generator me; #4 NWof nnsfa.
HS2: 03167 (06122)-0431Z (06722)noseeding:
patrol W of Sundre and over Cochrane.
HS4: 05032 (06/22)-0605 (06/22). 1 BP. 62
min acetonegenerator time; #6 W of YOF
landed at Ods-Didsbury airport due 0 storms.
over the Red Der airport
HS4: 0650Z (06122)-0718Z (06/22) no seeding
flewa ery fight from Olds-Didsbury airport fo
Red Deer once the storms had moved o the
eastof he airport.

June22,_ | A500mb age provided dear skis during Te moming. | No arraf operations.
Wednesday| allowing temperatures and dewpoins 0 increase rapidly.

‘The sounding for the day was impressive, showing an
unstableamospherewih good speed shear. There were
numerous triggers during the day but th ridge was
expected to delay convection unt late in he day.
roughing was proggedto begin by the evening hous,
‘Coupled with an area of moderate PVA Winds had a
Strong easterly component which was thought would
aid in storm ination.
The project area was mosty lear throughout the forecast
period. A fow lowering cumulus were observed over he
foothils and north of Rocky MH. Someofthe towering
‘cumulus developed ito virga and very weak radar
‘echoes. There was nothing remotely soedable all day.
The atmosphere was indoed moderately unstable, but i
remained capped dueto upper level riding,
Tmax YG = 23 and no rain
Tmax QF = 24 and 1.6mm of rain
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areaTo Th nor AI 22307, 754 sappedSeeding stom #2 and reposiioned to the south
intending to patrol near Cochrane as anther
wave moved in. They reached the Cochrane
arca at 23212 and were then directed fo land in
YC totop of herful and generators. Theylanded in YYC a1 23322
HS3was launched again at00002 (06724) for
development near Caroline moving foward
Rocky MH. They were aitbome at 00222(06724) and began pailSof Rocky MH at
00357 06724) They then began top seedingslo #4 S of Caroline a 01267 (0624). Al
01482 (06726), HS3 stopped seeding storm #4
and reposiioned to the east near CarstairsThey began op seedingstom#3 a 02007
(06724) They descendedtoshedice ai 02082.

After climbing back to cloud fo. the stom was.
issipaingandseedingwashalted. HS3was
directedtoRT a 02507 (0624). As HS3 was.
ariing near YGF. thy reported new growth
direc overth aiport. They were instructed
fo cancel their RTB and began op seedingstorm #5 over YQF al 02567 (06724). The cell
avicly pulsed up and down and dissipated
between Sylvan and Red Deer. HS3 RTB to
YO a1 0325 (0624) and landed at 03312
(629)
100112 (06124)HSwas directed to relaunchout of YYC as soon as they were fished
fefueingandlng the generators. A 01032
06124)th acrat was ready and aioe ihfull ve andchemical. They headed northeast
of Cochrane and began base seeding stom #3
near Carstairs at 0212 (06:24). AlO132Z
(06724), HS4 reported excelent infow and a
large shell loud connecing wo cells 154
was hen pushed out {othe easof the storm by
a mesoscale fontal boundary while the stom
dissipatedove iheradar.AL0242 (06724),there were no hai reals and HS4 vas
direcedostop seeding and RTE. As they
were heading home a 0303Z (0624) they
brie patoled a dissipating cal ove the YGF
aiport. Noinfow was found. They landed in
QF at 03252 (06724).
152 was launched again at 01412 (06726) or
haistoms rom Carstairs to Olds HS2 was
aibome oul of YYC at 01862 (06726) and
began patroling a doud base near Carstairs in
the same area wih HS4. The som was.
already disipatng by th me thy reached
the arca, and no inflowwas found. HS2 was
direcledto RT ai 02367 (0624). Noseeding
occurred on his fight. They landed in YYC at
02552 (0872).

FlightSummaryHS? 18442232; 1 BIP. 320 min acetone
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geneme1 SWYC, #2SWol
vista.
HS1: 1858.22162. 275 £4, 20 BIP; #1 Calgary,
#2 Innisfail to Sylvan.
HS3: 1938.22322. 70 EJ, 21 BIP; #2 Didsbury
to Syven.
HSA’ 2130.23362. 108 min acetone generator
time; #2 SW Lacombe, patrol Cochrane.
HS3. 00167 (06/24)-03367 (06/24) 188 £4, 12
BIP: #4 S of Caroline, #3 Carsais, #5 over
oF.
HS4: 00S0Z (06/26)-0332Z (06/24) 8 IP, 166
min acetonegenerator time; #3 Carstairs,
patrol GF.HS2: 01497 (06/24)-0300Z (06/24) no seeding,
patrol Carstairs.

Tone 24, | An upper Tovellowwas siuated over Te area wih HS was launched ai T832Z or ew weak
Friday multepokesofvoricly rotating around i. The low | development southwestofYYC. They were

provided good speed shear nthe sounding. and moisture| arbome ai 18472 and began paioling rom
from the previous day's rain over the northern halfofthe | Cochrane to Okoloks. Plas reported nothing
project area provided good install. Dewpoinis were | seedable with only shallow convection. There
quite low in Calgary, limiting the chanceofconvective | were no hal treats, and HS was directed to
activity. The main tiggerwas a shortwave progged to | RTB at 19152. They landed back in YYC at
move through the project area during he afermoon. 1297. No seeding occurred.
Widespread weak thundershowers developed from west | HS4 was launched at 01552 (06125) for
to east across the project area beginning ust before the | possible development southwestof YQF. They
oon briefing, Cells were mostly embedded, low-topped, | were arbome al 02087 (06725), but had to and
and nonthoatering. A fow afternoon cals developed into | immediately due to problems with the acetone
Sigificant hai treats between Bowden and Caroline, but| generator. They landed at C2152 (0625).
they were not seeded a they cd not pose a threat fo any| HS4 fixed the generator problem quickly and
project cies. These halstorms were nearly stationary. | ookoff again Immediately. They were aitbome
Pea size (5-10mm) hal was reported ove fr southeast | again al02212 (0625). They patrolled west of
YGF associated with a shorted cel that developed | Syivanfo a bef time, but noting seedable.
iectly over the city. By late ovening, convection ended | was found. Allactvy was diminishing and
and widespread status ain developed over mostof he | HS4 RTB at 02432 (05/25). No seedingregion along with gusty surface winds. The western part | occured. HS landed in YOF at 02507
of the project area cleared out overnight while igh stratus. | (06/25)
rain lingered over the far northeast portion ofthe project
area uni moming. No convection occurred overnight. | Fight Summary
Max tan cell top=0.9km, 65 max dB, 73.9 max VIL HST: 1840-19342: no seeding: patrol Calgary.HS4: 02022 (06/25)-02182 (06725)noseeding;
Tmax YG = 176and a trace of rain maintenance fight due o acetone generator
Tmax QF = 20C and 7.8mm of rain failure
Tmax Radar =22C and 1.6mm of fain HS4: 02162 (06126)-0254Z (06726)noseeding:

patrol Sylvan.
June 25. | The upper evel Jot was locaied along ie Souther ABISK| HS was launched at 23262 for weak calls
Saturday | border. Adlonaly. an upper level closed low was over | developing in the buffer one northwest of

the central ABISK border. A shortwave trough swung | YGF. They were aitbore at 23502 and
counterclockwise aroundthelow. Weak vorticty patrold fora short time near Sylvan Lake
‘advection occurred along the shortwave. The “The cels in he area were completely
atmosphere was moderately unstable vith weak speed | dissipating a that time and naling seedable

Shear was observed. HS4 RTB at 00022 (06126)They landed in YF at 00062 (06126)
Weak thundershowers moved through the region duringthe aflemoon and early evening. In he late atemoon, | Fight Summary
one isolated coll developed a 7 6km topeastofBowden. | HS4: 23437 (06125)00122 (06126);noseeding:
Another small areaof teatering cells developed upwind | patrol Sylvan.
of Red Dear in the late afiemoon which seemed0 be
growing larger and tale, but the cells diminished before
Teachinganyciles. Therewere nosignificanthail
storms. The project area was stable overnight
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Wax an cell top=" 6k, 58 max dB, 17.8 max VIL
Tmax YC = 18.8 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 17.6 and 28mmof rain.
Tmax Radar= 16.0Cand 10.0mmofrain
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.5

June. | The previous day's closed upper evel ow weakened nfo | F153 was launched a 1960Z for rapidlySunday’ | a trough as it moved eastward across SK. Weak rdging | developing, shor ved hal storms in the NE
began'o replace the trough during he early evening | quadrant of the project area. The aircraft was.
hours. Vorticty advection was minimalove the area. Al | aibomeat2014Z and began (op seeding storm
the surface, acold front pushed soutward over northern | #1 N of YOFat 20272. AL 21172, HS3
AB and became stationary over the Edmonton area. The | repositioned to of Sylvan and began seeding
only tigger mechanism was surface heating, and the |storm#2.2121262. AI21467, HS3
Sounding showed weak speed shear repositioned to near Rocky MH and began

seeding stom #3a1 21582. AL2210Z, HS3
Rapidly developing cals occurredover he nother half | repositoned to N ofOlds and began seeding
of the project area fom eary afternoon through early |storm#4a1 22212. At 23012, HS3 reported
evening. Cell grew 1 veatening heightswilh 910 10 | they were out of flares. They were replaced bykm tops. These haistorms were short ved. They HS1 at oud op and RTB at that time. The
generally dissipated within 45 minutesof formation. Cells| aircraft landed in YQF a1 23122.
moved quickly from N 10'S. Al activity cleared out well
before dusk, and the project area was clear overnight. | HS1 was launched at 22452fortop seeding as
Max call op: 10.6, 64.5 max Bz, 79.5 max VIL the replacement for HS3. They were aitborme

2123042 and headed toward he easter
Tmax YC = 18.96 and 52mmof ain. project boundary. They began seeding storm
Tmax QF = 19.9C and 1.6mm of ain #5 N of Strathmore a1 3152. AI 23472. they
Tmax Radar = 18.4C and 3.2mm of fain. stopped seeding stom #5 and repositioned to

Nof Olds for patrol. They then repositioned N
ofThree His and began seeding storm #6 at
0020Z (06727). By 00252 (06727). convecive
activibeganto diminish and HS was
directed10RTE. On the way home, theyreported somenew development over YYC and
patroledforabref time.Nothing significant
Goveloped in tha area, and they landed in YYC
a1 01172 (06727),
HS4 was launched at 23432 for cells near
Invisfal. They weresicbomeat23597and
began patoling 000SZ (06/27)N ofOlds with
only weak inflow at cloud base. At 00222.
(08727) H4 repositioned to near Rocky MH.
Nothing scedable was observed near Rocky
iH, and all convective activi startedto
diminish. HS4 was directed to RTB at 01062
(06727) without doing any seeding. Theylanded in YGF at 012Z (06/27).
Fight Summary
HS3: 20007-23167; 204 EJ, 18 BIP; #1 N of
YGF,#2 Sylvan, #3N of Rocky MH, #4 Olds.
HS1: 226527 (08/26)-01207 (06/27)39EJ;#5.
Strathmore,#6 Three Hils patrol YYC.
HS4: 23607 (06/26)-01347 (06727) no seeding:
patrol Olds, patrol Rocky MH.

June 27. | Jet energy was located west and soulofAB AI he mid-| F1S4 lewa PR Fight from YQF 10 Os fora
Monday | levels, a deep low formed ofthe coast of BC and began | radar four. They departed YGF at 17222 and

creeping towards California. A weak shortwave tough | landed in Olds a 17382. Afe the tour, they
passed through the project area during the late atemoon | returned to YQF. They departed Olds at 21367
nd cary evening hours, and weak vortcy was and landed in YQF at 21532.
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associated wilh he shorvave. Th aimosphere was |Fgh Summary
Cappedvith weakspeedshear. HSA: 17122217412; noseeding; PR fighto

Olds.
Although the amosphere was unstable, a strong midlevel | HS: 21262.21587; no seeding; PR retum
‘cap developed at 10k nhibiing any deep convection. | fight from Olds to YF.
Tere were a few shallow towering cumulus clouds in the
aftemoon, but no rain. Afow weak radar echoes passed
close othe N border overnight, but there were no TITAN
calls detected on radar.
Tmax YC =22.5 andno rain.
Tmax QF =23 5C andno rain
Tmax Radar = 22.9C and no fain
An upper Tove rough was posiioned over BC which | No acral operations.
aided in sending several lobesofvorticity over cenial AB.
The atmosphere was potentially very unstablebutwas.
capped for mostof the day. Thunderstorms were
expected to be longer ved due {0 the decent speed and
directional shear.
High clouds persisted throughout the day with a few
‘modest cumulus clouds over the oolhils producing fain
Showers and virga. In the carly evening, a cell moved
hough the southern halofthe project area. The cell
eventually grow large enough to produce ihining ater

leavingthe project area.Noairrafoperations were
conducted
Maxcll op: 764m, 51.5 maxdBz,7.0 max VIL
Tmax YC =25.8 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 23.8 andno rain.
Tmax Radar = 25 2C and no fain.

Ture26, | Asmal upper evel Jel sieak was posiianed over Tie | FIS4 was launched at OT04Z (6/30) for weak
Wednesday | Jasper National Park area. An upper level rough echoesWofRed Deer. Ground observations.

remained over BC for most ofthe day before moving | showed slowly growing clouds with crisp ops.
Portheastward through AB overnight A shortwave trough| and wide bases. HS4 was aitbome al 01222
moved across the area during he ate atemoon and | (06130), and they were directed 0 pail the
early evening hours. Althe surface, a low formed just | southern edge of the ine. They found marginal
north of RedDeerwitha tough extending southward inflow and poor bases, and as radar failed to
alongtheleesideofthe Rockies. The main triggers were| detect any intensification, HS4 RTB a1 01422
Surface heating and the shortwave trough. CAPE values. | (06/30). They landed in Red Deer al 01462.
were near 120040, (06730),
During the afternoon, strong thunderstorms were. FightSummaryobservedto the northof the projectarea.but no HS4: 01127 (06/30)-0183Z (630; no seeding,
significant radar echoes occurred inside ihe buffer one | PatrolWof Red Deer.
borders. As evening set in, a ine of weak echoes formed
Wof Red Deer. These did not grow to thunderstorm
strength and dissipated as night fel. Overnight there
were weak rain showers over he project area as afront
moved through
Maxceltop: 7.6km, 55.5 max dB, 12.7 maxVIL
Tmax YG =25.9 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 26.7C andno rain
Tmax Radar =24C and no ain.

June 30. | The upper evel etwas over he Vancouver area during | F1SZ was launched al 18452 for 3 coll over
Thursday | the atemoon hours and began to nudge its way ino west| Cagary. They were aitbore at 1904Z and

eniralABovemight Ashortwavetroughmovedoverhe| reporteda disipatingcall withpoorbases and
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project area overnighL A surface ough was posioned | marginal iow. They were Tn Gecied
over southern AB for mostofthe day. The atmosphere | patrol a weak echoW of Okotoks, which they
was slighty unstable with weak convectiveinhibinover| observed to be @cumulus cloud with very ile
the northeast partof the projec area growth andnopreciptation. As conditions near

Calgary and Okotoks continued to weaken.
Weak echoes fiom cumulus clouds were apparent on | HS2 was directed 0 a rowing cell W of

radarin the late morning, Shorty after briefing, ane | Carstairsat20072. They reported a heavy rain
over Calgarybeganointensify, wih more cals fartherto.| shaft, ightning, and smal pockets of 500iom
the norinwest threatening the southern and ceniral inflow on the SE sideofthe cal. They began
section of the project area. Cell were a marginal hail | seeding wih acelone burners a 20252 in
heatoa fow towns. and were patrolled and seeded for | response fo mare constant 500fom inflow. Al
Some ime. During the cary evening, few significant | 21012, HS2 began usingBIPswhen radar
cells formed quickly over the foothills moving [0 the Showed intensification and plts reported
entrapartof the project area before dissipating nto rain | inflow increasing. AL 21152, HS? reported the
Showers forthe overnight period. cell wasweakening and stopped using BIPs

As the cal continued toweaken and moved fo
Max cel top: 9k, 63.5 max dBz, 512 max VIL theEof Carstais, HS2 RTB YYC and landed

a122202
Tmax YC =20C and no rain,
Tmax QF = 19C and Smmof rain 102552 (07/01), HS4 launchedfor a
Tmax Radar= 18C and 2 4mm of rain sigrificant coll W of Didsbury. This storm had

Intense lightning and was exhibiting ight.
turning tendencies. HS4 was aitbome at
0311Z (07/01) and reported disorganized. low
bases wilh ight ain. Radar confirmed that the

coll naddissipated ignicanty. Thecelwas
patroled uni HS4 RB ai 0380Z (07/01). HS4
fanded 2104082 (07101).
Fight Summary
HS2: 19002-22257; 3 BIP, 190 min acetone
generator me; patil E of Calgary. patrol W of
Okotoks, parol W of Carstairs, storm #1W of
Carstairs.
HS4: 03022 (07101)-0414Z (07101) no seeding:
patrol W of Didsbury.

oy 1. Ti Upper Tovel owas PUSHING no Souther Alberta | No aircraft operations.
Friday whie'a ridge was beginning 0 develop over the area.

Sitong warm air advection was occurtng at mdievels.
Low levels were relatively ry. There were no significant
surface featuresor forcing mechanisms and the
almospherewasstableabove16K.Only veryshallow

layerof instabilitywas present fiom10k0around 16kf.
low isolated convective echoes were expected with
mainly just viiga andlor sprinklesof rain. Widespread fair
weather cumulus was expected in the ateroon. Stable
condions were expected overnight
‘Small convective rain showers and viga were observed
on radar during the late morning though aftemoon, and a
layer of faiweather cumulus was present roughou the
day. Clouds cleared during the evening and overnight.
There were no TITAN cells.
Tmax YC = 19.6 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 18.2C and no rain.
Tmax Radar = 17.5C and no fain

Jaz, Tie upper evel ot was positioned just north of the project| No arrafl operations.
Saturday | area over norther AB. An upper level ridge remained in

placewithwarming andsubsidencealoft. Surfacedew
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ons were ising 1 around § fo 10C Guring he day. but
the thermodynamic profile was mainly stable due 0 the
warm temperatures lof. A Chinodk arch coud was.
present along the range during the morning which
Indicated stable conditions. Avery thin layer of unsiable
air was present just below 16k, but ony enough to
provide some aflemoon fairweather cumulus. No
Convective preciptation was forecast. Stable, clear
condilons were expected overnight.
Gittus and chinook clouds were visible during the late
moming. A fow isolated fairweathercumulusclouds.
were observed during the aftemoon, but skies remained
most clear tvoughoutthedayandovernight. There
were no radar echoes tough the period
Tmax YC =23.7 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 24C and no ain.
Tmax Radar =24C and no ain.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.6

oe 3. A Soulfwesierly Upper et was posioned over soulhem | FSZ lew rom Calgary fo Spring Bank for
Sunday | Alberta. Acold font andashortwave trough were. refueling due to problems wih the Calgary uel

progged 0 push through the project area during the early | ruck. They were airborne al 17007 and landed
aftemoon hours. Low level moisture was present with | at 17182. They refused successfully and were
Surface dew points near 12C. Midlevels were cooing | ready fo operations shorty after landing.
gradual. The atmospherewasunslable with nearly1000 JIKg CAPE and a Lited Index of 5. The project | HS2 was launched from Springbank to parol
area was under he lef exit quadrant of th upperjet | some developing storms SWof Sundre at
There was decent speed shear, but poor directional 17402. They wer aitbome at 17582 and
shear. Severe halsioms were expected to begin shortly | reported a weak code 2 ain shaft, whe radar

aferthe noon briefing, lasting through the evening hours. | showed some shallow embedded convection
Stable conditions were forecast for the overnight hours. | during he same period. HS2 patroled the cells

until 18452 when they RTB YYC after no
In the carly afternoon, convection began o initiate along | intensificationof he cells was noted. They
the cod front as i crested ihe Rockies. The storms along| landed at 18862.
the fron were weala rst, bul became more severe 2s.
the front moved tough the project area. Seeding HS1 was launched for top seeding a 191Z in
condions were very embedded and dffcul to work response to quickly developing cll over N
during hs wave ofconvection. Afer fonta passage, the| Calgary and Aide. They were arbore at
project area was voidofstorms except for ihe northern | 19357 and began using BIPs al 19477 as they
area, where storms began to niiate alongatrough during| cimbedto topseeding aude and were
the evening. These storms displayed strong ight moving. | redirected 0a cell developing ditecly over
Characteristics and tracked through some densely Calgary. When they reached alte, they
populated areas, including Red Deer. The overnight | found embedded conditions and began using
period was uneventful Els. They continued to experiencelow visibility

‘and embedded conditions, and radar indicated
Hail up to 25mm was reported in NW Red Doe. the storm beginning to dissipate as ft moved W
Max all op: 121k, 66.5 max Bz, 88.6 max VIL ofCalgary. Al2036Z, HS1 was redirected to

Cochrane as the Calgary cel continued to
Tmax YC =26.4 andno rain. dissipate. Itwas immediatly obvious that this
Tmax QF = 26 4C and 3mm of rain cell was a low topped cumulus f no threat, so
Tmax Radar=24.0Cand no rain HS1 RTSat20457. Theylandedat21007

HS2 was launched again to base al 19187 to
the cells over Arie and N Calgary. They
were aitbome at 19362 and were redirected to
the cells growing directly over Calgary. HS? it
urers at 19502,with IP folowing shorty at
19552. They inl found good infow, but by
1959 were fining onl oulfow, o they were.
directed to the E end ofthe cei 1 protect
Strathmore using only acetone generators.
They continued to nd onlyoutiow with
visibility becoming poor. As the storm
continuedto weaken, they were diected to
patrol SWofCalgaryat20267. Asthe cels
‘appearedt posenothreat, HS2 RT to Spring
Bank for fuel a1 21212. They landed in SpringBank a1 21352.
HS3 was launched for top seeding a 19212 on
developmentWof Red Deer. They were
aitbome at 19412 and reported a good
convective base with embedded conditions at
top. They had dificuly finding many feeders.
butfeedershad good liquid waterand they
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Seeded wilh BPs and £J5. AT2025, FSS
stopped seeding as the main cell had passed
Rod Deer, and the convection 0 the W proved
10beweak ain showers. Piot and radar
observations continued o show no treat of
Severe convection for Red Deer. so. 20497.
HS3RTSRed Deer. They landed at 20567.
HS4 was launched to cloud base for convection
Wof Red Deera 16232. They were aitbome
2119362. Theywere tld to ign bumers at
18422. and to use BIPs begining al 19852. It
soon Became apparent tht the cells Wof Red
Deer posedite treat. HS4 was rediected
over Syvan Lakeand old to stop using BIPs at
20032. They were unable to find any seedable
bases, and reportedpoorvisilly_ They were
directed1 patrol furtherW over the RMH VOR
onsome weakcals deniedon radar. They
reported ight ain and glaciated tops so HS4
RIB to Red Dor a1 21022. They landed at
21272
HS2 was launched again at 2210Z to patrol
severe cols N of RMH. They wero aifbome at
22247, and were directed to cimb to cloud top
2123072 due to dificuly with radio
communication. They began o seed lighty
wilh EJs at 23367 as the storm was infense
and would eventually ener some target cies.
They reporteda lack of perfomance from their
aicrat duetoc buildup. A 00422 (07/04),
HS3 arived to replace HS2 at cloud top, and
HS2 descended to base where they began
seeding with BIPs and acetone generators at
00542 (07/04). They continued o find
excallent inflow for the duration ofthe storm.
Alte he storm moved E of Red Deer, HS2
RTB to YQFa10140Z (07/04). They landed at
0148Z (07/04).
HS3 was launched again at 00122 (07104) to
the storm Nof RH.Theywere aitbomeat
00257 (07104) and directed to top where theywouldreplace HS2.Theyarivedandbegan
Seeding with BIPS and EJs a1 00422 (07/04),
reporting excellent quid water and very songupdrats. They descendedto shed ce at
01182 (07/04), ascending again a 01262
(07104) lightingBIPs during the cimb. As the
storm moved E of Red Deer, they repositioned
fora oll W of Innisfail which had formed along
the storms outfow boundary. They seeded
using only EJ beginning at 01482 (07104). At
02212 (07/04), as the storm move € of
visa, they were directed 0 siop seeding and
patrol Wof Olds on a owering cumulus spotted
from the radar. They found he cel o be no
threat. They RT to Calgary at 02272 (07104).
They landed at 02442 (07/04)
HS: was launched at 00167 (07/04) o a storm
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TW of Lacombe. They were aitbore a 00362
(07/04) and began seeding wih acetone
generatorsa 00482Z(07/04). As his storm
posed ite threat to Lacombe, and the storm W
of Red Deer was very severe, they were
directed to move 0 the Red Deer storm at
01012 (07/04) leaving thee acetone generators
on and lighting BIPs when they arved at the
storm. They found excellent inflow and a good
base, sharing thespacewith HS2 until the
storm was E of Red Deer. A10139Z (07/04),
they repositioned to Wof innistal, continuingto
seed wih generators and BIPs beginning at
0150Z (07/04). They reported ntensiying and
then diminishingcondions. Theystoppedseeding a1 02242 (07/04) as the nfow became
marginal. They then RTS to YOF 02272.
(07/04) landing at 02512 (07104).
HS1 was launched at 01337 (07104) o patrola
towering cumulus W of Olds which was spottedby meteorologists and appeared to indicate
storm ination along a ust ron. They
reported mechanical problems and remained
on the ground in Calgary.
HSS3 flewa repositionfightfrom Calgaryto Red
Deer afer the heat of storms had passed.
They were aiborme at 04362 (07104) and
landed at 0500Z (07/04),
Fight Summary
HS2: 17022-17202; no seeding; YYC to Spring
Bank for ful
HS2: 1752219012, patrol SW Sundre, patrol
‘SW Didsbury,no seeding; launched from.
Spring Bank, landed at YYC.
HS3: 1935221002; 68 £1, 2 BIP; storm #2.
Red Deer.
HS1: 1925221052; 72 £3, 3 BIP; storm #1
Calgary to Strathmore.
HS4: 19262-21312; 2 BIP, 84 min generator
time; #2 Red Deer, patol Sylvan, parol RMH.
HS2: 1928721377: 1 BIP, 70 min acetone
generator time: storm #1 Calgary to
Strathmore, parol SW of Calgary. Takeoff
fom Calgary, and in Spring Bank.
HS3: 00242 (07104)-02482 (07104) 271 E42
BIP: stom #3 Red Deer, storm #5 W Inisai,
patrolW Olds; Landed at YYC.
HS4: 00262 (07104-02552 (07104: 12 BIP.
190 min generator time. Storm #4 Lacombe,
storm #3W Red Deer, parol NW Innisfail.
HS2: 22167 (07103).0160Z (07104). 72E1,©
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BP. T70min generator ime parolNW Red
Deer, top seed #3 NW Red Deer, base seed #3
NWRed Dor. Takeof Spring Bank. land Red
Deer
HS3: 04262 (07104)05052 (07104): Reposition
fom YYG 0 YGF.

Ta weakupper Jl was posiioned ove ceriral Alberta | FIS2 lew a eposion fight fom Red DeerTo
Monday | The upper eveflowwas nearly zonal wilh no significant | Calgary. The fight became atbore at 18557

vorcy pushing throughth region. The aimosphere | and landeda 16252.
Waswarming aloft. Southeastelysurfacewindswere
channeling moisture into th region. Morming dew points| HS3was launched at 0107Z (07/05) 03
were low and forecast 0 reach modest levels during the | rapidly growing ell W of Ods. The fight
day. Weak hunderstoms were forecasi during he became aitbore at 01262 (07105) and found
afermoon with low ops below 25k. The amosphere | growth slong the southern edge ofthe storm.
was expecied fo stabilize afer 82. 3101422 (0708) HSS stared seeding stom #1

NW of Didsbury. Then at 01472 (07105) the
Afemoon dew points rose higher han expected which | arcratrepored excellent growh. HS3
allowed fordeep convection. Towering cums clouds | continued to seed the storm as if moved over
began to sowy form over he foothits during the late. | the town of Didsbury. A 02467 (07/05), the
afermoon hours. Most of these growing cumulus clouds | airra stopped seecing storm #1 and was
were shorted and dd no become large enough to | reposiioned toward now growh S of Sunde
Show up on radar. Around 00z,strongergrowth was | HS3 sarted seeding sor #2 W of Didsbury at
observed north of Sundre. This convection overall | 02532 (0705). The aicraf fred s last EJ at
ured nto srong TITAN cel hat marched 03172 07105), so he arcraf dropped lo base
Soulheastvard across the project area. Another strong | and started seeding the same stom with BPs.
col formed W of this large storm and tracked 'AL0408Z HSS (07105) stopped seeding and
Southeastward through Carstairs. Overnight, he RTB to Calgary. The aera landed in YYC at
atmosphere was stable. 04207 07105
Maxcelltop: 9 Thm, 63 max Bz, 439max VIL

154 was launched to storm #1 NW of Didsbury
Tmax YG 221.80 and no ain. a101222 (07108). The fight became aibome
Tmax QF =200C and no ain 3101472 (07105). AL0207Z (07105) the picts
Tmax Radar =21 0C and 8mm of rain. avickly found 500fpm inflow and tated

Seeding stom #1 NW of Didsbury. HS4
continued to seed hs convecion unit began
{oleave the project area near he own of
Acme. The aicraf was then rediecied to
anciher stom (#2) NW of Carstairs. They
Sarid seeding tis stom al 04022 (07105) and
stopped seeding he storm. a 04432 (07105)once twaspast Carstairs. Thearia RIBat
he same time, landing in YQF a1 04572
©7109)
152 was launched to op seed storm #2 NWof
Carstairs al 03247 (07105). The aicrat
became aiiborme at (3352 (07105). HS2
eventual found growing turrets aong the
Southen edge ofthe storm and started seeding
storm #2 at 4022 (0708). The aircraft
Stopped seeding the sorm afer it had passed
over the own of Carstairs at 04452 and RTS.
The aicaf landed in Calgary at 4557 (07105).
HS3 flow areposition figh rom Calgary to Red
Deer. The fight becameairborneaf06147
(07/05) and landed at 06402 (07105).

FlightSummaryHS? 18502-15262: no seeding reposiion
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Tigh from YOF 0 Y7C.
HS3: 01102 (07105-0422 (07105): 300 EJ, 18
BIP: #1NWof Didsbury, patrol NW of Olds,
and #2 of Didsbury.
HS4: 01372 (07105)-05022 (07105) 308 min
generator ime, 17BIP. #1 Wof Didsbury and
#2 Carstairs.
HS2. 03307 (07105-05002 (07105)63EJ;#2
Carstairs.
HS3: 06062 (07105-06422 (07105)noseeding:

reposition fightfomYYCtoYQF
Jays, Tie upper evel ot Core Selched a6i0ss morher HS2 flew a PR Fight fom YYC to 016s Tora
Tuesday | Alberta. A broad ridge was building over the region, and | radar tour. They departed YYC at 17062 and

midlevelswere warming. A significant temperature landed in Olds at 17232. Afer th fou, theyinversion was expected to dovelop around 15kf as the | retumed to YYC. They departed Olds at 21167
day progressed. Someweak insabilty was presentina | and landed in YVC at 21387
Shallow faye below the stable ayer. The midievel cap
was expected to inhibit any low level cumulus from FightSummarydeveloping into thunderstorms. Only fai weather HS2: 17002-17252 no seeding; PR fight0
‘cumulus wasexpected todevelop during theaflemoon. | Olds.
Stable conditions were expected overnight HS2: 2116221402; no seeding; PR retum

fight rom Olds to YYC.
Fairweather cumulus clouds formed along the westem
and eastern bordersofthe project area during the
aftemoon hours. Otherwise, skiosremained mostyclear
and there were no radar echoes.
Tmax YG =24.3 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 245 andno rain
Tmax Radar = 23.0C and no ain.

Jays. ‘Abroad ridge was positioned over Alberta. Low levels | No arcrafl operations.
Wednesday | were very maist with dow paints up above 12C. Awarm

front was draped across N Alberta and a cold front
stretched from Jasperto Seat. The atmosphere was.
unstablewith CAPE values near 1300 Jig and ited
index of 4. The windshearwas weak and not suffcient
for organized updrafs. Therewas a low level cap, ul
aftemoon high temperatureswere expected (0 each
convective temperature. and there was weak upslope.
flow. Otherwise, there were noother liggers for
afternoonconvection. Aftemoonandeveninghaiistorms.
were forecast wih a possibilty for actty continuing info
the overnight hours. A weak cold front was expected to
approach ihe area ate inth forecast period
Towering cumulus clouds were observed along the
western project area border during he ate afteroon
ours. Al thunderstorm acthy was concentated just
north of the project area. There were no TITAN cells
inside th projec area.
Tmax YC =26 and no ain.
Tmax QF = 26C and no ain.
Tmax Radar = 25 and no ain.

Toy 7, Early mormingog 3nd Ten dear Ses Tater i he ISS was launched at 10337 0 3 Geveloping
Thursday | moming evidenced a very unstable and eventful day. An | storm SWofSundre. The fight became.

approaching S00mb trough was expected fo nae les | aitbome at 20027. HS3 started ow dose
cyclogenesis during the afemoon with a series of fronts | seeding stom #1 at 20207. Then al 2102Z the.
‘xpected to be the main tigers throughout the day. aicrat was redirected o stom #2 SW of
Strong upsiope flow was ai20 expected to contribute to | Rocky MH. The fight seeded this convection
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Slorm Tallon The aimosphere was very Unstable wilh | or short ime. seeding began al 21422 AT
good speed shear and was capped during the cary 21522, HS3 was redirected to an intensifying
aftemoon, displaying a classicloaded gun type station | supercel near Sundre. The flgh started
wilh a curved hodograph. Very severe convection was | seeding stom #1 again at 22167. Then at
forecast to start n the midaltemoon wih supercells 22567 he aicrat dropped to base and

possi. continued to seed storm #1. HS3 base seeded
along wih HS4. AL 23497 the aircraft RT8 and

Towering cumuius began to form over the foothils during | landed at 0009Z (07/08).the arly aftemoon hour. The southen cumulus clouds.
had rouble busting rough the cap. On the offer hand. | HS1 was launched a 19427to patrol the area
the norher convection quickly broke through the cap | Wand SW of Calgary. The fight became
and explosive cellular growth soon followed. This siorm | aiborne al 19692 and RT a1 22142. The
(#1) wasoriginally back-bucing over the foothils and | aircraft landed at 22307.
near stationary SW of Sundre, but he storm eventually
becameasupercell and beganomove cast towards | HS4 was launched at 22117fo an inense
Iisfall and Red Deer. The supercell dropped terns ball| storm (41) over Sundre. The aircraft bocame
sized hal near Sunde andeventually moved through | airborneat22237. Thenal 22382 HSA started
Bowden, Penhold, Innisfa, and Red Deer before base seeding storm #1 Wof Didsbury. HS4
dissipating near the townofLacombe. Golballsized hal|baseseededalongwih HS3. Once HSS RTS,
was reported in weslom Red Deerwhile easter Red | the aitcrat thenbaseseeded wilh HS2. The
Deer received only heavy rain. Addiionally 25105 cm | crow reportedtheywere finding 900fom inflow
hall was reported in Perihold. This sirong som system | along the Sside of he cel at 0512 (07/08)also produced several ormadoes between Sundre and | AL0T33Z (07/08), HS4 stopped seeding and
Inisial. One tomado destroyed some rural property | RTBto YYC. The aircraft landedat 01862
near Innsfa. Othe storms formed over the project area. | (07/08).uring this same time period but were minimal in
‘comparison to the supercell. Overnight, a cod font HS2 was launched at 22312 10 top seed Storm
moved ffom Wo E across central AB which tiggered | #1 W ofOlds. The aircraft became aitbome at
‘several weak convective TITAN cels over he region. | 22592. The fights aitborne time was delayed
These calls produced fan showers. due to royally fying into the Calgary airport. At
Maxcal op: 15.tkm, 67.6 max dBz, 117.4max VIL 23307 HS2begantopseedingStorm#1 wih

ejectables flares only. Theaircraft beganto
Tmax YC = 27C and no rain pick upalot of arffame iceby 23447. Then at
Tmax QF =23 and 142mm rain. 23502, the crew reported tha they could not
Tmax Radar = 25 and a race of rain maintain altude wih ther icra due foie.buldup, 50HS2wasdropped to base. The

aitcrat ihe started seeding wih BIPs and
generators. Next the crew reporteda 0122
(07108) tha th inow was increasing. HS2
then continued to seed as the supercell moved
Portheastward across the project area. At
03082 (07108) the crew reported that the left
generatorwasempty. TheaircraftRTB at
03142 (07108) afer running out of chemical and
landed at 03452 (07/08).
HS1 was launched at 2347Zto a supercellWof
Olds; his was HST'ssecond fight of the day.The fight became aitbore at 0022 (07/08)
and started soeding Storm #1 at 00192 (07108).
7100347 (07/08). HST gotoutofpositon and
was redirected to the S. Unfortunately. the
aitcrat started to become boxed in with
growing urets, so thecrew was forced to
Coline to the NW side ofthe Supércell. The
aicrat then had to fy around another cell to
the W before theywere able (0 come back
around to the sideofthe supercell again. At
02487 (07108), HS1 descended to base and
started seeding. The fight then stopped
Seeding stom #1al 0314 (07108) and RTE.
HS1 landedal04257 (07/08)
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HS3 was launched for a second fight at 01142
(07108) he crow returned to the same
supercell Storm #1) which was now SW of
Insta, The aircraft became airborne al
01307 (07/08) an flow around the eastern side.
of the stom in order 0 star base seeding. The
flight started seedingat01457 (07108). Then at
01572 (07108) the crew reported a tomado.
The aicaft stopped base seeding and began
oclmbup 0 {0pn orderoreplace HST, a
02357 (07108). The supercell (stom #1)
diminished around 036 (07/08).so the
aicrat was edifected o newgrowth SW of
Rocky MH. HSS3 started seedingStorm #3, SW.
of Rocky MH, at 04212 (07108). The fight
stopped seeding the storm al 04367 (07108)
and started patoling the same area. They.
RTB at0454 (07108) and landedat 05142
(07108),
HS4 flow an overnight reposition ight fom
Calgaryto Red Deer. The arraft was aitborne
2108567 and landed at 09262 (07/08),
Fight Summary
HS3: 19522 (07107-00132 (07108)268 EJ, 16
BIP; #1 SWofSundre, #2 SWof RH,
HS: 19522:22372 no seeding; patrolWand
SW of CalgaryHS4: 22142 (07107-02022 (07108) 335 min
generator me, 24 BIP; #1 W of Didsbury to
Yor,
HS2: 22412 (07107-03492 (07108) 381 min
geeralor me, 20 IP, 35 £141 WfOs to
HS1: 23647 (07/07)-04267 (07108) 269 £4, 16
BIP: #1 W ofOlds fo YGF
HS3: 01252 (07/08)-0516Z (07108): 125 EJ. 13
BIP; #1 Innisfailto YOF and#3SWof Rocky
MH,
HS4: 08457 (07/08)-0831Z (07108)noseedingpositon ight from YYC lo YGF.

Jays, Tow pressure was catedovercorral Alberta, anda | No arcraf operations.
Friday 500m trough axis was just breaching the Rockies. A dry

conlinental af mass was encroaching nl the area wih
dewpoinis and temperatures expected t drop throughout
the day. Showers were possible nthe carly afemoon.
but he atmosphere was stabilizing throughout the day.No severe convection was expected.
Rain showers began {0 push into the region during the
aftemoon. Weak, short ved convection sprung up along
the leading edgeof these sratform ran showers. By the
xening hours, most ofthe project area was experiencing
light to moderate ran showers. The stratiform rain
Showers lasted rough the resof he forecast period.
Maxcalltop:6.1km, 53maxdB, 16.4max VIL
Tmax YC = 20 and 0.2mm ain.
Tmax QF = 20C and 6.4mm ain.
Tmax Radar = 21C and a raceo rain
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Joyo, Aclosed lowwas locatedovercorral Alberta wilh wrap | No acral operations.
Saturday | around clouds and vorticity obvious on satelite imagery.

The wrap around moisture gave achanceofshowers and
possiblyaweak thunderstorm in the northern buffer zone.
The southern half of the project area was expected fo
remainreeof precipitation. Theatmospherewas.
marginally unstable with poor shear indicating the threat
for severe convecion was ni.
Deep convection remained far to the northeast of the
projectarea during theday. Bandsofight stratus ain
pushed through the area during the aftemoon and
evening. A few convective clouds were embedded in the
Status rain during the afermoon, but no lightning was.
detected. Isolated ight showers moved through he
project area dung the overnight hours.
Max cel op: .4km, 51 max dBz, 5.1 max VIL
Tmax YC = 20C and 0.2mm of rain
Tmax QF = 20 and 6.4mm of rain
Tmax Radar = 21C and a race of fain
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No. 7.

July 0. | One rough was locaied oth nor oveEdmontonand | FS2 as launchedal0140Z (07/11)or 3 ne
Sunday | another over cental Bish Columba. Combined with | ofconvection developing aong he foots

upslope low. these were expectedfo be he main tiggers. | westof Cochrane. They wereaitbomeat
forthe day. Wind shear was poor wih very litle instability| 01522 (07/11). HS2 began base seeding stom
in'he forecast sounding as wel. Rain showers were | #1 over Calgary at 02042 (07/11) with acetone
expeciod for he ter afemoon wih no teat ofsevere | generators. A! 2212 (07/11) HS2 repostoned
Convection. The focus was on the northernhalfof the | o another cel nearing southern Calgary. They
project area where rain he previous few days provided | beganseeding#2 near Okoloks at 02322
he boundary layer with mofo moisture than nthe (07/11). AL02362 (07/11) they moved back fo
Southern sections of the projec area. col #1 and continued seeding. AI G313Z

(07711) hey shifld back o cll #2 near
Alineofweak convection movedofthe his along the | Okotoks again and continue seeding ith olywestern project boundary at 00Z and pushed ast marginal inflow. Al 03322 (07/11) HS2
{hough he enire project area toughoul he evening. A_| repositioned to near High River for patrol. They
few cells developed ino marginal hal hats over the | then reported a buer problem and biel
Gaigary area, and some seeding ook piace during he | landed in igh Riverto fx the bumer. They
earlyeveningbetween Calgary and High River. were airbome and seeding again wih both
‘Convection became weak during ihe alo evering and | generators on siorm #3 High River al 03602
eventually ansiioned to widespread sialon ran (07/11). A 04242 07111) thy Stopped
wich Ingered over he rea through morning. Seeding and RT8 10 YC. They landed at
Maxcell top: 9 Skm, 635max dz, 536max VIL 04452 07/1).
Tmax YC =21 and 7mm ofrain HS was launched at 03102 (07/11) for topTmax QF = 19C and ace of ain. seeding near High River. They were aibome
Tmax Radar = 19C and 74mm of fan. 2103262 (07/11) and began seedingstom#3

near High River at 03432 (0711). Allaciiythen began to minis below hai crieria as
cleared he High Rive area. HS! sioppedSeeding and RTB 10 YYC at 04342 07111).
They landed at 04482 (0711).

FlightSummaryHS2.01GZ (07/11)04452 (07111) 8BP,
76min acetone generator me: #1 YYC,#2
Okotoks 3 High River
HST: 03152 (07/1 1)04532 (07/11): T2 £1: 43
High River

July 71. | The Gaybeganwihcootemperaturesand Tick doud | HS3flewa PR Tigh om RedDeerTo OW for
Monday | cover over th project area. Surface moisture was high, | a radar four. They ook of al 17272 and.

but cloud cover was expecied to keep temperatures | landed in Oids at 17402.
‘Somewhat ow. Therewas good shear in the sounding
and modest nstabity nthe Southerhafof he project | HS1 was launched at 18072fo haistorms
area. Whie thre were a fw factors inhibiting convection| south of Calgary moving toward he north
forthe day. such as mid-level warming and th presence. | They were arbome at 16242 and began opof high pressure, these were not anicpated o completely| seeding stom #1 south of Calgary at 18392
prevent convection. Convection was anipatedfo arise. | wilh good feeders and quidwater. Theymainly overth fools begining in the mi-aflermoon a. | seeded the cell unt moved well lar of
a surface rough approached and convective Caigary. They stopped seeding and RTE at
temperatures were breached. Good upslope flow during | 19522. HS1 landed in YYCal20042.
the day was toad n convective infiaion.

152 was launched at 17552 for developingStatform rain was present during the moring hours. | halsioms south of Calgary. They were
Thunderstorms began developing souh of Calgary n the | arbome at 16207 and began base seeding
late moring and nensifed to above hal cera during | storm #1 southofCalgarya 16267 wih one
the noon being. Widespread thundersiorms moved_| acelone bumer and BIPs. They had trouble
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hough he enie projec area Twoughoul Te aftemoon | wilh he ghtbumer and Couldno get 11gTed.
and all evening. Most cells remained just below hal AL19332 inflow began to diminish. Al 19507,
itera, but there were also mule hal storms that were | HS2 reported no infu ef and RTE to YYC.
Seeded. Thunderstoms faly transitioned (0 rain They landed at 20057.
Showers around 087. Strats fain Ingered through the
restof he night HS3 was launched at 19372 from Olds.
Max caltop: 12.9km, 69.5max dBz, 132 4max VIL Didsbury airport (at radar for tour) toward cells

near Carstairs. They were aitborne a 19472
Tmax YC =19and 10.4mm of rain ‘and began patrol near Carstairs finding nothingTmax QF = 20C and0.6mmofrain worth seeding. They thencontinuedsouth to a
Tmax Radar=20C and 06mm of rain Storm over Okloks headed toward Strathmore.

They began top seedingstom#2 at 20302. Al
20382, they stopped seeding#2and patrolled
near Cochrane. At2104Z, hey moved back
toward the cell approaching Srathmore and
resumed seeding a1 21242. AL2127Z, hey
stopped seeding#2and palroled the cel as i
was starting o racksouth ofStrathmore. They
then repositioned fo near Red Deer. At 22147
HSS3 began seeding #4 over YOF This cell
remained weak. and they stopped seeding at
22232 10 patrol Rocky MH. At 23062, they
moved soutward and then began seeding #6
near Cremonaal23192. AI 23472HS3was
owon fuel and RT. They landed in Olds.
Didsbury at 23572 to drop off field
meteorologist who was on board observing the
fight. HSS then ook of ftom Olds Didsbury
immediately to return to YOF. They were
aifbome a1 0001Z (07/12) and landed in YOF at
00122 (07112).
HS4 was launched at 20277to the Lacombe.
area. They were airborme at 20457 and began
base seedingstom#3 nar Lacombe al 20512
with bumers andBIPs in good inflow. At
21462, the call cleared the Lacombe area.
4 siopped seeding #3 and RTS. Theylanded in YOF a1 21512
HS1 was launched again at 21212for new
development west of Calgary. They were
aifbome at 21332 and began top seeding storm
#5 near Gochvaneat2142.Theycontinued to
Seed at a very low ate in developing cums
towers near Cochvane unt 00062 (07/12)
when they were directed to top seeding and
just patrol west of Calgary. ALOT30Z (07/12)they began top seeding #7 west of Okoloks. Al
02227 (67/12) HS was geting low on fue and
RTS. They landed in YYC at C2372 (07/12).
HS2 was launched again at 22362 to
Southwest of Springbank. They were sirbome.
2122562. Due to low loud bases, HS2 was
forced 10 stay east of the foothils and patil
awaiting any significant activity moving off the
hills AL 23292. HSZ began base seeding
storm #5 southwestofCalgary with bumers.
only. ALDOGZ (07/12) they lost all inflow and
were directed 0 s1op seeding and patrol the
area. AI 00107 (07/12) actvty was diminishing
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Sh TISZRTB 6 VVC. They landeda100267
(07112),
HS2 was launched for a third ight a1 01212
(07/12). They were aitbome at 01462 (07/12)and headedforacel approaching Okotoks.
They began base seedingstorm #7 near
Okaloks 2102022 (07/12) with burners and
BIPs along he east side ofa largeshelcloud.
AL0337Z (07/12), HS2 stopped seeding when
he cell became weaker and inflow dropped of.
They continued to patrol the area near
Okaloks. AL0356Z (07/12), thecal dissipated
and HS RTB 10 YYC. They landed at 04142
(7112),
HS3 was launched again at (2242 (0712) for
an intensecll near Okoloks.Theywere
aitbomeat02437 (07/12). AL 0317Z (07112),
they began top seedingstorm#7 near Okotoks
finding lots of quid wate and graupel fora
short time. AL0337Z (07/12) they stopped
seeding and reported very minima growth
They continued to patrol he area for a short
time as the cel coninued to weaken. A 03497
(07/12) they started headingback north. AU
04067 (07/12) thy stared seeding stom #8
near Sundre, but onlymade a couple passes
on the storm before repositioning o near
Eckvilo a 04122 (07/12). They began seeding
storm #9 near Eckvile al 04227 (07/12). AL
04272 (07112), HS3 pulledof that ceil and
repositioned {0 near Rocky MH. AL04357
(07/12) they bogan seeding #10 near Rocky
MH. They RTB at 04422 (07/12) as al actiy
across tha area was diminshing. They landed
in YQF al 0484Z (07/12),
HS was launched at 03487 (07/12). They
were aibome at 03697 (07/12) and headed
toward cals near Eckuile. They began base
seeding stom #6 near Eckvile at 04067
(07/12) with burmers and BIP. The storm
moved out ofthe project area and HS4 RT at
05247 (07112). They landed in YF at 05332
©7112),
Fight Summary
HSS: 17162217412, no seeding; PR fight from
YGF toOidsDidsbury.
HS2: 18152.2010Z; 11 BIP, 92 min acetone
generators: #1 Calgary.HS1" 18112.20007. 9 BIP, 232 £1: #1 Calgary.
HS3. 1942223507. 1 BIP, 197 EJ. #1 Calgary,
patrol SDidsbury.#2 Okoioks, patrol
Cochrane, #2 SW Strathmore,#4 Red Deer,
patrol RMH,#6SWCremona; Landed at Olds:
Didsbury
HS4: 20352-21542; 2 BIP, 106 min generator
time #3 Lacombe,
HS1: 21257 (07/11)-02412 (07112), 177 E3;patrolW Calgary. #5 Cochraneto Calgary #7
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Chaos.
HS2: 22502 (07/11)-0033Z (07/12); 80 min
acetone generators: #5 Cochvane to Calgary.
HS3: 00007 (07/12)-0015Z (07/12) no seeding:
reposiion fight fom Olds to Red Deer.
HS2: 0135Z (07/12)-04162 (07/12) 13 BIP,
188min acetone generators. #7 Okotoks.
HS3: 02367 (07/12)-0501(07/12) 152 EJ. #7
Okotoks,#8Sundre,#9 Eckuile, #10 RH.
HS4: 03532 (07/12).0597Z (07/12) § BP. 164.
min scetone generators: #9 Eckvile.

Toy 12 | Aough was expected 1 move nto he area, rally HS1 was launched at 03267 (07/13) or Gos
Tuesday | becoming afactor after having ingered over BC for west and southof Calgary. They were aitbore

several days. There were mullple riggers, wilh upslope | at 03527 (07/13) and began top seeding stom
ow and roughing the main aids to convecion. #1 southwest of Calgary al 04042 (07/13).
Beginning in he early evening. the area wouldalsobe | HS worked in embedded seeding condilons,
under warm air advection fom the surface through the | and picked up very heavy airframe icingowlevels. Convection was expected to begin as early as| throughout the fight. AL 4472 (07/13) hey.he arty aftemoon, continuing throughout the day. The | descended to shed ie. They resumed seeding
model sounding was best n the early evening, displaying | at 04552 (07/13) as they dragged BIPS though
good wind shear and ample insabilty. Elevated the climb back 10alitudewhere they resumed
Instabiy ingered overnigh, but strong riggers were | seeding wih cectables. AL0SO0Z (07/13) HS1
lacking, indicating a quiet Nght aftr significant capping | reported explosive growth over Calgary wihhad occurred. over 2,500 fom updraft and very frequent

lightning. They descended o shed ice again at
Stratform rain was moving through during the early 05207 (07113). At 05392 (07/13) HST stopped
moming hours. Al rain cleared out after dawn, and the | seeding stom #1. They repositioned to
project area saw some paral clearing. Weak convection | soutfwes of Calgary and began seeding storm
developed slong he foahils during he aftemoon, but | #2 at 05527 (07/13). As the cal approached
disipated before il could reach any project ties. After | Calgary, thy were replaced by HS3 and RTB.
042 in the evening, haistorms souwestofCalgary 2106407 (07/13). They landed at 08462
moved far enough'o the east 0 bea heat, and aircraft | (07/13),Seeded several cls that moved through Calgary‘Around 07Z. all conveclion moved east of Calgary and | HS2 was launched at 04332 (07/13) for
weakened ino ain showers. The project area was clear | haistoms to the Southwestof Calgary. They.
for afew hours overnight, but another wave of ain was. | were aitbore at 04507 (07/13) and began
moving ino the foothls st the end of th forecast priod. | seeding stom #1 at 04532 (07/13) wih burners
Max call top: 12.1km, 68.5 max Bz, 83.6max VIL and BIPs. They seededthestorm over Calgary
Marble size hail was reported over Southeast Calgary. | as ong as possible, but lowering coud bases.

became a safety concern and they were forced
Tmax YC =20.7 and 2mmof ain. 10 RTal 05287 (07/13). They landed at
Tmax QF = 18.0G and 2mmof ain. 05452 (07113).
Tmax Radar = 186Cand 1 5mmof ain

HS3 was launched at 05557 (07/13) toward the
storms over Calgaryasbackup for HS1. They
were aime al 0620Z (07/13). They began’
Seeding stom #2 over Calgary at 06507
(07/13) Theyonlyseededfor a brief me.

before he storm was determined tobe raining
out. They stopped seeding a 0656Z (07/13).
AL0705Z (07/13) HS3 reported nothing
Seedable in the area and RT 0 YQF. They
landed at 07372 (07/13),
Fight Summary
HS1: 03407 (07/13)-0655Z (07/13); 204 E4, 16
BIP; #1Calgary.#2SW Calgary.HS2: 04407 (07/13)-0551Z (07/13) 3 BP.
80min acelane generator me #1 Calgary.
HS3: 06067 (07/13)-0740Z (07/13) 15EJ;#2
Calga
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Contained a warm fon! 3 well as a Cod Fron The warm | moving call moving noriard Toward Fgh
‘and col front influenced project area weather during the | River. They were aitbome at 0020 (07/14)
morning and early afteroon hours. A dosed micHevel | and observer hard growth SWof Calgary.
low was located over southern BC. Jt energy was. ‘They continued down fo the cell near Okoloks
mainly over southeastern BC. During the evening, a | and began seeding sto #1 at 00427 (07/14).Shortwave trough moved across the project area. The | Al00SGZ (07/14), HS1 repositioned to SW of
Sounding showed a moderately unstable profle with wind | Calgary and began seeding storm #2. They
Shear favoring organized storms. seeded heavy as the cell as a significant hail

threat for downtown Calgary. They were
Afrontal bandof rain moved through during the morning | replaced af loud op by HSS and RTB at
‘and cary aflamoon with some weak embedded 02187 (07/14). They landed in YYC at 02412
Convection that was no a hail teat. More significant | (07/14)
Convection moved in rom the south around 00Z. Cals
moved quickly from the south. As hese cells moved in, | HS2 was launched at 0030Z (07/14) for
more convection began to form over the project area wih | developing haistorms over southwest Calgary.
Some al cols that moved though Calgary. Once all the | They were arbome at 00467 (07/14) and
activity was through the Calgary area, the aircraft focused| bogan base seeding storm #2 over Calgary al
ona larger but weaker ineofconvection that moved from.| 00572 (07/14) with bumers and BIPs. AL
WoE through th northern hafofthe project area. The | 01462 (07/14) HS2 reporteda funnel cloud
line dissipated over Red Deer. The project radar was | over SW Calgary near Signa Hil. The funnel
mainly clear overight was immediately reported to Environment
Max cal top: 13.6km, 67 max dBz. 81.2 max VIL Canada. AL02452, HSS? stopped seedingstorm #2 and cimbed to coud top near
Tmax YG = 22.56 and 10.0mm of rain Didsbury. They began top seeding stom #4 at
Tmax QF =21.4C and 112mm of rain 03112 (07/14) Southwest of Red Deer. TheyTmax Radar = 20.7C and 3.2mm of fain. continued to op seed uni theywere replaced

attopby HS3 and RTB at 03422 (07/14). Theylanded 8104072 (07/14).
HS3 was launched at 00532 (07/14) for cells:
approaching Rocky MH. They were aitbore at
01082 (07714). HS3 began seeding storm #3
near Rocky MH at 01262 07/14). ALO144Z
(07/14) they descended to shed ice and
Stopped seeding #3. They climbed back to
cloud 10p and began seeding storm #2 over
Calgaryat 02187 (07/14) with ample scedable

targetsreported. Al0245Z (07/14), they.repositioned toward Sylvan Lake. HS3 began
seedinga long line of convection #4 west of
Sylvanat03012 (07/14), mainly dragging BIP
fares in embedded conditions. At 03402
(07/14) HS3moved downtothe southendof
the line and replaced HS2. AL0424Z (07/14)
HS3 descendedto shed ice. They then
patrol the area near YF for a bie me and
hen RT 0 YOF af 0440Z (07/14). They
landed at 4532 (07/14) once th stom was
past the aipor,
HS4 was launched at 0238 (07/14) o the area
northwestofOlds. Theywere arbomeai
02487 (07/14) and began base seeding storm
#4 a1 03062 (07/14) with burners andBIPs in
‘good inflow along ashelf cloud. AL03422.
(07/14) they reported troublewit the right
bumer bowinga circu beaker. AL 04322
(07/14) the stom begantoran out and here.
were no good areas for base seeding. They
stopped seeding and RT at that time. HS4
landed at Ods-Didsbury to wat for the storm to
clearthe YQF airport beforereturning home.
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They landed at 04352 (07/14) HSA hen flowa
reposition fight fomOlds Didsbury to YOF
They were arbome at 0610Z (07/14) and
landed in YQF at 0635Z (07/14).
Fight Summary
HS1: 00057 (07/14).02452 (07/14), 305 £4. 13
BIP; #1 Okotoks,#2Calgary.
HS2: 0043Z (07/14).0412Z (07/14)62 EJ, 20
BIP, 240min acetone generators; #2 Calgary.#4 SW of Red Deer.
HS3: 0100Z (07/14)-0500Z (07/14) 227 £1.6
BIP: #3 SW of Rocky MH, #2 Calgary.#4W of
sywan.
HS4: 02462 (07/14)-04372 (07114), 7 BIP.
12min acetonegenerator time; #4 SWof YOF:
landed at Ods-Disbury.
HS4: 0615Z (07/14)-0640Z (07/14) no seeding:
reposiion fight fom ids.Didsbury to YGF.

Ty 14, | The ef xiregionofasoutherly Je wasover he region | FISZ was launched a1 2112 for back balding
Thursday | during the aftemoon and evening hours. Aclosed low | weak convectionover Calgary. They were

ver BC weakened into an upper level trough as 1 aitbome at 22132 and began patrol over
entered AB during the evening hours. Vorlly advection | Calgary. Nolhing seedable was observed over
was expectedfo bestrongest during the evening. The | the area. At 22492. thy repositionedIonear
previous day's surface low was now along the ABISK | Sundre and began base seeding stom #1 with
border. Dew points were higher along the northem part | bumers only. At 22572. they ound excellent
of the project area, so atmospheric nstabilty was highest| inflow and began using BIP flaresfo a brief
over this region. time before the cll diminished and al inflow

was lost. They stopped seeding #1 al23047.
Weak cals developed over Calgary i the aftemoon, but | and headed back toward the Cochrane and
they dd not develop nt hailstorms. A patrol fight was | Aire area for more patoling. At 23522, they
launched over Calgary as thecalsvere propagating | headed north toward Olds and began seeding
upwind toward town. The northern half of the project area| #2 SW of Inisfail i 23697 with bumers and
‘saw more significant atemoon convection fiom Sunde fo. | BIPs. At 0030 (07/15) HS2 stopped using
Red Deer. Several haistorms pushed through the BIP asthe cell was less ofa hail heat.
Rorthern prject area through the cary ovening, but hey | Short afer that all inflow droppedoffand
diminished to conveciive rain showers and dissipated as | HS2 RTB at 0041Z (07/15). Theylanded in
they reached the Red Deer area. Afow weak showers | YYC at 0103Z (07/15).
lingered though midnight. The projec area was mainly
cicar overnight except fora small rain shower over he | HSA was launched for top seeding at 22657
northernbufferzone. ‘andbegan topseedingstorm #2W of Oldsat
Max cell top: 12.1km, 65.5 max dBz, 67.4 max VIL 23422. They worked the area at cloud top unt

HSS3 rived them. A002 (07/15) they
Tmax YC =21.0C and 0.8mmof ai. descended and began base seeding wih
Tmax QF = 21.9 and 4.2mmof ain. bumers at 00312 (07/15) in the same area with
Tmax Radar=21.2Candnofain HS2. The storm began to diminishby00432

(07/15) and HS4 stopped seeding and just
patrol, searching or newpocketsof inflow:
No addtional growth was found and HS4 RTB
10 YGF a1 01097 (07/15). They landed in YOF
2101332 (0771)
HS3 was launched at 23442 fora call north of
ids that was headed toward Red Deer. They
were aitome al 000Z (07/15). HS3 replaced
HS4 on the south endofthe cel al cloud 0p.They began top seeding stom #2 at 00367
(07/15) and continued working that same storm
untilitweakenedbelowhalcriteria. They
stopped seeding al 01082 (07/15) and patrolled
briefly AL 01192 (07/15) they RTE. Th
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Tanded 3101382 (07778)
Fight Summary
HS2: 22022 (07/14)-01062 (07/15)8BI.
10min acetone generators; #1Sundre,#2 SW
of Ivisail.
HS4: 23087 (07714-01362 (07/15) 106 EJ.
24min acelone generators #2SWof Inisai,
patrol Red Deer.
HS3: 23572 (07/14)-01422 (07119), 130 £0,2
BIP; #2 SWof Inia.

Tuy 15. | Jat energy was nonexistent over AB. Amiaievel, open | No acral operations.
Friday wave low was located akong the northern ABISK border

which aided in sendinga lobe of vor through the
projec area curing the early aermoon hours. Warm air
advection was present al the mic-evels whichhelpedto
Inhibit tall convection fom occurring. Alth surface, a lee.
tough developed over the region. Dewpoint were again
much higher over the norther project area than the
Souther portion.
The project area was party cloudy throughout the daywilh stable mountain wave clouds in he afiemoon. There
were several very weak conveciive echoes near Carding
and inthe northern buffer during th late afternoon. but
they were just virgallight sprinkles. No lghning sirkes
were detected, and there were no TITAN cells. The area
remained clear overnight
Tmax YC =22.26 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 22.7 andno rain.
Tmax Radar = 23.1C and no fain.

Ty 16, | The et seam was posiioned over sauihem SK and WB. | FIST was launched on development near
Saiurday | Weak mid-level rdging occurred over AB for mostof the | Calgary at 05272 (07/17). They were airborne

day, but weak lobesofvortily stl passed over the 2105487 (07/17) and began cimbingto top
region during the evening and overnight Surface low | seed. The cal quickly grew nio.3 9 km
pressure was centeredovercentral BC, and a stationary | topped stor, but then began to steadily
font was draped across norhern AB. Low evel moisture.| diminish in niensity from radar scan fo San.
advection was expectedoutofthe SE overnight. The | As HS1 reached top seeding aude, thecell
almosphere was capped for most of the daylime hours. | had diminished info a ight rain showers on

radar, and pios reportednoweather over
The daytime hours were mainly clear, with only a few | Calgary. Duet the cessation of any threat
iru clouds and some cumulus over he mountains and | whatsoever, and the lack of any weather
more extensive cloud coverage over Calgary. During the | befindth trough, HS1 RTB YYC at 06047.
evening, asurface trough moved through hePAfrom the | (07/17). They landed at 06237 (07/17).
Southwest to the northeast triggering a fow storms near
High River and over Calgary. These storms formed Fight Summary
quickly, but were very short ved. During the overnight | HS: 05407 (07/17)-06262 (07/17): no seeding:
period. stablization occurred such that the rough patrol Calgary.
developed only ight rain showersiiga,
Maxcal op: §Skm, 59.5 max dBz, 31.7 maxVIL
Tmax YC = 23.5 and 0.2mmof ain.
Tmax QF = 23 8G andno ran.
Tmax Radar = 22 6C and no ain.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No

July 17. | The upper level idge Tat wasoverAB the previous day | FIST was launched al 0903Z (07/18) for cals
Sunday | began to move eastward. A closed low was centered off | SW of Strathmore. Theywere aitbome at

Vancouver Island and was expected to slowly dig 0521Z (07/18) and began op seeding storm #1
southward. n the evening,a shortwave trough sid 2109452 (07/18). They stopped seeding and
hough cenial AB providing weak vorticity advecion. A | began palrol near Sundre at 10032 (07/18). As
surface lowwas expected o form over he Red Deer area| development was observed W of Red Deer,
during he afemoon hours. The atmosphere vias they were repositioned to the area and began
moderately unstable wih good speed and directional | seeding stom #2 or Lacombe at 10532
shear. Atmospheric nsiabilty was also expected during | (07/18). They stayed on ths storm as i racked
the overnight hours as low evel moisture poured into the| Irough Blackialds and Lacombe, then began

regionfromthesoutheast seeding storm#3SofRodDeer at 11237
(07/18). They reportedweak developmentand

‘Skis were clear all day, with no echoas detected on | secded ata low rate uni 1143Z (07/18), when
radar. A fow weak rain Showers then appeared on radar | hey siopped seeding and began patrolling. As
during the evening. Overnight. cells moving nfo the 0 new development was occuring, they RTB.
project area from he South exploded no severe YYC at 11812 (07/18). landing a 12202
convection over the project area. Storms continued to | (07/18).Iniiate quicklyoverthe entre area though the earlymoming hours, uni they cleared shorly aftr sunrise. | HS2 was launched at 09032 (07/18) for
Rare late nightlearly morning seeding occurred. development SW of Strahmore. They were

aitbome at 09192 (07/18), and began seeding
Maxcalltop: 15.9km, 69.5max dBz, 157.5max VIL Storm #1wihburnersat 0940Zonce they

reached the stom. Theyfound ashelf coud
Tmax YG = 27.0 and 0.2mmof ain. onthe N end of their pass, and worked this
Tmax QF = 26.66 andno ran. area until 10032 (07/18) when they were
Tmax Radar =26.7C and no fain instructedto top seeding. They then

reposition0the W andbegan patroling. No
newtargets were observed. HST RTE ai
10227 (07/18) and landed a 10262 (07/18),
HS4 was launched at 1107Z (07/18) forthe
development S of Red Deer, and became.

aitbomeat 11267 (07/18). They were unable
to find seedable bases near Red Deer. sot
1135 (07/18) they were directed towards.
Eckvile. Theycontinuedo ind only
dissipating cells andnoseedable bases. At
12117 (07/18) hey RTS to Red Deer. They
landed at 12232 (07/18),

FightSummaryHS1: 0910Z (07/18)-12262 (07/18) 108 €4,2
BIP: #1 Strathmore, #2 Lacombe, #3 5. Red
Deer.
HS2: 09112 (07/18)-10312 (07/18)46 minutes
generator ime; #1 Strathmore.
HS4: 11182 (07/18)12272 (07/18)noseeding:
patrols. Red Deer, parol W Ponoka.

July 18 | The ef oxiregionof a et sireakwasover 1 area IS2was Taunchedat21022forweak echoes
Monday | during the aftemoon and evening hours. Aclosed, mid- |SWofGaigary. With the very unstable

level low was now over nore California and aided in | conditions that day. cols were expected to
Sending vorlcly lobes towards AB. In he evening, a | grow rapidly. HS2 was aifbome 1 21222 and
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Shortwave rough SI across the project area. Aweak | feporied no Treat fom theclouds nthe rea.
cold fron also pushed ino the area fiom the north which were being sheared apart. They were
‘Copious amounts of ow level moisture were expected | directed to patil W of Calgary. 122307.
with dewpoints in the igh teens. The atmosphere was | development appeared on radar near Sundre,
‘extremely unstable with CAPE values over 1800 Jkg. | and they were directedtopalo hs area. This
Tere was also decent windshearwhich supported long | cel developed ilo a marginal hai teat, and
lived severe thunderstorms. HS2 seeded stom #2 with generators fiom22457 10 22582. stopping whenthad
"Dew points reached above 20C over the region. The day. | weakened and vias past Sunde. They then
started out wilh a fow tall cumulus and Some echoes | moved $ to parol near Spring Bark. TheyIndicating rin on the radar. During the afemoon, storms. | RTS YYC and landed a1 232172
began o form and became severe over the course of a
couple hours. Storms continued ino the evening, when |HS3was launched at 21402fo development
cooing and significant capping shut ofl convection for the| SW of RMH. Thay ware aitbome at 22067.
overightperiod ‘andweredirectedtoseed assoonas hey

reached the cll. Al 22307, they began
Max cel top: 16.6km, 68 max dBz, 160.1 max VIL Seeding storm #1 reporting ight to moderate

water and moderate updraft. They seeded unt
Tmax YC =28.6 andno rain. the cell was through RVH at 22552. and then
TmaxQF= 27.7and 0.8mmof ain. moved 10storm #3 S of RMH. Theyreported
Tmax Radar = 26 8C and 6 Sm of ain good updraf, but quickly lost feeders as the col

glacated. In anticipationofmore severe
convection beginning in the next fow hous.
HS3 RTB YQF al 23142, landing a 23272
HS was launched at 23407 fora severe cell
of Sucre. They were arbome at 00007
(07/19). and began seeding storm#4with
bumers andBIPSa1 0023Z (07/19). They
seeded in good inflow alonga shel on the SE
Sideof the stom unt 0114Z (07/19) when a.
change in shape of the cal pushed them orto.
the Wsidoof thestom. They stoppedusingBIPs. Thoywere ablefo reposition 0 the SE
sideof the cal again at 01257 (07/19), and
resumed using BIPs again al 01312 (07/19).
is the storm moved past Red Deer, HS4 RTB.
01572 (07/19), and landed a1 0204 (07/19).
Throughout this mission, HS4 reported a
malfunction in thei right bumer.
HS1 was launched at 0003 (07/19) for
development WofAird. They were airborne
2100307 (07/19) and began seeding on he S
ndofthe cell a1 01022 (07/19). They reported
explosivegrowthandmammatus clouds. They
Seeded stom#6 uni 01262 (07/19). They
were instructed to seed at a reduced rate at
02037 (07/19) as he coll approached Iicana.
Alter conferring with the ASWMS project
manager, HSH stopped seeding and RTB to
YYC al 0214Z (07/19). The storm was only
seeded ih one base seeding aircraft as
moved through Iricana. HS landed at 02257
©7119),
HSS3 was launched at 00097 (07/19) for a cal
Wof Olds. They were airborne al 00207
(07719) and began seeding storm #5 a1 00422
(07/19). As radarshowed thiscell weakening,
andacll to theNcroeping towards Sylvan
Lake, they were redirectedfo storm #4 and
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ogan seeding al 00857, working above FSA.
They reported explosive growth on this col.
HS3 RTB 10 YQF at 01572 (07/19). They
landed at 0205Z (07/19).
HS2 was launched at 00292 (0719) for
developmentWofArde. They were airborne
a1 0046 (07/19) and reparted ashel on storm
6, lighting burners at 00522 (07/19). AL0103Z
(07/19) hey found abundant inflow and began
using BIPs. They continued to find very good
inflow as it moved through Acie. They.
ceased BIPs al 01472 (07/19) when the cell
moved info an unpopulated area. AL0230Z
(07/19) wih he Gel €of any targets, HS2
fumed off bumers al 02147 (07/19) and RTS
YYC a1 02302 (07/19). They landed at 02502
(©7719),
Fight Summary
HS2: 21182.23247, 26 minutes generator ime;
patrol SW Calgary, #2 Sunde.
HS3: 2186723322, 97 EJ; #1 SW RMH. #3 S
RH
HS4: 23482- 02092 (07/19) 83 minutes.
generator time, 9 BIP: #4SW Sylvan.
HS1: 00207 (07/19)-6227 (07/19) 126 £4. 5
BIP; #6 Aidre.
HS3: 0021Z (07/19)-0209Z (07/19) 228EJ;#5
ids, #4 SW Sylvan
HS2! 0041Z (07/19)-0254Z (07/19), 12 BIP,
160 minutes generator time; #6 Aire.

ly 19. | The upper level Jo core was rectly over he project | HS3 was launched at 1800Z for development
Tuesday | area. lt was progged to eit he region toward he east | SW of RMH. They wero aitbome at 18262.

during the evening and overnight hours while an upper | They were directed o patrol a weak echo near
level trough moved souheastvard into AB fom norhern | Suncre ai 18552. They patrolled areas of
BC. The southern halfof the project area was under a | growth from Sundre to Cochrane. HS3 then
favorable jet quadrant providing shear vorticity. Midlevel | moved down to SWofCalgary for a significant
vorticitywas progged to move through the area during the| system racking direcl toward the metropolian
aftemoon, mostly mpaciing thesouthernprojectareas. | area. They stated seeding stom #1 at 20432.
The atmosphere was highly unstable throughout the They repositioned to High Rive at 21247.
aftemoon, and expected to sablize afer 032 seeding untl 2201Z, when they stopped
‘Southeastely surface winds were progged oshit to | seeding and RTB YYC as the cels moved
wostorly by early oveningaswell. Severe hai storms | away fiom majo population ceners. They
wereforecast to occur through the early evening and then| landed in YYC at 22172.
stable condiions were expected in he evening and
overight hours. HS1 was launched at 20257 for development

nearCalgary. Theywere arbormeat20477
Convection began in the early atemoon with a few weak | HS bagan Seeding stom #1 at 21312. After
cain showers. Over he course of a few hours, mre cls | the coll moved through Cochrane, HS moved
began o niate over the entire project area, most of them| N 10 seed storm #3. They worked that ine unt
severe. Convection ended inthe cary evening and he | 2254Z when they RT to YYC as the cell
project area was quiet overnight. Very heavy rain moved NEof Red Deer. They landed at
occurred in Red Deer wih urban flash flooding. Very | 23217.
heavy ran also occurred in Calgary.butnosignificant
flooding occurred. One inch hal was reported SSWof | HS4 was launched at 20292 for development S
Strathmore near Carseland. of RUH. They were sitborme at 20432. and

reported embedded condilons. They began
Max cal top: 151k, 70.5max dBz, 210.8max VIL Seeding storm #2 with bumers a 21142 with

good inflow. AL2124Z, he cal appeared to be
Tmax YG =24.0 and 39.6mmofrain mergingwith a ineto the SE. HS4 movedfo
Tmax QF = 21.7C and 31.8mm of rain the € side ofthe cell heading towards Red
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Vorllty advection was expected fo deal a glancing blow | benign appearance of hese storms. here had
to the northernpartsof th project area where surface | been reportsofquarter sized hail rom them.
moisturewashigher. The northernpar of the project | They were airborme at 20172 and immediately
area was the most unstable while drier downslope winds. | began seeding storm #1 with BIPs. They
made for less nstabilly in YYC. The atmosphere was | reported good lightning, a green tn, and
Sighly unstable below 26Kf. Weak convection with small | moderate inflow. Afler the storm had passed
hail was forecast fo occur in the aftemoon with th bulko | trough Red Deer. HS3 RTB YGF 20442.
Convection to the northof the area. Stable condions. | They landed at 20532.
were expected overmight u

ightSummary
In the early atermoon, a lineofthunderstorms moved | HS3: 20122:20672;7 BIP; #1 Red Deer.
hough the Nhalfof the project area. Most ofthe cells
were weak. producing ight o moderate rain with a fow a
bis ofpeasizedhall. Therewere reports ofquarter sized
hall ina cal west of Red Der. Afier this frst ne of
convection the project area had a ew convective ain
Showers, buttherewerenosevere echoes. Radar
echoes diminished nto he evening and the area was
lar overnight
Max cell top: 10.6km, 63.5max Bz, 67 9max VIL
Tmax YC =21.00 and 1.6mmof ain.
Tmax QF = 19.3 and 02mmof ain.
Tmax Radar = 18.7C and 0 Sm of ain.

Tuy 21, | Adoep Tow pressure system was approaching the project| FIST lw a publ relations ight fo the OIds-
Thursday | area. Theatmospherewas only sighty unstable. Didsbury operations center. They tookoffat

Surface dew poins were somewhat high, but he 17212 and landed in Olds at 17382. Afr he.
moisture was confined fo very shallow surface layer. | tour, they retumed to Calgary. They took off
‘Overall, the low levelswere not particularly moist. A | fom Olds at 2120Z and landed back in YYC at
surfacelow was located over the project area with an | 2140.
occlusion progged fo pass through during the day.Behind the occlusion, lowlevels were expected{0dy out. | HS was launched at 03167 (07/22) on weak.
The upper evel circulation and associated voricty evelopmentWof Red Deer. They were
advectionwere progged to affect the area nthe evening |airborneat 03322(07122)andbeganseeding‘and overnight hours. bu the amosphere was expected 0| storm #1 with acetone generators a 03462
stabilize ovemight. Weak afemoon convection was (07722). By 0407 (07122), the cell had
forecast with status and low ceilings overnight weakened on radar, and HS4 was reporting a

poor base and wea inflow As thecalwasnot
The day began witha few fa weather cumulus and no | a hal threat, HS4 RTB YGF at 04212 (07222),echoes on he radar. A fow larger clouds were seen | landing a 04272 (07122).
houghout the ateroon, but no significantechoes were
observed beyond afew rain showers. During th early |FlightSummary.
‘evening, a more significant ne ofconvection occurred in | HSI: 17032-1740; no seeding; PR fight from
theN hal ofthe project area, but a tis diminished, the | YYC to Olds.
overight period proved clear. HS1: 2115221442; no seeding; PR fight from

Olds 0 YYC.
Max cel top: .1km, 62.5 max dBz, 40.9 max VIL HS4: 03257 (07122) - 04322 (07122); 42 min

generator me; #1 Red Deer.
Tmax YC =22.5 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 22.96 and a raceof ain.
Tmax Radar =22 and a race of rain

Tuy 22. | Adeep Tow pressure system was slowly moving ough | No acral operations.
Friday central AB during the period. Ample voricly was.

expected oveth project area. All surface features had
moved east of the project areabyforecast time, and onlyupper level riggers were presentfo the rest of the day.
The 500mb vorticity Center was progged to each the
project area around 002. Low levels were relatively dry
with some weak downslope winds. Surface lemperatures
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Were unseasonably coal and dense cloud was expected
to inhibit afternoon insolation. Some weak
thundershowers were present in the moming, but no
significant strong convection was expected during the
day. Widespread stratusrainwasforecast through the
‘evening with embedded weak thunderstorms likey. No
major hall hres were forecast. Stable condions were
expected ovemight
The project area experienced weak thunderstorms wilh
light to heavy ran showers. The cary atemoon hours
saw sigh stronger thunderstorms near High River and
Okoloks. Duringtheevening hous,theconvection
began to move eastward out of the region.
Maxcaltop: ©.9km, 62.5 max dBz,33.0 maxVIL
Tmax YC = 13.3 and 1.4mm of cain
Tmax QF = 13.7C and Smm of rain
Tmax Radar = 120Cand 1 5mmof ain

Tuy 23, | Adeep Tow pressure system vias moving oulof he area | No acral operations.
Saturday | early nthe period with upper evel ridging expected to

beginin he aftemoon. Midievels were warming
significant. and low levels were cool and faily dy. The
atmosphere was only very slightly unstable. A shallow
layerofnstabity waspresentbelow 18K during the
aftemoon. The atmosphere was expected tobe.
‘Completelystableovernight Aflermoonfiweather
cumulus was al ht was expected vios0p below
1
uring the afternoon hours, abandofveryweak low
topped convection moved through the nother par of the
projectarea rom Sylvanto YGF. This convection was
Shot ved and only produced ight to moderate ain
Showers and 3couple strikes of ighining. There wereno
hail threats. Allocumulus and citus were observed i the
evening and overnight.
Maxcel top: 6 9km, 58 max Bz, 12 max VIL
Tmax YG =21.0C andno rain.
Tmax QF = 19.4C and 4 8mm of ain.
Tmax Radar = 19.0C and no rain
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.9

July 26, | The upper evel Jet was south of the project area Wo acral operations.
Sunday | stetched along the US/Canada border. A broad ridge

was wel established over the region. Low levels were.
relatively ry,andmidevels werewarm.The amosphere
was stable. Nosignificantweatherwasforecast. Mostly
clear skies were forecast 1 persist throughout the period
‘Cumulus, alocumulus, and cirus clouds were observed.
The region was also stable ovemight. Noradarechoes.
Tmax YC = 23C and no ain.
Tmax QF = 23C and no ain.
Tmax Radar = 23C and no ain.

July 25, | The forecast peiod began wth gh pressure over the | FIS3 was launched a1 21082 10 a rapily
Monday | project area. A strong midievel rough was located over | intensifying cell SW of Rocky MH. The fight

Brish Columbia, expected to move through the project | became airborne al 21357 and flow toward the.
area and be the man triggerfo later In the day. cell. Whifyingto the cel, the crew reported
Excellent instabiy and shear made the day look very | that the storm had a dark ft base. At 21562
active. Storms were expected in the evening and HS3 started seeding stom #1 SW of Rocky
overnight periods. MH. Thenat 22182, the pilots reported decent

overhang along the Souther edgeof the cel
“The first convectionofthe day formed W of Rocky MH. | The aircraft continued to seed the storm uni it
Late in the aflemoon, this convection eventually made its | dissipated to the E of Rocky MH at 23272. The
way offthe foothills. The stongest of these cell crew then paroled he Rocky MH area unt
developed SW of Rocky MH and slowly racked towards | they RTB at 0040Z (07726). The fight landed in
the town. Thenaround00z, along ine of thunderstorms | Red Deerat00562 (07126).formed along the mountains and moved eastward across.
the region. The strongest cll along the line was near the | HS? was launched at 01032 (07/26)totop
‘Sundre area. The convection disipated as t reached the| seeda cluster of cells SWofCalgary. The
centerofthe project area. ight became aitbore at 01262 (07726). The

aitcrat found a small amount of new growth
Max cal top: 12.1km, 65.0 max dBz, 72.9 max VIL along theSWsideof theclusterof conveciion

Oncethefight found theweal growth, they.
Tmax YC = 25 and no rain. started op seeding stom #2 near Okcioks at
Tmax QF = 26C and no rain. 01432 (07726). Then at 02052 (07/26) the
Tmax Radar =25C and 1.6mm of rain aicratt was findingnonewgrowth, so theyStopped seeding and started patoiing the

Same area. HS2waseventuallyredirectedto
new convection near he Cochrane area ai
02457 (07726). The aircraft then paroled an
areaNofCochrane uni 03162 (07126), when
the fight RTB. They landed in Calgary at
03322 (07726).
HS4 was launched at 0133 (07126) to a ne of
conveciion extending rom Rocky MH to
Cremona. They wereaitbomeat01512
(07126) and lew toward the most intense cel
JUSUW of Sunde. HS4 started seeding the
‘Sundre stom (83)at02097 (07726). They
continued 10 seed the storm as it moved across
the project area. By 03112 (07/26), the storm.
had almost completely dissipated. so HS4.
stopped seeding storm#3 and RTB. The
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Scrat anded ned Deer a 63362 (0726).
Flight Summary
HS3:21222 (07125)01002 (07726): 165 EJ. #1
Rocky MH, patrol Rocky MH.
152.0177(07126)03362 (07126): 12£4;#2
Okotoks and patrol Cochrane.
HS4:01412 (07126)03352 (07726): 124 min
generar time; #3 Sundre and pailWof
Svan.

Ty 25 | Alow pressure system was located us east of re HST was aunched at 21577 0 pail acively
Tuesday | project area. A surface trough was located over riish | growing convection W of Cartas and

Columbia. poggedfo move though in the carly evening. | Crossfield. The airraf became airbome at
There was good wind shear, but weak nstabily indicated| 22162. The crew eventually found growth
hat severe storms were no ely. along the northeast sid of storm #1 and

Started seeding a 22422. H31 next reported
The area saw widespread weak thunderstorms during the| tha the storm was dissipating. Al 22537. heymorning hours. In the mid-aftamoon. astronger ine of | stopped seeding and reposiloned toward new
convection developed along ihe mountains and fot. | actely rowing cells WofCalgary. They“Th fr cols long this no orginally formed south of | found moderato growthW of Cochrane and
‘Sunde and moved eastward towards Carstairs before | stared seeding stom #2 al 23012. The aitraf
isipaing. As he ine moved eastward, stronger cells | continued o see the slo unl was passed
continued o develop along the soulhem end of he ine. | he Okotoks area. AL 00152 (07727). HST
The tallest and most nense ofthese ces formed W of | stopped seeding siorm #2 and sarid patroling
Cochrane and moved southeastward towards Okoloks. | High River Then al 01132 (07727) th fight
uring his same ime, another ine of conveciion formed | was redirected to rowing convectionNWof
north of Rocky MH and moved southeastward across the| Oids. Once the aitcraft avd at the sorm
Rorthem halfofihe project area. Scattered. convecive | they patroled an elongated ine of conveciion
ain showers then persisted ough th overnight hours. | unt t began to dissipate. HS RTS al (2052

(07727) and landed n Calgary at 02252 (07727).
Maxcellto: 12 km, 64.0 max dbz, 736 max ViL

FlightSummaryTmax YC = 176 and 130mm of rain. HS: 22102 (07726)02302 (07127): 104 E3.8.
Tmax OF = 19C and 27 2mm of ran BIP: #1 WofCarstairs, #2 W of Calgary, parl
Tmax Radar = 18C and 12 6mm of rin High River and parol Olds.

July 27. | Some weak voi, observed on he 500m map. along | FS2 was aunched at T9182 1 patio a
Wednesday.| with mid-level dvergence was expected to be the main | developing lor Wof Cochrane. The fight

focus for thunderstorms. Whie temperatures were cod, | became arbor at 19312. They ound inflow
parameters indicated moderal nstabiy. Storms were | and saried seeding stom #1 W of Calgary. Al
expectedtonae in the midfo ate aftermoon across the. | 20502, HS2 reported he cel was beginingo
entre project area vith skies learing overmight as become less intense. They siopped seeding
temperatures cooled storm #1at 21022 and repositionedtoacll

rect over southern Calgary. HS? stared
The morning hours mainly saw widespread rain showers | secding hs stom (42) at 21062. The aircraft
outa few convecive cals did begin o form over he | secded hs stom unil it moved southeast of
foots during he te maming. Thioughout he carly | Calgary. HS sopped seeing at 21332 and
afermoon, the convection began t push of the fotflls | was directed o patrol he Olds area. The crew
near he Galgay area. Oneofhese storms (41) became| paroled Olds for a short period of ime before
Severe W of Cochrane bul ended up tacking south being redirected 0 srong development NW of
Southeastward along the project area border before Calgary. The arcrat staring seeding stom #3
dissipating near Tumer Valey. Loonie 526d hai was | NWofCochran a1 22222. HS2 stopped
Teporied SW of Calgaryfrom stom #1. Thenaround | seedingat00072 (07128) and RT8. The
217.2 moderately stong call (12) formed ditcl over | arcrat landed at 00172 (07728).Souther Calgary and racked southeastward. The
north half ofthe region mainy saw convecive ran | HS1 was launched to stom #3 W of Calgary at
Showers hal were heavy tts. AL around 22302 | 23052. The aircraf became aibome a 23162
anciher cal formed Wof Clgary and racked and was found good growth along the south
Souiheastvard towards th town ofOkotoks. Once tis | side he cel. The crew began seedingW of
particular sto (49) started {0 approach Okotoks. twas | Calgary al 23342. Then at 00082 (0728) HS1
apparent hat mare cals were boing iggered o he Wof| reported only weak o moderate updraft. At
1 storm. This ineof convection eventual racked__| 00157 (0728). mo feeders were bing found, so
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Soultward forming Te sionges! coll of he day over he | FIST stopped seeding and stared palaling
Souther buffer zone. The aircraft continued o parol the ine of

convection un twasno longera threat to the
Max call top: 13.6km, 67.0 max dBz, 1327max VIL founs of Okotoks, Turner Valley, and Black

Diamond. At 01082 (07728). HS1 stoppedTmax YG = 17 and 8 8mmofrain patiolingand RT. Theaitcratlandedat
Tmax QF = 19C and 4 4mm of rain 01242 (07728).Tmax Radar = 19 and a race of fain

FightSummaryHS2: 19252 (07127-00202 (07126) 13 BP,
473 min generator time: #1 NWof Tumer

Valley.#2 southern Calgary.patrolOKs, and
#3 NW of Cochrane,
HS1: 23107 (07/27)-01272 (07728), TSEJ;#3
WofCalgary, pairo Okotoks.

Ty 28,_ | Westwindsandaweak ge over he area assured 6 | HS3 performedamaintenance ght They
Thursday | day started out lea, allowing temperatures to rebound | were airborne at 18297 and landed back in

quickly. Surface dew points were expected 1obe high. | YQF al 10452.
“Theridgewas progged to persist throughout the day. but
aweaksurface trough wasexpected 1bo enough ofre |Fight Summary.
offa fewweak thunderstorms afer peak heating HS3: 10222-19502 no seeding; maintenance.
Thunderstorms were expected in the eary evening. igh.
Afewveryweak conveclive showers developed in the
northern half of the project area during th late afternoon
There was one strike of ghining. More widespread
convective rain showers occurred ovemight. There were
no hail heals and no seed fights.
Maxcal op: 5 dkm, 46.0 max dB, 3.8 max VIL
Tmax YC = 22 and no rain.
Tmax QF =22 and no rain.
Tmax Radar = 21C and no rain.

Ty 28, | Astiong ver max moving tough central Alberta was The| F1S3 was launched at 19242 for GevelopingFriday main focus for convection, expecled Io niiate storms in | haistorms near Rocky MH. They wero
he cary evening. Speed shearwas excellent and. aitbome at 19402 and began top seeding storm
instabily parameters were conducive lo moderate sized | #1 west of Rocky MH at 20032. Al 20262. the
hail. After the vor max moved though, rdging was storm moved through Rocky MH, and HSS
expectedto occur, andclearskieswere expeced stoppedseeding. Theydescendedoshedice:
ovemight and hen climbed back to top. They began

Seeding stom #2 NWof Sylvan at 20427.
‘Severe haistorms developed in th early afermoon. The | They coninued seeding the storm uni it
stormswere long ved and moved through the entre | cleared the Red Deer area. They stopped
project area. The most severe cols moved through Seeding #2 at 21457 and descended again to
Rocky MH to Red Deer and Adri fo Strathmore. The |shadice. At2151Z, they began soeding storm
atmosphere stabilized by earl evening, and the project | #5 near lnisfail. They stopped seeding #521
area was stable overnight 32mm hail and high wind was | 22172 and RT to YGF as the cell passed
reported in RedDeerwih lots of shredded trees and | install and heywere geting low on ful.
vegetation. Loonie 0go bal size hail was reported in | They landed at 22267
Airdrie.
Max cal top: 12.9km, 69.0 max dBz, 172.4max VIL HS1 was launched at 20332 fo intensitying

clustersofcell approaching Aide. They.
Tmax YC = 21C and no rain. were aiborme at 20482 and began top seedingTmax QF =20and a traceofrain Storm #3 Adiea120852. AI 21397. they
Tmax Radar = 20C and no ain. Stopped seeding #3 as he cell moved cast of

Airdrie. They thenmoved a ow kilometersto
the west and began seeding #4 westof Aide
2121432. Theycontinuedworking thecel asit
passed through he northem Calgary/Airarie
areaal theway through Strathmore. They
Stopped seeding #4 at2306 andRTB to YYC.
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Tey landed a1 23182
HS4 was launched at 20362 for an organized
hailstorm near Rocky MH heading toward
Syivan and Red Deer. They were aifbore at
20547 and began base seeding storm #2 near
Sylvanat 21032with excelentinflow. They
continued working the storm un  leared the
Red Deer area. They stopped seeding storm
#2121452 and repostioned (0.2 cell
approaching Innisfail. They began seeding
Storm #5 Innisfail at 21512. They stopped
Seeding #5 at 22157 and repositioned fo near
‘Sundre for patrol. At 23087. HSA reported
Increasing inflow and began seedingstom#5
west of Inisai. They stopped seeding#6at
23162 and paroled for a few minutes before
RIB 2123202. They landed in YQF a1 23342
HS2 was launched at 21162 fo cells ear
Airdrie. Theywere airborne at 21352 and
began base soeding storm #4 Aidrie a 21467.
wilh burers and BIPs. They stayed wih the
storm as it moved al the way through
Strathmore. Theystoppedseeding#4 at
23067 and RT 10 YYC. They landed at
23222.
Fight Summary
HSS. 193957.22317. 13BIP, 148 EJ; #1 Rocky
MH, #2 Syivan, #5 innsfa.
HS1:20427.23257. 11 BIP, 265 EJ; #3 Aire,
#4 irri to Strathmore
HS4: 20487.23307, 12 BIP, 160min acetone.
generator me; #2 Syvan, #6 Inia, #6.
nist, patrol Sunde.
HS2: 21302-23257 18 BIP, 160min acetone.generator ime, #4AirdrietoStrathmore.

Ty30_ | A strong 500 dge was located over Alberta and No aircraft operations.
Saturday | Beish Columiia, wih clear skies over the project area.

The ridge was expected to slowly moveoffduring he
overnight period. providing no threatofconvection during
he forecast period
Skies were completely lear al day and all night. There.
were no radar echoes.
Tmax YG =255 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 24 4C andno ran.
Tmax Radar = 24.7C and no fain.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.10

July 37. | Two upper level J Saks ware posiioned over AB. The| FIS4 was launched a1 0207Z (08/07) fora
Sunday | ight rear quadrant of the northern jet streak passed over | severe cell developing near Rocky MH. They

the project area during the evening hours. Atthe mid. | were airborneal 02207 (08/01). They began
ovals, a rough was in lace over SC and norhwesiem | base seeding a 0240Z (08/01) on storm #1
AB. A weak shortwave trough was oxpecied fomove | near Rocky MH. Theycontinued working hat
hough the region during the evering hours. Atthe coll unt twas through town. They stopped
surface, alow was forming near Red Deer and moving | seeding #1 at 03092 (08101) and repositioned
eastward. The atmosphere was moderately unsiable with| 10 the northeast or a stom heading toward
decent speed shear. Lacombe and Pancka. They began seedinghat stom as twas north of Sylvan Lake at
The project area remained party cloudy trough most of | 03192 (08101). The storm moved clear of
the morning and aftemoon. Towering cumulus began to | Panoka and they RT at 04157 (08101). Theydevelopin the ate affemoon, but hey were sheared apart | landed in YQF at 0426Z (08101).ver the project area or the most par. More intense.
organized cals developed near Rocky MH in the early | HS3 was launched at 02252 (0801) to the
‘evening which developed into significant hai teats over | same area as HSA near Rocky MH. They were
the far northern pat of the project area. The cells moved | aitbone at 02447 (08/01). They began
fom Rocky MH hough ihe Lacombe and Pancka area | seeding stom #1 west of Rocky MH at 03022
dropping oonie size hal west of Pancka. Actiy (08101), As the storm cleared Rocky. theydiminished around dusk. Weak convective showers. stopped seeding #1 at 03172 (0801)to
lingered over the area through the night reposiionto the northeast. They began
Max cel top: 12.1km, 71.6 max dBz, 150.6 max VIL seeding #2 west of Lacombe at 03227 (08101).They top seeded until they were forced fo
Tmax YC = 20.4 and no rain. descend to shed ice. The cal was nearly
Tmax QF = 23.26 and 06mmofrain. through Panoka at tha tmeso they stopped
Tmax Radar=26.0Cand no fain seeding and RTBat0404Z (08101). Theylanded in YGF at 0410Z (08/01).

Fight Summary
HS4: 02122 (08101)-0430Z (08101):9 IP.
196min acetonegenerator me; #1 Rocky MH,
#2 Pancka
HS3: 02367 (08101)-0415Z (08101) 86EJ, 10
BIP; #1 Rocky MH. #2 Panoka.

Agus T. | The upper evel ol was south and east of AB. Weak mid| No acral operations.
Monday | level ridging was expected 10 begin nfuencing the area

during the evening hours. Vortity advection was
‘expected during the aflemoon bul the aimosphere was
Capped. Althe surface, high pressure was over northern
AB. and a cold fon! was over southern AB. The cold
font was progged to shif southeastward throughout the
day. The almosphare was expected fo be stable in the.
evening and overnight.
A fow weak thundershowers were sil ngering over the
project area nthe very early morning hours. By dawn, al
Showers had ended. The project area had a ewtowering
‘cumulus and widespread fair weather cumulus throughout
the afteroon. Skies cleared out nthe late aflemoon and
remained clear overnight. There were no hal treats.
Maxcal top: 6.1km, 47.5 max dz 7.5 max VIL
Tmax YC =21.5 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 22.06 and 0.6mmof ain.
Tmax Radar = 23.3C and no ain
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August2, | The upper evel of Continued 15 be soul and east of he | F154 was launched al 05432 (08103) for
Tuesday | province. Alhe midievel, the ridge began to flatten | marginal hail storms west of Sylvan. They

over AB during the morning and early ateroon. The late | were airborne al 0600Z (08/03). They began
evening saw a shortwave rough wih strong vorticity | seeding stom #1 southwest of Lacombe wih
move across the region. Low vel maisturo was also | acetone generalors at06067 (08103). At
expected toncrease in he evening. The region was | 06357 (08103) hey stopped seedingstom#1
Sighily unstable with moderate speed shear. but the and began patrol near Red Der. They RTS at
atmosphere experienced convecive inhibition for most of | 07082 (08103) and fanded in YQF at 07172.
the daytime hours. (08/03),
The day began mostly clearwith a fow clouds over the | HS3 was launched at 05452 (08/03) for cals
foothils. During the atemoon.  fow towering cumulus | west of Sylvan. They were airborneat06082
formed on the foothills, whi east of the range ciear skies | (08/03) and began dragging BIPs for stom #1
prevailed. Marginal hai stormsdeveloped ust before | westofLacombe at 06172 (08/03). Theymidnightoverthe fa northern project area. Theymoved | stopped seedingat 0636Z (08/03) and started
hough Lacombe. All civ ended around 8Z nthe | patrol SW of Sylvan. No more seedable clouds:
morming. were found. They RTB at 07087 (08103) and.
Max cel top: 11.4km, 67 max dBz.69.7 max IL landed in YGF a1 07207 (08/03).
Tmax YG =23.6 andno rain. FightSummary
Tmax QF =22 66 andno rain HS4: 05522 (08103)-0721Z (08/03): 60min
Tmax Radar = 22.9Cand no fain acetone generator tme; #1 Lacombe.

HS3: 06017 (08103)-07257 (08103) §BIP; #1
Syivan.

August, | An upper level de was over rorhern BC. A shortwave | HS4 was Taunched al 22542 for a col ear
Wednesday | troughwasexpected o idedow the backside ofthe | Sundre, tracking orOlds and Didsbury. They.

idge through centralAB during the atemoon and were aibomeal22462. AL2307Z, HS4 began
evening hours. Althe surface. a ee rough was progged | seeding stom #1 wilh bumers. They continued
{o form over the area during the aftemoon and evening | unt the stom moved E of Didsbury at 23462.
hours. Another low was also centered near the They were then drcted to parol a coll near
Vancouver area which aided n sending weak vority | Sundre, and then repositionedW ofAirdrie
towards the Calgary area. Theatmospherewas sighty | They began seeding storm #2 at 00882.
unstablewith weak convective nhbiton. (08/04). At D151Z (08104),as it became clear

this storm would head though Calgary, HS4
During the afternoon,a few rain showers inated along | was directed to bum BIPs end 10 end. They
the foothils, moving ilo the projec area wih ite threat, | continued until the storm maved past Calgary.As the afernoon progressed,a fewof these storms. stoppingBIPsat 02407 (08/04). AI 03152
became more severe, some tracking through the Calgary_| (08/04) they reported that he generators were
melropolan area. By midnight storms had died down as| running emply, and HS4 RT8 at 03162 (08/04)
the atmosphere became suffcienty capped They landed af 03532 (08104)Quarter sized hail reported just SW of Calgary.
Max cel top: 1.4km, 67 max dBz,88.3 max VIL HS1 was launched at 0114 (08104) or a storm

NWofCalgary. Theywere aitbomea1 01272.
Tmax YC = 22.06 and 17.2mm of rain (08/04) and bogan top seeding storm #2 at
Tmax QF = 21.6 and 3.2mmof ran. 01422 (08/04). They continued until 02322
Tmax Radar =20.2C and 06mmof ain (08104), when they began reporting gaciated

condions. They were then repositioned fo
storm #3, aso tracking through Calgary. Al
03172 (08/04), a the storm let Calgary and
there was no oer troubling convection in the
area, HS RTB. They landed at 03312 (08104).
HS2 was launched at 01557 (08104)fo storm
#2. Theywereunableto akeimmediately
due othe proximiy of the stom to the airport.
They bacame aitbome at 02272 (08/04) and
began base seeding storm #3 a1 02327 (08/04)
with both acetone generators and BIPs. They
experienced good inflow, butby 02512 (08/04)
reported the bases deterioratingsight. They.
were 10d to stop using BIPs at 03007 (08104)
25 the storm became weaker both on radar and
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rom pict reports As he stom moved out of
Calgary, HS2 RT8 YC a1 03267 (0804).
landing at 03402 (08104).
HS3 was launched at 02172 (0804) for storm
#2. They were itbome al G2402 (08/04) and
were irecied long he eastside of he stom
10 avoid conficts WNATC. They began
seeding wih BIPs at 03062 (08104). teporingonly isolated seedable clouds. i became
apparentth storm would not pose a treat fo
any target cies, and HS3 RTSai 03267
(08/04), landingat 04112 (0804)

FlightSummaryHS4: 2240203572 (08/04) 18 BIP. 351
minutes acetone generators; #1 Didsbury
patrol NW Sundre, patrol Adie, #2 NW
Calgary
HST: 01222 (08104)0334Z (08104): 284 £0, 15.
BIP, #2 Calgary.
HS2: 02007 (0BI04)045Z (08104):8BP, 112
minutes acetone generator ime; #3 NW
Gaigary, #2 Strathmore.
HG 02522 080804162 08043 BP:#2
wathmore

AUgustd. | The etwas ocated over SK and MB. NoreBC and | HS4 flewa PRfightfrom Red DeerTo 016s
Thursday | AB experienced rdging while soulhem BC and AB had | Didsbury aitpot They lockoffat 17062 and

Zonal flow: A shortwave rough was expected 0 side | landeda 17252. For heirre fight to Red
ough central AB during the early evening hours. The | Deer, they took of a 21267 and landed at
area saw SE moisture advection and 850mb hela-e | 21442.
idging formastof the day. The Calgary soundingshowed directional shearwith the wind veering win HS3 was launched to loud top at 48SZ
height Addiionaly, th sounding showed a moderately | (0808) for developmentWofLacombe. They
unstableatmospherewih decent speed shear were aitbore af 5067 (0805) and eported

large mammatus clouds and frequent coudto
Fairweather cums and a few towering cumulus ground ghining. A! 05222 (08105), theyoccurred hvoughout the day. The area saw clearing | reported thei ght engine ice deflectordoor
during the late aftemoon. During the evening, afew hail | was malfuncioming. They were unable fo
Storms occurred in the norhem partofthe project area. | rectify the problem. They performedafewopThey moved ESE through ihe nohern buffer zone Seeding runs before hey had to descend to
{rough Blackilds and lipped the noth end of Red | warmer temperatures. They began (op seeding

Deer storm #1 al 05272 (08105). reporting moderate
Max cell tp: 12.9km, 66 max dBz,98.3 max VIL updraft and good lid water. They

descended a1 05427 (0805) and began base
Tmax YC = 23.1C and a raceof rain. Seeding wilh BIPs al 05452 (08105). TheyTmax QF = 23.3C and 0.2mmof rain continued seeding uni he stom moved past
Tmax Radar = 22 6C and o rain Red Deer. They RIB to YQF 8107312 (0805),

landing at 7432 (08105).
154 was launched to base at 05192 (0808) for
development W of Lacombe. They were
aibome ai 05432 (0805) and reported a right
bumer mafuncion. They began seeding storm
#1 wilh heir working burner at 05552 (08/05).
beginning BPsat06532 (08109) in response0
increased inflow and ntensifcaton on radar.
They continued seeding ui the storm moved
past Red Deer. They RT8YGFal07312
(08105), lancing at 073592 (0805)
Fight Summ
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TIS 16802-17207 no seeding. PR IGN YF
0 Olds.
HS4: 21202-21482; no seeding; PR fight Olds
10 YGF.
HS3: 05002 (08105)-0747Z (08105) 20 BIP, 81
EJ; #1 Lacombe.
HS4: 05347 (08105)-0744Z (08105): 6BI. 97
minutes acetone generators; #1 Red Deer.

August5, | The main synoptic feature was a closed. upper evel low | HS2 flew (0 the Red Deer aipor for schedled
Friday over northern BC. Several lobesofweak lo moderate | maintenance. They were airbome at 16152

vorticitywere expectedtopassover the project areafom | and landeda 16532.
the SWto NE during the day. Al the surface, acold front
was over central BC which was progged 10 begin pushing | HS1 was launched for developmentW of
hough AB during the late-night hours. The surface wind. | Okotoks at 17272, becoming airborne at
was expected to remain southeasterly for most ofthe day.| 17457. They began patrol near Okotoks. HST
850m heta-e idging continued over the region, and the | found good growth on the NE sideofthe cel,
‘Sounding data showed a moderately unstable but the storm began to change shape such that
atmosphere. The wind shar profile hinteda the. no cies were being theatened. Italso began
possibilty for ong lived thunderstorms. to weaken significantlyas itmovedof the

folhils, HST RTB YYC at 18122, landing at
During the fate morning, skies were generally clear 18332.
except for some strong storms in the southern buffer
Zone. Storms formed in the fools during he carly 152 was launched for development NW of
afternoon, and someofthem moved nto heproject area. | Cochrane at 19572, becoming aitbome al
‘One severe storm moved down off he fothils and 20132. They reporied a poorly defined base.
aiectly impacted Calgary. All aicraft were involved with | They were oid to patrol. At 21432. as the
Seeding his Calgary sor. Overnight, there were a few | storm appeared to be holding is niensity and
ainshowersandweak thunderstormsacrosstheproject |began moving towardsCarstairsand
areaas thecodfront passed trough Crossfeld, HS2 began seeding storm #1 with

bumers. At 22342, as the stom strengthened
There was one reportofgo ball sized hail in northwest | and begantotrack mre for Airdrie and
Calgary, and several reportsof vers of pea sized hail | northern Calgary, HS2 began using BIPs. A
flowing n he streets. Nickel to quarter size hail was cell1 he southof storm #1 showed explosive
reportedo he northofdownlown. Fash flooding in the | growth and HS2 moved to storm #2at 23122.
city was reported by the news media. An elderly man | This stom began to move south directly
died inCalgarywhen he was washed under his venice in | rough Calgary. and was seeded heavl byfloodwaters. Several people were sranded on the roofs | HS2unil 000BZ (08108), when they hadto RTS
ofvehicleson flooded sreets. forfuel. Because the storm was over the
Max cal op: 15.tkm, 67 max dBz, 142.2 max VIL Calgary airport, they RT YGF, landing at

00352 (08/06).
Tmax YC =24.8 and 15.4mmofrain
Tmax QF = 24.5 and 0.4mmof ain HS1 was launched to op al 22072 for storm #1
Tmax Radar = 24.0C and no fain Wof Adie. Theywere irbome at 22257. and

began seeding the south endof th storm at
22412. As stom #2 formed southofstorm #1,
hey repositioned to tat 23182. ALOD14Z
(08106), H51 exhausted their EJs, and
descended 1 14k10use BIPsai he -5C level.
They continued unt 00372 (08106) when theyan out of BPs, at which point they RTB YYC.
They landed at 00512 (08106)
HS:4 was launched at 23227 to replace HS2 on
storm #2. They were airborne at 2336 and
began seeding wih generators and BIP at
00112(08/06). Theywereiniallyrestricted to
E of the storm due 10conflictswith ATC, but
Soon began a favorabl track and reporied

moderateinflow. Throughoutthe fight, HS4.
reported the siorm weakening. wih radar
imagery confiming ths. A00SZ (08/08), due
to reports ofholesinthebaseand poor infow;
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hey stopped Using BIPs and moved er rack
farther t the west in search of better inflow:
No more inflow was found, ony downdraft So
they stopped seeding and began patrol at
01152 (08/08). The storm continued to weaken
on radar, and HS4 RTB YQF al 01232 (08/06)
They landed at 1552 (08106).
HS3was launched at 23467toreplace HS on
storm #2. They were airbome at 23572 and
began seeding storm #2 al 00257 (08/06),They found good water and rong updrafs
intially, but found more and more glaciated as

thecell movedthrough Calgary. By0101
(08106) hey were finding nearly na quid
water, and stopped seeding al 01067 (0806).
They RIB YGF 01132 (08/06) a the storm
ceasedtobeahallthreat. HSSlandedat
01452 (08106).
HS2 flew a reposition fight from YOF 10 YYC.
They became aitbome at 01472 (08/08) and
landed a1 02292 (08/06).
Fight Summary
HS2: 16102-16572; no seeding; maintenance
fight.
HS1: 1730218372; no seeding: patrol W
Okotoks.
HS2: 20032 (08105)-0040Z (08/06) 22 BIP.
286 minutes acetone generator time, #1 Alri,
#2 Calgary takeoff YGF. land YGF
HST: 22157 (08105)-00572Z (08/06) 263 £4, 23
BIP; #2 Calgary.
HS4: 23307 (08105-01582 (08/06): 5 IP, 126
minutes acetone generator ime: #2 Calgary
HS3: 23612 (08105)-0148Z (08106). 147EJ.#2
Calgary.
HS2: 01432 (08106)-0232Z (08/06) noseeding:

position from YOF to YYC.
AUGUSLB, | There were no signficant Upper ot sieaks over The area, | HS was launched for development near RIF
Saturday | but closed upper low was moving though the northern | at 00T7Z (08107). They were airbore al 00357

project area in the afteroon and evening hours. The | (08/07), and saried seeding storm #1 at 00522.
atmosphere was only moderately unstable. Wind shear | (08/07) with both bumers. As the coll
was weak. Acod fron had pushed through tothe east | intensified on radar, they began using BIPs at
by forecast ime and would not be a factor or the day. | 01012 (08107). They were directed to shit their
‘Small hal was expected dung th aftemoon and early | rack he NE at 0125 (08/07) as hiswas.
‘vening as he upper ow moved trough the area threatening Sylvan Lake. HS4 continued
Stratiorm showers were expected overnight aftr the | seeding the storm, movingd own (0 the S end
atmosphere stabilized in the evening ofthe cll 1 02412 (08/07). When the storm

was past Red Dear at 02507 (08107). theyear skis prevailed during the marming, becoming discontinued seeding and repositioned fo storm
cloudy during the early ateroon. A fow showers #3 by Sundre. They began seeding again at
occarted over the oothils. I the ate atemon, the 03032 (08107) using only their left bumer, as
upper low moving trough the northern projec area set | thei igh burner would ot restart. The storm
offsevere thunderstoms in the northern half ofthe PA. | dissipated, and they RTB YYC. They landed at
“Themost nfensecell were eastof RockyMH. A 0341Z (08/07).
moderatelystrongcellwenttough Penhold. Overnight,
Coldai se n the atmosphere stabilized, and afew rain | HSS was launched at 01022fordevelopment
Showersoccurred, Wof RMH. Theywerearbomeat0111

(08/07) and began seeding storm #1 at 01257
Barry Robinson reported lots of pea to marble sized hail _| (08/07) with both EJs and BIPs. Afr one
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Penal Woke 526 hal occured 2m sou of ass. They were drecied o Slom #2 W of
Didsbury. Didsbury, which thy began seedingal01402
Max coll top: 1.4km, 69.5 max dz, 166.6 max VIL (08/07). As this racked south of Didsbury. HS3

moved backfo stom #1, whichwas now
Tmax YC = 21.6C and no rain. {iveatening Sylvan Lake. They began seedingTmax QF =207C and 20mm of rain. again at 02002 (0807). They found
Tmax Radar =20,0C and 2mm of fan. exceptional quidwate in 14 cl, and at

02142 (08107) descendedtomitce. They
began cimbing again ai 02247 (08/07. usingBIPs thoughthe cimb.By this time. heywere
having oubl fding feeders on he SW side
of he tom, so were directed he€ side
Where hey were more successiu. HS3
Continued seeding his ell unt t had moved
past Red Deer, and were foldfo RT YOF at
2552 (0807) Oveto rainat iheairport.hey
had 0 old before landing. and final ouched
down at 03142 (08107).
HS2 was launched to storm #1 at 01252
(08107). They were aibome at 01452 (08107)
and began seeding ith bumers at 02047
(08107 They beganBIPsat02087 08/07).They continued uni 02412 (0807), when HS4
replaced them and they moved down stom
#2\Wof Linden. They resumed seeding at
02507 (08107) wih generators, stopping when
the siorm moved past Linden. They then
reposiioned to the Olds area at 3312 (0810).When a gust font pushed them fa ou rom the
stom, they RIB YYCat03287 (08107). Theylanded at 03452 (08107).
HS was launched at 03082 (0807) forthe
stormWofOds. Theywere arborat03212
(08/07). They were unabletoind any updraft
or suitable seeding area due to the disspaiing
nature ofthe storm. As this cell dd not appear

be. hail heal, HST RTS YYC at 03522
(08107), landing at 406 (0807)
154 reposiioned rom YYC back fo YOF afer
al acivly diminished n ho ao ight hours.
“They ookofat 7132 (08107) and landed at
07512 (0807),

FlightSummaryHS4: 00262(08107) 0452 (08107): 15 BIP,
250minesacetonegenerators: #1 RI, £3
HS3:01032 (08107)09202 (08107): 189 EJ, 17
BIP; #1 RAH, #2 Didsbury, #1 Red Deer.
HS2:01362 (08107)03522 (08107): 5 BI. 138
mines acetone generators: #1 Syvan Lake,
#2 Linden. patrol Olds.
HS1: 03147 (08107)04102 (08107: no seeding:
patrol W Oks.Fi54.07047 (08107)07562 (08107: noseeding:

posiion YYC to YF.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.1

‘August7 | An upper Towwas 1ocaiedover the Alberta Saskatchewan| No acral operations.
Sunday | border. The low was moving of0 the east, and a ridge

was building over theproject area. Low levelswere
drying, midievels were warming, an the sounding was
neaty stable. A very shallow urstabllayerwas evident
below 15K. Weak convective showers were forecast (0
occur ove thenorthernprojectareaandfoothills. Gusty
winds were expected in the aftemoon. Skies were
expected to lea nthe late afemoon, and sable
condilons were forecast overnight
The day stared out lear with fairweather cumulus over
the area during the atemoon. As night fel, clearing
occurred. Aweak ain shower producing mainly Viga
assedrough he nna artof he prjct area
overnight.
Maxcel 0p:5.4km, 49.6max 482, 5.0 max VIL
Tmax YC =20.0 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 19.0 and 3.4mmof rain.
Tmax Radar = 18.0C and no fain

Augusts, | Therewasnosigna upper el over region. A | No acral operations.
Monday | weak ridge was established overtheproject area. High

pressure was in lace, whie surface dew pons were
high. The atmosphere was moderately unstable. A les
ough was expected to develop during the aftemoon, and
upslope winds were forecast 0 nate thunderstorms
along the foothills The wind shear was unfavorable for
Sustained updrafs and long ved convection. The ridge
was expected to inhibit hundersioms over the plains.
and convection was forecast to be confined to he
foothils. Stableconditionswereexpectedovernight.
Uneventtul weather occurred during the morning and
afternoon as only some fai weather cumulus was.
present. In the late aemoon, some cols nated over
he foothills and moved10the south. disipatig as theymoved into th project area. Overnight, skies were mostly
dar,
Maxcel top: 6.1 km, 47.6 max 482, 56 maxVIL
Tmax YC =21.9 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 22 66 andno rain
Tmax Radar = 2300 and no ran.

Augusts, |No upperjt features were evident over he region. The | FSA was launched a1 20207fo growingTuesday | upperridgewas flattening, and the upper level low was | convection NW of Rocky MH. The aicrat
weak from the northwest. Moderate nstabilly was became aitbome al 20392. At 20567, the crew
present, especialy over the northern project area reported that they were only finding weak.
Upsiopeflowwas expected o tiggerpuse-type. sporadicinflow, so hey patrlid the Rocky MH
thunderstorms during the day. Storms were expected to | area. Then at 2144Zth fight was redirected
move offthe mountains in the ate afemoon. The wind_| to new convection NWof Adie. The aircraft
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Shear profi was weak. and long ved severe storms | palioled Ts areaor a shor me before beng
were not expected. Smal hail was forecast fo occur | ediectd to stronger convection NW of Syvan
during the aftemoon and evening. Weak instabiity was | at 22507. HSA stated seeding he Sylvan
expectedovernightwih elevated weak thundershowers | sto (#1) at 23172with one generator due to
Continuing through moming failureofthe right generator. HS4 brief

seeded som #1 un he fight was redirected
Convection began forming long the mountains and 2123272 to much tonger storm NW of
foothils during he late morming hours. This convection | Calgary. The aircraft began seeding he
grewin the afemoon and beganpushingoff the foots | Calgary storm (42)at 23522. The acral
inthe mid-afiemoon. The srongest slo (42) ofthe day | seeded with BIPsony asthe lf bumerwould
formedNWofCochrane and nally racked sou not reignite. HS4 continued0seed Sto #2
Southeastward along the oothils, Once th stom neared| until HS2 replaced them. HS4 stopped seeding
the Cochrane area began to move of the fools and | and RTB at 00212 (08/10). The acraf landed.
passed trough norhe Calgary before dissipating. The| in YQF at 00452 (06/10).late evening and oveight hours saw strong embedded
storms actoss the northen part of the project area. Most | HS was launched at 23132 fo song
ofthese stom were of the pise vriey and mainy | developmen! NW of Cochrane. The ight
Consisied of heavy ran. became aitbome al 23357. HS1 started

seeding stom #2 fom Cochrane fo Galgay at
Max cal lop: 11.4 km, 64 maxdBz, 102.3 max VIL 23507. AI 00592 (0B), the aircraft stopped

seeding and stated paroing ater the crew
Tmax YC = 24 3C and4 2mm ofrain. Said they were finding minimal feeder clouds.
Tmax OF =262G andno ran HS1 stopped paioling and RTSat 01632
Tmax Radar = 24.9 and fmm of rain (08/10). The fight landed in YYC at 02102

cari
HS2 was launched a 23452 to repiace HSA at
cloud base for storm #2 near Cochrane. The
fight became aifbome al 00162 (08/10). The
ara quickly found inflow and started seeding
he Calgary stom (#2) at 00272 (08/10). At
00447 (08/10), the crew reported thal he
storm's base was breaking up and inflow
Gimiishing. HS2 slopped seeding and started
patolinga01057 (0810). HS thenpatrolled
he southern Calgary area ui 02227 (08/10)when they RT8. The aircraft landed in YYC at
02332 (08110)
154 was launched foa bie parol ight 0 the
SWofRedDeera108302(08/10). Thefight
became aitoome at 06462 (08/10). Notingscedable was found and they RTE at 07142
(08110 They landed back in YGF at 07252
(arto)

FlightSummaryHS4: 20262 (08109)00522 (08/10):min
acelone generator me. 6 IP: parol Rocky
MH. patrol Adie #1 Syvan, and #2 Calgary.HS1:23202(08108)02152 (66/10): 174 £4.5
BIP; #2 Calgary and patrol CalgaryHS2: 00102 (08/10)5237Z (08/10): 74 minutes
acetone generator time, 3 BIP; #2 Calgary and
patrol Calgary154206372 (08/10)07272 (08110): no seeding:
patrol Red Der.

“AUGus1 10. | Therewasmo sigicant upper evel of over i areaAn| FIS2 flewa maintenance ign from Calgary 1o
Wednesday| upperlevel rough vas proggedto begin moving mothe | Red Deer Thearcratwasatbome at 15132

area during evening hours. Midlevel of the aimosphere | and landed al 15412.
were cooing whi low level moisture was increasing
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Woderate msiabily was oxpecied TNoughoul 7 forecast| FSZ hen flew a publ relations ight fom Red
period. Wind shear was weak and unfavorable for severe| Deer {0 the Olds: Didsbury airport. Th aircraft
Storm development. Afleoon and evening pulse-ype | was aioe at 17152 and landed at 17292.
hall storms were forecast. Weak noclumal convection
was also expecied through morning HS2 was launched from the Olds Didsburyairport al 21167 inorder {0 palo an area N of
‘Convection began to form along the foihils around Cochrane. The fight became airborne al
noon. The atemaon saw ine of TITAN cells 21252. HS? stated seeding storm #1 W of
developing along he foils. As the ine began to move | Aire at 22052. The aircraft followed the
ofthe foothills onto the project area, manyofthese cells | storm as t moved though Arde and northern
diminished and became embedded ain. One stomWof| Calgary. Al 23037, HS2 was restricted by ai
Airdrie was able to make isway into he project area. | traffic conlrlto the south-southwestsideof the
Thisstom (#1) eventual sirengthened and moved storm. HS? stopped seedingat23542and
hough Acre and northern Calgary during the late bref patroled the area before being RTB at
aftemoon hours dropping ickel and quarter size hail. | 23577. The aircraft landed in Calgaryat00067
The estof theprojectareasaw weak to moderate art),
thunderstorm acy

HS1 was launched at 22197to stom #1 W of
Max cell top: 12.4 km, 68 max dB, 118.8 max VIL Airdrie. The airraf became airborne ai 22307.

“The crew quickly found seedable conditions
Tmax YC = 22.6 and 4 2mm of ain. over northern Calgary and started seeding
Tmax QF = 25.5 and 10.2mm of rain Storm #1 at 2482. At 23062 the crew reported
Tmax Radar=22.0Cand no fain. theywere fixing 1000iomupdraft. Once the

storm diminished, HS1 stopped seeding at
23647 and stared pairling caste Calgary.
'AL0008Z (08/11) the fight RT to Calgary.
The aicrat landed at 00152 (08/11).
HS waslaunchedfor a patrol fight near the
Lacombeareaal 0024Z (08/11). The fight
became aitbore a 0036Z (08/11). No
halstorms developed over the area. HS4 RTS
2101167 (08/11) and landed in YFa 01292.
(art),
Fight Summary
HS2: 1506-15452: no seeding; maintenance
flight Calgary o Red Deer.
HS2: 1700-17312.noseeding: PR fight Red
Deer 10 Olds. Didsbury airport
HS2: 21227 (08110-00112 (08/11):200min
acetone generator ime, 11 BIP. #1
AirielCaigary and patrol Calgary.HS1: 22272 (08/10)-0020Z (08/11) 168 E4, 10
BIP; #1 AitdnelCalgary and parol Calgary.
HS4: 0030Z (08/11)-0132Z (08/11)noseeding:
patrol Lacombe.

AugUSU TT, | The upper Tove! Jot remainedwell soul of io project | FIST was launched ( new growth near he
Thursday | area. An upper owwas located along the Montana Cochrane areaat 22332. The fight became

border southeastofthe project area. A low level aitbomeat22567 and was intially vectored byGiculaion was present o the east ofCalgary moving out | air traffic conirl to the SW of Calgary. Then at
of the area in the morning. Weak rdging was expected to| 23257 the aircraft started seeding storm #1
beginin the aftemoon. A thck crus cloud layer was. | over southe Calgary. HST then stopped
expected to persist throughout the day which would inhibit | seeding at 23392 and RTB at 23412. The fight
insolation. leeroughwasexpecicd to developin the | landed In Calgary a 23672.
aftemoon, and upslope flow was progged to nate
Storms along the foohils The atmosphere was Fight Summary
moderately unstable wih a weak wind shear prof. HS1: 22522 (08/11)-00022 (08/12); 40 EJ; #1
Early morming weak thunderstorms had already occurred | southern Calgary 0 Okoloks.
oyforecast ime. Thundershowerswereexpeced during

theaflomoonandevening. Stable, clearconditionswere.
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Torecast To bogi around HATH.
Aline of embedded convection formed over the foothils
during the afemoon hours. This lineextendedfiom
‘Sunde down to High River and eventually moved nto the
project area during th late afternoon. The srongest
Storm (#1) formed jutsouthofCochrane and moved
Southeastward though Calgary and Okotoks dropping
peasize hal. The rest of the project areasawweaker
thunderstorms. The region then experienced clearingduring he late evening and overnight
Maxcaltop: 11.4 km, 65.0max dBz, 67.1 max VIL
Tmax YG = 19.06 and 20mmof ain.
Tmax QF =20.0C and 2 4mm of ain
Tmax Radar = 20.0C and no fain

August 12. | Anupper level ge had developed wih fs axis over | No arrafl operations.
Friday central Alberta. The atmosphere was moderately

unstable. Dueto the signiicant ridging and ack of song
riggers, no severe convection was expected. Aweak
casterly wind and good nstabilty made rain showersa
possibilty for ater nthe aftermoon.
“The region saw manly clearskies with occasional fac
weather cumulus. Thunderstormsformed over he
fooltills south of Calgary but dissipaied before reacting

theprojectareaboundary. Stronger thunderstormswere.
Seen west of Edmonton and south of High River.
Tmax YC = 22 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 23 and no rain
Tmax Radar = 23C and no ain.
An upper Tove idge as was ocated over ie Albers | No avrall operations.
‘Saskatchewan border, and a weak tough was located.
over central Alberta. The upper jet had protruded nl the
project area, but there wereno ot steaks. Due fo the
idge, no severe convecion was expected, despite the
moderate instability and goodshearon the sounding.
Rain showers in he eastom buffer were forecast due o
the proximityof the trough.
Towering cumulus clouds were seen slong the northern
footils during the aftemoon hours. These clouds

dissipated as theyapproachedtheprojectarea. The
ofthe buffer zone saw conveciie rain showers during
the late afternoon and early evening. Clear sies then
occured in the late evening and overnight hours.
Maxcal top: 5.4km, 53.5 max dBz, 112 max VIL
Tmax YC = 26C and no rain.
Tmax QF =26C and no rain.
Tmax Radar = 26C and no rain.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.12

‘August 14. | The upper evel rough was moving n Gurng 1 forecast | FIS4 was launched al 23152 10 cluster of
Sunday | period, and smal midievel shoraves were present convective calls and SWof Rocky MH. The

Moisture was in very good supply. and combined wilh | fight became airbome a1 2334Z. The aircraft
Speedshearand micHevel coaling made for an began patoling he sil developing siorm (51)
Impressive sounding. A dry cold front extending SE SW of Rocky MH al 23567. HS4 started
hough the center of the project area was obvious on the | seeding sto (#1) at 00252 (08/15) once it
surface observations. Severe thunderstorms were was apparenton radar tha th storm was.
expected beginning inthe mid-aftemoon focused on the | movingofthe foothls towards Rocky MH. At
northern haf ofthe project area. 01342 (08/15) HS4 stopped seeding and

started paioling the Rocky MH area. The
‘Convection developed in the afermoon along the foahils | aircraft stopped palroling and RT at 01507
between Sundre and Rocky MH. Around 00Z, some of | (08/15). HS4 landed in YQF a 02067 (08/16)these cells became strong enough0move info the
project area. Storm #1 moved through Rocky MH ai | Fight Summary
oughly 01Z before dissipating. Th foothils near Rocky | HS: 23267 (08/14)-02107 (08/15); 140 min
MH continuedtoseestrong convection during the restof | acetone generator ime, 3 BP: #1 Rocky MH
the evening. Weaker convective stormsmovedthrough | andpatrol Rocky MH.
the project area overnight
Maxcalltop: 10.6km, 50.0max Bz,30.6 max VIL
Tmax YC = 27C and no rain.
Tmax QF =22 and no rain
Tmax Radar = 23 and 1.2mm rain

August 15. | The upper level rough as was located W of the BG/AB | F153 was launched al 00202 (08716) for cols
Monday | border, wih an associated jet streak producing stratus | near Sundre. They were aifboreat 0040Z.

Fainandatick cloud shield over the Rockies. This band. | (08/16). HS3 began seeding storm #1 near
of showers was expected to be the main feature for the | Sundre al 0050 (08/16) raging BIPs through
day, with some weak thunderstorms possible in NE areas. | their climbto loudtop. They seeded the cel
of the project area, whare temperatures could possibly | very briefly making only one seeding pass
Increase enough to support convection. Due to before being redirected o new growth on the
exceptionally cool temperatures, no convection was west side of Calgary. They stopped seeding #1
expected in the evening or overnight a1 00552 (08/16) as they headed toward

Calgary. They began top seedingstorm #2
twas ainy andcloudy during the early aflemoon with | over Calgary at 01107 (08/16) wihBIPs and
clearing occurring by late aftemoon. During the early | EJs. A 0144Z (08/16) HSS stopped seeding‘vening, some storms occurred over the foothills moving | over Calgary and moved back [0 storm #1 and
offinto the central and southem project area. Marginal | began seedingtagain at 01587 (08/16) as t
hail storms moved fiom Sundre through the was approaching Acie. AL0210Z (08/16)Airrie/Calgary area. Some weaker cells moved over the | there were no hal treats eft 0 seed so HS3
radar and Didsbury area. Weak showers lingered over | stopped seeding and RTS 0 YOF. They
the northern projec area through the ate evening, and | landed a 02207 (08/16).
then the area wasclearovernight. In Sundre. pea sized
hailto:a depihof 1 inch was reported. ce pellets smaller | HS was launched at 01052 (08/16)forbase:
than 4mm were observedat the radar seedingover he Calgary area(0work the

Same area wih HS3. H31 was aitbome at
Max cel top: 9k, 67.5 max dB, 78.2 max VIL 0127Z (08/16) and began base seeding storm

#1 near Airdrie with BIPs a1 01547 (0816).
TmaxYC=14C and no rain. Theyonlyseededfora bref timebeforethe
Tmax QF = 14 and 8.8mm ain. storm moved east and was no longera hail
Tmax Radar = 15C and § 3mm rain heat. They stopped seeding at 02112 (08/16)

and patrolled for a few minutes before RTB at
02257 (08/16). They landed back in YYC at
02322 (08/16)
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Fight Summary
HS3: 0031Z (0B/16)-0234Z (08/16) 157 E16
BIP; #1 Sunde and Aidr, #2 Calgary.
HST: 01172 (08/16)-0235Z (08/16) 5 BP: #1
Airdrie

AuguEL TS, | VVih he rough ais west of he project area, he mid and | No aircraft operations.
Tuesday | high levels were n zonal flow. With nomidor low evel

triggers, cool temperatures, and low dewpaints, no
conveciion o precipitation was expected throughout the
period.
The projec area was mostly lear throughout he period
Chinook arch clouds formed late inthe day. There were
0 TITAN celsor precipitation observed.
Tmax YC = 21C and no rain.
Tmax QF = 21C and no rain.
Tmax Radar = 22C and no rain.

August 17. | An upper evel rough was progged o move Tough te | FSA was launched at 23602 for a weal cal
Wednesday | project area during the aftemoon and evening. wih near Syn approaching the Red Deer area.

associated vorticity in the N half of the PA during the early | They were aifbome at 00042 (08/13) and
‘evening hours. The sounding showed some instabilly | began seeding storm #1 near Sylvan at 0112
uring hisperiodwith good speed shear. Afew weak | (OB/18) with bumers only. They then reported
thunderstorms were thus anticipated in the evening, Some pockets of strong inflow 00272 (08/18)becoming embedded as ight fell. Afer thepassageof | and burned two BIP fares. As he cell moved
this feature, northwestflow was expected to dominate, | east of Red Deer, HS4 stopped seeding and
74 covecionwes expected vam or ror. | 70a 0042 0418). Toy landed 00542

18)
Mountain wave and Chinook arch clouds overspread he.
project area nthe morning and aftemoon hours. During | Fight Summary
helte aftemoon. an isolated conveciive cell developed | HS: 17097-17367; no seeding; PR fight YOF
ear Rocky MH which moved ESE through the Red Deer | to radar
area dropping pea sized hail. The cell was seeded from | HS3: 21202.21432; no seeding; PR fight from
Syn to Red Deer. A large band of ain showers then | radar back 10 YOF-
moved through rom northwest to southeast during he. | HS4: 23567 (08/17)-00572 (08/18): 2BIP,
‘evening and overnight hours. There were some weak | 72min acelone generator ime; #1 Sylvan fo
ow-topped embedded convecive cells overnight, but no | Red Deer.
hail threats. HS3, Jody Fischer, Terry Krauss, and al
meteorologystaffwere present foran aflemoon radar
our presented to insurance industry representaives
Maxcal op: 8 dkm, 64.5 max dBz,35 2 maxVIL
Tmax YC =22.96 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 22.3 and 1 6mmof ain.
Tmax Radar = 22.1C and 5 8mm of ain

August 18. | The upper TevelJo Towwas mainly over southern AB. bul| FIST was launched at 00282 (08/19) for
Thursday | jet PVA was possible over Calgary. Midlevel flow was | margina hal storms approaching northwestern

Porthwesterly wilh one shortwave trough ming trough | Calgary. They wero aifbore at 00482 (08/19)
the southernpartofthe project area during the ate andbegantop seeding storm #1 with EJs and
aftemoon and early evening hours. Moderate vortcty | BIPS over northern Calgary at 00562 (68/19).advection was expecid wih the shortwave ate nthe | They confinued seeding that cll uti it was
day. The sounding showed a sight unstable beginning lo move out of the southeast Calgaryatmosphere wih moderate speed shear. area and reposiioned to another cel near

Cochrane a10141Z (08/19). They beganWeak convection occurred throughout the early and seeding stom #2 over northwestern Calgary at
midaftemoon without lightning. By late afternoon actvy | 01447 (08/18). Once the second cll moved
intensified. Call near Calgary doveloped ino hal threats| out of Calgary, HS RTS to YYC at 02422
and moved directly through Calgary fom northwest to | (08/19). They landed at 02642 (08/19).
Southeast. Two storms were seeded as they moved
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hough he Calgary rea dropping hal up o 27mm. All | F1SZ vias launched toward a Gall near Codhvane
acti diminishedbyaround O4Z and the almosphere | at 0047Z (08/10). They were airbomeal 01172
was stable overnight wih usta few slated weak (08/19) and began seeding storm #2 over
Showers through moming northwestern Calgary at 01232 (08/19). They27mm hal was reported Tkm eastof ochvane. Marble | continued base seeding thecal ih burners
size hil was observed at YYC. and BIPsunit moved out ofthe Calgary area
Max cll op: ©. 9km, 64 max dbz, 54.6 max VIL {othe southeast. They RT at 02447 (08/19)

and landed in YYC at 02562 (08/19).
Tmax YC = 15.9 and 6.0mmof ain.
TmaxQF= 17.4Cand 32mmof ain. FightSummary
Tmax Radar = 15.2C and 0 6mm of ain HS1: 00382 (08/19)-0258Z (08/19) 275 EJ, 14

BIP; #1Calgary.#2 Calgary.
HS2: 01027 (08/19)-02592 (08/19). 15 BIP,
162min acetone generatortime;#2 Calga

August 16. | Jot energy was mainly© heNE of re region A No aircraft operations.
Friday Shortwave trough moved through the projec area during

the late morning and early atemoon hous. Midlevel
idging then occurred through the resofthe forecast
period. ut a weak lobeof voricy passed ove the region
inthe evening. The atmosphere was warming near
500m which inhibied convective growth above 20Kf.
Weak thundershowers occurred in the morning and earlyaftemoon over the fa noriheast and easter project area.
There werenohail treats. All activ moved weleastof
the area by late afternoon and the region remained
mostly clear through the ight with some cirrus moving in
fom the northwest.
Max cal op: 6 9km, 60 max dBz, 21.0 max VIL
Tmax YC = 18.0 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 18.6 and no rain.
Tmax Radar = 17.4C and no fain.

AUGUS(20, | Abroad Upper level age was In place over he region | No aca operations.
Saturday |Novor advection was expected, andasurface troughdeveloped in the fee ofthe Rockies. The aimosphere

wascapped wih rong conveclive inibion in he low
levels and subsidence sof.
Anisolated very small echo was observed overth far
Southeastem buffer zone near Vulcan around dawn.
Other than tht, th project area remainedecho ree and
lar forthe nil day and ovemnight. There were no
TITAN cells.
205 maxdsz
Tmax YC = 23.1C and no rain.
Tmax QF = 24.1C andno rain.
Tmax Radar = 24 3C and no fain.
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Document Released Under the Access to
formation Act / Document divulgus en vertu

de la Loi sur acces a linformatior

gust 24, | The upper level jot was positoned over far norhern No arafl poration.
Wednesday| Alberta. Someveryweak insiabiity was expected in the

fate atermoon and early evening hours, bu t was not
expectedlo createdeepconvectiveclouds. Acold font
was progged to pass (rough th project area in the late
evening wihout creating precipitation. A potent lobo of

vorticitywas proggedto passustothe north of the
project area overnight.
Sunny weather occured during the morning and
aftemoon hours. The evening and overnight hours saw
weak, scatered radar ochoos near Lacombe and eastof
Red Deer. No TITAN cols.
19 max dbz
Tmax YC = 28.96 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 29.2 and no rain.
Tmax Radar= 29.0C and no rain.

August 25, | Aweak upper eve Jol Soak was nosing Io Tar TIS3 law 3 pubic roations Tight from Red Door
Thursday | nortwestem Alberta. Midlevel charts indicated rdging | to the radar. Theaircraft was airborne at

nd warmingover the northern project area. Modost | 17362 and landed ai 17472. HS3 then flow a
Instabiywas expected ove th fa soubor projoctarea| publ relations ight back to Red Deer. The
during the aftemoon and evening. Ridging and ight was airbome at21372 and landed at
unfavorable upper level cynamics were expected (0 21502.
Suppressanyconvection over he projct area. Storms.
wereexpected tobeconfinedtothe foothillswestof Flight Summary
Calgary and areastothe southwest. HSS: 1720-17402; no seeding: PR fight YOF to

radar.
Thunderstorms developed along the foothills southwestof| HS3: 2134:21552:noseeding; PR return fight
‘Calgary in the aftemoon. One largo storm barely cipped | fom radar back io YF.
Southwostorn buffer zone. This storm was not a treat 10
the project area. In tho evening and overnight, scattered
rain showers fol along the easter buff.
Mos cll top: 13.6km, 64.5max dBz, 106.7max VIL
Tmax YC = 22.5C and no ain.
TmaxQF = 21.5C and no rain
Tmax Radar = 22.0C and no rain.

Augus(25. | The upper evel Jo cor od Sed east into Wo acral operations.
Friday. Saskatchowan, and a broad flat ge was developing

over the region. A weak shortwave rough was progged
10move through northor Montana in the evening. The
atmosphere was moderately unstable n thefa south
‘while tho norther project area was stable. The
atmosphere was capped Inthe ow levels. For the
Second day inaow, convection was proggedfo romain
along the oothils west and southof Calgary.
The thunderstorm activity onco again occurred ovor ho.
focihils southofCalgary and the Southern buffer zone.
The thunderstorms dissipated before entering th project
area. Woak ochoes were also soon noth of he project
area in tho ovoning. Overnight, scaered convective fain
Showers fol over the region
Max coltop: 81k, 50.5max dBz, 13.2max VIL
Tmax YC = 23.7C and no rain.
Tmax QF = 23.9 and no rain.
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Document Released Under the Access to

T/T
September| Th upper level etwas north and eastof1 area. No airraf operations.
3, Saturday | Adionaly, upper evel ridging was occuring over AB for

mostofthe day. 500mbtemporatureswero warming
across the project area which inhibited docp convection
‘Surface high pressure was dominant across the region.
‘Shallow fairweather cumulus was present in the earlyafternoon, and then the projec area was mostly lear for
the remainder of the period.
Tmax YC = 17.06andnoran.
TmaxQF = 17.9andno rain.
Tmax Radar= 17.1C and no fan.
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.15

owe | ww [sawesen
September | Uppor evel Jo energy romained rofhof AB. The upper | No aicraf operations
4,Sunday | level ridge wasnowover SK and MB, so AB mainly saw

zonal micevelflow. Wakvortch advection was
expected during the evening and overnight hours. At the
surfacea oo trough developed along oothils during the
day and slowly moved eastward. Tho project area saw
Strong convective inhibion.
The project area saw clear skies all day and overright,
There were noradarechoes.
Tmax YC = 24.9C and no rain
Tmax QF = 25.2C and no rain.
Tmax Radar = 25.0C and no rain

‘September | An upper evel 19a remained over he 16910n. Low, Noairraf operations.
5. Monday | levelswere cry, and the atmosphere was stable. A

stationary front was draped across northern Alberta
larskies were expoctod throughout the forecast period
Most clear skios were observed across the project area.
No echoes wereseenon radar.
Tmax YC = 26.5C and no rain
Tmax QF = 26.5C and no ran.
Tmax Radar = 27.0C and no rain.

‘Septermbor | An upper level idge was ampifying over the region. Low| No aicral operations.6, Tuesday | levels remained dry, and the aimosphere was sable. AL
the surface, high prossure was buiding over the rogion.
Clear skis were forocast to occur throughout the period.
Afow patches of upper level iuscloudswere soon over
heprojectareathroughouttheday. Theradar showed
no radar echoes.
Tmax YC = 26.1C and no ain
Tmax QF = 27.3C and no ain
Tmax Radar=27.0C and no rain.

‘September | Tho upper fovel ol was posiioned nor ofhi project | No acral operations
7. area. Abroad high amplitude ridge remainedoverho.
Wednesday | region. The atmosphere was stable. Low levels were

ary. Cloarskies wero forecastfo occurthroughoutthe
period
“The project area saw sunny and dry weather. The radar
was clear overnight 2swel.
Tmax YC = 27.26 and no rain
Tmax QF = 27.8C and no rain
Tmax Radar = 27.0C and no rain

[Soptomber| heupper otwaswell north of ho area and abroad
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Thursday| ge remained over To waster Fall of Canada. A small
‘amountofmidiovel nstabilty was prosent during the
aftemoon, but low levels wero dry and stable. Convective
Inhibitionwasexpected10prevail and clear skies were
forecast for the period.
Mostly sunny skies were observed. A fow cis clouds
passed overhead and isolated allocumulus clouds formed
ver the foothilsin the midaftemoon. The region was
cloarovernight Noradarechoes.
Tmax YC = 27.9C and no rain
Tmax QF = 28.4C andno rain.
Tmax Radar = 20.0C and no fain.

September | An Upper idge remained n pacewilhthe Upper Jet well |No arcrall operations.
o.Friday | north ofthe project area. Weak olevated instabity was

present, but ow levels wero stable and cry. Mainly cloar
skies were expected throughout theperiodwith reduced
visibiltyover southern AB due to smoke.
Isolated cumulus and altocumulus clouds wero oan over
the ootils during the daywhile cirrus passed overhead.
“The radar showed no radar echoes for he entire period
Tmax YC = 27.1 and no rain
Tmax QF = 20.8C and no ran
Tmax Radar = 20.5C and no rain

Soptomber | Th upper level Age ovor Te fogion was altering and | No avcrafl operations.
10 northwesterly flow was developing over tho region. The.
Saiurday | jt was gradually sagging southward ino northern AB.

Midiovels wore slightly unstable, but sable ow fovels
wereexpected o nhittconvection. Mostlyclearskies
were forecast throughout the period. Smoke was present
over southern AB which was expected to kecp visibly
below 4 miles.
Skis were fae of cloud throughout the period. Smoke.
lingered over the region and reduced visbily. The.
mountains were nit visible from the radarat Imes. No.
radar ochoos.
Tmax YC = 24.2 and no ain
Tmax QF = 24.6C and no ran
Tmax Radar = 232C and no rain
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ALBERTA HAIL SUPPRESSION PROJECT 2011
DAILY SUMMARY REPORTS

WEEK No.16

“Soptember | The upper level Jot continued 0 53g1 6 South formost| No acral operations.
11. Sunday | ofthe day. A mid-level shortwave trough moved though

central AB during the day. This shortwave was expected
1ostay just norhof the project area. Asurface ow
formed southofEdmonton and racked southeastvard
towards souther SK. There was a cod front associated
withthe lowwhich pushed through the project rea during

the morning and early aflernoon hours. The amosphere
was sighty unstable with decent speed shear.
(Cloudcoverwas increasing throughout the morning. By
late aftemoon, waves of stator rain anda fewweak
convective calis moved across the norhem par ofhe
project area. There were no hal ihveats, no ightning
is, and TTAN cl. The precipiain ended by
390 max ez
Tmax YG =23.6 andno rain.
Tmax QF =21.3C andno rain
Tmax Radar = 20.0C and no fain

September | Upper level Jol anergywas manly fo he norofhe area. | No avcrafl operations.
12. Monday | Vortity adveciionwasalso northof th region. A

surface cold font was expected to side from north to
South through the project area during the late evening
hours. The modified sounding showed a layerof weak
instabity between 8 and 11k.
The project area was cold and cloudy throughout the.
period. In the carly evening.a small ineofweak
convection developed over he southeastern part of the
project area, There were no lightning strikes and no hail
threats. No TITAN cols
36.5 maxdez
Tmax YC = 123 and no rain.
Tmax QF = 14.26 and no ran.
Tmax Radar = 13.1C and no fin

“September | ThemidTevels saw ridging over 6C and AB. ATobaof |No acral operations.
13, Tuesday| weak voriity was expected to side through the project

area fromNW to SE during the ateroon hours. Acold
font pushed trough the region during the morning hours.
which triggered weak convection. The main surface
feature wasa broad high pressure systemover AB and
SK. Alayer of nstabily existed between 6 and Ski.
The project area was cloudy and cold throughout the
daytime and evening hours. Wavesofstalus rain moved
through all day and overnight. Late in the period, a few
weal convective showers developed with a few strikes of
lightning observed.

Maxcell 0p:6.1km, 49.5 max dB, 5.6 max VIL
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Tmax YG = 114G and no rain
Tmax QF = 11.0C andno rain
Tmax Radar = 12.0C and no fain

“September | Amid-evel oughpassedover he region during fe | FSA performeda maintenance fight They
14, moming hours, and moderately strong vortcy advection | tookoff rom YQFa 18522 and landed at YOF
Wednesday | was associated with the rough. The rest of the day saw | at 19152.

upperlevel idging. At thesurface,a low formed overthe.
Rockies as a large, dominant high pressure system, over |Flight Summaryhe praiies, moved southeastward nfo the US. The | HS4: 18302-18202; no seeding; Mx ight
Calgary sounding showed a mostly sable atmosphere.
during peak heating hours.
Weak inundershoviers were observed near Sundre and
westof Calgary very early in the period. During the
daytime hours, the project area was mostly lear while a

fewhaistorms lingered over the foothils. Noneofthe
stormsmoved nto theproject area. Convective aciviy
diminished in the early evening and the project area
cleared out overnight.
Maxcel op: 6 fkm, 50.5 max dBz, 8.5 max VIL
Tmax YC = 17.10 and a raceof ain.
Tmax QF = 18.3 and no rain.
Tmax Radar = 17.3C and no ain.

‘September | Anupper levelJe iveak passed overcentral AB during | No arcrafl operations.
15. the overnight hours. Additonal. a mid-level rough was
Thursday | also expeciedto side through during the lte evening and

overight hours. The southwest flow caused several
lobes of vorlaly to move ough during the late
afternoon, evening, and overnight hours. A the surface,
2 low pressure system moved over the area. Convecive.
Inhibiton was present between5and 12k
Awave of virga moved trough the northern project area
around dawn. The projec area had low overcast n he
moming and afemoon hours. More virga and ight
Status rain was presen over the southern project area in
the afternoon and evening. A fow weak convective cells
were observed.
Max cal op: 7.6km, 47.5 max dBz, 8.5 max VIL
Tmax YC =22.7 andno rain.
Tmax QF = 22.5 andno rain.
Tmax Radar = 23 2C and 0.3mm of ain
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES Page: 1

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |

PARTY. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Date of notice: Monday, April 20, 1998

Proposed starting date: June 1¥, 1998

Expected duration: ‘September 15, 1998 and continuing in 1999 and 2000

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Dar to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which is the same as in 1996 and 1997).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms.
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation: Operational
Operating method: aitbome
Glass of economy to benefit: insurance industry, private and public propery, agriculture.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Ic. (WMI) itp:wicban.com/

Parent Organization: Weather Modification Ic. (WMI)
3802 20th Strest North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Mir. Patrick H. Sweeney, Prosident Tel: (701) 235-500
WXMOD@woridnet at net

Local Organization: Weather Modification Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 2717
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8.

Name and relevant qualificationsof officer designated in charge of project:

ief Officer: Dr. Terry W. Krauss, General Manager
Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, 23 years experience
Tel: (403) 342-5688 and Fax: (403) 342-5685
(see Part for detais of qualifications and experience)

Primaryactivesof organization (see enclosed brochurc):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
«+ airpolution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ oquipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modifications

Amount of publi iabilty insurance carried applicable to activity: $50 millon CON by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Society c/o Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS millon by Weather
Modification Inc.

List of similar weather modification activitespreviously Lndertaken:

Weather Modification Camda La. Az, 19%
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NOTICE OF INTENTTO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES Page: 2

a Canada
+ With the Alberta Research Council, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involved in thehail suppression and rain enhancement actives of the Alberta Hail project over the period 1974to 1984

b. Elsewhere:
= WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeing in North Dakota for more than 30 years. For

the summerof 1898, WMI is operating 9aircraft n North Dakota.
«WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in OHlahoma the last 3years. During the summerof1998, WMI s operating 3aircraft in Oklahomafor Rain Enhancement and Hal Suppression
“WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, Nevada, Turkey, United ArabEmirates within the ast 5 years. For the summer o° 1998, WMI is operating 5 aircraft in Texas, and 2aitcraft in Greece.
«With the Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa, T. Krauss was directorof the project
overthe period Sept. 1984to Apri. 1985.

+ With INTERA Technologies Lid. of Calgary, AB, T. Krauss was actively involved in the Greek National
Hail Suppression Project over the period March 1987 to June 1962.

4 References:
1. Mr. Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer,ABT4N 6L4 Tol. 403-347-1545

2. Mr.Bruce Boo, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 7012242788

3. Mr. George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 78711 Tol. 512233.0881

4. Mr. Michasl E. Mathis, Chief, Planning and Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Biv.
‘Okiahoma City, Oklahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own leet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Fail projectfo aircraft or radar services.
Mir. Gary Hillman, Penhold, Albert (403) 886-4187 will be providing aircraft maintenance services
to WMI.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severs Weather Management Society (ASWMS)#600, 708 - 11thAve. SW.
Calgary, AB T2R 04.

Chief officer: Mr. Don McKay, Presidant Tel 403-269-9900
Mr. Rick Rogers, Past President Tel. 403-260-9261

Director of ASWMS: Mr. Jim Renick, M.Sc.
11 Warwick Drive
RedDeer, AB TANGLE Tel. 403:047-1545

Nature of organization: A not-or-profi society of the property and casually insurers and brokers
‘operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of assembling funds from fs
‘members to operate a hail suppression program {o help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.

Weather Modification CanadaLa. Temes
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
‘Address and locationof project primary field base:
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8359
Address(es) and locations(s) of project secondaryfield tase(s):
+ Calgary intomational airport fel. 403-291-4426 clo ESSO AVITAT
© RedDeerindustial airport tel. 403-886-487

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL.
Name and ttle of field officer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss

P.O. Box 2717"
Red Deer, AB TAN 6X8.

tol & fax. 403.342.5685 and 403-318-0400 (cellular)
email: kraussi@agtnot
home page: htt/www.wimi.coan.com/

Qualifications of field oficer in charge:
= PhD. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cloud physics
+ 19741984 Alberta Research Council reseerchoficer on the Alberta Hail Project
+ 1984-1985 Director, Bethiehem Precipitation esearch Project, South Africa
+ 1987-1992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Technologies Ltd, Calgary on the Greek

National Hail Suppression Project
+ CMOS Accredited Consuling Meteorologist
+ American Meteorological Society Member of Teshrical Comittee on Weather Modification
© Centiied Manager of the Weather Modification Association

Field Address: Olds:Didsbury Airport Highway 2A, Olds, AB
clo Oids-Didsbury Airport Commission
4911-51 ave.,Olds,AB T4H 1RS

Field Telephone no. 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8350
Field personnel fulltime = 1

parttime = 11

Dailyrecordsof activities: Custodian = Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.0. Box 27177, Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

All records are maintained June 1° -Sept. 15” annually.
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ storm radar echo data report and maps+ radar calibration report
+ operations summery report
+ dally operations log report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aitcraltfight report and fight track maps
+ fight hourlog report
+ aoraft no-fight report
+ project aircrait maintenance report

PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather.  Hailstorms cause an average of more than $100
‘milion damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused
8400 million damage in the Ciy of Calgary alone. Ove- 40 major Alberta insurers, as well as reinsurers

Weather Modification Canada La. Tamm
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‘and brokers, have donated about $7 millon to conduct & hail suppression project overa § year period.
‘Specific modifcation sought. _ Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priorygiven to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.
Quantitative estimateof modifcation expected: Even very small postive results (+ 1%) will bseconomical beneficial, howe, ts hoped tha reductons in damage on the order of 25% orgreaterwilbo realized
‘Secondary efecs anticipated: Reductions in crop damage du to hail wil isobe realized. Seedingmay alo provide an increase in preciptation.
Geographic area affected (see attached map): The mun project area i from Calgary to Red Der,Alverta and west to th foals of the Rocky Mountains.
Estimate of adjoining geographic area possily affected: Areas downwind (eas) of highway no. 21 tohighway no. 36 may also benelt from the seeded storm.
Approximate total cost: appro. $1.4 millonperyear or 5 years.
Funds tobe expended in Canada: est. $300,000 er year.
General period of operation: June 1 -Sept. 15” annually rom 1998-2000 inclusive.
PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL: The folowing text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specif techniques, and bia description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hal suppression, extensive aircraft plroling based spon forecasts and hourly weathar raports wil beused to nae sescing as soon as appropriate conto develop. Storms wil be seeded i they haveradar rellectivites of 35 GBZ at heights above the -5 G temperature level. When large hal is oracast,seeding wil commence when radar refeciivios reach 23 0BZ i ordertostar he microphysical
suppression process as rly as possibl within the potential historms. Stormsvil be seeded by aircraft
using either roppable Ag! pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Ag! pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone burrs.
“The amount of seeding material used wil depend uponth lfetime and ize of the coud or storm and
other meteorological condiions, The seeding rates are about double to those use previously in Alberta
Sesding wil be focused on thefeedsrclouds of the stoi new growth zone and wil be conducted at
cloud top and cloud base. Further detls of the seeding method are discussed below.
HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
“The coud seeding hypothesis based on the cloudmic ophysics concept of “beneficial competion’.
Beneficial competion assumes a lack of natural ce nuclel in the environmen effective al temperatures
‘warmerthan 20°C and that the infection of Agl wil esultn the production of a significant numberof
“aril ce nuclei, The natural and articial ice crystals “compete” for the avaiable supercooled quid
loud water within the storm. Hence, the histones that ae formed wilin the seeded cloud volumes wilbe smaller and produce less damage i they should sur veth fal to the suriace. If enough nucle areintroduced nto the new growth region of the storm, then s possible that he histones willbe smallenough to melt completaly before reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operations ar intended to alter the cloud microphysics of the reated clouds, assuming thatthe present precipitation process is neficent due to. lack of naturel ce nucll. The seeing is based on
VetaVoTeoCe Tm
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‘2 conceptual model of Albarta hailstorms which evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970), Chisholm‘andRenick (1972). Barge and Bergwall (1976), Krauss and Marwitz (1984), English and Kraus (1986)‘and English (1986).

tis assumed that hail embryos grow within the tim evclving ‘main* updraft of single cell storms and
within the updratts of developing “feeder clouds" or cumuius towers that flank mature “mult-cel” and“super-celr' storms (seee.g. Foote, 1984). The growth (0 large hal is hypothesized to occur along theedges of the main storm updraft where the merging feederclouds ineract with the main storm updralt
For hail suppression, seeding with a large amounto siler-odide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targetedon the feeder cloud updrat regions associated with the production of hal and will leave unseededthose regions of the storm associated with the production of ran only. This will make efficient use of the
seeding material (Agl) and wil reduce the possible risk of overseeding fain clouds.
CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES

Al convective cls (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity >35 dBZ within the cloud layer above the.5 C level, located within the project areas or within a 20 min ravel time "buffer zone" upwind of the project
areas, will be seeded. Radarobsenvers/controllers will be responsible for making the “seed decision and
directing the cloud seeding missions.

Patrol lights wil be launched before clouds withinthe target area mest the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immeclate response to developing cels. In gensral, a
patrol i launched in the event of visual reports of towering cumulus clouds or when radar cells exceed 18.
Kit height over thohigherterrain along the western bordor.

Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required for a seeder aircraft o reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage
and on-station time for muliple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud topand one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm, The operation of three aircraft is recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-10p and o seed three storms
simultaneously if required.

The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of updraft and supercooled liquid water le. the primary
conditions responsible forthe growth of haistones.

Factors which determine cloud top or cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibilty, cloud base
height, or time available o reach seeding atitude.

Cloud base seeding is conducted by fying at loud base within the main inflow of single cell storms, othe
inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of mult-call storms.

Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically betwe:n -8 C and -12 C. The pen flares fall
approximately 1.5 kn (approximately 10 C) during their 40's burn ime. Theseeding aircraft wil penetrate
the edges of single convective cells moeting the seedcr tera. For multi-cell storms, or storms with feeder
clouds, the seeding aircraft will penelrata the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the upshear sides
of convective cell, as they grow up through the aircrafts altude.

Occasionally, with embedded cels or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to the fight crewsoron radar. In thes instances, at an aftude between -5 C and - 10.C, a
‘seeding aircraft wil penetrate the storm edge (region of ight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshear
side and bum an end-burer flare and inject droppable  encil flares when updralts are encountered.

Weather Modification Canada Lid. oz
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Stiicty speaking,ifthe radar reflectivity criteria aremet, seeding of al cells could be continued. However,seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presenceofsupercooled cloud water, i. thedeveloping, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. Thedissipative stagesof a storm would be seeded only if tho maximun reflectivity isparticulary Severe andthere s evidence (visual cloud growth,o tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence ofembedded updrafts.

SEEDING RATE

A seeding rate of one 20 g flare every 5 s s used during cloud penetration. A slightly higher rate i used(e.g 1 flare every 2.5) if updraits are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the stor s particularly intense.Calculations show that tis seeding rate wil produce >1300ice crystals per lire which is more thensufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updrafts >10 ms (2000 fim), therebypreventing the growth of haistones within the seeded cloud volumes.
A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radarreflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafts). A 5 to 10 min walling period may be
used, to allow for the seeding material to take effect and the storm to dissipate, if visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period precludes the.waste of seeding material and assures is optimum usage.
For cloud base seeding, a seeding rate of 1 or 2 end-bu ner flares (150 g each) is used, dependent on
cloud updraft velocity. For an updraft >500 fim,2 flros per seeding run are typically used. Cloud
seeding runs are repeated until no further inflow is founc.. Acetone bumers wil also be used to provide
continuous silver iodide seeding at low concentrations if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at
cloud base and the shelf cloud region. Base seeding is not conducted if downdrafts only are encountered
at cloud base, since this would waste seeding materia.

‘The cloud seading flaresaresiver-odide pyrotechnics vith an ice nuclei effectivenessof approximately.
4x10” nuclei perg of Agl at 10 C, as determined by incependent cloud chamber tests at Colorado StateUniversity.

Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Ag plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hal size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Albertafeeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
fusing fine of Agi to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of mixing,
was 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ce particos to grow to hail size. Therefore, dropping flares.
at’ sec intervals should effectively deplote the supercooled liquid water and prevent the growth of hai
particles. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent dp rate provides better seeding coverage than
using arger flares with agreatertime/distance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the above
calculations are conservative when one considers that thecanter of the ce crystal plumecenterwil have:
a higher concentration of crystals.

B. EQUIPMENT

Type:
+" one EEC-C band weather radar,250kwpeak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, 30ft tower mounted plus radome.
+ one Cheyenne Ii prop-jt aircraft located at Calgary airport
+ two C-340 acraft, one in Calgary and one in Red Dser.

C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:

+ Cloud top (droppable)pyrotechnic flares are 20 gm Ag! formulation of the type andor similar to those
of Weather Modification Group of Okotoks, Alberta.

+ Cloud base (end-buming) flares are 150 gm Agl formulation of the type and/or similar to those of

Weather Modification Canada Lid TT memum
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION £CTVITIES Page: 7.

Weather ModificationGroupof Okotoks, Alberta.
* Amixture of Acetone, Silver iodide and Ammonium Iodide wil also be dispensed by aircraft mounted‘bumers for continuous seeding at cloud bass.

Activation tests periormed at CSU indicate >10"" ice crystals per gram of pyrotechnic at 10°C.
‘Total quaniites to be dispersed: estimate of 3000 x 20 gm flares and 500 x 150 gm flares plus approx.150 gallons of acetone (2% Ag! solution). Quantiies dispensed in 1996 were 3817 ejectable flares (76.3Kg Ag), 542 end bun flares (81.3 kg Agl), and approx. 30gals. of acetone mix (5.5 kg Ag). The amount.of siver-odide dispensed during the 1997 field season consisted of 2376 ejectable or cloud-op flares{87.5 koAg. 358 ond-buming o lou-bas flares (53.4 kg Ag, and 144 Galons of Agtacelone lion(99kg Agl

‘Total fight hours: 300 hours (est) Total cloud sesding fight hs. in 1996 was 160 hrs. During thesummer of 1997, a total of 92 operational fights ook pzce on 43 storm days. Clouds were seeded during76 fights on 38 days. There were 16 patrol fights. The total fight hours during 1997 were 168.
No harmful effects from these materials is expected. Tris is based onyearsof studies to detect siverinprecipitation (above background contamination levels) lowing cloud seeding (both i the USAand
Canada). The amountof silver distributed by the cloud seeding is small comparedto the output from
industry and falls within the USA EPA guide lines (even thin the cloud seeding plume).
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
«one Cheyenne ll aircraft
+ two C-340 aircraft

Ministry of Transport operating authority granted File number 5260-1 (AARXC).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.
No special project ground vehicles willbe used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation wil be used.)
PART 10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.
No special surtace observations are plannedforthis project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special airraft instrumentation. Daily weathe- charts will be recorded for documentation andreporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
‘and communicationscenterwil be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the rainfall splay to
enable the controller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the storm
system. The color coded aircraft position on the PP willbe marked with a smal symbol. Electronic.
coding will enable radar controllers to discriminate betwoen all project airraft,
SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a
temperature sensor to assure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted a the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraftwillbe specially equipped withaspecial cloud physics data
acquisition. A special telemelry system is used to transit the special aircraft data to the radar
‘communications and control center where twill be displayed in real time and recorded at 1 s infervals
measurements from the folowing instruments: Rosemount total temperature, reverse flow temperature,
EGG dew point, JW-hot wire liquid water probe, ice particle counter (Tumer-Radke laser type), static and
diferential pressure transducers for airspeed and aituds, GPS latitude and longitude, and heading.

Weather ModificationCanadaLia. mmm
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY I TO BE CONDUCTED:
Sate yoof woking areomont nerd io with Howsther most. Contact
HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE NTH NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TOENGAGE NETHER MOB CATION ACTAAME TRUSANCOMPLETETO TH BEST OFIN LOLEDGE AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACEUPATE OLSORETION OF AERGPORAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER HODIICATION ACTA ES ON BELA BF HECROAIATION NAMED HEP
Naoof rgaizstons Abers Svea Wasthor Waragomen oily
Fulaofcortices and i im Fen M.S. Tie: Proc Dictor
Sor No wo 9 Gu. [558atu: ( we 0

AC
PART 12. ERTIFCATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TOENGAGE 1 WEATHER MOOT ORTON ACTITIES 9 ATHLEANCOMPLETE DESCRIPTION OFPROPOSED PLANS To ENGAGE NTE SPECIC WERTH MODI GATION ACTVITIESjpliesedea
Nameof aganizatn: Westar Mosfoaton Ganda 1.
Full ame cfcriing fcr. ToryW. Kauss, PhD. TH: Prjct Manager
some: Oo rcmiit2 owe Aan) 22,1998
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P.O. Box27177 o Red Deer, Albert, Canada T4N 6X3 @ Phone (403) M42-5655 ® Fax (403) 42.5685
mail: Krausst@agtnet WHI Home Page athitp/rwmwmicbancon/

May 10, 1999

Atmospheric Environment Service
4905 Dufferin Street
Downsview, Ontario M3H 5T4

Attention: Mr. Jack Power, Weather Modification Information Officer

Dear Mr. Power:

Subject: NoticeofIntent to Conduct Cloud Seeding - Alberta Hail Suppression
Project 1999.

Please find enclosed our notice of intent to engage in weather modification activities

pursuant to the Weather Modification Information Act of Canada.

Weather Modification Inc., (WMI) is entering the fourth year of a five year contract with
the Alberta Severe Weather Management Socisty to conduct cloud seeding to mitigate
hail damage to property in the Calgary - Red Deer region of Alberta. The cloud seeding

operations will be conducted from June 1% to September 15”, 1999. All other
operational aspects of the program are the same as conducted in 1996, 1997, and

1998. Afull description of our activities is included in our Annual Final Reports for

1996, 97, and 98 which have already been sent to you.

If you require any further information about our project, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

Sincerely,

CTH vert
Terry W. Krauss, Ph.D.

Project Manager

copy: Mir Jim Renick, ASWMS

cozsos



NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITES Page: 1

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES,
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION AGT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |
PART. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice: Monday, May 10, 1999
Proposed starting date: June 14,1999

Expected duration: ‘September 15, 1999 and continuing in 2000

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see.
attached map showing project area which ithe same as in 1996,1997, and 1998).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Glass of operation: Gperational
Operating method: airbome
Glass ofeconomyfo benefit: insurance industry, private and public property, agriculture.
PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WM)
tp:/Awwwmi can.com/

Parent Organization Weather Modification Inc. (WM)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Ghief Officer: Mr. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 236-5500
WXMOD@wordnet. net

Local Organization: Weather Modification Canada Lid.
P.0.Box 2717
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8

Name and relevant qualifications of oficr designated in charge of project

Chief Officer: Dr. Terry W. Krauss, General Manager
Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, 23 years experience
Tel: (403) 342-5685 and Fax: (403) 3425685
(see Part 5 or details of qualifications and experience)

Primaryactivites of organization (see enciosed brochure)
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ airpoliution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ airorat modifications
Amount of pubic labiy insurance carried applicable to activity: $50 millon CON by the Alberta Severe

Weather Management Sacily clo Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS milion by Weather
Modification nc.

List ofsimiar weather modification activitiespreviouslyundertaken:

Weather Modification Canada LU/EC_oufiatont999doc Ven
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a Canada
+ With the Alberta Research Counci, Jim Rerick and Terry Krauss were actively involved in the

al suppression ard rain envancenan aces fhe Aaa Fal project over he riod 1974
to 1084.

b Esewnore:
+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeing in North Dakota for more than30 years. For

the summer of 1988, WMI i operating 8 aitrait in North Dakola
+ Duting the souhem summer (Dec. 1998 to Apri 1999), WMI povided hail suppression to Mendoza,

Argentina using 3 Cheyenne I airrat andaLear Je.
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Okishoma th lat 3 years. During the summer of

1899, WMI is operating 3 aircraft in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, Nevada, Turkey, United Arab

Emirates within the last 5 years. For the summer of 1999, WMI i operating 4 aircraft in Texas, and 2
aitralt in Greece.

«With the Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa, T. Krauss was director of the project
overthe period Sept. 1984to Apr. 1965.

«With INTERA Technologies Lid. of Calgary. AB, T. K'auss was activly involved in the Greek National
Hal Suppression Project ver the period March 1987toJune 1992.

4 References:
1. Mr. dim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Rod Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel 40c-347-1545

2. Mr.Bruce Boe, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Rescurse Board
P.0.Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 7012242788

3. Mr. George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 78711 Tol. 5122090381

4. Mr. Michael E. Mathis, Chet, Planning axd Management Division
Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Bia.
Oklahoma iy, Oklahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates is own fleet of aitcratt and weather radars. No major
sub-conractors are being used on the Alera Hail projectfo aircraft or radar services.
Mr. Gary Hilman, Pernod, Alberta (403) 885-4137 wil be providing aircraft maintenance services
to WM.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Nameoforganization: Alberta Severe Weathe: Management Socity (ASWMS)
#600, 708- 11th Ave. SW.
Calgary, AB T2A 04

Chief officer: Mr Don McKay, President Tol 403.269.9900
Mr. Rick Rogers, Past Fresident Tel. 403-260-6261

Directorof ASW: Mr Jim Rerick, M.Sc.
11 Warick Dive
Red Deer, AB TAN6L4 Tel 403347-1545

Nature of organization: Anotfor-profit society of the prcperty and casualty insures and brokers
operating in Alberta. Tha society was formed for the purpose of assembling funds from is
members to operate a hil supprassion program to help reduce insurance payout due o hal and

Weather Modification Canad LU EC_noticatontoo9 doe TOME15%
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NOTICE OFINTENT TO ENGAGE INWEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES Page: 3

stabilize insurance rates throughout the province
PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Address and locaton of reject primary iid base:
Olds Didsbury Aiport, Alborta, tel: 403.335.3616 and 403-335-8359
Address(es) and locations(s) of projectsecondary fed busels):
«Calgary ntomational aifport tel. 403-291-4426clo ESSO AVITAT
+ FedDoorindustialaiport tel, 4038864137
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and ie of fed officer in charge: Dr. Tery Krauss

P.O. Box 27177
Rod Deer, AB T4N 6X8
fl. & fax. 403-342-5685 and 403-318-0400 (celular)
e-mail. krausst@agtnet
ome page: hit/vaas.smichan.com/

Qualfications of ied officerincharge:
«Ph.D. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cloud physics
+ 1974-1984’ Alberta Research Counci research officer on the Alberta Hal Project
+ 1984-1985 Director, Bethiehem Precipitation Research Project, South Afica
+ 1967.1992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Technologies Ltd, Calgary on the Greek National Hail

Suppression Project
+ MOS Accredited Cansuling Meteorologist
+ American Meteorological Society Member of Technical Committea on Weather Modification
+ Gertfed Managerof the Weather Modification Association
Field Address: OldsDidsbury Aiport, Highway 24, Old, AB

cloOidsDidsbury Aiport Commission
4911-51 ave, Olds, AB T4H 1RS

Field Telephone no. 403-335-3616 and 403-336-8369
Field personnel: ful tme = 5

parttime =7
Dai recordsofactivites: Custodian =D. Terry Krauss,

P.O. Box 2717, Red Door, AB T4N 6X8
All records are maintained June 1* Sept. 15° anual
+" daly weather synopsis and forecast report
+ stormradar echo data report and maps
+ radarcalbration report
+ operations summary report
+ daly operations log report
+ chemical inventory report
+ cquipment satus report
+ aicralt fight report and fight rack maps+ fight hourlog report
+ projectairraft maintenance report
PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Reasons or organization seeking med weather. _ Hailstorms cause an average of more than $100
millon damage to private and public property annual in Alert. The hailstorm on Sep. 7. 1991 caused
38400 milion damage in the Cty of Calgary eon. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as well as reinsurers

Weather Moaion Camadi LEC noleaion990 d0c Mmm
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‘Cloud seeding operations are intended to alter the cloud microphysics of th treated clouds, assuming that
the present preciptation process is inefficient due oa lack of natura ce nuclei. The seeding i based on
a conceptual model of Alberta halstorms which evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1370), Chisholm
‘and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1876), Krauss 1d Marwiz (1984), English and Krauss (1986)and English (1966).

It is assumed that hal embryos grow withinthe time evolving “main” updraft of single cel storms and
within the updrats of developing “feeder clouds” or cumulus towers that flank mature ‘mul-cel and
“super-cell’ storms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hil is hypothesized to occur along the
‘edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feedor clouds interact with the main storm updrait.
For hall suppression, seeding wih a large amount of sivr-fodide wil dramatically increase the ice crystal
‘concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for th available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cioud upcra regions associated vith the production of hil and wil leave unseeded
those regions ofthe storm associated with the productior of rain only. This will make efficient useof the
seeding material (Agl) and il reduce the possibe risk of overseeding rain clouds.
‘CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Al convective cels (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity >35 dBZ within the cloud ayer above the
5C level, located within the project areas or wilh a 20 min travel i buffer zone" upwind of the project
areas, will be seeded i hey pose a potential threat of damaging hil for an urban or populated area.
Radar observersicontroles will be responsible for making the “seed decision and directing the cloud
seeding missions.
Patol fights wil be launched before clouds within th tar3et area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
crteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immed ate response to developing cel. In general, a
patrol is launched inthe event of visual reportsoftowering cumulus clouds o whenradarcel exceed 18
kit height over the higher terrain along the western border
Launches of more than one aircraft are determinby tha number of storms in each area, the lead time
required foa seeder aircraft o reach the proper location and altude, and projected overlap of coverageand on-station time for mulipl aircraft missions. In genoral, only one airralt can work safely af loud top.
and one aircraft at coud bese fora single storm. The operation of three aicrat is recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at ether cloud-b3seor coud-top and to seed three storms
simultaneously i required
The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of Updreft and supercooled liquid water i. the primary
concions responsiblefo the growth of haistnes.
Factors which determine cloud top or coud base seeding are: storm structure, visbilty, cloud base
height, or ime avaiable to reach seeding alitude.

‘Cloudbaseseeding i conducted by flying a cloud base within the main inflow of single cal storms, or the
“Tflow associated with the new grow zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of mult-cell storms.

‘Cloud top seedingis conducted between typically betvieen 8 C and 12 C. The penci fares fall
“approximatly 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 5-40 8 burn time. The seeing aircraft wil
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting tre seed crferia. For mult-ell storms, or storms
With feeder clouds, the seeding aicrat wil penalrate the 1s of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective cals, as they grow up trough the aircrafts aude.

Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no cleary defined feeder turrets
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances. at an altitude between 5 C and- 10 C, a

Weather Modiicaton CansdsLiJEC_roueation999 doc ow
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seeding aircraft wil penatate the stom edge (region of tight adr reflectivity gradien) on the upshearside and burn an end-bumer flare and inject droppable ponci flares when updralts are encountered.
Stitly speaking, if the radarreflectivity citer are met, seeding of all cells could ba continued. However,seeding is effeciveonly within cloud updraft and i th presence of supercooled coud water, .e. thedeveloping, and mature stages in the evolution of the classi thunderstorm conceptual model. Thedisipaive stages of a storm would be seeded only i he mavimum refleciivy is particularly severe and
here s evidence (visual cloud growth, or igh reflect gradiens) indicating th possible presence of
embedded updrafs.
SEEDING RATE
seeding rate of one 20 g flare every 5s is typcaly used during cloud penetration. A sight higher rate
is used (e.g 1 flare every 2 ) if updralts are very strong (2.9> 2000 fimin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calcuations show tht hs seeding ate wil produce >1300 ice crystal per lire which is more
than sufficient o deplete the uid water content produced by updralts >10 mis (2000 min), thereby
preventing the growth of histones within the seededclod volumes.
Acloud seeding pass is repeated immediately f there are visual signsof new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent Jpdralts). A5 t 10 min walling period may be
used, to allow fo the seeding material to take effect and to storm to dissipate, fvisual signs of glaciation
appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period precludes the
Waste of seeding material and assures ts optimum usage.
For coud base seeding, typical seeding rae of 1 enc-burmer flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
uns are repeated uti ni futher inflow is found. Acetone burners wil also be use to provde continuous
iver ocide seeding f extensive regions of weak updrat are obssrved at loud base and the shelf loud
tegion. Base seeding isnotconducted downdratsonl are encountered at cloud base, sinc tis would
waste seeding material,
The loud seeing flares are seriodide pyrotechnics wih an ce nuclei effectivenessof approximately
4x10" nuclei pr g of Agl at 10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at Colorado Sate
University.
‘Sufficient dispersion of the particles i require for Ag! lame overlap from consecutiv flaresby he time
the cloud particles reach hai size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia tal. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements witin Aberta feeder ciouds indicated tht the timeforthe diameter of the
Giusing ne of Ag! o each the integral length scale (200 m) inth inertial subrange size sales of mixing,
was 140 seconds. Tris i insufficient ime or ce paris to grow to hail size. Therefore, dropping flares
ats sec intervals should ffeciively plete the supercoo ed iquid water and prevent the Growth of ail
parcis. The use of the 20 gm flares anda frequent dcp ras provides better seeding coverage than
usinglarger flares with a greater imeldistance spacing batween fare ops. In fac, the above
calculations are conservative when one considers that th center of the ie crystal plume center wil have:
ahigherconcentration of crystals.
5 EQUIPMENT

Type:+" one EEG. band weather radar, 250 kw peak power with 1.65 deg. beam width located at the Os:
Didsbury aiporl, 30i ower mounted pls radome.

+ one Cheyennel prop-jet airrat located atCalgary airport
+ two G-340 irra, one in Calgary and one in Fed Deer.
GC. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:
+ Cloud top (drappablelpyrotachic flares are 20 gm Ag formulation of the type andlor simiar to those.

WeatherMolcanon Canad LEC noifcatont900dos 10M om
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES [2

of GHEMOD, Macedoria or WMG, Alberta.
+ Cloud base (end-buming) flares are 150 gm Ag! formationofthe type andlor simi to thoseof

CHEMOD, Macedonia or WIG, Alberta.
+ Amixure of Acetone, Siver iodide, Sodium Perchlorate, Paradichlorabenzene, and Ammonium Iodide

willalso be dispensedbyaircraft mounted burrs frcontinuous seeding at cloud base.

Activation tests performed at CSU indicate 10" ice crystals per gram of pyrotechnic at 10°C.
Total quanti to be dispersed: estimate of 3000 x 20 gm flares and 500x 150 gm flares plus approx.
150 gallons of acetone (2% Agl solution). Quantities dispensed in 1996 were 3817 ejectabl flares (76.3
Kg Agi. 542 end burn flares (81.3 kg Agi), and approx. 8 gas. of acetone mix (5.5 kg Agl). The amount
of siver-iodide dispensed during the 1997 field season consisted of 2376 ejectable or cloucop flares
(47.5 kg Agh, 356 enc-burning or coud-base flares (53.4 kgAg), and 144gallonsof Agl-acetone solution
(9:3 kg Ag). The amount of iler-iodide dispensed during ihe 1996 field season consisted of 2023
ejectable or louc10p fares (40.5 kg Ag), 496 end-ourning or cloud-base flares (57.3 kg Ag), and 190
gallonsof Agl-acetone solution (13.3 kg Agi). No harmiu effects from these materials is expected. This is
based on years of studies to detect ivr in precipitation (above background contamination lovels)
following cloud seeding (both n the USA and Canada). he amount of siver distributed by the cloud
seeding is small compared tothe output from industry ad alls within the USA EPA guide lines (even
within the cloud seeding plume).

Tolal fight hours: 300 hours (est) Tota cloud seeding figh hs. in 1996 was 160 hrs. The total
flight hours during 1997 was 186. During the summer of 1398,a total of 96 operational fights took place
on36 storm days. Clouds were seeded during 78 flights on 30 days. There were 17 patrol fights. The
total fight hours during 1998 was 139.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

+ one Cheyeane ll aircraft
+ two C340 aircraft
Ministry of Transport operating authority granted File nuniber 5256-10262 (AARXH).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles wil be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation wil be used.)
PART 10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.
No special surface observations are planned fr ths projet. The primary instrumentation isthe weather
tadar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts wil be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
‘and communications center will be equipped to receive end record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS system isplays the exact positon of aicrat superimposed on the rainfal display to
enable the controllerto accurately direct the seeding aircraft o optimum seeding locations within the storm
system. The color coded alfcralt positon on the PPI will xe marked with a smal symbol. Electronic:
Goding wil enable radar controllers to discriminate between al project aircraft
‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft wil have a
temperature sensor to assure tht the cloud penetration seeding runsare conducted at he proper
temperature lovels. The Cheyenne aircrait wil be speci equipped with a special cloud physics data.
acquisition. A special telemetry system s used to transmit the special aircraft data to the radar

Weather Modification Canada L/EC_nothcatont990doe 10M 1999
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SERS(iE WEATHER

XPRr7] MODIFICATION, INC.
OF
P.O. Box 27177 @ Red Deer, Alberta, Canada T4N 6X8 ® Phone (403) 342-5685 ® Fax (403) 342-5685A ABTH

May 10, 2000

Weather Modification Information Officer
Atmospheric Environment Service

4905 Dufferin Street

Downsview, Ontario Fax: (416) 739 4211

Attention: Mr. Jack Power

Dear Mr. Power:

Subject: Alberta Hail Suppression Project - 2000: Notice of Intent to Conduct
Cloud Seeding.

Please find attached our notice of intent to engage in weather modification activities
pursuant to the Weather Modification Information Act of Canada.

Weather Modification Inc., (WMI) is entering the fifth year ofa five year contract with
the Alberta Severe Weather Management Society to conduct cloud seeding to mitigate
hail damage to property in the Calgary to Red Deer region of Alberta. The cloud
seeding operations will be conducted from June 1* to September 15", 2000. All other
operational aspects of the program are the same as conducted since 1996.

| am faxing this notification to you now, without the signature of Mr. Jim Renick, Director
of the Alberta Severe Weather Management Society. Mr. Renick is out of town until
May 17 and is unable to sign the form at this time. The original signed copy will be sent
to you via courier after May 17. A full description of our activities during 1999 is included

in our Annual Final Report 1999 which will be sent to you with the original hard copy of

this notification. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require further information.

/, Porras “ by FoSincerely, HME. Or7ant 7 ex
0Z. 4, on Ay 20/20.

Project Manager 7
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

‘SCHEDULE |
PARTI. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice: Wednesday, May 10, 2000

Proposed starting date: June 1¥,2000

Expected duration: ‘September 15, 2000.

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see.attached map showing project area which has romained the same since 1986).
Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation: Operational
Operating method: airbome
Class of economy to benefit: insurance industry: private and public properly primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)tw: wen cba com!
Parent Organization: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)

3802 201 Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Mir. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tok: (701) 236-5500
WXMOD@woridnetat net

Local Organization: ‘Weather Modification Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 2717
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8.

Name and relevant qualifications of officer designated in charge of project:

Chief Officer: Dr. Terry W. Krauss, General Manager
Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, 25 years experience
Tol: (403) 342-5685 and Fax: (403) 342-5685
(see Part 5 for details of qualifications and experience)

Primary actives of organization (see enclosed brochure):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air pollution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aicrait modifications

Amount of public ably insurance carried applicable to activiy: $50 millon CDN by the Alberta Severe
‘Weather Management Society c/o Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS millon by Weather
Modification Inc.

List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:

Weather Modification Tne. CanadaJEC_nouheaiond000doc C7000
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a Canada
+ Withthe Alberta Research Council, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involvedi thehail suppression and rain enhancement activesof the Alberta Hail projectoverthe period 1974

to 1984
b. Elsewhere:
+ WMI has conducted the hal suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than30years. Forthe summerof 2000, WMI is operating9aircraft in North Dakota.
«WMI has a new 5 year contract during the souther summer, to conduct hail suppression in Mendoza,Argentina using 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft and a Lear Jet.
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma the last 4 years. During the summerof2000, WH is operating 3 aircraft in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression
«WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, Calforia, Mexico, and Thailandwithin the last 5 years. For the summer of 2000, WMI is operating 4 aircraft n Texas, and 2 aircraft in

Greece.
With the Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa, T. Krauss was director of the project
over the period Sept. 1984 10 Apri. 1986.
With INTERA Technologies Ltd. ofCalgary, AB, T. Krauss was involved asascientist and manager
for the Greek National Hail Suppression Project over the period March 1987 to June 1992.

4 References:
1. Mr. Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tol. 403:347-1545

2. Mr.Bruce Bos, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 7012242788

3. Mr.GeorgeW. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Comission
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512239.0381

4. Mr. Michael E. Mathis, Chisf, Planning end Management Division
Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Blvd.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and oparates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hal project or aircraft or radar senices.
Mr. Gary Hillman, Penhold, Alberta (403) 836-4187 will be providing aircraft maintenance services.
to WML

PART3. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severs Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
#600, 708 - 11th Ave. SW.
Calgary, AB T2R 0E4.

Chief officer Nir. Dave Johnson, President Tel  403269.7961
Mir. Rick Rogers, Past President Tel 403.260.9261
Mir. Don McKay, Past President Tel 403.269.9900

Director of ASWMS: Mr. Jim Renick, M.Sc.
11 Warwick Drive
Rod Deer, AB T4N6Le Tel. 403-347-1545

Nature of organization: A notfor-proft society of theproperty and casually insurers and brokers.
operating in Alberta. The saciety was formedforthe purpose of assembling funds from its
members to operate a hai suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due fo hal and
stabiize insurance rates throughout the province.

“Weather Modification Tne. CanadaJEC_noueation000doc CIO
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Address and location of project primary field base:
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8359
Address(es) and locations(s) of project secondary field base(s):+ Calgary intemational airport tel 403-291-4426 clo ESSO AVITAT
+ RedDeerindustrialairport fel. 403-886-4187

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and tle of field officer in charge: Dr. Tey Krauss

P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB TN 6X8.

tel & fax. 408-342-5685 and 403-318-0400 (cellular)
emai. krausst@agtnet
home page: hitp:/www.weathermod.com/

Qualificationsof field officerin charge:
«Ph.D. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cloud physics
» 1974-1984 Alberta Research Counci research officer on the Alberta Hail Project
«1984-1986 Director, Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa
«1987-1992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Technologies Ld, Calgary on the Greek National Hail

‘Suppression Project
«CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
+ Cortfied Manager of the Weather Modification Association
«Past Member American MeteorologicalSociety Technical Advisory Commitee on Weather

Modification

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Aiport, Highway 24, Olds, AB
lo Olds-Didsbury Airport Commission
4911-51 ave., Olds, AB T4H 1R5

Field Telephone no. 403-335-3516 and 403-335-8359
Field personnel: fulltime = 5

parttime = 10

Daily records of activities: Custodian= Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.0. Box 27177, Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

Alltecords are maintained June 1% Sept. 15" annually.
«+ daly weather synopsis and forecast report
+ stormradarecho data report and maps
+ radar calbration report
+ operations summary report
«daly operations log report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircraltfight report and fight rack maps
«+ fight hourlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report

PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: Hailstorms cause an average of more than $100
milion damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused>8400 milion damage inthe City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as well a reinsurers

WeatherModification Inc.Canada/EC_notheion2000dos oom
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‘and brokers, have donated about $7 millon to conducta hal suppression project over a § year period.
‘Specific modification sought: _ Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priorygivento the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quanitative estimate of modification expected: Even very small positive results (+/- 1%) will beeconomically beneficial, however, it is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 26% or greater wilbe realized. After 4 years, the insurance industry isveryencouraged by the results So far.
‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hal wil also be realized. Seedingmay also provide an increase in precipitation. The crop hal insurance data or the last our years indicates.2 drop in the loss-to-risk values on the order of 45% below the long term average.
Geographic area alfected (see attached repor): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,Alberta and westto thefoothilsof the Rocky Mountains.
Estimateofadjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (eas) of highway no. 21 tohighway no. 36 may also benefit from the seeded storms.
Approximate total cost: approx. $1.4 milion per yearfor 5years.
Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $800,000 per year.
General period of operation: June 1° - Sept. 15” annually.

PART?7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A. GENERAL: The following text describes the methods tobeused, generalprinciplesof
techniques, description of speciic techniques, and a brif description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hail suppression, extensive aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports willbe
used to niiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have
radar reflctivies of 35 BZ at heights above the -5 G temperature level, and pose a potential hailhreat
10:an urban or populated area. When large hailis forecast, seeding will commence when radar
electives reach 25 ABZ in order to start the microphysical suppression process as early as possible
within the potential hailstorm. Storms will be seededbyaircraft using eithercroppableAgl pyrotechnics
andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Ag Acetone burners.

‘The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the fftime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding ates are about double to those used previously in Alberta.
Seeding wil be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and wil be conducted at
cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.
HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

‘The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “benefiial competitor.
Beneficial competition assumes a lack of natural cs nuclei in the environment efective at temperatures
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Ag wil result n the productionof a significant number of
“artical ce nuclei. The natural and artificial ce crystals “compete* for the available supercooled liquid
cloud waterwithin the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fal to the surface. If enough nuclei are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then i is possible tha the hailstones wil be small
enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.

Weather Modification Tne. Canada JEC_moNeationd000doc CE —
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Cloud seeding operations are intended to aler the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming thatthe present precipitation process is inefficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding is based on
‘a conceptual mode of Alberta hailstorms which evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970), Chisholm
‘andRenick (1972), Barge and Bergwiall (1976), Krauss and Marwitz (1984), English and Krauss (1986)‘and English (1986).

Itis assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evolving “main” updraft of single cel storms andwithin the updraft of developing “feeder cloudsor cumulus towers that flank mature “mult-cel” and“super-celr” storms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growtho large hail s hypothesizedto occur along theedges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact wih the main storm updralt.
For hail suppression, seeding with a arge amountofsikeriodide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete fo the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice partcies. Based on WMI's experience, the cloud seeding will be
targeted on the feeder cloud updrat regions associated withthe production of hail andwil leave unseeded
those regions of the storm associated with the production of ran only. This will make efficient use of the:
seeding material (Agl) and will reduce the possible isk of overseeding rain clouds.

CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES

Al convective cells (defined by radar) ith maximum reflectivity >35 ABZ within the cloud layer above the
+5 C level, located within the project areas or within a 20 min travel ime “buffer zone" upwind of the project
areas, will be seeded if they pose a potential threat of damaging hail for an urban or populated ares.

Radar observers/controllrs wil be responsible for making the “seed decision and directing the cloud
seeding missions.

Patrol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectiviy seeding
criteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immediate response to developing cels. In general, a
patrol i launched in the event of visual reports of towering cumulus clouds or when radar cells exceed 18.
Kit heightover thehigherterrain along the western border,

Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required for a seeder aircraft to reach the proper location and allude, and projected overlap of coverage
‘and on-station time for utp aircraft missions. In general, onlyone aircraft can work saely at cloud top.
‘and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operaiion of three aircraft s recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-topand to seed three storms
simultaneously if required.

The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of updraft and supercooled liquid water i. the primary.
‘conditions responsible for the growth of halistones.

Factors which determine cloud top or cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibilty, cloud base.
height,or time available o reach seeding alitude.

Cloud base seeding is conducted by fying at cloud base within the main inflow of single cell storms, or the.
inflow associated withthe new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of mult-cell storms.
Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically betwean -8 C and -12 C. The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s bun time. The seeding aircraft wil
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeling the seed citeria. For muli-cal storms, o storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft wil penelrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the.
upshear sides of convective cells, as they grow up through the aircrafts altude.

‘Occasionaly, with embedded cels or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to the flight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an aitude between -5 C and - 10 C, a

Weather Modification Tne. Canada EC _moueationd000doe C000
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‘seeding aircraft will penetrate the storm edge (region of tight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshearside and bum an end-bumer fare and inject roppable pencl flares when updralts a encountered.
Strictly speaking i the radarreflectivity crteia are me, seeding of all cals could be continued, However,seeding i effective only within cloud updraft and nthe presence of supercooled cloud waler,e. theGoveloping, and mature stages in th evolution of the lsssi thunderstorm conceptual model Thedissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum rafleciy is particularly severe and
there i evidence (visual cloud grow, or tight reflect gradients) indicating the possibi presence of
‘embedded updrafts.

SEEDINGBATE
A seeding rat of one 20 flare every 5 ss typically used during cloud penetration. A slighty higher ateis used (og 1 flare every 25) f updras areverysirong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the storm i paricularyintense. Calculations show hat this seeding rae wil prcduce >1300 ce crystals per ire which § more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updratts >10 m/s (2000 ft/min), thereby
preventing the growh of halltones within the seeded cud volumes.
A cloud seeding pass s repeated immediately f there are visual sign of new cloud growth or radar
reflectiviy gradients remain gh (ndicatve of persistent upcrafs). A 10 10 min wating period may beused, o allow for the seeding maieril to take effect and the storm to dissipate, f visual signs of glaciationappear or radarreflectivityvalues decrease and gradients weaken. This waiing period precludes thewaste of seeding material and assures fs cptimum usage.
For loud base seeding, a typical seeding rateof 1 end-bumerfar (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
run are repeated unt no further nflo 5 found. Acatone burners wills be used to provide continous
sor iodide seeding f extensive regions of weal updral are observed a cloud base and the shell coud
region. Base seeding is nt conducted il downdaits only are encountered at cloud base, since this would
waste seeding materia.
The coud seeding flares are siver-iodde pyrotechnics vith an ice nuclei effectiveness of approximately
210" nucle pr g of Agha 10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at Colorado State:
Universty.
Suficent dispersion of the particle i required for Agl pum overep fom consecutive flaresby the time.
he cloud parcls reach hai size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia tal. (1979) based
on turoulence measurements within Alberta feedercous indicated hat the time for the diameter of he
Giusing ine of Aglo each he integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial ubrange size scales of mixing,
was 140 seconds. Tris i insufficient ime or ce paris to grow to ai size. Therelore, dropping fares
at 5secintervals should effectively deplete the supercocied liquid water and prevent the growth of hail
parices. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides beter seeding coverage than
using larger flares wih agreater imelcisance spacing between fare drops.In acl, he above
calculations are conservative When one considers thal the canter of th ce crystal plume center wil ave
a higher concentration of crystals.

8 EQUIPMENT
Type:
+" ane EEOC band weather radar, 250 ku peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam widih, located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, S0t tower mounted pus recom.
+ Two Cheyenne l propre irra located at Calgary and Red Deer airports
+ One C340 aicralt in Calgary:

eater Molton Tne.Canada ECmolestondi0dos oom
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PART 10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION,

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aircraft instrumentation. Dailyweather charts will be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): TheWMI weather radar control‘and communications center will be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS syste displays the exact positon of aircraft superimposed on the rainfall display to
enable the controllertoaccurately direct the seeding aicraft to optimum seeding locations within the storm
‘system. The color coded aircraft positionon the PPI will be marked with a small symbol. Electroniccoding wil enable radar controllers to discriminate between all project aircraft.
‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aifcraft wil have a
temperature sensor to assure that the cloud penelraton seeding runs are conducted at the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft will be specially equipped witha special cloud physics data
acquisition. Aspecial telemelry system i usedto transmit the special afcraf data to the radar
‘communications and control center where t wil be displayed in eal time and recorded at 1 s intervals
measurements from the following instruments: Rosemount total temperature, reverse flow temperature,
EGG dew point, JW-hot wire quid water probe, ice particle counter (Tumer-adke laser type), static and
diferentil pressure transducers for airspeed and alitude, GPS latitude and longitude, and heading.
Vertical velocity can be calculated in post-analysis. The data system does no require a separate
operator. These criical meteorological and microphysical measurements wil allow for improved
documentation and strategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth and
ordecayingstagesof the storm which is being seeded. These microphysical measurements wil also help
document in-situ cloud seeding “signatures” to confirm that the ce-nucleating agents are participating in
the precipitation formation (and hal suppression) processes. These measurements, combined wih the
recorded radar data, will assure that the project is conducted on a sound scientific basis.

The Special Seeder could be the first aircraft launched on patrol and can be used to record an
environmental sounding during nial ascent to seading altude, and provide a measurement of the
convective cloud base temperatureand altude. A representative environmental sounding is an
‘extremely important piece of informationtohelp forecas: and assess the potential and severity of
convective weather. Special-Seeder missions can be flown to collect data from penetrations ofthefirst
‘convective clouds of the day. The data from these special instruments can be used to determine the.
suitably of individual clouds in a syste for seeding, and also to monitor changes in the cloud
microstructure thatareexpected as a result of seeding.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar wil be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system wil be capable of providing numerous cell stalistcs and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, And Nowcasting) has been
used since 1997 and has provedto be very useful. TITAN is icensed from NCAR.

Weather ModificationInc.Canada/EC_noufcation2000doe 0571000
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MopiFIcATION May 7, 2001

Weather Modification Information Officer
— Atmospheric Environment Service

Fargo, ND 58102 4905 Dufferin Street
_ Downsview, Ontario Fax: (416) 739 4211

(701)235-5500 Attention: Mr. Jack Power
Fax
(701) 235-9717 Dear Mr. Power:

wen wethermodcon
Subject: Alberta Hail Suppression Project - 2001: Notice of

info@weathermod.com Intent to Conduct Cloud Seeding.

Please find attached our notice of intent to engage in weather
modification activities pursuant to the Weather Modification
Information Act of Canada.

Weather Modification Inc, (V/MI) is entering the first year of a new five
year contract with the Alber:a Severe Weather Management Society
to conduct cloud seeding to mitigate hail damage to property in the
Calgary to Red Deer region of Alberta. The cloud seeding operations
will be conducted from June 1% to September 15, 2001. All other
operational aspects of the program are the same as those previously
conducted during the first five year program (1996-2000).

| am faxing this notification to you now. The original signed copy will
be sent to you via courier alcng with a copy of our 2000 Field Program
Final Report. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any
further information.

Sincerely,

Oi veo
Terry W. Krauss, Ph. D., Project Manager krausst@agt.net
Weather Modification Inc., Canada
P.0.Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta, T4N 6X8

a 002925
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIESPURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS
SCHEDULE |

PARTY. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice: Monday, May 7, 2001
Proposed starting date: June 1%, 2001
Expected duration: September 15, 2001.
Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (seeattached map showing project area which has ramained the same since 1996).
Weather elements to be modified: ThunderstormsModification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation Operational
Operating method: airborne.
Glass of economy to benefit: insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture.

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
‘Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)hitsweathermo.com)
Parent Organization: Weather Modification nc. (WMI)

3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Mr. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-5500
WXMOD@woridnetatt net

Local Organization: Weather Modification Canada Ltd.
P.0. Box 2717
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8

Name and relevant qualifications of officer designated r chargeofproject:
Chief Officer: Or. Terry W. Krauss, General Manager

Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, 26 years experience
Tel: (403) 342568E and Fax. (403) 342-5685
(see Pant 5 for detais of qualfications and experience)

Primary acivtes of organization (see enclosed brochure):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ arpolution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modifications

Amount of public fabilty insurance carried applicable to activiy: $50 millon CDN by the Alberta Severe
‘Weather Management Society clo Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS millon by Weather
Modification Inc.

Listof similar weather modification activites previously Undertaken:

Weather Modification Tne. Canada EC_nouieaion2001 doc TMOl
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a Canada
With the Alverta Research Counci, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involved in theal suppression and rai enhancement aieofth Alberta Hall project ver he period 1974101984.

b. Elsewhere:
+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seedling in North Dakota for mors than 30 years.+ WMihas a new 5year contract during the southern summer, to conduct hal suppression in Mendoza,Argentina using 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft and aLear Jot.
«WMI has conducted operational cloud seedingin Oklahoma the last 5 years. During thesummerof2001, WMI is operating 3aircraft in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hai Suppression«WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, Calforia, Mexico, UAE, andThailand within the last years. For the summer of 2001, WMI i operating 4 aircralt in Texas, and2aircraft in Greece.
«With the Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa, T. Krauss was director of the projectover the period Sept. 1984 to Apri. 1986.
* With INTERA Technologies Ltd. of Calgary, AB, T. Krauss was involvedas a scientist and managerfor the Greek National Hail Suppression Project over the period March 1987 to June 1992.
4 References

1 Mr. Jim Renick
11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel. 403-347-1545

2. Mr. Darren Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1633
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 7012242788

3. Mr.George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 76711 Tel 512.230.0381

4. Mr. Michael E. Mathis, Chisf, Planning znd Managemen Division
Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Blvd.
Okiahoma City, Oklahoma 78118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and oparates ts own flet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-Contractors are being used on the Alberta ai project for aircraft or radar services.
Mr. Gary Hilman, Penhold, Alberta (403)886-4" 87 and Doug Boston, Calgary, AB (403) 260-
3172 will be providing aircraft maintenanceserv ces to WMI.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severs Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
#600, 708- 11thAve. SW.
Calgary, AB T2R 0E4

Chef officer: Mir. Dave Johnson, President Tel 403-260.7961
Mi. Rick Rogers, Past President Tol 403.260.9261
Mr. Don McKay, Past President Tel 403-269.9900

Director of ASWMS: Mr. Jim Renick, M.Sc.
11 Warwick Drive
Rod Doer, AB T4N6Le Tel. 403-347-1545

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokersoperating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of assembling funds from itsmembers to operate a hai suppression prograr to help reduc insurance payout due to hail and
stabiize insurance rates throughout the province.

Weather Modification Inc. Canada/EC_noufcation20Ldoe. To
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Address and location of project primary fied base:
Olds-DidsburyAirport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8359Address(es) and ocations(s) of project secondary field bases):+ Calgary international airport tel, 403-291-4426 or 403-250-3172+ RedDeerindustrialaiport tel. 403-886-4187
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and tte of field oficer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss

P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

tel. & fax. 403.342.5685 and 403-318-0400 (celluar)
email: krausst@aglnet
home page: htp:/vw.weathermod com/

Qualiicationsof field officer in charge:
+ PhD. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cloud physics
+ 1974-1984 Alberta Research Council research officer on the Alberta Hal Project
+ 1984-1986 Director, Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa
+ 1987-1992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Techrologies Ltd., Calgary on the Greek National HailSuppression Project
+ CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
« Cerified Manager of theWeather Modification Association
«Past Member American Meteorological Society Technical Advisory Commies on Weather

Modification.
Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Airport Highway 2A, Olds, AB

clo Oids-DidsburyAirport Commission
4911-51 ave., Olds, AB TéH 1RS

Field Telephone no. 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8359
Field personnel fullime = §

parttime = 10

Daily records of actives: Custodian= Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.0. Box 27177, Red Ceor, AB T4N 6X8

All records are maintained June 1* Sept. 15” annually.
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ stom radar echo data report and maps
+ radar calibration report
+ operations summary report
+ dail operations log report
+ chemical inventory report+ cquipment status report
«© airoralt fight report and fight track maps
+ fight hourlog report
© project aircrat maintenance report

PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: ~_ Hailtorms cause an average of more than $100
milion damage to private and publicproperty annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused
$400 millon damage inthe City of Calgary alone. Ove 40 maior Alberta insurers, as wel as reinsurers

Weather Modification Tne. Canada /EC_moiheatond00 doe Mayol
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‘and brokers, have donated about $15 milion to conducta hail suppression project over a 10 year period.
‘Specific modification sought: _ Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priorygivento the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.
‘Quaniative estimate of modification expected: Even very small positive results (+/- 1%) wil be‘economically beneficial, however, i is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater willbe realized. After 5 years, the insurance industry s very encouraged by the results so far
‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage dus to hail will also be realized. Seedingmay also provide an increase in precipitation. The crop hal insurance data for the last five years indicates.drop in the loss-to-risk values on the order of 16% below the long term average. The net surplusforthehail insurance program over the five year seeding period has been >35 millon,
Geographic area affected (see attached repor): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,‘Alberta and west to the fothls of the Rocky Mountains.
Estimate of adjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (eas) of highway no. 21 tohighway no. 36 may also beneft from the seeded storms.
Approximate total cost: approx. $1.7 millonperyear or § years.
Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.
‘General period of operation: June 1* - Sept. 1” annualy.
PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a briaf description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hai suppression, extensive aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports willbe
used to nate seeding as soon as appropriate conditor develop. Storms willbe seeded i theyhave.
radar reflectivies of 35 dBZ at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and are considered to be a
potential hailhreat to an urban or populated area. When large hailis forecast, seeding wil commence
when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 dBZ in orderto start the microphysical suppression
process as early as possible willin the potential haistorms. Storms willbe seeded by aircraft using either
droppable Ag! pyrotechnics and/or wing mounted Ag pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone burners.
‘The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the ffetime and size of the cloud or storm andother meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double to those used previously in Alberta.‘Seeding willbe focused on the fesder cloudsof the storm's new growth zone and willbe conducted at
cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.
HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competitor.
Beneficial competiion assumes a lack of natural ice nuclei n he environment effective a temperatures.
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl wil resu't in the production of a significant number of
“artical ice nuclei The natural and artical ice crystals “compete” or the available supercooled liuid
cloudwaterwithin the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
besmaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fal to the surface. f enough nuclei are:introduced into thenewgrowth region of the storm, then i is possible that the hailstones wil be small
enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.

WeatherModification Tne. CanadaJEC_mouheationd00doc MOL
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Cloud seeding operations are intended toater the clouc microphysics of the treated clouds, assuring thatthe present precipitation process is inefficient dus to a ckof natura ice nuclei. The seeding is based ona conceptual modelofAlberta haiistorms which evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970), Chisholm‘and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwiall (1976), Krauss and Mantz (1984), English and Krauss (1986)and English (1986)

Its assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evelving “main” updraft of single cell storms andWithin the updralts of developing “feeder clouds o cumulus towers that flank mature “mult-celr and“super-cell storms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growth © large hail is hypothesized to occur along theedges of the main storm updraft where the merging feecir clouds interact with the main storm updraft
For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of sier-odide wil dramatically increase the ice crystal‘concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water o preventthe growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI experience, the cloud seeding wil be.targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated with the production of hai and wil leave unseededthose regions of the storm associated with the production of rai only. This will make efficient use of theseeding material (Ag) and wil reduce the possible risk of overseeding rain clouds,
‘CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY-SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Al convective cells (defined by radar) with maximum ref ectvity 535 ABZ within the cloud layer above the+5 C level, located within the project areas or within a 20 min travel time “buffer zone" upwind of the projectareas, willbe seeded if theypose a potential threat of demaging hail for an urban or populated are.Radar observersicontrollers will be responsible for making the “seed decision and directing the cloudseeding missions.

Patrol fights willbe launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seedingcriteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immediate response fo developing cals. In general, a
parol i launched in the event of visual reports of towering cumulus clouds or when radar cells exceed 18
Kit height over the higher terrain along the western border.
Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required for a seeder aircraft to reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage.and on-station time for muliple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work salely at cloud top‘and one aitcrat at cloud base fora single storm. The operation of three aircraft is recommended toprovide uninterrupted seeding coverage at eithercloud-base or cloud-top and to seed three stormssimutaneously if required.

The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associatedwith hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of updraft and supercooled liquid water i. the primary
conditions responsible for the growth of haistones.

Factors which determine cloud top or cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibilty, cloud base
height, or time available o reach seeding allude.

Cloud base seeding is conducted by flying at cloud base within the main inflow of single call storms, or theinflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of mult-cel storms.
Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically betwean -8 C and -12 C. The pen fares fall
approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s burn time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the edges of single convective Gells meeting the seed criteria. For multi-cel storms, or stormswith feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penelrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective cels, as they grow up through the aircrafts altude.

Occasionally, with embedded cels or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined foeder turrets
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an altitude between -5 C and 10 C, a

WeatherModification In. Canada/EC_noueatond00ldoc Tayo
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seeding itcraft will penetrate the storm dig (region of tight radar reflectivity gradient)on the upshearside and burn an end-burner flare and inject croppabie pencil flares when updratts are encountered
Seeding i affective ony within cloud updrlts and in the presence of supercooled coud water, ie. thedovloping, and mature stages i the evoluon of the lussic thunderstorm conceptual model. Thedissipative stages of a stom would be seeded only if tho mau refleciiy ' partcularl severe andthere is evidence (visual coud growth, or tigh refleciviy gradients) indicating the possible présence ofembedded updrafs
SEEDING RATE
A seeding rate of one 20 glare avery ss tically used during cloud penetration. A slighty higher ateis usa (e.9 1 flare every 2) if updraft aro very strong (e.g. > 2000 min) and the stor s pacarintense. Calculations show thal hs seeding ate wil produce >1300 ice crystals per ire Which s morethan sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updrafs >10 mis (2000 fimin), therebypreventing the growth of halstones within the seeded cloud volumes.
A cloud seeing pass i repeated immediately f there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radarreflectivity gradients remain tight (ndcative of persistent updraft). A5 to 10 min waiting period may beused, to allowfo the soccing maeril 0 take effect an the storm to dissipate, visual signs of glaciationappear or radar reflectivity values decrease and radien's weaken. This waiting period preciudes thewaste of seeding material and assures ts optimum usace.
For coud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 enc-bumer flare (150 g each) is used. Cioud seedinguns are repeated unt no further inflow i found. Aceton burners wil aiso ba used to provide continuousiver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the shelf cloudregion. Base seeding is not conducted f owndrats only ara encountered at cloud base, since this wouldwaste seeding material
The loud seeding flares are iveriodide pyrotechnics vith an co nucll effectiveness of proximately
210" nucel per g of Agl at 10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tess at Colorado StatsUniversity.
Sufcent dispersion of the particles s required for Ag! pume overlap from consecuive fares by the timethe cloud particles reach hall ize for effective hall suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1976) basedon turbulence measurements within Abert feeder clouds indicated tht the time for the diameter of thediftusing line of Agi 0 reach the integra length scale (200 m) in th inertia subrange size scales of mixing,was 140 seconds. This i nsuficient ime for ce parlcis to grow to hail size. Therefore, dropping flaresat 5 sec intervals shoul effectively deplete the supercacled uid water and prevent the growth of hailparticles. The useof the 20 gm flares andafrequentdr ra provides better seeding coverage thanusing larger fares vith a greater timeldistance spacing betwoen fare drops. In fact, th abovecalculations are conservaive when ane considers that thecenterof the ce crystal plume canter wil have.a igher concentration of crystals.
B EQUIPMENT
Type:
+" one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, ith 1.65 deg. beam width, located at the Olds-Didsbury airport, 501 ower mounted including radore,+ Two Cheyenne If prope airrat located at Caigary and Fed Deer airports
+ One G-340 aircrat in Calgary.

Wester MoRheaion re Cami BCpomfoatord0Tdor mar
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©. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:
+ Cloud top (croppablelpyrotechric flares ae 20 gm Ag! formulation manufactured by los CrystalEngineering (ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (wwwicallares.com)+ Cloud bas (end-buming) fires are 150 gm Ag formulation manufactured by oe Crystal Engineering(0CE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (wwnwcefkres.com)+ Amixture of Acetone, Siver iodide, Sodium Perchlorate, Paradichlorabenzene, and Ammonium Iodidewil also be dispensedbyairraft mounted bumers for continuous seeding at coud base,
Activation tests performed at CSU indicate >10'* ce crystals per gram of pyrotechnic at 10°C.
Tolal ight hours and quantilesto b dispersed:We estimate to use 5000 x 20 gm flares and 500.x 150gm fares pus approx. 150 galons of acetone (2% Ag! solution). The number of operational days, fights,and amountof seeding material dispansed over the ps: ouryears is summarized inthe following ableNo harmiul effects from these materials is axpected. Tris is based on years of studies (both nthe USAand Canada) to datect svar in precipitation (above back ground corlamination loves) folowing cloudseeding. The amount of siker distributed by the loud sseding s small compared t the ouput romindustry. Siver amounts fom cloud seeding are within the USA EPA guide Ines (even within he coudseeding plume).

‘Table 1: Operational statistics fo th past five yearsofthe Alberta Hail Suppression
Project.

[ [ooo [ree [vss [weer [ieee|
| Storm Days 46 (13 patrol)| 45 (6 patrol)| 35 (5 patrol)| 43 (5 patra)
[filed[10 [1 [ss Jeo [71 |

2652hrs |251.3 hrs [139.9 hrs | 188.1 hrs | 159.1 hrs
‘NarberofStorms 62 53 708 75
Sesdod (approx)
oud op flares 2523 2376 3817
(ciectabie)
loud base flares 3% 356
(ourninplace)

565his |119.0hrs |775his |57.7hrs |32.2hrs
Toa Seedng | 3438kg | 212.7kg |111.1kg | 110.8kg | 1633kgMateral
1997, 1998 seasonswere une 15° Sep 15
patrol” = days with ony patroloret flightsandoseeding.
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ Two Cheyenne Il airrat
+ One C340 aircrait
Misty of Transport operating authority ranted Fil number 5258-10262 (AARXH).
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES,
No special project ground veficles wil be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation wil be used.)

Weather Moeaton Tre Canada ECpothestioni0ldos Amol
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PART 10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OROBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION,
No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weatherradar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weathe charts will be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control‘and communications center will be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft trackingsystem. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the rainfal display toenable the controllertoaccurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within thestormsystem. The color coded aircraft positionon the PPI will be marked with a small symbol. Electroniccoding will enable radar controllers to discriminate betwoen all project aircraft
‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Eachofthe cloud seeding aifcraft wil have atemperature sensor to assure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted at the propertemperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft will be equiped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid water cloud droplets using a hot-wire instrument. A special telemetry system isused to transmit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and control center where f will bedisplayed i real ime and recorded at 1 s intervals meaurements from the folowing instruments: Thedata system does not require a separate operator. These critical meteorological and microphysicalmeasurements will allow for improved documentation ard strategic decision making during the cloudseeding missions regarding the growth and or decaying stages of the storm which is being Seeded. Thesemicrophysical measurements wi also help document in-situ cloud seeding "signatures"toconfirm that thecamnucleating agents are participating in the precipitation formation (and hail suppression) processes.These measurements, combined with the recorded radar data, wil assure that the project is conducted on‘a sound scientfic basis.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar willbe equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system wil be capible of providing numerous cel statistics and
‘colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticatedradar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, And Nowcasting) has been"used ince 1997 and has proved to be very useful. TITAN licensed from NCAR.

Weather Modification Inc. CanadaJEC_mouficaion2001 doc. TMay00
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PART 1. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State ype of working agreement tered ro wit the wather modi: Contract
| HERESY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TOENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OFMY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESRIFTION OF APROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THGROANIZATION NAMED HEREN
Namo of orgaizaton: Abeta Severs Weather Management Sciey
Fullname of cos oxnie Renick, M.Sc. Tite: Project Director

( 7] - -Signature: 2c = Dates; rey 7) 2

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
| HERESY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDEE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TOENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFIOTION ACTIVITIES 13 A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OFMY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIF G WEATHER NODIFIGATION AGTWITIESHEREIN DESCRIBED.
Name of argarizaion: Weather Modiiaton nc, Canada
Fullname of certying officer; Tory W. Kauss, PAD. Tile: Project Manager
soraure: (770 eral outer 7 ay 7 Lees
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a Weather Modification Information Officer
—— Atmospheric Environment Service

Fargo, ND 58102 4905 Dufferin Street
on Downsview, Ontario, M3H 574 Fax: (416) 739 4211one
(ron) 238-8500 Attention: Mr. Jack Power
Fax
(01) 2359717 Dear Mr. Power:
—

Subject: Alberta Hail Suppression Project - 2002: Notice of
info@weathernodom Intent to Conduct Cloud Seeding.

Please find attached our notice of intent to engage in weather
modification activities during the summer of 2002, pursuant to the
Weather Modification Information Act of Canada.

Weather Modification Inc., (WMI) is entering the second year of a
renewed five year contract with the Alberta Severe Weather
Management Society to conduct cloud seeding to mitigate hail
damage to property in the Calgary to Red Deer region of Aberta. The
cloud seeding operations will ‘be conducted from June 1% to
September 15", 2002. All other operational aspects of the program
are the same as those previously conducted during 1996-2001

1 am faxing this notification ‘0 you now. The original signed copy will
be sent to you via courier along with a copy of our 2001 Field Program
Final Report. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any
further information.

Sincerely,
)NZ,

NAAN ecdd—
TenyW. Krauss, Ph.D., Project Manager ~~ krausst@agt.net
Weather Modification Inc., Canada
P.0. Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta, TAN 6X8 phonelfax: 403-342-5685
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIESPURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS
‘SCHEDULE |

PARTI. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice Monday, May 13, 2002
Proposed starting date: June 1°, 2002
Expected duration ‘September 15, 2002.
Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see.altached map showing project area which has ramained the same since 1996)
Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation Operational
Operating method: airbome
Class of economy to benefit: insurance industry: private and public propery primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)

hit: weathermod.com/
Parent Organization: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)

3802 201 Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Nir. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tek: (701) 235-5500
WXMOD @worldnet att.net

Local Organization: Weather Modification Canada Ld.
P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8.

Name and relevant qualifications of officer designated ir charge of project
Chief Officer: Or. TerryW. Krauss, General Manager

Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, 28 years experience
Tel: (403) 342-5685 and Fax: (403) 342-5685 Cell: (403) 318.0400
(see Part 5 for detais cf qualifications and experience)

Primary aciwies of organization (see enclosed brochura):
+ cloud seeding
+ almosphercresearch
+ airpoluion monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ airoraft modifications

Amount of public liabily insurance carried applicable to activity: CDNSS0 milion by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Society clo Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS millon by Weather
Modification Inc.

List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:

Weather Modification Ine. CanadaJEC_noliheationd002 doc May 10, 2002
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a Canada
* Withthe Alberta Research Council, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involved i the.hail suppression and rein enhancement activities of the Alberta Hal project over the period 1974to 1984
b. Elsewhere:
= WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than30years.* WMI has conducted hai suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne ll aircraft and aLear Jot 1998-2002.
«WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression1997-2001
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, Caliloria, Mexico, UAE, and‘Thailand within the last 5 years. For the summer of 2002, WMI operating 2 aircraft in Texas, and 2aircraft in Greece.
= With the Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Afica, T. Krauss was director of the projectover the period Sept. 1984 to Apri. 1986.

With INTERA Technologies Ltd. ofCalgary, AB, T. Krauss was involved as a scientist and managerforthe Greek National Hail Suppression Project over the period March 1987 to June 1992.
4 References:

1. Mr. Jim Renick
11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tol. 403-347-1545

2. Mr. Darren Langerud, Director
‘State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 701.224.2788

3. Mr. GeorgeW. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512-239-0381

4. Mr. Michael E. Mathis, Chis, Planning and Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
‘3800 N. Classen Bivd.
‘Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 78118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Fal project or aicraft or radar services.
Mr. Gary Hillman, Penhold, Alberta (403) 886-4187 and Doug Boston, Calgary, AB (403) 250-
3172 will be providing aircraft maintenance services to WMI

PART3. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
#600, 708 - 11th Ave. SW.

Calgary, AB T2R 04.
Chief officers: Mi. Robin Seacombe, President Tel 403-233.6910

Mr. Rick Rogers, Past President Tel 403-260-9261
Ms. Catherine Tagg, Secretary-Treasurer Tel. ~ 403-260-261

Director of ASWMS: Mr. Jim Reick, MSc.
11 Warwick Drive
Red Deer, AB TAN6LI Tel. 403-347-1545

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casually insurers and brokers.
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of assembling funds from ts
members to operate a hai suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabiize insurance rates throughout the province.

Weather Modification Inc. Canada JEC_notiheation2003doc Vay 10.2002
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Address and location of project primary fied base:
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-3516 and 403-335-8359
Address(es) and locations(s) of project secondary field base(s):
+ Calgaryintemational airport tel. 403-291-4426 or 403-250-8070+ RedDeerindustrial airport tol. 403-886-4187
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL.
Name and tte of field officer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss

P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

tel &fax. 403-342-5685 and 403-318-0400 (cellular)
emai krausst@agtnet
home page: htp:/wwrw.weathermod com/

Qualifications of field officer in charge:
«Ph.D. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization n cloud physics
«1974-1984 Alberta Research Counc research officer ontheAlberta Hail Project
+ 1984-1986 Director, Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa
* 1987-1992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Techrologies Ltd, Calgary on the Greek National Hail

‘Suppression Project
= CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
= Ceriied Manager of the Weather Modification Association
= American Meteorological Society Past Member of Tachnical Advisory Commitiee on Weather

Modification.

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A, Olds, AB.
lo Olds-Didsbury Airport Commission
4911-51 ave,, Olds, AB Teh 1RS

Field Telephone no. 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8359
Field personnel: fume = 5

parttime = 10

Daily records of activities: Custodian = Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.O. Box 27177, Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

All records are maintained June 1 Sept. 15 annual.
+ daly weather synopsis and forecast report
+ stom radar echo data report and maps
+ radar calibration report
+ operations summary report
+ daiy operations log report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircrat fight report and fight track maps
«fight hour log report
+ project aircrait maintenance report

PART6. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather.  Hailstorms cause an average of more than $100
million damage to private and public property annually ir Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused
>8400 milion damage in theCity of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as well as reinsurers

Weather Modifcation ne. Canada JEC_noUlication2002 doc ay 10.2000
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‘and brokers, have donated about $15 milion to conduct a hal suppression project over a 10 year period.
‘Speciic modification sought: _ Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priory.givento the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.
Quaniiative estimate of modification expected: Even very small postive results (+/- 19%) will beeconomically beneficial, however, is hope that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater willbe realized. After 6years, the insurance industry is very encouragedbythe results So far.
Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail will also be realized. Seedingmay also provide an increase in precipitation. The crop hail insurance dala for the last five years indicatesa drop n the loss-to-isk values on the order of 17% below the long ferm average. The net benefit for thehail insurance program over the five year seeding period has been estimated to beapproximately $100milion

‘Geographic area affected (ses attached report): The main project area s from Calgary to Red Deer,‘Alberta and west to the foothils of the Rocky Mountains.
Estimate of adjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 tohighway no. 21 may also beneft from the seeded storms.
Approximate total cost: approx. $2 millon per year for & years.
Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year,
General period of operation: June 1° - Sept. 15" annual.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, descriptionofspecific techniques, and a brif description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hai suppression, extensive aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reporis willbe:
usedtoinitiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have.
radar reflectivies of 35 dBZ at heights above the -5 G temperature level, and are considered to be a
potential hail-threat to an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding will commence
when radar reflectiviles reach approximately20 dBZ in order to tart the microphysical suppression
process as early as possible within the potential hilstorms. Storms will be seededbyaircral using either
droppable Agl pyrotechnics andor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone burners.
‘Theamountof seeding material used will depend upon the fftime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding ates are about double to those used previously in Alberta.
Seeding wil be focused on thefeeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and wil be conducted at
cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed belo.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

‘The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competition”.
Benelicial competition assumes a lack of natural ice nuclei in the environment efective at temperatures
‘warmer than -20'C and that the injection of Ag wil resu't in the productionof a significant numberof
“artifical ce nuclei. The natural and artificial ce crystals "compete" forthe available supercooled liuid
cloud waterwithin the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes wil
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fal to the surface. If enough nuclei are
introduced into the new growth region ofthe storm, then ti possible that the hailstones willbe small

Weather Modification Tne. Canada JEC_noufication2002 doc May 10,2003
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enough to met completely before reaching the ground
Cloud seeding operations are ended 0 ale he cou! microphysics of the reed clouds, assuring thatihe present precpaton process is neficient dus o a ck of natural ce nucle. The soading i based ona conceptual model of Abeta histormswhichevaiedrom he studies of Chisholm (1970), Chisholmand Renik (1972), Barge and Bargual (1976), Krauss and Marwiz (1984), English and Krauss (1606)and English (1986).
Is assured tha hal smbryos grow wii the time eveving “main” uaft of singe cell storms andihn the updraft of developing “feeder clouds”o cumulus towers that lank mature mul-cel and“super-cal”stoms (see 3. Foote, 1984). The growth large hal is hypothesized fo occur long heedges of the main som upralt where the merging feeder clouds neract wih the main storm upal.
For hail suppression, seeing witha largeamount of svar-odide wil ramatical inroase heco rysialconcentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the avaiable Supercond cloudwater0preventhe grown of largo, damaging, ce partes. Basedon WMI experiance, io coud seeding wi betargeted onth feeder cloud updrat regions associated wit the production of hal and wil eave unssededhose region of the storm associated with the production of ain ony. This wil make efficient use of 1seeding material (Ag) and wil rece the posse risk of verseecing ain clouds
CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY- SEEDING TECHNIOUES
Convective cls (defined by radar) wih maximum refectity 535 GBZ within the coud layer above the -5C level, located iin the project areas or withina20 min travel time “buffer zone" upwind of the poyectarea, vill be sded f hey poso a potential rea of armaging hai or an urbano populated arca-Radar obsenverscontrollers willbe respond for making he -seed decision and drecting the cloudseeding missions.
Patrol fights wil be launched befor coud wii the target area meet he radar refectuty seedingcrferia. These parol fights are meant o provide immediate response to developing cas. In gencral, aparol i launch in tho avn of visual reports of towering Gumus clouds or when radar cols exceed 18Kit height over the higher terrain along the western border.
Launches of more than ono ara are determine by the umber of storms in each ares, th lc time
requiredfo a Seeder acral 0 each the proper location and aitude, and projected overapof coverageand on-staton time for mule aircraft missions. I gareral, nly ons aera can work sally at coud opand one aeraatcoud base forasingle stom. Tha operationofthee ara recommended torove uninterupted soeding coverage at either cou base oloudopand 1 seed tree srsSimultansously i required.
The program is designedto seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associatedwith ha, and ever seeding material to regionsof paratt and supercooled id wate .e. he primaryGonditons responside for hegronthof haistoncs.
Factors wich determine cloud 0p or cloud basa seeding ae: storm structure, isi, loud baseheight, or tm avalablto reach seeding altuce
Cloud base sesding is conductedby fyingat cloud base witin the min nfl of sinle cal storms, or theinflow associated wih the now growth zone (shelf loud) located on the upshear side of mull-cal tos
Cloud op seeding is conducted between typically between 8 C and -12.C. The pencil fares falapproximately15 km (approximately 0 C) durin their 35.40 bum time, The seeding sirrat ilpenetrate the edges of single convective calls meeting the seed rer. For mulcell storms, or storms
‘with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on theupshear sidesof onveciive ces, as they grow up through the aicras atiude.
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‘Occasional, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turretsvisible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an aitude between -5 C and - 10.C, aseeding aircait wil penelrate the storm edge (region of tight radar reflectivity gradient) on the ugshearside and bur an end-burer flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updralts are encountered.
Seeding is effective only within cloud updralts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. thedeveloping, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. Thedissipafive stages of a storm would be seeded only f the maximum reflectivity is particularly severe andthere is evidence (visual cloud growth, or ight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence ofembedded updrafis.

‘SEEDING RATE

Aseading rate of one 20 g fare every 5s is typically used during cloud penetration. A sighty higher rateis used (eq 1 flare every 2.) if updraft are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the storm is particularlyintense. Calculations show that ths seeding rate wil produce >1300 ce crystals per re which is morethan sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updats >10 ms (2000 fumin), thereby
preventing the growth of hailstones within the seeded cloud volumes.

A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radarreflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafts). A 5 to 10 min wailing period may beused, to allow for the seeding material o take effect and the storm to dissipate, f visual signs of glaciation‘appearo radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This wailing period precludes the
waste of seeding material and assures is optimum usage.

For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 end-bumer flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
runs are repeated until no futher inflow is found. Acetone burners will also be used to provide continuous
silver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the shelf cloud
region. Base seeding is not conducted if downdrafts only are encountered at cloud base, since this would
waste seeding material.

‘The cloud seeing flares are siver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nuclei effectiveness of approximately
2010" nuclei porgof Ag at 10 C, as determinedby incependent cloud chamber tests at Colorado State
University.

Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Agl plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hal size for effective hail suppression. The work byGrandiaet al. (1975) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the.
diflusingfine of Agi to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scalesof mixing,
was 140 seconds. This is insulficient time for ice partici2s to grow to hail size. Therefore, dropping flares.
at's sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the growth of hail
particles. The useofthe 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding coverage than
using larger flares with a greater fime/distance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the above
calculations are conservative when one considers that the center of the ico crystal plume center wil have.

higher concentration of crystals.

B. EQUIPMENT

Type:
+" one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width located at the Olds-
Didsburyairport, 50ft tower mounted including rade.

«Two Cheyenne i prop-jet aircraft located at Calgary and Red Deer airports
+ One C-340 aircraft n Calgary.

Weather Modification Inc. CanadaJEC_noufication2002doc May 10.2002
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PART 10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OROBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.
No special surface observations ae planned for tis preect. The primary instrumentation isto weatherradar and spacal acral nsiumentaion. Dasy weaint chartswi 00 recorded of Socomentaton anderring papares
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WM weather radar controland communications center wil 5equipped 0 fecov and roca data am he GPS aca acingSystem The GPS system play he exact poston of aver superimposedon 1h rade pin foenablone controler o accurately rect he Seeding rf 10pTseeding ocaions wih 1d stomSystem. The colo coded aif positon on hs PP wl ba marked wiha smal symbol. Elecont coangil snaberacarcomrolers to Gcrmiat beeen ll rect ara
SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of he cloud seeding irraf wil havea.{emperatre sensor t assure hath coud paetraion s66dng Fuh ar Condi 6 proper{emperatre levels. The Ghayenne arcaf val be quod wih a Imes cou physics Gate scqisiionSyl 1 measurs quid water coud droplets using a hire nstument. A pocial telematy systemused o anshe Speci acrat data 1 he radar communications and como! canter where oll bospayed i eal mo and recorded at 1 anal. To Gata SylohGoss not rei separa operThese cical meteorological and microphysical maasuraments wi low for proved Socumentaion anditateic decison making dung he cou s00dng Mion 1eQurdingth Growth ando decaying agesol the stom whic is being seeded. These microphysics measurements wl asc hop document asous seading “Sgnatures1 con ha he ce nuclei ages are aricpeu hs proctaionformation (ans hl suppression rocesace. These measurements, cortined win he roca radsan, wi 3551S 1 1 TGC CONGUE On 3 sound Seen Bao.
WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar vil bs equipped wih a comporizd radr recording anddisplay system. The radar recording System wil be apabe of proven numerous 61 ttt andColour products including lots of Gar PI splays a maxim rocmaps. The sophisticatedradar racking Software Galea TITAN (Thunderstorm entlicaton Tracking, Analy, an Nowescing)as bn sao sinc 1997 and has proved 1 60 vay lol. TITAN nse om NCAR
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State type of working agreement entered no with the waher moder: Coriract
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TOENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND GOMPLETE TO TE GEST OFMY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF APROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THEORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Name of organization: Abeta Severe Weather Management Scioy
Fullname of crafter and Rerick M.Sc. Tie: Project Director

Signature: 2 vate) 7 ey /3,dcv

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
| HERESY GERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENTTOENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES 1S A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OFMY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIF C WEATHER MODIFIGATION ACTIVITIESHEREIN DESCRIBED.

Name of organization: Weather Madficaton nc, Canada
Ful name of coring offcer: Terry W. Krauss, PhD. Ties Prec Manager

i. 14 / &Sonar: (~ 77 / Agacad Date: Hay /3, 3004
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Figure 1: MapofsouthernAlbertashowingtheprojectarea coveredbytheHail Suppression activities.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIESPURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS
SCHEDULE |

PART1. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice: Wednesday, Apri 30, 2003
Proposed starting date: June 1*, 2003
Expected duration: ‘September 15", 2003.
Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (seeattached map showing project area which has ramained the same since 1996).
Weather elemenis to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation: Operational
Operating method: aitbome.
Glass of economy to benefit: insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture

secondary.
PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)ip:weathermoc. com!
Parent Organization: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)

3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Ghief Officer: Mr. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-5500
pat@weathermod.comLocal Organization: Weather Modification Canada Ltd.
P.0. Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8

Name and relevant qualificationsofofficer designated i chargeof project:

Chief Officer: Dr. Terry W. Krauss, General Manager
Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, 29 years experience
Tel: (403) 342-5685 and Fax. (403) 3425685 Cell (403) 318-0400
krausst@agtnet
(see Part§ for details cf qualifications and experience)

Primary actives of organization (see web page at ww weathermod.com):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ airpolution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modifcations

Amount of public liabilty insurance carried applicable to activity: CONSSO millon by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Society clo Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS millon by Weather
Modification Inc.

Weather Modification Tne. CanadaJEC_mofeation3003doc May 1.3005
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List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:a Canada
«With the Alberta Research Council, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actvely involved in the hailsuppression and rain enhancement activites of the Alberta Hail project over the period 1974 to 1984,b. Elsewhere:
= WMI has conducted the hal suppression cloud searing in North Dakota for more than 30 years.«WMI has conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne If aircraft and aLear Jot 1993-2005.
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in OkaFoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression1997-2001

WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, California, Mexico, UAE, andThailand within the last years.
«With the Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Afica, T. Krauss was director of the projectover the period Sept. 1984to Apr. 1986,
+ With INTERA Technologies Ltd. of Calgary, AB, T. Krauss was involved as a scientist and managerfor the Greek National Hal Suppression Project over the period March 1987 to June 1992.
4. References:

Mr. Jim Renick
11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel. 4033471545

2. Mr.Darren Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 7012242788

3. Mr.George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512:239.0381

4 Mr. Michael E. Mathis, Chief, Planning and Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Bivd.
‘Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 78118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta al project for aircraft of radar services.
Mr. Gary Hilman, Penhold, Alberta (403) 886-4187 and Doug Boston, Calgary, AB (403) 250-
3172 will be providing airerait maintenance services to WML

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
#600, 708 - 11th Ave. SW.
Calgary, AB T2R 04

hie officers: Mr. Robin Seacombe, President Tol 4032336910
Ms. Catherine Tagg, Sucretary TreasurerTel. 403-260-9261

Director of ASWMS: Mr. Jim Renick, M.Sc.
11 Warnick Drive
Red Deer, AB T4N GLA Tel.  403.347-1545

Nature of organization: A notfor-profit society of ths property and casualty insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The sociely was formed for the purpose of assembling funds from its
members to operate a hal suppression prograrn to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabiize insurance rates throughout the provinc.

“WeatherModificationInc.Canada /EC_noliicalion2003doc | May 1, 2003
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Address and location of projectprimary field base:
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-3516 and 403-335-6359
Address(es) and locations) of project secondary fied bases):+ Calgary intemational airport tel. 403-291-4426 or 403-250-8070+ RedDeerindustialaipont fel. 403-886-4187
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL.
Name and tle of field officer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss

P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

tol & fax. 403-342-5685 and 403-318-0400 (cellar)
emai krausst@agtnet
home page: hp:/wu.weatharmod.com/

Qualifications of field officer in charge:
«Ph.D. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cloud physics
«1974-1984 Alberta Research Counci research officer on the Alberta Hal Project
«1984-1986 Director, Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa
«1987-1982 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Technologies Lid. Calgary on the Greek National Hail

‘Suppression Project
«= CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
« Certiied Manager of the Weather Modification Association
«American Meteorological Society Past Member of Technical Advisory Committee on Weather

Modification.

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Aiport, Highway 2A, Olds, AB
lo Olds-Didsbury Airport Commission
4911-51 ave,, Olds, AB T4H 1RS

Field Telephone no. 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8350
Field personnel: fume = 5

parttime = 10

Dailyrecordsof activities: Custodian = Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.O. Box 27177, Red Leer, AB T4N 6X8

All records are maintained June 1* -Sept, 15" annually.
+ daiy weather synopsis and forecast report
+ storm radar echo data report and maps
+ radar calibration report
© operations summary report
+ daiy radar operations log report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
«+ aircalt fight rack maps
+ figntiog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report

PART6. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather. _Haiistorms cause an average of more than $100
million damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sep. 7, 1991 caused
>8400 million damage in the City of Caigary alone. Ovar 40 major Alera insurers, as well as reinsurers
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‘and brokers, have donated about $15 miliontoconduct a hail suppression projectover a 10year period.
‘Specific modification sought: _ Diminish hail damage to property in ceniral Alberta with special priorityqivento the urban areas of Calgaryand Red Deer.
Quaniative estimate of modification expected: Even very small posiive results (+ 1%) will beeconomically beneficial, however, it is hoped that reduc ons in damage on the order of 25% or greater wilbe realized. After 7 years, the insurance industry i vey encouraged by the results, estimating a savingsof several hundred-millon dollars to the industry.
‘Secondaryeffects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hal will also be realized. Seedingmay also provide an increase in precipitation. The crop hail insurance data for the last five years indicates2 drop in the loss-to-risk values on the order of 18% below the long term average. The net bensfi for thehail insurance program over the five year seeing period has been estimated to be approximately $133milion.

‘Geographicareaaffected(see attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,Alberta and west to the foothils of the Rocky Mountains.
Estimate of adjoininggeographicareapossiblyaffected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 tohighway no. 21 mayalso benefit from the seeded storms.

Approximate total cost: approx. $2 millon per year for years.
Fundstobe expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.
General period ofoperation: June 1% -Sept, 15" annually.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A. GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, descriptionofspecific techniques, and a brif description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hail suppression, airorat patroling based upon forscasts and hourly weather reports wil be used to.
iniiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms wil be seeded i they have radarrefleciviies of approximately 35 dBZ at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and are considered to.
be 2 potential haikteat to an urban or populated area. When large hail is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar relleciiviles reach approximetely 20 dBZ in order to start the microphysical
suppression process as early as possible within the potential hailstorm. Storms wil be seededbyaircalt
using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics andlor wing mo nied Agl pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone burners.
The amount of seeding material used will depend upcn the Ifetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double 10 those used previously in Alberta.
‘Seeding wil be focused on the feeder clouds of the s-om's new growth zone and wil be conducted at
cloud top and cloud base. Furtherdetailsof the seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of "beneficial compeiion”.
Beneficial competition assumes a lack of natural ice nucle in the environment effective at temperatures
‘warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl wil sul in the production of a sigrificant number of
“artical” ice nuclei, The natural and arficial ice crystals “compete” for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the halstones thet are formed within the seeded cloud volumes wil
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fall to the surface. If enough nucel are

Weather Modification Inc. CanadaJEC_notfcation2003doc May 2008
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introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then it is possible that the hailstones will be smalenough to melt completely before reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operations are intended to ater the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming thatthe present precipitation process is inefficient due to a ack of natural ice nui. The seeding is based on2 conceptual model of Alberta haistorms that evolved f-om the studies of Chisholm (1970), Chisholm andRenick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976), Krauss an3 Manz (1984), English and Krauss (1986) andEngh (1986).

It is assumed that hail embryos grow within the timo evolving “main’ updralt of single call storms and
within the updraft of developing “feeder clouds’ or cumulus towers that flank mature “muti-cel® and
“super-cell” storms (see .g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the
‘edgesofthe main storm updraft whero the merging feeder clouds interact wih the main storm updraft
For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of siver-iodide wil dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to preventthe growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI's experience, the cloud seeding wil be.
targeted on the feeder cloud updrat regions associated with the production of hail and will lsave unseededthose regions of the storm associated with the production of ain only. This will make efficient use of the.
seeding material (Agl) and wil reduce the possible isk of overseeding rain clouds.
CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY- SEEDING TECHNIQUES

‘Convective cells (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud ayer
above the -5 C level, located within the project areas or within a 20 min travel time ‘buffer zone" upwind of
the project area, will be seeded f they pose a potential threat of damaging hal for an urban or populated
area. Radar observerslcontrolors will be responsible for making the “seed” decision and directing the.
cloud seeding missions.

Patrol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immsdiate response to developing cals. In general, a
patrol is launched in the event of visual reports of igor2us towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or RedDeer, or when radar cels exceed 25 kit height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin‘moving towards the urban areas.

Launches of more than one aircraft are determinedby the number of storms in each area, the lead time.
required for a seeder aircraft to reach the proper location and aliude, and projected overlap of coverage.
and on-station ime for multiple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud top.
and one aireait at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of three aircraft is recommended to.
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either clo.d-base or cloud-op and to seed three storms
simultaneously if required.

The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material 10 regions of ups and supercooled liquid water ie. the primary
ondiions responsible for the growth of haistones.

Factors that determine cloud toporcloud base seeding are: storm structure, visiilly, cloud base height,
or time available toreach seeding aitude.

Cloud base seeding is conductedby flying at cloud basa within the main inflow of single cell storms, or the
inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on theupshear side of mut-cell storms.
Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically botween -8 C and -12 C._ The pencil flares fall
approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during thair 35-40 s bur time. The seeding aircraft wil
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting the seed criteria. For mult-cel storms, or storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft wil penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
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upshear sides of convective cells, as they grow up through the aircrafts altitude.
Occasionally, wih embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets.visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an alitude between -5 Cand - 10 C, aseeding aitcraft will penetrate the storm edge (region of ight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshearside and burn an end-bumerflareand inject droppable pencil flares when updralts are encountered.
Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. thedeveloping, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model, Thedissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if “he maximum reflectivity is particularly Severe andthere is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflecity gradients) indicating the possible presence of‘embedded updralts.

RATE

A seeding rate of one 20 g flare every5 s i typically used during cloud penetration. A slighty higher rate.is used (e.g 1 flare every 2 5) if updraft are very strorg (e.g. > 2000 fUmin) and the storm is particularlyintense. Calculations show that his seeding rate wil produce >1300 ice crystals per lire which is morethan sulficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updrats >10 mis (2000 fmin), therebypreventing the growth of hailstones within the seededcloudvolumes.
A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radarreflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updraft). A 5 to 10 min wailing period may beused, to allow for the seeding material 0 take effect and the storm to dissipate, i visual signs of glaciation‘2ppear or radar reflectivity values decrease and grad ents weaken. This waiting period preciudss thewasteof seeding material and assures ts optimum usage.
For cloud base seeding, 2 typical seeding rate of 1 end-bumer flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
runs are repeated until no further inflow s found. Acetcne burners wil also be used to provide continuoussiver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updrat are observed at cloud base and th shel cloud
region. Base seeding is not conducted il only downdratts are encountered at cloud base, since this wouldwaste seeding materia.

“The cloud seeding flares are sitver-iodide pyrotechnics with an ice nuclei effectiveness of approximately
2x10" nucleiper g of Agl at 10 C, as determinedbyirdependent cloud chamber fests at Colorado State.University.

‘Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Agl olume overlap from consecutive flares by the time.
the cloud particles reach hail size for effective hal supgression. The workbyGrandia ef al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difusing line of Agl o reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of mixing,
was 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ce partic es 10 grow 10 hail size. Therefore, dropping flares.
at's sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid waler and preven the growth of hail
parlles. The use of the 20 gm flares anda frequent drop rate provides better seeding coverage than
using larger flares with a greater tmeldistance specing between flare crops. In fact, the above
calculations are conservative when one considers that he center of the ice crystal plume center wil have.
a higher concentration of crystals.

B. EQUIPMENT

Type:
+ one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 ku peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width, located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, 50it tower mounted including radorne.
+ Two Cheyenne if prop-et aircraft located at Calgary and Red Deer airports
+ One C-340 aircraft in Calgary.

Weather ModificationInc. Canada JEC_mofcalion2003 doc May 1, 2008
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PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ Two Cheyenne ll aircrat
+ One C340 aircrait

Ministry of Transport operating authoriy granted File number 5260-10175 (AARX) and SAS000-S(RACH).
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.
No special project ground vehicles vil be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personaltransportationwilbe used.)
PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION,

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weatherradar and special aifcraf instrumentation. Daily weather charts wil be recorded for documentation andreporting purposes.

AIRGRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WI weather radar control‘and communications center wil be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS acral trackingsystem. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display 0‘enable the controller to accurately direct the seeding airaft to optimum seeding locations within the storm‘system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PP will be marked wih a small symbol, Electronic codingwill enable radar controllers to discriminate between al project aircraft
‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircralt wil have a
temperature sensor to assure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted at the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft wil be equ pped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid water cloud droplets using a oti instrument. A special telemetry system is
used to transmit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and conirol center where i wl be.
displayed in real ime and recorded at 1 sintervals. The data system does not require a separate operator.
‘These crilcal meteorological and microphysical measurements vil alow for improved documentation andstrategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth and or decaying stages.of the storm that is being seeded. These microphysical measurements wil also help document in-situcloud seeding "signatures" to confirm that the ice-nuclsaling agents are participaling in the precipitationformation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements, combined with the recorded radar
data, will assure that the project is conducted on a soun scientific basis.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar wil be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cell statistics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm dentiication, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved tobe very useful. TITAN is licensed from NCAR.

Weather Modification Tne. CanadaJEC_nouicaion2003 doc May1.2003
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |
PARTI. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Date of notice: Thursday, May 6, 2004
Proposed staring date: June 1%, 2004
Expected duration September 15", 2004
Province and area to bs affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see

‘attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).
Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation: Operational
Operating method: airborne
Class of economy to benefit: insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
Organization name: Weather Modification rc. (WM)

itp: weathermod com/
Parent Organization: Weather Modification rc. (WMD)

3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Mr. Patrick H. Sweeney President Tel: (701) 235-5500
pat@weathermod.comLocal Organization: Weather Modification Ic., Canada Lt.
P.0.Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta TaN 6X6

Name and relevant qualificationofofcer designated in charge of project:
Chief Officer: Or. Terry W. Krauss, Goneral Manager

Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, 30 years experience
Tel: (403) 342-5685 and Fax: (409) 342-5685 Cell: (403) 318-0400
krausst@agtnet
(see Part5fordetails of qualfications and experience)

Primary actives of organization (see web page at www weathermod com):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air olution monitoring
+ meteorologial radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ airaft modifications

Amount of public liabilty insurance carried applicable to activity: CONSS0 millon by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Saciey clo Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS millon by Weather
Modification Inc.
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List of similar weather modification activites previously undertaken:
a Canada
+ With the Alberta Research Council, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involved in the hal

‘Suppression and rain enhancement activities of the /lberta Hall project over the period 1974 to 1984.
b Elsewhere:
= WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seedng in North Dakota for more than 30 years.
= WMI has conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne I aicraft and a

Loar Jot 1998-2004.
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression

1997-2001
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Groece, Texas, Calforia, Mexico, UAE, India, and

‘Thailand within th last 5 years.
+ With the Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, South Africa, T. Krauss wasdirectorofthe project

over the period Sept. 1984 to Apri. 1986.
With INTERA Technologies Ltd. of Calgary, AB, T. Krauss was involved asa scientist and manager
for the Greek National Hal Suppression Project over the period March 1987 to June 1992.

4 References:
1. Mr. Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tol. 406-347-1545

2. Mr.Daren Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel. 701-224-2788

3. Mr.Goorge W. Bomar, Director
Toxas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 78711 Tol. 512:239-0381

4. Mr. Michael E. Matis, Chief, Planning a1d Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen BI.
‘Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates ts own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project for aircraftorradar sorvices.
Mr. Gary Hillman, Penfold, Alberta (403) 886-4187 will be providing airralt maintenance services.
to WMI. Mr. Barry Robinson (403) 886-2111, Central Digital Systems Ltd., Penhold, Alberta wil
beproviding radar and soading systems mainteranceSrvices.

PART3. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERN NG ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
#600,708-11th Ave.SW.
Calgary, AB T2R 0E4

Chief officers: Nir. Robin Seacombe, President Tol 403.233.6910
Ms. Catherine Tagg, Secrotary-Treasurer Tel. 403-260-9261

Director of ASWMS: Nir. Jim Renick, M.Sc.
11 Warwick Drive
Red Door, AB TANGLA Tol 403-347-1545

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of assembling funds from ts
members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rales throughout the province.
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY

Address and location of project primary fied base:
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-3616 and 403-335-8359
Address(es) and locations(s) of project secondary field bases):
+ Calgary intemational airport tel. 403-291-4426or 403-250-8070
+ RedDeerindustrial airport tel 403-886-4137

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL

Name and tile of field oficer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss
P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8.

tol & fax. 403-342-5685 and 403-318-0400 (collular)
email. krausst@agtnet
home page: ht /jwwwweathermodcom’

Qualifications of field officer in charge:
«Ph.D. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cioud physics
+ 1974:1984 Alberta Research Coundil research officor on the Alberta Hail Project
«1984-1386 Director, Bethlehem Precipitation Reseach Project, South Africa
«1887-1982 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Techrologies Lid, Calgary on the Greek National Hail

‘Suppression Project
«CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
«Certified Managerof the Weather Modification Association
«American Meteorological Society Past Member of Technical Advisory Commitee on Weather

Modification.

Fiold Address: Olds-Didsbury Aiport, Highway 2A, Olds, AB
clo Olds-Didsbury Airport Commission
4911-51 ave,, Olds, AB T4H 1RS

Field Telephone no. 403-335-3616 and 403-335-839
Field personnel: fulltime = 3

parttime = 10

Dally rocords of activities: Custodian = Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.0. Box 27177, Red oer, AB T4N 6X8

All records are maintained June 1° Sept. 15” annually.
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ stom radar echo data report and maps
+ radar calibration report
+ operations summary report
+ daly radar operations log report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ arora fight rack maps
+ fightlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: _ Hailstorms cause an average of more than $100
milion damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sep. 7, 1991 caused
58400 milion damage in the City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as well as reinsurers
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‘and brokers, have donated about $15 millon to conduct a hail suppression project over a 10 year period.
‘Specific modification sought: _ Diminish hail damage ‘0 property in contral Alberta with special prioritygiven to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quantitative estimate of modification expected: Even ery small posiive results (+/- 1%) wil be
‘economically beneficial, however, ts hoped that reduct ons in damage on theorderof 25% or greater will
be realized. After 8 years, the insurance industry is ver, encouraged by the results, estimating a savingsofseveral hundrod-millon dollars to the industry.

‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop darnage due to hal will also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation. The crop vai insurance data for the last five years indicates2 drop in the loss-to-isk values on the order of 19.7% below the long term average. Th net benefit forthe hail insurance program over the five year seeding period has been estimated to be approximately$198 milion.

Geographic area affected (see attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west to the fooihils of the Rocky Mountains.

Estimate of adjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highwayno. 21 may aiso benefit rom the seeded storms.

Approximate total ost: approx. $2 millon per year for years.

Funds to be expended n Canada: est. $500,000 pr year.

‘General period of operation: June 1° - Sept. 15” annually.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific tachniques, and a brief description of typical operations:

OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hail suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports wil bo used to
initiate soeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be Seeded if they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 GB at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and aro consideredto
beapotential hailthreat to an urban or populated area. When large hail is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar reflectivies reach approximaiely 20 JBZ in order to start the microphysical
Suppression process as early as possible within the potential hailstorms. Storms wil be seeded by aircraft
using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics and/or wing motnted Ag! pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone burners.

‘The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the lfetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double to those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and wil
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further detais of the seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

‘The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competion”
Beneficial compeiion assumes a lack of natura ico nucle n the environmen affective at temperatures
‘warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Ag! will result in the production of a significant number of
“artificial” ice nuclei. The natural and antfcial ice crystels "compete" for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water vin the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fal to the surface. If enough nuclel are
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introduced into the new growth region of the storm, thn i i possile that the histones il bs small
enough o mel completaly befor reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operation are intended0 ale the loud microphysicso the ated lous, assuming tat
the present prcpiaon process  nffsnt dus to a lek of nual le nude. The soading s based on
a Goncaplua made! of Abeta halons hat evolved rom tha studs of Chisholm (1970), Ghishom and
Rerick (1972), Bargo and Bergwall (1976). Krauss anc Manwiz (1984), Englah and Krauss (1966) andEngieh (1966).
tis assumed that hall embryos grow within the time cvahing ‘man’ updrat of singe Gal storms and
within the updrafts of developing “feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature mult-cell and
“super-alr stoms (ss 6.9. Fooe, 1984). The grow to large hal is hypolheszed to our along the
ago ofthe main storm updralt where the merging feedr ius interact wih the mai stom petal
For hall suppression, seeing with large amount of sverodde wil dramatically increase the ico crystal
concenrallon i thundersorm clouds and compels for 1 avalable supercooled cous war lo prevent
ho growth of lige, damaging, ke parcles. Based on WIS exparonce, ho cloud Seeding wil be
targetd on the feeder cloud updrat regions assaciated wih the production of hal and il lave unsoedad
{hose ragions of ih s1om assosaiod wih the product of ra ony. This wil make sffcient use of he
soacing mataria (Ag) and wil ecice hi possi riskof overseeing rain ious,
LOUD SEEDING METHOL - SEEDING TECHWIOUES

Convective cal definebyradar) with maximum rfc approximately 535 GBZ within the cloud ayer
above the-5C lave, located within 1h project aroaso ihn a.20 mi ravel imo “buffer zone” upwind of
ne project area, wil bo seadect | ey pose potential heat of damaging hal fo an urban or ppuiatad
ares, Radar observerscontroles wil bo response for making the seed decision and drecing the
loud seeding missions.
Patol fights wil be launched before clouds within th targa area met the rac raft seeding
ier. Theso parol figs ae meant o provid immediate response o developing ols In general, a
parol i launched in tho avent of visual reports of igocus towering Cumulus ciouds near Calgary or Red
Beer, or when rar cals exceed 25 it hight ove the gher fora along the wostam border and begin
moving towards he ban areas.
Launches of more then ono aicrat are determined by the number of storms in each area, tho lead me
Toqurod for  sesder acral o reach in proper locaton and altude, an projcted overlap of coverage
andon tation mo for mullple acral missions. In general only oneaicrat can work safelya cloud 0p
and one aera at cloud base for 8 singe sto. The operation of Use aicrai is recommended to
provide unintarupted seeding coverage. at aher clotaso or Gloudop and fo seed tree sors
imutaneously required.
The program is dsigned to soed convacivo clouds, balro they achieve radar reflects associated
wih hel: and deliver Seeing material 1 regons of cra and Supercond laid water Le, the primary
condos rosponsiie for the growth of halsiones.
Factors hat catermine lou top or cloud base seeding are: stom structure, visibly, cloud base hagh,
ortime avalabe to reach seeing aide,
Cloud bese seedings conducted by jing at cloud base within the main inflowof singe cal storms, or the
flow associated wih tha now growth no (shll loud located on th upshear side of mut el sos
Cloud top seeding is conducted between typical between -8 C and -12 C. The pencil flares fal
approximately 1.5 km (sparoximatay 10 C) during their 3540 bum time. Tho seeding arcraft wil
penatate the eciges of single convective cols meeting he seed cra. For mulcal sorms, or storms
ih oer cous, the $0acing sical wil enatata 16 9ps of he Gevelopng cumulus towers on the

Werte Medeor Te Cor ECpoeta VSB ome
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upshear sides of convective cels, as they grow up throush the aircrafts attude.
‘Occasionally, with embedded els or convective comglexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an altitude between -5 C and - 10 C, aseeding aircraft wil penetrate the storm edge (region o tight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshearside and burn an enc-bumar flare and injec droppable pencil flares when updraft are encountered.
Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would bo seeded only if te maximum reflectvy is pariclarly severe and
there is evidance (visual cloud growth, or tight reflect gradients) indicating the possible presence of
embedded updraft.

SEEDING RATE
A seeding rate of one 20g flare every 5s is typically usd during cloud penetration.A slighty higher rate
is used (eg 1 flare every 2 5) if uparatts are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show tha tis seading rato wil produce >1300 ica crystals per ro which is mora
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updrafts >10 mis (2000 fim), therebypreventing the growth of histones within the seeded cicud volumss.

A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if thero are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain ight (indicative of porsistot updialts). A 10 10 min waiting period may bo
used, to allow for the seeding material to tako offoct anc the storm to dissipate, f visual signs of glaciation
appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradionis weaken. This waiting period prechudes the
Waste of seecing material and assures fs optimum usage.
For cloud base seeing, a typical seeding rate of 1 enc-bumer flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
runs are repeated unti no further inflow is found. Acetone burners will also be used to provide continuous
iver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updralt are observed at cloud base and the shelf cloud
region. Base seeding is not conducted if only downdrat' are encountered at cloud base, since this would
waste seading material.
‘The cloud seeding flares are siler-iodide pyrotechnics with an ice nucle effectiveness of approximately
2x10" nucle per g of Ag at 10 G, as determined by independent cloud chamber esis at Colorado State
Universty.
Suicient dispersion of the particles is required for Agl plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud partices reach hail siz for fective hal suppression. The work by Granda ot al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the ciameter of the
diffusing lineof Agi 10 reach the integral length scale (20) m) in the inertial subrange size Scales of mixing,
Was 140 soconds. This is insufficient ime for ice pariicias o growto hal ize. Therefore, cropping flares
at5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the growth of hail
parties. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rato provides beter seading coverage than
using larger flares with a greater timeldstanco sparing between flare drops. In fact, tho above
calculation are conservative when one considers that the canter of the ce crystal plume center wil have
a higher concentration of crystals.
B. EQUIPMENT
Type:
+" one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 dog. beam width, located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, 50t tower mounted including radome.
+ One Cheyenne l propre aicra located at Calgary airport.
+ One C80 King Ar prope aircraft located at Red Dear airport
+ One C-340 aicratt in Calgary.

Weather Modheation Tn. Canada TEC.noteationd00%doe — Mason oemser
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C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:
+ Cloud top (droppable)pyrotechnic flares are 20 gm Ag! formulation manufactured by Ice CrystalEngineering (ICE)of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www ceflares.com)
+ Cloud base (end-buning) flares are 150 gm Ag formulation manufactured by le Crystal Engineering

(CE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www.ceflares.com)
+ Amixture of Acstone, Siar iodide, Sodium Perchiorate, Paradichlorobenzene, and Ammonium lodide

will also be dispensedby aircratt mounted bumers for continuous seeding at loud base.

Activation tests performed at CSU indicate >10' ico crystals per gram of pyrotechnic at 10°C.
Total fight hours and quantities tobedispersed: We estimate to use 5000 x 20 gm flares and 500 x 150
gm flares plus approx. 150 gallons of acetone (2% Agl solution). The number of operational days, fights,
and amount of seeding material cspensed over the pas! seven years is summarized in the following table.
No harmful efects rom these material is expected. Tis is based on years of studies (both in the USA
and Canada) to detect siver in precipitation (above background contamination lovels) following cloud
seeding. The amount of siver distributed by tho cloud seeding is small compared to the output from
industry. Siver amounts from cloud sesding are within the USA EPA guide ines (even within the cloud
seeding plume).

Table 1: Operational Statics For The§ Years

[Jom[om [om [om [ vw [ von [or[oe]
stom [29 40 a 45 a5 3 a 30
DAYS | (pao) |(13pao)|pave) |(i3pawo) |(Eparol | Garo) | (parol | (pao)
AIRCRAFT| 92 2 108 130 18 % 2 n
ISSIONS
Total | 1635HRS| 157.4|2083HRs|2652HRS| 2513HAS| 180.9 HAS| 188.1 HAS| 150.1 HAS
FLIGHT
TIME
sos |? 5 % 13 162 153 108 7

(approx)see0ED
FLaRes | ads 3108 S225 0653 azo 2023 276 se17

Top | 518 ar 3 940 0 6 356 a2
2%|sriums [s21mns [seamns [ssw | vsoums |msums |strvms |aeomms

Acetone | ©926US | (803US | (1408US| (1413US|(2975US|(1938US|(1443US|(@05USGalons) | galors) | galons) |gatons) | galons) | gan) | gallons) | gallons)
seEomo| 74Ke [1262s [1950Ks [sassk [227k |1111kg | 1108Ks | 1633Kg
Mass.

* June 15” to September 15 during 1996 and 1397.
“Patrol” = days with patrol of test flights only and no seeding

WeatherModificationTneCamdaEC romheiond00dosMaysami oes
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PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

+ One Cheyenne Il prop-ot aircraft located at Calgary airport
+ OnoC90 King Ar prop-jot aircraft located at Red Doar airport.
+ One C-340 aircraft in Calgary.
Minisry of Transport operating authority granted File nuriber 5260-10175 (AARX) and SAS000-5(RACH).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles vil be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation will be used.)
PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for tis project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aifcrait instrumentation. Daily weathar charts wil be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
‘and communications center wil be equipped to receive: and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS system displays the exact positon of airraft superimposed on the radar display to
‘enable the controler to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeing locations within the storm
system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PPI will 50 marked with a small symbol. Electronic coding
will enable radar controllers to discriminate between all project aircraft,

SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a
temperature sensor to assure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted at the proper
temperature levels. Tho Cheyenne aircraft will be equipped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid water cloud droplots using a hot-wire instrument. A special telemetry system is
used to transmit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and control centr where il wil be
displayed in roa time and recorded at 1 s intervals. The ata systen doos not require a Separate operator.
“These critical meteorological and microphysical measuroments wil allow for improved documentation and
strategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth and or decaying stages
of the storm that is being seeded. These microphysical measurements will also help document in-situ
cloud seeding "signatures" to confirm that the cenucieating agents are participating in the precipitation
formation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements, combined wilh the recorded radar
data, will assure that the project is conducted on a sounc scientific basis.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system wil be capable of providing numerous coll statistics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used sinco 1997 and has proved to bo very usoful. TITAN is icensad from NCAR.

“Weather Modiheation nc. CanadaJEC_potfeatiod008doeMays.200f| oosss
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
Stato typeof working agreement entered ino with the weather modifer: Contract
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFIATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THEORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Nameof organization: AbertaSevereWeather Managoment Society
Fullnameof certying officr and tle: Jim Reick, M. $5. Tile: Project Director

Signature: Date:

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVICED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPESIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.
Name of organization: Weather Modification In., Canada
Fullnameofcertying officer: TarenceW. Krauss, Ph.D. Tite: VP -Project Manager
Signature: Date:

Wenter Modhcaton oeComdEC_moifeatord00tdoe Mm aor ous
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |

PART. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice: April 14, 2005
Proposed starting date: June 1% 2005,
Expected duration: September 15", 2005

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected Hail Suppression
Classofoperation Operational
Gperating method airborne
Class of economy to benefit. insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

‘Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)
tp: fw weathermod. com)

Parent Organization: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer Mr. Patrick H_ Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-6500
pai@weathermod com

Local Organization: Weather Modification Inc., Canada Lo.
P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8.

Name and relevant qualificationsofofficer(s) designated in charge of project
Chief Officer: Dr Terry W. Krauss, General Manager

Ph.D. Atmospheric Science. >30 years experience
Tel: (403) 342.5685 and Fax: (403) 342-5685 Cell: (403) 318-0400
kraussi@agtnet
(see Part 5 for details of qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology Mr. Bruce Boe
MSc. Atmospehiic Sciences, >20 years experience
Office Tel: (701) 673-3354. (701) 238.2577 (cell)

Vice-President, Operations Mr. HansAhiness
Chief Pilot, >20 years experience
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activities of organization (see web page at www weathermod. com):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air olution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modificatons

“Weather Modification In. Canada WMI NohcationMay200s doc Apa 200s
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Amount of public liabiity insurance carried applicable to activity: CDNSS0 milion by the Alberta Severe
‘Weather Management Society clo Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co. and USSS milion by Weather
Modification Inc.

List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken
a Canada: The Alberta Hai Project has been operating ins present form since 1996.
+ With the Alberta Research Council, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involved in the hail

Suppression and rain enhancement activities of the Alberta Hal project over the period 1974 to 1984.
b Elsewhere:
+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 30 years.
+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 or 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft and a Lear

Jet 1998-2004
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression

1987-2001
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, California, Mexico, UAE, India, and

Thailand within the last 5years.

4 References:
1 Mr Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel. 403-347-1545

2. Mr. Darren Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 701-224-2788

3 Mr George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512-239-0381

4. Mr Michael E. Mathis, Chief, Planning and Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Blvd.
‘Oklahoma City, Okiahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project for aircraft or radar services.
Mir Gary Hillman, Penhold. Alberta (403) 885-4187 will be providing aircraft maintenance services.
to WMI Mr Barry Robinson (403) 886-2111, Central Digital Systems Ltd, Penhold, Alberta will
be providing radar and seeding systems mainenance services.

PART3. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
#600, 708- 11th Ave. SW.
Caigary. AB T2R 04

Chief officers: Mir Robin Seacombe, President Tel 403-278-0279 or 403-607-6903
Ms. Catherine Tagg, Secretary-Treasurer Tel. 403-260-9261

Director of ASWMS: Mir. Jim Renick, M Sc.
11 Warwick Drive
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel, 403-347-1545 or 403-367-8377

Natureof organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casually insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds. from its
members to operate a hal suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.

Weather Modification Tc. Canada WNT Notfcation May2003 doc Apr 12,3005
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PARTA4 GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Address and locationofprojec primary fed base:
‘Olds-Didsbury Arport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-3616 and 403-335-3359
Address(es) and locations(s)ofproject secondary field base(s):
+" Calgaryintemalional aifport el. 403-201-4426or403.250.8070
+ RedDeerindustrilaiport tel. 403-886-4187
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and tle of field officer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss.

P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8
tol & fax. 403-342-5685 and 403.318.0400 (cellular)
emai. kraussi@agtnet
home page: htww weathermod. com!

Qualifications of field office in charge:
+ PhD. Univ. Wyoming. 1981 in AtmosphericScience with specialization n cloud physics
+ 1974:1984 Alberta Research Council research officer on the Alberta Hail Project
«1984-1985 Director, Bethlehem Precipitation Research Project, SouthAfica
+ 19871992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Technologies Lig. Calgary on the Greek National Hail

Suppression Project
+ CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
+ Cortiied Managerofthe Weather Modification Association
+ American Meteorological Society Past Member of Technical Advisory Committee on Weather

Modification
Field Address: Olds Didsbury Aport, Highway 2A, Olds, AB

clo Oids-Didsbury Aiport Commission
4911.51 ave, Olds, AB TH 1RS

Field Telephone no. 403-336-3616 and 403-335-8359
Field personnel ll tme = 3

parttime= 10
Daily records of activites: Custodian = Dr. Terry Krauss,

P.O. Box 27177, Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8
All records are maintained June 1* Sept. 15” annually.
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ stom adar echo data report and maps.
+ radar calibration report+ operations summary report
+ dallyradaroperationslog report
+ chemical inventory report+ cauipment status report
+ aircraft fight rack maps+ fightlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report

PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Reasonsfo organization seeking modified weather. _Hailstorms cause an average of approximately
$100 millon damagetoprivate and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7. 1991

Weather Modieaton Tne Canada WAINotationMay200s dos ARIES
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‘caused >$400 millon damage in the City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as wel as
reinsurers and brokers, have donated about $15 millon to conduct a hal suppression project over a 10
year period.
‘Specific modification sought: Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priory
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Dee.

Quantitative estimate of modification expected: Even very small posiive results (+/- 1%) will be
‘economically beneficial, however, tis hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater will
be realized. After 9 years, the insurance induslry is very encouraged by the result, estimating a savings
of several hundred-milion dollarsto the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they expected
‘Secondaryeffectsanticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail wil also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation. The crop hail insurance data for the last five years indicates
2 drop in the loss-1o-rsk values on the order of 16% below the long term average. The et benef fo the
hail insurance program over the five year seeding period has been estimated (0 be approximately $144
milion

‘Geographicarea affected (see attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west o the foothils of the Rocky Mountains.

Estimateofadjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also beneft from the seeded storms.

Approximate total cost. approx. $2 millon per year for§ years.
Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.

‘General period of operation: June 1° - Sept. 15 annual.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a brief descriptionoftypical operations:

OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hail suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports will be used to
iniate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded f they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 BZ at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and are considered to
be a potential hailthreat to an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 dBZ in order to start the microphysical
Suppression processasearly as possible within the potential haistorms. Storms wil be seeded by aircraft
using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone burners.

“The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the lifetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double to those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm'snewgrowth zone and wil
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

‘The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competition”
Beneficial competition assumes a lack of natural ice nuclei in the environment effective at temperatures
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl will result in the production of a significant number of
“artifical” ice nuclei. The natural and artificial ice crystals “compete” for the available supercooled liquid

“Weather Modification In. Canada WMI NohcationMay200s doc Apa 200s
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cloud water within the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fall to the surface. If enough nuclel are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then it is possible that the hailstones will be small
‘enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.

Cloud seeding operations are intended to alte the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming that
the present precipitation process is inefficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding is based on
2 conceptual model of Alberta hailstorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970), Chisholm and
Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976). Krauss and Manwiz (1984), English and Krauss (1986) and
English (1986).
It is assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evolving "main" updraft of single cell storms and
within the updralts of developing "feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank. mature "muli-cell’ and
“supercell storms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the
‘edgesofthe main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact with the main storm updraft
For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of siver-iodide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI's experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated with the production of hail and wil leave unseeded
those regions of the storm associated with the production of rain only. This will make efficient use of the
seeding material(Agl) and wil reduce the possible isk of overseeding rain clouds

CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES

‘Convective cells (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 BZ within the cloud layer
above the -5 C level, located within the project areas or within a 20 min travel time "buffer zone” upwind of
the project area, wil be seeded if they pose a potential threatof damaging hail for an urban or populated
area. Radar observersicontrollers wil be responsible for making the “seed” decision and directing the
cloud seeding missions.

Patrol fights will be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immediate response to developing cells. In general, a
patrol is launched in the event of visual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cells exceed 25 kit height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.

Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required for a seeder aircraft to reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage
‘and on-station time for multiple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud top
and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of three aicraft is recommended fo
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-top and to seed three storms
simultaneously if required.

“The program is designed to seed conveciive clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of updraft and supercooled liquidwale i.e. the primary
conditions responsibleforthe growthof haistones.

Factors that determine cloud top or cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibility, cloud base height,
or time available to reach seeding altude.

Cloud base seeding is conducted by flying at cloud base within the main inflow of single cell storms, or the
inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) locatedon the upshear side of multcell storms.

Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5 C and -10 C__ The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s burn time. The seeding aircraft wil

“Weather Modification In. Canada WMI NohcationMay200s doc Apa 200s
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penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting the seed iiteria. For multcell storms, or storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective cells, 2s they grow up through the aircrafts altitude:

‘Occasionally, with embedded cels or convective complexes, there are no early defined feeder turrets
visible to the flight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an altitude between 5 C and - 10 C, a
‘seeding aitcraft will penerate the storm edge (region of tight radar reflectiviy gradient) on the upshear
side and burn an end-burer flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updralts are encountered.

‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud waer, Le. the
developing, and mature stages. in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum refleciviy s particularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence of
‘embedded updraft.
SEEDING RATE

Aseeding rate of one 20 g flare every 5 s s typically used during cloud penetration. A slighty higher rate
is used (eg 1 flare every 2 s) if updrafts are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fiimin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seeding rate will produce 1300 ice crystals per litre which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updrats of 10 mis (2000 fumin), thereby
preventing the growthofhaistones within the seeded cloud volumes.

A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafts). A 5 to 10 min wailing period may be
used. to allow for the seeding material o take effect and the storm to dissipate, if visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period preciudes the
waste of seeding material and assures its optimum usage.

For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 end-burner flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
runs are repeated unti no further inflow is found. Acetone burners wil also be used to provide continuous
siver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updralt are observed at cloud base and the shelf cloud
region. Base seeding is not conductedif only downdratts are encountered at cloud base, since this would
waste seeding material
‘The cloud seeding flares are siver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nuclei effectiveness of approximately
2x10" nuclei per g of Agl at 10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at Colorado State
University.

‘Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Ag plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hail sizeforeffective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of mixing.
was 140 seconds. This is insufficient ime for ice particles to grow to hail size. Therefore, dropping flares
a 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the growth of hail
particles. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding coverage than
using larger flares with greater imeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the above calculations
are conservative when one considers that the center of the ice crystal plume center will have a higher
concentration of crystals

B EQUIPMENT

Type:+" one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width, located at the Olds-
Didsbury airport, 50f tower mounted including radome.

+ One Cheyenne il projet aircraft located at Calgary airport.

“Weather Modification In. Canada WMI NohcationMay200s doc Apa 200s
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+ One C-340aircraftinCalgary.

+ Cloud top (droppable) pyrotechnic flares are 20 gm Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal
Engineering (ICE)of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www .iceflares.com)

+ Cloud base (end-burning) flares are 150 gm Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal Engineering
(ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www.iceflares.com)

Activation tests performed at CSU indicate >10" ice. crystals per gramofpyrotechnic. at-10°C.

gm flares plus approx. 150 gallons of acetone (2% Agl solution). The number of operational days, flights,

and Canada) to detect silver in precipitation (above background contamination levels) following cloud

[om[on[om[ow[om[om [om|

Base 531HRS |37.1HRS | 321HRS |563HRS |S65HRS | 119.0HRS|77.5HRS

“Patrol” = days with patrol ortestflights without seeding
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PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

+ One Cheyenne Il (N234K) prop-jet aircraft located at Calgary airport.
+ One Cheyenne Il (N232PS) prop-jet aircraft located at Red Deer airport
+ One C-340 (N123KK) aircraft in Calgary.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation will be used.)
PART0. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts will be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
‘and communications center will be equipped 10 receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
System. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to
‘enable the controller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the storm
system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PPI will be marked with a small symbol. Electronic coding
will enable radar controlers to discriminate between al project aircraft.

‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a
temperature sensor to assure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted at the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft will be equipped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid waler cloud droplets using a hot-wire instrument. A special telemetry system is
used to transit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and control center where i wil be
displayed in real time and recorded at 1 s intervals. The data system does not require a separate operator
‘These criical meteorological and microphysical measurements will alow for improved documentation and
strategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth and or decaying stages
of the storm that is being seeded. These microphysical measurements will also help document in-situ
cloud seeding "signatures" to confirm that the ice-nucleating agents are participating in the precipitation
formation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements, combined wih the recorded radar
data, will assure that the project is conducted on a sound scientific basis.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cel statistics and
‘colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identiication, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved tobevery useful. TITAN is licensed fiom NCAR.

“Weather Modification In. Canada WMI NohcationMay200s doc Apa 200s
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:

‘State typeofworking agreement entered into vith the weather modifier: Contract

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN

Nameof organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
Full nameofcertiingofficerandtitle: Jim Renick, MSc. Tile: ProjectDirector

Signature: Date:

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.

Name of organization: Weather Modification Inc. Canada
Full nameofcertifying officer. TerrenceW. Krauss, Ph.D. Tite: VP - Meteorology

Signature: Date:

“Weather Modification In. Canada WMI NohcationMay200s doc Apa 200s
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |

PART. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Date of notice: May 4, 2006
Proposed starting date: June 1% 2006,
Expected duration: September 15", 2006

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected Hail Suppression
Classofoperation Operational
Gperating method airborne
Class of economy to benefit. insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

‘Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)
tp: fw weathermod. com)

Parent Organization: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer Mr. Patrick H_ Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-6500
pai@weathermod com

Local Organization: Weather Modification Inc., Canada Lo.
P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8.

Name and relevant qualifications of officer(s) designated in charge of project

Chief Officer: Dr Terry W. Krauss, Vice-President, Meteorology
Ph.D. Atmospheric Science. >30 years experience
Tel: (403) 342.5685 Cell: (403) 318-0400
kraussi@agtnet
(see Part 5 for details of qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology Mr. Bruce Boe
MSc. Atmospehiic Sciences, >20 years experience
Office Tel: (701) 673-3354, (701) 238-2577 (cel)

Vice-President, Operations Mr. HansAhiness
Chief Pilot, >20 years experience
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activities of organization (see web page at www weathermod. com):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air pollution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modificatons
Amount of publi liabiity insurance carried applicable to activity: CDNSS0 milion by the Alberta Severe

‘Weather Management Society and USS milion by Weather Modification Inc.

“Weather Modification Tn. Canada WNTNorhcationMay2006 doc Way 4.3006
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List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken
a Canada: The Alberta Hai Project has been operating in is present form since 1996.
+ With the Alberta Research Council, Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involved in the hail

suppression and rain enhancement activities of the Alberta Hall project over the period 1974 to 1984.
b Elsewhere:
+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 30 years.
+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne Il aicraft and a Lear

Jet 1998-2004.
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression

1987-2001.
+ WI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, California, Mexico, UAE, India, and

Indonesia within the last 5 years.

4 References:
1 Mr Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel. 403-347-1545

2. Mr. Darren Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 701-224-2788

3 Mr George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512-239-0381

4. Mr. Michael E. Mathis, Chief, Planning and Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Blvd.
‘Oklahoma City, Okiahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project fo aircrafto radar services.
Mir. Gary Hilman, Penhold, Alberta (403) 886-4187 willbe providing aircraft maintenance services.
to WML Mr. Harry Ewen (780) 988-773, Sky-Trex Ltd. Edmonton, Albertawil be providing radar
and seeding systems maintenance services.

PART3. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
Attn: Dave Johnson
One Palliser Square
125 9th Ave. SE, Suite 1200
Cagary, Alberta T2G 0P6 Canada

Chief officers: Mr. Dave Johnson, President _djohnson@melochemonnex com
Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer
[maito:Catherine.Janssen@economicalinsurance com]

Director of ASWMS: Mr. Jim Renick, M Sc.
11 Warwick Drive renick@telusplanet net
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel, 403-347-1545 or 403-367-8377

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casually insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds. from its
members to operate a hal suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.

Weather Modfcation Tc. Canada WNTNotification May2006 doc Way 4.3006
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Ades and ocatonof prefect primaryfi base:Closissupor Abeta, Te 403-355.8350 and 403-335-9616Adress) an locations of project secondary fk base)SO ganmematonaarpa 6 403.250.5070© Redbearnisuelemon ia 405506.4157
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and te o fed ofcer n charge: Dr. Ter Krauss20 Box 57177Red Dear AB Tan 6x8

fe 8 fx. 403.342.5605 an 403-910-0400ln
e-mail: krausst@agtnetRome page: ha weather com!

Qualfation of fild fcr in charg:
+ Ph.D. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in AtmosphericSciencewith specialization in cloud physics
©1674-1984 Abert Research Cownol reser ffce on he Absrta Hal Prost© 1964.198 Director, Bainem Procipaton Research Project South Alia© 1567-1993 Sem metecrologst or NTERA Tecnologie Lc. Calgary on the Greek Nation! llSuppression Prot+ CMOS Acoreatea Consulting Meteorologist© Coted anagerof he Wester ifeson Associaton© Amorcen Neteoroegial Socty Pas Member of Technical Adisory Commitee on WealherNofcaton
Field Adres: Olds.Didsury Aiport Highvey 24, Od, AB
Field Telpnone no, 4033958359Fed persomner. ~~ fultme= 3

partime= 10
Dayrecordsof active: Custodian = Dr. Tery Krauss,P10 Box 27177, Red Dear.ABTaN 6x0

All records are maintained June 1" -Sept. 15” annually.1 ai weather anopss and recast rspon© Som radar coro daa report and mapsDL  iedercaraten report© Gporsionsaumman reportLGRoder operationsogreportDementmn repo Caupment sata reponDSi gh rack mapsLo Gamegear© root aval maintenance report
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Reasons for organization sesking modified weather Haistorns cause an average of approximatelyS100: millon demas t pate an publ property analy n Aeris. The tsi on Sept 7. 199Caused S400 milion damage nthe Cy of Calgary sone. Over 40 major Alberta sures, 25 wel a3Tanerers an Oke, nave done abou $15 milo 1 conduc 8 ha upPTESHOn rot ovr 8 10Yeo ond

oars
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‘Specific modification sought: Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priory
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red De.

Quantitative estimateofmodification expected: Even very small posiive results (+/- 1%) will be
‘economically beneficial, however, ts hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 26% or greater will
be realized. After 10 years, the insurance industry is very encouraged by the results, estimating a savings
of several hundred-milion dollarsto the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they expected

‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the last 10 years indicates a reduction in the loss-to-rsk values compared with the
historical 58 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis shows increased
variabilty and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last 5 years both inside and outside the project
area which is likely due to climate change. There are no significant changes in the crop damage within
the target area for the last 10 years, compared with the previous 15 years. The effect of the seeding on
crop damage is inconclusive at this time.

‘Geographic area affected (see attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west o the foothils of the Rocky Mountains.

Estimateofadjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also beneft from the seeded storms.

Approximate total cost. approx. $2 millon per year for§ years.
Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.

‘General period of operation: June 1° - Sept. 15 annual.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a brief descriptionoftypical operations:

OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hail suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports will be used to
iniate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded f they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 BZ at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and are considered to
be a potential hailthreat to an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 dBZ in order to start the microphysical
Suppression processasearly as possible within the potential haistorms. Storms wil be seeded by aircraft
using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone burners.

“The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the lifetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double to those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and wil
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

‘The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial compeliton”.
Beneficial competition assumes a lack of natural ice nuclei in the environment effective at temperatures
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl will result in the production of a significant number of
artifical” ice nuclei. The natural and artificial ce crystals “compete” for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fall to the surface. If enough nuclei are
Weather Modcation Tn. Canada WNTNotfcation May2006 dos Mm 4.2006
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introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then it is possible that the hailstones will be small
‘enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.

Cloud seeding operations are intended to alter the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming that
the present precipitation process is inefficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei The seeding is based on
a conceptual model of Alberta hailstorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970), Chisholm and
Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976), Krauss and Manviz (1984), English and Krauss (1986) and
English (1986).

It is assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evolving "main" updraft of single cell storms and
within the updralts of developing "feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature "multi-cell’ and
“supercell storms(seee.g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the
‘edgesofthe main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact with the main storm updraft
For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of siver-iodide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI's experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated with the production of hail and wil leave unseeded
those regions of the storm associated with the production of rain only. This will make efficient use of the
seeding material(Agl) and wil reduce the possible isk of overseeding rain clouds.

CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES

‘Convective cells (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 BZ within the cloud layer
above the -5 C level, located within the project areas or within a 20 min travel time "buffer zone” upwind of
the project area, wil be seeded if they pose a potential threatof damaging hail for an urban or populated
area. Radar observersicontrollers wil be responsible for making the “seed” decision and directing the
cloud seeding missions

Patrol fights will be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immediate response to developing cells. In general, a
patrol is launched in the eventofvisual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cells exceed 25 kit height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.

Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required for a seeder aircraft to reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage
‘and on-station time for multiple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud top
and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of three aircraft is recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-top and to seed three storms
simulaneously if required.

“The program is designed to seed conveciive clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding materia to regions of updraft and supercooled liquidwaler i.e. the primary
conditions responsibleforthe growthof haistones.

Factors that determine cloud top or cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibility, cloud base height,
or time available to reach seeding altude.

Cloud base seeding is conducted by flying at cloud base within the main inflow of single cell storms, or the
inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) locatedon the upshear side of multcell storms.

Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5 C and -10 C._ The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s burn time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the edges of single convective Cells meeting the seed criteria. For multcell storms, or storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective cells, 2s they grow up through the aircrafts altitude:

“Weather Modification Tn. Canada WNTNorhcationMay2006doc Way 4.3006
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‘Occasionally, with embedded cels or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to the flight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an altitude between -5 C and - 10 C, a
‘seeding aitcraft will penetrate the storm edge (region of tight radar reflectiviy gradient) on the upshear
side and burn an end-burer flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updralts are encountered.

‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, Le. the
developing, and mature stages. in the evolution of the classic. thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflectivity s particularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence of
‘embedded updraft.
SEEDING RATE

Aseeding rate of one 20 g flare every 5 s s typically used during cloud penetration. A slighty higher rate
is used (eg 1 flare every 2 s) if updrafts are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fUmin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seeding rate will produce 1300 ice crystals per litre which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updralts of 10 mis (2000 fUmin), thereby
preventing the growthofhaistones within the seeded cloud volumes.

A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafts). A 5 to 10 min waiting period may be
used. to allow for the seeding material o take effect and the storm to dissipate, if visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period preciudes the
waste of seeding material and assures its optimum usage.
For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 end-burer flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
runs are repeated until no further inflow is found. Acetone burners wil also be used to provide continuous
siver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updrait are observed at cloud base and the shelf cloud
region. Base seeding is not conducted if only downdratts are encountered at cloud base, since this would
waste seeding material

The cloud seeding flares are siver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nuclei effeciveness of approximately
3x10" nuclei per gm of pyrotechnic at -10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at
‘Colorado State University.
‘Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Agl plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hail sizeforeffective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (197) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of mixing,
was 140 seconds. This is insufficient ime forice particles togrowto hail size. Therefore, dropping flares.
a 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the growth of hail
particles. The use of the 20 gm flres and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding coverage than
using larger flares with greater imeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the above calculations
are conservative when one considers that the center of the ice crystal plume center will have a higher
concentration of crystals

B EQUIPMENT

Type:+" one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width, located at the Olds-
Didsbury airport, 50f tower mounted including radome.

+ One Piper Cheyenne Il prop-jt aircraft located at Calgary airport.+ One Beechcraft C90 King-Ai projet aircraft located at Red Deer airport
+ One C340 aircraft in Calgary.

“Weather Modification Tn. Canada WNTNorhcationMay2006doc Way 4.3006
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MATERIALS TOBE EMITTED,
+ Cloud top (Soppable) pyrotechnic fires ae 20 gm Ag formation manufactured by Ice Crsal

Engineering (ICE)of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www.iceflares.com)
+ Cloud base (end-bumning) flares are 150 gm Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal Engineering

(ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www.iceflares.com)+ Amir of Aco, Siver ade, Sodium Prenat, Paredichorobenzene, and Ammonium odieWil 260 be capensed by arf mounied mers or conto seeding a dou ese
Activation tests performed at CSU indicate >10'* ice crystals per gram of Agl at -10°C.

Tota fght hours and uantiest be isprsed: We estima 0 use S000 x 20 gm fares and 500 x 150
gm flares plus approx. 150 gallons of acetone (2% Agl solution). The numberofoperational days, flights,
and amount of seeding material dispensed over the past ten years is summarized in the attached table.No harmil fects fom these mera expected. Tn + based on years of sie (both ne USAond Canad) fo detec iver in preciiaton (above backyauna coniaminaton Eve) flown coudSeeing Tne amount of Sher Grbuled by ie cous seeding is mal compar 1 he cup fomIndusiy. Ser amounts fom cloud seeding re wih ihe USA EPA.gules
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONGERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

One Gheyeme | (NT47RE) propiot icra located t Colgan ipoOne CS Kinglr (NO1 17) rapyet acral locates t Fea Dea apt.© OneC0 (RasrOM rat n Cogan

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONGERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.
No speci project raund vehices wil be used on the project (Only priate vehics for personalTransporation wh be vied)
PARTI. GENERAL INFORWATION CONCERNNG ANY MEASUREMENTS ORGBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.
No special suace obseatons are panned for tis prjec._The primary nsrumentaton i the weatherTact an special ara maméntalon Daly weather hats wil be recorded a documentation andreporting purposes
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS). The Wi weather radar contolond communications cee wi be 800d 1 recehe and record cata rom the GES arcrf racking
system. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display toSrath convolr10 accurately Orc he seeing arf1pt seeding ccatons wih he rmSytem. The colorcaded arr poston on he PI wi be marked wi a ama syml Eleionc coangVi ena radar cotlrso dscrminae bowen al rjet area
SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of th cloud seeding ica wil hve oampere senor o-asaure hat Me lu pentalon seeding una are conducted at he properemperaire levels: The Gheyemne icra wil be squipbed wih a Iie coud physics data acasiionStam 10 measure 190d Vater loud droplets sing 3 Rowe nsuument. A spacial tolemety system 35306 Hana he Special arcrf dat In addr communications and contol cener where fil be
displayed in real time and recorded at 1 s intervals. The data system does not requirea separate operator.These cll meleoroiogal and miropnyeicl measurements wil alo (or proved documentaton andaio docon aking ung he coud eating missns eGang he Growth an o decaying iogesoh stom ha is beng seeded These mctophyoal measurements wit ai help document atsoud sesing Sgnatree o sofrm tnt tne ceneaing agents re pricpatng ne preconformato (ond hal suppression procesee. These mossuaments, comoned wih the recoaed radara. il sso na he pres conden 8 sound sec bois.
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WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar wil be equipped wih a computerized rader recording and
display system. The radar recording system wil be capable of providing numerous cell statistics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflecivi maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved tobevery useful. TITAN is icensed from NCAR.

PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State typeofworking agreament entered into with the weather modifer: Contract
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
‘ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
Fullnameofcertiing officer and tte: Jim Reick, MSc. Tile: ProjectDirector

Signature: Date:

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.
Name of organization: Weather Modification Inc, Canada
Fullameofcertiying officer. TerrenceW. Krauss, Ph.D. Tite: VP-Meteorology

Signature: Date:

Weather Modiheaton re. Canada, WNIT Notcaton Maaove dos Ma a2006
coon
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

‘SCHEDULE |

PART1. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Date of notice: May 15, 2007
Proposed starting date: June 1.2007
Expected duration: ‘September 15”, 2007

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation: Operational
Operating method: airborne
Class of economy to benefit insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

‘Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
tlw weathermod. com!

Parent Organization: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer Mir. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-6500
pat@weathermod.com

Local Organization Weather Modification Inc, Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8

Name and relevant qualificationsofofficer(s) designated in charge of project

Chief Officer Dr. Terry W. Krauss, Vice-President, Meteorology
Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, >30 years experience
Tel: (403) 342-5685 Cel: (403) 318-0400
krausst@agtnet
(see Part for detailsof qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology Mir. Bruce Boe
MSc. Atmospehic Sciences, >20 years experience
Office Tel: (701) 673-3354, (701) 238-2577 (cell)

Vice-President, Operations Mr_ Hans Ahiness
Chief Pilot, >20 years experience
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activities of organization (see web page at www weathermod com):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air pollution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aitcraft modifications
Amount of public labity insurance carried applicable to activity: CDNSS0 milion by the Alberta Severe

Weather Modiiation Ine. Canada WI EC_noriheation2007 doc Nay 15, 2007
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Weather Management Society and USSS millon by Weather Modification Inc.
List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:
a Canada The Alberta Hail Project has been operating ins present form since 196.
+ With the Alberta Research Council Jim Renick and Terry Krauss were actively involved in the hail

Suppression and rain enhancement activites of the Alberta Hal project over the period 1974 to 1984,
b Elsewhere:
+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 30 years.
+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft and a Lear

Jet 1998-2004.
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression

1987-2001.
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, California, Mexico, UAE, India,

Indonesia, Mal, and Saudi Arabia within the last 10 years.

4 References
1 Mr Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB TAN 6L4 Tel. 403-347-1545

2 Mr. Darren Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 7012242788

3 Mr GeorgeW. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Comission
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512230.0381

4. Mr Michael E. Mathis, Chief, Planning and Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Blvd
‘Oklahoma City, OKiahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WHI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project for aifcrat o radar services.
Mir. Gary Hilman, Penhold, Alberta (403) 886-4187 will be providing aircraft maintenance
Services to WMI. Mr. Barry Robinson (403) 886-2111, Ceniral Digital Systems Ltd., Penhold,
Alberta wil be providing radar and seeding systems maintenance services.

PARTI. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Nameof organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)

Chief officers: Mr. Robin Seacombe, Co-President
robinseacombe@hotmail com

Mr. Todd Kiapak, Co-President
Todd Klapak@ingcanada com

Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer
janssenc@telus.net

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds from its
members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.

PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY

‘Address and locationofproject primary fied base:
Olds-Didsbury Airport Alberta. tel: 403-335-8359 and 403-335-3616

Weather Modiiation Ine. Canada WI EC_noriheation2007 doc Nay 15, 2007
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Addresses) and locations(s)ofproject secondary field bases)+ Calgary intemational airport tel. 403-250-8070
+ RedDeerindustrialaiport tel. 403-836-4187

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL

Name and tillof field offer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss.
P.0. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

tel. &fax. 403-342-5685 and 403-318-0400 (mobile)email. krausst@agtnet
home page: http www. weathermod com/

Qualificationsof field officer in charge:
+ PhD. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cloud physics
«1974-1984 Alberta Research Counci research officer on the Alberta Hail Project
+ 1984-1986 Director, Bethiehem Precipitation Research Project, South Afica
«+ 1987-1992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Technologies Ld, Calgary on the Greek National Hal

‘Suppression Project
+ CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
«Certified Manager of the Weather Modification Association
«+ American Meteorological Society Past Member of Technical Advisory Commitice on Weather

Modification.

Field Address: Olds-DidsburyAirport, Highway 2A, Olds, AB

Field Telephone no. 403-335-8359
Field personnel: fulltme = 3

parttime = 10

Dail recordsofactivities: Custodian = Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.0. Box 27177, Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

All records are maintained June 1* -Sept. 15" annually.
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ storm radar echo data report and maps
+ radar calibration report
+ operations summary report
+ daly radar operations log report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircraft fight rack maps
+ fightlog report
+ project aifcraft maintenance report

Weather Modiiation Ine. Canada WI EC_noriheation2007 doc Nay 15, 2007
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PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: Hailstorms cause an average of approximately
$100 milion damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991
‘caused >$400 millon damage in the City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as wel as
reinsurers and brokers, have donated about $15 millon to conduct a hal suppression project over a 10
year period.
‘Specific modification sought. Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priority
giventothe urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quantitativeestimateof modification expected: Even very smal posiive results (+/- 1%) will be
‘economically beneficial, however, it is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater
will be realized. After 10 years, the insurance industry is very encouraged by the resus, estimating a
savings of several hundred-million dollars to the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they
expected.

‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the last 10 years indicates a reduction in the loss-to-rsk values compared with the
historical 68 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis shows increased
variability and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last 5 years both inside and outside the project
area which is likely due to cimate change. There are no significant changes in the crop damage within
the target area for the fast 10 years, compared with the previous 15 years. The effect of the seeding on
crop damage s inconclusive at this time.

‘Geographic area affected (see attached map). The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west to the foothillsof the Rocky Mountains.

Estimateofadjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also benefit from the seeded storms.

Approximate total cost. approx. $2 millon per year for years.

Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.

‘General period ofoperation: June 1* - Sept. 15 annually

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a bref description of typical operations:

OVERVIEWOFMETHOD
For hail suppression, airraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports will be used to
initiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 BZ at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and are considered to
be a potential hailthrea to an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 dBZ in order to start the microphysical
suppression process as early as possible within the potential haistorms. Storms wil be seeded by
aircraft using either droppable Ag! pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone
burers.

“The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the lifetime and size of the cloud o storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double to those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder cloudsof the storm's new growth zone and wil

Weather ModiiationIne. Canada WI EC_noriheation2007doc Nay 15, 2007
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be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further details ofthe seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competion”.
Beneficial competion assumes a lack of natura ice nuclei i the environment efectve at temperatures
warmer than 20°C and that the injection of Ag! will result in the production of a significant number of
arifcial” ice nuclei. The natural and artificial ice crystals "compete" for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the haistones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fall to the surface. If enough nuclei are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then i is possible that the haistones wil be small
enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operations are intended 10 alter the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming
that the present precipitation process is ineficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding is
based on a conceptual model of Alberta hailstorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970),
Chisholm and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976). Krauss and Manvitz (1964). English and
Krauss (1936) and English (1936).
It is assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evalving "main" updraft of single cell storms and
within the wpdrafts of developing “feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature “mult-cel” and
“super-cell” storms (see e.g. Foote, 1884). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the
edges of the main storm updratt where the merging feeder clouds ineract with the main storm updraft.
For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of siver-odide wil dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WHI experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updrat regions associated with the production of hail and wil leave
unseeded those régions of the storm associated with the production of rain only. This will make efficient
use ofthe seeding material (Ag) and wil reduce the possible riskof overseeing rain clouds.
CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective cls (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud
Tayer above the -5 C level. located within the project areas of wihin a 20 min travel ime "buffer zone"
upwind of the project area, wil be seeded if hey pose a potential threat of damaging hail or an urban or
populated area. Radar observersicontrllers will be responsible for making the “seed” decision and
directing the cloud seeding missions.
Patol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These parol fights are meant o provide immediate response to developing cells._In general, a
patrol is launched in the event of visual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, owhen radar cells exceed 25 kt height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.

Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the ead time
required for a seeder icra o reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage:
and on-station time for multiple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud
top and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operationof three aircraft s recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-op and to seed three storms
simultaneously if required.

“The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflecivies associated
with hail. and deliver seeding materia to regions of updrat and supercooled liuid water ie. the primary.
conditions responsible forthe growth of haistones.

Weather Modationnc. Canada WMI EC notieationd007doc May 152007
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Factors that determine cloud toporcloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibilty, cloud base height,
or time available to reach seeding attude.

Cloud base seeding is conducted by flying at cloud base within the main inflow of single cll storms, or
the inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of multi-cell
storms.

Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5 C and -10 C. The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s bur time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting the seed criteria. For mutcell storms, or storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective clls, as they grow up through the aircrafts altude.

‘Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets.
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an alttude between -5 C and - 10 C, a
‘seeding aitcraft will penetrate the storm edge (region of light radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshear
side and burn an end-burner flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updraft are encountered.

‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipalive stages ofa storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflectivity is particularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence of
‘embedded updraft.
‘SEEDING RATE

Aseeding rate of one 20 g flare every 5s is typically used during cloud penetration. A sightly higher rate
is used (e.g 1 flare every 2 5) f updraft are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seeding rate will produce >1300 ice crystals per ire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updraft of 10 mis (2000 fUmin), thereby
preventing the growth of hailstones within the seeded cloud volumes.

A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicativeofpersistent updrafts). A 5 to 10 min waiting period may be
used, to allow for the seeding material o take effect and the storm to dissipate, if visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period precludes the
waste of seeding material and assures its optimum usage.

For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 end-burer flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
runs are repeated until no further inflow is found. Acetone burners will also be used to provide
continuous silver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the
shelf cloud region. Base seeding is not conducted if only downdrafts are encountered at cloud base,
since this would waste seeding materia

The cloud seeding flares are siver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nuciei effectivenessof approximately
3x10" nuclei per gm of pyrotechnic at -10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at
Colorado State University.

‘Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Ag plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hail size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difiusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ice particles to grow to hail size. Therefore,
dropping flares at 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the
growth of hail particles. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides beter seeding
coverage than using larger flares with greater timeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the
‘above calculations are conservative when one considers that the center of the ice crystal plume center

Weather ModiiationIne. Canada WI EC_noriheation2007doc Nay 15, 2007
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will have a higher concentration of crystals.

B. EQUIPMENT

Type:
+ one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width, located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, 50ft tower mounted including radome.
+ One Piper Cheyenne Il prop-jet aicratt located at Calgary airport
+ One Beechcraft C30King-Airprop-jet aircraft located at Red Deer airport.
+ One C-340 aircraft in Calgary.

C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:
+ Cloud top (droppable) pyrotechnic flares are 20 gm Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal

Engineering (ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www. iceflares com)
+ Cloud base (end-buring) flares are 150 gm Ag! formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal Engineering

(ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www icefiares com)
+ A mixture of Acetone, Silver iodide, Sodium Perchlorate, Paradichlorobenzene, and Ammonium

Iodide wil also be dispensed by aircraft mounted burners for continuous seeding at cloud base.

Activation tests performed at CSU indicate >10™ ice crystals per gramofAgl at 10°C.

Total fight hours and quantitiestobedispersed: We estimate to use 5000 x 20 gm flares and 500 x 150
‘gm flares plus approx. 150 gallons of acetone (2% Agl solution). The number of operational days, fights,
‘and amount of seeding material dispensed over the past ten years is summarized in the attached table.
No harmiul effects from these materials is expected. This is based on yearsofstudies (both in the USA
and Canada) to detect silver in precipitation (above background contamination levels) following cloud
seeding. The amount of silver distributed by the cloud seeding is small compared to the output from
indusiry. Silver amounts from cloud seeding are within the USA EPA guidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

+ One Cheyenne Il (N234K) propet arcratt located at Calgary airport
+ One C90 King-Air (N911FG) propjet aircraft located at Red Deer airport.
+ One C-340 (N457DM) aircraft in Calgary.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation will be used)

Weather Modification Inc. Canada. WMI_EC._nofification2007 doc May 13, 2007
oozes
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PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts will be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
‘and communications center will be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to
enable the controller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the
storm system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PP will be marked with a small symbol. Electronic
coding wil enable radar controllersto discriminate between al project aircraft

‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a
temperature sensor to assure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted a the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft will be equipped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid water cloud droplets using a hot-wire instrument. Aspecial telemery system is
used to transmit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and control center where it wil be
displayed in real time and recorded at 1 intervals. The data system does riot require a separate
operator. These critical meteorological and microphysical measurements will allow for improved
‘documentation and strategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth
and or decaying stages of the storm that is being seeded. These microphysical measurements will also
help document in-situ cloud seeding “signalures” to. confirm that the. ice-nucleating agents are
participating in the precipitation formation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements,
combined with the recorded radar data, will assure that the project is conducted on a sound scientific
basis.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cel statistics and
‘colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved tobevery useful. TITAN is licensed from NCAR.

Weather ModiiationIne. Canada WI EC_noriheation2007doc Nay 15, 2007
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State type of working agreement enered no wih the weather modifier. Contact
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BERALF OF THE
‘ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Nameof organization: Abert Severe Weather Management Society
Fullname of cetying officer and te: Tite:
(to be completed on or about June 1, 2007 at project start)
Signature: oate:
PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES 5 A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.
Nameof organization: Westher Mafcation nc. Canada

Full name ofcertifying officer: TerrenceW. Krauss, Ph.D. Title: VP —Meteorology

FeHaccga
Signature: Date: May 15,2007
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Figure 1: Map of southern Alberta showing the project ara, outlined in green, covered by the Hal
Suppresion activities.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IN 2008 Page: 1

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

‘SCHEDULE |

PART1. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Date of notice: May 5,2008
Proposed starting date: June 1%, 2008
Expected duration: ‘September 15”, 2008

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation: Operational
Operating method: airborne
Class of economy to benefit insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

‘Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
tlw weathermod. com!

Parent Organization: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer Mir. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-6500
pat@weathermod.com

Local Organization Weather Modification Inc, Canada Ltd.
P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6X8

Name and relevant qualificationsofofficer(s) designated in charge of project

Chief Officer Dr. Terry W. Krauss, Vice-President, Meteorology
Ph.D. Atmospheric Science, >30 years experience
Tel: (403) 342-5685 Cel: (403) 318-0400
krausst@agtnet
(see Part for detailsof qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology Mir. Bruce Boe
MSc. Atmospehic Sciences, >20 years experience
Office Tel: (701) 673-3354, (701) 238-2577 (cell)

Vice-President, Operations Mr_ Hans Ahiness
Chief Pilot, >20 years experience
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activities of organization (see web page at www weathermod com):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air pollution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aitcraft modifications
Amount of public labity insurance carried applicable to activity: CDNSS0 milion by the Alberta Severe

Weather Modiiation Ine. Canada WI EC_noriheation2008 doc Way 5, 2008
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Weather Management Society and USSS millon by Weather Modification Inc.
List of similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:
a Canada The Alberta Hail Project has been operating in is present form since 196.
+ With the Alberta Research Counci, Terry Krauss was actively involved in the hail suppression and

rain enhancement activites of the Alberta Hail project over the period 1974 to 1984.
b Elsewhere:
+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 30 years.
+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft and a Lear

Jet 1998-2004.
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail Suppression

1987-2001.
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, California, Mexico, UAE, India,

Indonesia, Mal, and Saudi Arabia within the last 10 years.

4 References
1 Mr Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer, AB TAN 6L4 Tel. 403-347-1545

2 Mr. Darren Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
P.O. Box 1833
Bismarck, ND 58502 Tel 7012242788

3 Mr GeorgeW. Bomar, Director
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Comission
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512230.0381

4. Mr Michael E. Mathis, Chief, Planning and Management Division
‘Oklahoma Water Resources Board
3800 N. Classen Blvd
‘Oklahoma City, OKiahoma 73118 Tel. 405-530-8800

List of subcontractors: WHI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project for aifcrat o radar services.
Mir. Gary Hilman, Penhold, Alberta (403) 886-4187 will be providing aircraft maintenance
Services to WMI. Mr. Barry Robinson (403) 886-2111, Ceniral Digital Systems Ltd., Penhold,
Alberta wil be providing radar and seeding systems maintenance services.

PARTI. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Nameof organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)

Chief officers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President
Todd Kiapak@ingcanada com

Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer
janssenc@telus.net

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casually insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds from its
members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.

PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY

‘Address and locationofproject primary fied base:
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel: 403-335-8359 and 403-335-3616
Addresses) and locations(s) of project secondary field bases):
+ Calgary intemational aitport tel. 403-250-8070

Weather Modiiation Ine. Canada WI EC_noriheation2008 doc Way 5, 2008
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© RedDeerindustrialaiiport tel. 403-886-4187

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL

Name and till of field officer in charge: Dr. Terry Krauss.
P.O. Box 27177
Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

tel. & fax. 403-342-5685 and 403-318-0400 (mobile)
email. krausst@agtnet
home page: itp www weathermod com/

Qualifications of field officer in charge:
+ PhD. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in cloud physics
+ 1974-1984 Alberta Research Council research officer on the Alberta Hail Project
+ 1984-1986 Director, Bethiehem Precipitation Research Project. South Afica
«1987-1992 Senior meteorologist for INTERA Technologies Ld., Calgary on the Greek National Hail

Suppression Project
+ CMOS Accredited Consulting Meteorologist
«+ Certified Manager of the Weather Modification Association
«+ American Meteorological Society Member of Technical Advisory Committee on Weather Modification.

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A, Olds, AB

Field Telephone no. 403-335-8359
Field personnel full tme = 3

parttime = 10

Dall records of activities: Custodian = Dr. Terry Krauss,
P.0. Box 27177, Red Deer, AB T4N 6X8

Al records are maintained June 1° -Sept. 15” annually.
+ daly weather synopsis and forecast report
+ radar echo storm data report and maps
+ daly operations summary report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircraft fight rack maps
+ fightlog report
+ project afcraft maintenance report
+ radar calibration report

Weather Modiiation Ine. Canada WI EC_noriheation2008 doc Way 5, 2008
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PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: Hailstorms cause an average of approximately
$100 milion damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991
‘caused >$400 millon damage in the City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, 2s wel as
reinsurers and brokers, have donated > $15millontoconducta hail suppression project since 1996.

‘Specific modification sought. Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priority
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quantitativeestimateof modification expected: Even very small posiive results (+/- 1%) will be
‘economically beneficial, however, it is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater
will be realized. After 10 years, the insurance industry is very encouraged by the resus, estimating a
savings of several hundred-million dollars to the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they
expected.

‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the last 10 years indicates a reduction in the loss-to-rsk values compared with the
historical 68 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis shows increased
variabilty and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last5 years both inside and outside the project
area which is likely due to cimate change. There are no significant changes in the crop damage within
the target area for the lat 10 years, compared with the previous 15 years. The effect of the seeding on
crop damage s inconclusive at this time.

‘Geographic area affected (see attached map). The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west to the foothillsof the Rocky Mountains.

Estimate of adjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also benefit from the seeded storms.

Approximate total cost. approx. $2 millonperyear.

Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.

‘General periodofoperation: June 1* - Sept. 15 annually

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a bref description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD

For hail suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports will be used to
initiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 BZ at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and are considered to
be a potential hailthreat to an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
Commence when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 JBZ in order to start the microphysical
suppression process as early as possible within the potential haistorms. Storms wil be seeded by
aircraft using ether droppable Ag! pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Ag! pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone
burners.

‘The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the lifetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double to those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder cloudsof the storm's new growth zone and wil
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.

Weather ModiiationIne. Canada WI EC_noriheation2008doc Way 5, 2008
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HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS

The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competion”.
Beneficial competion assumes a lack of natura ice nuclei i the environment efectve at temperatures
warmer than 20°C and that the injection of Ag! will result in the production of a significant number of
arifcial” ice nuclei. The natural and artificial ice crystals "compete" for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the haistones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fall to the surface. If enough nuclei are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then it is possible that the hailstones wil be small
enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operations are intended to alter the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming
that the present precipitation process is ineficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding is
based on a conceptual model of Alberta hailstorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970),
Chisholm and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976). Krauss and Manvitz (1964). English and
Krauss (1986) and English (1368)
It is assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evalving "main" updraft of single cell storms and
within the wpdrafts of developing “feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature “mult-cel” and
“super-cell” storms (see e.g. Foote, 1884). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the
edges of the main storm updratt where the merging feeder clouds ineract with the main storm updraft.
For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of siver-odide wil dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WHI experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updrat regions associated with the production of hail and wil leave
unseeded those régions of the storm associated with the production of rain only. This will make efficient
use ofthe seeding material (Ag) and wil reduce the possible risk of overseeing rain clouds.
CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective cls (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud
Tayer above the -5 C level. located within the project areas of wihin a 20 min travel ime "buffer zone"
upwind of the project area, wil be seeded if hey pose a potential threat of damaging hail or an urban or
populated area. Radar observersicontrllers will be responsible for making the “seed” decision and
directing the cloud seeding missions.
Patol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These parol fights are meant o provide immediate response to developing cells._In general, a
patrol is launched in the event of visual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, owhen radar cells exceed 25 kt height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.

Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the ead time
required for a seeder icra o reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage:
and on-station time for multiple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud
top and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operationof three aircraft s recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-op and to seed three storms
simultaneously if required.

“The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflecivies associated
with hail. and deliver seeding materia to regions of updrat and supercooled liuid water ie. the primary.
conditions responsible forthe growth of haistones.

Weather ModiationInc. Canada WMI EC noteation008doc ECE
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Factors that determine cloud toporcloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibilty, cloud base height,
or time available to reach seeding attude.

Cloud base seeding is conducted by flying at cloud base within the main inflow of single cll storms, or
the inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of multi-cell
storms.

Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5 C and -10 C. The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s bur time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting the seed criteria. For mutcell storms, or storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective clls, as they grow up through the aircrafts altude.

‘Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets.
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an alttude between -5 C and - 10 C, a
‘seeding aitcraft will penetrate the storm edge (region of light radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshear
side and burn an end-burner flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updraft are encountered.

‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipalive stages ofa storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflectivity is particularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence of
‘embedded updraft.
‘SEEDING RATE

Aseeding rate of one 20 g flare every 5s is typically used during cloud penetration. A sightly higher rate
is used (e.g 1 flare every 2 5) f updraft are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seeding rate will produce >1300 ice crystals per ire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updraft of 10 mis (2000 fUmin), thereby
preventing the growth of hailstones within the seeded cloud volumes.

A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicativeofpersistent updrafts). A 5 to 10 min waiting period may be
used, to allow for the seeding material o take effect and the storm to dissipate, if visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period precludes the
waste of seeding material and assures its optimum usage.

For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 end-burer flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud seeding
runs are repeated until no further inflow is found. Acetone burners will also be used to provide
continuous silver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the
shelf cloud region. Base seeding is not conducted if only downdrafts are encountered at cloud base,
since this would waste seeding materia

The cloud seeding flares are siver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nuciei effectivenessof approximately
3x10" nuclei per gm of pyrotechnic at -10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at
Colorado State University.

‘Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Ag plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hail size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difiusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ice particles to grow to hail size. Therefore,
dropping flares at 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the
growth of hail particles. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides beter seeding
coverage than using larger flares with greater timeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the
‘above calculations are conservative when one considers that the center of the ice crystal plume center

Weather ModiiationIne. Canada WI EC_noriheation2008doc Way 5, 2008
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will have a higher concentration of crystals.

B. EQUIPMENT

Type:
+ one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width, located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, 50ft tower mounted including radome.
+ One Piper Cheyenne Il prop-jet aicratt located at Calgary airport
+ One Beechcraft C30King-Airprop-jet aircraft located at Red Deer airport.
+ Two C-340 aircraft (one in Calgary and one in Red Deer).

C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:
+ Cloud top (droppable) pyrotechnic flares are 20 gm Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal

Engineering (ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www. iceflares com)
+ Cloud base (end-buring) flares are 150 gm Ag! formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal Engineering

(ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www icefiares com)
+ A mixture of Acetone, Silver iodide, Sodium Perchlorate, Paradichlorobenzene, and Ammonium

Iodide wil also be dispensed by aircraft mounted burners for continuous seeding at cloud base.

Activation tests performed at CSU indicate >10™ ice crystals per gramofAgl at 10°C.

Total fight hours and quantitiestobedispersed: We estimate to use 5000 x 20 gm flares and 500 x 150
‘gm flares plus approx. 150 gallons of acetone (2% Agl solution). The number of operational days, fights,
‘and amount of seeding material dispensed over the past ten years is summarized in the attached table.
No harmiul effects from these materials is expected. This is based on yearsofstudies (both in the USA
and Canada) to detect silver in precipitation (above background contamination levels) following cloud
seeding. The amount of silver distributed by the cloud seeding is small compared to the output from
indusiry. Silver amounts from cloud seeding are within the USA EPA guidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

+ One Cheyenne Il (N234K) propet arcratt located at Calgary airport
+ One C90 King-Air (N911FG) propjet aircraft located at Red Deer airport.
+ Two C-340 (N457DM and N98560) aircraft in Calgary and Red Deer.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation will be used)

Weather Modification Inc. Canada. WMI_EC._nofification2008 doc "May, 2008
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PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts will be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
‘and communications center will be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to
enable the controller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the
storm system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PP will be marked with a small symbol. Electronic
coding wil enable radar controllersto discriminate between al project aircraft

‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a
temperature sensor to assure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted a the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft will be equipped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid water cloud droplets using a hot-wire instrument. Aspecial telemery system is
used to transmit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and control center where it wil be
displayed in real time and recorded at 1 intervals. The data system does riot require a separate
operator. These critical meteorological and microphysical measurements will allow for improved
‘documentation and strategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth
and or decaying stages of the storm that is being seeded. These microphysical measurements will also
help document in-situ cloud seeding “signalures” to. confirm that the. ice-nucleating agents are
participating in the precipitation formation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements,
combined with the recorded radar data, will assure that the project is conducted on a sound scientific
basis.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cel statistics and
‘colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved tobevery useful. TITAN is licensed from NCAR.

Weather ModiiationIne. Canada WI EC_noriheation2008doc Way 5, 2008
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:

State type of working agreement entered into with the weather modifier: Contract

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.

Nameof organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society.
Full name of certiying officer and tite:

Todd Kiapak
Vice President- Personal Insurance, Western Region
ING Insurance Companyof Canada, Calgary
(403) 231-1357

Signature: Date:

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.

Nameof organization: Weather Modification Inc, Canada

Full name of certifying officer: TerrenceW. Krauss, Ph.D. Tile: VP - Meteorology

Signature: Date: May 5,2008

Weather ModiiationIne. Canada WI EC_noriheation2008doc Way 5, 2008
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Figure 1: Map of southern Alberta showing the project ara, outlined in green, covered by the Hal
Suppresion activities.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

‘SCHEDULE |
PART. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice: May 15,2009
Proposed starting date: June 1 2000
Expected duration September 157, 2000
Province and area 10 be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see

‘attached map showing projec area which has remained the same since 1996)
Weather clements to be modified: Thunderstorms.
Modification expecied: Hail Suppression
Classofoperation Operational
Operating method: aitborme
Classof economy to benef: insurance industry: priate and publ property primary, agriculure

secondary.
PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)hit weathermod.com!
Parent Organization ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)

3802 20th Sreet North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Mr Patick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-5500
pal@weathermod comLocal Organization: Weather Modification. Inc. Tel. (403) 335.8359
Olds-Didsbury Aiport, Highway 24
Olds. AB Tah 1AT

"Name and relevant qualficatons of offcer() designated in charge of project
Chief Officer: Mr Bruce A. Boe, DirectorofMeteorclogy

MSc. Atmospheric Science, >30 years experience
Tel (403) 335.6359 Cell (101) 238.2577
bboe@ueathermod com
(see Part 5 for dealsof qualifications and experience)

Chief Meteorologist Mr Jason Goehing
MSc. Atmospheric Sciences, 6 years experience
Office Tel: (403) 335-8356, (605) 216-5960 (el)

VicePresident, Operations Mr. Hans Atiness.
Chief Pit, >30 years experience
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary actives of organization (see web page at vw weathermod. com):
+ cloud seeding
© amosphericresearch
+ airpoluion monitoring+ meteorological radar monitoring© equipment design and fabrication
© airraft modifications
Amount of public abilty insurance carried applicable 0 activi: CONSSO millon by the Alberta Severe

Weather Management Society and USSS milionbyWeather Modification In.
Weather Nod caion In. Canada WNL EC moiheation 3000 MmSmw
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List ofsimilarweather modification actives previously undertaken:
a’ Canada: The Alberta Hail Project has been operating n is present orm since 1996.

With the Alberta Research Counc, WHI Senior Scientist Dr. Tery Krauss was actively involved in
the hail suppression and rain enhancement activesof the Alberta Hal project over ihe period
1974 to 1684. Dr. Krauss continues o reside in Red Deer, and remainsavailabefor consultation
on mater relative to the project.

b Elsewhere
+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 30

years. This is an ongoing project.
+ WMI conducted hai suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 310 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft

and aLear Jet 1968-2004
+ WMI conducted operational loud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail

Suppression 1997-2001.
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, Calforia, Mexico,

UAE, India, Indonesia, Mall, and Saudi Arabia within the ast 10years.
4 References

100 Me Jim Renick.
11 Warwick Dive,
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel 403-347-1545.

2 Mr Darin Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
900 E. Boulevard Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58505 To 7013282788

3. Mr. GeorgeW. Bomar, Director
Texas Deparment of Licensing and Regulation
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 5129364313

4 DrPaulL. Smith, Professor Emeritus.
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
Soulh Dakota School of Mines & Technology
501 E. St. Joseph Strat
RapdCity. SD 57701-3995 Tel. 605-394-2291

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own flet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hall project for aitraf or radar services
Mi. Gary Hilman, Penhold, Alberta (403) 885.4187 wilbe providing aicra maintenance services.
to WMI. Hr. Barry Robinson (403) 886-2111, Central Dighal Systems Ltd, Penhald, Alberta wil
be providing radar and seeding systems maintenance senvices.

PARTI. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Nameoforganization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)

hie ofcers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President
“Todd Kispak@ingeanads com

Ms. Catherine Janssen Secretary-Treasurer
fanssencielst net

Nature of organization: A notforproft society of the property and casually insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was. formed for tha purpose of collecting funds from fs
members (0 operate a hall suppression program 1o help reduc insurance payout due to hail and
stabilze insurance rates throughout he province.

Wester ModiTaton oe. Canada WNT EC_morcaion 3009 Vay 15.2000
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PART. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY.
‘Address and locaton of project primary fied base:
Olds-DidsburyAiport, Alberta. tel: 403.335.8350 and 403-335-3616.
Address(es) and locaions(s) of project secondary fed bases):+ Calgary international airport tel. 403.250.8070
© RedDeerindustialaiport tel. 403.836.4187

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and tle of fieldofficerin charge: Mr. Bruce A Boe

Oid-Didsbury Airport, Highviay 2A
Olds. AB TAHIAT
el. &fax. 403-336-8350 and 701.238.2577 (mobile)
email._bboe@ueathermodcom
home page: hitp wwweathermod com!

Quacatons of field officer in charge:
«MSc. Univ. Wyoming, 1981 in Atmospheric Science with specialization in coud physics.
+ 2001-present: Director of Meteorology, Weather Modification, Inc., Fargo, ND.
«198.2000: Director, NorthDakota Atmospheric Resource Board, StateWater Commission, Sate of

North Dakota. Managed North Dakotas hail suppression cloud seeding program.
+ 1984-1088: Research Scientist U.S. Bureauof Reclamation, Project Skywater, Montrose Skyler

Office, Montrose, CO.
«1981-1984: Field Meteorologist, North Dakota Cloud Modification Program (hail suppression, rainfall

enhancement), Bowman, ND.
«1976-1981: Arcrafdata System operator, esearch associate, UniversityofWyoming, Laramie,WY.
+ 1974.1978: Radar operalor and rawinsonde techician, High Plains Experiment (HIPLEX), USS.

Bureau of Reclamation Project Skywater Mies Cty, MT.
+ Certfed Managerofthe Weather Modification Association (since 1991).
+ American Meteorological Sociely: Member; Member and past.chai., Committee on Planned and

Inadvertent Weather Modification
«American Society of Ci Engineers: Affilate Member, Chair, Atmospheric Water Management

Standards Commitee.
+ Weather Modification Associaton: Char, Nominating Commitee; Member, Pubic Information

‘Commitee: past president.
FieldAddress: Olds-Didsbury Aport Highway24,Olds, AB
Field Telephone no. 403.335.8356
Field personnel fulltime = 3

parttime = 10
Dallyrecordsofactivites: Custodian = Mr. Jason Goering, Chief Meteorologist.

WHI Project Operations Center
Olds-DidsburyAiport, Highway 24,AB. TaH 11

All records are maintained June 1 -Sept. 15” annual.
+ daily weather synopsis and forecast report+ radar echo storm data report and maps.
+ daly operations summary report
© chemical inventory report+ equipment status report
+ aircraft fight rack maps.

Weather Nod caion In. Canada WNL EC moiheation 3000 MmSmw
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© fightiog report
+ project aicraft maintenance report
+ radar calbraton report

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Reasons for organization secking modified weather: _Haistorms cause an average of approximately
100. milion damageto private and public property annual in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991
caused >5400 milion damage in the City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers a5 well as
reinsurers and brokers, have donated > $15millon o conducta hail suppression project since 1996
‘Specific modification sought. _ Diminish hail damage 10 propery in central Alberta with special priory
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer
Quantiative estimateofmodification expected: Even very small positive resus (+ 1%) wil be
‘economically beneficial, however, is hoped tha reductions in damage on the oder of 25% or grealer wil
be realized. After 10 years, the insurance indusiy s very encouraged by the resuls, estimating a savings
of several hundred-milion dolrstothe industry. paying out approximately S0%ofwht they expected.
‘Secondary efects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage duetohail shouldals be reaized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of adar data. The crop hai
insurance data for the last 10 years indicates a reduction in the loss.to-isk values compared wih the
historical 58 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis shows increased
variabilty and an increasing rend in haildamageover the last 5 years both inside and outside the project
area which is likely due fo climate change. There are no significant changes in the crop damage win
he target area fo the last 10 years, compared wih the previous 15 years. The affect of the seeding on
crop damage is inconclusive at this time.
‘Geographicareaaffected (seeatachedmap): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west {othe foothills of the Rocky Mountains.
Estimateof ajaining geographic areapossibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21mayalso benef rom the seeded storms.
‘Approximatetoal ost: approx. S2 milionperyear.
Funds tobe expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.
General periodof peration: June 1*- Sept. 16” annual.

PART. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a bref description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hai suppression, irra patoling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports wil be used to
inate seeding as soon as appropriate condiions develop. Siorms wil be seeded if they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 dBZ at heights above the -5 C temperature level, and are considered to
be a polenta hai-treat 10 an urban or poplated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar refleciies reach approximately 20 BZ in order [0 star he microphysical
‘suppression process as early as possible win the potential haisorns. Storms wil be seededbyaircraft
using eitherdroppableAg! pyrotechnics and/or wing mounted Ag! pyrotechnics or Agl-Acetone burners.
‘The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the fetime and size of the cloud or stor and
other meteorological condions. The seeding rales are about double those used during the 1970 and
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1980's in Alberta. Seeding wil be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and vil
be conducted at loud top and cloud base. Further detaofthe seeding method are discussed below.

HAILSUPPRESSIONHYPOTHESIS“The cloud seeding hypolhiesis fs based on the cloud microphysics concept of beneficial competion
Beneficial compeiiion assumes a lack of naura ice nuclei in the envionment effecive al temperatures
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl wil resull in the production of a significant number of
arficial ice nuclei. The natural and artical ie crystals “compete” for the available supercooled quid
cloud water wilh the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should surive the fal {0 the surface. If enough nucll are
introduced into the now growth region of the storm, then i is possible that the haistones wil be small
enough to melt completly before reaching the ground
(Cloud seedingoperations are intended 10 alter the cloud microphysics of the reated clouds, assuming that
the present preciiation process s inefficient due 0 a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding is based on
2 conceptual model of Avera haistorms that evolved fiom the suds of Chisholm (1970), Chisholm and
Reick (1972). Barge and Berguall (1976), Krauss and Manz (1984), Englsh and Krauss (1986) and
Engish (1986)
It i assumed that hail embryos grow win the time evohing “main” updraft of single cell storms and
within the updraft of developing “feeder clouds” or cumulus towers. that flank mature “muli-cell” and
“super-celr storms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized [0 occur along the
edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact withthe main storm updraft.
For hil suppression, seeding with a large amountofsiver-odide wil dramatically increase th ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm ciouds and compete for the avaiable supercooled cloud water o prevent
the growth of large. damaging, ce partices. Based on WNI's experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associatedwith the production of hail and vil leave unseeded
those regions of the storm associated with the production of ain ony. This will make efficient useofthe
seeding material (Agl) and vil reduce the possible risk of overseeding rain clouds.
‘CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY- SEEDING TECHNIQUES
‘Conveciive cols (defined by radar) wih maximum reflec approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud ayer
above the -5C level located within he project areas or within a 20 min travel time "bufer zone” upwind of
the projec area, wil be seeded if they posea potential threat of damaging hai for an urban or populated
area. Radar observersicontollers wil be responsible for making the seed" decision and direcing the
Cloud seeding missions.
Palrol fights will be launched before clouds within the target area me! the radar reflectivity seedingciteria. These patrol fights are meant 0 provide immediate response to developing cel. In general, a
patrols launched in the event of visual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cals exceed 25 kit height over he higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.
Launches of more than one aircraft ae determinedby thenumberof storms in each area, the ead time
required foa seeder aircrat 1 reach the proper location and aliude, and projected overiap of coverage
and on-staton time for multiple aircraft missions. In general, ony one aifraf can wrk safely at oud top‘and one aifcrat at coud base for a single storm. The operation of tee airraf is recommended to
provide uninterrupled seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloudop and to seed three storms
Simultaneously if required
“The program is designed 10 seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectvies associaled
with hail, and deiver seeding material 0 regions of updraft and supercooled quid water i. the primary
condilons responsiblefo the growtho haistones.
Factors that determine cloud 1por cloud base seeding are: storm stucture, visiiity, cloud base height.
or time availabe 0 reach seeding altude.
Cloud base seeding is conducted by fying a cloud basa within the main inflow of singe cel storms, or the
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inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear sideof muli-cal storms.
Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between 5 C and -10 C. The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s bum tme. The seeding aircraft wil
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting the seed citeria. For multcel sors, or storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding airraf wil penelrate the ps of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear ides of conveciive cls, as heygrow up trough the aircrafts attude.
‘Occasionally, with embedded cals or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turels
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an alitude between -5 C and - 10 C, a
seeding aircraft wil penetate the storm edge (region of ight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshear
side and bum a bum-in-place fare and inject Groppable pencil flares when updrats are encountered.
‘Seeding is effective only wilhin coud updralts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, i. the
developing. and mature stages in the evolution of the Classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflecivy is particulary severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or ight reflec gradients) indicating the possible presence of
embedded updraft.
SEEDING RATE
‘Aseeding rate of one20 g flare every5  s typically used during cloud penetration. A sight higher rate
is used (6.9 1 flare avery 2 5 f pcrals are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fin) and the storm is particularlyintense. Calculations show that tis seeding rate wil produce >1300 ice crystals per ire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liuid water content produced by updrats of 10 ms (2000 fUmi), thereby
preventing the growh of histones within the seeded cloud volumes.
A cloud seeding pass is repeated immedastely if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight indicative of persistent updrafs). A 10 10 min wating period may be
used,toallow or the seeding materialto takeefect and the storm to dissipate, f visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This wailng period preciudes the
Waste of seeding material and ensuresisoptimum usage.
For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 bum.n-place flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud
seeding runs are repeated unt no further inflow is found. Acetone burners wil aso be used 10 provide
continuous sier iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the
Shelf coud region. _ Base seeding is not conducted f ony downdras are encountered at cloud base,
since this would waste seeding materia.
“Thg cloud seeding flares are siker-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nucle efectiveness of approximately
10" nucle per gm of pyrotechnic, active at 10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber ests at
Colorado State Univers.
Sufficient dispersion of the parties i required for Ag! plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hail size for effeciive hal suppression. The workbyGrandiaetal. (1976) based
on trbulence measurements win Alberta foeder clouds indicated tha the time for the diameter of the
ifusing ine of Ago reach the integra length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of mixing,
was. 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ics particles o grow to hal size. Therefore, dropping flares.
a1 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the growth of hail
particles. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding coverage than
using larger flares with greater timelditance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the above calcuations
are conservalive when one considers tha the center of the ice crystal plume conter wil have a higher
concentration of crystals.
8 EQUIPMENT
Type:
+" one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power. wih 1.65 deg. beam widh, located atthe Oids-

Didsbury airport, SOf ower mounted including radome.+ One Piper Cheyenne I prop-et aircraft located at Calgary airport
Weather Nod caion In. Canada WNL EC moiheation 3000 MmSmw
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+ One Beechcraft C90 King-Alr prop-jet aicraft located at Red Deer airport.
+ Two C-340 aicraft (one in Calgary and one in Red Dee).

©. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:

+ Cloud top (droppable) pyrotechnic flares are 20 gm Agl formulation manufactured by foe Crystal
Engineering (ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www.iceflares.com)

+ Cloud base (bumvin-place) flares are 150 gm Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal
Engineering (ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA (www. icefares. com)+ Amixtureof Acetone, Sie iodide, Sodium Perchlorate, Paradichiorobenzene, and Ammonium lodide
will alsobedispensedbyaircraft mounted bumers for continuous seeding at cloud base.

Activation tests performed at CSUindicate >10" ice crystals per gramofAgat-10°C.

‘Total fight hours andquantities tobedispersed: We estimate to use 5000 x 20 gm flares and 500 x 150.
‘gm flares plus approx. 150 gallonsof acetone (2% Agl solution). The number of operational days, fighis,
and amount of seeding material dispensed over the past ten years is summarized in the attached table.
No harmful effects from these materials is expected. ‘This s based on years of studies (both in the USA
and Canada) to detect siver in precipitation (above background contamination levels) folowing cloud
seeding. The amount of siver distributed by the cloud seeding is small compared to the output from
industry. Silver amounts from cloud seeding are fa less than the USA EPA guidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

+ One Cheyenne Il (N234K) prop-jet aircraft locatedatCalgary airport.
+ One C90 King-Air (NO11FG) prop-jet aircraft locatedat Red Deer airport.+ Two C-340 (NA57DM and N123KK) aircraft in Calgary (OM) and Red Deer (KK).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles wil be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation willbe used.)

Weather MoTheaton Tne. Canada WNT EC mouhearon 2000 Mm 15.3009
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PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNINGANY MEASUREMENTS OR
‘OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observation are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aicraft instrumentation. Dail weather charts wil be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar contol
‘and communications center ill be equipped 10 receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
System. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to
enable ihe coniroler o accurately direct the seeding aitcraf to optimum seeding locations within the storm
System. The color-coded aircraf posiiononthe PP! il bemarkedwith a small symbol. Elecronic coding
wil enable radar controllers to discriminate between al projec aircraft
‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircrat wil have a
temperature sensor 1o_ensure that the coud penetration seeding runs are conducted at the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft wil be equipped with a imited coud physics data acquisiton
System to measure liquid water cloud droples using a hot-wire nsirument. A special flemery syste is
usted to ransmit the special aircraft data 1o the radar communications and coniol center where vil be
displayed in eal ime and recorded at 15 intervals. The data system dos nol require separate operator
‘These criical meteorological and microphysical measurements wil alow for mproved documentation and
stategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth and o decaying stages.
of the storm thati being seeded. These microphysical measurements wil also help document in-situ
cloud seeding signatures” to confi tha the fce-nucleating agents are participating in the precipitation
formation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements, combinedwil the recorded radar
data, wil ensure tha the project conductedon a sound scenic basss.
WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar wil be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system wil be capable of providing numerous col statisics and
colour products including plots of radar PP displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analyss, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved fo be very useful. TITAN i iensed from NCAR.

Wester ModiTaton oe. Canada WNT EC_morcaion 3009 Vay 15.2000
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITYIS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State type ofworking agreementenered nfo wih the weathermoder Contact
1 HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF APROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
ORGANIZATION NAVED HEREIN.
Nameof organization: Alera Severe WeatherManagementSociety
Fullname of cern offer and he
Todd Kapak
President Abeta Severe Weather Management Sociey403) 231-1357, Todd Kapak@ingcanada.com

Signature: Date:

PART 12. GERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
1 HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.
Name of organization: Weather odin, Inc.
Fullname ofcrying ofcer BruceA Boe,M Sc. Tie: DecorofMeteorology

Snature Date: May15,2008
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE

PARTY. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Dateofnotice: May 14,2010
Proposed starting date: June 12010,
Expected duration: September 15”, 2010

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms.
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Classofoperation Operational
Gperating method airbome
Classof economy to benefit: insurance industy: private and publ. property primary, agriculture

secondary

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
tp: weathermodification.com/

Parent Organization: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

ChiefOfficer Mr PatrickH. Sweeney, President Tel: (701)235-5500
pat@weathermod.comLocal Organization WeatherModification, Inc. Tel. (403) 335-8359
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H 1A1

Name and relevant qualificationsofoffcer(s) designated in charge of project:
ChiefOfficer: Dr ViktorS. Makitov

Ph.D. Physics, >35 years experience
Tel: (403) 336-8359 Cel: (403) 559.6663
vsmakitov@hotmailcom
(see Part for details of qualifications and experience)

Chief Meteorologist Mr. Dan Gilbert
B.S. 7 years experience
WA Certified Weather Modification Operator #78
OfficeTel: (403) 335-8359

Vice-President, Operations Mr. HansAhiness
Chief Pilot, >30 years experience
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activities of organization (see web pageatwwwweathermod. com):
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ airpollution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aicraft modifications
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Amount of pubic liablty insurance carried applicable to activity: CADSSO millon by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Society and USS milion by Weather Modification, Inc

List of similar weather modification activites previously undertaker
a Canada The Alberta Hail Project has been operating in ts present form since 1996.

With the Alberta Research Council, WMI Senior Scientist Dr. Terry Krauss was actively involved in
the hail suppression and rain enhancement activities of the Alberta Hail project over the period
1974 to 1984. Dr. Krauss continues to reside in Red Deer, and remains available for consultation
on matters relative to the project

b Elsewhere:
+ WMI has conducted the hal suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 35

years. Thisisan ongoing project.
+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne ll aircraft

and a Lear Jet 1998-2004.
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail

‘Suppression 1997-2001.
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Greece, Texas, Calforia, Mexico,

UAE, India, Indonesia, Mali, and Saudi Arabia within the last 10 years.

4 References:
A Mir Jim Renick

11 Warwick Drive,
Red Deer. AB T4N 6L4 Tel, 403-347-1545

2. Mr. Darin Langerud, Director
‘State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
900. Boulevard Ave.
Bismarck, ND 68505 Tel 701-328-2788

3 Mr George W. Bomar, Director
Texas DepartmentofLicensing and Regulation
Austin, TX 78711 Tel 512.936.4313

4 Dr Paull Smith, Director
InstituteofAtmospheric Sciences
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
501 E. St Joseph Steet
Rapid City, SD 67701-3995 Tel 605-394-2291

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project fo aircraft o radar services.
Solution Blend Services, Calgary. Alberta (403) 207-9840 wil be handling and mixing seeding
solutions for the project Mr. Barry Robinson (403) 886-2111, Central Digital Systems Ltd.
Penhold, Alberta will be providing radar and seeding systems maintenance services.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
Chief officers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President

‘Todd Kiapak@ingcanada com
Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer

janssenc@telus net

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds from its
members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance ates throughout the province.
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY

Address and locationofproject primary fied base:
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta, tel: 403-335-8359 and 403-335-3616
Addresses) and locations(s)ofproject secondary field bases)
+ Calgary intemational airport tel. 403-250-8070
+ RedDeerindustial airport tel 403-886-4187

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL.

Name and tte of field officer in charge: Dr. Viktor Makiov
Old-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H 1A1

tel 8 fax. 403-335-8359, cell 403-559-6663
e-mail. vsmakitov@hotmail com
home page: http weathermod com

Qualifications of field officer in charge (Makitov):

Meteorologist 2007-2010
Weather Modification Inc, Fargo, ND, USA
Saudi Arabian Rain Enhancement Project, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

= Conducting the cloud seeding operations using the TITAN radar system.
= Weather forecasting, satelite images, synopsis maps and radiosonde data analysis.

Meteorologist 2006-2010
Weather Modification Inc. Fargo, ND, USA
Alberta Hail suppression Project, Alberta Canada.

= Conducting the cloud seeding operations using the TITAN radar system.
* Weather forecasting, satelite images, synopsis maps and radiosonde data analysis

Meteorologist 1999-2004
Weather Modification Inc, Fargo, ND, USA
Argentinean Hail Suppression Project, Mendoza, Argentina

= Conducting the cloud seeding and hail suppression operations using the TITAN radar system.
= Weather forecasting, satelite images and synopsis maps analysis.
* Vaisala radiosonde equipment operations and data analysis.

ProfessorofEngineering Faculty, National University of Cuyo, Mendoza, Argentina.
+ Courses of lectures tilled “Investigations of Clouds and Precipitation with Weather Radars’ and

“Basics of Cloud Physics”.

‘Science Director 1096-1999
Antigrad Latinoamericana  A., Mendoza, Argentina.

+ Conducting the cloud seeding and hail suppression operations using the Russian rockets
technology.

+ Development of the advanced system for weather modification.
+ Development of methods for radar estimation of kinetic energyofhaifalls and rainfal rates.

Laboratory Chief 1987-1996
High Mountain Geophysical Institute, Hail Suppression Technology Division Nalchik, Russia.

= Developmentofmethods for hail suppression and seeding officioncy.
«Developmentofalgorithmsofhal detectionforautomated rockethailsuppression system.
= Analysis of synoptic situations and thermodynamic conditionsof the hal formation. Development

‘of methodsofhailstorm forecasting.
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‘Senior Scientist 1987-1991
High Mountain Geophysical Institute, Hail Suppression Technology Division
Nalchik, Russia.

= Radar investigation of convective clouds, sever storms and conducting the weather modification
projects.
= Analysisof hail formation in loud with different radarreflectivity patterns.
= Analysisofradar data using physical and mathematical methods.

Research Scientist 1073-1076
Laboratory of Radar Meteorology. High Mountain Geophysical Institute, Naichik, Russia

«Radarobservation and analysis of structure and dynamicsofhaiistorms.
EDUCATION

1992 Senior Scientist, Highest Attestation Committee of the Goverment of USSR ( Diploma CN
Ne076920 11.12.1992., protocol Ne 45C/14, Moscow, USSR).

1981 Doctor of Physics and Mathemaics. Specialty. Geophysics, Cloud Physics, Weather
Modification. St. Petersburg Hydrometeorological Instiute, St Petersburg, Russia. 18.06.81
(Diploma KD Ne 001652, 05.01.1883. Moscow)

1973 _ Physicist, Atmospheric Physics,  Kabardino-Balkarian State University, Nalchik, USSR
(DiplomaUNe 508545, 23.06.1973. Nalchik, USSR).

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Airport,Highway 2A, Olds, AB
Field Telephone no. 403-336-835
Field personnel fulltme = 3

parttime = 10

Dalyrecordsofactivities: Custodian = Or. Viktor Makitov
WMI Project Operations Centre
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport Highway 24, AB T4H 1A1

All records are maintained June 1* -Sept. 15” annually.
+ daily weather synopsis and forecast report
+ radar echo storm data report and maps
+ daly operations summary report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircraft fight track maps
+ fightlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report
+ radar calibration report

PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: _ Hailstorms cause an average of approximately
$100 millon damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The haistorm on Sept. 7, 1991
caused >$400 millon damage in the City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as well as
reinsurers and brokers, have donated > $15 milion to conducta hail suppression project since 1996.
Specific modification sought. _ Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priority
givento the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quantitative estimate of modification expected: Even very small posiive results (+/- 1%) will be
‘economically beneficial, however, tis hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 255% or greater will
be realized. Afer 10 years, the insurance industry is very encouraged by the results, estimating a savings
of several hundred-millon dollarsto the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they expected.
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‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due o hal should also be realized. Seedingmay aiso provide an increase in precipitation according recent analyses of radar data. The crop hall
insurance data for the last 10 years indicates a reduction i the 10s-to-ris values compared wih the
Historical 58 year average for he province as a whole. However, a recent analysis shows increased
variabiy and an increasing lend i hai damage over th last years both inside and outside the project
area which i ely due o cimate change. There are no signfcant changes i the crop damage withinthe targe area for the last 10 years, compared with the previous 15 years. Th effect of the seeing on
crop damage is inconclusive a this tm.
Geographicarea afecte (see atached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,Albert and west o the oothils of the Rocky Mountains
Estimateof adjoining geographicarea possibly afected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 toHighway no 21 may iso benef om the seeded storms.
Approximate total cost: approx. S2 milion per year
Funds obeexpended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year
General period of operation: June 1* - Sept. 15” annually.

PARTZ. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL The folowing text describes the methods to be used. general principles of
{echniques.descripon of specific techniques, and bit deserpionof pical operations
OVERVIEWOF METHOD
For hal suppression. arcraf palraling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports wil bo used toinate seeding 25 soon 33 appropriate conditions develop. Storms wil be seeded if they have radar
reflecivies of spproximaely 35 ABZ at height above the 5C temperatura level, and are consideredto
be a polenal haiireal1 an urban or populated area. When farge hal is forecast. seeding wil
Commence when radar relecviies reach approximately 20 dBZ in order to start the microphysical
Suppression processas arly as possibe wih the polenta haistorms. Storms willbe seeded by aircraft
Using either aroppabieAg protechnics andlor wing mounted AGI pyrolechnics orAg Acetone burners
The amount of seeding material used wil depend upon the fetime and sie of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological condons. The seeding rates are about double hose used dung the 19705 and
S950 in Alberta. Seeding wil be focused on th feeder clouds of he sors new growth zone and wil
be conducted at cloud op and cloud base. Further detasof the seeding method are discussed below:
HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
“The cloud seeding hypothesis fs based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competion”
Beneficial competion assumes a lack of natura ce nucle in the environment efecive at temperatures
warmer than 20°C. and that the injection of Ag! wil result in the production of 2 significant number of
“ariicial ie nucle. The natural and artifical ce crystals “compels” for he available supercooled fauid
cloud water win the storm. Hence, he haitones that ae formed win the seeded coud volumes wil
be smaller and produce ess damage f they should survive he fal to the surface. 1 enough nucle areiniroducad into ihe new growth région of he storm, then 5 possi thal the haistons wil be small
2nough to melt completely befor reaching the ground
Cloud seeding operations are intended t afr the coud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming that
he present precipitation process f neficient cue to a ack of natural ce nuclei. The seeding s based on2 conceptual modelof Albrta haistors that evolved from th studies of Chisholm (1970), Chishaim and
Reick (1972). Barge and Bergwal (1976), Krauss and Manwiz (1984), English and Krauss (1936) and
Engish(1986)
Itis assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evohing “main” updraft of single cel storms and
TeFoeRea er OT Ki STOR onSooo Wm Te
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within the updrafts of developing "feeder clouds” or cumulus towers that flank mature "multi-cell" and
“super-cell" storms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the:
‘edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact with the main storm updraft.

For hal suppression, seeding witha large amount of siver-odide wil dramatically increase th ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the avaiable supercooled cloud water to prevent
the grouth of large, damaging, ice pares. Based on WMI's experience. the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated with the production of hail and will leave unseeded
hose regionsof the storm associated wih the producion o fain only. This will make efficient use of the
seeding material (Ag)and wil reduce the possible isk of overseeding rain clouds.

‘CLOUD SEEDINGMETHODOLOGY-SEEDING TECHNIQUES‘Convective cels (defined by radar) with maximum eflectiviy approximately >35 BZ within the cloud ayer
above the -5 C level, located within the project reasorwin a20 min travel time “buffer zone” upwind of
he project area, wil be seeded i they pose a potential threat of damaging haifo an urban or populated
area. Radar observersicantrolers wil be responsible for making the “seed” decision and diecting the
cloud seeding missions
Patrol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar refeciviy seeding
criteria. These palrol fights are meant to provide immediate response to developing cel. In general, a
patrol is launched in the event of visual report of vigorous [owering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cells exceed 25 ft height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.
Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required fo a seeder afcraft o reach the proper location and altude, and projected overlap of coverage
and on-station tme for multpe aitcraft missions. In general, only one aircraft canwork safely at loud top
and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of tee aicrait is recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-lop and to seed three storms.
Simutanously f required.
“The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflcties associated
with hal and deliver Seeding material o regions of upcraf and supercooled liquid water .e. the primary
Condions responsibeorthe growthof haistones.
Factors that determine cloud top or coud base seeding are: storm structure, visibility, cloud base height
or me avaiable to reach seeding allude.
Cloud base seecing is conducted by flying a cloud base within the main inflow of single cll storms, or the
inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of mult-cel storms
Cloud top seeding is conducted between tically between -5 C and -10 C._ The pencil flares fall
approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s bum time. The seeding aircraft wil
penetrate the eciges of single convective cals meeting the seed criteria. For mult-cell storms, or storms.
With feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft wil penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sidesof convective cells as they grow up through the aircrafts alitude.
Occasional, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to th fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an aliude between -5 C and - 10 C, a
seeding aitrat will penetra the storm edge (region of ght radar refleciy gradient) on the upshear
‘side and burn a burn-in-place flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updrafts are encountered.

‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the Classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm Would be seeded only if the maximum reflec is pariularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence of
embedded updrafts.

SEEDING RATE
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Aseeding rate of one 20g flare every 5 s is typically used during cloud penetration. A sight higher rate
is used (e.g 1 flare every 2 s) if updrats are very strong (€.g. > 2000 fiimin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seeding rate will produce >1300 ce crystals per lire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liuid water content produced by updrafts of 10 mis (2000 fUmin), thereby
preventing the growth of haistones within the seeded cloud volumes
A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if here are visual signs of new cloud growtho radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafts). A 5 to 10 min waiting period may be
used to allow for the seeding material to take effect and the storm to dissipate, i visual signs of glaciation
appear or radar eflectiy values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period precludes the
Waste of seeding material and ensures ts optimum usage.
For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 bum-in-place flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud
seeding runs are repealed uni no further flow is found. Acetone burners wil also be used to provide
continuous silver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the
shelf cloud region. _Base seeding is not conducted if only downdraft are encountered at cloud base,
since this would waste seeding material.
The cloud seeding flares are siver-iodide pyrotechnics with an ice nuclei effectiveness of approxima
10" nuclei per gm of pyrotechnic, active at 10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at
Golorado State University.
Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Ag! plume overlap fiom consecutive flares by the ime
the cloud particies reach hail size or effective hal suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time fo the diameter of the
difusing ine of Agito reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of mixing,
Was 140 seconds. This i insufficient imeforiceparticestogrowto hail size. Therefore, dropping flares.
at 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the growth of hail
particles. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding coverage than
using larger flares with greater time/distance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the above Calculations
are conservative when one considers that the center of the ice crystal plume center will have a higher
concentration of crystals.
8 EQUIPMENT
Type:
+" one EEC-C band weather radar, 250 ku peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, 50ft tower mounted inclucing radome:
+ One Piper Cheyenne ll prop-et aircraft located at Calgary airport.
+ One Beechcraft C90 King-Alr prop-jt aircraft located at Red Deer airport.
+ Two C-340 aircraft (one in Caigary and one in Red Deer).
C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:

+ Cloud top (droppable) pyrotechnic flares are 20g Agl formulation manufactured by foe Crystal
Engineering (ICE) of Kindred. North Dakota, USA (www ceflares.com)

+ Cloud base (burn-in-place) fares are 150g Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal Engineering
(ICE) of Davenport, North Dakota, USA. (ww cefiares.com)

+ A mixture of Acetone, Siler iodide, Sodium Perchlorate, Paradichlorobenzene. and Ammonium Iodide
will iso be dispensed by arraft mounted bumers for continuous seeding at coud base.

Activation tests performed at CSU indicate >10" ce crystals per gramofAgl at 10°C.
Total fight hours and quantities tobedispersed: We estimate to use 5000 x 20 gm flares and 500 x 150
gm flares plus approx. 150 gallon of acetone (2% Agl solution). The number of operational days, fights,
and amount of seeding material dispensed over the past ten years is summarized i the attached table.
No harmil effects fom these materials is expected. This s based on years of studies (both in the USA
and Canada) to detect siver in precipitation (above background contamination levels) folowing cloud
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seeding. The amount of siver distributed by the cloud seeding is smal compared to the output from
industry. Silver amounts from cloud seeding are far less than the USA EPA guidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ One Cheyenne II (N747RE) prop-et aircraft located at Calgary airport.
+ One C90 King-Ai (N911FG) prop-jt aircraft located at Red Deer airport
+ Two G-340 (N45TDM and N123KK) aircratt in Calgary (DM) and Red Deer (KK)

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation will be used.)
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PART0. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts will be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
‘and communications center will be equipped 10 receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
System. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to
‘enable the controller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the storm
system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PPI will be marked witha smal symbol. Electronic coding
will enable radar controlers to discriminate between al project aircraft.

‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a
temperature sensor to ensure that the cloud penelration seeding runs are conducted at the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft will be equipped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid waler cloud droplets using a hot-wire instrument. A special telemetry systern is
used to transit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and control center where i wil be
displayed in real time and recorded at 1 s intervals. The data system does not requirea separate operator
‘These criical meteorological and microphysical measurements will alow for improved documentation and
strategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth and or decaying stages.
of the storm that is being seeded. These microphysical measurements will also help document in-situ
cloud seeding "signatures" to confirm that the ice-nucleating agents are participating in the precipitation
formation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements, combined with the recorded radar
data, will ensure that the project is conducted on a sound scientific basis

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cel statistics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identiication, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved tobevery useful. TITAN is licensed fiom NCAR.
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:

‘State typeofworking agreement entered into vith the weather modifier: Contract

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
‘ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN

Nameof organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
Full name of certifying officer and tile:
Todd Kiapak
President, Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
(403) 231-1357,ToddKiapak@intactnet

signaturetobe provided on hard copy submitted i late May 2010

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.

Name of organization: Weather Modification, Inc.

Full nameofcertifying officer: Bruce A.Boe, MSc. Tite: DirectorofMeteorology

Signature: Date: May 14,2010
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |

PARTI. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Date of notice: May 12, 2011
Proposed starting date: June 14,2011
Expected duration September 15", 20110

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996).

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms.
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation Operational
Operating method: airborne
Class of economy to benefit insurance industry: private and public. property primary, agriculture

secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

‘Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
ht: /iwww weathermodification com/

Parent Organization: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Mir. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-5500
pat@weathermod com

Local Organization Weather Modification, Inc. Tel. (403) 335-8369
Olds-Didsbury Airport,Highway2A
Olds, AB T4H TAT

Name and relevant qualifications of officer(s) designated in charge of project

ChiefOfficer Mr. DanielGilbert
BS. 8 years’ experience
WMA Certified Weather Modification Operator #78
Office Tel: (403) 335-8359
(see Part for details of qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology Mir. Bruce Boe
Project ManageriMeteorology, 37 years’ experience.
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activites of organization (see web page at www weathermodification. com)
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ air pollution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modifications

Amount of pubic liabity insurance carried applicable to activity: CADSS0 milion by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Society and USSS millonbyWeather Modification, Inc.

Listofsimilar weather modification activities previously undertaken:
a Canada The Alberta Hail Project has been operating in its present form since 1996. The
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contractor (operator) fo this entire period has been WMI
b Elsewhere:

+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 35
years. This is an ongoing project.

+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 310 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft
and a Lear Jet 1998-2004,

+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail
‘Suppression 1997-2001.

+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Alberta, Calfornia, Greece, Texas,
California, Idaho, Mexico, UAE, India, Indonesia, Mai, Nevada, North Dakota, OKiahoma,
‘Saudi Arabia, and Wyoming within the last 10 years.

4 References:
1 Dr Tery Krauss

Krauss Weather Services
13 Roche Street
Red Deer, AB T4P 3K8 Tel. 403-342-5685

2. Mr Darin Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
900 E. Boulevard Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58505 Tel. 701-328-2788

3. Mr George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation
Austin, TX 78711 Tel. 512-936-4313

4. Dr.PaulL. Smith, Director
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
501 E. St. Joseph Street
Rapid City, SD 577013395 Tel. 605-394-2291

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aireratt and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hal project for aircraft or radar services.
‘Solution Blend Services, Calgary, Alberta (403) 207-9840 will be handiing and mixing seeding
Solutions for the project.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
Chief officers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President

Todd Kiapak@ingcanada, com
Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer

janssenc@elus net

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds from its
members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.

PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY

‘Address and location of project primary field base:
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel. 403-335-8350
Addresses) and locations(s) of project secondary field bases):
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+ Calgary intematonal airport tel. 403-250-8070
+ RedDeerindustrialaiport tel. 403-885-4187

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and ie of field officer in charge: Mr Daniel Gilbert

Old-Didsbury Apt, Highway 2A
Olds. AB TaH TAT
tol &fax. 403-336-835,
email dgibert@weathermodifation com
home page: ht wn weathermodifcation com

Qualifications of field officer in charge (Gilbert)
Education
Bachelor of Science, Meteorology and Environmental Studies (double major) May 2004, lowa State
Universty, Ames, IA'
Associate of Arts, Liberal Arts, May 2000, lowa Central Community College, Fort Dodge, 1A
Weather Modification Experience
Field Meteorologist, Weather Modification, Inc. (Wyoming and Alberta)- November 2009 to present

Forecaster, radar operator, rawinsondes, directionofseeding aircraft. Case declarations
winterime (Wyoming) research program

Meteorologist, RHS Consuling (Fresno, CA) — November 2008-February 2009
Direcied airborne and ground based cloud seeding operations over portions of the central and
Southern Sierra Nevada Mountains. Set up and performed routine maintenance of ground based
ice nucleus generators. Provided dal forecasts or clients and project personnel.

Meteorologist, Independent Contractor, (Baise, ID) —October 2007 to April 2008
Provided meteorological services 0 support daho Power Company's winter cloud seeding
project in West Ceniral Idaho, diected airborne and ground seeding operations, directed
ravinsonde releases, provided short-term operational forecasts and nowcastsfo picts,
communicated with aircraft via two-way radio

Field Meteorologist, North Dakota Cloud Modification Project (Stanleyor Bowman, ND) ~ Summers,
2003-2009

‘Operated§cm weather radar equipped with TITAN software package. launched and directed
seeding aircraft using two-way radio and GPS tracking, performed data recording and
documentationof coud seeding operation, prepared sier iodide seeding soluon, assisted with
radar calibrations. prepared forecasts and briefed plots dai, supervised inter melsoralogiss.
presented case studies for ground school. operated cloud condensation nuclei counter or joint
research wih South Dakota School of Mines

Forecaster, Almospherics Incorporated, (Fresno, CA) - October 2006 - May 2007
Field Meteorologist, Atmospheric Inc. (Modesto, CA) - November 2005- April 2006
Field Meteorologist, Atmospheric Inc. (Paso Robles, CA) - December 2004 - February 2005

Provided daily forecasts for seeding operaiions andlor cliens, operated Scm weather radar,
directed winter cloud seeding operations over the Sierra Nevada utiizing both glaciogenic and
ygroscopic seeding agents, raced radar overlays, performed data recording of operations, wrote
monthly and annual reports

Memberships and Honors
+ Member,Weather Modification Association certied operator #78)
+ Member, American Meteorological Society
+ Iowa Cenlral Community College Honor Society, inducted April 27, 2000
+ WilburE Brewer Professionalism Award, 2007 North Dakota Cloud Modification Project
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Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway2A, Olds, AB
Field Telephone no. 403-335-8358
Field personnel full tme = 3

parttime = 10

Daily records of activities: Custodian = Ms. Erin Fischer
WMI Project Operations Centre
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 24, AB. T4H 1A1

Al records are maintained June 1° Sept. 15 annually
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ radar echo storm data report and maps.
+ daly operations summary report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircraft fight track maps
+ fightlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report
+ radar calbration report

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasonsfor organization seekingmodified weather. Halstorms cause an average of approximately
$100 milion damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991
‘caused >$400 millon damage in the City of Calgary alone. Over 40 major Alberta insurers, as wel as
reinsurers and brokers, have donated > $15 milion to conduct a hail suppression project since 1996.

Specific modification sought: __ Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priority
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.
Quantitative estimate of modification expected: Even very small positive results (+/- 1%) will be
‘economically beneficial, however, it is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater
will be realized. After 10 years, the insurance industry is very encouraged by the results, estimating a
savings of several hundred-milion dollars 10 the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they
expected.

Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hal should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the last 10 years indicates a reduction in the loss-to-rsk values compared with the
historical 58 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis shows increased
variabilty and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last 5 years both inside and outside the project
area which is likely due to cimate change. There are no significant changes in the crop damage within
the target area for the last 10 years, compared with the previous 15 years. The effect of the seeding on
crop damage s inconclusive at this time.

‘Geographic area affected (see attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west to the foothills of the Rocky Mountains.

Estimateofadjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also benefit from the seeded storms.

Approximate total cost: approx. $2 millon per year.

Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000 per year.

‘General period of operation: June 1* - Sept. 15” annually.
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PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL The folowing text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
‘techniques, description of specific techniques, and a brief description of typical operations:
‘OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hal suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather raports wil be used to
inate seeding 25 Soon as appropriate condilons develop. Storms wil be seeded if they have radar
reflectiies of approximately 35 ABZ at heights above the -5 G temperature evel, and are considered fo
be a potential hai-treat to an urban or populated area. When large hail is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar refleciviies reach approximately 20 4B in order fo star the microphysical
Suppression process as early as possible wihin the potential haiistorms. Storms wil be seeded by
aircraft using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics and/or wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl- Acetone:
burners
“The amount of seeding material used wil depend upon the Ifetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta._Seeding wil be focused on th feeder clouds of th storm's new growh zone and wil
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further deals of the seeding method are lscussed below:

HAILSUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of "beneficial competition”.
Beneficial compelion assumes a ack of natural ce nucll in the environment efecive at temperatures
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl will result in the production of a significant number of
“artical ce nuclei. The natural and aifical ice crystals “compete” or he available supercooled quid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, he haistones tha are formed ithin the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage i they should survive the fal {0 he surface. I enough nucle are
introduced into the new arowth region of the storm, then i is possible tha he halsones wil be small
enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operations are intended to ale the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming
hat the present preciptation process is inefficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding 1
based on a conceptual model of Alberta haistorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970)Chisholm andReick (1972), Barge and Bergwal (1976), Krauss and Marwiz (1984), Engh and Krauss
(1986) and English (1986)
It is assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evolving "main" updraft of single cell storms and
‘within the updrafts of developing "feeder clouds” or cumulus towers that flank mature “multi-cell” and
“super-cell' storms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the:
‘edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact with the main storm updraft.

For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of ier-odide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the availabe supercooled Cloud wate to prevent
he grouth of large, damaging, ice paricies. Based on WHI's experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated ih the production of hail and wil leave
unseeded those regions of the storm associated with the production of rain only. This will make efficent
use ofthe seeding material (Agh) and wil reduce the possible isk of overseeding ran clouds.
‘CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective cells (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud
layer above the -5 C love, located within the projet areas or wilin a 20 min travel time “buffer Zone"
upwind of the project area, wil be seeded i they pose a potential threatof damaging hail or an urban or
populated area. ~ Radar observersicontrllrs wil be responsible for making the “seed decision and
irecting the cloud seeding missions.
Patrol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivl seeding
criteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immediate response to developing cels. In general a
WNITActiveProject Alber Alberta 201 AGmimsrationWh NotationMayo1dos Mmeo wont
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patrol is launched in the event of visual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cells exceed 25 kit height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards th urban areas
Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time.
required fo a sesder aircraft 0 reach the proper locaton and aliude, and projected overlap of Coverage.
and on-station me for multiple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud top
and one aircraft at cloud base for a single stor. The operation of tee aicrait is recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-iop and (0 seed three storms
Simultaneously i required
“The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflects associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of updraft and supercooled liquid water i.e. the primaryCondiions responsive for the growth of haistones.
Factors that determine cloud top or loud base seeding are: storm structure, visibly, cloud base height
or me avaiable to reach seeding altude.
Cloud base seeing is conducted by fling at cloud base within the main inflow of single cell storms, or
the inflow associated wilh the new growth zone (shelf cloud) located on the upshear side of mult-cell
storms.
loud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5 C and -10 C._ The pencil flares fal
approdmately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 5 bun time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the eciges of single convective cells meeting the seed criteria. For mul-cell storms,o storms.
Wilh feeder clouds, the seeding aitcrat wil penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
Upshear sidesofconvective cells, 25 they grow up trough the aircrafts alitude
Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to he fight crews or on radar. In these instances. at an alitude between -5 C and - 10 C, a
Seeding aitcrat wil penetrate he storm edge (region of tight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshear
side and bum a bum-in-place flare and inject droppable pencil fares when upcrats are encountered.
‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the Classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflectivity is paricularly severe and
here is evidence (visual coud growth, or tht reflectvly gradient) indicating the possible presence of
embedded updrafs
SEEDING RATE

‘Aseeding rate of one20g flare every 5s i typically used during cloud penetration. A slighty higher rate
is used (e.g 1 flare every 2 ) if updrafs are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fumin) and the stom s particulary
intense. ‘Calculations show that this seeding rae wil produce >1300 ice crystals per lire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updrafts of 10 m/s (2000 fmin), thereby
preventing the growthof histones within the seeded cloud volumes,
A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain fight (ndicative of persistent updrafs). A 5 to-10 min waiting period may be.
used; to alow for the seeding materialto take effect an the storm to isipate. f visual signs of gacition
appear o radar reflectiy values decrease and gradients weaken. Thi wailing period precludes the
Wasteof seeding material and ensures ts optimum Usage
For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 burn-n-place flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud
seeding runs are repeated unt no further flow i found. Acetone burrs wil iso be used to provide
‘continuous silver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the
Shelf loud region. _ Base seeding is not conducted i ony downdratts are encountered at coud base,
Since ths would waste seeding material
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hg cloud seeding flares are siver-odde pyrotechnics with an ice nucle efectiveness of approximately
10" uci per gm of pyrotechnic, active at -10 C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests at
Colorado State Uriversty.
Sufficient dispersion of the paris is required for Ag! plume overlap from consecuive flares by the time
he cloud parices reach hail ize for effective hal suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements wilh Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the tme for the diameter of the
diffusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial Subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. This is insuficent tme for ce parties to grow to hail size. Therefore.
dropping flares at 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the
growth of hal particles. The use of the 20 gm flares and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding
Coverage than using larger flares wilh greater timeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the
above calculations are conservative when one considers that the centr of the ice crysal plume canter
willhave a higher concentration of crysals.
5 EQUIPMENT
Type:
+" one WMI-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam widih, located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, S0f tower mounted including radorme.
+ Two Beechcraft C90 King-Alr prop-et aicraft (one in Calgary and one in Red Deer)
+ Two Cessna 340 aircraft (one n Calgary and one in Red Deer).
C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED,
+ Cloud top (efectable) pyrotechnic flares are 20g Ag! formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal

Engineering (ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA (wwuw.iceflares.com)
+ Cloud base (burn-in-place) flares are 150g Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal Engineering

(ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA (www.iceflares.com)
+ A mixture of Acetone, Siver iodide, Soduum Perchlorate, Paradichorobenzene, and Ammonium

Todide wil iso be dispensed by aitcraft mounted burmers for continuous seeding at cloud base.

Activation tests performed at Colorado State University indicate greater than10 ice. crystals per gram of
Seeding agent bumed, acive at 10°C.
Tolal fight hours and quantilestobedispersed: We estimate the project may use 5000 tweny-gram
flares and 500 one hundred. gram flares. pus approximaey 150 gallons of acetone (2% Ag saluton)
will be bured. The number of operational days, fights, and amount of seeding material dispensed over
the past fteen years is summarized in the attached table. No harmiul efects from these materials is
expected. This is based on yearsof studies (both in the USA and Canada)todetect silver in precipitation
(above background levels) folowing coud seeding. The amount of ile distributed by the cloud seeding
is small compared to the output rom industry. Silver amounts from cloud seeding are far, far less than
the USA EPA guidelines
PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ Two C90 King Air prop-jet aircraft, one in Calgary (N522JP) and one based in Red Deer (N422PM).
+ Two Cessna 340 aircraft, one in Calgary (N123KK) and one in Red Deer (N37356).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES,
No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
ransportation wil be used)
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PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts will be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS). The WMI weather radar control
‘and communications center will be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to
enable the controler to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the
storm system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PP! will be marked with a small symbol. Electronic
coding will enable radar controllers o discriminate between all project aircraft,

‘SPECIAL CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a
temperature sensor to ensure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted at the proper
temperature levels. The Cheyenne aircraft will be equipped with a limited cloud physics data acquisition
system to measure liquid waler cloud droplets using a hot-wire instrument. Aspecial telemetry system is
used to transmit the special aircraft data to the radar communications and control center where it wil be
displayed in real time and recorded at 1 s intervals. The data system does not require a separate
operator. These critical meteorological and microphysical measurements will alow for improved
‘documentation and strategic decision making during the cloud seeding missions regarding the growth and
or decaying stages of the storm that s being seeded. These microphysical measurements wil lso help
document in-situ cloud seeding "signatures" to confirm that the ice-nucleating agents are participating in
the precipitation formation (and hail suppression) processes. These measurements, combined with the.
recorded radar data, will ensure that the project is conducted on a sound scientiic basis.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cell stalistcs and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved to be very useful. TITAN is icensed fiom NCAR
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:

‘State type of working agreement entered into with the weather modifier: Contract.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE. AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN

Nameof organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
Full name of certiying officer and tite

Todd Kiapak
President, Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
(403) 231-1357, Todd Kiapak@intact net

Signature: Date: May 16,2011

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.

Nameoforganization: Weather Modification, Inc.

Full name of certiying officer
Bruce A Boe
DirectorofMeteorology
(701) 235-6500

Signature: Date: May 16,2011
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Figure 1: Map of southern Alberta showing the project area, outlined in green, covered by the Hail
‘Suppression activites.
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NOTICE OFINTENTTO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIESPURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS
SCHEDULE |

PART1. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Date of notice: May 3% 2012Proposed starting date: June 14,2012Expectedduration: September 15°, 2012

Province and areatobeaffected: CentralAlberta, coveringtheRedDeertoCalgaryregions (seeattachedmapshowingprojectarea whichhasremainedthesamesince 1996).
Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms.Modification expected: Hail SuppressionClass of operation: Operational
Operating method: Aitbome.
Class of economy to benefit insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculturesecondary.
PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
‘Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WM)

ht: /Mww.weathermoification.com/Parent Organization Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

ChiefOfficer: Mr. PatrickH.Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-5500
pat@weathermod.comLocal Organization: ‘Weather Modification, Inc. Tel. (403) 335-8369
Otds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H 1A1

Name and relevant qualficationsofofficer(s) designated in charge of project:
ChiefOfficer: Mr. DanielGilbert,ChiefMeteorologist

BS.,9 years’ experience.
WMA Certified Weather Modification Operator #78
Office Tel: (403) 335-8359
(see Part for details of qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology Mr. Bruce Boe
Project Manager/Meteorology, 38 years' experienceTel: (701) 235-5500

Primaryactivitiesoforganization (seewebpageatwwwweathermodification.com):+ Cloud seeding
+ Atmospheric research
+ Ar pollution monitoring
+ Meteorological radar monitoring+ Equipment design and fabrication
+ Alfcraft modifications
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Amountofpublic liability insurancecaiedapplicabletoactivity: CADSSO millonbytheAlberta SevereWeatherManagementSocietyand USSSmillionbyWeather Modification, Inc.Listof similarweather modification actvities previously undertaken:a Canada:TheAlbertaHail Projecthas been operating initspresentfomsince 1996. The‘contractor (operator)forthisentire periodhasboenWMIb. Elsewhere:
= WMIhasconductedthehail suppression cloudseedinginNorth Dakotaformorethan35years. This is an ongoing project= WMI conductedhail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3to 4 Cheyenne laircraft anda Lear Jot 1998-2004,
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Okiahoma for Rain Enhancement and HailSuppression 1897-2001.
+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Alberta, Calfomia, Greece, Texas,California, Idaho, Mexico, UAE, India, Indonesia, Mati, Nevada, North Dakota, Oklahoma,‘Saudi Arabia, andWyomingwithinthe last 10years.

References:
1. Dr. Teny Krauss

KraussWeather Services
13 Roche Street
Red Deer, AB T4P 3K8. Tel. 403-342-56852. Mr. Darin Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
900 E. Boulevard Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58505 Tel. 701-328-27883. Mr.George W. Bomar, Director
Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation
Austin, TX 78711 Tel. 512-936-43134. Dr. PaulL Smith, Director
InsthuteofAtmospheric Sciences
‘South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
501 E. St. Joseph Street
Rapid City, SD 57701-3995 Tel. 605-394-2201

List ofsubcontractors: WMIownsandoperatesits own fleetof aircratandweatherradars. Nomajor‘sub-contractorsarebeing usedon the Alberta Hailprojectforaircraftorradarservices.Solution Blend Services, Calgary, Alberta (403) 207-9840 will be handing and mixing seedingsolutions for the project.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY ISTO BE CONDUCTED.
Nameoforganization: AlbertaSevere Weather ManagementSociety (ASWMS)
Chief officers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President

LoddKiapak@intactnetMs. Catherine Janssen,Secretary-Treasurer
Ianssenc@telusnet

Natureoforganization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokersoperatinginAlberta. The societywasformedforthepurposeofcollectingfundsfromitsmembers to operateahail suppression program to help reduce insurancepayoutdue tohail andstabilze insurance rates throughout the province.
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PART4. GENERALINFORMATIONCONCERNINGFIELDBASESOFACTIVITY
‘Address andlocationofprojectprimaryfieldbase:

+ Olds-DidsburyAirport, Alberta tol 403-335-8360Addresses)andlocations(s)ofprojectsecondaryfieldbases):+ Calgary IntematonalAiport tel. 403-250-8070
+ RedDeer IndustrialAiport tol. 403-886-4187

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATIONCONCERNINGOPERATINGFIELD PERSONNEL
Nameandtieoffieldofficer in charge: Mr. Daniel Gilbert, Chief Meteorologist

Old-Didsbury Airport, Highway2A
Olds,AB T4H1A1

tol. &fax. 403-335-8350,
e-mail: dgilbert@weathermodifcationcom
"homepage: hitp:/ww.weathermodification.com/

Qualificationsof field officerincharge(Gilbert):
Education
BachelorofScience, Meteorology and EnvironmentalStudies (doublemajor) May 2004, lowaStateUniversity, Ames, IA
‘AssociateofArt, Liberal Arts, May 2000, lowa CentralCommunity College, Fort Dodge, 1A.

Weather Modification Experience
(ChiefMeteorologist,Weather Modification,Inc. (Wyoming and Alberta) - November 2009topresentForecaster,radaroperator, rawinsondes, directionofseedingaircraft.Case declarations,‘wintertime(Wyoming) research program.
Meteorologist, RHS Consuting (Fresno, CA)~ November2008-February2009

Directedairbomeandgroundbasedcloud seedingoperationsoverportionsofthecentralandsouthernSierraNevadaMountains. Setupandperformedroutinemaintenance of groundbasedice nucleusgenerators.Provideddailyforecastsforcientsandprojectpersonnel.Meteorologist, Independent Contractor, (Boise, ID) —October 2007toApril 2008Provided meteorological servicesto support Idaho PowerCompany'swintercloud seedingprojectinWest Central Idaho, directed airbomeandground seeding operations, direcledrawinsondsreleases, providedshort-term operationalforecastsand nowcastsforpilots,communicatedwithaircraftvia two-wayradio
Field Meteorologist, North Dakota Cloud Modification Project (StanleyorBowman, ND) ~ Summers,2003-2009

‘Operated 5cm weatherradar equipped with TITANsoftwarepackage,launched anddirected‘seeding aircraft usingtwo-wayradioand GPS tracking,performeddata recording and‘documentationofcloudseedingoperations,preparedsiveriodideseedingsolution,assisted withradar calibrations,prepared forecastsandbriefedpiltsdaily, supervisedintermeteorologists,presentedcasestudiesforground school, operatedcoud condensation nuclei counterorjointresearchwithSouth DakotaSchoolof Mines.Forecaster, Atmospherics Incorporated, (Fresno, CA) -October2006 - May 2007Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Modesto, CA) - November2005 - April 2006Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Paso Robles, CA)- December2004 -February 2005Provideddaily forecastsforseeding operationsandlorclients, operated Scmweatherradar,directed winter cloud seeding operations over the Sierra Nevada utlzing both glaciogenic andhygroscopic seeding agents, raced radar overiays,performeddata recordingofoperations, wrote:
monthlyandannua reports
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MembershipsandHonors
+ Member, WeatherModificationAssociation (certified operator#78)+ Member, AmericanMeteorologicalSociety+ lowa Central CommunityCollege Honor Society,inducedApril 27, 2000
+ Wibur EBrewer Professionalism Award,2007North Dakota CloudModificationProject

FieldAddress: OldsDidsburyAirport,Highway24, Olds, ABField Telephoneno. 403-335-8350
Fieldpersonnel fulltime= 3

parttme= 10
Dailyrecordsofactvies: Custodian=Ms.ErinFischer

WMIProjectOperationsContre
‘Okds-Didsbury Airport, Highway2A,AB T4H 1A1

All recordsare maintained June 1% -Sept. 15” annually.
+ Dailyweather synopsisandforecastreport
+ Radarechostorm data reportandmaps
+ Dailyoperations summaryreport
+ Chemicalinventoryreport
+ Equipmentstatusreport
+ Aitcraftfight rackmaps
+ Fightlogreport
+ Projectaircraftmaintenancereport
+ Radarcalibrationreport

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Reasonsfororganization seekingmodifiedweather: Hailstorms cause an average of approximately$100 million damage to private and public property annually in Alberta. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991caused >$400 millon damageintheCity ofCaigaryalone. Over 40major Alberta insurers, as wellasreinsurersandbrokers,have donated > $15 millontoconducta hailsuppressionprojectsince 1996.
‘Specificmodification sought: _Diminish haildamagetopropertyincentralAlbertawithspecial prioritygiventotheurban areasofCalgary andRedDeer.
Quantitativeestimateofmodificationexpected: Even very small positive results (+/- 1%) wil beeconomicaly beneficial, however, iis hoped thatreductionsindamageontheorderof 25%orgreaterwillbe realized. Afer 10 years,the insuranceindustry is very encouragedbytheresus,estimating asavings of several hundred-milion dollars to the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what theyexpected.

‘Secondaryeffectsanticipated: Reductions incropdamageduetohailshouldalsoberealized. Seedingmayalsoprovideanincreaseinprecipitationaccordingto recentanalysesofradardata.Thecrophailinsurance ataforthelast 10years indicates areductionin theloss-to-iskvalues compared withthehistorical 58yearaveragefortheprovinceas awhole. However, a recent analysis shows increasedvariabiltyandanincreasing trendinhail damageover the last 5yearsboth insideand outsidetheprojectareawhichislikelyduetoclimatechange.There are nosignificantchanges inthecrop damage withinthetargetareaforthelast 10years,comparedwiththe previous15years.Theeffectoftheseedingoncropdamageisinconclusiveatths time.

‘Geographicareaaffected(see attachedmap): The main projectarea is from Calgary to Red Deer,‘Albertaandwest to the foothilsofthe RockyMountains.
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Estimateofadjoininggeographicareapossiblyaffected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21mayaisobenefitfrom the seededstorms.

Approximatetotalcost: approx.$2million peryear.
FundstobeexpendedinCanada: est. $500,000peryear.

‘Generalperiod ofoperation: June 1% - Sept.15” annually.
PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL: The following text describesthemethodstobeused, general principlesof

techniques,descriptionofspecific techniques,and abriefdescriptionoftypicaloperations:

OVERVIEWOFMETHOD
Forhal suppression,aircraftpatrollingbaseduponforecasts andhourlyweatherreportswill beusedto
initiate seedingas soonasappropriate conditions develop. Stormswilbeseeded if they haveradar
reflectivitiesofapproximately35 ABZatheights abovethe -5 Ctemperaturelevel, andareconsideredto
be apotential hailthreattoan urban or populated area.Whenlargehailisforecast,seeding wil
‘commencewhenradar reflectivites.reach approximately20 dBZin order tostartthe microphysical
suppressionprocessas early aspossible within the potental hailstorm. Stormswillbeseededby
aircraftusing eitherdroppable Ag! pyrotechnics andor wing mounted Ag! pyrotechnicsorAgl-solution
bumers.

The amountofseedingmaterialusedwil dependupontheifetime andsizeofthe cloudorstorm and
‘othermeteorologicalconditions.Theseedingratesareaboutdoublethoseused duringthe 1970's and
1980'sinAlberta. Seeding will befocusedonthefeedercloudsofthestorm'snewgrowthzoneand will
beconductedatcloudtop and cloudbase.Furtherdetails oftheseeding method arediscussedbelow.

HALSUPPRESSIONHYPOTHESIS
‘The cloud seeding hypothesis s basedonthecloud microphysicsconceptof“beneficial competion”.
Beneficial competition assumes a lackofnatura ice nucie in theenvironmenteffectiveattemperatures
‘warmerthan -20°C andthattheinjectionofAg willresult inthe productionof asignificantnumberof
“artificialice nuclei. Thenaturalandartificialice crystals“compete”forthe availablesupercooledliquid
cloud waterwithinthe storm. Hence, the hailstonesthatareformedwithinthe seededcoudvolumes wil
besmaller and producelessdamage ftheyshould survive the fall tothesurface. Ifenough nucleiare
introduced intothenewgrowthregionofthestor, thenitis possiblethatthe haiistoneswillbesmall
enoughto melt completelybeforereaching theground.

Cloudseedingoperations areintended to alterthecloud microphysicsofthetreated clouds, assuming
thatthepresentprecipitation processisinefficient due 10 a lackofnaturalice nuclei. Theseedingis
basedon aconceptual modelofAlbertahailstorms thatevolvedfrom thestudiesof Chisholm (1970),Chisholmand Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976),Kraussand Marwitz (1984), English and Krauss
(1986) and English (1986).
tisassumedthathail embryosgrowwithin the timeevolving "main" updraftof singlecellstormsand
within the updratts of developing “feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature “mult-cel” and“supercell sioms (see e.g. Foote, 1984). The growth to large hal is hypothesized to occur along the
edgesofthemainstorm updraftwhere the mergingfeederclouds interactwiththemainstormupdraft.

For hail suppression, seeding witha large amountofsiver-iodidewildramaticallyincrease the ice crystal
‘concentration inthundersiom clouds and competeforthe availablesupercooledcloudwatertoprevent
thegrowthoflarge, damaging,ice particles. Basedon WMI's experience,thecloudseeding willbe
targetedonthefeeder cloudupdraft regionsassociatedwiththe productionof hail and willleave
unseededthose regionsofthestorm associatedwiththe productionof rain only. Thiswill makeefficient
useoftheseeding material (Ag!) andwilreduce thepossiblerisk ofoverseedingrainclouds.
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LOUDSEEDINGMETHODOLOGY-SEEDINGTECHNIQUESConvectivecells (defined byradar)withmaximum reflectivityapproximately >35 BZwithinthe cloud
ayerabovethe-5 C level,locatedwithinthe projectareasorwithin a 20mintraveltime "buffer zone"‘upwindofthe projectarea,wilbe seeded if theypose apotential threatof damaging hailforanurbanorpopulatedarea.~Radarobserversicontrllerswillbe responsibleformakingthe“seed”decisionanddirecting thecloudseeding missions.

Patrolfightswillbe launchedbefore cloudswithinthetargetareameettheradarreflectivity seedingcriteria. Thesepatrolfights are meanttoprovideimmediateresponseto developing celts, Ingeneral,apatrolislaunched in theeventofvisualreportsofvigorous toweringcumulus cloudsnearCalgaryor RedDeer,orwhenradarcells exceed25kf heightoverthehigherterrainalongthewestem border and begin‘movingtowardstheurban areas.

Launchesofmorethanoneaircraftare determined bythenumberofstormsineacharea,theleadtime
requiredfor aseederaircrafttoreachtheproper locaton andaltitude,andprojectedoveriapofcoverage‘andon-statontime formultipleaircraft missions.In general,onlyoneaircraft can worksafelyatcloudtopandoneaircraftatcloudbase for asinglestorm. Theoperationofthroe aircraftisrecommendedtoprovide uninterrupted seeding coverage ateither cloud-baseorcloud-top andtoseedthreestormssimultaneouslyifrequired.

‘The programis designedto seed convectiveclouds,beforetheyachieveradar reflectivitiesassociatedwithhai,and deliverseeding material to regionsof updraftand supercooledliquidwater i. theprimary‘conditionsresponsiblefo thegrowthofhaistones.

Factorsthatdeterminecloud toporcloudbaseseedingare: storm structure, visiilty,cloudbaseheight,
oftimeavailable toreachseeding alttude.Cloudbaseseedingisconductedby flying atcloudbase within
themaininflow ofsinglecellstorms, orthe inflow associated withthenewgrowth zone(shelfcloud)
locatedon theupshearsideofmultcell storms.

Cloudtopseedingisconductedbetween typically between-5 Cand-10 C. Thepencilflares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10 C) during their 35-40 s bum time. The seeding aircraft wil
penetrate theedgesofsingleconvectivecells meetingthe seed criteria. Formult-cellstorms,orstormswithfeederclouds,the seedingaircraft will penetratethetopsofthe developingcumulustowersontheupshearsidesofconvective celts,as theygrow upthroughtheaircrafts altitude.
Occasionally,with embedded cells or convectivecomplexes, thereareno clearlydefined feederturrets
visible tothe flightcrewsoronradar. Inthese instances,atanaltitude between-5 Cand -10C, a
seeding aircraft will penetrate the storm edge (regionoftight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshearsideandbum aburn-in-placeflareand injectdroppablepencilflareswhen pdratsare encountered.

Seeding is effective onlywithincloud updraftsandinthepresence ofsupercooledcloudwater,ie. the
developing,andmaturestages intheevolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipativestagesof astormwouldbeseededonly fthemaximum reflectivityisparticularly severe and
thereisevidence (visualcloud growth,or ightreflectivitygradients)indicating the possiblepresence of
‘embedded updratts.

‘SEEDINGRATE
‘A seedingrateofone20gflareevery 5s istypicallyusedduringcloud penetration. A slightyhigher rate
isused (e.g. 1flareevery 2 5) if updraft areverystrong (e.g. >2000 min) and the storm isparticularlyintense. Calculations show thatthisseedingratewillproduce >1300icecrystalsperliewhichismore
thansufficientto depletetheliquid watercontentproduced by updraftsof 10 mis (2000fumin),thereby
preventing thegrowthofhailstoneswithin the seededcloud volumes.
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A cloudseeding passisrepeated immediatelyiftherearevisualsignsofnewcloudgrowthorradar
reflectivity gradientsromain igh (indicative ofpersistentupdrafts). A to 10minwaitingperiodmaybe
used, 0allow for theseedingmaterial to takeeffectandthestorm to dissipals, fvisualsignsofglaciation
‘appearorradarroflecivity values decreaseand gradientsweaken.Thiswaitingperiodprecludesthe
Wasiaofseeding material andensuresfsoptimum usage.
Forcloudbaseseeding, a typicalseedingrateof 1 bum-in-placeflare (150geach)isused. Choud
seedingrunsare repeated uni nofurther inflow isfound. Acetone bumers wil aisoboused to provide
continuoussiiveriodideseeding fextensive regionsofwoakupdraft are observedatcloud basaandthe
she coudregion. Baseseedingisnotconductedifonydowndraft are encounteredatcloudbase,since tiswould wasteseeding materia,
Thecloudseeding flaresare siver-odidepyrotechnicswithan ioe nucleieffectivenessofapproximately

10" nuclei per gmofpyrotechnic, active at 10C,asdeterminedbyindependentcloudchambertests at
ColoradoStateUniversty.
‘Sufficientdispersionof theparticles isrequiredforAg! plumeovertap from consecutive flares bythetime
thecloud partciesreachhail izeforeffectivehailsuppression.TheworkbyGrandiaetal. (1979)based
onturbulence measurementswithinAlbertafeedercloudsindicated thatthetimeforthe diameterofthedifusing line ofAgltoreachthe intagrallength scale(200m)intheinertalsubrangesizescalesof
mixing,was140seconds. Thisisinsufficienttime for ice parties togrowto hail size. Therefore,droppingflaresat 5secintervalsshoudeffectivelydeptsthe supercooledliquidwaterandprevent the
growthofhailparticles. Theuseofthe20 gmflaresandafrequentdroprate providesbetter seeding
overagethan usinglarger flareswith greater timeldistancespacing between flaredrops. Infact, the
‘above calculationsareconservative whenone Considers thatthecenteroftheice crystalplumecenter
will have ahigherconcentrationofcrystals
8 EQUIPMENT

Type:
+" OneWML bandweatherradar, 250kwpeakpower,with 1.65deg.beam width,locatedatthe

‘Ods-Didsbury airport, 50ftowermounted including radome.
+ TwoBeechcraftC90King-Aipropeaircraft (oneinCalgaryandone in Red Deer).
+ TwoCessna340 aircraft (one inCalgaryandonein Red Deer).

©. MATERIALSTOBEEMITTED:
+ Cloud top (ejectable) pyrotechnic flares are20gAg! formulation manufactured by lce Crystal

Engineering(ICE)ofKindred, North Dakota, USA. (www.jcoflres.com)
+ Cloudbase (bum-in-place) flares are 150gAgl formulation manufacturedby Ice Crystal
Engineering(CE)ofKindred, North Dakota, USA (www.ceflres.com)

+ A solution of acetone, sive iodide, sodium perchlorate, paradichiorobenzene, and ammonium
fodidewil aisobeburnedforconinuousseedingatcloudbase.

ActivationtestsperformedatColoradoStateUniversityindicate greaterthan0'" icecrystals pergramof
seedingagentbumed,activeat-10°C.
Total fight hoursandquantitiestobedispersed: We estimate the project may use 5000 twenty-gram
flares and500 one hundred-itygramflares,plusapproximately 150 gallonsofacetone(2%Aglsolution)will be bumed. The numberofoperational days, fights, and amountofseeding materia dispensed over
the past fieen yearsis summarizedintheattachedtable. Noharmiuleffecs from these materialsis
expected. Thisisbasedonyearsofstudies (both in theUSA and Canada) to detectsiver in precipitation
(above background levels) folowing cloud seeding. The amountofsiver distrbued by thecloud seedingissmall comparedtotheoutputfrom industry. Silver amounts fromcloudseedingare far,farlessthan

the USA EPAguidelines.
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PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

“Two C90KingAir prop-jetaircraft,onein Calgary (N904DK) andone based inRedDeer(N5220P).
+ TwoCessna 340 aircraf,one inCalgary (N4S7DM)andonein RedDeer (N123KK).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

Nospecial projectground vehicles willbe used onthe project. (Onlyprivate vehiclesforpersonal
transportation will be used.)
PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNINGANY MEASUREMENTS OR

OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.
Nospecialsurfaceobservationsareplannedfor thisproject.Theprimaryinstrumentationistheweather
radarandspecialaicraft instrumentation. Dailyweatherchartswillberecordedfordocumentationand
reporting purposes.
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control
andcommunicationscenterwillbe equippedtoreceiveandrecord data fromtheGP'Saircraft trackingsystem. TheGPS system displaystheexactpositionofaircratsuperimposedontheradardisplayto
enablethecontroler to accurately directtheseeding aircraft tooptimumseedinglocationswithin the
stomsystem. The color-codedaircraftpositiononthe PPIwillbe markedwith a small symbol, Electronic
coding will enable radar controllers to discriminate between all project aircraft.

‘TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION: Eachofthecloudseedingaircraft wil have a temperature sensor
to ensurethatthecloudpenetrationseeding runsareconductedat the propertemperaturelevels.
WEATHERRADAR: TheC-bandradarwillbe equippedwitha computerizedradarrecordingand
displaysystem. Theradarrecording systemwillbecapableofproviding numerouscellstatisticsand
colour products including plotsofradar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)

hasbeen used since 1997andhasprovedtobe veryuseful. TITANis licensedfromNCAR.
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PART 11. CERTIFICATIONBYORGANIZATION FORWHOMACTIVITYIS TO BECONDUCTED:
State typeofworkingagreementented intowiththe weather modifer: Contract
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Nameoforganization: AlbertaSaversWeatherManagementSociety
Fullname of certying officer and tte:
Todd Kiapak
President, Alberta Severe Weather Management Society

(409)231.1357,ToddKiapak@intact net

sonar: / + Date: May3,2012
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PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTMITY.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIESIS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.

Nameoforganization: Weather Modification, Inc.

Full name of certifying officer:
BruceA. Boe
Director of Meteorology
(701) 235-5500

‘Signature: Date: May 3,2012
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |

PART. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Date of notice: May 9,2013
Proposed starting date: June 1%, 2013,
Expected duration: September 15, 2013

Province and areato be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the
same since 1996).

Weather elements to be modified: ~~ Thunderstorms
Modification expected: Hail Suppression
Class of operation: Operational
Operating method: Aitbore.
Glass of economy to benefit: Insurance Industry: private and public property primary,

agriculture secondary.

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
hitp:iwwweathermodification.com/

Parent Organization: Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer: Mr. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-5500
pat@weathermad.com

Local Organization: Weather Modification, Inc Tel. (403) 335-8359
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H TAT

Name and relevant qualifications of oficer(s) designated in charge of project:

Chief Officer: Mr. Daniel Gilbert, Chief Meteorologist
B.S. 10 years’ experience
WMA Certified Weather Modification Operator #78
Office Tel: (403) 335-8359
(see Part 5 for details of qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology. Mr. Bruce Boe
Project Manager/Meteorology, 39 years’ experience
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activities of organization (see web page at www.weathermodiication.com):
«cloud seeding
«atmospheric research
«air pollution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
«equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modifications
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Amount of public liabilty insurance carried applicable to activity: CADSS0 millon by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Society and USS5 millon by Weather Modification, Inc.

List of similar weather modification activites previously underlaken:
a Canada: The Alberta Hail Project has been operating in its present form since 1996. The

contractor (operator) for this entire period has been WMI.
b. Elsewhere:

+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 50
years. This is an ongoing project.

+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 310 4 Cheyenne ll aircraftand a Loar Jot 1998-2004.
+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and HailSuppression 1997-2001.
© WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Alberta, Burkina Faso, Calfornia,

Califomia, Idaho, Mexico, UAE, India, Indonesia, Mal, Nevada, Noth Dakota, Saudi
Arabia, Senegal, and Wyoming within the last 10years

4. References:
1. Dr. Tery Krauss

Krauss Weather Services
79 Iving Crescent
Red Deer, AB T4R 353 Tol. 403.318.0400

2. Mr. Darin Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
900 E. Boulevard Ave.
Bismarck, ND 68505. Tel. 701.328.2788

3. Mr. James Renick
Alberta Severe Weather Management Socisty (ret)
11 Warwick Drive.
Red Deer, AB TAN 6L4 Tel. 403-347-1545

4. Dr.PaulL. Smith, Director
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
‘South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
501 E. St. Joseph Street
Rapid Ciy, SD 57701-3995 Tel. 605-394-2291

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates ts own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project for aifcraft or radar
services. Solution Blend Services, Calgary, Alberta (403) 207-9840 will be
handing and mixing seeding solutions for the project.

PART. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)

Chief officers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President
todd klapak @intactnet

Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer
ianssenc@telus.net

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casualty insurers and brokers.
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of
collecting funds from its members to operate a hail suppression program
to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and stabilize insurance rates
throughout the province.
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
‘Address and location of project primary feld base:

+ Olds-Didsbury Aiport, Alberta tel. 403-335-8359

Address(es) and locations(s)o project secondary field base(s)
+ Springbank airport tel. 403.247-0001
«Red Deer industrial airport tel. 403.886.7857

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and tlleof field officer in charge: Mr. Daniel Gilbert, Chief Meteorologist

Old-Didsbury Arpor, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H 1A1

tel&fax 403.335.8059,
e-mail: dgibert@weathermodifcation com

homepage: hitp:/wwwweathermodifcation.com/
Qualcations of ied officer i charge (Gilbert:

Education
Bachelor of Science, Meteorology and Environmental Studies (double major) May 2004, lowa State
University, Ames, IA
Associate of Arts, Liberal Ats, May 2000, lowa Central Community College, Fort Dodge, IA

Weather Modification Experience
Ghiof Meteorologist, Weather Modification, Inc. (Wyoming and Alberta) - November 2009 to present

Forecaster, radar operator, rawinsondos, direction of seeding aifcrall. Case declarations,
wintertime (Wyoming) esearch program.

Meteorologist, RHS Consulting (Fresno, CA) ~ November 2008-February 2009
Directed aifborne and ground based cloud seeding operations over portions of the central and
southern Sierra Nevada Mountains. Set up and performed routine maintenance of ground based
ce nucleus generators. Provided daly forecasts for clients and project personnel.

Meteorologist, Independent Contractor, (Boise, ID) ~October 2007 to April 2008
Provided meteorological services to support Idaho Power Company's winter cloud seeding
project in West Ceniral Idaho, directed airborne and ground seeding operations, directed
rawinsonde releases, provided short-term operational forecasls and nowcasts fo pilots,
communicated wih aitcraf via two-way radio

Field Meteorologist, North Dakola Cloud Modification Project, (Stanley or Bowman, ND) ~ Summers,
2003-2008
‘Operated 5 cm weather radar equipped with TITAN software package, launched and directed
seeding aircraft using two-way radio and GPS tracking, performed data recording and
‘documentation of cloud seeding operations, prepared siver iodide seeding solution, assisted with
radar calirations, prepared forecasts and briefed picts daily, supervised infer meteorologists,
presented case studies for ground school, operated cloud condensation nucle counter for joint
research with South Dakota School of Mines

Forecaster, Atmospherics Incorporated, (Fresno, CA) - October 2006 - May 2007
Field Meteorologist, Atmasphencs, Inc. (Modesto, CA) - November 2005 - April 2006
Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Paso Robles, CA) - December 2004 - February 2005

Provided dail forecasts for seeding operations andlor clients, operated Scm weather radar,
direcied winter cloud seeding operations over the Sierra Nevada wlizing both glaciogenic and
hygroscopic seeding agents, raced radar overlays, performed data recording of operations, wrote
monthly and annual reports
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Memberships and Honors
«Meteorologist Distinguished Service Award, 2013,Weather Modification Association
«Member, Weather Modification Association (certfied operator #78)
«Member, American Meteorological Society.
+ lowa Central Community College Honor Society, inducted April 27, 2000
«WilburE Brewer Professionalism Award, 2007 North Dakota Cloud Modification Project

Field Address Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A, Olds, AB TaH 1A1
Field Telephoneno. 403-335-8350
Field personnel fulltime = 3

parttime = 12

Dail records of activities: Custodian = Ms. Erin Fischer
WMI Project Operations Centre
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A, AB TaH 1A1

Al records are maintained June 1* Sept, 15" annually.
«daily weather synopsis and forecast report
«radar echo storm data report and maps.
«daily operations summary report
«chemical inventory report
«equipment status report
+ airrait fight rack maps.
«fight log report
«project aircraft maintenance report

PARTG. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused >8400
milion damage in the City of Calgary alone. Hailstorms in the City of Calgary caused >$500 Milion in
2010 and again in 2012. In addition, hailstorms have caused >§100 Milion damage to crops annually
since 2007 and the damage to crops was $400 Millon in 2012. Hailstorms have now become a billon
dolar problem to the economy of Alberta. The 20 largest insurance companies and their affiates have
banded together to conduct hal suppression operations in the "hail alley” of central Alberta to combat
urban hail damage in the Calgary to Red Deer area. The current program has conducted cloud-seeding
operations in central Alberta each summer since 1996.

‘Specific modification sought: __ Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priority
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quantitative estimate of modification expected: Even very small positive results (+1%) wil be
economically beneficial, however, i is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater
will be realized. The insurance industry has been encouraged by the results, estimating a savings of
several hundred-millon dollars to the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they expected.

‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the first 10 years of the project indicated a reduction in the loss-to-risk values
compared with the historical 58 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis
shows increased variabilty and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last 5 years both inside and
outside the project area which is likely due to ciimate change. The effect of the seeding on crop damage
is inconclusive at this time.
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Geographicareaaffected (seo attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west to the foothills of the Rocky Mountains.

Estimateofadjoining geographic areapossiblyaffected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also benefit from th seeded storms

Approximate total cost: ‘approx. $3.1 million per year
Funds to be expended in Canada: est. $500,000peryear
Generalperiod of operation: June 1% Sept. 15" annually

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a brief description of typical operations:

OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hail suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports will be used to
iniiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 dBZ at heights above the -5°C temperature level, and are considered to
be a potential hal threat 10 an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 dBZ in order to start the microphysical
suppression process as eary as possible within the potential hailstorm. Storms will be seeded by
aircraft using either droppable Ag! pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agh-solution
burners.
“The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the fetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and will
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
The cloud seeding hypothesis fs based on the cloud microphysics concept of ‘beneficial competition’.
Beneficial competion assumes a lack of natural ice nuclei in the environment effective at temperatures.
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl wil resulti the production of a significant number of
artical” ce nuclei. The natural and artificial ice crystals “compete” for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fall to the surface. If enough nuclei are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then it is possible that the haistones will be small
enough to melt compltely before reaching the ground.

Cloud seeding operations are intended to alter the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming
that the present precipitation process is inefficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The ‘seeding is
based on a conceptual model of Alberta hailstorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970),
Chisholm and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976), Krauss and Manwitz (1984), English and Krauss.
(1986) and English (1986).

It is assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evolving “main” updrait of single cell storms and
within the updrafts of developing “feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature “muli-cell and
“super-cell” storms (see e.g. Foote 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the.
edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact with the main storm updrat.

For hail suppression, seeding with a large amounto siver-iodide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated with the production of hail and wil leave
unseeded those regions of the storm associated with the production of ain only. This will make efficient
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use ofthe seeding material (Ag) and wil reduce the possible riskof overseeding rain clouds.

CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective cells (defined by radar) with maximum reflecivity approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud
layer above the -5°C level, located within the project areas or within a 20 min travel time ‘bufer zone"
upwind of the project area, will be seeded il hey pose a potential threat of damaging hail fo an urban or
populated area. Radar observers/conirolles will be responsible for making the seed" decision and
directing the cloud seeding missions.
Patrol fights will be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeing
citria. These patrol fights are meant o provide immediate response to developing cells. In general, a
patrol i launched in the event of visual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cells exceed 25 kit height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.
Launches of more than ane aircraft are determinedby the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required for a seeder aircraft 0 reach the proper location and alitude, and projected overlap of coverage
and on-staton time for mule aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud top
and one aircrat at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of three aircraft is recommended fo
provide unintermupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-top and to seed three stoms,
simulianeously f required.
The program i designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of updraft and supercooled liuid water .. the primary
conditions responsible for the growth of hailstones.
Factors that determine cloud op or cloud base seeding are: stom structure, visbiiy, cloud base height,
or time available to reach seeding aude. Cloud base seeding is conducted by fying a cloud base within
the main inflow of single cell storms, or the inflow associated wih the new growth zone (shelf cloud)
located on the upshear sido of mul-cel storms.

Goud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5°C and -10°C. The pencil flares fall
approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10°C) during their 35-40 second burn time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting the seed criteria. For mul-ell storms, or storms,
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective cel, a they grow up trough the aircras altude.
Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an afitude between -5°C and - 10°C, a
seeding aircraft wil penetrate the storm edge (region of tight radar reectvy gradient) on the upshear
side and burn a burnin-place flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updrafts are encountered.
Seeding is effective only within cloud updralts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, i. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic. thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipaive stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflciiviy is particularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence of
embedded updralts.
SEEDING RATE
seeding rate of one 20 g flare every 5 si typically used during cloud penetration. A slightly higher rate

is used (e.g. 1 flare every 2 5) if pdralts are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fumin) and the storm is particulary
intense. Calculations show that his seeding rate will produce >1300 ice crysials per lire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updralts of 10 mis (2000 fUmin), thereby
preventing the growth of haikstones within the seeded cloud volumes.
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A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately f there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflecivy gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrats). A 5 to 10 min waiting period may be
used, to allow forthe seeding material to take effect and the stor to dissipate, visual signs of gaciation
appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This wailing period precludes the
Waste of seeding material and ensures ts optimum usage.
For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 bum-in-place flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud
seeding runs are repeated uniil no further inflow is found. Acetone burners will also be used to provide
Gontinuous silver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at cloud base and the
shelf cloud region. Base seeding is not conducted if only downdralts are encountered at cloud base,
since this would waste seeding material

The cloud seeding flares are silver-iodide pyrotechnics with an ice nuclei effectiveness of approximately
10" nuclei per gram of pyrotechnic, active at -10°C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests.
at Colorado State University.
Suficient dispersion of the particles is required for Ag plume overlap from consecuive flares by the time
the cloud particle reach hail ize for effective hal suppression. The workbyGrandia et al. (1975) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difusing fine of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertia subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ice particles to grow to hail size. Therefore,
dropping flares at 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the
growth of hail particles. The use of the 20 gram flares and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding
coverage than using larger flares with greater timeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the
above calculations are conservative when one considers that the center of th ice crystal plume center
will have a higher concentration of crystals.
B. EQUIPMENT.

«One WMKC band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, wih 1.65 deg. beam widih, located at the
Olds-Didsburyairpor, 50ft tower mounted including radome.

+ Thro Beechcraft GSO King-Airprop-jt aircraft (wo in Springbank and one in Red Deer).
+ Two Cessna 340 aircraft (one in Springbank and one in Fed Deer).

C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:
+ Cloud top (sjectable) pyrotechnic flares are 20g Ag! formulation manufactured by Ico Crystal

Engineering (ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA. (wwwceflares.com)
« Cloud base (bum-in-place) flares are 150g Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal

Engineering (ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA (www.ceflares com)
«A solution of acetone, silver iodide, sodium perchlorate, paradichlorobenzene, and ammonium

iodide will also be burned for continuous seeding at loud base.

Activation tests performed at Colorado State University indicate greater than10' ice crystals per gram of
seeding agent burned, active at -10°C.
Total fight hours and quanies to be dispersed: We estimate the project may use 5000 twenly-gram
flares and500one hundred-fily gram flares, plus approximately 150 gallons of acetone (2% Ag! solution)
will be bumed. The number of operational days, fights, and amount of seeding materia dispensed over
the past fifteen years is summarized in the attached table. No hamnful effects from these materias is
expected. This i based on years of studies (both in the USA and Canada) to detect siver in precipitation
(above background levels) following cloud seeding. The amount of ster distributed by the cloud seeding
is small compared to the output from industry. Siver amounts from cloud seeding are far, fa less than
the USA EPA guidelines.
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PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ Three G30 King Air propre aircraft, two in Springbank (N9O4DK and NS18TS) and one based in

Fed Deer (N5220P)
+ Two Cessna 340 airraft, one in Springbank (N457DM) and one in Red Deer (N9B58S).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.
No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project. (Only private vehices for personal
ransportation will be used.)

PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts wil be recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar corirol
and communications center wil be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking
system. The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display fo
enable the contrller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the
storm system. The color-coded aircraft position on the PPI will be marked with a smal symbol. Electronic
coding will enable radar controllers to discriminate between al project aircraft
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft wil have a temperature sensor
1o ensure that the cloud penelraton seeding runs are conducted at the proper temperature levels.
WEATHER RADAR: Th C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cell statistics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved to be very useful. TITAN is ficensed from NCAR.
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:

State type of working agreement entered into with the weather modifier: Contract.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society

Full name of certifying officer and tile:

Todd Kiapak
President, Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
(403) 231-1357, ToddKlapak @intact.net

—,

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.

| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.

Nameoforganization: Weather Modification, Inc.

Full name of certifying officer:
Bruce A. Boe
Director of Meteorology
(701) 235-5500

pce A, Eee
Signature: Date: May?9,2013
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Figure 1: Map of south-central Alberta showing the project area, outlined in green, covered by the
Hall Suppression activities.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |

PARTI. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Dateofnotice: May 14, 2014
Proposed starting date: June 1%, 2014,
Expected duration: September 15”, 2014

Province and area to be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing projectarea which has remained the same since 1996)

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms.
Modification expected Hail Suppression
Classofoperation Operational
Operating method: airborne
Class of economy to benefit insurance industry: private and public property primary, agriculture

secondary

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

‘Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
tp: /iwww weathermodification com/

Parent Organization: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer Mr. Patrick H. Sweeney, President Tel (701) 235-6500
pat@weathermod com

Local Organization: Weather Modification, Inc. Tel. (403) 335-8359
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H TAT

Name and relevant qualifications of officer(s) designated in charge of project

Chief Officer Mr. DanielGilbert, Chief Meteorologist
BS. 11 years’ experience
WMA Certified Weather Modification Operator #78
Office Tel: (403) 335-8359
(see Part 5 for details of qualifications and experience)

Director of Meteorology Mr. Bruce Boe
Project ManageriMeteorology, 40 years’ experience.
Tel: (701) 235-5500

Primary activites of organization (see web page at www weathermodification. com)
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ airpolution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modifications

Amount of public iabiity insurance carried applicable to activty_CADS50 milion by the Alberta Severe
RA Aciv Prose Bert eta 014d WAA_EC NOTICE OF TNT2008051 doce docx ov 36,
on
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Weather Management Society and USSS milion by Weather Modification, Inc.
List ofsimilar weather modification activities previously undertaken:
a Canada The Alberta Hail Project has been operating in ifs present form since 1996. The

contractor (operator) for this entire period hasbeenWI
b Elsewhere:

+ WMI has conducted the hal suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 50
years. This is an ongoing project

+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft
anda Lear Jet 1998-2004.

+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail
Suppression 1997-2001

+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Alberta, Burkina Faso, California
California, Idaho, Mexico, UAE, India, Indonesia, Mail, Nevada, North Dakota, Saudi
Arabia, Senegal, and Wyoming within the ast 10 years.

4 References:
1 Dr. Tery Krauss

Krauss Weather Services.
79Inving Crescent
Red Deer, AB T4R 383 Tel. 403.318.0400

2. Mr. Darin Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
S00 E. Boulevard Ave.
Bismarck, ND 58505 Tel. 701-328-2788

3 Mr James Renick
Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ret)
11 Warwick Drive
Red Deer, AB T4N 6L4 Tel. 403-347-1545

4 Dr Paull. Smith
‘South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
501 E_ St Joseph Street
Rapid City, SD 57701-3995 Tel. 605-394-2291

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
‘sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hal project for aircraft or radar services.
Solution Blend Services, Calgary, Alberta (403) 207-9840 wil be handling and mixing seeding
Solutions for the project

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)

Chiefofficers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President
todd lapak@intact net

Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer
janssenc@elus net

Natureoforganization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casually insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds from its
members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hal and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY

Address and location of project primary field base:
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel 403-335-8360
Addresses) and location(s) of project secondary field base(s):+ Springbank airport tel. 403-247-0001
+ RedDeerindustialaiport tel. 403-886-7857

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL

Name and title of field officer in charge: Mr. Daniel Gilbert, Chief Meteorologist
Old-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H1A1

tel & fax. 403-335-8359,
e-mail._dgibent@weathermoifcation com
home page: http www. weathermoification com

Qualifications of field officer in charge (Gilbert:

Education
Bachelor of Science, Meteorology and Environmental Studies (double major) May 2004, lowa State
University, Ames, IA
AssociateofArs, Liberal Arts, May 2000, lowa Central Community College, Fort Dodge, 1A.

Weather Modification Experience
Chief Meteorologist, Weather Modification, Inc. (Wyoming and Alberta)-November 2009 to present

Forecaster, radar operator, rawinsondes, direction of seeding aircraft. Case declarations,
wintertime (Wyoming) research program:

Meteorologist, RHS Consulting (Fresno, CA) — November 2008-February 2009
Directed airborne and ground based cloud seeding operations over portions of the central and
Southern Sierra Nevada Mountains. Set up and performed routine maintenanceofground based
ice nucleus generators. Provided daly forecasts for clients and project personnel.

Meteorologist, Independent Contractor, (Boise, ID) —October 2007 to April 2008
Provided meteorological services to support Idaho Power Company's winter cloud seeding
project in West Central Idaho, directed airborne and ground seeding operations, directed
rawinsonde releases, provided short-term operational forecasts and nowcasts for pits,
communicated with aircraft via two-way radio

Field Meteorologist, North Dakota Cloud Modification Project, (Stanley or Bowman, ND) - Summers,
2003-2008
‘Operated 5 cm weather radar equipped with TITAN software package, launched and directed
seeding aircraft sing two-way radio and GP'S tracking, performed data recording and
‘documentationof cloud seeding operations, prepared siver iodide seeding solution, assisted with
radar calibrations, prepared forecasts and briefed pis daily, supervised inten meteorologists,
presented case studiesforground school, operated cloud condensation nuclei counter or joint
research with South Dakota SchoolofMines.

Forecaster, Amospherics Incorporated, (Fresno, CA) - October 2006- May 2007
Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Modesto, CA) - November 2005- April 2006
Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Paso Robles, CA) - December 2004 - February 2005.

Provided daily forecasts for seeding operations andlor clients, operated cm weather radar,
directed winter cloud seeding operations over the Sierra Nevada utiizing both glaciogenic and
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hygroscopic seeding agents, traced radar overlays, performed data recordingofoperations, wrote
monthly and annual reports.

Memberships and Honors
«Meteorologist Distinguished Service Award, 2013, Weather Modification Association
«Member, Weather Modification Association (certified operator #78)
«Member, American Meteorological Saciety
«Iowa Central Community College Honor Society, inducted April 27, 2000
«Wilbur E Brewer Professionalism Award, 2007 North Dakota Cloud Modification Project

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 24, Olds, AB
Field Telephone no. 403-335-8359
Field personnel full tme = 3

parttime = 12

Daly recordsof activities: Custodian = Ms. Erin Fischer
WMI Project Operations Centre
‘Olds-DidsburyAirport, Highway24,AB T4H 1A1

All records are maintained June 1° -Sept. 15" annually
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ radar echo storm data report and maps,
+ daly operations summary report+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircraft fight track maps
+ fightlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather. The hailstorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused >$400
milion damage in the City of Calgary alone.  Hailstorms in the City of Calgary caused >$500 Million in
2010 and again in 2012. In addition, hailstorms have caused >$100 Millon damage to crops annually
Since 2007 and the damage to crops was >3400 Million in 2012. Hailstorms have now become a billon
dollar problem to the economy of Alberta. The 20 largest insurance companies and their affiliates have
banded together to conduct hail suppression operations in the “hal alley” of central Alberta to combat
urban hail damage in the Calgary to Red Deer area. The current program has conducted cloud-seeding
operations in central Alberta each summer since 1996.

Specific modification sought. Diminish hail damage to properly in central Alberta with special priority
given to the urban areasofCalgary and Red Deer.

Quantitative estimate of modification expected: Even very small posiive results (+1%) wil be
‘economically beneficial, however, i is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater
will be realized. The insurance industry has been encouraged by the results, estimating a savings of
several hundred-milion dollars to the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they expected.

‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the first 10 years of the project indicated a reduction in the loss-to-isk values
compared with the historical 58 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis.
shows increased variability and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last 5 years both inside and
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outside the project area which is likely due to climate change. The effect of the seeding on crop damage.
is inconclusive at this time.

‘Geographicareaaffected(see attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
Alberta and west to the foothillso the Rocky Mountains.

Estimateofadjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also benefit from the seeded storms.
Approximate total cost. approx. $3.1 millon per year.

Funds tobe expended in Canada: est. $600,000 per year.

‘General period of operation: June 1* - Sept. 15” annually.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, descriptionof specific techniques, and a brief description of typical operations:

OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hal suppression, arcraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports willbe used to
initiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 JBZ at heights above the -5°C temperature level, and are considered to
be a potential hail threat to an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 dBZ in order to start the microphysical
suppression process as early as possible within the potential hailstorms. Storms will be seeded by
aircraft using either droppable Ag! pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl-solution
burners.

‘The amount of seeding material used wil depend upon the Ifetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double those used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and will
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
‘The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of “beneficial competion’.
Beneficial competion assumes a lack of natura ice nucle in the environment effective at temperatures
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl will result in the production of a significant number of
“artifical” ice nuclei. The natural and artificial ice crystals “compete” for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the haiistones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fal o the surface. If enough nuclei are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then itis possible that the haistones will be small
‘enough to melt completely before reaching the ground,

Cloud seeding operations are intended to alter the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming
that the present precipitation process is ineficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding is
based on a conceptual model of Alberta haistorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970),
Chisholm and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976), Krauss and Marwitz (1984), English and Krauss
(1986) and English (1986).

itis assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evolving “main” updraft of single cell storms and
within the updralts of developing "feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature "mult-cell and
“supercell storms (see e.g. Foote 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the
‘edges of the main storm updrat where the merging feeder clouds interact with the main storm updraft.
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For hail suppression, seeding with a large amounto siver-iodide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI experience, the cloud seeding will be.
targeted on the feeder cloud updraft regions associated with the production of hail and wil leave
unseeded those regions of the storm associated with the production of ain only. This will make efficient
use of the seeding material (Ag!) and will reduce the possible isk of overseeding rain clouds.

‘CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective cels (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud
layer above the -5°C level, located within the project areasorwithin a 20 min travel time "buffer zone"
upwind of the project area, will be seeded if they pose a potential threatof damaging hail or an urban or
populated area. Radar observersicontrollers will be responsible for making the “seed” decision and
directing the cloud seeding missions.

Patrol fights will be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These patrol fights are meant to provide immediate response to developing cells. In general, a
patrol is launched in the event of visual reports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cells exceed 25 kit height over the higher terrain along the western border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.

Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time
required for a seeder aircraft 0 reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage
‘and on-station time for multiple aircraft missions. In general, only one aircraft can work safely at cloud top
and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of three aicraft is recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cloud-top and to seed three storms
simultaneously if required.

“The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail, and deliver seeding material to regions of updraft and supercooled liquid water ie. the primary
conditions responsible or the growth of haistones.

Factors that determine cloud top or cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibly, cloud base height.
or time available to reach seeding alttude. Cloud base seedingisconductedbyflying at cloud base within
the main inflow of single cell storms, or the inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud)
located on the upshear side of mult-cel storms.

Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5°C and -10°C. The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10°C) during their 36-40 second burn time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meeting the seed criteria. For mulicell storms, or storms
with feeder clouds, the seeding aircraft will penetrate the tops of the developing cumuius towers on the
upshear sides of convective cells, as they grow up through the aircraft's altitude.

‘Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to the flight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an altitude between -5°C and - 10°C, a
seeding aircraft will penetrate the storm edge (region of ight radar reflectivity gradient) on the upshear
side and burn a burn-in-place flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updrafts are encountered.

‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflectivy is particularly severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflectivity gradients) indicating the possible presence of
‘embedded updraft.

SEEDING RATE
‘Aseeding rate of one 20g flare every 5 sis typically used during cloud penstration. A slightly higher rate
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is used (e.g. 1 flare every 2 5) if updrats are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the storm i particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seeding rate will produce >1300 ice crystals per ire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updratts of 10 mis (2000 fumin), thereby
preventing the growth of haistones within the seeded cloud volumes.
A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafts). A to 10 min waiting period may be
used, o allow for the seeding material 0 take effect and the stor to dissipate, if visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period precludes the.
waste of seeding material and ensures ts optimum usage.

For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 burin-place flare (150 g each) is used. Cloud
seeding runs are repeated unii no further inflow is found. Acetone bumers will also be used to provide
continuous silver iodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updrat are observed at cloud base and the
shelf cloud region. _ Base seeding is not conducted if only downdrafs are encountered at cloud base,
since this would waste seeding material

“The cloud seeding flares are silver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nucle effectiveness of approximately
10" nuclei per gram of pyrotechnic, active at -10°C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests
at Colorado State University.

Sufficient dispersionof the particles is requiredforAg! plume overlap from consecutive flares by the time
the cloud particles reach hail size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia etal. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ice particles to grow to hail size. Therefore,
dropping flares at § sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the
growth of hal particles. The use of the 20 gram flares and a frequent drop rate provides better seeding
Coverage than using larger flares with greater timeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact the
‘above calculations are conservative when one considers that the center of the ice crystal plume center
will have a higher concentration of crystals.

B EQUIPMENT

Type:
+" one WMI-C band weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg. beam width, located at the Olds-

Didsbury airport, 50ft tower mounted including radome.
+ Three Beechcraft C0 King-Air propjet aicraft (two in Springbank and one in Red Deer).
+ Two Cessna 340 aircraft (one in Springbank and one in Red Deer).

©. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:

+ Cloud top (ejectable) pyrotechnic flares are 20g Ag formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal
Engineering (ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA (www iceflares. com)

+ Cloud base (burn-in-place) flares are 150g Agl formulation manufactured by ce Crystal Engineering
(ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA (www.iceflaes.com)

+ Asolutionofacetone, silver iodide, sodium perchlorate, paradichlorobenzene, and ammonium iodide
will also be bud for continuous seeding at cloud base. The products of combustion yield silver
iodide (Agl) ice nuclei, carbon dioxide (CO), and water (H;0).

Activation tests performed at Colorado State University indicate greater than10" ice crystals per gram of
seeding agent burned, active at 10°C.

“Total fight hours and quantitiestobe dispersed: We estimate the project may use 5000 twenty-gram
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fares and 500 one hundred-ffy gram flares, plus approximately 150 gallons of the seeding solution (2%
Ag by volume) will be burned. The number of operational days, fights. and amount of seeding material
dispensed over the past fifteen years is summarized in the attached table. No harmful effects from these
materials s expected. This is based on years of studies (both in the USA and Canada) to detect silver in
precipitation (above background levels) following cloud seeding. The amount of siver distributed by the
cloud seeding is small compared to the output from industry. Silver amounts from cloud seeding are far,
far less than the USA EPA guidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.

+ Three C90 King Air prop-et aircraft, two in Springbank (N9O4DK and NS18TS) and one based in Red
Deer (N522JP).

+ Two Cessna 340 aircraft, one in Springbank (N4S7DM) and one in Red Deer (N98585).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project. (Only private vehicies for personal
transportation wil be used.)

PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and specal aircraft instrumentation. Daily weather charts willbe recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control and
‘communications center will be equipped to receive and record data from the GPS aircraft tracking system.
‘The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to enable the
controller to accurately direct the seeding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the storm system.
“The color-coded aircraft position on the PPI will be marked with a small symbol. Electronic coding will
enable radar controllers o discriminate between all project aircraft,

‘TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a temperature sensor
to ensure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted al the proper temperature levels.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cel statistics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved tobe very useful. TITAN is licensed from NCAR.
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State type of working agreement entered into with the weather modifer. Contract
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
‘ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
Fullname of certiying officer and tle:
Todd Kiapak
President, Alberta Severe Wealher Management Society
(403) 231.1367,ToddKiapak@intactnet

Signature: Date: May 14,2014

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.
Name of organization: Weather Modification, Inc.
Fullname of certiying officer
Bruce A Boe
DirectorofMeteorology
(701) 286-6500

Signature Date: May 14, 2014
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Figure 1: Map of south-central Alberta showing the project area, outlined in green, covered by the
Hal Suppression activities.
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Table 1: Operational Statistics for 1996 to 2013.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THE WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE |

PARTI. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY

Dateofnotice: May 18, 2015
Proposed starting date: June 14,2015,
Expected duration September 15”, 2015

Province and area 1o be affected: Central Alberta, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (see
attached map showing project area which has remained the same since 1996)

Weather elements to be modified: Thunderstorms.
Modification expected Hail Suppression
Class of operation Operational
Operating method: airborne
Class of economy to benefit: insurance industry: private and public. property primary, agriculture

secondary

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER

‘Organization name: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
p/wweathermodification com/

Parent Organization: ‘Weather Modification Inc. (WMI)
3802 20th Street North
Fargo, ND USA 58102

Chief Officer Mr. Patrick H_ Sweeney, President Tel: (701) 235-6500
pat@weathermod com

Local Organization: Weather Modification, Inc. Tel. (403) 335-8359
Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 24
Olds, AB T4H TAT

Name and relevant qualifications of office(s) designated in charge of project

Chief Officer Mr. DanielGilbert, Chief Meteorologist
BSS. 12 years’ experience
WMA Certified Weather Modification Operator #78
Office Tel: (403) 335-8359
(see Part 5 for details of qualifications and experience)

Vice President - Meteorology Mr. Bruce Boe.
Project ManageriMeteorology, 41 years’ experience.
Tek: (701) 235-6500

Primary activites of organization (see web page at www weathermodification. com)
+ cloud seeding
+ atmospheric research
+ airpolution monitoring
+ meteorological radar monitoring
+ equipment design and fabrication
+ aircraft modifications

Amount of public iabity insurance carried applicable to activity: CADS50 milion by the Alberta Severe
Weather Management Society and USS5 millon by Weather Modification, Inc.
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Listof similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:
a Canada: The Alberta Hai Project has been operating in ls present form since 1996. The

Gonlractor (operator) for this entre period hasbeen WMI
b Elsewhere

+ WMI has conducted the hai suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 50
years. This is an ongoing project

+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne Ii aircraft
anda Lear Jet 1996-2004

+ WMI conducted operational cloud seecing in Oklahoma fo Rain Enhancement and Hail
‘Suppression 1997-2001

+ WM has conducted operational cloud seeding in Alberta, Burkina Faso, Caifornia, Idaho,
Mexico, UAE, Inca, Indonesia, Mal, Nevada North Dakota, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, and
Wyoming within the last 10 years.

4 References
A Dr Temy Krauss

Krauss Weather Services
78 Ining Crescent
Red Deer, AB T4R 383 Tel 403.318.0400

2 Mir. Darn Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board
S00°E Boulevard Ave
Bismarck, ND 58505 Tel. 701.326.2788

3 Mr James Renick
Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ret)
1 Warwick Drive
Red Deer, AB TaN 6L4 Tel 403-347-1545

4 Or Paul Smin
‘South Dakota School of Mines& Technology
501E. St. Joseph Street
Repid City, SO 57701-3095 Tel 605-304-2201

Listof subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aicraft and weather radars. No major
‘Subcontractors are being used on the Alberta Hai project for aircrafto radar services. Solution
Blend Services, Calgary, Alberta (403) 207-9840 will be handing and mixing seeding solutions for
the project

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWHS)
hie officers: Mr Todd Kiapak, President

odd iapak@intacinet
Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer

Janssenc@telusnet
Nature of organization: A notor-profit society of the property and casually insurers and brokers

operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecing funds from is
members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due to hail and
Stablze insurance rates throughout the province.
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PARTA. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY

Address and location of project primary field base:
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport, Alberta. tel 403-335-8359
Addresses) and locations(s) of project secondary field bases):+ Springbank airport tel. 403-247-0001
© RedDeerindustialaiport tel. 403-886-7857

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL

Name and ttl of field officer in charge: Mr. Daniel Gilbert, Chief Meteorologist
Old-Didsbury Airport, Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H 1A1

tel. & fax. 403-335-8359,
e-mail._dgibert@weathermodication.com
home page: http. weathermoification com/

Qualifications of field officer in charge (Gilbert):

Education
Bachelor of Science, Meteorology and Environmental Studies (double major) May 2004, lowa State
University, Ames, IA
AssociateofArs, Liberal Arts, May 2000, lowa Central Community College, Fort Dodge, 1A.

Weather Modification Experience
Chief Meteorologist, Weather Modification, Inc. (Wyoming and Alberta)-November 2009 to present

Forecaster, radar operator, rawinsondes, direction of seeding aircraft. Case declarations,
wintertime (Wyoming) research program.

Meteorologist, RHS Consulting (Fresno, CA) — November 2008-February 2009
Directed borne and ground based cloud seeding operations over portions of the central and
southern Sierra Nevada Mountains. Set up and performed routine maintenanceofground based
ice nucleus generators. Provided daly forecasts for clients and project personnel.

Meteorologist, Independent Contractor, (Boise, ID) ~October 2007 to April 2008
Provided meteorological services to support Idaho Power Company's winter cloud seeding
project in West Central Idaho, directed airborne and ground seeding operations, directed
rawinsonde releases, provided short-term operational forecasts and nowcasts or pits,
communicated with aircraft via two-way radio

Field Meteorologist, North Dakota Cloud Modification Project, (Stanley or Bowman, ND) ~ Summers,
2003-2009
‘Operated 5 cm weather radar equipped with TITAN software package, launched and directed
seeding aircraft using two-way radio and GP'S tracking, performed data recording and
‘documentationof cloud seeding operations, prepared silver iodide seeding solution, assisted with
radar calibrations, prepared forecasts and briefed pilots daly, supervised intern meteorologists,
presented case studies forground school, operated cloud condensation nuclei counter for oint
research with South Dakota School of Mines.

Forecaster, Atmospherics Incorporated, (Fresno, CA) - October 2006- May 2007
Field Meteorologist, Atmospheric, Inc. (Modesto, CA) - November 2005- April 2006
Field Meteorologist, Atmospherics, Inc. (Paso Robes, CA) - December 2004 - February 2005

Provided daily forecasts for seeding operations andor clients, operated Scm weather radar,
directed winter cloud seeding operations over the Sierra Nevada utiizing both glaciogenic and
hygroscopic seeding agents, raced radar overlays, performed data recording of operations, wrote.
monthly and annual reports.
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Memberships and Honors
«Meteorologist Distinguished Service Award, 2013, Weather Modification Association
«Member, Weather Modification Association (certified operator #78)
«Member, American Meteorological Society
«Iowa Central Community College Honor Society, inducted Apil 27, 2000
«Wilbur E Brewer Professionalism Award, 2007 North Dakota Cloud Modification Project

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 24, Olds, AB
Field Telephone no. 403-335-8359
Field personnel fulltme = 3

parttime = 12

Daly recordsofactivities: Custodian = Ms. Erin Fischer
WMI Project Operations Centre
‘Olds-Didsbury Airport, Highway 24, AB. TH 1A1

Al records are maintained June 1* Sept. 15 annually
+ dally weather synopsis and forecast report
+ radar echo storm data report and maps.+ daly operations summary report
+ chemical inventory report
+ equipment status report
+ aircraft fight track maps
+ fightlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY

Reasons for organization seeking modified weather. The hailstorm on Sept 7, 1991 caused >$400
milion damage in the City of Calgary alone. Hailstorms in the City of Calgary caused >500 Millon in
2010 and again in 2012." In addition, haistorms have caused >$100 Milion damage to crops annually
since 2007 and the damage to crops was >$400 Millon in 2012. Hailstorms have now become a billion
dolar problem to the economy of Alberta. The 20 largest insurance companies and their affates have
banded together to conduct hail suppression operations in the “hail alley” of central Alberta to combat
urban hail damage in the Calgary to Red Deer area. The current program has conducted cloud-seeding
‘operations in central Alberta each summer since 1996.

‘Specific modification sought: __Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priority
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quantitative estimate of modification expected: Even very small posiive results (+1%) wil be
‘economically beneficial, however, it is hoped that reductions in damage on the order of 25% or greater
will be realized. The insurance industry has been encouraged by the results, estimating a savings of
several hundred-milion dollars to the industry, paying out approximately 50% of what they expected.

‘Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according to recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the first 10 years of the project indicateda reduction in the Ioss-torisk values
‘compared with the historical 58 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis
shows increased variabity and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last 5 years both inside and
outside the project area which i likely due to climate change. Theeffectof the seeding on crop damage.
is inconclusive a this time.

‘Geographic area affected (see attached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
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Alberta and west to the foothills of the Rocky Mountains.

Estimateofadjoininggeographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also benefit fom the seeded storms.
Approximate total cost. approx. $3.1 millon per year.

Funds tobe expended in Canada: est. $600,000 per year.

‘General periodofoperation: June 1* - Sept. 15”annually.

PART7. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

A GENERAL The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a brief descriptionoftypical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hal suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports will be used to
iniiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have radar
reflectivities of approximately 35 JBZ at heights above the -5°C temperalure level, and are considered to
be a potential hail threat 10 an urban or populated area. When large hal is forecast, seeding wil
commence when radar reflectivities reach approximately 20 BZ in Order to start the microphysical
suppression process as early as possible within the potential hailstorms. Storms will be seeded by
aircraft using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl-solution
burners.

“The amount of seeding material used wil depend upon the lfetime and size of the cloud or storm and
other meteorological conditions. The seeding rates are about double those used during the 1870's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding will be focused on the feeder clouds of the storm's new growth zone and will
be conducted at cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.

HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concept of "beneficial competion’
Beneficial competition assumes a lack of natural ice nuclei in the environment effective at temperatures.
warmer than -20°C and that the injection of Agl will result in the production of a significant number of
“artificial” ice nuclei. The natural and artfcial ice crystals “compete” for the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the hailstones that are formed within the seeded cloud volumes will
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fal o the surface. If enough nuclei are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then itis possible that the haiistones wil be small
‘enough to melt completely before reaching the ground.

Cloud seeding operations are intended to alter the cloud microphysics of the treated clouds, assuming
that the present precipitation process is inefficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The Seeding is
based on a conceptual model of Alberta haistorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (1970).
Chisholm and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976), Krauss and Marwitz (1984), English and Krauss.
(1986) and English (1986).
Itis assumed that hail embryos grow within the time evolving “main” updraft of single cell storms and
within the updraits of developing "feeder clouds" or cumulus towers that flank mature ‘mult-cell and
“supercell storms (see e.g. Foole 1964). The growth to large hal is hypothesized to occur along the
edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact with the main storm updraft.

For hail suppression, seeding with a large amount of siver-jodide will dramatically increase the ice crystal
concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based on WMI's experience, the cloud seeding will be
targeted on the feeder cloud updratt regions associated with the production of hail and will leave
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unseeded those regions of the storm associated with the productionofrain only. This will make efficent
use of the seeding material (Agl) and will reduce the possible risk of overseeding rain clouds.
‘CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective cells (defined by radar) with maximum reflectivity approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud
Tayer above the -5°C level, located within the project areas of within a 20 min travel me "buffer zone"
upwind of the project area, wil be seeded f they pose a potential theaof damaging hail for an urban or
populated area. Radar observersicontrollrs will be responsible for making the “seed” decision and
directing the cloud seeding missions.
Patrol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar reflectivity seeding
criteria. These parol fights are meant to provide immediate response to developing cells. In general. a
patrol is launched in the event of visual reportsofvigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or whenradarcells exceed 25 kit height over the higher terrain along the wester border and begin
moving towards the urban areas

Launches of more than one aicrat are determined by the number of storms in each area, th lead time
requiredfor a seeder aicrat to reach the proper location and altitude, and projected overlap of coverage
and on-station time for multiple arcratt missions. In general, only one fcr can work safely at cloud top
and one aircraft at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of three aircraft is recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at either cloud-base or cioud-0p and to seed three storms
simultaneously if required.
“The program is designed to seed convective clouds, before they achieve radar reflectivities associated
with hail. and deliver seeding materia to regions of updraft and supercooled liquid water ie. the primary
conditions responsible forthe growth of haistones.
Factors that determine cloud top of cloud base seeding are: storm structure, visibly, cloud base height,
or time available to reach seeding aitude. Cloud base seeding is conducted by flying at cloud base within
the main inflow of single cell storms, or the inflow associated with the new growth zone (shelf cloud)
located on the upshear side of mult-cel storms.
Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5°C and -10°C. The pencil flares fall
‘approximately 1.5 km (approximately 10°C) during their 35-40 second burn time. The seeding aircraft will
penetrate the edges of single convective cells meefing the seed ciria. For mlt-cel storms, or storms
With feeder clouds, the seeding airraft wil penetrate the tops of the developing cumulus towers on the
upshear sides of convective cells, as they grow up through the aircrafts atude.
‘Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible to the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, at an alitude between -5°C and - 10°C, a
seeding aitcrat ill penetrate the storm edge (region of tight radar refecivy gradient) on the upshear
side and bun a burn-n-place flare and inject droppable pencil flares when updrafts are encountered.
‘Seeding is effective only within cloud updrats and in the presence of supercooled cloud water, ie. the
developing, and mature stages in the evolution of the classic thunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the maximum reflectivity is particulary severe and
there is evidence (visual cloud growth, or tight reflect gradients) indicating the possible presence of
embedded updraft.
‘SEEDING RATE
A seeding rate of one 20g flare every 5 si typically used during cloud penetration. A slightly higher rate
is used (e.g. 1 flare every 2 5)if pdrats are very strong (e.g. > 2000 fimin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seeding rate will produce >1300 ice crystals per ire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updraits of 10 mis (2000 ftimin), thereby.
preventing the growth of haistones within the seeded cloud volumes.
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A cloud seeding pass is repeated immediately if there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
reflectivity gradients remain tight (indicative of persistent updrafls). A 5 to 10 min waiting period may be
used, to allow fo the seeding material to take effect and the storm to dissipate, if visual signs of glaciation
‘appear or radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This waiting period preciudes the.
wasteof seeding material and ensures its optimum usage.

For cloud base seeding, a typical seeding rate of 1 bur-in-place flare (160 g each) is used. Cloud
seeding runs are repeated uniil no further inflow is found. Acetone burners will also be used to provide.
continuous silver iodide seeding if extensive regionsofweak updraft are observed at cloud base and the
shelf cloud region. Base seeding is not conducted if only downdraft are encountered at cloud base,
since this would waste Seeding material.

The cloud seeding flares are silver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nucle effectiveness of approximately
10" nucleiper gram ofpyrotechnic, active at -10°C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests
at Colorado State University.

‘Sufficient dispersionof the particles is requiredforAgl plume overlap from consecuive flares by the time
the cloud particies reach hail size fo effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicated that the time for the diameter of the
difiusing line of Agl to reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. This is insufficient time for ice particles to grow (0 hail size. Therefore,
dropping flares at § sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled liquid water and prevent the
growth of hail particles. The use of the 20 gram flares and a frequent drop rate provides beter seeding
coverage than using larger flares with greater tmeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the.
‘above calculations are conservative when one considers that the center of the ice crystal plume center
will have a higher concentrationofcrystals.

8 EQUIPMENT

Type:
+" one Advanced Radar Corporation C-band Doppler weather radar, 250 ku peak power, with 1.65 deg.

beam width, located at the Olds-Didsbury airport, 50ft tower mounted including radome.
+ Three Beechcralt C90 King-Air propdet aircraft (two in Springbank and one in Red Deer).
+ Two Cessna 340 aicraft (one in Springbank and one in Red Deer).

C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED:

+ Cloud top (ejectable) pyrotechnic flares are 20g Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal
Engineering (ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA (www iceflares.com)

+ Cloud base (burn-in-place) flares are 150g Ag! formulation manufactured by ce Crystal Engineering
(ICE) of Kindred. North Dakota, USA (www iceflares.com)

+ A solution of acetone, silver iodide, sodium perchlorate, paradichlorobenzene, and ammonium iodide
will also be burned for continuous seeding at cloud base. The products of combustion yield silver
iodide (Agl)ice nuclei, carbon dioxide (CO), and water (H;O).

Activation tests performed at Colorado State University indicate greater than10' ice crystals per gram of
seeding agent burned, active at 10°C.

“Total fight hours and quantities tobe dispersed: We estimate the project may use 5000 twenty-gram
flares and 500 one hundred-fify gra flares, plus approximately 150 gallons of the seeding solution (2%
Agl by volume) will be burned. The number of operational days, fights. and amount of seeding material
dispensed over the past fifieen years is summarized in the attached table. No harmful effects from these
materials is expected. This is based on years of studies (both in the USA and Canada) to detect silver in
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precipitation (above background levels) following cloud seeding. The amount of siver distributed by the
cloud seeding is small compared to the output from industry. Silver amounts from cloud seeding are far,
far less than the USAEPAguidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ Three C90 King Air prop-et aircraft, two in Springbank (NSO4DK and NS18TS) and one based in Red

Deer (N522JP).
+ Two Cessna 340 aircraft, one in Springbank (N457DM) and one in Red Deer (N37356).

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.

No special project ground vehicles will be used on the project. (Only private vehicles for personal
transportation wil be used.)

PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned for this project. The primary instrumentation s the weather
radar and special aircraft inslrumentation. Daily weather charts willbe recorded for documentation and
reporting purposes.

AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar control and
‘communications center will be equipped 10 receive and record data from the GPS aircraft racking system.
The GPS system displays the exact position of aircraft superimposed on the radar display to enable the
controller to accurately direct the seeding aifcraft to optimum seeding locations within the storm system.
“The color-coded aircraft position on the PPI will be marked with a small symbol. Electronic coding will
‘enable radar controllers to discriminate between all project aircraft,

TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the cloud seeding aircraft will have a temperature sensor
to ensure that the cloud penetration seeding runs are conducted al the proper temperature levels.

WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped with a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system will be capable of providing numerous cell statistics and
colour products including plots of radar PPI displays and maximum reflectivity maps. The sophisticated
radar tracking software called TITAN (Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)
has been used since 1997 and has proved to be very useful. TITAN is licensed from NCAR
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PART 11. CERTIFICATION BY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State type of working agreement entered into with the weather modifer. Contract
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
‘ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
Fullname of certiying officer and tle:
Todd Kiapak
President, Alberta Severe Wealher Management Society
(403) 231.1367,ToddKiapak@intactnet

Signature: Date: May 18,2015

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY.
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.
Name of organization: Weather Modification, Inc.
Fullname of certiying officer.
Bruce A Boe
Vice PresidentofMeteorology
(701) 285-6500

Signature Date: May 18,2015
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Figure 1: Map of south-central Alberta showing the project area, outlined in green, covered by theHa Suppression activities.
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Table 1: Operational Statistics for 1996 to 2014.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
PURSUANT TO THEWEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT AND REGULATIONS

SCHEDULE|
PARTI. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITY
Dateofnol: May18, 2016
Proposed staring dato: June 1 2016
Expected duration: September 15", 2016

Province and area to be alfected: Cenlral Alert, covering the Red Deer to Calgary regions (sce
tached map shoving project area which ha remained the same snco 1996).

Weather elementst be madiied: ThunderstormsHodficaton expected: Hall Suppression
Glass of oporaion Operational
Operating method aioe
Classof cconomyto bensfic insurance industy: private and. public properly. primary, agriculture

Secondary

PART2. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING WEATHER MODIFIER
Organization name: Weather Modification Inc. (WH)tpt wesinermodifcationcom
Parent Organization Weather Modification nc. (WH)

3602 20th Stret North
Fargo, ND USA 53102

Chief Officer: Mr. Neil Brackin, President Tel: (701) 235-6500
nbrackin@weathermod.com

Local Organization: Weather Modification, Inc. Tel. (403) 335-8359
Olds Didsbury Arpt, Hihviay 2A
Olds, AB TaH 1A

Name and relevant quaiications of officr(s) designated in charge of project
Chief fcr: ir, Daniel Gilbert, Chiaf Meteorologist

8, 18 yoars' experience.
WhiA Certied Weather Modification Operator #78
Office Tel: (403) 335-8359
(500 Part for dota of qualifications and experience)

Vice President - Meteorology Mr. Bruce Boo
Project Manager/Meteorology, 42 years’ experience
Tel: (701) 235-6500

Primary aciiiesoforganizaio (see web page atwwwwealhermodifcaton com):
1 Goud seeding© atmosphericresearch
+ airpolution monioring
. meteorological radar monitoring
~ caupment design and fabrication
© Scrat modiications
Amount of public ably insurance carried applicable to aciviy: CADSSO milion by the Alberta Severe

Weather Management Society and USS5 millon by Weather Modifcaton. Inc
TRRSRSHNEEORTRe
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Listof similar weather modification activities previously undertaken:
a Canada The Alberta Hail Project has been operating in its present form sinc 1996. The

contractor (operator) for this entire period has beenWHI
b Elsewhere:

+ WMI has conducted the hail suppression cloud seeding in North Dakota for more than 50
years. This is an ongoing project.

+ WMI conducted hail suppression in Mendoza, Argentina using 3 to 4 Cheyenne Il aircraft
and a Lear Jet 1998-2004 |

+ WMI conducted operational cloud seeding in Oklahoma for Rain Enhancement and Hail
‘Suppression 1997-2001 |

+ WMI has conducted operational cloud seeding in Alberta, Burkina Faso, California, Idaho,
Mexico, UAE, India, Indonesia, Mall, Nevada, North Dakota, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, and
Wyoming within the last 10 years.

4 References:
1 Dr Temy Krauss

Krauss Weather Services.
79 Inving Crescent
Red Deer, AB TAR 353 Tel. 403-318-0400

2. Mr. Darin Langerud, Director
State of North Dakota Atmospheric Resource Board |
00 E. Boulevard Ave. |
Bismarck, ND 68505 Tel. 701-328-2788

3 Dr. RonaldE. Rinehart
4408 Greystone Drive
St. Joseph, MO 64505 Tel. 816-233-1394 |

4 Or Paull. Smith
‘South Dakota School of Mines &Technology
501 E. St Joseph Steet
Rapid City, SD 57701-3995 Tel. 605-304-2201

List of subcontractors: WMI owns and operates its own fleet of aircraft and weather radars. No major
sub-contractors are being used on the Alberta Hail project for aircraft of radar services. Solution
Blend Services, Calgary, Alberta (403) 207-9840 will be handling and mixing seeding solutions for
the project

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS
TO BE CONDUCTED.

Name of organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society (ASWMS)
Chief officers: Mr. Todd Kiapak, President

todd lapak@intact net
Ms. Catherine Janssen, Secretary-Treasurer

janssenc@telus net

Nature of organization: A not-for-profit society of the property and casually insurers and brokers
operating in Alberta. The society was formed for the purpose of collecting funds from its
‘members to operate a hail suppression program to help reduce insurance payout due (0 hail and
stabilize insurance rates throughout the province.

oososs.
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PART4. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING FIELD BASES OF ACTIVITY
Address and location of project primary field base:
Olds-Didsbury Aiport Abert. tel 403.335.8350
Address(es) an location(s) of project secondary fod base(s):+ Springbankaiport tel. 403-247-0001
+ Rod Deorindustialairport lol. 403-806-7857

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATING FIELD PERSONNEL
Name and tle of field offer in charge: Mr. Danio) Gilbert, Chie Meteorologist

Oid:Didsbury Airport Highway 2A
Olds, AB T4H 1AT
ol fox. 403-395-8366,
email. dgiberi@eathermodicaioncom
ome page: hip: weathermodifcation con

Qualifications of fie office in charge (Gilbert
Education
Bachelor of Science, Meteorology and Environmental Studies (double major) May 2004, wa State
Universi, Ames, IA
Associate of As, Liberal Ats, May 2000, Iowa Caniral Community Coleg, Fort Dodge, 1A
Weather Modification Experience
Chief Meteorologist, Weather Modification In. (Wyoming and Alberta) - November 2009 to present

Forecaster, radar operaor, rawinsondes, direcion of seeding aicrafl. Case declarations,
winterime (Wyoming) roscarch program.

Meteorologist, RHS Consuling (Fresno, CA) ~ November 2008-Febuary 2009
Ditecied itborne and ground based coud seeing operations ovr portions of tho ental and
southern Serra Nevada Mountains. Set up and performed routine maintenance of ground based
{ce nucleus gansrators. Provided daly forecasts for cents and project personnel.

Meteorologs, Independent Contractor, (Boise, ID) — Oclober 2007 lo April 2008
Provided meteorological services to support Idaho Power Company's winter cloud sesding
project in West Cenial Idaho, diected aitbotne and ground seeding operations, directed
favinsonde releases, provided shorter operaiona forecasts and nowcast for pits,communicated wih aifcraf via two-way radio

Fild Melcorologisl, North Dakota Cloud Modification Project, (Stanley or Bownan, ND) — Summers,
2003-2000
Operated § cm weather radar equipped wih TITAN Software package, launched and diecied
seeding afcral using two-way radio and GPS lacking, performed data recording and
documentation of loud seeding operations, propared siver iodide seeding solution assisted with
radar calrations, prepared forecasts and bifed pics day, supervised nen meicoroogis's,
presented case sudies for ground schoo, operated coud condensation nucll counter for int
research wih South Dakota School of Mines

Forecaster, Amospheris Incorporate, (Fresno, CA) - October 2006- May 2007
Field Meteorologist, Atmospheics, nc. (Modesto, CA) - Novernber 2005 - Apri 2006 |Field Meteorologist, Almospheic, nc. (Paso Robles, CA) - Decerber 2004 - February 2005 |

Provided dally forecasts for seeding operations andlor clients, operated Scm weather radar, |
diected winter coud seeding operaions over the Sierta Nevada uliizing both giaciogenic and |
hygroscopic seeding agents, laced radar overlays, performed data recording of operations, wioto |
monthly and annual reports
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Memberships and Honors
Meteorologist Distinguished Service Award, 2013, Weather Modification Association

«Member, Weather Modification Association (cerified operator #73)
«Member, American Meteorological Sociely
© lowa Central Community College Honor Society, induced April 27, 2000
«Wilbur E Brewer Professionalism Award, 2007 North Dakota Cloud Modification Project

Field Address: Olds-Didsbury Aiport, Highway 24, Olds, AB
Field Telephone no. 403-336-8359
Field personnel: fulltime= 3

parttime = 14
Daily recordsofactivities: Custodian = Ms. Erin Fischer

WMI Project Operations Centre:
Olds-Didsbury Aiport Highway 28, AB T4H 1A1

All records are maintained June 1* Sept. 16" annually
+ daily weather synopsis and forecast report
+ radar echo storm data report and maps.
+ daily operations summary report
«chemical inventory report
© equipment status report
+ acral fight rack maps
+ fightlog report
+ project aircraft maintenance report

PARTE. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PROPOSED ACTIVITY
Reasons for organization seeking modified weather: The haistorm on Sept. 7, 1991 caused >3400 |
million damage in the City of Calgary alone. Halistorms in the City of Calgary caused >3500 Millon in |
2010 and again in 2012. In addon, hailstorms have caused >§100 Milion damage to crops annually
since 2007 and the damage to crops was >8400 Millon in 2012. Haistorms have now become a bilion
‘dollar problem to the economy of Alberta. The 20 largest insurance companies and their affiates have |
banded together to conduct hail suppression operalions in the “hail alley” of ceniral Alberta to combat
urban hal damage in the Calgary to Red Deer area. The current program has conducted cloud-seeding
operations in ceniral Alberta each summer since 1996.
‘Specific modification sought: Diminish hail damage to property in central Alberta with special priority
given to the urban areas of Calgary and Red Deer.

Quantiative estimate of modification expected: Even very small posiive resus (+1%) willbe
economically beneficial, however, i is hoped that reduciions in damage on the order of 25% or greater
will be realized. The insurance industry has been encouraged by the resuls, estimaling a savings of
several hundred-milion dollars o the induslry, paying out approximately 50% of what they expected.

Secondary effects anticipated: Reductions in crop damage due to hail should also be realized. Seeding
may also provide an increase in precipitation according o recent analyses of radar data. The crop hail
insurance data for the first 10 years of the project indicated a reduction in the loss-o-risk values
‘compared with the historical 58 year average for the province as a whole. However, a recent analysis
shows increased variability and an increasing trend in hail damage over the last years both inside and
outside the project area which i likely due to climate change. The effectof the seeding on crop damage.

inconclusive at this time.
‘Geographicareaaffected (seeattached map): The main project area is from Calgary to Red Deer,
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Alberta and west to the foothills of the Rocky Mountains.
Estimateof adjoining geographic area possibly affected: Areas downwind (east) of highway no. 2 to
highway no. 21 may also benefit from the seeded storms.
Approximateotalcost: approx. $3.1 milionporyear.
Funds tobe expended in Canada: est. $600,000 per year.

‘General period of operation: June 1 - Sept. 16” annually.

PART? GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES
A GENERAL: The following text describes the methods to be used, general principles of
techniques, description of specific techniques, and a bref description of typical operations:
OVERVIEW OF METHOD
For hail suppression, aircraft patroling based upon forecasts and hourly weather reports will be used to
iniiate seeding as soon as appropriate conditions develop. Storms will be seeded if they have radar
refleciivies of approsimalely 35 dBZ at heights above the -5°C temperature lovel, and are considered 0
be a potential hail threat to an urban or populated area, When large hail is forecast, seeding will
commence when radar ellcctvles reach approximaloly 20 BZ in order to start the microphysical
suppression process as early as possible wilhin the polental hailstorms. Storms will be seeded by
aircraft using either droppable Agl pyrotechnics andlor wing mounted Agl pyrotechnics or Agl-solution
bumers.
“The amount of seeding material used will depend upon the ffetime and size of the cloud or storm and
ther meteorological conditions. The seeding rales are about double (hose used during the 1970's and
1980's in Alberta. Seeding wil be focused on the feeder cloudsof the storm's new growth zone and will
be conducted al cloud top and cloud base. Further details of the seeding method are discussed below.
HAIL SUPPRESSION HYPOTHESIS
The cloud seeding hypothesis is based on the cloud microphysics concep of “beneficial competition".
Beneficial competion assumes a lack of natura ice nuclei in fhe environment effecive at temperatures
‘warmer than -20°C. and that the injection of Agl will resul in the production of a significant number of
artificial ice nucle. The natura and arial ico crystals “compete” or the available supercooled liquid
cloud water within the storm. Hence, the halstones thal re formed within the seeded cioud volumes wil
be smaller and produce less damage if they should survive the fal to the surface. If enough nucle are
introduced into the new growth region of the storm, then it is possible that the halstones wil be small
enoughto melt completely before reaching the ground.
Cloud seeding operations are intended to aller the cloud microphysics of the freated clouds, assuming
that the present precipitation process is inefficient due to a lack of natural ice nuclei. The seeding is
based on a conceptual model of Alberta hailstorms that evolved from the studies of Chisholm (970),
Chisholm and Renick (1972), Barge and Bergwall (1976), Krauss and Marwitz (1984), English and Krauss
(4985) and English (1986).
It is assumed thal hail embryos grow within the time evolving “main” updraft of single cell storms and
within the updraits of developing “feeder clouds or cumulus towers that flank malure “multi-cel” and
“supor-coll” storms (see e.g. Foolo 1984). The growth to large hail is hypothesized to occur along the
edges of the main storm updraft where the merging feeder clouds interact withthe main storm updraft
For hail suppression, seeding witha large amount of siver-iodide vill dramatically increase the ice crystal
‘concentration in thunderstorm clouds and compete for the available supercooled cloud water to prevent
the growth of large, damaging, ice particles. Based an WMI experience, the cloud seeding wil be
targeted on the fesder cloud updrait regions associated with the production of hail and wil leave
RR FRTRRRR OTCEOFRe eRdoer Warm
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unsoeded those regions of the storm associated with the production of ran only. This wil make efficient
use of the seeding malerial (Ag!) and wil reduce the possible risk of overseeding rain clouds.
CLOUD SEEDING METHODOLOGY - SEEDING TECHNIQUES
Convective coll (dofined by radar) with maximum reflectvy approximately >35 dBZ within the cloud
layer above the. -5°C level. located vilhin the projec areas or within a 20 min travel me "buffer zone"
upuind of the project area, vil be seeded if ey pose a potential treat of damaging hail or an urban or
populated area. Radar observersiconiolles wil be responsible for making the ‘seed decision and
irecting th cloud seeding missions.
Palrol fights wil be launched before clouds within the target area meet the radar refectivly seeding
cieia. These patrol fighis are meant o provide immediate response lo developing cells. In general, a
patrol is launched in the ovent of visual roports of vigorous towering cumulus clouds near Calgary or Red
Deer, or when radar cols exceed 25 kit height over he higher terrain along the weslern border and begin
moving towards the urban areas.
Launches of more than one aircraft are determined by the number of storms in each area, the lead time.
required for a seeder aircraft o reach the proper location and altudo, and projected overlap of coverage:
and on-statin lime for mullple aitcrat missions. In general, onl one airraf can work safely at cloud top
and one acral at cloud base for a single storm. The operation of tree aircral s recommended to
provide uninterrupted seeding coverage at cither cloud-base or cloud-op and to seed threo storms
simultaneously if required.

The program is designed to seed conveciive clouds, before hey achieve radar reflectvies associated
wilh hai, and deliver seeding materia to regions of updraft and supercooled liquid water Le. the primary
condions respansibe for the growth of halstones.
Factors that determine cloud top or coud base seeding are: storm sttucure, visiily, cloud base height,or time avaiable to each seeding altude. Cloud base seeding is conducted by flying at coud base wilin
the main inflow of single call storms, or the inflow assocated wilh the new growth zone (shell cloud)

locatedon the upshear side of mull-cel storms
Cloud top seeding is conducted between typically between -5°C and 10°C. The pencil flares fal
approsimaiely 1.5 km (approximately 10°C) during thir 35.40 second burn ime. The seecing aircraft wil
penelrate he edges of single convective cells meeling the seed criteria. For mutcoll storms, or storms
wilh feeder clouds, he seeding aircraft wil penelrale the tops of the developing cumulus fowers on the |
upshear sides of convective cols as they grow up though the aircras alituce.
Occasionally, with embedded cells or convective complexes, there are no clearly defined feeder turrets
visible o the fight crews or on radar. In these instances, al an allude between -5°C and - 10°C,
seeding aicrall will penetrate tho storm edgo (region of igh radar eflectvy gradient) on the upshear
side and burn aburn-in-place flare and inject roppable pencil ares when updrafs are encountered.
Seeding is effective only within cloud updrafts and in the presence of supercooled cloud wate, ie. ie
doveloping, and malure stages in the evolution of the classic hunderstorm conceptual model. The
dissipative stages of a storm would be seeded only if the masimum roflecvly is pariculary Severe and
there is evidence (visual cioud growth, or ight raflectivly gradients) indicating the possible presence of
embedded updrafs
SEEDING RATE
Asacding ateofone 20 g flare every 5 ss ypically used during cloud penetration. Aslightly higher rate
is used (e.g. 1 flare every 2 5) if updrafts are very slrong (e.g. > 2000 fUmin) and the storm is particularly
intense. Calculations show that this seoding rae will produce >1300 ice crystals per ire which is more
than sufficient to deplete the liquid water content produced by updrafts of 10 m/s (2000 fUmin), thereby
preventing the growth of haistones within the seeded coud volumes.
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A coud seeding pass is repeated immediately f there are visual signs of new cloud growth or radar
refiectvty gradients remain ight (indicative of persistent updrats). A 5 to 10 min wailing period may be
used, o allow for the seeding maerial lo take effect and the storm to dissipate, if visual signs of gaciation
appear of radar reflectivity values decrease and gradients weaken. This wailing period precludes the
Waste of seeding material and ensures ils optimum usage.
For cloud base seeding, a typical secding rate of 1 bum-in-place flare (150 g ach) is used. Cloud
seeding runs are repeat until no further inflow is found. Wing-tp seeding solution burners wil also be:
used to provide continuous siver lodide seeding if extensive regions of weak updraft are observed at
cloud base and the shelf coud region. Base seeding is not conducted f only downdraft are encountered
al cloud base, since this would waste seeding material.
The cloud seeding flares are siver-odide pyrotechnics with an ice nucle cffecivenass of approximately
40" nuclei per gram of pyrotechnic, active at -10°C, as determined by independent cloud chamber tests
at Colorado Stale niversty.

Sufficient dispersion of the particles is required for Agl plume overlap from conseculive flares by the time
the cloud partices reach hal size for effective hail suppression. The work by Grandia et al. (1979) based
on turbulence measurements within Alberta feeder clouds indicaled tha the time for he diameter of the
diffusing line of Agl 10 reach the integral length scale (200 m) in the inertial subrange size scales of
mixing, was 140 seconds. This i insufficient time for ice particles to grow to hail size. Therefore,
dropping flares at 5 sec intervals should effectively deplete the supercooled iquid water and prevent the.
growth of hal particles. The use of the 20 gram flares and a frequent drop rate provides belter seeding
overage than using larger flares with greater imeldistance spacing between flare drops. In fact, the.
above calculations are conservative when one considers tha the center of the ice crystal plume center
will have a igher concentrationof crystals.

8. EQUIPMENT
Type:
+" one Advanced Radar Corporation C-band Doppler weather radar, 250 kw peak power, with 1.65 deg.

beam wilh, located at the Olds-Didsbury airport, 50f ower mounted including radome.
+ Tivee Beechcraft C90 King-Ar prop aircraft (wo in Springbank and one in Red Deer)
+ Two Cessna 340 aicraf (one in Springbank and one in Red Deer)

C. MATERIALS TO BE EMITTED,
+ Cloud top (ejectable) pyrotechnic fares are 20g Agl formulation manufactured by Ice Crystal

Engineering (ICE) of Kindred, Noth Dakota, USA. (ww.ceflares.com)
+ Cloud base (bum-in-place) flares are 150g Agl formulation manufactured by le Crystal Engineering

(ICE) of Kindred, North Dakota, USA. (www. ceflares, com)
+ A solution of acetone, ser iodide, sodium perchlorate, paradichiorobenzene, and ammonium iodide

will also be burned for continuous seeding at cloud base. The products of combustion yield silver
iodide (Agl) ice nucle, carbon dioxide (CO), and water (HO).

Activalion tests performed at Colorado State University indicate greater than10™ ice crystals per gram of
seeding agent burned, activeat 10°C.
“Total fighthoursandquaniestobedispersed: We estimate the project may use 5000 twenty-gram
flares and 500 one hundred ity gram flares, plus approximately 150 gallons of the seeding solution (2%
‘Agi by volume) wil be burned. The number of operational days, fights, and amount of seeding material
dispensed over the past iieen years is summarized in the attached table. No harmiul efects from these
materials is expected. This s based on years of studies (both in the USA and Canada) to detect silver in
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preciptation (above background levels) following coud seeding. Tho amounto sive distributed by the
cloud seeing is small compared {0 the ouput rom industy. iter amounls fom coud seeing are for,
farless than the USA EPA guidelines.

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF AIRCRAFT.
+ Tivee C50 King Al propre arraf, wo in Springbank (NSO4DK and NS8TS) and ono based in Red

Deer (N6220P)
+ Two Cesena 340 aircraft, ons in Springbank (NAS70M) and one in Red Deer (N37356)

PARTS. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING USE OF GROUND VEHICLES.
No special project ground vetices will be deployed for the project. (Only privale vehicles for personal
ansportaton wil be used)

PART10. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEASUREMENTS OR
OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION.

No special surface observations are planned fortis project. The primary instrumentation is the weather
radar and special acral Instrumentation. Daly weather charts il be recorded for documentation and
oporting purposes.
AIRCRAFT TRACKING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS): The WMI weather radar conirol and‘communications center will be equipped fo receive and record data from the GPS aircraft racking system.“The GPS system displays the exact posiionof aitcral superimposed on the radar dispay to enable the |controler 0 accurately direc the sseding aircraft to optimum seeding locations within the storm system. |The color-coded aircraft postion on the PP wil be marked wih a small symbol. Electronic coding wilenable radar controllers to discriminate between all project aircraft |
TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION: Each of the coud soeding aircraft wil have a temperature sensor
to ensure tha the cloud penelallon seeding funs are conducted at the proper temperature eves. |
WEATHER RADAR: The C-band radar will be equipped wilh a computerized radar recording and
display system. The radar recording system wil be capable of providing numerous cel stalistcs andcolour products including plots of radar PP displays and maximum reflectivy maps. The sophisticatedradar tracking sofware called TITAN (Thunderstom dentifcaion, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting)has been used since 1997 and has prove 1 be very useful. TITAN is licensed ffom the U.S. National
Genter for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
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PART 11. GERTIFICATIONBY ORGANIZATION FOR WHOM ACTIVITY IS TO BE CONDUCTED:
State type of working agreement entered into ih the weather modifier: Contract.
| HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE, AND REPRESENT IN SUBSTANCE AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF A
PROPOSAL TO UNDERTAKE WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF OF THE
ORGANIZATION NAMED HEREIN.
Nameof organization: Alberta Severe Weather Management Society

Fullname of ceriying officer and te:
Kew be Dalle BoRRD MEmper,

“Presiden, Alberta Severe Weather Managemen Sociely
(403) 231-4367,ToddKiapaic@iniactnei-
oz ps1 300 LEN. DEDECERD INTACT WET,

Sona LALLA Date: ay 18,2016

PART 12. CERTIFICATION BY PERSON PROPOSING TO CONDUCT ACTIVITY. |
1 HEREBY CERTIFY THAT INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO |
ENGAGE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES IS A TRUE AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
MY PROPOSED PLANS TO ENGAGE IN THE SPECIFIC WEATHER MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES
HEREIN DESCRIBED.
Name of organization: Weather Modification, In:
Full meofcrying offer:

Bruce A Boe
Vice President of Meteorology
(701) 235-5500

, 7Bhacee A, Ee.

‘Signature: Date: May 18, 2016
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Table 1: Oparational Statistics for 1996 to 2015
Seeding ActivitybySeason —

s lesle le [8 (8 [88 | | 82 |3
EISE TIEN)NESEINESN BE RE NE

sun| $529 87 5| 82 (28 8585] 5| § [38]HEEB REERRR
ECIER IECEN [SOE ET|S|RE[E[5|B|F(3LET) ¢ 58

[2015| 25 |117 [2333|79[349.2|146|1.37|aaz| e127| 1138 [2625] 6
[Mean|309| 1034|212.8|91.8|214.6|65|102| 24 | 51796] 66.2 | 1626 [I]

128 |2595|101|3825 147 | 39| 10782 | 1020|2286|3
2003 [20| 103 [om | 70[2333] 50[102|a3|ows|ew [1317] 10
2012 | 37 | 143 | 300a| 116 | 3345 |85| 116| 270| 7717| 9a 2|
2011 | as [Fsfame 1m antlaa[1 3.00| 20779| 1020 1
2000|a2| 118|2638| 10 se37 | 51 [2275| 7
2009 |20|"38 [1093|30|asa|24 [ose [ast|237|ses|20|
2008|26 | 12 [1947| 56|1229]a7[1.00220| teas|sas [1135]15|

[2007[39|76[ass] 1[907| 52 Joo|2a0| 1622|ass|77[10|
[2006|28| 92 [1902|65 |21a|7.6[110330[ases|703|1454] 12 |
[2005[27 | a0 [1579] 70 [1591|59[1.00|230| 5770 |615|oa2| 16
|BLAL m a [err[1327]8|
[2003|26 | on [1606 70 [13a | 61 |110 220 |ates | 518 | 926 |14|

[2002[27[oo [157.0] sa [1242 a6[oso[230|3108 | 377|sos|18|
2001 |36|109 [208.3 on|195 |54|030|200| sas|533[aos]o|2000 | 35 | 130 [2652 | 136 | 3420|104| 1.30 |250|oesa| seo |aeraa|
1999|39|11s|2513|162|2127]55 [080|130|aes | 690
1998|31| 06 [1899|153 [111.1]36[060|070|2023[ase|103s]11|
1997+|38| 2|1981]108[1108]29|060|100| 2376|356 [103]13|
2096"|29| 71[soa] 75[1633] 6|100|220| 3e17 sez| sos| 17|

“The 1996 and1997sc0s0n beganon ne 15, not ne 1, which hasbeen the norm eversince.
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From:
Sent: November 22, 2013 426 PM
To: Cober, Stewart (EQ)
cc “George Isaac"
Subject: FW: Alberta Weather Modification
Attachments: AlbertabailProject2007 pdf

Stewart,

Opps. 1 used our family e-mail address instead of the one. 1 read e-mail from both but
the one” does not get bothered with

George

George Isaac

Telephone:
E-Mail:

From:
Sent; November 22, 20134:15 PM
To: Stewart Cober (stewart cober@ec gc.ca)
Subject: Alberta Weather Modification

Stewart,

1 think you can find mostofwhat you need in this CMOS Bulletin Article describing the early days in
Alberta. It does not reference mystuffor all the unique material we did on nucleation, but it should be good for
your purposes.

There is a new Linkedin page on the Alberta Hail Project and I simply asked if anyone had a review article and
Bob Kochtubajda pointed out this one.

George

George Isaac

Telephone:
E-Mail

:
anstos
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The CMOS Bulletin SCMO wishes to thank the sponsorsofthis special issue:

Le CMOS Bulletin SCMO remercie les commanditaires de ce numéro spécial:

ALBERTA
RESEARCH
COUNCIL 5

SMART THINKING. POWERFUL SOLUTIONS.

hitp:/Awww.arc.ab.ca

A
CEECEERE

>
PP

VaYs=>

LEVELTON MODIFICATION
Engineering Solutions Ere, |

http:/flevelton.com
http://weathermod.com
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«from the CMOS Bulletin SCHO Editorial Board cross
. Volume 35 Special sue

Dear readers, Volume 35 Numéro spécial

The CMOS Bulletin SCMO Editorial Boards pleased fojoin September2007 — Septembre 2007Pcs oyna |wenn]hal in Alberta Ths scenic ear, whose members have
Varied thoughou te. years, come. from ciferent | from the GMOS Bulletin SMO Etoral Board
iniversies, MeGIl Univers. Unversity. of Alberta. |ou mis édtorl du GMOS Buletn SCHO
TUniversits du Québec Montréal, Universityof Wyoming. page of
Usk. and University of Essex. UK. and om diferent
goverment organzstons, federal and provncal Te| Aces |rss mies ated inti
re as Saomoms consaquenes on mato rapa.Toe 7sonraoatSuinin Abert
Editorial Board thought that, becauseofthe importance of A aA
the stucy and of 15 longeviy, § desenesa special | BY GS: Strong, B. Kochtubaida, PW. Summers,
publication. This special issueof the CMOS Bulletin SCMO J Beni,T.oNKisuss) R.G. Humphries ”

Brovides an historical synopss of nis scenic soveniure, | 210 EP. Lozowski page
Rlsolists tsmajo accompishments Furthermore. 1100ks
Sih tore in preseninga new suds. now tan 3Ance | The ncerstaning Severe Thunderstorms and Alberta
Sage of panning. tre UNSTABLE project The Understanding Severe Turderstoms.
We hope that you will enjoy reading this special issue and |&axcbon Ojvand the First Science Workshop,
welook anwarto eangyoucommentsma ure seve |EORCTO ARS. anes
of the CMOS Bulletin SCMO. Jason Milbrandt, Pat McCarthy,

CMOS Bulletin SCMO Editorial Board Craig Smith and Geoff Strong page 20

TTTTTT TTT TTT PrintedinKanata,Ontario, byGdmrePrinting Services Inc.edit comin derial ts CHOS Buletn STHO TSEEE ar
Chers lectus,
L'équipe éditoriale du CMOS Bulletin SCMO est fiére de se “This publication is produced under the authority of the Canadian
Janine  Téqupe soenfaue qu cilbre coe année so Melsordogal, andOceagrapic Sooty, Brest where
ans de recherche su un problme métdoroogiaue C10STEEEEOparicur 1a gl en Albers Cette éaupe scene,
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au Rojaume.Uni 6 de. iféfenies organisations fear pas necessaroment oles Goo Societe.
Gouvermemeniaies,fdérae tprovincises impact de a
Grle sur cet région canadieme est calasiopniaue 613
Gesrépercussons sonoma sures prncpales cores. | GMOS exists for the advancement of meteorologyLeauipe éatorle adoncjuge bon de publer ces textes en ard ooeanography in Canada:ur aero61a fat don Fmponante da Sy! orde 52 longeute. Ca numéto special Go CHOS Bulli | Le but de la SCO est de stimulerFntérat pour fa
SOMO reals Thisorue de cee. bile. aveniure Googe ot Votaamograpmie av Conese:
ee on Samra Salomon loa Ges
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ARTICLES

50" Anniversary of Hail Studies in Alberta

Accomplishments and Legacy

by G.S. Strong’, B. Kochtubajda?, P.W. Summers’,
JH. Renick’, T.W. Krauss’,

RG. Humphries® and E.P. Lozowski’
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projets importants impliquaient plusieurs agences dont le fidéle Conseil de recherche de I'Alberta (IARC). Le groupe

période, mais s'est désisté peu a peuavec 'accentuation en 1969 sur la modification dutemps.Al'origine, Iéquipement radar
aété fourni et opéréparle Conseil national de recherche.Apartirde1973, le financementaété fouri surtoutpar leministére

‘expos historique, en énumérant les méthodes d'observations,etrappelle plusieurs accomplissements scientifiques réussis.
Finalement, le legs des études de gréle en tant que programmes de recherche depuis 1985 est discuté. Les détails complets

2-6 days per year (Wojtiw, 1975). While these hail help, including the possibility of using the newly discovered

frequencies are comparable to those of the High Plains of ‘techniquesofcloud seeding to mitigate hailstorm damage.
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In dun 165, ne Meteorlogical Branch he Department Poscard questionaies were maled out fo some 6600
‘ofTransportconvened ameeting with the Alberta Research farmers in an area of 10,000 km’ around Red Deer with aCoun Cy. te prove Deparment of Autre, reduce o1espond when hy receed nll ore han 0Cine Unweriy of lao ms heSc Sovss,  voumied repos wa males m. Th mos urpiongvas agrees ht he Weeorogial Branch and ARG Scoer om owas ht pacers somewhere mgShokdceerate og summer io pram In he ma ea on 13 days Gur hs sumer Tsret ceedsRo bk of sent Ae ag ne cue of 1955, necimatologiapo al enuencyotsdevsprveerElon and Grace log oh Hs Pt Progam, woking oul Toco ate cebraogeal dotens nn a wes
of Didsbury in central Alberta; they were joined by Dick The hail occurrencescouldbeplottedaccurately since each
Douglas from the McGill Stormy Weather Group (SWG). farm was precisely located on the Dominion Land Survey
Their goal was to test the feasibility of using farmers as grid system. This pilot project was considered a success,Devos ppp lp gedsaute eoognsed once eMC INGnosBsiestotake ove scanataiesderampolheproecior195 winorn rovesoy tetoeanon
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Alberts Hal Studies, A © -
P.O. Box 11, mw :
RCAF. Station Penhold, ~ —

Alberta. IN 5

A I rel 1 T 1 Pow Cote ~Er hai Feel CT TELL ————_ TS
Figure 20

Figur2 Hai reporting forfor (2) 1959 Alberta Hall Studie, and (5) 1985 Alberta Hall Project
2. Alberta Hail Studies, 1957-73 and duration of hail, masimum size and relevant storm
Hall research began n eamest in the spring of 1957 wi comments. This type of hail eporting was continued wih
the instalation of a 3-cm Decca radar sf RCAF Stan minor revisions and addons unt the hal program ended
Penhold (later called Red Deer Airport) by the SWG in in 1985 (Figure 2b). It was supplemented by telephone
‘collaborationwiththe National Research Council (NRC) and ‘surveys immediately following storms.
ARC. The Alberta Hail Studies (ALHAS) was thus bom in
1957, and so began a program of Systematic and The iniial focus on precipitation parties established a
Continuous summer abservationsofhalstorms using tree certain mode of research that coninved into the 1970s.main tools. radarto study he niemal Sructureof storms. based on fe key questions:
Cloud photography to study the visual morphology of cloud

{urets and her growth ates: and volunteerhai gporisand 1. Whats the latlogy of hal in central Alberta?
Sampiestosiudyhaifa pattemsonteground. The airport 2. What re the characienstics of nailproducing storms
Sie became te fil research and operations base fore observed by radar?
ext 30 years. The research was tal concentrated ina 3. Wh ae theeezing propertiesofwater romhistones
Quasi rectangular egion, roughly350mby150k. which and ran?
included RedDeer and Calgary 2 Using numerical models of the day, how does hai grow

within stom?
Figure 2a is a sample volunteer hal report rom 1959, 5. What synoptic weather phenomenaare associated wih
providing valuable formation on stor date. location, time. hlistoma in Alberta?
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Figuro3: Numbersof hai days an reportsanddistibuton of hal iz incentral Albert, 1957-58
(reproducedfromDouglas, 1959).

At that time, and up uni th late 1970s, there was a N
General beet wilhin ih severe stom research commnily I
that while larger-scale (synoptic) processes prepared the aN
‘atmosphere for storms to develop, once initiated, storms. \ ON
formed their own circulation, kinematics and life cycle \{ aial independent of synoptic processes. We now Nah
‘understandthatthunderstormsare not independententities, ONIN ON
andthatthey, in tun, influence synoptic processes. The Ne NN

HN TNC rN
2.1 Some Early ALHAS Research Results, 1957-63 Nag ON
The Meteorological Branch continued ts support of the ~N NLR ~
program, comming a meteoroogst for weather SPforecasting and related duties, from 1060 through 1075 =n
With continuedfunding fromtheMeteorological Branch, rate J, TNMcGill scientistsconductedmostof the research analysis ie Log Di
during this early period, establishing the early climatology Sp LC aShowninFigure 3. CAT
Ty—— He 8

organized hailswaths,asdepicted in Figure4forasevere Teel. Toews
stom on 26 July 1962. This was an early step in Ho— =Tecoanizing hat hallevents were not sporadic utts om g
hestorm but organized features. In agaiionto hal reports
and microphysical da obtained rom aclua hall samples
(wih subsecquentlaboratory analysis. adatwas the mor
Tescarch 10 n these ear years ofALHAG Figur 4: Two haiswalhs (denoted by soldbroken ines)

infrd fom volunieor hil ports frsevere hailior of
26 July 1962,with hail sizes indicated by plotted numbers:
1-shot: 2-pea; 3-grape; 4-wainut; 5-golfball; 6 >golfball, 0-
unknown size(reproducedfrom Williams&Douglas, 1963).
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Figure 5: Equivalent reflectivity(3.3 cm) vs. precipitation rate (R) and hail mass concentration (M)
(reproducedfromDouglas, 1963).

The 3.cmadarwas a crude meteordogialioolwinouput 22 Shift in Research Emphasis to. Large-Scale
Conssingof proloaraphsof he PPI scans. Nevertheless, Dynamics, 1964.83{made §possibletoeat he radar SoMcello 0 grouna. The nsialion af 8 10-cm, broac-bcam radar in 1963
based hail data. Amajor improvement inradaranalysiswas facilitated studiesofstorm dynamics. At the same time, aninoquced by he SW in 1658, wi he MroGuckonofa nerest in. exra-slom dynamics. aso arose. Sever‘toyscale hai Geplayed radar echoes in quanized  devopments canuted To. hs new eros. having 8Shadesof grey responding0valsofreleciuy. This rane orecasir aie, sary Ings ito stom andSlowed he Getcion and locationof he highest mensly extrastorm dynamics observed wih i 08 Som rey:Schoss. In spe of serous anemuaton poems wih he scale” radar and va a. conning coud photogapnySm an radar Samal, SWG SclnIstsAeoGIOUTG. program tvs acqisvonofa METOR radiosonde Sysbreaking research revealing lalons bower refecivy  Gagay 1985.10 850053 Mospnencnayand indand rafal rate and beeen recy and ail Mass proNs, and in acauehon of a number f pier pallonConcentaton (Figure 5 Troodoits. for measuring wind fields: The sounding

Systms allowed invesigaton of mesoscale aynamicyAchievements during tis period inchuded beyond the Som boundaries. In 1967. tha broad beam
radar was replaced with a new 10-cm, pencil beam radar.= dsinguising between single-cell stoms that gave a Thi reduced the aenuation problem Consceraby andSle pure of Rall, and ull Soma where now cals Quik became doparen hat ese hd to exper well

armed oneSouham ark, patlong amos comimuaus  heyond owls orm SricreRatowains upto 100 km engin
= quaniying the strong correlation between the height of These new tools revealed that certain synoptic pattems
ne radar echo top and he probabil of hal at he round: favoured. the formation of understone. uch 35 adeveloping nmsabity index (Shae)for orecasuna al Soutwest ow at upper love wih an’ approaching
occurrence (Sly, 1964); shortwave trough (Longley and Thompson, 1965). The= Govelopngaheoryof accumulation onesofigh quid mean per ai <n fom he Longley and Thompson
Vater conten (LW)1 accountforape nations Growth. Su Suggest hak Aba sors coc predomnanty+ tating laborer and heoreica work on 1 Top behind 1h owlevel ough (or cold Ton, 1 he col
freezing and nucleation processes (Vali, 1965). baroiinic zone, but ahead of the upper trough. This

synoptic environment is significantly different, in general,Tom that of sos forming over th prairies o te easthers 60 rom o font wave is en Ned
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During this period, it also became apparent that the 2.3 Parallel Hail SuppressionProgram, 1956-68
mountains and foothils played an important role in Alberta Duringthefirstdozen yearsofALHAS,weathermodification
storms. This discovery resulted in moving the Calgary was not part of the research effort. Frustrated by this
radiosonde system into the foots at Rocky Mountain perceived inactionon thepartof governmentand research
House around 1969. However, apart from the work of agencies, local farmgroups, includingthe AlbertaWeather
Derome (1965), who showed that environmental ascent, Modification Co-op and the Wheatland Weather
especially in the boundary layer, was related to storm Modification Association, canvassedvolunteercontributions
formation, the primary research focus remained on storm and raised sufficient funds to contract Irving P. Krick
scale processes, throughout the first 20years. Associates of Canada Ltd. to carry out cloud seeding

‘operations. This program was initiated in July 1956, using
Meanwhile, great strides were also being made elsewhere a network of farmer-operated, ground-based generators,
in radar and cloud physics research. AS aresult the project intended to deliver silver iodide into convective clouds via
gained intermational interest and participation, including natural convection. There were claims that this seeding
exchange visits between US., Russian and Canadian program produced dramatic reductions in hail damage
scientists. The new 10-cm radar provided the highest losses. However, a subsequentevaluationof ground-based
resolution of any research radar in North America. A new seeding, carried out by AHP in the 1980s, showed that,
signal display technique HARPI (Height-Azimuth-Range while plumes from ground-based generators occasionally
position Indicator) was developed by the SWG (Zawadzki reached cloud base, they typically were narrow and filed
‘and Ballantyne, 1968). It provided 1-km resolution in echo only a few percentofthe target volume.

intensiyatarangeof 60 km. These detailed measurements
gaveawhole new insight nto storm structure, showing, for 2.4 Project Hailstop, 1969-72
the first time, the weak echo region (WER) and high The first dozen years of hai research had yielded an
intensity overhang echoes associated with the updraft. The appreciable scientiicunderstandingof hailstorm behaviour.
addition of polarization to the radar signal was a major Meanwhie, the interest and pressure from the farming
advancement inradartechnology that showed promise for communitywas rising. The time seemedrightto investigate
identifying precipitation types. By combining echo cloud seeding for hall suppression. Phase 1 of Project
polarization information with normal reflectivity, Barge Hailstopconsistedofa series ofcloudseedingexperiments,
(1972)was able to developrealtime "hail detector”display. conducted in July 1969, using a B-26 aircraft from the
“This proved to be invaluable for directing seeding aircraft DesertResearch Institute in Reno, Nevada (Renick, 1969)
and mobile precipitation” samplers during subsequent The experiments involved seeding in updraft areas below
seeding operations in 1972 and 1973, cloud base, using Agl and Indium Hydroxide (an inert

racer). Ground-based mobileunitswere deployed tocollect
During 1967, an instrumented Cessna turboprop aircraft precipitationsamples. Alsoin 1969, aT-33 et fom the NRC.
from Meteorology Research Inc. made turbulence and ice wasused to measure the upper-level winds and turbulence
nucleusmeasurements inand around cumulus cloudsinthe structure in the storm environment,
foothils. Such measurements were a necessary precursor

to.loud seeding, providing an indication oftheice nucleus In order to implement the seeding more efficiently and
production rates thatwouldberequired. During 1968 and precisely in 1970, a new cloud seeding concept was
1968, an instrumented C-45H Beechcraft aircraft from the proposed. The idea was to seed newly developing towers
University of Wyoming made extensive measurements of a the appropriate time in ther Ife cycle, inorderto induce
water vapor fluxes in the updraft regionsofstorms (Manwitz greater competion for the available water supply, thereby
and Bey, 1971), enabling moisture budgets fora stom!to preventing the growth of large hail. To accomplish this, a
be estimated. newcloud seeding deliverysystemwasdevelopedijointly by

ARC and NRC using the 7-33 (Summers et al, 1972).
Pell (1967) reviewed the concept that steady-state storms Droppable pyrotechnic flares were used, fused to fall about
produce a near continuous swath of hail along their racks. 2 km before releasing the Agl in the final 1 km of all. A
His work revealed ‘gaps’ in the haiswaths and he uniquefeature was radar chaff releasedatflareburn-out, to
concludedthatamuchdenser networkofhail observations enable seeding locations to be pinpointed. The required
Was necessary to determine the source of the gaps. seeding heights were estimated fom a reaktime cloud
Subsequently, Pell (1969) observed an echo-res region model and the aircraft was directed to target cells at the
within a hailstorm; this_observation was subsequently correct alttude, on the basis of radar echoes and pilot
confirmed byChisholm (1973), who identifiedthese regions visuals. Flareswere then dropped at 300-mintervals across.
as a manifestation of a strong updraft in the storm. This the target. These logistics were tested on 40 storms during
weak echo feature remains an essential ingredient in 1970-72, with assistance from University of Wyoming
nowcasting severe storms today,providingalerts or severe aircraft These experiments suggested that stormscould be
hail and potential tormado formation. Thyer (1970) and seeded successfully using droppableflares, since the radar

Ragette (1971) revealed newfeaturesofthe boundary layer recorded lowerradar reflectivities andlowerprecipitation all
wind field in the pre-storm environment, as well as wind speeds from seeded cells than unseeded cells. These
structures in and around storms. results suggested that there were smaller haistones in the

seeded cells and this was confirmed by smaller hail
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loco ane ron The restssl nse haa urn i peri, war al began on a ramaLeCtyexes deesseeing Tobie re Shes 198 TataJo oe
‘statistical analyses. ‘storms, measurewinds and collect hail and rainsamples foremsmerle alanoreslo
Renick (1966) developed a stereo, time-lapse cloud ‘one-dimensional, steady-statemodeltoestimatethe verticalA isLL
with Warneretal. (1972), heassociatedthe cloudtowersof term forecasting and for diagnostic studies of storms.
a hailstorm with updraft regions in the storm and with English (1973) used a two-dimensional cloud model toesTT em eedTnJRs A eTi msi wi wedAilpts
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seasonal cycle forth fll 28-year period (1957-85)of hail ; - I )
Sidescanbe ound in ARC (1989) ma
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Thefist attemptto quant halsizedistributionsin Alberta LLL) oi
using halpads was cared out n 1973. Alberta halpads JE
were one foot square pieces of Syrofoam, fed lo the [h(Earound and calibraed 6esimate the hallsizedisrbuton. + Dens networh hatond te L-45
ice mass, and impact eneray densi, from recorded hai + Rogue nevwork halonsdent sizes on the pads (Strong, 1974). Detailed objective - om
data on hailswaths and hailstreaks, based on surface MugaL, wat ip -
measurements were now avaiable or he frst ime (see
Figur 8. after Srong and Lozowski 1077). This program Fourth
was discontinued after 1980 because the pad analysis was
Venlabour tense: however Goud nowberesureced25. Inexpensive but valuable analysis tol, nviewof the Figure 8 (a) Mesoscale and () Cloudscale analyses of
advent of dtl photography and sulomaied analysis haiswath impactknell eneray density (J m2)on August
Sofware that can easly 56 un on todays deskop 16 1973 Eachsmalsquaro ()sonosocinof and(1

Computers. square mie), wil ihe X marking he and section of ()
{reproducedom Siong and Lozowsii, 1977).
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Figure 9: Anartisticrenderingofthehailstormconceptualmodel, including effectofseeding, where‘prematurerainout”occurs
infeeder iouds (iowsr-ef lank) whi seeding mail (Aq) entering the rapily-developing new cels leads to ‘beneficial
competition’, producing larger numbersofsmallerhailstones (adapted from ARC, 1986).

3. Alberta Hal Project (AHP), 1974-85 range ring was used to define he project area shown in
The final dozen years of large-scale hal studies in Alberta Figure 1, wih northern and southernsectorsomited dueto

beganin 1974, under the rubricAlberta Hai Poject(HP). heavy aifcrat afc around the Edmonton and Calgary
The AHP was operated by ARC and administered by the Intemational Airports. The plan was to conduct fl-seed
Alberta Weather Modification Board (AVM), which had operations over the Souther halfof the project area and
been establishedby the Alberta goverment, wih primary randomized experimental seeding over the northern hal.
funding from Alberta Agriculture. There were wo Sear Thiscompromiseseedingsoluonwasformulatedtosatisfy
programs, 1974-78 and 1981-85, with two mterim years in the desirefor“cop protection’ coming rom some farmers
1979 and 1980.Thesecond 5-yearprogram ifered slightly in the southern half of the project area (as expressed by
fom he frst in that included exploratory studiesof loud ther representatives on the|AWME). Lie many
seeding to increase rain and snow: These were managed compromises thad fs drawbacks. I particular. evaluation
by Guy Goyer (1975.0)ofARC. Wasconfounded:becausethe AWMBmandatedthat storms.

mong northward from the southern haf no the nother
3.1 The Alberta Weather Modification Board (AWB), half should continue to be seeded across the boundary,
1074.85 whileany northern stormsthreatening he southernhalfhad
The AWMB consisted of several farmers (5) and to be seeded prior to crossing the boundary. Despite this
representatives from the University of Alberta (2), Alberta additional complication introducedinto theevaluationofthe.
Agriculture (1) and ARC (2). ts mandate was {o conduct randomizedseeding program, the AWMBdid, nevertheless,
bolh a research and an operational hail suppression provide a sold funcing base for hailsto research.

programand 0evaluate each. The80 mil(~130 km) radar
te CMOSBulletin SMO VoL35,Speciallssve
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3.2 Cloud Seeding Operations on the southern lank of the storm
The AHP project facies were located at the Red Deer
Industrial Aiport and consisted of weather and aicrat Cumulus clouds fring slong the southern edge of the
tracking radars and a computer system developed and storm (the new growth zone) usually persisted for 10to 15
operated under contrac by the Alberta Research Council. minutes before rowing rapidly nto argo coud ret. The
Project arcraf were equipped wih special transponders {ops of hese. new-growth zone cum were usualy colder
that enabled controllers at the sie to enti, rack and than 0°Candwereconsideredtobe the major source of haildirect seeding arraf to the haisioms. A computer. embryos fo the stom. The hail suppression hypoinesss
generated, reakime radar and craft spay Sysiemwas suggested that the introduction of (ce nuckl nl these
developed fo tis purpose, and data were recorded for developing towers would generate larger numbers. of
Subsequent scentifc analysis of storm characteristics. AS. embryos hatwould compete wilh natura embryos for the
Gm aca system was alo added o provide an allveather  valable quid wate, resuing in reduced naisions Sizes.
mooning capabilty forexample, whenon-sitewindswere
00 igh to operate the 10 cm radar antenna) Inordertogain an understandingofthe physica processes

occurting in storms and the effects of cous seeding on
INTERA Technologies Ltd of Calgary were contracted to them, he Alberta Research Counc and INTERA
conduct the cloud seeding operations, Using seven twin. Technologies Ld. joint developed an nsrumented cloud
engined aircraft, fom 1974 to 1965. Two clovd seeding physics. arcrafl.  Controled,  glaciagenic seeding
methods were used. Cloud-op seeding was executed win experimentson tnefeeder douds and growing towersnthe
ejectable, short-bum,silver iodide(Agl) flares, dropped into new growth zone were conducted. The aim was to assess.
growing convective fuels along the edges of the main the pact of seeding Ueatments upon the growth of
Storm. Cloudbase seeding wasconductedustbelowcloud potential hastone embryos win these towers and upon
base, along the edge of the storm updraft area, using the production of hail by the main storm. In these
buming fares attached to theirra wings. The seeding experiments feeder clouds meeting pre-specified oud-top
programran rom June 20toSeptember 0 achyear, over {emperature. horizontal cloud dimensions, Iquid waler
atargetareaof 48,000 kn’, centered on Red Deer Airport. ‘concentration, ice concentration and updraft criteria were
Allpotentl hastorms nth southern nalfcfthe areawere seeded. The double bind, randomized seeding eatments
Secded, while during the firs:2 years te northern nalf of used her aplacebo,Serlodide (produced by droppable
the area was seeded on a 50.50 randomized basis. A fares) or dry ice pelt. Following seeding. th trzament
partial analysis of the effect of the seeding operations on effects and th subsequent reciptaion Growth processes
Hail crop losses was presented by Goyer and Renick, weresimultaneously documented,by repeatedpenetrations

(i979) ofthe treated cloudbythe heavy nsirumenied research
Sicaft and by observation win the S-band radar syste

3.3 Cloud Microphysics and the Hailstorm Conceptual Storm chase vehicles were alo deployed o nercept heModel storm and collect time-resolved hailone samples
Duing Project Haitop, a conceptual model of themictophysics and mult-<ellar stuctureof Alberta storms The results from the randomized hailstorm sseding
(Figure 9) had evoved fiom radar, aircraft and experiments indicated hat seeding increased recitation
photogrammetric studies, which showed how te air and within feeder clouds, (Krauss ano Manwiz 1684; KraussMoisture flows nleracted wih preciptaton In the storm and English, 1984) Insomecases, cloud seeding appeared
(Remick, 1571; Summers and Remick, 1971; Reniccetal, 10 cause hil embryosto precipita outof th feederloud
1972: Chisholm, 1973) twas hypothesized that hastom prematurely. However, Imiatons in the measuring and
embryos formed i feeder clouds that are seen visually as observing facie did not alow conclusive proc hat more
Goud towers and by radaras ndvidual ocho Celis These hal embryos led to smaller hai on the ground. of that
cells 25 they developed went onto become the man body premalure rain-outofembryos yielded fewer haisiones on
of the stom. Accordingo the model. the embiyos grew the ground. However, some’ evidence from haistone
apd on the abundant super.cooled quid water cared samples indicated tha cloud seeding alered haifa at the
ofbyhe main updrat ground (Chengetal. 1965)
Late,thisconceptualmadelwas refined, basedon thewiork During 1985 an ‘armoured T-28 aircraft fom the South
ofBarge and Bergual (1976)whoshowed hat adarstorm Dakota School of Mines and Technology flow cloud
cells contained fe scale reflciuiy patiems (FSRPS). penetrations no the region wherehalstone ambiyoswere
These FSRPs usualy evolved more regularly than the thoughtoenter thestomand become halistones. Fights
larger storm cells. FSRPs were usual dented on the were coordinated wih the Cessna Conquest research
Southernedgeofstorm radar echoes, and could be racked aircraft and mobile sampling on the ground
ffom ther formation through thir intensification tages, as
hey moves through the hgh relecity region of he echo,
uni they finaly became obscured in te cho isspation
Zone. FSRP were considered {0 bea radar manifestation
ofthe new, rapidly growing cloud towers, visually observed
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3.4 RadarResearch xResearch wih weather radar began in 1957, when the 4
National Research Counc (NRC) installed a 3.3-cm Decca #
DC-15radarat Penhold. Thiswas replaced in 1963 with a £
10-cm FPS-502 (S-band) radar. Meanie,sinceNRChad
developed. 8.cm polarization diversradar (McCormick, | %
FPS-502, using a feed homthatwas scaled up fom the Fo I.
1.8.0m feed hom. The new antenna was instaled n the [7 2 »
spring of 1967 (Allan et a. 1957). The goal wasto detect [8 Tif
hail in convective storms by means of the circular rh i Se
depolarization ratio and the cross-correlation of 8 iy =
Simultaneously received signals of right and let cular
polarization
The Alberta polarization diversi radar was recogrized at
that ime 2s ihe best of is kind. Up uni the Sand was
installed. theSovietswerethe leaders in using polarization Figure 10- Radarsused nAHPresearchandcloud:soeding
techniques to study preciptation. However, they were operations, L-R: 10-cmS-8andpolarizationdiversiyradar,
limited by the poor polarization qualles of the anlennas  X-Bond airrotracking radar, cm C-Band radar
used (Shupatski and Morgunov. 1963). As noted in
previous seciions, he S-band radar was used lo futher 3.5 Mesoscale Research and Forecast Operations
knowledge about the development and growl of One component of the AHP program included mesoscalehaistorms. ASaesulofpolarization studies bon Alberta studies ofthe storm environment, usingatmosphericprofil
and in Ottawa was determined that data from fixed and mobi sounding sites. Robitaille et a.

(1979) investigated the represeniativenessofsoundings in
= Raindrops tendto fall with thei symmetry axis vertical, various storm _quadranisand found that the most
= The degree of correlation between the main and representaive soundings lie within 20-100 kmof the front
orthogonal components is igher for ain than for hail quadrants,especiallythe ight-rontquadrant.Soundingsin= The circular depolarization rao (CDR) can help fo the northwest quadrant of a stom were generallydistinguish ainfomhail but propagationeffectscannotbe unrepresentativeof ts convecive potential.This icing has
ignored (Barge 1972: Humphries 1974) important mplicatonsfo using Soundings rom Stony iain,
= A combination of he CDR. the radar reflctiy factor, Alberta's anysynopiisie,{0estmateconvective potential
and the cross-conelatin is sensitive to precipitation type over central Alberta.
andhencecouldbeuseful or dentiying the hydrometeorspresent nthe observed volume (Tasch et al, 1984, Al. Astatistical forecast technique called the Synoptic Index of
Sumi etal. 1991). ‘Convection (SC4) was develope, based on two synopiic

Gynamic variables and two intabily indices, which were
The additionof a 5-cm weather radar in 1974 provided the comelated to the Conveciive Day Category (GDC). This
opportuni to use baih polarization and dualwavelengln techniquepredictedstointensilyovertheAHPoperations
techniquestostudy hydrometeors (Humphries and Barge, area as reliably as a tained forecaster (Sirong, 1979.
1979). nialldatarom th radar ystemswerein the form Strong &Wison, 1983; Strong& Smith, 2001). Iwaslater
of photographs ofthe radar PPI displays or in the form of incorporated nt 2 proltype artfcial neligence forecast
racings from a stip chart recorder. Ulmately systems for System funded by the MSC, called METEOR (Elo et a,
digital signal processing and recording were developed as 1987). The forecast SCA (or CDC)was reliable enough that

wellasmethodsfo thedisplayofthedigitallyrecoded data. it was used in the cloud-seeding decision process. The
A weather research group in Brazi purchased ths radar technique was later adapted in several other projects,
data processing and display technology in 1980. Altough including the Greek and Argentine hil programs, and the
he ast major fied program of the Alberta Hall Project current Alberta hall suppression program.
occurred in’ 1985, data from the polarization radar were
used forresearchwellafer heradar wasdecommissioned A series of field experiments on the mesoscale storm
(FHoltet a. 1994, Humphries etal. 1991). The tree radars environment, called the Limestone Mountain Experiments
used during AH research and cloud-seeding operations or LIMEX (Strong. 1989). was caried out fom 1980-65
are depicted in Figure 10. Theseweredesigned otestamuli-scaleconceptual model

of Alberta thunderstorms (Strong, 1985, 2000. 2001), which
incorporatessynopticscale andcpographicforcing,surface:
cyclogenesis theformationofacapingidfomanocturnal
inversion, sensible and latent heat fluxes, and mesoscale
convergence over te footils, Mesoscale aspeclsof the
model appear in Figure 112. The LIMEX-85 experiment
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4. Post ALHASIAHP Activities 4.1 The Alberta HailSuppressionProject,1996-present
Needless to say, the official endofthe provincally-funded The current Alberta Hail Suppression Project was niiated
hall studies program in 185 (due to reduced provincial in 1996 in response to the damages associated wih the
budgels, lessthan-outstanding cloud-seeding resus, and severe hailstormtht truckCalgaryonSeptember7, 1991,
farmer-scientit poltics) did not bring an end 10 severe Insured losses due tothatstorm wereapproximately $400
storms in Alberta. Nature regularly his the province with millon (Charltonet a, 1995, Insurance Bureauof Canada,
devastating convective storms; notable post-AHP storms 2004). The Alberta Severe Weather Management Society
include: the Edmonton tomado of 31 July 1987, major wascreatedin 1996bythe private insurance companiesin
Galgaryhaistormsn1991and 1996, thePine Laketomado Alberta, with the sole objective of conducting a cloud
of 14 July 2000, and the Edmonton hailstorm of 11 July seedingprogram to reducethe damage to propertyby hil
2004. Each of these storms topped Environment Canadas Lis the frst project of ts kind in the word to be funded
Top Ten Weather Stores in their year (2.9. see Philips, privately, and i focusses on the reduction of damage to
2001). Several notable activiies have been conducted and property and not agriculture. The current project area is
various technological advances have been made since defined by an area of high storm frequency and a rapidlyformal termination ofthe hail studies program increasing population base (the Calgary - Red Deer

cordon) I is based upon the cloud seeding conceptual
Duringthe ALHASIAHPperiod, an extensive archiveof data model, methods, and resultsof the long-term hal research
was collected_from several measurement platforms, project conductedbytheAHP.
including the S-band, C-band and X-band radars, an
instrumented cloud physics research aircraft, mobile Weather Modification Incorporated (WMI) of Fargo, North

precipitationsampling rainfallandhalltelephone survey Dakota was awarded the first contract to conduct the
reports, upper-air soundings and surface precipitation Alberta Hail Suppression Project in 1996. Theprojectwas
networks. In the early 1990s, a data rescue fort was madeanon-goingprogram oftheAlbertainsuranceindustry
undertakentosave this unique dataset (Kochtubjda etal. in 2001 becauseof the decrease in hail damage costs in
1996).thearchive and elated documentationcan be found Alberta, counterto the rend in the hai regions in the USA
at hip data brary ualberta ca/AHParchivel. ‘and herestofthe world. Although the new projectdoes not

include a research focus, i has been useful in providing
Huge advances in remote sensing technology have also infrastructure anddata frscientists working on the project.
been madesincethe AHPwasdisbanded. including radar, and for several independent. research. projects (e..
satelite imagery, radiometer profes of temperature and AGAME, UNSTABLE), graduate student theses, and
humidity, wind. profiers, GPS moisture, and lightning publications in the forma scientific lterature (Krauss and
networks,to mentiona few. Figure 12showsthe short-term Santos, 2004; Milbrand and Yau, 2006; Brimelow et al.
(1998-2000) climatology of fghtning frequency across 2006; Smitheta.2007).
‘ester Canada, determined using the Canadian Lightning
Detection Network (Burrows etal, 2002) It shows that te 4.2 A-GAME, 2003.05
highest incidence of lighining occurs over the Aberta The Alberta GPS Atmospheric Moisture Evaluation (A-
footnls, closely corresponding fo the hail frequency GAME)projects natedin 2003 as anapplication ofthe
climatologyof Figure7. GPS receiver network of the University of Calgary

Geomatics Engineering Department (Skone and Hoyle,
2005). The primary objective involved using radiosonde

© data to evaluate the accuracy of precipitable water
“ . estimates retrieved ffom GPS (Skone and Hoyle, 2005)
- te . Sub-objectives included using GPSprecipitable water data

: I tostudy Alberta thunderstorm niiation, and buiingon the:
- RET: multiscale conceptual model of Alberta thunderstorms. 0 NEES

» EE Te RAE Fig. 11).byinvestigating the roleof dryines interactingwth> 3 ¥ he A the capping id in storm genes's (Hil, 2006). This was the
po frst ever field research study of dyines in Canada, and

“ Lay i significant sharp dryine boundarieswererecorded in Some
uw Br » Sovere torm Stuaonswhere ming ratios GroppedbY5
1 wo 08 5 kg"over distances as shortas 1 kmor ess.
— —

Figure 12: 1996-2002 Lightning frequency across western
Canada (reproduced rom Burrowse a, 2002).
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controllers, many of whom went on to work in other Incorporated(hip: wwwweathermod cory), and Levelion
intermational weather modification programs, major aifines Engineering Solutions (lp www levelton. com) for their
and related areas of the airine industry. financial contributions towards the cost of producing this.

special issue of the CMOS Bulletin SCMO.
Statistics Canada lists the Calgary-Edmonton corridor as
the fastest-growing region of Canada  7.References
(ht: Avi statcan calstart im), Suggesting that severe
convective storms wil likely have even greater economic Allan, LE., R.C. Markell and G.C McCormick, 1967: A
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The Understanding Severe Thunderstorms and
Alberta Boundary Layers Experiment (UNSTABLE):

A Report Following the First Science Workshop
18-19 April 2007, Edmonton, Alberta

by Neil Taylor', David Sills*, John Hanesiak’,
Jason Milbrandt’, Pat McCarthy’,
Craig Smith and Geoff Strong’

* HydtometeoraogyandArcticLaboratory,Enronment Canada| * RechercheenPrison Numeérique(Numerical Weather
Prediction Research Section). Environment Canada

Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research Section, * Pai and Arctic Storm Prediction Cente, Environment
Environment Canada Canada

CCTumwsyomenngmaroes|

Résumé (Traduit par la direction: Les chercheurs d Environnement Canada et d'autres scientifiques inéressés venant du
mileu universiaire et du secteur privé sont3concevoir une experience sur les contreforts de [Alberta afin d'examiner les
procassus delacouche mit atmosphérique associés au déclenchement convecii at aforigine dorages violnts. Le projet
“Comprendre lesragesviolent et experience abertaine suracouch limite («UNSTABLE planfiée pour été 2008, fera
usage dun réseau a haute résolution dinsiruments fies et mobles en surface, en altiude et envol pour échantlionncr es
processusala méso-échelle dans la zone de lorgine de ces orages. Des efors pour rencontrer Getobject seront fait pour
ransmettrles résultats aux pévisionnistes dEnvironnement Canadadansebutd accrotre le tempsdatenteetexacitude
des avs et des vellles dorages violents en Alberta et dans le reste du Canada. Faisant sult des informations générales
sure projet, on présente un sommae de la premiere rencontre scientifique JUNSTABLE.
Introduction
Environment Canada researchers and other interested are evident in
scientists from academia and the private sector are CECT climatological lightning
currently designing a field experiment over the Alberta é data from the Canadian
foothills to investigate Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) fs - Lightning Data Network
processes associated wih convective nitation (C1) and g 2\ (CLON). A map of the
severe thunderstorm genesis. The Understanding Severe 5 ©) mean numberofdayswith
Thunderstorms and Alberta Boundary Layers Experiment (# \ oo eat one douse:
(UNSTABLE), planned for summer 2008 (funding \% CIR | ground lightning flash
permiting) of possibly 2009 (f funding delayed), wil ubize ERIE) Grecia between 1550
high-resolution networkof fixed andmobile Surface, upper Q\ W/ and 2006 (Burrows 2006,
air, and airbome_ instruments to sample. mesoscale > 57 personal communication)
procasses in this thunderstorm genesis zone. Targeted Sue shows that the Rocky
efforts will be made to transfer resuls to Environment Mountainfoothillsregion of
Canadaorecasterswithheaim ncreasingleadtimeand Alberta experiences, on average, the most days with
accuracyofsevere thunderstorm watches and wamings in lightning (Fig. 1). A secondarymaximumoflightning activity
Albertaandtherest of Canada. Following some background extends though the far southernportionsofSaskatchewan
information on the project, a summary of the fist and Manitoba
UNSTABLE science meeling s presented.

Note: In this paper, severe weather refers fo theRationale for UNSTABLE fonThe Canadian prries a1 subject 0 igh fequency of |SEUTeNeof omadoss hlwih diameter 20 mm or
summer months. Basedonsevereweather eportsreceived |9 9
bythe Prairie and Arctic Storm Prediction Centre (PASPC),
the praiies experience an average of 203 severe weather -event sach summer (McDonald and Dyck 2000) Aeasol |ABL=Atmospheric Boundary Layer.
the prairies experiencing a high frequencyofthunderstorms ter,
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Alberta has proven to be particularly susceptible to costly = Inadequate conceptual models to describe processes
Summer severe weather events. The most devastaing leading o Cand he developmentof severe thunderstorms
event in the las haf century i the Edmonton F4 tomato
and hailstormof 31 July 1987 resulting in 27 lives lost and = Difficulty in detecting mesoscale boundaries and
damage estimates in the range of $660 M'. Public Safety circulations in regions of interest and their behaviour in

and Emergency PreparcdnessCanadaestimateshatsince association wih Gl. In the. absence of sufficient
9980 more than 40 ves and S2 B nave been lost in observations, appropriate techniques are needed (0 fer
association with severe thunderstorms Neary al of hese important atmospheric characterisics and ther evolution,
Events occurred wii the Edmonton to Calgary cordor given avaiable opservatons
ich ls ust eastofte Alberta fools. Thunderstorms
developing on the foals end to move eastward with # An incomplete understanding of important land-surface
prevailng westerly winds alo. Alberta conlains 2 of  iieractonswihthe conveciveABL in he region of iarest
Canada's 10busiest airports (Calgary Intemational 3*and and their role i CI
Edmonton Intemational 6°, Transport Canaca 2006) and
heEdmonton oCalgarycoridor soneof hemastdensely Inconsistent performance of numerical models wih

populatedandfastestgrowngregionsnCanada(Sallis respect o he. above. (6... svrenglhs, weaknesses.
Canada 2006,seeFig. 2) Given the above, hepotentialfor systematicbiases)
futher risk to fe and property in southem Alberta due fo
summer severe weather events is clear. Improved Thefolhils region ofAlbertasufersfiom an inadequateUnderstanding of processes associated wih the observationalnetwork ith espectosurfaceand upper-air
development severetunderstomsinthe Albertafoothls measurements. The one radiosonde locaton in Abeta
and application of that knowledge fo operational forecast (Stony Plain. 53,52'N 114.09'W, 766m) is ~200 km from
techniqueswillalow forecasters fo maximizetheir abiltylo favoured CI regions in the foathils and is ofen not
issue accurate and timely severe weather wamings and representativeofheABLinthe pre-stormenvironmentover

forecasts {hefools region. Surface observations over he oothils
region are sparse During the summer of 2006therewas an

Meteorologists face numerous challenges with respectto area of ~30,000 km’ without any realtime surface
forecasting severe thunderstorms. These include, hough observations over the foothile west of he Edmonton —
may not be mid to Caigay corcor (ig. 3).
= Limited knowledge of the ABL structure and evolution,
especial wih respect othe stratificationofwater vapour
in the vertical:

* Eventspriorto 2001 are adjusted to 1999
dollars
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UNSTABLE Goss and Science Questionsigi 3 LEtatarovespsirespecI iT RL res rt Sev honda he
2 RE aoeSTABLE gecome summaries
IN a bv & = To better understand atmospheric processes leading to

i hy 7 sh thunderstorm development over the Alberta foothills (both
1 SE LP priorto:and during CI) with anaimtoextend resultsto he rest2 3 Se
| oR « To improvethe accuracy and leadtimefor severe

CRT = eesonwr:
AY. hd » = To assess the utilityof the GEM-LAM model in resolving

¢ 5 A physical processes over the Alberta foothills and itsabilitytoQ Xn re, ba mama Soames so he economy 5A Se coesion
oi JE—

. pe Sedooms of varooons\ : aves ronee a hoon wo~ N osama
[8 WL Aeron STH ngs
5 Po time for Severe thunderstorm watches and warnings. For thist See oeSane, Sopamechan mos oc
| 3 eq) ensure knowledge gained from UNSTABLEistransferred to» ationsou he tre5 idgpanl ag lobe dil bid
icy i A 3 \ Canadas increasing, Already, laboratorystaffare involved in

SP ———— 3 raining workshops and seminars and have implementedeeoeRa Sh A00%, Yo2008Figure 3: Houty surface cbsnaion ses aust to eect ianSpateswiih Coneaen SesBsan oats von sh Ars The pelon raion Cos reon apts vd
polygon denotes an areaof justover 30,000km’withinwhich in UNSTABLE during the field campaign and is involved to aBe reakime suas sarotons Appoints otenonepom ose FalovgaodComa of pein atfa3costgoundna arse odo av, oro Sa wh wa in me PASC
as in Fig. 1 are contoured at 22-26 (green), 27-32 (orange). (and other Storm Prediction Centres) to incorporate results
and >32 (red). Weseethattheareawith thegreatest number into operational conceptual models and forecast techniques.mang dae conmaparte oa oes Teoe ceparonsms ossenitecoon peratins mew Peg aoe on. Rab wreAlu beA sirifcnt amount ofsevere hundrstom researc has URTABLE me oct recon an wyes doi ba 1s Ai Sts ene
(ALHAS) and Alberta Hail Project (AHP) between 1957 androndseLearn To achiev th gods of te pret and a oxprmen
Experiments (LIMEX, Strong 1986, 1989) and the Alberta planning purposes, three primary science questions have
GPS Atmospheric Moisture Evaluation (A-GAME, Hill 2006). been formulatedto investigate specific areas relatedtoCl andRe Eo ne pcose rath on Wl Soetm Ho TesA penne ondprossiilialiogtiontopTilicli Bod ogluCeetit“route onions Sot eas os boon dosos onoSosi sosohsiosAG Setemarae ran INSSBLE ectaai ea reat reronanachon oa 05 eckwart an Paton 208, Eo sane ion am 5 ort hr raT00 Trestnsgumsiaaa mown srodooh bowaly a sored oerars he steamstes ofAB processno socomEE
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1) What are the contributionsof ABL processes to the
Initiationofdoap most convection an th development
ofsevere thunderstorms in the Alberta Foothills region?
This rst question deals wih processes associated wih ABL
water vapor and convergence ines as thyrelateto Ci and
Severe stom development Mare. spectical, wo. are
interested in characterizing ABL dial evolution, water i oi
vapour sratfcation, andine flehatmesoscale comergence
boundariesand circulationslay in CI. Th nlenceofhighly
varied terra and mesoscal orclalons and boundaries on
Storm evouion wil ai be Investigated In recent years the
yin has been dented as an important featur for CI m
ne region: Pou.dimenseonl characeizton of te aylne
priorto an during storm development wil be pron of the
fe campaign, UNSTABLE wil result in a catase of High.

resolution observaions natwi be used10 evaateheuyof curment observational newarks and to moaly exiting
conceptual models for CI and severe weather oubreaks in
Souther and central Albert i }
2)Whatarethe contributionsofsurfaceprocesses tothe | 41 © \

initiationofdeep moist convection andthedevelopment [8 ys
oFsavere thunderstorms nthe Alberta Foorhils region? I ’
This question deals mainly with the effects of latent and 5 k dl

Sensible heatfluxes associatedwithvarying solmoire and
Crapatanspraton. Weareneresied in investigating afecs 4
of ‘adjacent wet and dy. sols (ss defied by an Ew
Eea nsai rag|
Aempts wil be. made to sample the development and -
evoluon of moisture gradients and mesoscale orculatons 8
associated wit Surface. dconinuiles (e4.. land-and
breezes). Targeted. hghresolution fed observationswil be
‘compared with existing observations to evaluate the degree “
10 which th curren cbsenvalona network can be used 1a Zidetect these rculaions Sometimes associated. wih 2 =
Iundersiom development
3 To whatextentcan high-resolution numerical weather Figure & Environment Canada's Automated Transporiable
prediction models contribute to forecasting the itaion, Meteorological Observing System (ATMOS).and development of severe convective storms that
originate in the Alberta foothils? Experimental Design

UNSTABLE wil take place from 1 Jun to 31 August 2008
The ast scence question relates tothe useof igh-resalulion  withathree.week Intensive Observation Period (OF) planned
numerical modeing toforecastCf andsevere Gunderson fom 9 uly 10 31 Jub. Fed mesonet stations wil be
Gevelopment n the Albena fool. Speciic questions deployed por fo 1 June wih al ater supplementary
aiiess the abiy of te Ganadan Meteorological Genres insiumentaton deployed curing he 10P. The ie campaign
Global Environmental Mul scale (GEM) imied Area Model wil ulize targeted. high-esoluion fied and. mobile
(LAM at 25 kn resolu o simulate ABL and surface measurements from a variey of observation patos.
processes investigated in questions one and to. observed Cental 10 he success ofih prject is a mesonetofsurface
Somsirucures and microphysical fields. Alsoof merestare weathersitions, mobi surface cbsening lars.muleidentifying. any deficiencies. in current physical prfiers, and an upper-air campaign utlizing mulile
paramelerzaonsandiheefeisofperforming nestedmodel radiosondes, a tehersonde and, f sulfcienty funded 3Tins on higher. resculon grids (9. 1 km). Oler areastobe esearch aca The surface mesonetsdesigned Usingboth

investigated using heobsenatonal dalasetfom UNSTABLE arid (~ 35 km spacing) and near (- 10. kn spacing)
include hgh-rosalulion ensemble forecastof Cl and he use configurationsresolve Surface characteristics spatial andofahigh fesolaon anal {0 improve prediction of i and thelr evauton in time. The mesonet il consist of xing
Subseauent sor development. Weather stations in cooperalon wilh the Government of

Abeta and Canadian nversiies and 10-15 Adtomated
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RNRFigure § Environment Canada's Automated Mobile { )
Meteorological Observation System (AMMOS), photo by [A

Upper. mostrar doing UNSTABLE wal by [re SN )
conducted using up to & radiosonde systems (3 mobile and 2 pret I
fixed). a recenty-purchased. Vaisala tethersonde, and a a Ny
numberofprofiling and total columnwater vapour instruments awe} :

contributedby theUniversity of Manitobaand the University An an tetratmants © Panttates[+ Sarat
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114.14°W) and Strathmore (51.21°N, 113.40" W),andsatelite Intensive Observation Days (IODs) withinaspecified target



Saskatchewan boarder. The full weslem grid (with the Organizations represented at the Science Workshop
extended boundary)wih model terrains shown n Fig. 7.The eld in Edmonton, Alberta, 1819 April, 2007
tealimerunsperformed on his gridwillbe examined n deta
during the experiment with closecomparisonsmade o the ” ee Coa Ermeasremants taken cutng the 10F per. Case suay |HydometeolosyandArce Laboratory, Envionment
Simulations and sensitivity experiments il be performed in
hind-cast mode on ths grid as well as finer feSOUton | Claus Physics and Severe Weather Research Section
‘subdomains. Environment Canada
i. ; : Prairie and Arc Storm Prediction Centre (Edmonton
WY ] and Winnipeg), Environment Canada— | |
vi | |
YX | IS mr—————

% 2 [Cone
a ) .X 9 % { UniversityofManitoba
TR he | bs
WW AN | [university of AveraKe A)
Se ih | UniversofCalgary

¢ 3 TN
V7 ye.£ [NESol ys Alberta Agriculture and Food

Figure7:Wester2.5kmgridforthe GEN-LAMtobe used
forthereabime NWPforecasting during he summerof 2008
Shading indicates mode terrain elevation (m) The workshop began with presentations on UNSTABLE

, . observations. These included descriptions of the FoolhilsThe First UNSTABLE Science Workshop, 18-19April Orographic Precipitation Experiment (FOPEX, Smith 2005,
2007 2007), The Alberta GPS Atmospheric Moisture EvaluationThe frst UNSTABLE science workshop was held in (vii 2008) The Foothils Clmate Atay meson (M. Adams,
Edmonton, Alberta on 18-18Apr 2007. The meeting brought Unversity of Calgary), GPS measurements of precipitable
together over thirty Canadian scientists flom across the water (5. Skane, UniversiofCalgary). an the Provinceof
country representing various visions of federal and Aeris surfaceweather salons. The second session of theprovincial govemmentagencies and Canadian unVerSNES. meeting mcluded  prosontaions from UNSTABLEThis workshop was an opportunity for interested participants cataboratorsand includedrepresentatives fromthe Universiintheexperimentto share tei interests andContributonsto of Manitoba, Unversty of Alberta, the Prarie and ATCC
the project and to discuss the draft science questions Jong Storm Predicion Centre and McGill Universi detailing heirwith srategies for answering them, The meeting lowed the tara and sont outions 1 the pect
principal investigators o confi th level of contribution of
participants and their involvement in the field camped. Following the formal presentations, science leads
Results of discussions from the meeling are being used 0 summarizedthelrrespecive science questionsandsraegies
refine boththe science questions andtheUNSTABLE science for answering them. Science leads are (1) Neil Taylor andplan. Organizationsthatwererepresented atthe meelng are. Save Sta [Emromont_ Canase) () Joan Honea
fisted in thetable shownbelow. (University of Manitoba), and (3) Jason Milbrandt

(Environment Canada). These presentations served 2s an
introduction to guided breaicout sessions. Participants vere
‘asked to select one of the science questions and contribute
{odiscussionson suchthings as:
= Refinemento specific science questions as presented in
the draft science plan;
= Whoplanstobedirectly involved inthe fied campaign and
now?
= Funding srategies and opportunites for in-kind support
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» Data requirements, instumentaton and. deployment gy.
Sategies necessary to answer the science questions, . a
= Champions for data analysis and qual contol, i 3
Breakout discussion result were presented oth group as
a whole on the moming of 19 April followed by open 1g
discussion by participants. 3

_The workshop achieved its goals and alowed potential i
UNSTABLE parison odscses detalsofthe projector an Tm Ba
extended period of time. This workshop was invaluable to re -
helprefinethedirectionof theprojectwith respectbothtothe Td
science objectives and strategies to fulfil them. It also ay PA
provided an opportunity for UNSTABLE participants to \
fomalize thei ivavemant and contrbulons 0 he project
Results rom te discussions included denficatonofa lead
for ne upper-air campaan. catfcaton of msumentatonSvaiavifom Canadian unersies, preliminary agreements Figure 8a
ih respect 1 data sharing, and support om the PASPC.
Next Steps -Planning for UNSTABLE continues wih many issues [lat LL
remaining to be addressed. The science plan is now being 2 — 2
tevisedorsubmission to Environment Canada management I a
forfunding. Specificly, inescence questions hemseheswil a 2
be fnalied along wih msvument requirements. and
measurement strategies. Beginning in fall 2007 the ro
UNSTABLE field operations plan will be finalized includinga - T
data management sialegy, Ths document wil deta a hole 5 EX
logistics issues to be considered during the field campaign b y a RE.
(69, people n the fe, communications, nsiumentation Rc
aining,cccupational neat and saey, ic), Folownghe | Paaiin  ~ Ra)>
producionofadrat operations plan a small an focussed i ¥
workshop wil take place to refine the details. In early spring : ’
200insiumentatonand-useagreements formesonet tes [BY No
illo naizes leadingupto deploymentand feng n ay g mm
2008, Tesingofmobil nsvumentaion and communcationsll occur in une pro o ne mense observation period Figure 8b
scheduled to beginon 9 July 2008 Figure 8 Photos from the First UNSTABLE ScienceWakshop, (3) Wydrometeoroiogy and Arle LaboratorySummary managerGaly Burkewalcomnaparicpanisoteworkshop,
UNSTABLE is_a collaborative project bringing together and (b) participants during one of the coffee breaks. PhotosSclenists fom Environment Canada, Canadian uAversies, Couey ngangWo.Gino federal ana provino) goverment agencies. and theBrats Secor {o. mvestaata Severs thundarsiorn AcknowledgementsGevelopmentinAbera. Theossonsimosphericboundan.  Thanke. to. SOS for providing hospialty for the frst
layer phenomena reflects current knowledge gaps within the UNSTABLE science workshop, and for the opportunity tométebrologieal community in undersianaing how UNSTASLE scence workshopand for tne opperuntyto
{pundersiomsorm,With cussedvansferofeee to Zi rank ail ine partcpants in the UNSTABLE
Environment Canada forecast gperatons. there 15a scence workshop for helping 0 oie the science plan and
Weather watches and warnings. both in Alberta and across for ongoing discussions. and contributions to the projectne county Speci thanks go to Sewan Cover, Gary Burke, and others

in Environment Canada for supporing the project andThe fist science meting of the UNSTABLE project was an ansaring iat UNSTABLE wl go rest.parenteT devinhere: by bong outerine ollecive knowledge and experianceofsosEwaKNgin‘ relied areas across the Sounty. we can reine. thaScenic objecives of UNSTABLE and teverage. therConmbLions5 ensue is SUcoess
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style.

Should I continue to look for the Chisholm document?
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MSC and Weather Modification

Introduction:

Weather modification is the changing of natural weather conditions or systems.
by man. This can be done both in planned ways such as cloud seeding, and in
ways that are unplanned such as creating urban heat islands. Our knowledge of
‘weather modification is largely experimentally based. Advances in weather
modification could have major economic and political consequences especially
since, as climate change becomes more visible weather modification could offer
a direct means of adapting to changes in the weather and particularly it could be
viewed as part of an integrated water resources management strategy.

“This sort of proposition is beingactivelydiscussed on an intemational basis, for
example in the CMOS Bulletin Volume 30 Number 3 “Can We Influence Global
Weather? Some Scientists say Theoretically Yes, Practically, Not Yet” in which
Ross N. Hoffman with Atmospheric and Environmental Research Inc. (AER) is
quoted as saying: “We believe there is good reason to pursue this research now
at this early stage to set the stage for discussions about the social and political
issues". His work has been funded by the NASA Institute for Advanced
Concepts (NIAC), see http:/iniac.usra.edul.

Several issues have arisen recently which have resulted in renewed Canadian
interest in weather modification:
«the drought in the west, resulting in some concern in Saskatchewan that

Alberta is removing rain from clouds
+ weather modification projects are considered from time to time, currently one

is being considered in B.C.
«the interest of the public in “chemrails”
«the new CMOS policy on Weather Modification.

Issues related to weather modification are clearly increasing in visibility.
Realization that the MSC Is the federal leadforweather modification raises
issues such as "What is our role in the science behind weather modification?
Whatis our role in national policy?"

The purpose of this discussion paper is to provide some background on the
issue and to begin to formulate some options for a way forward in this area.

Background:

In Canada, weather modification is covered by the Weather Modification
Information Act, which is administrated by the ADMof the MSC. It has no duties
attached to it with respect to actually modifying the weather or with respect to
regulating weather modification activities, however it is our duty to report projects.
which do modify weather.
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Currently, Jack Power is the Weather Modification Information Officer and has
reported, as recently as June, 2002, to the WMO on the status of weather
modification in Canada in 2001. Annual reports on Canada's activites in this
area date back to 1975 and are available in the library.

‘The only project that is being reported to the WMO is one on hail suppression in
an area near Calgary in Alberta. This project is supported by the Insurance
Industry and utilizes three aircraft in summer cloud seeding. Jack's report states:
“Any cloud deemed to bea ‘hail threat’ to a city or major town within the project
area may be seeded. Radar criteria for objective hail potential is any cell having
greater than 10 km?of 40dBZ reflectivity extending above 3 kms altitude and
expected to reacha target area in less than 30 minutes.”

The Atmospheric Environment Service was an active player in weather
modification, especially to the Alberta Hail Studies Project. A Summary report by
Dr. A. J. Chisholm completed in 1972 indicates that a totalof $1,184,800 was
spent on scientific support through McGill University and field support for the
years between 1955 and 1973. During 1972, the Government of Alberta
appointed a special committee to investigate crop insurance and weather
modification in Alberta. AES and many others submitted briefs. The interim
report recommended that the Alberta Goverment finance a 5 year active hail
suppression program at a cost of about $1M per year. The program was.
envisaged to begin in 1974 under the umbrella of an Alberta Weather
Modification Act. The Alberta Hail Project ended in the mid-eighties.

In addition, a large precipitation enhancement project was undertaken in Quebec
by MSC from 1959 to 1963 inclusive (Godson et al., 1966). The results of this
work indicated that the effects of seeding (dispersing silver iodide, Agl, from
aircraft) were not statistically significant. In the 1970's, in cooperation with the.
Canadian Forestry Service, a project led by MSC in the Northwest Territories and
Ontario determined that clouds could be modified by Agl seeding but that
significant amounts of rainfall were not produced (Isaac et al., 1977). Since this
work, MSC has not actively engaged in weather modification research, except fro
some small studies in aid of the Alberta efforts. These essentially ceased when
the Alberta Hail Project was cancelled by the Alberta Government.

The CMOS Policy Statement on Weather Modification, revised in February, 2002
and entitled “Improved Knowledge Needed Before Tinkering With Nature”,
states:

The Canadian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society, noting the
longstanding controversy about local weather modification and more recent evidence of
a changing climate, issues this policy Statement for the informationof al concerned.

Humans modify the weather deliberately and unintentionally. An example of
deliberate weather modification is the attempted change in local weather conditions (fog,
low clouds and precipitation) by means of controlled, scientifically-based cloud seeding.
Unintentional weather modification includes the effects of industrial or agricultural
activities on local weather, including air qualty. The focus of this statement s limited to
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deliberate or unintentional changes in local or regional weather conditions. CMOS has a
separate statement on global imate change.

CMOS recognizes tha thers are some clear cases of successful deliberate
weather modification. An example is the dissipation of supercooled fog and low stratus
through seeding with ice-forming agents at selected airports. However, clear statistical
evidence and physical cause-and-effect relationships ofthe outcomesofplanned
weather modification are frequently difficult to establish. Concerning unintentional
weather modification, improved environmental monitoring and modeling capabilities
have shown that human activities can have significant impacts on atmospheric
parameters that influence our health and social infrastructure.

CMOS supports efforts aimed at improving our understanding of the physical
processes and defermining the effectsofplanned and inadvertent weather modification.
‘Such studies have to be carried out on a scientific basis, in an environmentally
responsible way. There should be a concerted effort to improve the knowledge of the
physical processes involved, to enlarge the data base, and to have an objective
evaluation methodology of the impact.

In Canada also, there are a number of people who believe that the contrails from
planes are, in fact “chemirails” which wil alter the weather/climate in profound
ways and which are caused by additives in jet fuels or even by the military. Their
thinking is reflected in a variety of web sites which provide picture galleries, case
studies, newspaper articles and reports from various observers, for example;

http://www.chemtrailcentral,comireport.shtml and
http./lwww3.bc.sympatico.ca/Willthomas/chempics/chempics.htm. In the past six
months there have been 25 letters to the Minister of the Environment having this
‘concem, enough to provoke the writing of a generic reply which states, in part:

You ask whether a new additive is being mixed with jot fusl. In Canada, the
‘specification for jet fuel is controlled by a Canadian Generai Standards Board (CGSB)
Committee that includes fuel suppliers, fuel users and other stakeholders. The
‘specification sats limits on all important fuel parameters and prescribes test methods for
ensuring consistent fuel quality.

Binationally, there is a Canada-U.S. Agreement related to the Exchange of
Information on Weather Modification Activities which came in force in Canada in
1975. “This Agreement establishes obligations to facilitate cooperation and the
exchange of information between the Parties regarding weather modification
activities that may have transboundary effects. Weather modification activities
as defined under the Agreement are those activities performed with the intention
of producing artificial changes in the composition, behavior, or dynamics of the
atmosphere. In the Agreement's preamble, itis noted that a diversity of weather
modification activities are being carried out in both countries by private parties,
provincial and state authorities and by the federal governments.” The last letter
from the U.S. was in 1991, indicating that this agreement is somewhat moribund.

Internationally there is interest in weather modification as well. A thorough
review is beyond the scopeofthis report.
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The World Meteorological Organization, under the Atmospheric Research and
Environment Programme has “Physics and Chemistry of Clouds and Weather
Modification Research". They have “Guidelines for advice and assistance
related to the planning of weather modification activities”, approved by the fifty-
third session of the Executive Council in June 2001, and a “WMO statement on
the statusofweather modification”. The Guidelines are careful to state:

Members wishing to develop activities in the field of weather modification should
be aware that research and operational applications are stil under development.”

In addition, there is a Register of National Weather Modification Projects (to
which Jack's report contributes) and a series of WMO Scientific Conferences on
Weather Modification, the seventh was held in Chiang Mai, Thailand in 1999.

Possible Options for the Future:

Given the level of interest and visibility, i is important to assess the current
approach being taken by the MSC in administering the Act, in undertaking
relevant science, in participating in intemational activities and in leading the
federal government in the area of weather modification and develop an MSC
position on the issue. Several options can be identified:

«Do nothing except continue to report to the WMO as demanded by the Act
«Adopt a more proactive stance including developing a research program in

this area.
«In either case, a more thorough look at the policy options is required.

Opportunities that could be realized through a more proactive approach need
to be defined and risks and costs identified.

In defining the scope of this assessment, it will be necessary to discuss possible
oles that the MSC may wish to play:
«status quo - deal with issues individually as they arise
«scientific leadership - appropriate level of scientific effortfor the program.
«part of policy agenda - in a recent scan of policies pertaining to AES, no

policies related to weather modification were found; a policy basis for this
area could be developed.

«part of legislative/cabinet agenda - the Weather Modification Information Act
could be reviewed with an eye to modemization. This activity could
potentially underpin an approach to Cabinet for new authorities or resources.

In the near term, it is important to name a “champion” for this issue and assign
the follow up to them, with responsibility to report back to ExCom, OMC, etc. on
a regular basis.
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From: Isaac George [Ontario]
Sent: March 21,2013 120 PM
To: Lin, Charles (EC); Dodds, Karen (EC)
ce Bouchet, Véronique (EC); Joe, Paul (EC); Cober, Stewart (EC); Banic, Cathy (EC):

Shepherd, Marjorie (EC)
Subject: IAMAS Statements on Geo-engineering

To All,

Here are two statements by two International Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric Sciences (IAMAS)
organizations on Geo-engineering, prepared by the Intemational Commission on Clouds and Precipitation and
the International Ozone Commission.

Both have been written recently and you might not be aware of them.

The international community is taking this issue very seriously

Regards... George

George A. Tsaac
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research Section
Science and Technology Branch
Environment Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3HST4.

‘george isaac@ec.ge.ca
Telephone 905-833-3905 Ext 243
[0
Facsimile 416-739-4211
Government of Canada
Website www.ec.ge.ca

George A. Isaac
Scientific principal
Section de la recherche sur la physique des nuages et du temps violent
Direction générale de la science et de la technologie
Environnement Canada
4905, rue Dufferin
Toronto, Ontario, M3HST4.
george isac@ec ge.ca
Téléphone 905-833-3905 Ext 243
Cell
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INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON CLOUDS AND PRECIPITATION (ICCP)
STATEMENT ON RADIATION MANAGEMENT CLIMATE ENGINEERING
DRAFT, JANUARY 2013
Global average temperatures are rising due to human emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs). This is
helping to drive widespread melting of snow and sea ice and wil result in significant changes in
precipitation patterns that will be detrimental to humanity and to Earth's biodiversity.
Different strategies have been proposed to reduce climate change risks. Emissions reductions are a
possible long-term solution, but it has been difficult to make progress in achieving such reductions.
Adaptation is a second possible course of action, but is likely to be one that sees large reductions in
biodiversity and would not be a suitable strategy in the event of catastrophic climate change such as
rapid melting and disintegration of the Greenland or West Antarctic ice sheets. A third possible course
of action, and the most radical, invalves climate engineering (or gecengineering). This is the
deliberate manipulation of the Earth's physical, chemical or biological processes to. counteract
deleterious effects of climate change.
This 1CCP policy statement focuses upon a subset of climate engineering strategies called Radiation
Management (RM) that attempt to reduce the amount of solar or infrared radiation reaching the
Earth's surface. Proposed RM techniques include: 1) those designed to reflect more sunlight back to
space, examples of which include space-based mirrors, introducing sulfate aerosols into_ the
Stratosphere and increasing the droplet concentration in marine low clouds; 2) reducing thin cirrus
optical depth and cloud cover that prevents longwave radiation escaping to space.
Given the current state of understanding, RM could only be considered as a strategy of last resort
should catastrophic climate change become unavoidable in the future. ICCP recognizes that current
Scientific research on RM techniques is in its infancy and that the current level of scientific knowledge
about the feasibility of RM techniques is an inadequate basis for shaping policy decisions. Little is
known about the potential risks of deliberate attempts to change the Earth's radiation budget. For
‘example, it is becoming widely accepted that anthropogenic GHGs, ozone and absorbing aerosols may
all be playing important roles in changing the latitude of storm tracks and the intertropical
convergence zone. Further regional to global-scale adjustments caused by climate engineering would
induce regional precipitation changes that would not necessarily cancel those caused by GHGs and
therefore may not uniformly benefit all nations, peoples and ecosystems. This has major sociopolitical
and ethical implications that have to be considered.
In addition to the potential risks of climate engineering applications, there are also major concerns
that the development of RM strategies might be seen as an equivalent to emissions reduction
strategies. Radiation management cannot substitute for GHG emissions reduction strategies for the
following reasons: 1) the areal patterns of radiative forcing associated with GHGs is fundamentally
different from those expected from RM, 2) RM management does not prevent other deleterious
impactsof GHGs such as ocean acidification, and 3) the lifetimes of GHGs are much longer than the
Species of gases and particles that have been proposed as potential geoengineering agents.
The International Commission on Clouds and Precipitation recommends:

+ That further research is pursued to better understand the fundamental science and possible
efficacy of radiation management climate engineering schemes.

+ That climate engineering research be conducted in an open and independent manner that
‘engages public participation, and is used to properly assess the potential risks involved.

+ That research activities must include studies of the human Impacts, ethics, legal and political
impacts of climate engineering

Given the poor state of the current knowledge on clouds, aerosols, precipitation and their interactions,
the ICCP does not support the implementation of climate engineering and does not expect that climate
engineering can solve the global warming problem. Climate engineering cannot substitute for
‘aggressive emissions reduction. However, ICCP supports conducting research to improve our basic
understanding of the processes needed to explore the possibility that climate engineering might
contribute to a broad risk management strategy to temporarily reduce some of the dangerous effects
of climate change.
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March 15%,2013

Statement on Geo-engineering (solar radiation management by the injection of
aerosols into the stratosphere) for the reduction of climate change

Rising concerns about increased greenhouse gases have led to suggestions that

various geo-engineering concepts be investigated as possible temporary “solutions”

for moderating climate change'. In particular, solar radiation management (SRM) by

the injection of aerosols into the stratosphere has been proposed as a technique to

increase the reflectivity of the Earth's atmosphere, and thereby reduce the amount of
solar energy passing through the atmosphere to the Earth's surface. This reduction
of incoming solar energy could counteract the increase in surface temperatures
caused by increasing abundancesof greenhouse gases.

Early research has suggested that the deliberate injection of aerosols into the
stratosphere would directly alter not only climate (as intended), but also
stratospheric ozone levels and the climate in the lower stratosphere (unintended
consequences). Ozone changes are of particular concern because ozone screens the

Earth's surface from harmful solar ultraviolet radiation. The discovery of the
Antarctic ozone hole in 1985 and subsequent scientific research demonstrated that

the ozone layer has been endangered by massive emission of chlorine and bromine
compounds into the atmosphere (the so-called ozone depleting substances - ODS, e.
g. chlorofluorocarbons and halons) by human activities. This research revealed the
important role of heterogeneous chemistry occurring on stratospheric aerosol and

polar stratospheric clouds for ozone depletion in Polar Regions and at global scale

(heterogeneous chemistry also occurs on surfaces of volcanic aerosols). The 1987
Montreal Protocol regulated the production and consumptionof ODS, and the ozone

layer should recover during this century.

The effects ofaerosols in the stratosphere are broadly understood because of many
years of research on the evolution of injections of volcanic plumes into the
Stratosphere. The Mt. Pinatubo eruption, in particular, which occurred in 1991 in a

1 Crutzen, P. J. Albedo enhancement by stratospheric sulfur injections: A contribution to resolvea
policy dilemma?, Climatic Change, 77 211-219, dof: 10.1007/510584-006-9101.y, 2006.
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period of high ODS levels in the stratosphere, injected a sulfur dioxide cloud into the
stratosphere that spread across the planet and led to reduced levels of ozone.

The Mt. Pinatubo eruption demonstrated the efficacy with which future deliberate
injections of stratospheric aerosols could cool the Earth's surface. However, in spite
of numerous studies of this massive injection, our ability to fully simulate the
eruption remains relatively crude and a number of open questions about the
eruption’s impact in the stratosphere are still unanswered. For example, it is clear
that while stratospheric chemistry was significantly altered in both hemispheres,
only the Northern Hemisphere exhibited large stratospheric ozone losses. Current
models of the stratosphere have been unable to simulate this basic difference in
ozone losses. Hence, most current models are also not adequate to simulate the full
effectsof deliberately injected aerosols.

Closing this gap in modeling the effects of stratospheric aerosols from natural or
anthropogenic sources will require a focused effort within the atmospheric modeling
community. The Geo-engineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) is a first
effort to assess model simulationsof geoengineering concepts such as direct aerosol
injection. Continued observations of vertically highly resolved stratospheric
composition and dynamics in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere will be
required to support a focused modeling effort by providing essential modeling
constraints

The understanding of aerosol and ozone changes gained from the Mt. Pinatubo
eruption wasa direct result of careful observations by ground stations, aircraft,
balloons, satellites, and modeling studies conducted both before and after the
eruption. Observations prior to an eruption provide a baseline for evaluating the
ozone and climate perturbations caused by the volcanic aerosols. Large volcanic
eruptions reaching the stratosphere are episodic on a multi-decadal timescale.
Hence, maintaining global observational resources for ozone, aerosol and related
atmospheric parameters is essential if we are to achieve a comprehensive
understandingofthe effectsofaerosol injection intothestratosphere.

Based on the expertise of its members, the 10:C recommends that research
institutions around the world continue to support observational and modeling
research related to stratospheric aerosol science in order to fill the known gaps in
our current understanding and modeling skills and to respond fully to interest from
the policy community in how stratospheric ozone may respond in an atmosphere
changed by unexpected volcanic emissions or deliberate anthropogenic sulfur
emissions.

Thanks to the Montreal Protocol, the levels of ODS are now declining in our
atmosphere and it is expected that ozone levels will rebound back towards
their natural levels in the coming few decades. However, the ozone layer is
meanwhile very vulnerable, and deliberate injections of aerosols into the
Earth's atmosphere have the potential to cause significant ozone reductions.
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Jatar, Muriel (EC)

From: Cober, Stewart (EC)
Sent: April 4,2012 11:15 AM
To: O'Brien, Lesley (EQ)
ce Cober, Stewart (£C)
Subject: FW Please advise: Weather Modification Information Act

Hello Lesley

Timade one minor change and added on comment o the leer. Otherwise it is fine. Note that we recently digitized all of the weather
modification reports to make it casier to provide the information when requested by a member of the public

Stewart
From:Olen dey GR]sent: hpri2 11:00 A

Tor ober tevart {Ontarc]ce Bienes NCR)Subject: Pleaseavis: Weather Modcaton Infomation ct
Hello Stewart,

Back inJuly 2009, you helped MSC respond to a request from the Minister's staff regarding theWeather Modification
InformationAct and activities by Weather Modification Inc. (WMI). Simply for reference, | have attached the exchange
that you had with MSCs Ministerial Services Unit.

Well, almost three years later, wehave a similar request from the Minister's staff fora backgrounder on the Act. |
wanted to check with you to see if you were stil the group thatmaintains therecordsrelated to weather modification
activities. | am attaching a draft of the response that | am working on for the Minister's staff, in which | reference your
group. Please confirm, and please do not hesitate to offer any comments on the response that | am proposing.

We have a short turnaround time for this request, given thatwe are off on Friday and Monday, so if you could get back
to me by COB tomorrow or early on Tuesday morning at the latest, it would be most appreciated.

“Thank you for your time,
Lesley

Lesley O'Brien-Latham
Manager Pocy Development and Analysis|Gestonnait,Analy et Slabcation Gos poitues.
Stalegec Integration Dion | Division de Fintraton saiégiaue
Business Polcy Directorate | Detection de la poitaue de fenteprise
Meteorological Service of Canada| Senvioe météorologiauedu Canada
Environment Canada |Environnement Canada
fice 229, 141 Laurier Avenue West 141 avenue Laurer ouest, bureau 220
Otawa (Ontario) K1A OH3
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Lesley Obrion@ec goa
Telephone| Teéphane 613.943.9725
Call Celie 613-882:0350
Facsimie| Tékcopieur 613.095.0380
‘Government of Canada| GowvemementduCanada
Website| Ste Web wirvcc occa
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From: Cober,stewart [Ontario]
sent: July 27,2009 9:31 PM
To: BeauchampsJean-Max [NCR]
ce Ricketts,Steve [Edm]; O'Brien Lesley [NCR];Hood,Michelle [NCR];

Cober,stewart [Ontario]; Burke Gary [Edm]
Subject: RE: FOR URGENT ACTION; MIN-126521- Alberta Weather Modification

Hello Jean-May,

Yes. my Section (Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research Sectionof Meteorological Research Division) is
responsible for maintaining the weather modification fle in Environment Canada. Under the weather modification
information act ny organization that intends to undertake secather modification in Canada hasan obligation to
report ther intentions to Environment Canada. Following each weather modification campaign, the same
organizations ae responsible for submiting a report to Environment Canada. Eachyear the World Meteorological
Organization asks cach member to submit report o them detailing theweather modification activities in the past

Weather Modification Inc. (WMI) has been undertaking weather modification in the foothillsof Alberta n the
Calgary-Red Deer corridor forthe past several ears and there i a campaign ongoing at the present ime. They
essentially seed each developing convective loud system (during the summer months) that meets certain thresholds.
with respect 10 the potential for forming damaging hail The intent is 0 reduce hail damage. They arefundedby the
insurance bureauof Canada. They have correctly submitted the intentions and post-campaign reports ach year and
have recordsofcachof these reports.

Environment Canad is not involved inthse weather modification activities, nor is any other federal department

During the summer of 2008, WMI participated in an Environment Canada rescarch ied study that was studying.
convective initiation in Alberta (the UNSTABLE project). This fieldproject was not associatedwiththeWMI
eather modification activities.

hope that this provides sufficient information. 1Fyou haveany additional questions pease cal me at

Stewart

Stewart Cober
Chief, Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research Section
Science and Technology Branch
Environment Canada
4905 Duferin Sreet
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M3H ST4
Phone: 416-730-1618
Fav 4167394211
Email: Stewart Coberf@ec ge.ca

From Beauteena(VR
sent: 2720.09 414 PM
Tor Burke Gary £6)ca Cobentert (Ontario Rickets,Steve (Edm; 0'inesi NCR] HoodMichelle NCR)Subject: RE: FOR URGENTACTION; MIN-126521-AbetaWeather odfcaton
Importance: Hon
Thanks Gary,
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Hi Stewart,
‘Could you please confirm the information below 2

Thanks

Jean-Max

FrombuaGay E8m]Sent: Jy 27, 2009 4:03
Tor Beaucampslean Max [NCR]; Gadal Jayme (Ontario)ca Sean che Manvel):Lacs Daniell NCR]; Crowe Michael [NCR];OBrien,Lesley (NCR; Hood chee

[NCR]GrimesDav [NCR]Ricets,Steve (Eg; oberStewart (Ontario)Subject: REC FOR URGENTACTION; MIN-126521-AbetaWeather Madicaton
Jean-Max,
Jayme is at the moment and will be returningon August 10th. Steve Ricketts is filing in
for Jayme while he is away.
However, believe that this has come up in the past and Stewart Cober responded on behalf of the
branch as | believe that itis his unit that is responsible for reporting on any weather modification activities.

I've copied Steve and Stewart on this note.

Gary

From:Beouchampsean hax [NCR].sent: Hondo, Jy 27, 2009 1:58 PM.
Tor GadaJayme [Ontario] BurkeGary (Edm)ce Jean che Manvel);Lace,Daniele [NCR]; Crome Michael [NCR];OBrien Lesley NCR; Hood chee

NCR)GrimesDavd (HGR)Subject: FOR URGENT ACTION; MIN-126521-Abert WeatherModificationImportance: Han

Hi Jaymie and Gary,

My name is Jean-Max Beauchamps and | am the new manager of the Ministerial Services Unit for MSC.

MSC received an urgent request from the Ministers office to be responded to by cob July 28
‘The request addresses the following question

Is there any federal involvement with the Alberta Weather Modification?
http Aw weathermod, comprojecishalalberta pho.

‘Through some research, we were able to pul out some text from previous dated memos concerning the.
Weather Modification ACT which may be of assistance:

“Canada has the WeatherModification Information Act and Weather Modification Information
Regulations. The Weather Modification Information Act of 1971 requiresanyperson proposing to engage
inweather modification activities in Canada to give noiceoftheirintention, to keep ful documented
recordsof their activities, and submit a report to the Administrator of the Act on a monthly basis. The.
details are given in the Weather Modification Information Act Regulations of 1974. The Adminisratoris
designatedas the Assistant Deputy Minister, Atmospheric Environment Service”
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‘Could you please provide us a brief and simple response to the question?

Thanks

Jean-Max BeauchampsSerior Polcy Advisor
Hotoorologien Sone of Canada - Sane mitécrologiaue du CanadaMinster Sandces Unk- Unis des series minsterTeh 613) 543.5540
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MOS 155980 Weather Modification Information Act

PURPOSE:To respond to a request fom the Minister's Offce to provide a backgrounder on
the Weather Modification Act which includes responses to the folowing
questions:+ Whois the administrator?

+ Who do people report o if they will be changing the weather?
+ Who do they share reports with and where to people access the

information?
RESPONSE:
The Assistant Deputy Minster, Meteorological Service of Canada (formerly
Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada) of Environment Canada is he
‘administrator of theWeather Modification Information Act.
Under this Ac, any organization that intends to undertake weather modification

| acivities in Canada has an obligation to give notice of thei intention, to keep full
documented recordsofthei acivites, and submita report ofthe aciviy to
Assistant Deputy Minister, Meteorological Service of Canada formerly
‘Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada) of Environment Canada.
The department (i. the Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research Section
‘Science and Technology Branch) maintains recordsofhese reports. The reports
are not avaiable i the public domain: however, a per theACL, the records may
be made pubic or madeavaiableon request to any memberofthe public
Asamemberofthe World Meteorological Organization (WMO), each year
(Canada's Permanent Representative (ADM MSC, David Grimes) is asked to
Submit a report to them detaing the weather modification acivies nthe past
year,
Environment Canadai not involved in weather maifcatin activities, nor is any
otherfederal department
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Jatar, Muriel (EC)

From: IsaacGeorge [Ontario]
Sent: April 2,2012 11:12 AM
To: Joe, Paul (EC); Flato, Greg (EC) Cober, Stewart (EC); Vaccaro, Lisa Marie (EC); Brunet,

Gilbert (EC); Carou, Silvina (EC)
ce Jayne, Lisa (EC) Walker, Anne (EC)
Subject: RE: Climate geo-engineering Memo to DM

ToAl
Here are some suggested amendments to Paul's paragraphs:
‘Geo-Engineering generally refers to modification of the climate and proposals have suggested such things as changing
the global radiation budget (injecting dust nto the stratosphere or spreading black carbon on sriow) the hydrological cycle
(making more low level clouds or increasing the number concentration of cloud droplets) o by carbon sequestration(seeding the ocean to grow plankton which update carbon dioxide and fal to ocean floor). This is relatively new and stil
mainly at the conceptual stage although some limited experiments have been done.”

“Weather modification refers to a more local scale where clouds or cloud systems are modified for the enhancement of
precipitation, hal suppression, dissipationoffog and more lately tomado and hurricane suppression. Weather
modification has been around for many decades and there are many operational projects through out the world, including
one in Alberta for hail suppression. However, very few of these projects, despite being supported by sophisticatednumerical models and conceptual studies, have demonstrated any statistically significant findings. Supporters of weather
modification techniques are now turning their atention to geo-engineering studies. There are many paralels between the
‘approachestoweather modification and geo-engineering. In ts early days, weather modification received a great deal of
attention from major miltary organizations and this is likely occuring today with geo-engineering.”
Some mention should be made of the various scientific bodies statements on geo-engineering. | also think that weather
modification should be mentioned in this note becauseof the many parallels. Ofparticular note is thebasic act that you
‘can modi the weather in sophistcal numerical models, but so far most of these concepts cannot be proven to work in
real fe. We simply do not know enough abou the overall physics of the atmosphere to make accurate predictions. So
you might do a geo-engineering project and have consequences you have not foreseen. That is the real danger of trying
out these ideas in practice.
Regards. George

George A. Isaac
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research Section
Science and Technology Branch
Environment Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
‘Toronto, Ontario, M3HST4
george.saac@ec.ge.caTelephone 905-833-3905 Ext 243
Cell
Facsimile 416-739-4211
Governmentof Canada
Website wwi.ec.ge.ca 1
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George A. Isaac
Scientific principal
Section de la recherche sur la physique des nuages et du temps violent
Direction générale de la science et de la technologie
Environnement Canada
4905, rue Dufferin
Toronto, Ontario, M3HST4
george isaac@ec ge.ca
Téléphone 905-833-3905 Ext 243
cell
Télécopieur 416-739-4211
Gouvemement du Canada
Site Web wwiw.ce.ge.ca

From: JoePaul [Ontario]
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 3:15 PM
To: Flato,Greg [CCCMA];Cober, Stewart [Ontario; Vaccaro,Lisa-Marie [Ontario]; BrunetGilbert [ARD; Carou,Sivina
[ontario]
Cc: JayneLisa [Ontario]; Walker,Anne [Ontario]; Isaac,George [Ontario]
Subject: RE: Climate geo-engineering Memo to DIM
‘Good point but there will be confusion between geo-engineering for cimate modification and weather mod for
precipitation modification regardlessofwhetherwx mod s left out of the BN. Should make distinguish and separate the
twoin the BN.

1 was speaking with Lisa-Marie on the phone as this came in.

THIS NEEDS TO BE VETTED, George/Greg, please review.

Maybe somewhere it should say.

‘Geo-Engineering is for mosificaton of the climate by changing the glob radiation or hydrological cycles. This is
relatively new and stl at the conceptual stage. No experiments have been done to test the concepts. <Is this rue?

Weather modication for modication of clouds or cloud systems generally for the enhancement of precipitation, hai
suppression or dissipation of fog. This has been around for many decades and there are many projects through out the
world. Studies are sil neededtovalidate precipitation enhancment and hail suppression concpets and results. <Mayoe
this needs to be stated better.>

P_______
pauljoe@ecge.ca Teco: a pose

From:FlatoGreg [CCMA]
Sent: March 30, 2012 2:52 PM
To: Joe,Paul [Ontariol;Cober,Stewart [Ontariol; Vaccaro,Lisa-Marie [Ontario]; BrunetGilbert [ARD]; Carou, Silvina
[Ontario]
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Cc: JayneLisa [Ontariol; Walker,Anne [Ontario]
Subject: RE: Climate geo-engineering Memo to DM

My personal view is that we should not confuse briefing note by taking about weather modification. That is distinctly
diferent from global scale climate geo-engineering.

Greg

From: Joe Paul [Ontario]
Sent: March 30, 2012 11:43 AM
To:GoberStewart [Ontariol; Vaccaro,Lisa-Marie [Ontario];Brunet,Gilbert [ARDI;Carou, ivi [Ontario]
Ce: Jayne;Lisa [Ontario]; Walker,Anne [Ontario]; Flato,Greg [CCMA]
Subject: RE: Climate geo-engincering Memo to DM

Lisa Marie:

15 this ok or ae you asking fo the scientific perspective of th effectiveness ofweather modification?

PE
pauljoe@ecgeca Teen: ae poste

From:CoberStewart [Ontario]
Sent: March 30, 2012 2:40 PM
To: Vaccaro, Lisa-Marie [Ontario];BrunetGilbert [ARDI; Carou,Sikina [Ontario]
Ce: Jayne,Lisa [Ontariol;Walker,Anne [Grtariol;Joe Paul [Ontario Fato,Greg [CCCMA;Cober,Stewart [Ontario]
Subject: RE: Climate geo-engineeringMemoto DM
Hello Lisa:Maric,

“There are minimal weather modification activities in MRD, and noactivites related to RED, Canada has a Weather Modification
Information Act which is administered by MRD, howe his typically involves fling 2 reportsper ear and sending the WMO |
reportper year on weather modification activities in Canada (thee isa single registered civ related to hail suppression in the
Calgary area).

Given the natureof his BN, and the nature ofthe MRD inlscment in wether modification activities, do not se any requirement
103d any weather modification informationto the BN.

Stewart

From:VaccaroUsa-Marie (Ontarc)
Sent: 30-Mar-12 2:08 PM
‘To:Brunet,Gilbert [ARD]; Carou,Silvina [Ontario]
Cc:Jayne, isa [Ontario];Walker,Anne [Ontariol;Cober, Stewart [Ontario]; Joe Paul (Ontario; lato Greg [CCMA]
Subject: RE: Climate geo-engincering Memo to DM
Bonjour Gilbert,

Iotermational Affi Branch provided the following inpat which includesparagraph sbout the Environmental Modification
‘Convention, mentioning weather modification. Could 1 kindly request a couple of bullets on this issues si relates to MRD activites?
Input by endof day today would be most appreciated. his i not possible. please let me know
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Many thanks in advance,

Lisa

From:Brunet,Gilbert [ARD]
Sent: 23 March 2012 12:58
To: Carou,Sikina [Ontario]
Ce: Vaccaro,Lisa-Marie [Ontariol; Jayne,Lisa [Ontariol; Walker,Anne [Ontariol; CoberStewart [Ontariol;Joe Paul
[Ontario]
Subject: Re: Climate geo-engineeringMemoto DM

Silvina,
If weather modification is excluded from geo-eng, no
Gilbert

De: Carou,Silvina [Ontario]
Envoy : Friday, March 23, 2012 12:11 PM
A’ Brunet,Gilbert [ARD]
Cc: Vaccaro,Lisa-Marie [Ontario]; Jayne,Lisa [Ontario]; Walker,Anne [Ontario]
Objet : RE: Climate geo-engineering Memo to DM

Hi Gilbert,

Is MRD involved in climate geo-engineering at all? Please let me know if there is any information you
could contribute to a Memo to the DM.

Thanks

Sivina

From: Carou,Sikina [Ontario]
Sent: March 22, 2012 4:28 PM
To:Walker,Am [Ontario]
Ca: Vaccaro Lisa-Marie (Ontario); JayneLisa [Ontario]
Subject: FW: Climate geo-engineering Memoto DM
Importance: High

Hi Anne,

We are being asked to prepare a Memoto DM on climate geo-engineering with input from others, Please indicateifthis is
‘something GRD can put together and who. if anyone, we need to contac for input. The deadline for ASTD input would
have to be by noon Tuesday March 27 as Charles wil not be available to approve this on Wednesday.

Thanks

Silvina

From: Quinn Eileen [NCR]
Sent: March 22, 2012 3:19 PM
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To: LinCharles [Ontario]
Cc: CarouSiina [Ontario]‘Subject: FW: Cimate geo-engineering Memoto DM
Importance: High

Charles,

Imissed this last week. Please see request below from DMO. We are to coordinate a note with input from
others

DMO knows we are just actioning now. They want to know when we could have the note to them. Do you
think you could have this to Karen by next Wednesday?Eileen

Executive Assistant to the ADM
Adjointe exécutive a la SMA
Science & Technology Branch
Direction générale des sciences et de la technologieEnvironment Canada

Tel: 819-953-3473Fax: 819-997-1541email: Eileen.Quinn@ec.qc.ca

From:FrankelChristopher [NCR]
Sent; March 22, 2012 2:40 PM
To:QuinnEileen NCR};Edie,Sera [NCR]
‘Subject: FW: Cimate geo-engineering Memoto DM
Importance: High

sara,

Per our discussion.

thx

Chris Frankel
Policy Advisor, Deputy Minister's Office
Conseiller en politiques, Cabinet du sous-ministre

Environment Canada | Environnement Canada
christopher frankel@ec.gc.ca

Office: 819-994-5160

Blackberry
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From:FrankelChristopher NCR]
Sent: March 15, 2012 3:44 PM
To: Dodds Karen [NCR]; McDougall,0an (NCR;Hanson,Lawrence [NCR];Beale, Mike [NCR]; Keenan,Michael [NCR]
Ca:Boudreault Felix [NCR]; Zeleney,Adriana (NCRI;Hamilton,Christopher (NCR;Edie,Sara (NCR; Quinn,Eileen [NCR]
Subject: Climate geo-engineering Memo to DM
Importance: High

Hiall,

Most of you joined the DM for his recent meeting with to speak on climate geo-engineering. The
DM has also had some recent discussions with

regarding the spike in interest on this issue, and possible policy implications.

Given this, he'd like a memo to DM covering what we know regarding the science elements, international
discussions (e.g. IPCC, national-level) and activities (e.g. trial experiments), governance and policy
considerations, etc.

This issue cuts across most/all of your areas, but we thought it might be best for Karen to lead given science
focus, with input from other branches as appropriate.

March 29% in DMO would be great.

Thanks,

Chris

Chris Frankel
Policy Advisor, Deputy Minister's Office
Conseiller en politiques, Cabinet du sous-ministre

Environment Canada | Environnement Canada
christopher frankel@ec.gc.ca

Office: 819-994-5160

Blackberry
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CCI Input to MDM on Geoengineering

‘Canada recognizes that geoengineering is stil subject to significant uncertainty and that the science and
understandingofgeoengineering continue to evolve. An important contribution in this regard will be the
workofthe IPCC, which is currently assessing seoengineering for its upcoming Fifth Assessment Report
(ARS), though the results of this assessment will not be available for nearly two years. The IPCC is the
definitive body for policy-neutral assessmentsofscience for climate change issues.

‘Though geoengineering may have the potential to contribute to addressing the global issueofclimate
change, geoengineering is nota substitute for reducing emissions ofgreenhouse gas emissions, the only
long-term definitive solution to the issueofclimate change.

Due to the uncertainties surrounding geocngincering, it is important to reach intemational consensus on
the need for and application of it. Geoengincering has not yet been addressed within the UNFCCC. As
the IPCCis the main providerofscientific and technical expertise to the UNFCCC negotiations, the
publication of IPCC ARS and its chapters on geoengincering may precipitate a discussion of the issue
with the UNFCCC.

‘Geoengineering hasalready been addressed through the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).
where at ts 10" ConferenceofParties, the CBD adopted decisions stipulating that “noclimate-related
‘geo-engineering activities that may affect biodiversity take place, until there is an adequate scientific
‘basis on which tojustify such activities and appropriate consideration of the associated risks for the
environment and biodiversity and associated social, economic and cultural impacts”.

‘Geoengineering activities are also subject to the Environmental Modification Convention (ENMOD), an
intemational treaty prohibiting the military or other hostile useof environmental modification techniques.
ENMOD bans weather warfare, which is the useof weather modification techniques for the purposes of
inducing damage or destruction, but does not hinder the useofenvironmental modification techniques for
peaceful purposes. Signatories to ENMOD include Canada, US, Russia, most of Europe, India, Pakistan,
Tran, and DPRK. Notable non-signatories include China and Israel

BACKGROUND

Iecc

The IPCC will assess the scienceof geoengineering for the first time in its upcoming Fifth
Assessment Report (ARS). While the understandingof the physical science basis of
‘seoengineering is still limited, Working Group I will assess this in several chapters of its
contribution to ARS, while improved scientific understandingof the impactsof geoengineering
proposals on human and naturalsystems will be assessed by WGI, and WGI will ake into
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account the possible impacts and sid effects and thei implications for mitigation cost in order to
define the role of geoengincering within the portfolio ofresponse options to anthropogenic
climate change. WGIIT will also evaluate options for appropriate governance mechanisms.

+ AJoint IPCC Expert Meeting of WGI, WGIL. and WGI! washeld on Geoengincering, in June
2011 in Lima, Peru

cnn
«The tenth meetingofthe Conferenceofthe Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity

(CBD) adopted decision X/33 which includes, in paragraph 8 (w) and (x), section on climate-
velated geo-engineering and is impacts on the achievement ofthe objectivesofthe CBD.
8. Invites Parties and other Goxemments, according 0 national circumstances and priorities, as
ella relevant organizations and processes, o consider the guidance below onways (0 conserve,
sustainably use and restore biodiversity and ecosystem serviceswhilecontributing t climate
change migation and adaptation:

() Ensure, in line andconsistentwith decision 1X/16 C, on ocean fertilization and
biodiversity and climate change, in the absenceofscience based, global. transparent and
effective control and regulatory mechanisms for geo-engineering, and in accordance with
the precautionary approach and Article 14 of the Convention, that no limate-telated geo-
engineering actvities** that may affect biodiversity take place. unl there is an adequate
Scientific basis on which to justify such activites and appropriate consideration of the
associated risks for the environment and biodiversity and associated social, economic and
cultural impacts, with the exceptionofsmall sale scientific research studies that would
be conducted inacontrolled setting in accordance with Arie 3 ofthe Contention, and
onlyifthey are justified by the need to gather specific scientific data and are subject to a
thorough prior assessment of the potential impacts on the environment
(x) Make sure that ocean fertilization activities are addressed in accordance with decision
1X/16.C, acknowledging the work of the London Convention/London Protocol;

Tn addition tothe sbove, the Conferenceof the Pats, in decision X/33 paragraph 9() and (m),
request the Executive Secretary to:
‘Compile and synthesize available scientific information, and views and experiencesof indigenous
and local communities and other stakeholders, on the possible impactsofgeo engineering
techniques on biodiversity and associated social, economic and cultural considerations, and
options on definitions and understandingsofclimate-relaed geo-engineering relevant o the
Convention on Biological Diversity: and
“Taking ino account the possible need for science based global, transparent and effective control
and regulatory mechanisms, subject o the availabiltyoffinancial resources, undertake a study on
‘aps in such existing mechanisms for climate-relatd geo-engineering relevant to the Convention
on Biological Diversity, bearing in mind tha such mechanisms may not be best placed under the
‘Convention on Biological Diversity.

wer
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Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

REPORT IN BRIEF

CriTicAL ISSUES IN WEATHER

MODIFICATION RESEARCH

‘The impact of human activity on weather and climate
E hasbeen of increasing national and international concern over

the past few decades. In stark contrast, there has been little
parallel research directed at understanding the ability of
humans to intentionally modify the weather. Yet the
fundamental physical principles underlying both inadvertent
and advertent weather modification are, in many respects,
the same.

In this same timeframe, remarkable progress has been made in our ability to
observe atmospheric processes, record this information, and incorporate it into
sophisticated mathematical models (sce Box 1, p. 2). However, this power has not
been collectively applied to the questions that can help us understand how or
whether atmospheric systems can be intentionally changed.

We know that we can disperse cold fog, induce changes in clouds, and possibly
increase snowpack. What we cannot do, with the exception of dispersing cold fog,
is provide unequivocal scientific evidence of these changes and demonstrate that
the effects are entirely reproducible. Despite this lack of proof, many weather
modification programs are operating, spurred by water shortages and increasing
weather-related damage and loss of life. People in drought- and hail-prone arcas
willingly spend significant resources on weather modification programs (sce Figure
1), and in 2001 there were at least 66 operational programs being conducted in 10
states across the United States.
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Box 1. Advances in Observational Technologies
In the past, the only way to measure the moisture content and other

characteristics of a cloud was to strap instrumentation onto a plane and fly it into
the cloud. Measurements were therefore limited to the path of the plane. The newestSevere Sh So,SELSESmA 3 pet wats oo Br ofvere storm warming, deichon of avcaf ng conditions, an cima Change
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Critical Uncertainties Limiting Advancement
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Progress in obtaining answers to such questions depends on sustained and directed
research in laboratories, on research centers dedicated to modeling, and on carefully
designed and verifiable field experiments equipped with the most advanced observing
tools. Identifying and addressing these critical uncertainties will focus future research
where it will produce the most useful results.
Call for a Coordinated National Program

A coordinated national program of weather modification rescarch designed to reduced
key uncertainties is needed. This program should be the heart of a sustained research
effort that uses a balanced approach of modeling, laboratory studies, and field
measurements. Instead of focusing on near-term operational applications of weather
modification, the program should address fundamental research questions that might
include:
«What is the background aerosol concentration in various places, at different times

of the year, and during different meteorological conditions? To what extent would
weather modification operations be dependent on these background
concentrations?

Box 2. Summary of Key Uncertainties
Clu Fesetpitatinn Mi ea
Highest priority: Understand the background concentration, sizes, and chemical
composition of aerosols that participate in cloud processes.
Other gaps: How nucleation processes relate to characteristics of aerosol particles;
ice nucleation; Evolution of the droplet spectra in clouds; Relative importance of
drizzle in precipitation processes.
CloudDynamicsIssues
Highest Priority: Understand cloud-to-cloud and mesoscale interactions as they
relate to updraft and downdraft structures and cloud evolution and lifetimes.
Other gaps: Cloud and sub-cloud dynamical interactions as they relate to
precipitation amounts and the size spectrum of hydrometeors; Microphysical,
thermodynamical, and dynamical interactions within clouds.

CloudModeling Issues
Highest priority: Combination of the best cloud models with advanced
observing systems in carefully designed field tests and experiments.
Other gaps: Application of new cloud-resolving models to weather modification,
including short-term predictive models; Predictive models for severe weather
events; Cloud models capabilitytotrack dispersion ofseeding material both within
and outside of seeded areas.

Seeding-RelatedIssues
High priority: Targeting of seeding agents, diffusion and transport of seeding
‘material, and spread of seeding effects throughout the cloud volume.
High priority: Measurement capabilities and limitations of cell-tracking
software, radar, and technologies to observe seeding effects.
Other gaps: Using observations from new instruments of high concentrations of
ice crystals; Interactions between different hydrometeors in clouds and how to
best model them; Modeling and prediction of treated and untreated conditions
for simulation; Mechanisms of transferring the storm-scale effect into an area-
wide precipitation effect and tracking possible downwind changes at the single
cell, cloud cluster, and floating target scales,
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«What is the variability of cloud and cell properties (including structure, intensity,
evolution, and lifetime) within larger clusters, and how do clouds and cells interact
with larger-scale systems? What are the effects of localized seeding on the larger
systems in which the seeded clouds are embedded?

+ How accurate are radar reflectivity measurements in measuring the differences
between accumulated rainfall in seeded and unseeded clouds? How does seeding
affect the drop-size distribution that determines the relationship between the
‘measured radar parameter and actual rainfall at the surface?

To take advantage of recent related research and advances in observational,
computational, and statistical technologies, the program should attempt to:

+ Capitalize on new remote and in situ observational tools to carry out exploratory
and confirmatory experiments in a variety of cloud and storm systems

+ Improve cloud model treatment of cloud and precipitation physics.
+ Improve and use current computational and data assimilation capabilities.
+ Capitalize on existing field facilities and develop partnerships among research

groups and select operational programs.

‘Thus, the initiation of large-scale operational weather modification programs is
premature, but a great opportunity exists to coordinate research efforts to address the
fundamental questions that willleadtocredible scientific results Itis notenoughtoexpand
present efforts that primarily analyze data from largely uncontrolled experiments. Instead,
focused investigation of atmospheric processes, coupled with an exploration of the
technological applications, will certainly advance understanding and bring many
unexpected benefits and results. In time, this research will place us in a position to
determine whether, how, and to what extent weather and weather systems can be
modified.

Critical Issuesin Weather Modification Research is theNational Academieslatest assessmentof weather
modification research. The report reviews the current stateofthesciencewithparticularattention to
recent advances, identifies the key scientific uncertainties limiting advances in the science, outlines
future directions in weather modification research, and suggests actions to identify the impact of local
weather modification onlarge-scaleweather and climate patterns

“This report brief was prepared by the National Research Council based on the committee's report.
For more information,contact the National Rescarch Council's Board on AtmosphericSciences and
Climateat202-334-3512. Critical Issues inWeatherModificationResearch is availablefromtheNational
Academies Press, 500 Fifth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001; 800-624-6242 or 202-334-3313 (in
the Washington area); wwwnap.edu.
Committee on the Status and Future Directions in U.S. Weather Modification Research and
Operations: Michael Garstang (Chair), UniversityOfVirginia, Charlottesville; RoscoeR.Braham,
Jr.North CarolinaState University, Raleigh; Roelof T. Bruinties, National Center For Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, Colorado; Steven F. Clifford, University Of Colorado, Boulder; Ross N. Hoffman,
Atmospheric & Environmental Research, Ine. Lexington, Massachusetts; Douglas K. Lilly, University
Of Oklahoma, Norman; Robert J. Serafin, National Center For Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colorado; PaulD. Try, Science & TechnologyCorporation,SilverSpring, Maryland;Johannes Verlinde,
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Julie Demuth (Research Associate), Board on
AtmosphericSciences and Climate.

‘Copyright 2003 The National Academies
Permission granted toreproduce this report bcs entirety ith noadditionsor alterations,
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From: Bourque Denis [NCR]
Sent: May 4, 2006 12.04 PM
To: Isaac George (Ontario)
cc Cober, Stewart (EC); Paterson Bab Ontario};Bourque,Denis NCR]
Subject: Wx Modification and Senate Question

Importance: High

George (etal)
1 would ike a quick opinion (tis aftemoon would be dea) on the attached Response (starting page 2) which | drafted
using George's responses to some earlier e-mails, some research of my own, and contacts wit the Cdn Embassy in
Washington.

‘Context: Our Senators (statesmen not hockey) got around to discussing Weather Modification lat Thursday. (full
transcript attached, rom which itis easier to understand the questions).

—

As you can probably tell, they have mixed Weather Modification and Climate Modification. During tis discussion, Sen
Lebreton promised a more fulsome response, as is allowedby the system. This comes in the form of a “Delayed
Response’, which i usually in the form of a statement (~500 words) which would be read or atleast distributed "formally"
in he Senate. We have unil tomorrow, Friday May 5 {0 produce this biingually. | wonder if ou could ensure that | have.
not introduced any errors in substance into my aft proposal already longer than 500 words).
My intention i to send tis for translation overnight - bu if your comments arive inthe moring, 1 il adapt both the
Engh and the Frenchversionsas necvessay.
Hoping you can help.
Denis

Denis A. Bourque
Business Policy Politique de lentreprise
Meteorological Service of Canada/ Service météorologique du Canada
Environment Canada Environnement Canada
4th Floor, dime étage.
Les Terrasses de la Chaudiére Les Termasses de la Chaudiére
10 Wellington Street 10, rue Wellington
Gatineau, Quebec KIAOH3 Gatineau (Québec) KIA OH3

:
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Tel: 819-997-8177 Fax: 819-994-8854
Cell:
e-malicourrel: denis bourque@ec.ge.ca
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QUESTION PERIOD IN THE SENATE

DELAYED ANSWER

SUBJECT:

Weather modification
Date asked: Senate Debates Page No. 117-118
April 27, 2006
By Senators:
Hon. Madeleine Plamondon, and Hon. Daniel Hays

ORAL QUESTION
Hon. Madeleine Plamondon: Honourable senators, my question is for the Leader of the
Government in the Senate. Climate change has been making headlines daily and has
resulted in natural disasters and drought. Oneof the proposed experimental solutions
deserves our attention in particular, | am talking about weather modification, which
creates clouds and generates rain for regions affected by drought or for places like
Alberta that have to deal with devastating hal.

My question is the following: Has Canada assessed the impact on the Canadian economy
of weather modification, which is currently being practiced in a number of the U.S.
states?

Hon. Madeleine Plamondon: Honourable senators, last December, the reputable U.S.
OfficeofScience and Technology Policy listed a hostof political and legal issues in a
letter toa U.S. senator. The office also warned of international and foreign policy
implications, stating that small-and large-scale weather modifications could benefit the
U.S. to the detrimentof other countries, namely, Canada.

Have there been talks between Canada and the United States about the consequences of
weather modifications even with peaceful purposes? In fact, who owns the weather?
Does one country own the weather? Could one country or one province, using weather
modification, be the subjectoflitigation for authorizing weather modification to the
detriment of another area? Does Canada have a policy?

Hon. Daniel Hays (Leader of the Opposition): I have a supplementary question. The
‘governments position is that it does not accept the conclusionofmany scientists that
‘greenhouse gases are causing global warming or the greenhouse gas effect. In other
words, the position of the government of the day is identical to that of the current
Governmentofthe United States.

Do correctly understand the minister's response to Senator Plamondon's question?

Senator Hays: Honourable senators, | would ask the minister to bring back to this place
amore precise statement on this subject. | am stilla litle bit uncertain as to whether there:
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is a change in the position of the new government, led by Prime Minister Harper, as
compared to the position of the previous government.

should like to know whether there is a change in the government's position. | would
appreciate an official clarification. It seems to be hinted in the goverment leader's
response that there are scientists who disagree with the ideaof greenhouse gases causing
the global warming phenomenon.

Senator Plamondon: I believe there was an agreement around 1978 or 1980 not to use
weather modifications for war purposes because it is a very powerful weapon. It can be
used to hinder communications. I can be used for many things. The bill being discussed
in the United States is important. as it has implications. economic and otherwise, for
Canada

During my research on fresh water, as senators can see in the letter,I learned that weather
modifications can affect the availability of water resources.

Before itis too late, 1 thought it would be wise to have talks with the U.S. goverment to
determine the possible impactof what they are doing. A few states are using weather
‘modification right now: Idaho, Utah, Nevada, California and Colorado. I believe that
there could be implications for Canada.

RESPONSE

“Weather modification” is the subjectof Senator Plamondon'’s several questions,
whereas Senator Hays’ question pertains to Climate Change. | will get to
Senator Hays’ question in a few minutes.

Climate Change and Weather Modification are two very distinct topics. “Weather
Modification refers to the active attempt to modify, within a few hours at most,
existing weather by directly intervening with the current weather in order to, for
example, reduce fog or increase precipitation. This is not science fiction. The
UN World Meteorological Organization has had a program on Weather
Modification Research since 1975 promoting the establishment of sound
scientific foundations for weather modification and facilitating the exchange of
information for both research and operational activities. It maintains this strong
interest because of the possibilty of beneficially modifying weather and thus
contributing to the mitigation of the adverse effects of drought, hail, fog and
severe weather.

Within the scientific community, discussion continues regarding the degree of
successofweather modification. For example, the confidence level is very high
when dealing with certain types of fog and moderate for increasing snowfall and
precipitation from clouds. The confidence level is not high for suppressing hail.
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Nonetheless, there are many nations currently conducting weather modification
projects, particularly in arid and semi-arid regions all over the world, where the
lack of sufficient water resources limits their ability to meet food, fibre, and
energy demands. Obviously, there would be significant benefits for these
regions resulting from the successful development of this type of technology.

There are also projects underway in Canada and the USA. In Canada, the.
Insurance industry invests funds annually in weather modification activities
targeted at reducing hail damage in the prairies. Weather modification is
conducted in several States in the USA, we believe, associated with severe
‘weather suppression and water management issues. Although the federal
government was extensively involved in this type of research in the 1970s, there:
is currently no federal funding in weather modification. We are informed that the
situation is the same in the US federal system

In addition, neither Canada nor the USA have a federal policy on Weather
Modification. In Canada, there exists a federal Weather Modification Information
Act (administered by the Minister of Environment) that requires any operator to
"notify" the federal government of any action intended to modify the weather by
chemicals. There is no license involved and no authority to stop the activity.

In the USA, there are currently Bills before the legislature which would "develop
and implement a comprehensive and coordinated national weather modification
research policy”. These Bills are working their way through their system

Within this context, you will understand that t is currently difficult, if not
impossible, to credibly ascribe any specific economic or other values to weather
modification activities. Itis also clear that moral, ethical and legal considerations
can be, and have been, be raised by various interests. This is already clearly
acknowledged by practitioners including the WMO, mentioned earlier, the
American Meteorological Society and the Canadian Meteorological Society, to
name but a few. These organizations all promote the careful, scientifically
sound pursuit of this research in order to ensure that all benefits and impacts are
properly assessed.

Although the Canadian and American scientific communities have been
exchanging scientific information for many years, there have been no recent
formal Canada-USA discussions regarding this technology. As mentioned by
Senator Plamodon, there was significant international policy activity through the
late 1970s which resulted in the UN “Convention on the Prohibition of Miltary or
Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques", which entered
into force on October 5, 1978 and which Canada ratified on June 11, 1981
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Senator Hays’ questions, on the other hand, refer to a different subject matter
altogether, that of having permanently altered the climate via long-term human-
based drivers such as greenhouse gases, a process which is termed these days
as Climate Change. You will not find any disagreement in the scientific
community that an increase in greenhouse gases will result in warming of the
planet. The debate, if one can call t that, pertains only to the identification of the
sources of GHGs, in particular whether they are man-made or natural, and the
solutions which would work. Notwithstanding these discussions, the overall
consensus amongst the global scientific community remains as provided in 2001
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, namely that ‘There is new
and stronger evidence that mostofthe warming observed over the last 50 years
is attributable to human activities.” This Government does not disagree with this
position. This Government disagrees with the direction which the previous.
government had adopted to resolve this serious situation.
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‘QUESTION PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS - SENATE
‘April 27, 2008

- Official Version -

The Environment
Climate Change—Effect on the Economy
Hon, Madeleine Plamondon: Honourable senators, my question is for the Leader ofthe
‘Government inthe Sate. Climate change has been making headlines daily and has esuled in
natural disasters and drought. One ofthe proposed experimental solutions deserves our atention
in particular 1am talking about weather modification, which reaes clouds and generates rain
or regions affected by drought or for places like Alberta that have0 dal with devasating hil,
My question i the following: Has Canada assessed the impact on the Canadian conomy of
‘weather modification, which s curren being practiced in numberof he US. states?
Hon. Marjory LeBreton (Leader ofthe Government): Honourable snators, the Government
ofCanada is aware that the U.S, Congress is curently considering legislation on weather
modification. Despite the alleged possibile that were contained in some ofthe articles ha the
Honourable senator gave me.weather modification is stil consideredexperimental at best ind
continuesto bedebated in he scientific community. Given tht weather modification remains
unproven scientifically, it is difficult o determine the economic impactofsuch an activity
locally, let alone intematonaly
Climate Change—Negotiations with United States
Hon, Madeleine Plamondon: Honourable senators, lst December, the reputable U.S. Office of
Science and Technology Policy listedhostofpial and legal ssus in eter 0.2 US.
senator, The offic also wamed of international an forcizn policy implications, statin that
‘small-and large-scale weather modifications could benefit the Us. to the detiment ofathe
Countries, namely, Canada.
Havethere been aks between Canada and the United States about the consequencesof weather
modifications even wih peacefl purposes? I ct who owns the esther? Docs on country
own the weather? Could one countryoone province, using weather meification, be the subject
of ligation fo authorizing weather modification (0 th detrimentofanother area? Does Canada
havea policy?
Hon, Marjory Lebreton (Leaderofthe Government): Thre is in Canadafederal Weather
Modification Information Act administeredbythe Minsterof the Environment. The Miniter of
the Environmenthasexpressed concernsto the U.S. environmental people about chemicals in the
environment, for instance. Thee iso licence involved nd io authoriy to stop tis activity at
the moment.
With respect othe question about who owns the weather, we have been through this before with
the acid an rary. and we successfully negotiated a treaty with the United States.
“This ssue is complex. As | mentioned calc, scientistsar sll not in total agreementabout the
impacts on weather. | have read the letter sent 10 me by the honourable senator. Given tha some
people inthe United Sats believe they havemore jurisdiction over i tha perhaps we do, | can
ay with certain that our Miser of th Environment i makingaverystrongcasefor Canada
inthis rea,
Hon. Daniel Hays (Leaderof the Opposition): have a supplementary question. The
covermments position i tha it docs not accep the conclusionofmany scientists that greenhouse
sass are causing global warmingo the greenhouse gas eect. In oer words, the positon of
the government ofthe day is idemical to that ofthe current Goverment ofthe United States.
Do comely understand the minister's response to SenatorPlamndoris question?
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‘Senator LeBreton: | did not say that at all am saying that cienistsaent in agreement. The
‘Governmentof Canada is aware that the U.S. Congress is considering legislation on weather
modification, but there i stil some debate in thscenifc community. | am not saying that we
agree with chr side ofthat debate. | personally believe that greenhouse gases have an impact.
Our Ministerofthe Environment is ming with US. officals. The Mulroney governments
record on susof the environment stands all | do not want0leave the impression tht his
zovermment will not continueo igh for ur own environmental concerns,
‘Senator Hays: Honourable senators, 1 would ssk the ministerto bring back o his placea more
precise statementon his sublect. am stl ilebit uncertaina to whether thee sachange in
the positionofthenew government,ldby Prime Minister Harper,as compared to the postion
ofthe previous government
should Tike to know whether threis achange in the governments pation. | would appreciate
anofficial lrificaton. I seems tobe hinted in the government leaders response tht thre are
Scientists who disagree with the ide ofgreenhousegasescausing the global warming
phenomenon.
‘Senator LeBreton: | shall bing back clarification. However, ii clear fom events last week
‘and from mctings the Ministerofthe Environment ha had with United States officials tht we
believe this to be serous sue.
“The previous goverment has a record that i not 0 be boasted sbout o to be proud of, and ill
ring back clarification from the Ministe ofthe Environment on our atest negotiationson this
front.
‘Senator Plamondons believe thre was an agreement around 1975 or 1950 nt to use weather
modificationsfor war purposes because it sa very powerful weapon. I can be used o hinder
‘communications. I can be used for many things. The bil being discussed in the United States is
important, as it has implications, economic and otherwise, or Canada.
During my researchonfresh water,assenators ca see in the eter,  leamed thatweather
modifications can affect the availabilityof wate resources.
Before itis oo late, thought it wouldbewise to havetalkswith the US. government to
determine the possible impactofwha they are doing. A fe tates are usin weather
modification right now: Idaho, Uah, Nevada, California and Colorado. | believe that therecould
be implications for Canada.
‘Senator LeBreton: will take tht question a notice. | ould no agree more. Weather
modification could have serious implicationsfor Canada. 1 willak thatthe appropriate people

Tetus know, from ther Knowledge. the state ofthe legislation in the United Sates.

L'ENVIRONNEMENT
LES CHANGEMENTS CLIMATIQUES—LES EFFETS SUR L'ECONOMIE
honorable Madeleine Plamondon Honorable sénteurs, ma question adresse au leader du
gouvernement au Séna, Les changements cimtiques font Ia manchete quotdicanement t nous
‘amnent vivre des catastrophes et des séheresses. Une des solutions proposées et
expérimentécs mérite ne artntion ariculire:st I modification du temps, qui cre des
ages et qui génére de Ia pluie pou es régions touches par 1 sécheresse ou bien pour des
endroits comme FAlberta, qui doivent affonte une gree pafois devastate.
Ma question est 1 suivante: Le Canada 41 évalué impact su économie canadienne de fa
modification di temps qi pratique acucllement dans plusieurs Eats au Eats-Unis?
Lihonorable Marjory LeBreton (leader du gouvernement): Honorables sénteurs le
gouvernement du Canada ait que le Congrés amériain tude acuellement un projetdelo sur
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Ta micaon dps. En dé des possi pésumées danscera des arcs que
madamele sacar na donnés, a modification di mps ctenor,aiu,u sade
xpérimentalt es milf seenifiques ested divs. Ean dom quelle spas encore it
Se pres, ict ile dedteminecsrepercussionsonochal locale,
Cacoplus’ échelle imation.
LES CHANGEMENTS CLIMATIQUES—LES NEGOCIATIONS AVEC LES
ETATS-UNIS
honorable Madeleine Pamondon  Honorables sénteurs, en décembre dennis, Forganise
de renom des ExatsUnis apelé OfficofScienceand Technlogy Polyades un hse des
problimes poliques t uriques dans une Ireun snatur amin. 11 acote ver
Ul pore oiede répereussions iniationai et diplomats, stirs que es
modifications du temps que sotarandeou petit échelle pouraint profesa Etats
Unis,a0dériment davies pays. & savor le Canad.
atl des pourpares entre le Canad tes Etats-Unis ausuetdesconséguences des

modifications du emp, mime si clei vist ds os pciiues? En ut, qui ppc
Kemps? ESCce un pays. ui cetpropriate? Unpaysou un provinceau pratique a
imodifiction di temps expose. 41 un procs pour voir caus un prude& neure gion?
Le Canada il une pole ce sujet?
Lhonorable Marjory Lebreton (ader du sowsrnemen 1 existe au Canada ne lof
edérle sures renseignements en malire de modification du temps, dont pplication eve du
ministre de Environnement. Cedence exprimedes préoceupatonsau responsables
américin de environnement quantfa présence de produits chimiques das Fnvironnemen,
par exemple. La microndpsetpasstun égie dautorsaton11 3
Feu actuelle aucun organise ui ¢pouvoir de Ferdi
Quant1 question desavoir quiet propriado tmps, le cst djposé ors dui sur

Tes plus 36s, que nous avs Eu 4 négocer avee Ie ati.
Cte question et complexe. Comme 3 it plus 1s seniiues ne wentndentps
encore compliment sur le incidences ute climat. Jai fa tre que Fhonorable séntcr aCovore, Comme certains personnes aux Etats-Unis considéent qu cette question lve peut
re dovanage de 1a compétence des tts Uns que du Canada. peu affimer avee ceritude
ue notre ministre de Environnement fendvigoureusement a position du Canada 4c Sj.
Lhonorable Daniel Hays (ade de Foppositon): J ue question complémenaie. La
position du gouermement st qui acceppas aconclusion de nombre Scentifiues selon
Tull es ga fe de sresonTorindu rchautemntdeb lanée. En dues
mes, sa positon cst dengue cele du gouvemement ctl des Fat-Uns.
Este bien cof réponsedemadame le ministre a question di sénteurPlamondon?
Le smateur Lebreton : Ce est pas di tout ce que ai iJ dis que es sienifiques ne
Senendentpas.LegouvernementduCanadas qu e Conrés american cnvisas Fadoption
ne mesuresur famodification des condiions métorologiques. mas dats pursuit dansIe mile sceniigue. J ne is pas que nous priiégons un camp ou au, Pesomnelment,je
cris que es gaz ft de see ont un impact
Notre ministre de PEnviromementa des éunions vee des repeésetants méricain. En tire
enviroment. bilan du gouvemement Nlroneysc déend és bien ct ne voudris pas
done Timpression que Tatil gouverement ne conniepes ivalornos.
réoccupatons nvironnementles
Lesénateur Hays Honorable sénatcurs,fimeras quefa iisrapportaSénat une:

declaration plus précissurce suet. Desdoutes sbsisient encore dans mon esprit quant sae
iy acu un changement de postiondc aprt du nouveau soovcmenen, ii par ¢ peice
init Harper. par apport position duprécédent gouvernement.
Famers savor un changesa opr dans a posion dugone aimerss
vir ds carisements officiel. La réponse dileaderdugouncrmementdom penserqu:
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des scientifiques necroientpas que le réchaufTement de Ia plate est le résultatdes az effet
deere.
Lesénateur LeBreton : Fobtiendri ls éclirissements nécessirs. Je ens toutefis sour
que les événements de a semaine demiée ainsi que es réunions que a ministre de
FEnvironnement a cues avec desreprésentantsamericans indiquent clairement que nous prenons
Ta question au src.
Le précédent gouvernement avait pas de quoi se vante i ue fer de son bilan en matiére
denviromnement Je menquerra auprés de la ministre de [Environnement de tat des
négociatons surce fron te foumirai des écaicisements au sénaeur
Le sénateur Plamondon Je cris quily a cu un accord en 1975 ou 1980 pour inerdiee
dusts la modification du climat comme arm dans un con. C'est unc ame es pisantc
parce quelle peut serve&brouile les communicationset bien dues choses. Le projet delo
Tete aux Lts-Unis est rs important, psu aura des épercussions économiques ct

autes sur le Canada,
Pendant ma recherche su eaudouce, ai appr, comme fs séateurs peuvent le voir dans la
Tete, que a modification du climat pet se répercuer sur es ressources en eau.
Avant qui ne sit rop ard, pensé quil serait sage davoir desdiscussionsavec le
gouvernement des Eats-Unis afin de détrminer les conséquences posiblesdeleurs geses
‘Quelgues Etats modifient da le climat, notamment Mdaho, Utah, le Nevada, la Californie tle
‘Colorado. J ois ue cea peut air des répercussions au Canad.
Lesénateur Lefreton : J prendsnotede a question. Jesus ntirement daccord avec vous.
La modification du climata de graves réprcussions pou le Canad. Je demanderai ux
personnes informs de nous fire Savor of en st Fétude du projet defo aus Etats-Unis,
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From: IsaacGeorge [Ontario]
Sent: December 7,2004 421 PM
To: Cober, Stewart (EQ)
Subject: MSC and Weather Modification

Stewart,

Here is the document we discussed. You might want to add some more references, but the material here should
give you some ideas.

George
PS. Thave added someofourpapers on weather modification below. The 1982 paper summarizing the results
from Thunder Bay and Yellowknife is the best paper to reference for our recent weather modification stuff. We
did do work in HIPLEX and CCOPE outofMiles City Montana (1979-81 approximately), but although this
‘work was in preparation for weather modification, it was never started.

Isaac. G.A., 1986: Summer cumulus cloud lifetime - Importance to static mode seeding. Precipitation
Enhancement--A Scientific Challenge. AMS Monograph, 21. No. 43, 25-28.

Schemenaver, R.S., and G.A. Isaac, 1984: The importance of cloud top lifetime in the descriptionofnatural
cloud characteristics. Journal of Climate and Applied Meteorology. 23, 267-279

Isaac, GA. JW. Strapp. R.S. Schemenauer and J. MacPherson, 1982: Summer cumulus cloud seeding
experiments near Yellowknife and Thunder Bay. Canada. Journal of Applied Meteorology, 21, 1266-1285

Isaac, G.A., and R.S. Schemenauer, 1979: Comments on "Some factors governing ice particle multiplication’.
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, 36, 2271-2272

Strap. J.W.. H.G. Leighton, and G.A. Isaac, 1979: A comparison of model calculations with observations
following silver iodide seeding. Atmosphere-Ocean, 17, 234-252.

Isaac. GA. and RS. Schemenauer, 1979: Large particles in supercooled regions of northern Canadian
cumulus clouds. JournalofApplied Meteorology. 18, 1036-1065.

Isaac. GA, RS. Schemenauer, CL. Crozier, AJ. Chisholm, JI. MacPherson, NR. Bobbitt, and LB.
MacHattie, 1977: Preliminary tests of a cumuluscloud seeding technique. Journalof Applied Meteorology. 16
949-958.

GeorgeA.Isaac
Senior Scientist

:
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Cloud Physics and Severe Weather Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3H 5T4, CANADA
Tel: 416-739-4605
Fax: 416-739-4211
E-Mail: george isaac@ec.qc.ca
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From: Isaac, George (Ontario)
Sent: October 16, 2003 408 PM
To: Cober, Stewart EC); AbrahamJim [Dartmouth}; Beland,Michel [0G ACSDJ; Power Jack

{Ontario}
Subject: US. National Academy of Sciences Report on Weather Modification

ToAl,
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences jus released (13 October) a report on Weather Modification (see
hip /vi nas el). | have attached the summaryof that report fo your information. It basically states that the:
“initiationoflarge-scale operational weather moification programs is premature, but a great opportunity exiss fo
coordinate research efforts to address the fundamental questions that wil lead to credible scientific results. Focused
investigation of atmospheric processes. coupled with an exploration of the technological applications. wil certainly
advance understanding and bring many unexpected benefits and result. In ime, this research will place us ina positon
to determine whether, how, and to what extent weather and weather systems can be modified.”
Regards... George

George A. Isaac
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3H 5T4
Telephone: 416-739-4605
Fax: 416-739-4211
E-Mail: george isaac@ec.ge.ca

:
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Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

REPORT IN BRIEF

CriTicAL ISSUES IN WEATHER

MODIFICATION RESEARCH

‘The impact of human activity on weather and climate
E hasbeen of increasing national and international concern over

the past few decades. In stark contrast, there has been little
parallel research directed at understanding the ability of
humans to intentionally modify the weather. Yet the
fundamental physical principles underlying both inadvertent
and advertent weather modification are, in many respects,
the same.

In this same timeframe, remarkable progress has been made in our ability to
observe atmospheric processes, record this information, and incorporate it into
sophisticated mathematical models (sce Box 1, p. 2). However, this power has not
been collectively applied to the questions that can help us understand how or
whether atmospheric systems can be intentionally changed.

We know that we can disperse cold fog, induce changes in clouds, and possibly
increase snowpack. What we cannot do, with the exception of dispersing cold fog,
is provide unequivocal scientific evidence of these changes and demonstrate that
the effects are entirely reproducible. Despite this lack of proof, many weather
modification programs are operating, spurred by water shortages and increasing
weather-related damage and loss of life. People in drought- and hail-prone arcas
willingly spend significant resources on weather modification programs (sce Figure
1), and in 2001 there were at least 66 operational programs being conducted in 10
states across the United States.
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Box 1. Advances in Observational Technologies
In the past, the only way to measure the moisture content and other

characteristics of a cloud was to strap instrumentation onto a plane and fly it into
the cloud. Measurements were therefore limited to the path of the plane. The newestSevere Sh So,SELSESmA 3 pet wats oo Br ofvere storm warming, deichon of avcaf ng conditions, an cima Change
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Critical Uncertainties Limiting Advancement
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Progress in obtaining answers to such questions depends on sustained and directed
research in laboratories, on research centers dedicated to modeling, and on carefully
designed and verifiable field experiments equipped with the most advanced observing
tools. Identifying and addressing these critical uncertainties will focus future research
where it will produce the most useful results.
Call for a Coordinated National Program

A coordinated national program of weather modification rescarch designed to reduced
key uncertainties is needed. This program should be the heart of a sustained research
effort that uses a balanced approach of modeling, laboratory studies, and field
measurements. Instead of focusing on near-term operational applications of weather
modification, the program should address fundamental research questions that might
include:
«What is the background aerosol concentration in various places, at different times

of the year, and during different meteorological conditions? To what extent would
weather modification operations be dependent on these background
concentrations?

Box 2. Summary of Key Uncertainties
Clu Fesetpitatinn Mi ea
Highest priority: Understand the background concentration, sizes, and chemical
composition of aerosols that participate in cloud processes.
Other gaps: How nucleation processes relate to characteristics of aerosol particles;
ice nucleation; Evolution of the droplet spectra in clouds; Relative importance of
drizzle in precipitation processes.
CloudDynamicsIssues
Highest Priority: Understand cloud-to-cloud and mesoscale interactions as they
relate to updraft and downdraft structures and cloud evolution and lifetimes.
Other gaps: Cloud and sub-cloud dynamical interactions as they relate to
precipitation amounts and the size spectrum of hydrometeors; Microphysical,
thermodynamical, and dynamical interactions within clouds.

CloudModeling Issues
Highest priority: Combination of the best cloud models with advanced
observing systems in carefully designed field tests and experiments.
Other gaps: Application of new cloud-resolving models to weather modification,
including short-term predictive models; Predictive models for severe weather
events; Cloud models capabilitytotrack dispersion ofseeding material both within
and outside of seeded areas.

Seeding-RelatedIssues
High priority: Targeting of seeding agents, diffusion and transport of seeding
‘material, and spread of seeding effects throughout the cloud volume.
High priority: Measurement capabilities and limitations of cell-tracking
software, radar, and technologies to observe seeding effects.
Other gaps: Using observations from new instruments of high concentrations of
ice crystals; Interactions between different hydrometeors in clouds and how to
best model them; Modeling and prediction of treated and untreated conditions
for simulation; Mechanisms of transferring the storm-scale effect into an area-
wide precipitation effect and tracking possible downwind changes at the single
cell, cloud cluster, and floating target scales,
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«What is the variability of cloud and cell properties (including structure, intensity,
evolution, and lifetime) within larger clusters, and how do clouds and cells interact
with larger-scale systems? What are the effects of localized seeding on the larger
systems in which the seeded clouds are embedded?

+ How accurate are radar reflectivity measurements in measuring the differences
between accumulated rainfall in seeded and unseeded clouds? How does seeding
affect the drop-size distribution that determines the relationship between the
‘measured radar parameter and actual rainfall at the surface?

To take advantage of recent related research and advances in observational,
computational, and statistical technologies, the program should attempt to:

+ Capitalize on new remote and in situ observational tools to carry out exploratory
and confirmatory experiments in a variety of cloud and storm systems

+ Improve cloud model treatment of cloud and precipitation physics.
+ Improve and use current computational and data assimilation capabilities.
+ Capitalize on existing field facilities and develop partnerships among research

groups and select operational programs.

‘Thus, the initiation of large-scale operational weather modification programs is
premature, but a great opportunity exists to coordinate research efforts to address the
fundamental questions that willleadtocredible scientific results Itis notenoughtoexpand
present efforts that primarily analyze data from largely uncontrolled experiments. Instead,
focused investigation of atmospheric processes, coupled with an exploration of the
technological applications, will certainly advance understanding and bring many
unexpected benefits and results. In time, this research will place us in a position to
determine whether, how, and to what extent weather and weather systems can be
modified.

Critical Issuesin Weather Modification Research is theNational Academieslatest assessmentof weather
modification research. The report reviews the current stateofthesciencewithparticularattention to
recent advances, identifies the key scientific uncertainties limiting advances in the science, outlines
future directions in weather modification research, and suggests actions to identify the impact of local
weather modification onlarge-scaleweather and climate patterns

“This report brief was prepared by the National Research Council based on the committee's report.
For more information,contact the National Rescarch Council's Board on AtmosphericSciences and
Climateat202-334-3512. Critical Issues inWeatherModificationResearch is availablefromtheNational
Academies Press, 500 Fifth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001; 800-624-6242 or 202-334-3313 (in
the Washington area); wwwnap.edu.
Committee on the Status and Future Directions in U.S. Weather Modification Research and
Operations: Michael Garstang (Chair), UniversityOfVirginia, Charlottesville; RoscoeR.Braham,
Jr.North CarolinaState University, Raleigh; Roelof T. Bruinties, National Center For Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, Colorado; Steven F. Clifford, University Of Colorado, Boulder; Ross N. Hoffman,
Atmospheric & Environmental Research, Ine. Lexington, Massachusetts; Douglas K. Lilly, University
Of Oklahoma, Norman; Robert J. Serafin, National Center For Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colorado; PaulD. Try, Science & TechnologyCorporation,SilverSpring, Maryland;Johannes Verlinde,
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Julie Demuth (Research Associate), Board on
AtmosphericSciences and Climate.

‘Copyright 2003 The National Academies
Permission granted toreproduce this report bcs entirety ith noadditionsor alterations,
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Jatar, Muriel (EC)

From: Cober, Stewart (EC)
Sent: July 23, 2002 243 PM
To:
ce Mackey, Heather (EC)
Subject: Weather Modification

Hello
Attached is the WMO statement on weather modification.

With respect to the subject of hail cannons, you might want to vist the following web sites:

ttlw hailshield.com and hitp:/Awwaw hailstop.com
“The folowing article was published in the Bulletinof the American Meteorological Society a few years ago. It shows how
the subject of hail cannons has been around for some time:

‘The Canadian weather modification act can be found at the following web sites:
tp: ois justice. ge. calenW-5/index. hm
tt /aws justice. ge.calen/W-S/C.R.C.-c. 1604/index himl
“The information listed below i from our web site. Unfortunately, you cannot accessour web site at present because itis
under development

‘Weather Modification Information ActAnd Regulations.
Administrative Guidelines

1. LEGISLATION BACKGROUND AND AUTHORITY
The WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT, being Chapter 59 of

the Statutes of Canada 1970-71-72, was passed by pariament and given
Royal Assent 15 December 1971. Under provisions of the Act, the Act was.
proclaimed to come into force and have effect upon, rom and after the 21 June.
1974 and duly made public in The Canada Gazette, Part | 22 June 1974 (p.
2405.6)‘A copy of the Act is provided as Annex A

Under Section 6 of the WEATHER MODIFICATION INFORMATION ACT,
the Governor in Council is authorized to make Regulations that may be
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presented under the Act. These Regulations were prescribed and enacted to
become effective on 23 July 1974 and were made public in the Canada
Gazette, Part, 14 August 1974 (p. 2217-23).
“Acopy of the Regulations is provided as Annex 8.

“The Act and Regulations apply to any person or corporation who proposes.
to engage in weather modification activities as defined under the Act, and
‘every person orcorporationwho carries out any weather modification activites.
in Canada, including all the Provinces of Canada, al the Territories, the Arctic
Islands, the Territorial Sea of Canada and all internal waters of Canada.

2. PURPOSE OF THE ACT

“The Act and Regulations are aimed at: collecting information on all weather
modification activities in Canada; keeping the Government and the Public:
informed on those activities; measuring the extent and developmentof the
activities; and assisting in establishing the scientific basis for weather
modification.

“The Act does not control or prohibit weather modification activites beyond
stating tha the requirements of the Act and Regulations are that persons.
proposing to engage in or to carry out weather modification actvlies must
provide adequate advance notice of thei intentions, maintain certain records
‘and report on their activities, al in accordance with the prescribed form, Notice
of Intent to Engage in Weather Modification Activites, form AEQ063-2370, of in
that manner and content.

A copy of the reporting form AE0063-2370 is provided as Annex €'

3. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ACT

Under the terms of the Act (Section 2.(a)) and the Regulations (Section 3)
the Assistant Deputy Minister, Atmospheric Environment Service, Department
of the Environment is designated Administrator for the purposes of the Act and
Regulations. A Weather Modification Information Officer carries out the
‘administrative provisions of the Act and Regulations on behalf of the Assistant
Deputy Minister.

Information provided in compliance with the Act and Regulations including
proposals or Notices of Intent to Engage in Weather Modification Activities
must be sent to the Administrator by registered leter. Reports and
correspondence of a general or specific nature relating to the Act, Regulations.
‘and Activities, may be sent by normal mail. The following address should be
used in all communications:

‘Assistant Deputy Minister
Atmospheric Environment Service
4905 Dufferin Street
Downsview, Ontario
M3H Ta
Attention: Weather Modification Information Officer

4. PROCEDURES FOR MODIFIERS

Under the Act, the Administrator is delegated the responsibilty of
collecting and retaining information prescribed by the Act, of specifying certain
‘observations and information that will be reported: of inspecting records
conceming actives; of supplying information to the public, and of conducting
other implicit associated administrative matters. The information content and
the manner of supplying information in compliance with the Act and
Regulations should conform to the Act and Regulations.

To assist in administering the Act, for the sake of uniformity in reporting
and to reduce the task of information provision for the weather modifiers as
provided under Section 3 ofthe Act, a set of reporting forms (AEQ063-2370)
are available that should be used by persons complying with this section of
the Act. These forms are available by contacting the Weather Modification
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Information Officer, or any regional Atmospheric Environment Service office.

5. PURPOSE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES

As indicated in the Procedures in Section 4 of ths document the.
Administrator is responsible for specific matters described in the Acts and
Regulations. For persons complying with the Act, notwithstanding the Act and
Regulations, the Administrative Guidelines are provided to explain
administrative procedures and interpretations. They also specify certain
information that must be provided under authorityofSection 4.(1) (b) (W) of the
Act These Guidelines wil be amended or revised ffom time to time by and
within the authority given to the Administrator, as experience with the.
‘administration of the Act develops and as the need arises.

“The information that shall be provided by the weather modifier to the.
Administrator in the Monthly Report of Weather Modification Activity
Operations, as referred to in Section 4.(1) (5) ) to (i) of the Act is specified
in Annex °C".

Certain administrative requirements authorized under the Act and
‘administrative interpretations and explanationsofthe Act and Regulations are
specified in Annex D.

EFFECTIVE DATE

‘These Administrative Guidelines are effective upon, from and after the 1st
January 1979.

Finally, should you have any further questions, you can contact me, or after 31 August, our senior scientist Dr. George.
Isaac at george.saac@ec go.ca

Stewart
SemCweChet
Claus Pryscs Research DivisionHatcorologca Seni of Canada
4505 Duffann Sweet‘ounsview, Ontario, Canada, MH 5T4
Prone. 416.735.4818Foc 4167304211
Ema. stovarcober@ecgeca
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Cousofhecannons ange rom 11010 H0crowns ($3010 3) Reasonable (fo then) sounding hypotheses based on
S700) observations had been aferd (1897-69),

By 1499: sizable hail cannon suppression efor had de-lass ste nacannon spprsion lotbeg) suppsety define echique 10 mods storm
about importing cannons. The another acuity mir 10 clouds was avaiable (185).
ha of weather modification in the modern ca began— 7) Users and scientists had met 10 exchange views and
scienic and use conferences. sharpen modification approaches (189).
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provinces of Germany, fay, Austria and al Hafan minis. ~~ $X2TPes between 1899 and 1900henumberof cannons inBeme the ovineof Venice increased fom 461 1630: Brescia
eearesa ies from 26010 1455:andin Tews rom 8710 1334. Auth nd
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terested the callin ofa second craton congress. I1 Thathecannonadinghasmade he prospect for took placeat Padus, Hal. atthecnd of November 190.4nd
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vant mandon, 1903) ar typical of the optimism in 1900. M.
iy Tamaro, Dictor ofthe Agricultural Cole in Lombardy.ne erevatins 1499aptmismofthe uses, who hod spent MAIMained that “recent (acs confirmed by thousands of
Iarg sims 10 proteetthirvinyards and who had used this S410, 61 0 establish perfect confidence in the pte
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2 I¢had been us as. bass fran Austrian project for years Similar dectrations have been ied 31 everyfouryears without major crop oseoadverse fects weather modification conference convened in the United
(1896-59). State. including th fst one in 1965

5 A mafactorerof the seding systems (camnonsy had TH 1900 Padua Congress adopted tis concluding iat
Fini nitsa ment: “This Congress, afc having head the reports and

successivediscusions upon th results abuned during the
9 Use had spread widely and rapidly (1858-59). Sear 1900 i aly and nother countries, considers the reat
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haiti csr sek opin thefts of aman: Tat 1. Compr of studesof wrmodisionding. ich we wil rely snow tos Tens 50
Th nxt relevant event ws th fourth Hl Congress, meee eeeeld Grats Ausrin. Jewa conferenceofogonemnent 02ers
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Jatar, Muriel (EC)

From: Isaac, George [Ontario]
Sent: July 16, 2002 837 AM
To: “Jock Mclntosh”
ce Power, Jack [Ontario]; Cober, Stewart (EC)
Subject: RE: Cloud Seeding

Jock Mcintosh,

1 did speak to both Janet Mctean and explained to Mr. it was unlikely that the hail suppression
projectwasdoing anything in terms of modifying hail or rainfall. At least nothing that could be measured scientifically.
The drought that he was concerned about was probably caused by other factors. Of course, strictly speaking, one
‘cannot be 100% sure, but my opinion would likely be the consensus of most scientists.

did express some sympathy to him regarding licensing of weather modification and the ability of companies to do
whatever they liked without controls. However, the Federal Government only collects information on weather
modification because of possible inter-provincial concerns and questions from our neighbour to the south. Licensing

remains the responsibiltyofthe provinces. | believe that Quebec i the only province that licenses weather
modification projects, and to my knowledge they have never issued one. So | did suggesttoMr. that he contact
the Alberta Government over this issue, as| also encouraged him to put his concerns in writing to the Federal
‘Government. | indicated to him that the impact ofa written letter would likely be greater than a telephone call.

Givenal the concerns each year thatare raised in Alberta regarding weather modification, it would seem reasonable:
that Alberta license such activites. That is my opinion and, of course, not necessarily the opinion of my Department.

Regards... George Isaac.

George A. Isaac
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3HST4
Tel: (416) 739-4605.
Fax: (416) 739-4211
E-Mail: george isaac@ec.gc.ca

Original Message-—
From: Jock McIntosh [mailto:Jock Mclntosh@gov.ab.ca
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2002 6:05 PM
To: 'george.isaac@ec ge.ca’
Subject: Cloud Seeding.

Or. Isaac,
1
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Youare likely aware that Alberta Environment has been receiving some concerns regarding the effects of cloud seeding
on the weather from Mr

Acalleague of mine, Janet McLean, apparently.
contacted you earlier in July and we had heard that you were going to speak to Mr. AsMr. is currently
pursuing his concerns further with our Assistant Deputy Minister, our ADM was interested in what came of your
telephone conversation with Mr.

‘and the information you were able to provide to him.

To our knowledge cloud seeding should not impacttheweather and s not responsible for furthering the current
drought we are experiencing in that area of the province. We are aware there are differing opinions on this and after
speaking with Jack Power,hefet that you were thebest authority on this matter. In addition, Mr.

1s this something that you
advise should be regulated ona provincial basis?

Jock Mcintosh
Alberta Environment
Science and Standards Branch
ath Fi. 9820 106 Street
Edmonton AB TSK 216.
7804270031
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From: Isaac, George (Ontario)
Sent: July 2.2002 10:38 AM
To: “janet mclean@gov.ab.ca’cc Cober, Stewart EC); Power, Jack (Ontario)Subject: Weather Modification in Alberta

Janet,

As | mentioned on the telephone, Canada has a Weather Modification Information Act which requires
people performing weather modification to report it to the federal government. It only collects
information, and does not license people or stop groups from performing weather modification. That
is left to the provinces. To my knowledge, the only weather modification project currently running in
Canada is the hail suppression project in Alberta.

‘The most recent statement of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) on the Status of
Weather Modification is attached. There are many Hail Suppression Projects being conducted
around the world. Virtually all of them have no scientifically credible evaluation. There were two
large research projects more than a decade ago (one in Europe and one in Colorado) designed to
provide scientific evidence (e.g. statistical significance) that hail suppression either worked or did not.
Both projects ended in failure. Several projects run by local insurance groups (e.g. France and North
Dakota among others) have claimed success, but you cannot evaluate a project using crop insurance
statistics. There are just too many non meteorolgical factors that go into determining crop loss to risk
ratios, or hail damage to risk ratios in the case of general property damage. Itis my understandingthat the Alberta group is not attempting to perform any scientific evaluationof their effectiveness.
Twill try and call Mr. . later today. | hope this information is of some assistance.

Regards... George

George A. Tsaac,
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3HST4.
Tel: (416) 739-4605
Fax: (416) 739-4211
E-Mail: george isaac@ec.ge.ca
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WMO STATEMENT ON THE STATUS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION

INTRODUCTION

For thousands of years people have sought to modify weather and climate so as to
augment water resources and mitigate severe weather. The moder technology of weather
modification was launchedby the discovery in the late 1840s that supercooled cloud droplets could
be converted to ice crystals by insertion of a cooling agent such as dry ice or an arfcial ice
nucleus such as siver iodide. Over 50 years of subsequent research have greatly enhanced our
knowledge about the microphysics, dynamics and precipitation processes of natural clouds (rain,
hail, snow) and the impacts of human interventionson those processes.

Currently, there are dozens of nations operating more than 100 weather modification
projects, particularly in arid and semi-arid regions all over the world, where the lack of sufficient
water resources limits their abilty to meet food, fibre, and energy demands. The purpose of this.
document is to present a review of the status of weather modification.

‘The energy involved in weather systems is so large that it is impossible to artificially create
rainstorms or to alter wind pattems to. bring water vapour into a region. The most realistic
approach to modifying weather is to take advantage of microphysical sensitivities wherein a
relatively small human-induced disturbance in the system can substantially alter the natural
evolution of atmospheric processes.

The abilty to influence cloud microstructures has been demonstrated in the laboratory,
simulated in numerical models, and verified through physical measurements in some natural
systems such as fogs, layer clouds and cumulus clouds. However, direct physical evidence that
precipitation, hail, lightning. or winds can be significantly modified by artificial means is limited.
The complexity and variabilty of clouds result in great difficulties in understanding and detecting
the effects of attempts to modify them artificially. As knowledge of cloud physics and statistics and
their application to weather modification has increased, new assessment criteria have evolved for
evaluating cloud-seeding experiments. The development of new equipment - such as aircraft
platforms with microphysical and ai-motion measuring systems, radar (including Doppler and
polarization capabilty), satelites, microwave radiometers, wind profes, automated raingauge
networks, mesoscale network stations - has introduced a new dimension. Equally important are
the advances in computer systems that permit large quaniiies of data to be processed. New data
sets, used in conjunction with increasingly sophisticated numerical cloud models, help in testing
various weather modification hypotheses. Chemical and chaff racer studies help to identify airflow
in and out of clouds and the source of ice or hygroscopic nucleation as the seeding agent. With
some of these new facilites, a better cimatology of clouds and precipitation can be prepared to
test seeding hypotheses priorto the commencementofweather modification projects.

If one were able to predict precisely the precipitation from a cloud system, it would be a
simplematterto detect the effect of artificial cloud seeding on that system. The expected effects of
seeding, however, are almost always within the range of natural variabilty (low signal-to-noise
ratio) and our abilty to predict the natural behaviour is stil limited.

Comparison of precipitation observed during seeded periods with that during historical
periods presents problems because of climatic and other changes from one period to another, and
therefore is not a reliable technique. This situation has been made even more dificult with the
mounting evidence that climate change may lead to changes in global precipitation amounts as
well as to spatial redistribution of precipitation.

In currently accepted evaluation practice, randomization methods (target/contrl, crossover
or single area) are considered most reliable for detecting cloud-seeding effects. Such randomized
tests require a number of cases readily calculated on the basis of the natural variabilty of the
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precipitation and the magnitude of the expected effect In the case of very low signal-to-noise
tatos, experiment durations in the range of five {0 over ten years may be required. Whenever a
statisical evaluation is required 0 establish thaa significant change resulted from a given seeding
activity, it must be accompanied by a physical evaluation to:

1. Confim that the statistically observed change s likely due fo the seeding; and
2. Determine the capabiles of the seeding method to produce desired effects under various

conditions.
The effect of natural precipitation variability on the required length of an experiment can be:

reduced through the employment of physical predicors, which are effective in direct proportion to
our understanding of the phenomenon. The search fo physical predicors, therefore, hads a high
priory in weather modification research. Physical predictors. may consist of meteorological
parameters (such as stability, wind directions, pressure gradients) or cloud quantities (such as
quid vate content, updraught speeds. concentrations of large crops, icecrystal concentration or
radar reflectivity).

Objective measurement techniques of precipitation quantities are fo be preferred for testing
weather modification methods. These include both direct ground measurements (e.g. ran gages.
and hail pads) and remote sensing techniques (e.g. radar, satelite). Secondary sources, such as
insurance data (as have in the past been employed to show changes in hail intensity) are, at least
by themselves, not held to be satisfactory in most situations.

Operational programmes should be conducted with recognition of the risks inherent in a
technology which is not otally developed. For example, t should no be ignored thal, under certain
conditions, seeding may cause more hailo reduce precipitation. However, properly designed and
conducted operational projects sek to detect and minimize such adverse effecs. Therefore
weather modification managers are encouraged to add scientifically accepled evaluation
methodologies to be undertaken by expert independent of the operators.

Brief summaries of the curent status of weather modification are given in the following
sections. These summaries were restricted to weather modification activities that appear to be
based on acceptable physical principles and which have been tested i th fied
FOG DISPERSAL

Different techniques are being used to disperse war (ie. al temperatures greater than
0°C) and cold fogs. The relative occurrence. of warm and cold fogs 1s geographical and
‘seasonally dependent.

The thermal technique, which employs intense heat sources (such as jet engines) to warm
the air directly and evaporate th fog has been shown to be efectiv for shot periods or dispersal
of some types of war fogs. These systems are expensive o install and fo use. Another techriaue
that has been used is 1o promote entrainment of dry ai into the fog by the Use of hovering
helicopters or ground based engines. These techniques are aso expensive for routine use.

To clear warm fogs, seeding with hygroscopic materials has also been attempled. An
increase in visibilly is sometimes observed In such experments, but the manner and location of
the seeding and the size distibutin of seeding materal ae criical and dificult to specify. In
practice he technique is seldom as effective as models suggest. Only hygroscopic agents should
be used that pose no environmental and health problems.

(Cold (supercooled) fog can be cissipated by growth and sedimentation of ie crystals. This
may be induced wilh high relbilty by seeding the fog vith artificial ice nucle fom ground-based
or airbome systems. Thi technique 1s n operational Use at several airports and highways where
there is a relatively high incidence of supercooled fog. Suitable techniques are dependent upon
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wind, temperature and other factors. Dry ice has commonly been used in airbome systems. Other
systems employ rapid expansion of compressed gas to cool the air enough to form ice crystals.
For example, at a few airports and highway locations, liquid nitrogen or carbon dioxide is being
used in ground-based systems. A new technique, which has been demonsrated in limited trials,
makes use of dry ice blasting to create ice crystals and promote rapid mixing within the fog.
Because the effects of this type of seeding are easily measured and results highly predictable,
randomized statistical verification generally has been considered unnecessary.

PRECIPITATION (RAIN AND SNOW) ENHANCEMENT

“This section deals with those precipitation enhancement techniques that have a scientific
basis and that have been the subject of research. Other non-scientific and unproven techniques
that are presented from time to time should be treated vith the required suspicion and caution.

Orographic mixed-phase cloud systems

In our present state of knowledge, it is considered that the glaciogenic seeding of clouds
formed by air flowing over mountains offers the best prospects for increasing precipitation in an
economically viable manner. These types of clouds attracted great interest in their modification
because of their potential in terms of water management, i.e. the possibilty of storing water in
reservoirs or in the snowpack at higher elevations. There is statistical evidence that, under certain
conditions, precipitation from supercooled orographic clouds can be increased with existing
techniques. ~ Statistical analyses of surface precipitation records from some long-term projects.
indicate that seasonal increases have been realized

Physical studies using new observational tools and supported by numerical modeling
indicate that supercooled liquid water exists in amounts sufficient to produce the observed
precipitation increases and could be tapped if proper seeding technologies were applied. The
processes culminating in increased precipitation have also been directly observed during seeding
experiments conducted over limited spatial and temporal domains. While such observations
further support the results of statistical analyses, they have to date been of imited scope. The
cause and effect relationships have not been fully documented, and thus the economic impact of
the increases cannot be assessed.

“This does not imply that the problem of precipitation enhancement in such situations is
solved. Much work remains to be done to strengthen the results and produce stronger statistical
and physical evidence that the increases occurred over the target area and over a prolonged
period of time, as well as (0 search for the existence of any extra-area effects. Existing methods
should be improved in the identification of seeding opportunities and the times and situations in
which itis not advisable to seed, thus optimizing the technique and quantifying the result.

Also, it should be recognized that the successful conduct ofan experiment or operation is a
difficult task that requires qualified scientists and operational personnel. IL difficult and expensive
to fl aircraft safely in supercooled regions of clouds. Lis also difficult to target the seeding agent
from ground generators or from broad-scale seeding by aircraft upwind of an orographic cloud
system.

Stratiform clouds

The seeding of cold stratiform clouds began the modem era of weather modification.
Shallow stratiform clouds can be under certain conditions made to precipitate, often resulting in
clearing skies in the region of seeding. Deep stratiform cloud systems (but still with cloud tops
warmer than -20°C) associated with cyclones and fronts produce significant amounts of
precipitation. A number of field experiments and numerical simulations have shown the presence
of supercooled water in some regions of these clouds and there is some evidence that precipitation
can be increased.
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Cumulitorm clouds
In many regions of the world, cumuliform clouds are the main precipitation producers.

These clouds (from smal far weather cumulus to giant thunderclouds) are characterized by strongvertical velocities with high condensation rates. They can hold the largest condensed water
contents of all coud types and can yield the highest precipitation rates. Seeding experiments
continue to suggest that precipitation from single-cell and mulicell convective clouds have
produced variable results. The response varibilty is not uly understood.

Precipitation enhancement techniques by glaciogenic seeding are wlized to affect ice
phase processes while hygroscopic seeding techniques are used to affect warm rain processes
Methods to assess these techniques vary from direct measurements wih surface precipiation
gauges to indirect radar derived precipitation estimates. Both methods have inherent advantages
and disadvantages.

During the last ten years there has been a thorough scrutiny of past experiments using
glaciogenic seeding. The responses to seeding seem to vary depending on changes in natural
cloud characteristics and in some experiments they appear {0 be inconsistent with the original
seeding hypothesis.

Experiments involving heavy glaciogenic seedingof warm-based convective clouds (bases
about +10°C or warmer) have produced mixed results. They were intended to stimulate updraughts
through added latent heat release, which, in tum, was. postulated to lead to an increase in
precipitation. Some experiments have suggested a positive effect on individual convective cells
but conclusive evidence that such seeding can increase rainfall fiom multi-cell convective storms
has yet o be established. Many steps in the postulated physical chain of events have not been
sufficiently documented with observations or simulated in numerical modeling experiments.

In recent years, the seeding of warm and cold convective clouds with hygroscopic
chemicals to augment rainfall by enhancing warm rain processes. (condensationcollsion-
coalescencebreak-up mechanisms) has received renewed attention through model simulations
and fied experiments. Two methods of enhancing the warm rain process have been investigated:
first, seeding with small particles (ariicial CCN wih mean sizes about 0.5 to 1.0 micromelers in
diameter) is used to accelerate precipitation ination by stimulating the condensation-coalescence
process by favourably modifying the inital droplet spectrum at cloud base, and second, seeding
with larger hygroscopic particles (artificial precipitation embryos about 30 micrometers in diameter)
to accelerate precipitation development by stimulating the colision-coalescence processes. A
recent experiment ulizing the latter technique indicated statistical evidence of radar estimated
precipitation increases. However, the increases were not as contemplated in the conceptual model
but seem to occur at ater times (1-4 hours afer seeding), the cause ofthis effect is not known.

Recent randomized seeding experiments with flares that produce small hygroscopic
particles in the updraught regions of continental, mixed-phase convective clouds have provided
statistical evidence of increases in radar-estimated rainfall. The experiments were conducted in
different parts of the world and the important aspect of the results was the replication of the
statistical results in a different geographical region. In addition, physical measurements were
obtained suggesting that the seeding produced a broader droplet spectrum near cloud base that
enhances the formationof large drops early in the lfetime of the cloud. These measurements were
Supported by numerical modeling studies.

Although the results are encouraging and intriguing, the reasons for the duration of the
observed effects obtained with the hygroscopic particle seeding are not understood and some
fundamental questions remain. Measurements of the key steps in the chain of physical events
associated with hygroscopic particle seeding are needed to confirm the seeding conceptual models
and the range of effectiveness of these techniques in increasing precipitation fiom warm and
mixed-phase convective clouds.
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Despite the statistical evidence of radar estimated precipitation changes in individual cloud
systems in both glaciogenic and hygroscopic techniques, there is no evidence that such seeding
can increase rainfall over significant areas economically. There are no evidence of any extra-area
effects.

HAIL SUPPRESSION

Hail causes substantial economic [oss to crops and property. Many hypotheses have been
proposed to suppress hail, and operational seeding activities have been undertaken in many
countries. Physical hypotheses include the concepts of beneficial competition (creating many
additional hail embryos that effectively compete for the supercooled water), trajectory lowering
(intended to reduce the size of hailstones), and premature rainout. Following these concepts,
seeding methods concentrate on the peripheral regions of large storm systems, rather than on the
main updraugh.

Our understanding of storms is not yet suficient to allow confident prediction of the effects
of seeding on hall. The possibilties of increasing or decreasing hail and rain in some
circumstances have been discussed in the scientific literature. Supercell storms have been
recognizedas a particular problem. Numerical cloud model simulations have provided insights into
the complexity of the hail process, but the simulations are not yet accurate enough to provide final
answers. Scientists in operational and research programs are working to delineate favourable
times, locations, and seeding amounts for effective modification treatments.

A few randomized trials have been conducted for hail suppression using such measures as
hail mass, kinetic energy, hailstone number, and area of hailfall. However, most attempts at
evaluation have involved non-randomized operational programs. In the latter, historical trends in
crop hail damage have often been used, sometimes with target and upwind control areas, but such
methods can be unreliable. Large reductions have been claimed bymany groups. The weight of
scientific evidence to date is inconclusive, neither affirming nor denying the efficacy of hail
suppression activities. This situation is motivation for operational programs 10 strengthen the
physical and evaluation components of their efforts.

In recent years anti-hail activities using cannons to produce loud noises have re-emerged.
There is neither a scientific basisnor a credible hypothesis to support such activities.

Significant advances in technology during the last decade have opened new avenues to
document and better understand the evolution of severe thunderstorms and hail. New experiments
on storm organization and the evolution of precipitation including hail are needed.

OTHER SEVERE WEATHER MODERATION

“Tropical cyclones contribute significantly to the annual rainfall of many areas, but they are
also responsible for considerable damage to property and for a large loss of Ife. Therefore, the
aims of any modification procedure should be to reduce the wind, storm surge, and rain damage,
but not necessarily the total rainfall. Hurricane modification experiments were conducted in the
1960s and early 1970s. However, there is no generally accepted conceptual model suggesting
that hurricanes can be modified.

While modification of tomadoes or of damaging winds is desirable for safety and
economical reasons, there is presently no accepted physical hypothesis to accomplish such a goal

‘There has been some interest in the suppression of lightning. Motivation includes reducing
occurrences of forest fires ignited by lightning and diminishing this hazard during the launching of
space vehicles. The concept usually proposed involves reducing the electric fields within
thunderstorms so that they do not become strong enough for lightning discharges to occur. To do
this, cha (metalized plastic fibres) or silver iodide have been introduced into thunderstorms. The.
chaff is postulated to provide points for corona discharge which reduces the electric field to values
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below those required for lightning, whereas augmenting the ice-crystal concentration is postulated
to change the rate of charge build up and the charge distribution within the clouds. Field
experiments have used these concepts and limited numerical modeling results have supported
them. The results have no statistical significance.
INADVERTENT WEATHER MODIFICATION

Thee is ample evidence that biomass buming, agricultural and industrial activities modify
local and sometimes regional weather conditions. _Land-use changes (eq. urbanization and
deforestation) also modify local and regional weather. Air quali, visibility, surface and low-level
wind, humidity and temperature. and cloud and precipitation processes are all affecied by large
urban areas. As environmental monitoring and atmospheric modeling capabies are improved, it
is increasingly evident that human aciiiies have significant impacis on meteorological parameters.
and cimatological mechanisms that influence our health, productivity and societal infrastructure:
Inadvertent effects need to be considered in design and analyses of weather modifcation
experiments and operation (e.g. changes in background aerosol distoutions affect the cloud
structure and may affect precipitation processes).

ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION
Weather modification is sometimes considered by countries when there is a need to

improve the economy in a particular branch of activity (for example: increase in water supply for
agriculture or power generation) or to reduce the risks that may be associated with dangerous
events (frosts. fogs, hal, lightning, thunderstorms, elc.). Besides the present uncertainties
associated with the capabilty to reach such goal, ts necessary to consider the impacts on other
activites or population groups. Economical, social, ecological and legal aspects should be taken
into account. Thus, i is important to consider all the important complexity and recognize the
varietyofpossible impacts, during the design stage of an operation

Legal aspects may be particularly important when weather modification actiiies are
performed in proximity to borders of different countries. However. any legal system aimed at
promoting or regulating weather modification must recognize that scientific knowledge is til
incomplete.

“The implications of any projected long-term weather modification operation on ecosystems
need to be assessed. Such studies could reveal changes that need to be taken into account
During the operational period, monitoring of possible environmental effects should be undertaken
25 a check against anticipated impacts.
SUMMARY STATEMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To answer the need for more water and less hal in many regions of the world, some
progress has been made during the past ten years in the science and technology of weather
modification. Large numbers of programmes in fog dispersion, ain, snow enhancement and hail
suppression are in operation. Several esearch experimental programmes are supported in some.
countries and include randomized statistical evaluations.  Improved_observational faciiies,
computer capabilies, numerical models, and understanding now permit more detailed examination

ofclouds and precipitation processes than ever before, and significant advances are consequently
possible. New technologies and methods are starting to be applied and will help to lead to further
Understanding and development in this field.

In the light of this review of the status of weather modification, the following
recommendations are made o interested Members of WMO:

(a) Cloud, fog and precipitation climatologies should be established in all countries as vital
information fo weather modification and water resource studies and operations:

‘
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(b) Operational cloud-seeding projects should be strengthened by allowing an independent
evaluation of the results of seeding. This should include measurements of physical
response variables and a randomized statistical component;

(9) Education and training in cloud physics, cloud chemistry, and other associated sciences
should be an essential component of weather modification projects. Where the necessary
capacity does not exist advantage should be taken of faciltes in other Members;

(@) tis essential that basic measurements to support and evaluate the seeding material and
seeding hypothesis proposed for any weather modification experiments be conducted
before and during the project;

(e) Weather modification programmes are encouraged to utlize new observational tools and
numerical modelling capabilies in the design, guidance and evaluations of field projects.
While some Members may not have access or resources to implement these technologies,
collaboration between member states (e.g. multinational field programmes, independent
expert evaluations, education, etc.) are encouraged that could provide the necessary
resources for implementing these technologies.
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‘GUIDELINES FOR ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE RELATED TO THE PLANNING OF WEATHER
MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES

1. These guidelines are addressed to Members requesting advice or assistance on weather
modification activities. They include recommendations that are based on present knowledge
gained through the results of worldwide theoretical studies as well as laboratory and field
experiments. A synthesis of the main basic concepts and main results obtained in the weather
modification programmes is given in the "WHO Statement on the StatusofWeather Modification".
This statement was revised during the twentieth session of the Executive Council Panel of
Experts/CAS Working Group on Physics and Chemistry of Clouds and Weather Modification
Research and was approvedby the fit-third session of the Executive Council in June 2001

2. Members wishing to develop activites in the field of weather modification should be aware
that research and operational applications are still under development. It should not be ignored
that under certain conditions seeding may be ineffective or may even enhance an undesirable
effect (increase of hail, reduction in rain). However, properly designed and conducted projects seek
10 detect and minimize such adverse effects. It is recognized that scientific evaluation may be a
difficult task, but this is the only way presently known to avoid negative results, quanlify positive
economic effects, and allow improvements in the understanding and methodology that is used. The
revised WMO Statement on the Status of Weather Modification referred to in paragraph 1
distinguishes the various types of weather modification and the degree of confidence one has in
obtaining the desired effect from cloud seeding. The confidence level is very high for operational
dissipation of supercooled fog and moderate for increasing snowfall from orographic clouds. The
confidence level is not high for suppressing hail.

3. WMO recommends that operational cloud seeding projects for precipitation modification be
designed to allow evaluation of the results of seeding through physical measurements and
statistical controls associated with some randomization of the seeding events. The physical
measurements should include characterization of the seeding material. Care should be taken to
engage qualified operators. The objective evaluation should be performed by a group independent
of the operational one. Such programmes should be planned on a long-duration basis because
precipitation variabilty is generally much greater than the increases or decreases claimed for
artificial weather modification. The use of appropriate numerical models may help in reducing the
time required to evaluate the project

4. WMO recommends that a detailed examination of the sutabilty of the site for cloud seeding
should be conducted similarto that done in the Precipitation Enhancement Project (PEP), for which
WMO reports are available. To increase the chances of success in a specific siluation, it should be
verified through preliminary studies that

+ The climatology of clouds and precipitation at the site indicates the possibilty of
favourable conditions for weather modification;

«Conditions are suitable for the available modification techniques:

+ Modeling studies support the proposed weather modification hypothesis:

«For the frequency with which suitable conditions occur, the changes resulting from the
modification technique can be detected at an acceptable level of statistical significance;

+ An operational activity can be carried out at a cost acceptably lower than the socio-
‘economic benef that is likely to result

All prospective studies require expert judgement and the results are expected to depend on the.
site chosen and on the season.
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5. There are no quantitative criteria for the acceptance of the results of a weather modification
experiment. Acceptance will depend on the degreeof the scientific objectivity and the consistency
wilh which the experiment was carried out and the degree to which this is demonsirated. Also
important are the physical plausibilty of the experiment, he degree to which bias is excluded from
the conduct and analysis of the experiment, and the degree of statistical significance achieved.
There have been few weather modification experiments that have met the requirements of the
scientific community with respect o these genera criteria. However, there are exciting possibiiies
now for making progress in our understanding of weather modification issues using modern
research tools, including advanced radar, new airraft instruments and powerful numerical models
6. Weather modification should be viewed as a part of an integrated water resources
management strategy. Instant drought relief is difficult to achieve. In particular, i there are no
clouds, precipitation cannot be artical stimulated. It is likely that the opportunities for
precipitation enhancement will be greater during periods of normal or above normal rainfal than
during dry periods.
7. The Members should be aware that the scope of efforts involved in the design, conduct or
evaluation of a weather modification programme precludes the WMO Secretariat fiom givingdetailed advice. However, if requested, theSecretary.General may assist (by obtaining advice from
scientists on ofher weather modification projects or with special expertise) on the understanding
that

(0) Costs will be met by the requesting country;
(i) The Organization can take no responsibilty for the consequences of the advice given by anyinvited scientisto expert;
(if) The Organization accepts no legal responsibilty in any dispute that may aise.
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Jatar, Muriel (EC)

From: Isaac, George [Ontario]
Sent: January 10, 2002 1:58 PM
To: “Ron Both"
ce ober, Stewart (EC) Power, Jack [Ontaric]
Subject: RE: Cloud Seeding

Ron,

Sorry about that. This message is getting quite messy. Theoretically you could "dry" out the atmosphere significantly to
create less precipitation downwind. However, 1 doubt that would happen when youconsider that most of the seeding
effects amount to perhaps precipitation increases of 10-15% and less of an impact on the watervapourcontent.
However, a modeling study could be performed to determine the possibilities in this case for this geographical region,
with assumptions about the seeding frequency, amount, etc. Then one could put in realistic evaoporation rats, tc,
and get an dea of the impacts. Although many assumptions would have to be made, it would be betterthan anoftthe-
cuff opinion by myself.

What you really need is an environmental impact assessment by an independent group, rather thana quick impression
or opinion regarding these issues. As you might guess, | am becoming more and more uncomfortable with providing
quick answers. So, 1 guess if you are worried about possible effects, then such an assessment should be done, with
appropriate literature reviews, expert opinions and perhaps some model simulations

Regards...George

GeorgeA Isaac
SeniorScientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin treet
Toronto, Ontario, M3H 5T4
CANADA
Tel: (416) 739-4605
Fax. (416) 739-4211
EMail: george saac@ec.ge.ca

Original Message-——
Fram: Ron Bothe [mailto fon Bothe @gov.ab.ca]
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2002 10:59 AM
To: George lsaac@ec ge.ca'
Subject: RE: Cloud Seeding

George: id not see a response rom you to my question of cumulative effects. | have highlighted it for you

on Bothe
Director, Environmental Operations.
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Alberta Environment
Voice: (780) 427-8646
Fax: (780) 422-0262

Original Message
From: Georgelsaac@ec.gc.ca maito:George.Jsaac@ec.ge.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2002 11:23 AM
To: Ron Bothe
Ce Jack Power@ec gc.ca
Subject: RE: Cloud Seeding

Ron,

Myanswers are below. By cop of thisnote, | am asking our Weather Modification Information Officer (Jack Power) to
send you copy of the old Canada/L.. agreement on the exchange ofinformation on weather modification.

Regards...George

GeorgeA Isaac
SeniorScientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin treet
Toronto, Ontario, M3H 5T4
CANADA
Tel: (416) 739-4605
Fax: (416) 739-0211
E-Mail: george isaac@ec geca

Original Message-——
From: Ron Bothe [mailto Ron Sothe@gov.ab.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2002 2:37 PM
To: ‘George lsaac@ecgeca
Subject: RE: Cloud Seeding

George, thanks for your response. Further comments andquestions are noted inthe text

Ron Bothe
Director, Environmental Operations
Alberta Environment
Voice: (780) 427-8646
Fax: (780) 422-0262

Original Message
From; Georgelsaac@ec.gc.ca maito:George lsaac@ec.ge.ca]
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Sent: Monday, January07, 2002 2:01 PM
To: Ron Bothe
Subject: RE: Cloud Seeding

Ron,

1 have attempted to quickly respond to your questions below. Let me know if you need further information. Obviously,
1 could spend a great deal of time on these issues, and | am not certain that the effort is needed.

Regards...George

George A. Isaac
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3H ST4
CANADA
Tel: (416) 739-4605
Fax: (416) 739-4211
E-Mail: george isaac@ecge.ca

Original Message--—
From: Ron Bothe [mailto:RonBothe@gov.ab.ca]
Sent: Monday, January07, 2002 11:37 AM
To: George Isaac (E-mail)
Subject: Cloud Seeding.

Hi George:

1am trying to pull togethera basic understandingofthe issues on this topic, particularly from a policy standpoint.
Alberta has written British Columbia and has opened a dialogue. One Alberta objective may well be to reach an
agreement between the two governments that addressesuseof atmospheric moisture. While it maybe concluded that
the one BC Hydro project does not have discernible impact on Alberta, the concen i that iti the thin edge of the
wedge

1 have a numberof questions for you. To start

* Aveyou awareof any international or interjurisdictional agreements
pertaining to precipitation enhancement?
THE ONLY AGREEMENTTHAT | AM FAMILIAR WITH WAS BETWEEN CANADA AND THE USS.
WE HAD AN AGREEMENT TO INFORM EACH OTHER ABOUT PROJECTS BEING CONDUCTED NEAR THE BORDER. THAT
AGREEMENT HAS FALLEN INTO DISUSE BECAUSE OF LACK OF INTEREST ON THE U.S. PART. THAT Is, THEY HAVE
NOBODY DOING THIS TASK AT THE MOMENT. HOWEVER, WE COULD SHOW YOU THE TEXT OF THE AGREEMENT.
Yes, that might be of interest.

1 WILL SEND YOU A COPY OF THE AGREEMENT.
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* Are there any studies on the downwind impacts from cloud seeding?
Any on the scale of what BC Hydro is proposing for the Columbia?
‘THERE ARE MANY STUDIES ON THE DOWNWIND IMPACTS FROM CLOUD SEEDING. THAT IS, IMPACTS BEYOND THE
INTENDED TARGET AREA. MOST OF THEM ARE INCONCLUSIVE, BUT THESE STUDIES DO EXIST. | WOULD NEED TO DO A
LITERATURE SEARCH TO GET APPROPRIATE REFERENCES. This would be very helpful. GENERALLY WEATHER
MODIFICATION EXPERIMENTS, IF DONE AS PLANNED, DO NOT "USE UP" MUCH OF THE AVAILABLE WATER. MUCH
MORE IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE THROUGH EVAPORATION.
Please explain these last two sentences further. | am not clear onyour point. BC Hydrosuggests that their efforts may
use 2% of the moisture in the air mass. Are you saying that evaporation will quickly replace this moisture thereby
diminishing the downwind effect? What if there were 5such projectsover a series of ridges. Would the effect on the air
mass be cumulative, ie. 10%, or would evaporation quickly restore conditions such that the effect would be little more:
than 2342 1s there ever a point where multiple projects become a concern? Or have | completely missed your point?

* IBC Hydro was to conduct a pilot study, what monitoring should be
requested to determine the impact on the air mass entering Alberta and the downwind precipitation? In other words,
‘what should the study look for?

‘ONE COULD EFFECTIVELY MONITOR THE WATER VAPOUR IN THE ATMOSPHERE, BUT THIS IS PROHIBITIVELY EXPENSIVE
TO BE DONE CORRECTLY (SEE BELOW). ONE COULD MONITOR PRECIPITATION PATTERNS USING THE EXISTING
NETWORK, PERHAPS AUGMENTED BY A FEW STATIONS. THIS IS FEASIBLE, BUT IT WOULD ONLY DETECT LARGE
‘CHANGES BECAUSE OF THE NATURAL VARIABILITY OF PRECIPITATION. | DO NOT HAVEA GOOD GRASP OF THE
NATURAL VARIABILITY, BUTIASSUME YEAR TO YEAR DIFFERENCES ARE LARGE. IF SILVER IODIDE IS USED AS THE
SEEDING AGENT, THEN ONE COULD MONITOR THE SILVER IODIDE CONTENTOF PRECIPITATION DOWNWIND. THAT
WOULD ALERT PEOPLE TO ANY POSSIBLE TRANSBORDER EFFECTS. HOWEVER, IF SILVER IODIDE IS FOUND, THEN IT
‘COULD BE ARGUED THAT THE SEEDING MIGHT BE INCREASING PRECIPITATION OUT OF THE TARGET AREA. IF NONE IS
FOUND, THERE Is NO CONCLUSION.
1 assume that the presence of silver iodide does not imply that the precipitation occurred solely due to seeding. But am |
correct in saying that it would confirm that the precipitation came from the seededair mass?
Could such monitoring of silver iodide content in precipitation help to define 1) the maximum extent of the zone of
precipitation from the air mass and thereby 2) the potential downwind impact zone?lsthere anything along thisline of
thinking that could help further focus in on the magnitude and zone of potential change, ie. a change in precipitation
patterns as you suggest?
YES, MONITORING SILVER IODIDE WILL GIVE YOU AN IDEA OF THE POTENTIAL DOWNWIND IMPACT ZONE. IT WOULD.
INDICATE THAT THE PRECIPITATION CAME FROM THE SEEDED AIR MASS. HOWEVER, IF THE SILVER IODIDE SEEDING
ACTUALLY REMOVED ENOUGH CLOUD WATER TO CAUSE LESS PRECIPITATION DOWNWIND, THEN MOST OF THE SILVER
IODIDE MIGHT HAVE BEEN REMOVED AND NONE WOULD TRAVEL DOWNWIND. THIS IS UNLIKELY BUT POSSIBLE. IN
‘SHORT, THE DEPOSITION OF SILVER IODIDE OUTSIDE THE TARGET AREA DOES NOT NECESSARILY INDICATE THE
COMPLETE IMPACT ZONE
HOWEVER, | BELIEVE IT IS A GOOD TRACER BECAUSE USUALLY ALL OF IT IS NOT REMOVED. IT WOULD REQUIRE
SENSITIVE WATER ANALYZES, AND A GOOD COLLECTION METHODOLOGY.

‘ONE COULD ALSO DO SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH A BETTER TRACER, SUCH AS ONE THAT DID NOT
PARTICIPATE IN THE PRECIPITATION FORMATION PROCESS. BUT THAT ALSO HAS PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH IT.

* Canchange be quantifiedbyusing current weather forecasting
models? i.e. adjust moisture content of past weather systems by 2%, 5%, 10%,etc and determine the change in
precipitation from observed.

‘THEORETICALLY, THIS COULD BE DONE. HOWEVER, ONE OF THE WEAKEST PARTS OF WEATHER FORECASTING MODELS
1S THE HUMIDITY FIELD. WE SIMPLY DO NOT HAVE MUCH IN THE WAY OF OBSERVATIONS OTHER THAN BALLOON
RELEASES EVERY 12 HOURS ON A DISTANCE SCALE OF 1005 OF KILOMETERS. DATA FROM SATELLITES COULD BE USED,
BUT1 AM NOT AWARE OF THIS BEING DONE EFFECTIVELY. (THIS WOULD REQUIRE MORE LITERATURE SEARCHES)
BASICALLY, A ERROR AS SMALL AS 10% IN HUMIDITY IN WEATHER FORECASTING MODELS WOULD BE CONSIDERED
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‘GREAT. SO SUCH A STUDY WOULD BE LOOKING IN THE NOISE OF SUCH MODELS. OUR ABILITY TO QUANTITATIVELY
FORECAST PRECIPITATION FROM WEATHER FORECASTING MODELS IS AN AREA OF ACTIVE RESEARCH,

AGAIN, A 10% ERROR IS WELL WITHIN EXISTING ERRORS.
1 conclude that modelling is not the approach to use. It takes me back to the previous point.

1 would also appreciate it fyou would resend your last email as in saving it offine, | managed to miss portions of it

MYLAST E-MAILIS ATTACHED.

look forward to hearing from you.

Ron Bothe
Director, Environmental Operations.
Alberta Environment
Voice: (780) 427-8646
Fax: (780) 422-0262
<< Message: RE: Cloud Seeding and Weather Modification Expert. >>
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From: Isaac, George [Ontario]
Sent: November 19, 2001 838 AM
To: Greer, Bary [Ontariol; ron bothe@gov.ab.ca'
Subject: RE: Cloud Seeding and Weather Modification Expert

Barry and Ron,

Twill try to provide as much assistance as possible. 1 have attached the latest WMO Statement on Weather
Modification which might be of some use.

Regards... George
PS. Lam hard to reach via telephone. because I am travelling a lot and alternate between Downsview and King
for my office. Itis probably best to use e-mail

George A. Isaac
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3H 5T4
CANADA
Tel: (416) 739-4605
Fax: (416) 739-4211
E-Mail: george isaac@ec.ge.ca

orignal Hessoge—From: Gree, Bary (Ontario)Sent Fry, November 16,2001 5:14PMTor ronbothedgorabSubject: Cloud Seeing nd Weather Modification Expert.
Ron
As discussed.
Tne most knowledgeable expert on cloud seeding and related weather modification resuls in the MSC is
Or. George Isaac.
George Isazc@ecgeca416.739.4605
regards
Bary

:
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WMO STATEMENT ON THE STATUS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION

INTRODUCTION

For thousands of years people have sought to modify weather and climate so as to
augment water resources and mitigate severe weather. The moder technology of weather
modification was launchedby the discovery in the late 1840s that supercooled cloud droplets could
be converted to ice crystals by insertion of a cooling agent such as dry ice or an arfcial ice
nucleus such as siver iodide. Over 50 years of subsequent research have greatly enhanced our
knowledge about the microphysics, dynamics and precipitation processes of natural clouds (rain,
hail, snow) and the impacts of human interventionson those processes.

Currently, there are dozens of nations operating more than 100 weather modification
projects, particularly in arid and semi-arid regions all over the world, where the lack of sufficient
water resources limits their abilty to meet food, fibre, and energy demands. The purpose of this.
document is to present a review of the status of weather modification.

‘The energy involved in weather systems is so large that it is impossible to artificially create
rainstorms or to alter wind pattems to. bring water vapour into a region. The most realistic
approach to modifying weather is to take advantage of microphysical sensitivities wherein a
relatively small human-induced disturbance in the system can substantially alter the natural
evolution of atmospheric processes.

The abilty to influence cloud microstructures has been demonstrated in the laboratory,
simulated in numerical models, and verified through physical measurements in some natural
systems such as fogs, layer clouds and cumulus clouds. However, direct physical evidence that
precipitation, hail, lightning. or winds can be significantly modified by artificial means is limited.
The complexity and variabilty of clouds result in great difficulties in understanding and detecting
the effects of attempts to modify them artificially. As knowledge of cloud physics and statistics and
their application to weather modification has increased, new assessment criteria have evolved for
evaluating cloud-seeding experiments. The development of new equipment - such as aircraft
platforms with microphysical and ai-motion measuring systems, radar (including Doppler and
polarization capabilty), satelites, microwave radiometers, wind profes, automated raingauge
networks, mesoscale network stations - has introduced a new dimension. Equally important are
the advances in computer systems that permit large quaniiies of data to be processed. New data
sets, used in conjunction with increasingly sophisticated numerical cloud models, help in testing
various weather modification hypotheses. Chemical and chaff racer studies help to identify airflow
in and out of clouds and the source of ice or hygroscopic nucleation as the seeding agent. With
some of these new facilites, a better cimatology of clouds and precipitation can be prepared to
test seeding hypotheses priorto the commencementofweather modification projects.

If one were able to predict precisely the precipitation from a cloud system, it would be a
simplematterto detect the effect of artificial cloud seeding on that system. The expected effects of
seeding, however, are almost always within the range of natural variabilty (low signal-to-noise
ratio) and our abilty to predict the natural behaviour is stil limited.

Comparison of precipitation observed during seeded periods with that during historical
periods presents problems because of climatic and other changes from one period to another, and
therefore is not a reliable technique. This situation has been made even more dificult with the
mounting evidence that climate change may lead to changes in global precipitation amounts as
well as to spatial redistribution of precipitation.

In currently accepted evaluation practice, randomization methods (target/contrl, crossover
or single area) are considered most reliable for detecting cloud-seeding effects. Such randomized
tests require a number of cases readily calculated on the basis of the natural variabilty of the
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precipitation and the magnitude of the expected effect In the case of very low signal-to-noise
tatos, experiment durations in the range of five {0 over ten years may be required. Whenever a
statisical evaluation is required 0 establish thaa significant change resulted from a given seeding
activity, it must be accompanied by a physical evaluation to:

1. Confim that the statistically observed change s likely due fo the seeding; and
2. Determine the capabiles of the seeding method to produce desired effects under various

conditions.
The effect of natural precipitation variability on the required length of an experiment can be:

reduced through the employment of physical predicors, which are effective in direct proportion to
our understanding of the phenomenon. The search fo physical predicors, therefore, hads a high
priory in weather modification research. Physical predictors. may consist of meteorological
parameters (such as stability, wind directions, pressure gradients) or cloud quantities (such as
quid vate content, updraught speeds. concentrations of large crops, icecrystal concentration or
radar reflectivity).

Objective measurement techniques of precipitation quantities are fo be preferred for testing
weather modification methods. These include both direct ground measurements (e.g. ran gages.
and hail pads) and remote sensing techniques (e.g. radar, satelite). Secondary sources, such as
insurance data (as have in the past been employed to show changes in hail intensity) are, at least
by themselves, not held to be satisfactory in most situations.

Operational programmes should be conducted with recognition of the risks inherent in a
technology which is not otally developed. For example, t should no be ignored thal, under certain
conditions, seeding may cause more hailo reduce precipitation. However, properly designed and
conducted operational projects sek to detect and minimize such adverse effecs. Therefore
weather modification managers are encouraged to add scientifically accepled evaluation
methodologies to be undertaken by expert independent of the operators.

Brief summaries of the curent status of weather modification are given in the following
sections. These summaries were restricted to weather modification activities that appear to be
based on acceptable physical principles and which have been tested i th fied
FOG DISPERSAL

Different techniques are being used to disperse war (ie. al temperatures greater than
0°C) and cold fogs. The relative occurrence. of warm and cold fogs 1s geographical and
‘seasonally dependent.

The thermal technique, which employs intense heat sources (such as jet engines) to warm
the air directly and evaporate th fog has been shown to be efectiv for shot periods or dispersal
of some types of war fogs. These systems are expensive o install and fo use. Another techriaue
that has been used is 1o promote entrainment of dry ai into the fog by the Use of hovering
helicopters or ground based engines. These techniques are aso expensive for routine use.

To clear warm fogs, seeding with hygroscopic materials has also been attempled. An
increase in visibilly is sometimes observed In such experments, but the manner and location of
the seeding and the size distibutin of seeding materal ae criical and dificult to specify. In
practice he technique is seldom as effective as models suggest. Only hygroscopic agents should
be used that pose no environmental and health problems.

(Cold (supercooled) fog can be cissipated by growth and sedimentation of ie crystals. This
may be induced wilh high relbilty by seeding the fog vith artificial ice nucle fom ground-based
or airbome systems. Thi technique 1s n operational Use at several airports and highways where
there is a relatively high incidence of supercooled fog. Suitable techniques are dependent upon
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wind, temperature and other factors. Dry ice has commonly been used in airbome systems. Other
systems employ rapid expansion of compressed gas to cool the air enough to form ice crystals.
For example, at a few airports and highway locations, liquid nitrogen or carbon dioxide is being
used in ground-based systems. A new technique, which has been demonsrated in limited trials,
makes use of dry ice blasting to create ice crystals and promote rapid mixing within the fog.
Because the effects of this type of seeding are easily measured and results highly predictable,
randomized statistical verification generally has been considered unnecessary.

PRECIPITATION (RAIN AND SNOW) ENHANCEMENT

“This section deals with those precipitation enhancement techniques that have a scientific
basis and that have been the subject of research. Other non-scientific and unproven techniques
that are presented from time to time should be treated vith the required suspicion and caution.

Orographic mixed-phase cloud systems

In our present state of knowledge, it is considered that the glaciogenic seeding of clouds
formed by air flowing over mountains offers the best prospects for increasing precipitation in an
economically viable manner. These types of clouds attracted great interest in their modification
because of their potential in terms of water management, i.e. the possibilty of storing water in
reservoirs or in the snowpack at higher elevations. There is statistical evidence that, under certain
conditions, precipitation from supercooled orographic clouds can be increased with existing
techniques. ~ Statistical analyses of surface precipitation records from some long-term projects.
indicate that seasonal increases have been realized

Physical studies using new observational tools and supported by numerical modeling
indicate that supercooled liquid water exists in amounts sufficient to produce the observed
precipitation increases and could be tapped if proper seeding technologies were applied. The
processes culminating in increased precipitation have also been directly observed during seeding
experiments conducted over limited spatial and temporal domains. While such observations
further support the results of statistical analyses, they have to date been of imited scope. The
cause and effect relationships have not been fully documented, and thus the economic impact of
the increases cannot be assessed.

“This does not imply that the problem of precipitation enhancement in such situations is
solved. Much work remains to be done to strengthen the results and produce stronger statistical
and physical evidence that the increases occurred over the target area and over a prolonged
period of time, as well as (0 search for the existence of any extra-area effects. Existing methods
should be improved in the identification of seeding opportunities and the times and situations in
which itis not advisable to seed, thus optimizing the technique and quantifying the result.

Also, it should be recognized that the successful conduct ofan experiment or operation is a
difficult task that requires qualified scientists and operational personnel. IL difficult and expensive
to fl aircraft safely in supercooled regions of clouds. Lis also difficult to target the seeding agent
from ground generators or from broad-scale seeding by aircraft upwind of an orographic cloud
system.

Stratiform clouds

The seeding of cold stratiform clouds began the modem era of weather modification.
Shallow stratiform clouds can be under certain conditions made to precipitate, often resulting in
clearing skies in the region of seeding. Deep stratiform cloud systems (but still with cloud tops
warmer than -20°C) associated with cyclones and fronts produce significant amounts of
precipitation. A number of field experiments and numerical simulations have shown the presence
of supercooled water in some regions of these clouds and there is some evidence that precipitation
can be increased.
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Cumulitorm clouds
In many regions of the world, cumuliform clouds are the main precipitation producers.

These clouds (from smal far weather cumulus to giant thunderclouds) are characterized by strongvertical velocities with high condensation rates. They can hold the largest condensed water
contents of all coud types and can yield the highest precipitation rates. Seeding experiments
continue to suggest that precipitation from single-cell and mulicell convective clouds have
produced variable results. The response varibilty is not uly understood.

Precipitation enhancement techniques by glaciogenic seeding are wlized to affect ice
phase processes while hygroscopic seeding techniques are used to affect warm rain processes
Methods to assess these techniques vary from direct measurements wih surface precipiation
gauges to indirect radar derived precipitation estimates. Both methods have inherent advantages
and disadvantages.

During the last ten years there has been a thorough scrutiny of past experiments using
glaciogenic seeding. The responses to seeding seem to vary depending on changes in natural
cloud characteristics and in some experiments they appear {0 be inconsistent with the original
seeding hypothesis.

Experiments involving heavy glaciogenic seedingof warm-based convective clouds (bases
about +10°C or warmer) have produced mixed results. They were intended to stimulate updraughts
through added latent heat release, which, in tum, was. postulated to lead to an increase in
precipitation. Some experiments have suggested a positive effect on individual convective cells
but conclusive evidence that such seeding can increase rainfall fiom multi-cell convective storms
has yet o be established. Many steps in the postulated physical chain of events have not been
sufficiently documented with observations or simulated in numerical modeling experiments.

In recent years, the seeding of warm and cold convective clouds with hygroscopic
chemicals to augment rainfall by enhancing warm rain processes. (condensationcollsion-
coalescencebreak-up mechanisms) has received renewed attention through model simulations
and fied experiments. Two methods of enhancing the warm rain process have been investigated:
first, seeding with small particles (ariicial CCN wih mean sizes about 0.5 to 1.0 micromelers in
diameter) is used to accelerate precipitation ination by stimulating the condensation-coalescence
process by favourably modifying the inital droplet spectrum at cloud base, and second, seeding
with larger hygroscopic particles (artificial precipitation embryos about 30 micrometers in diameter)
to accelerate precipitation development by stimulating the colision-coalescence processes. A
recent experiment ulizing the latter technique indicated statistical evidence of radar estimated
precipitation increases. However, the increases were not as contemplated in the conceptual model
but seem to occur at ater times (1-4 hours afer seeding), the cause ofthis effect is not known.

Recent randomized seeding experiments with flares that produce small hygroscopic
particles in the updraught regions of continental, mixed-phase convective clouds have provided
statistical evidence of increases in radar-estimated rainfall. The experiments were conducted in
different parts of the world and the important aspect of the results was the replication of the
statistical results in a different geographical region. In addition, physical measurements were
obtained suggesting that the seeding produced a broader droplet spectrum near cloud base that
enhances the formationof large drops early in the lfetime of the cloud. These measurements were
Supported by numerical modeling studies.

Although the results are encouraging and intriguing, the reasons for the duration of the
observed effects obtained with the hygroscopic particle seeding are not understood and some
fundamental questions remain. Measurements of the key steps in the chain of physical events
associated with hygroscopic particle seeding are needed to confirm the seeding conceptual models
and the range of effectiveness of these techniques in increasing precipitation fiom warm and
mixed-phase convective clouds.
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Despite the statistical evidence of radar estimated precipitation changes in individual cloud
systems in both glaciogenic and hygroscopic techniques, there is no evidence that such seeding
can increase rainfall over significant areas economically. There are no evidence of any extra-area
effects.

HAIL SUPPRESSION

Hail causes substantial economic [oss to crops and property. Many hypotheses have been
proposed to suppress hail, and operational seeding activities have been undertaken in many
countries. Physical hypotheses include the concepts of beneficial competition (creating many
additional hail embryos that effectively compete for the supercooled water), trajectory lowering
(intended to reduce the size of hailstones), and premature rainout. Following these concepts,
seeding methods concentrate on the peripheral regions of large storm systems, rather than on the
main updraugh.

Our understanding of storms is not yet suficient to allow confident prediction of the effects
of seeding on hall. The possibilties of increasing or decreasing hail and rain in some
circumstances have been discussed in the scientific literature. Supercell storms have been
recognizedas a particular problem. Numerical cloud model simulations have provided insights into
the complexity of the hail process, but the simulations are not yet accurate enough to provide final
answers. Scientists in operational and research programs are working to delineate favourable
times, locations, and seeding amounts for effective modification treatments.

A few randomized trials have been conducted for hail suppression using such measures as
hail mass, kinetic energy, hailstone number, and area of hailfall. However, most attempts at
evaluation have involved non-randomized operational programs. In the latter, historical trends in
crop hail damage have often been used, sometimes with target and upwind control areas, but such
methods can be unreliable. Large reductions have been claimed bymany groups. The weight of
scientific evidence to date is inconclusive, neither affirming nor denying the efficacy of hail
suppression activities. This situation is motivation for operational programs 10 strengthen the
physical and evaluation components of their efforts.

In recent years anti-hail activities using cannons to produce loud noises have re-emerged.
There is neither a scientific basisnor a credible hypothesis to support such activities.

Significant advances in technology during the last decade have opened new avenues to
document and better understand the evolution of severe thunderstorms and hail. New experiments
on storm organization and the evolution of precipitation including hail are needed.

OTHER SEVERE WEATHER MODERATION

“Tropical cyclones contribute significantly to the annual rainfall of many areas, but they are
also responsible for considerable damage to property and for a large loss of Ife. Therefore, the
aims of any modification procedure should be to reduce the wind, storm surge, and rain damage,
but not necessarily the total rainfall. Hurricane modification experiments were conducted in the
1960s and early 1970s. However, there is no generally accepted conceptual model suggesting
that hurricanes can be modified.

While modification of tomadoes or of damaging winds is desirable for safety and
economical reasons, there is presently no accepted physical hypothesis to accomplish such a goal

‘There has been some interest in the suppression of lightning. Motivation includes reducing
occurrences of forest fires ignited by lightning and diminishing this hazard during the launching of
space vehicles. The concept usually proposed involves reducing the electric fields within
thunderstorms so that they do not become strong enough for lightning discharges to occur. To do
this, cha (metalized plastic fibres) or silver iodide have been introduced into thunderstorms. The.
chaff is postulated to provide points for corona discharge which reduces the electric field to values
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below those required for lightning, whereas augmenting the ice-crystal concentration is postulated
to change the rate of charge build up and the charge distribution within the clouds. Field
experiments have used these concepts and limited numerical modeling results have supported
them. The results have no statistical significance.
INADVERTENT WEATHER MODIFICATION

Thee is ample evidence that biomass buming, agricultural and industrial activities modify
local and sometimes regional weather conditions. _Land-use changes (eq. urbanization and
deforestation) also modify local and regional weather. Air quali, visibility, surface and low-level
wind, humidity and temperature. and cloud and precipitation processes are all affecied by large
urban areas. As environmental monitoring and atmospheric modeling capabies are improved, it
is increasingly evident that human aciiiies have significant impacis on meteorological parameters.
and cimatological mechanisms that influence our health, productivity and societal infrastructure:
Inadvertent effects need to be considered in design and analyses of weather modifcation
experiments and operation (e.g. changes in background aerosol distoutions affect the cloud
structure and may affect precipitation processes).

ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION
Weather modification is sometimes considered by countries when there is a need to

improve the economy in a particular branch of activity (for example: increase in water supply for
agriculture or power generation) or to reduce the risks that may be associated with dangerous
events (frosts. fogs, hal, lightning, thunderstorms, elc.). Besides the present uncertainties
associated with the capabilty to reach such goal, ts necessary to consider the impacts on other
activites or population groups. Economical, social, ecological and legal aspects should be taken
into account. Thus, i is important to consider all the important complexity and recognize the
varietyofpossible impacts, during the design stage of an operation

Legal aspects may be particularly important when weather modification actiiies are
performed in proximity to borders of different countries. However. any legal system aimed at
promoting or regulating weather modification must recognize that scientific knowledge is til
incomplete.

“The implications of any projected long-term weather modification operation on ecosystems
need to be assessed. Such studies could reveal changes that need to be taken into account
During the operational period, monitoring of possible environmental effects should be undertaken
25 a check against anticipated impacts.
SUMMARY STATEMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To answer the need for more water and less hal in many regions of the world, some
progress has been made during the past ten years in the science and technology of weather
modification. Large numbers of programmes in fog dispersion, ain, snow enhancement and hail
suppression are in operation. Several esearch experimental programmes are supported in some.
countries and include randomized statistical evaluations.  Improved_observational faciiies,
computer capabilies, numerical models, and understanding now permit more detailed examination

ofclouds and precipitation processes than ever before, and significant advances are consequently
possible. New technologies and methods are starting to be applied and will help to lead to further
Understanding and development in this field.

In the light of this review of the status of weather modification, the following
recommendations are made o interested Members of WMO:

(a) Cloud, fog and precipitation climatologies should be established in all countries as vital
information fo weather modification and water resource studies and operations:
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(b) Operational cloud-seeding projects should be strengthened by allowing an independent
evaluation of the results of seeding. This should include measurements of physical
response variables and a randomized statistical component;

(9) Education and training in cloud physics, cloud chemistry, and other associated sciences
should be an essential component of weather modification projects. Where the necessary
capacity does not exist advantage should be taken of faciltes in other Members;

(@) tis essential that basic measurements to support and evaluate the seeding material and
seeding hypothesis proposed for any weather modification experiments be conducted
before and during the project;

(e) Weather modification programmes are encouraged to utlize new observational tools and
numerical modelling capabilies in the design, guidance and evaluations of field projects.
While some Members may not have access or resources to implement these technologies,
collaboration between member states (e.g. multinational field programmes, independent
expert evaluations, education, etc.) are encouraged that could provide the necessary
resources for implementing these technologies.

7
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‘GUIDELINES FOR ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE RELATED TO THE PLANNING OF WEATHER
MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES

1. These guidelines are addressed to Members requesting advice or assistance on weather
modification activities. They include recommendations that are based on present knowledge
gained through the results of worldwide theoretical studies as well as laboratory and field
experiments. A synthesis of the main basic concepts and main results obtained in the weather
modification programmes is given in the "WHO Statement on the StatusofWeather Modification".
This statement was revised during the twentieth session of the Executive Council Panel of
Experts/CAS Working Group on Physics and Chemistry of Clouds and Weather Modification
Research and was approvedby the fit-third session of the Executive Council in June 2001

2. Members wishing to develop activites in the field of weather modification should be aware
that research and operational applications are still under development. It should not be ignored
that under certain conditions seeding may be ineffective or may even enhance an undesirable
effect (increase of hail, reduction in rain). However, properly designed and conducted projects seek
10 detect and minimize such adverse effects. It is recognized that scientific evaluation may be a
difficult task, but this is the only way presently known to avoid negative results, quanlify positive
economic effects, and allow improvements in the understanding and methodology that is used. The
revised WMO Statement on the Status of Weather Modification referred to in paragraph 1
distinguishes the various types of weather modification and the degree of confidence one has in
obtaining the desired effect from cloud seeding. The confidence level is very high for operational
dissipation of supercooled fog and moderate for increasing snowfall from orographic clouds. The
confidence level is not high for suppressing hail.

3. WMO recommends that operational cloud seeding projects for precipitation modification be
designed to allow evaluation of the results of seeding through physical measurements and
statistical controls associated with some randomization of the seeding events. The physical
measurements should include characterization of the seeding material. Care should be taken to
engage qualified operators. The objective evaluation should be performed by a group independent
of the operational one. Such programmes should be planned on a long-duration basis because
precipitation variabilty is generally much greater than the increases or decreases claimed for
artificial weather modification. The use of appropriate numerical models may help in reducing the
time required to evaluate the project

4. WMO recommends that a detailed examination of the sutabilty of the site for cloud seeding
should be conducted similarto that done in the Precipitation Enhancement Project (PEP), for which
WMO reports are available. To increase the chances of success in a specific siluation, it should be
verified through preliminary studies that

+ The climatology of clouds and precipitation at the site indicates the possibilty of
favourable conditions for weather modification;

«Conditions are suitable for the available modification techniques:

+ Modeling studies support the proposed weather modification hypothesis:

«For the frequency with which suitable conditions occur, the changes resulting from the
modification technique can be detected at an acceptable level of statistical significance;

+ An operational activity can be carried out at a cost acceptably lower than the socio-
‘economic benef that is likely to result

All prospective studies require expert judgement and the results are expected to depend on the.
site chosen and on the season.
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5. There are no quantitative criteria for the acceptance of the results of a weather modification
experiment. Acceptance will depend on the degreeof the scientific objectivity and the consistency
wilh which the experiment was carried out and the degree to which this is demonsirated. Also
important are the physical plausibilty of the experiment, he degree to which bias is excluded from
the conduct and analysis of the experiment, and the degree of statistical significance achieved.
There have been few weather modification experiments that have met the requirements of the
scientific community with respect o these genera criteria. However, there are exciting possibiiies
now for making progress in our understanding of weather modification issues using modern
research tools, including advanced radar, new airraft instruments and powerful numerical models
6. Weather modification should be viewed as a part of an integrated water resources
management strategy. Instant drought relief is difficult to achieve. In particular, i there are no
clouds, precipitation cannot be artical stimulated. It is likely that the opportunities for
precipitation enhancement will be greater during periods of normal or above normal rainfal than
during dry periods.
7. The Members should be aware that the scope of efforts involved in the design, conduct or
evaluation of a weather modification programme precludes the WMO Secretariat fiom givingdetailed advice. However, if requested, theSecretary.General may assist (by obtaining advice from
scientists on ofher weather modification projects or with special expertise) on the understanding
that

(0) Costs will be met by the requesting country;
(i) The Organization can take no responsibilty for the consequences of the advice given by anyinvited scientisto expert;
(if) The Organization accepts no legal responsibilty in any dispute that may aise.
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Jatar, Muriel (EQ)

From: Isaac, George [Ontario]
Sent: October2, 2001 10:46 AM
To: Power, Jack [Ontario] Cober, Stewart (EC)
Subject: Satement on Weather Modification

Jack and Stewart,

This is the latest WMO Statement on Weather Modification as approved by the Executive Committee last June.

Twill be very useful to us when questions come up on this subject. Iam trying to find a formal WMO
document that we can reference it from.

George

George A. Tsaac
Senior Scientist
Cloud Physics Research Division
Meteorological Service of Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario, M3H 5T4
CANADA
Telephone: (416) 739-4605
Facsimile: (416) 739-4211
E-Mail: george isaac@ec.ge.ca
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WMO STATEMENT ON THE STATUSOF WEATHER MODIFICATION ©
INTRODUCTION

For thousands of years people have sought to modify weather and climate so as to
augment water resources and miliate severe weathor. The modern technology of weather
modification was launched by the discovery in the late 1940s that supercooled cloud droplets could
be converted to ice crystals by insertion of a cooling agent such as dry ice or an artificial ice
nucleus such as siver lodide. Over 50 years of subsequent research have greatly enhanced our
knowledge about the microphysics, dynamics and precipitation processes of natural clouds (rain,
hail, snow) and the impactsof human interventions on those processes.

Currently, there are dozens of nations operating more than 100 weather modification
projects, particularly in arid and semi-arid regions al over the work, where the lack of sufficient
water resources limits their abilty to meet food, fibre, and energy demands. The purpose of this
documentis to presenta reviewofthe statusofweather modification.

“The energy involved in weather systems is so large thal ts impossibe fo artical create
rainstorms or to alter vind patterns to bring water vapour info a region. The most realistic
approach to modifying weather is to take advantage of microphysical sensililes wherein a
relatively. small human-induced disturbance in the system can substantial alter the. natural
evolution of atmospheric processes.

“The abilly to influence cloud microstructures has been demonstrated in the laboratory,
Simulated in numerical modes, and verified through. physical measurements. in some natural
‘systems such as fogs, layer clouds and cumulus clouds. However, direct physical evidence that
preciptation, hal, ighining, or winds can be significantly modified by arial means is imied.
“The complexity and variability of clouds result in great difficulties in understanding and detecting
the effects of attempts to modify them artificially. As knowledge of cloud physics and statistics and
her application to weather modification has increased, new assessment cera have evolved for
evaluating cloud-seeding experiments. The dovelopment of new equipment - such as aircraft
platforms wilh microphysical and ir-mion measuring systems, radar (ncluding Doppler and
polarization capabilly). sateltes, microwave radiometers, wind profiers, automaed raingauge
networks, mesoscale network stations - has introduced a new dimension. Equally important are
the advances in computer systems that pemit large quantiles of data to be processed. New data
sets, used in conjunciion wilh increasingly sophisticated numerical cloud models, help in testing
various weather modification hypotheses. Chemical and chaff tracer studies help to identify airflow
in and out of clouds and the source of ce or hygroscopic nucleation as the seeding agent. With
‘some of these new facilities, a better climatology of clouds and precipitation can be prepared to
test seeding hypotheses prior to the commencement of weather modification projects

If one were able to predict precisely the precipitation from a cloud system, it would be a
simple matterto detect the fectof arial coud seeding on tha system. The expected effects of
seeding, however, are almost always vihin the range of natural variability (ow signakdo-noise
tat) and our abiy o predict the natural behaviour fs tl limited

Comparison of precipitation observed during seeded periods with thal during historical
periods presents problems because of cimaic and ofher changes from one period lo analher, and
herefore is not a reliable technique. This siluation has been made even more diffcul wilh the
mounting evidence that climate change may lead to changes in global precipitalion amounts as
well as lo spalial redistbuiionofprecipitation.

In currently accepted evaluation practice, randomization methods (trgellcontrol, crossover
or single area) are considered mos! reliable for detecting cloud-seeding effects. Such randomized
tests require a number of cases readily calculated on the basis of the natural varabilty of the
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taios, experiment durations in the rango of ive fo over ten years may ba required. Whenaver a
Statistical evaluation is required {0 establish that a significant change resulted fom a given seeding
2ctty, it must be accompanied by a physical evaluation 0
1 Confirm that the statistically observed change is likely due to the seeding; and

2. Determine the capabitlies ofthe seeding method to produce desired effects under various
conditions.
“The effec of natural precipitation varabilty on the required length of an experiment can be

reduced though the employmen of physica predictors, which are offecive in direct proprio 0
‘our understanding of the phenomenon. The search for physical predictors, therefore,holds a high
priory in weather modification research. Physical prodictors may consist of meteorological
parameters (such as stability, wind directions, pressure gradients) or cloud quantities (such as
liquid water content, updraught speeds, concentrations of large drops, ice-crystal concentration or
radar reflotiiy)

Objective measurement techniques of precipitation quantiles are o be preferred for testing
weather modiication methods. These include bol rect ground measurements (e.g. ran gages
and hail pads) and remote sensing techniques (e.g. radar, satellite). Secondary sources, such as.
insurance data (as have in the past been employed to show changes in hai intensity) are,a least
by themselves, not hed 0 bo satisfactory in most situations.

Operational programmes shoud be conducted vith recognitionof the risks inherent in a
technology which i not totaly develope. For example, should not be ignored that, under certain
condilons, seeding may cause more hail o reduce precipitation. However, propery designed and
Conducted operational projects seek 10 delect and minimize Such adverse effects. Therefore,
weather modification’ managers. are encouraged 10 add scientifically accepted evaluation
methodologies to be undertakenbyexperts independent of the operaors

Brief summaries of the current status of weather mdiication aro given in the folloviing
Sections. These summaries vero resiriced {0 weather modification aciviles thal appear to bo
basedonacceptable physical principles and which have been tested in the fed.
FOG DISPERSAL

Different techniques aro being used to disperse viarm (0. at temperatures greater than
0°C) and cold fogs. The relative occurrence of warm and cok fogs is geographical and
‘seasonally dependent.

The thermal technique, which employs intense heat sources (such as jet engines) to warm
the air directly and evaporals the fog has boen shown to bs effecve for shot periods for dispersal
of some typesof warm fogs. These systems are expensive to install and lo use. Another technique
{hat has been used is 1o promals entrainment of diy aif no tho fog by the use of hovering
helicopters or ground based engines. These techniques are also expensive for routine use.

To clear wa fogs, seeding vilh hygroscopic materials has also boen atlempled. An
increase in visibiiy is somelimes observed in such experiments, bul the manner and location of
the seeding and the sizo distibufion of seeding material are crical and dficu 1o speciy. In
pracice the technique is seldom as effete as models suggest. Only hygroscopic agents should
Be used that pose no environmental and health problems.

Cold (supercooled) fog can be dissipated by growth and sedimentation of ice crystals. This
may be induced ith nigh reabiity by seeding the og vith atfcal io nuce from ground-based
or aitbome systems. This technique 1 in operational uso at several ports and highways vhoro
there is a relatively high incidence of supercooled fog. Suitable techniques are dependent upon
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wind, temperature and other factors. Diy ice lsGomory bean Used in afiborne sytem. OMe
systems omploy rapid expansion of compressed gas to cool he air enough fo form ice crystals
For example, al a fow airports and highway localions, liquid nitrogen or carbon dioxide is being
used in ground-based systems. A new technique, which has been demonstrated in limited tia,
makes. use of dry ice blasting fo create ice crystals and promote rapid ising vithin the fog
Because the effects of this type of seeding are easily measured and results highly predictable,
randomized statsica verification generally has been considered unnecessary.
PRECIPITATION (RAIN AND SNOW) ENHANCEMENT

Tris section deals with those precipitation enhancement techniques that have a scientific
basis and thal have been the subject of research. Other non-scieliic and unproven techniques.
hat are presented from time fo lime should be freated with the required suspicion and caution.
Orographic mixed-phase cloud systems

In our present state of knowledge, il is considered that the glaciogenic seeding of clouds
formed by air flowing over mountains offers the best prospects for increasing precipitation in an
economically viable manner. These types of clouds attracted great interest in their modification
because of their potential in terms of water management, ie. the possibilty of storing ater in
reservoirs of in the snowpack at higher elevations. There is statistical evidence thal, under certain
conditions, precipitation from supercooled orographic. clouds can be increased vith exising
techniques. 'Staisical analyses of surface precipitation records from some long-em projects
indicate hat seasonal increases have been realized

Physical studies using new observational fools and supporled by numerical modeling
indicate that supercooled liquid water exits in amounts sufficient fo produce the observed
precipitation increases and could be tapped if proper seeding technologies were applied. The
processes culminating in increased precipitation have also been directly observed during seeding
experiments conducted over limited spatial and temporal domains. While such observations
furher support the resuls of statistical analyses, they have to date been of limited scope. The
cause and fect relationships have not been full documented, and thus the economic impact of
he increases cannot be assessed.

“This does not imply that the problem of preciptation enhancement in such situations is
solved. Much work remains fo be done to strengihon the results and produce stronger statistical
and physical evidence thal the increases. occurred over the target area and over a prolonged
period of time, as wel as o search fr the existence of any exira-area effects. Exising methods
Should be improved in the identification of seeding opportunities and the times and situations in
which it not advisable to seed, thus optimizing the technique and quanliying the result.

Also, if should be recognized tha the successful conduct of an experimento operation is a
dificult task that requires qualified scientists and operational personel. ts dificull and expensive
to fly aircraft safely in supercooled regions of clouds. It is also difficul to target the seeding agent
from ground generators or fiom broad.soale seeding by aircraft upwind of an orographic cloud
system
Stratiform clouds

The seeding of cold stratiform clouds began the modern era of weather modifcation.
‘Shallow siratform clouds can be under certain condilons made to precipitate, often resuling in
clearing skies in the region of seeding. Deep stratiform cloud systems (but still with cloud tops.
warmer than -20°C) associated vill cyclones and fronls produce signficani amounts. of
precipitation. Anumberof ied experiments and numerical simulations have shown the presence
of supercooled water in some regionsof these clouds and there is some evidence that precipitation
an be increased
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In many regions of the world, cumuifor clouds are the main precipitation producers.
‘These clouds (from small fair weather cumulus to giant thundercloud) are characterized by strong
vertical velocilies wih high condensation rates. They can hoki the largest condensed water
contents of all cloud types and can yiekd the highest precipitation rates. Seeding experiments
Continue to suggest thal precipitation from single-cell and multcell convective’ clouds have
produced variable results. The response variabilty is not fully understood.

Precipitation enhancement techniques by glaciogenic seeding are uliized to affect ice
phase processes while hygroscopic seeding techniques are used to affect warm rain processes.
Methods to assoss these lechniques vary from direct measurements vith surface precipitation
‘gauges to indirect radar derived preciptation esimates. Both methods have inherent advantages
and disadvantages.

During the last ten years there has been a thorough scruliny of past experiments using
glaciogenio seeding. The responses to seeding seem to vary depending on changes in natural
cloud characteristics and in some experiments they appear to be inconsistent vith the original
Seeding hypothesis.

Experiments involving heavy glaciogenic seeding of warm-based convective clouds (bases
‘about +10°C or warmer) have produced mixed results. They viere intended to stimulate updraughts
through added latent heat release, which, in tum, was postulated 10 lead 10 an increase in
precipitation. Some experiments have suggested a positive effect on individual convective cells
but conclusive evidence that such seeding can increase rainfall from mult.cal convective storms
has yet 1o be established. Many steps in the postulated physical chain of events have not been
sufficiently documented vith observations or simulated in numerical modelling experiments.

In recent years, the seeding of warn and cold convective clouds with hygroscopic
chemicals fo augment rainfall by enhancing wam rain processes (condensaion/colision-
coalescencelbreak-up mechanisms) has received renewed attention through model simulations
and field experiments. Two methods of enhancing the warm rain process have been invesligale:
fist, seeding with small partices (artificial CCN wih mean sizes about 05 {0 1.0 micromelors in
diameter) is used to accelerate precipitation ination by stimulating the condensalion-coalescence
process by favourably modifying the iniial droplet spectrum at cloud base, and second, seeding
vith larger hygroscopic particles (artificial precipitation embryos about 30 micrometers in diameter)
to accelerate precipitation development by stimulating the colision-coalescence processes. A
recent experimen! ulizing the laer technique indicated statistical evidence of radar estimated
precipitation increasos. Hovover, the increases wor not as contemplated in the conceptual model
but seem to occur at ater times (1-4 hours afer seeding), the causeof this effect is not known.

Recent randomized seeding experiments vith flares that produce small hygroscopic
particles in the updraught regions of conlinental, mixed-phase convective clouds have provided
statistical evidence of increases in radar-ostimaled rainfall. The experiments were conducted in
diferent parts of the viord and the important aspect of th results was the repication of the
statistical results in a different geographical region. In addin, physical measurements were
obtained suggesting that the seeding produced a broader droplet spectrum near cloud base tha
enhances the formaion of arge drops carly in the fetime of the cloud. These measurements were
supported by numerical modeling studies.

Although the results are encouraging and inliguing, the reasons for the duration of the
observed effects obtained wih the hygroscopic particle seeding are ot understood and some
fundamental questions remain. Measurements of the key stops in the chain of physical events
associated vith hygroscopic particle seeing are needed to confirm the seeding conceptual models
and the range of effeciveness of these techniques in increasing precipiation from warm and
mixed-phase convecve clouds.
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de la Loi sur [acess a informatioDespite the statistical evidenceofradar estimated precipiation changesin irdidual Goud
systems in both glaciogenic and hygroscopic techniques, ier fs no evidence thal such seeding
can increase rainfal over Signiicant areas economical. There ae no evidence of any exia-aiea
Sects
HAIL SUPPRESSION

Hail causes substantial economic loss o crops and propery. Many hypotheses have been
proposed to suppress hail and operational seeding aciviies have been undertaken in many
countries. Physical hypotheses include the concepts of beneficial competition (creating manyaddtional hail embryos tnt ffecivly compete fo the Supercooled water, alecon lowering
(intended to reduce he size of haislones). and premature rainoul Following hese concepts,
Soong melhods concentrate on he peripheral fogons of argo sor systems, athe than on the
main updraught

Our understandingof storms is no ye sufficient o alo confident predictionofth effects
of seeding ‘on hai The possbiies of noroasing or decreasing hail and ran in some
Cicumstances have been dscussed in the scientic erature, Supercel storms. have been
tecognized asa pariculr problem. Numerical coud model simulaiions nave provided insights no
he completyof he hal process. bul the simulations are no yet accurate enough o provide inal
answers. Sclenists in operalonal and research programs are virking fo delnealo favourable
fimes, locations, and seeding amounts for effective modification treatments.

Af randomize tial have been conducted for hail suppression using such measures as
ail mass, kinetic energy, haistone number, and area of hafall. However, most attempts at
evaluation have involved non-fandonized operational programs. In th later historical trends in
crop hall damage have often boen used, sometimes wi arget and upnind contol aroas, bu such
methods can be unreliable. Large reductions have been claimed by many groups. The vieight of
Scientific evidence 10 date is inconclusive, neither affiming nor denying the efficacy of hai
Suppression aclies. This situation is mathalion for operational programs to strenghhen the
physical and evaluation componentsof ther efots.

In recent years anihailacivies using cannons to produce loud noises have re-emerged.
There is neither a scientific basisnor a credible hypothesis to support such activities.

Significant advances in technology during the last decade have opened new avenues fo
document and better understand he ovolion of severe thunderstorms and hal. New experiments
on stom organization and the evolution of recitation noluding hai ars needed
‘OTHER SEVERE WEATHER MODERATION

Tropical cyclones contribute significant to the annual rainfall of many areas but they are
also responsible or considerable damage to properly and for a lage loss of fe. Thereloro, ihe
aims of any modification procedure should be fo reduce the wind, storm surge, and ain damage,
ut not necessary the otal ania. Huricana modification experiments were conducied in ne
1960s and early 1970s. However, there is no generally accepted conceptual model suggestinghat huricans Gan be modifed.

While modifcaton of tomadoes. or of damaging winds is desirable for safely and
economical reasons, here is presanil io accepted physical hypolhesi to accomplish such a goal

“There has been some interest nthe suppressiono ighining. Motivation includes reducing
occurrences of foros es ignited by ihining and diminishing tis hazard dung the launching of
space vehicles. The concept usually proposed involves reducing the electric fields within
thunderstormsso tha they do not become strong enough or lighting discharges to occur. To do
{hi half (metalized plastic bres) or iver ido have been introduced no thunderstorms. Tho
chai postulated 10 provide points for corona discharge which reduces the lectic fied {0 valuss
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below those required for lightning, whereas aagiantingih ioo-trystal Gorentiationi postulated
to change the ale of charge buid up and the charge distribution vithin the clouds. Field
experiments have used these concepts and limited numerical modeling results have supported
them. The results have no siatistcal significance.
INADVERTENT WEATHER MODIFICATION

There is ample evidence that biomass burning, agricultural and industrial activities modity
local and sometimes regional weather condilons. ~Land-use changes (6. urbanization and
deforestation) also modify local and regional weather. Air quality, visibility, surface and low-level
wind, humidity and temperature, and cloud and precipitation processes are all affected by large
urban areas. As environmenlal monitoring and almospheric modelling capabiltis aro improved, it
is increasingly evident thal human aciiviie have significant impacts on meteorological parameters
and climatological mechanisms that influence our healt, producti and societal infrasiructure.
Inadvertent effects noed 1o. be considered in design and analyses of weather modification
experiments and operations (e.g. changes in background aerosol distributions affect the cloud
Structure and may affect precipiation processes).
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF WEATHER MODIFICATION

Weather modification is sometimes considered by counlries when there is a need to
improve the economy in a particular branch of aclviy (or example: increase in vialer Supply for
agrculure or power generation) or 10 reduce the risks thal may be associated vith dangerous
events (frosts, fogs, hail, lightning, thunderstorms, etc). Besides the present uncertainties
associated vith the capabilly to reach such goal, i fs necessary to consider the impacis on other
actiiios or population groups. Economical, soci, ecological and legal aspects should be taken
into account. Thus, i fs important to consider all the important complexity and recognize the
variety of possible impacts, during the design stage of an operation.

Logal aspects may be particularly important when weather modifation actilies are
performed in proximity to borders of different counties. Howover, any legal system aimed at
promoling or regulating weather modification must recognize thal scientific knowledge is sil
incomplete.

“The implications of any projected long-term weather modification operation on ecosystems
need to be assessed. Such studies could reveal changes thal need fo be taken inlo account.
During the operational period, monitoring of possible environmental effects should be undertaken
asa check against anticipated impacts
‘SUMMARY STATEMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To answer the noed for more waler and less hail in many regions of the ord, some
progress has been made during the past ten years in the science and technology of vieaiher
modification. Large numbers of programmes in fog dispersion, ain, snow enhancement and hail
Suppression are in operation. Several fesearch experimental programmes are supported in some
Countries and include randomized siafsical evaluations. ~ Improved observational faces,
‘Computer capabilis, numerical models, and understanding nov permit more detailed examination
of clouds and precipiation processes than ever before, and significant advances are consequently
possible. New technologies and methods are starting to be applied and will help to lead to further
Understanding and development in this fed

In the ght of this roviow of the stalus of weather modification, the following
recommendations are made to interested Members of WMO:
(@ Cloud, fog and precipitation cimatologies should be established in all courlries as vital

information for weather modification and vater resource studies and operations;
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evaluation of the rosuls of Seeding. This should include. measurements of physical
response variables anda randomized stalisical component;

(¢) Education and training in cloud physics, cloud chemistry, and other associated sciences
should be an essenial component of weather modification projects. Where the necessary
capaci does not exist advantage should be taken of facites in other Members;

@ tis essenta that basic measurements to support and evaluate the seeding material and
seeding hypothesis proposed for any weather modification experiments be conducted
before and during the project;

(e) Weather modification programmes are encouraged to utilize new observational tools and
numerical modelling capabiles in the design, guidance and evaluations of field projects.
While Some Members may not have access of esources (o implement these technologies,
collaboration between member states (e.g. mulinatinal field programmes, independent
expert evaluations, education, elc) are encouraged thal could provide the necessary
esources or implementing these technologies.
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‘GUIDELINES FOR ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE RELATED TO THE PLANNING OF WEATHER

MODIFICATION ACTIVITIES

1. These guidelines are addressed to Members requesting advice or assistance on weather
modification actives. They include recommendations thal aro based on prosent. knowledge
gained through the results of workdwide_ theoretical studies as well as laboratory and field
experiments. A synthesis of the main basic concepts and main resus obtained in the weather
modification programmes is given in the “WMO Statement on the Status of Weather Modification”.
Tis statement vas revised during the twentioth session of the Execulive Council Panel of
ExpertsiCAS Working Group on Physics and Chemistry of Clouds and Weather Modification
Research and vias approved by the fift-third session of the Executive Council in June 2001.

2. Members wishing to develop actites in the fieldofweather modification should bo aware
hat research and operational applications are still under dovelopment. I should not bo ignored
that under certain conditions seading may be ineffecive or may even enhance an undesirable
effect (increase of hail, eduction in rain). However, properly designed and conducted projects seek
to detect and minimize such adverse effects. It s recognized that scientiic evaluation may be a
difficult task, but this s the only way presently know {0 avoid negalive results, quaniiy posiive
‘economic effects, and allow improvements in the understanding and methodology tha is used. The
rovised WMO Statement on the Status. of Weather Modification referred 1o in paragraph 1
distinguishes the various types of weather modification and the degree of confidence one has in
obtaining the desired effect from cloud seeding. The confidence level is very high for operational
dissipation of supercooled fog and moderate for increasing snowfall from orographic clouds. The
confidence lovel is not high for suppressing hil.

3. WMO recommends that operational cloud seeding projects for precipitation modification be
designed to allow evaluation of the results of seeding through physical measurements. and
statistical controls associated with some randomization of tho seeding events. Tho physical
measurements should include characterization of the Soeding maerial. Care should be taken to
engage qualified operators. The objective evaluation should be performed by a group independent
of the operational one. Sch programmes should be plannod on a long<duration basis because
preciptation variabilty is generally much greater than the increases or decreases claimed for
artificial weather modification. The usa of appropriate numerical modals may help in reducing the
ime required o evaluate the project.
4. WMO recommends thata detailed examination ofthe suabiiyof the st for coud seeding
should be conducted similar to that done in the Precipitation Enhancement Project (PEP), for which
WO reports are available. To increase the chances of success ina specific siuation, if should be.
verified through preliminary studies that:

+ The climatology of douds and precipitation a the site indicates the possibilty of
favourable conditions for weather moification:

«Conditions are sulable for the available modification technidues:
«Modeling studies support the proposed weather modification hypothesis;

«For the frequency with which suitable conditions occur, the changes resulting from the.
modification technique can be detecled at an acceptable levelof statistical significance;

+ An operational avy can be carried out at a cost acceplably lower than the socio-
‘economic benef thats likely to result

All prospective studies require expert judgement and the results are expected to depend on the
sie chosen and on the season.
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Document Released Under the Access to

nformation Act / Document divulgué en vertu
de la Loi sur laccés a l'information

5. There are no quaniiative criteria for the acceptance of the results of a weather modification
‘experiment. Acceptance vill depend on the degree of the scientific objectivity and the consistency
wilh which the experiment vas carried out and the degree to which this is demonsirated. Also
important are the physical pausibilfyof the experiment, the degree o which bias is excluded from
the conduct and analysis of the experiment, and the degree of stalisical significance achieved.
There have boen few weather modification experiments that have me the requirements of the
Scientific: community vith respect to these general criteria. However, there are exciting possibilles
now for making progress in our understanding of weather modifation issues using moder
research tool, including advanced radar, new aircraft instruments and powerful numerical models.
6. Weather modification should be vievied as a part of an integrated water resources
management sralegy. Instant drought relief fs diffcul fo achieve. In particular, if hero are no
clouds, precipiation cannot be arficiall stimulated. It is likely that the opportunities for
precipiation enhancement wil be greater during periods of normal or above normal rafal than
during dry periods.
7. The Members should be aware that the scope of efors involved in the design, conduct or
evaluation of a weather modification programme precludes. the WMO Secretariat from ging
detailed advice. However, f requested,the Secretary-General may assist (by oblaining advice from
scientists on ofher weather modification projects of vith special expertise) on the understanding
that

(Costs wil be met by the requesting country;
(@ The Organization can take no responsibilty for the consequencesofthe advice given by anyinvited scionlist or expert;
(if) The Organization accepts no legal responsibiity in any dispute that may arise.
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Jayne, Lisa (EC)

From: Vaccaroisa-Marie [Ontario]
Sent: June 5, 2015 9:36 AM
To: S&T-ADMO (NCR)
ce Shepherd,Marjorie (Ontario}: JayneLisa [Ontario]
Subject: FY1- DM question on the Weather Modification Act

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hello S&T ADMO:

PURPOSE: The purpose of this email is simply to keep ADMO abreast of ASTD input provided to a
question posed by the DM concerning weather modification, in response to a memo prepared on climate
engineering governance.

CONTEXT: Yesterday, ASTD program staff received an email from MSC, though the original email came
from ESB (Legislative Governance), about a proposed response to a question the DM has posed arising
out of DM-189779 Legislative Governance of Climate Engineering and Next Steps (see PDF below). The
turnaround time was very tight.

ISSUE: The DM's question was as follows: * I would like to learn more about the scope of the Weather
Modification Information Act to limit or proscribe specific activities. This may be an area where
international discussion proceed more rapidly than domestic action.”

RESPONSE: Attached in the WORD doc below, is STB (ASTD) and MSC's (PPD) input and response to the
DM's question. NOTE:

BACKGROUND: Attached also is the email trail of yesterday, demonstrating the correspondence and
consultations.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate.

Kindly,
Lisa

onsan7



Lisa-Marie Vaccaro
‘Senior Science and Program Advisor | Consellre principale ~Sciences of programmes.
Director Gonerals Ofice| Bureau du directour générale
‘Atmospheric Science and Technology Directorate | Direction des sciences ot do a technologie atmosphériques.
‘Science and Technology Branch| Direction géndrale des scionces ot del technologie
Environment Canada| Environnement Canada
Fue4305 Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontario MGH 5T4
Email Courriel: isamarie vaccaro@ecoccaTol 416.739.4249
‘Goverment of Canada | Gouvemement du Canada.
Website|SieWeb vv cco
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Envronment Emionnement|LdJoe

13% 04 2011 Moganss
MEMORANDUMTO MINISTER'S STAFF

BRIEFING NOTE ON CLOUD SEEDING ACTIVITIES
(For Information)

PURPOSE
‘As requested, to inform you on cloud seeding activities in Canada.

SUMMARY

Cloud seeding is normally undertaken to attempt to enhance precipitation or suppress.
damage caused by hail.

* One company in Canada, Weather Modification Inc. (WMI), is funded by the
Insurance Bureau of Canada to seed developing thunderstorms in the Calgary-Red
Deer region during May to September of each year, in order (0 attempt to suppress
‘hail damage. This is the only known weather modification activity in Canada.

«Silver iodide is te seeding agent used for this program.
* As required under the Weather Modification Information Act, and on a yearly basis,

WMI notifies EC in advance of their seeding campaign and provides documentation
(0 EC at the completion of their seeding campaign.

* EC's Science and Technology Branch (STB) maintains information on weather
modification activities.

CURRENT STATUS
WMI uses aircraft to inject silver iodide into some developing thunderstorms in Alberta. Silver
Iodide acts as an ice nucleation agent and it causes an increase in ice crystal concentrations in the
clouds. This is presumed to lead to larger numbersof smaller hailstones, and thereby presumed
to reduce damage (o infrastructure and crops.

Members of the public and the media have asked Environment Canada whether or not Silver
Iodide poses a health risk and what Environment Canada’s responsibilities are in regards to
‘weather modification activities. EC maintains information on weather modification activities }
‘within the Science & Technology Branch. EC does not undertake any weather modification i
activities. EC is not aware of any evidence that suggests silver iodide poses a threat to safety. )

ISSUES i
Sigaificant meteorological or hydrological events (e.g. drought, flooding, severe thunderstorms, som,

significanthail damage) that occur in the vicinity of regions where weather modification 3
activities are conducted, often lead to requests for information to EC from the public or media NE
outlets. Information requests are frequently based on the impression that these events are caused
or influenced by the weather modification activities.

wr
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DEPARTMENTAL POSITION
Environment Canada collects and maintains information on weather modification activities as
required under the Weather Modification Information Act.

Environment Canada does not evaluate the risks of silver iodide to human health. This would
need to be coordinated with Health Canada.

()
a
Karen Dodds, ADM of Science &

‘Technology Branch

2
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BACKGROUND
In Canada, weather modification is under the auspices of the Canadian Weather Modification
Information Act (CWMIA). The CWMIA does not deal directly with modifying the weather or
with regulating weather modification activities; rather it requires reporting on projects which
modify weather.

Under the Canadian Weather Modification Information Act, any weather modification activities
undertaken over Canada need to be formally reported to Environment Canada. A coordinator in
Environment Canada collates these results and reports them to the World Meteorological
Organization each year. Records exist back to 1975.

‘There is currently one known weather modification activity in Canada. This project is undertaken
by Weather Modification Inc. and it i designed to reduce hail damage in the Calgary to Red
Deer region of Alberta during the summer months. Silver iodide is used as the cloud seeding
agent in this project.

Silver iodide is very commonly used for cloud seeding because it has a crystal structure similar
to that of an ice crystal. This allowssilver iodide to serve as an ice nucleation agent in clouds
which leads to increased concentrations of ice crystals and which may increase precipitation or
decrease hail sizes. Material safety sheets for silver iodide are readily available. These indicate
that this substance can cause skin ititation.

Statements on weather modification have been published by the Canadian Meteorological and
Oceanographic Society, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the World Meteorological
Organization.

Environment Canada’s active weather modification R&D programs ceased in the early 19805
and no work has been done in this field within EC since that time.

3
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Drafing Officer's Name: Stewan Cober
Dinctorae/ Branch: MRDIASTDISTS
Phare No: 16730.4618
Dike Deal: duly 2001
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Weather Modification Act

+ Administered by the Assistant Deputy Minister of

MSC.

+ No duties with respect to actually modifying the
weather.

« Duty to report on projects which undertake weather
modification activities.

« Any group that undertakes weather modification
activities in Canada has an obligation to report on the

project to the MSC.



Current Activities in Canada

« Weather Modification Inc. is funded by the

Insurance Industry to seed clouds in the

Calgary region that are deemed to be a hail

threat. This activity has been ongoing during

the summer months for the past 7 years.

« There are no R&D activities in weather

modification being undertaken by any

Canadian government departments.



Past Activities in Canada

« MSC undertook a large precipitation enhancement
project in Quebec during the period 1959 to 1963.
They concluded that the effects of seeding were not
statistically significant.
(Godson, WL. C.L. Crozierand J.D. Holland, An Evaluation ofSilver lodide Cloud Seeding by
AircraftinWestern Quebec, Canada, 1960-1963", JAM, Vol 5, pp 500-512.)

« MSC undertook cloud seeding activities in Ontario
and the Northwest Territories during the 1970s. They
concluded that significant amounts of rainfall could
not be produced.

+ (Isaac, GA., JW. Strapp, R.S. Schemenauer and J.I. MacPherson, 1982: Summer cumulusCloud seeding experiments near vellowkniis and Thunder Bay. Canada. Journal of Applied
Meteorology, 21, 1266-1285.)

+ The Alberta Hail Studies Project ran from 1974
through the mid 1980s. Suppression of hail was not
demonstrated statistically.



CMOS Policy Statement

« “Clear statistical evidence and physical cause-
and-effect relationships of the outcomes of
planned weather modification are frequently
difficult to establish.”

« “CMOS supports efforts aimed at improving
our understanding of the physical processes
and determining the effects of planned and
inadvertent weather modification.”



WMO Statement

« “The ability to influence cloud microstructures has
been demonstrated in the laboratory, simulated in
numerical models, and verified through physical
measurements in some natural systems such as fogs,
layer clouds and cumulus clouds. However, direct
physical evidence that precipitation, hail, lightning, or
winds can be significantly modified by artificial
means is limited. The complexity and variability of
clouds result in great difficulties in understanding and
detecting the effects of attempts to modify them
artificially.”



+ @ Cloud, fog.and precipitation climatologis should be, stablished nal
countries as vital information for weather modification and water resource studies
and operations;

+ (b) Operational cloud-seeding projects should be strengthened by allowing an
independent evaluationof the resultsof seeding. This should include measurements
of physical response variables and a randomized statistical component;

+(e) Education and training in cloud physics, cloud chemistry, and other associated
sciences should be an essential componentofweather modification projects. Where
the necessary capacity does not exist advantage should be taken of facilities in other
Members;

+ (@ Itis essential that basic measurements to support and evaluate the seeding
material and seeding hypothesis proposed for any weather modification experiments
be conducted before and during the project;

+(e) Weather modification programmes are encouraged to utilize new
observational tools and numerical modelling capabilities in the design, guidance and
evaluationsoffield projects. While some Members may not have access or resources
to implement these technologies, collaboration between member states (e.g.
multinational field programmes, independent expert evaluations, education, etc.) are
encouraged that could provide the necessary resources for implementing these
technologies.
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Jatar, Muriel (EC)

From: Shepherd, Marjorie (EC)
Sent: September 9, 2003 922 AM
To: Cober, Stewart (C)
Subject: FW: Weather Modification - Discussion at MSC EXCOM

You may wish to keep a record
of the fact that this was distributed to the RDS.

Marjorie
orignal Message-——-From: ‘slang che [06 ACSD)sent: September 9, 2003 8:53 A

Tor Abraham,J (Dartmouth; Band, Michel Graham, aso; Gitar Lowi [Otariol; Mactver,Don; Masterton Joan (Ontarc;eCullochDave (Onari; ara thal (Ontario; Pls, Maine;PUcket Kh (Ontanol;Shherd Marjorie (Ontario):
StoneJon (NCR); Whelpdaie Douglas (Ontario)

Subject: FW: Vieather Modification-Dscusdion at MSC BXCOM
fi Thats it

orignal Message-——-From: LegrosCrantle [NCR] On Behalf Of ver are Deis (GR)sont: 09 Septembre 2003 0831
Tor BretonMimi [SteFoy) Mls John (OntariclFastDon [PYR); Vellmeshausen,J (E6m;Bangay,Garth (Darth)ce HSC ExcCom SC Bxacutive Commitee
Subject: Wither Madiication - Discussion at HSC BXCOM
(Engin foows Franch)
Le 13 jin 2003, le Comité exécut du SMC a examiné et accepté la note documentaire Giointe, qui décrit comment le
‘SMC trite actuellement la modification du temps et les sujets connexes. Le SMC reconnait que Ia préoccupation semble.
prendre de I'ampleuret quil est importantde réagi aux interrogations du public d'une fagon maniére cohérente.

Veuillez vous assurer que vos employs qui sont suscepibles d él contactés 3 propos de la modification du temps et
de sujets connexes sont au courant de I approche que le SMC a adoptée.

Merci de votre attention.

On 13 June 2003, MSC Executive Committee reviewed and accepted the attached briefing note describing how the MSC
eals with Weather Modification and related topics at the present ime. Recognizing that public concern in this area
‘appears to be increasing, i is Important that the MSC respond in a consistent mannerto public inquires and the like.

Please ensure that your staff who are likely to be contacted on weather modification and related issues are aware of the:
‘approach that the MSC has decided on.

“Thank youforyour atention to this matter.

1
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Original signé parisigned by:
Marc Denis Everell

SMA, Service Météorologique du Canada /
‘ADM, Meteorological Service of Canada
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MODIFICATION DU TEMPS

1. La Direction générale des sciences atmosphériques et climatiques (DGSAC)
est responsable de fournir a I'échelle nationale des consis scientifiques en ce:
quia trait aux questions de modification du temps. De plus, la DGSAC assure:
un suivi des activités de modification du temps au Canada, conformément a la
Loi sur les renseignements en matiére de modification du temps, et fait rapport
i tous les ans des activités canadiennes de modification du temps a
I'Organisation météorologique mondiale (OMM). Voici les trois personnes-
ressources de la DGSAC

a. George Isaac, Scientifique principal, Chef des conseils scientifiques en
wg matiére de modification du temps; Téléphone : (416) 739-4605; Tel

cell Courriel: George Isase@ee. ge.ca

b. Stewart Cober, Chef, Division de la recherche sur la physique des
nuages, fournit des conseils scientifiques en matiére de modification
du temps; Téléphone : (416) 739-4618, Courriel :
Stewart Cober@ec.ge.ca

Jack Power, Agent d'information en matiére de modification du temps;
Téléphone : (416) 739-4610, Courriel : Jack Power @ec.ge.ca

2. Politiques et affaires ministérielles (PCAD) est responsable a Iéchelle:
nationale d'élaborer des politiques sur les questions de modification du temps.
Voici les deux personnes-ressources de PCAD :

a. Ann McMillan, Chef, Politiques et affaires internationales:
Téléphone : (819) 997-4290, Courriel : AnnMcMillan@ec.ge.ca

b. Denis Bourque; Téléphone : (819) 997-8177,
Courriel : DenisBourque@ec.ge.ca

3. Voici les sujets fréquemment abordés relativement & la modification du
temps

a. Lutte contre la gréle au moyen de bangs supersoniques ou d'injection
ions a la base des nuages. Il existe une entreprise au Canada (Hail
Stop Inc.) qui vend des canons de lute antigréle. Les employés
&’Environnement Canada (EC) se font demandera occasion leur
opinion sur cette technologie.

b. Lutte contre la gréle dans la région de Calgary par ensemencement de
nuages par Weather Modification Inc. Cette organisation a conclu un
contrat avee I'industrie de assurance pour I'ensemencement de
nuages dans le but de provoquer des orages aux fins de lutte contre la
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exéle. Elle auyre dans I'ensemencement de nuages depuis sept ans et
prétend connaitre un énorme succes. On demande souvent aux
‘employés d'EC leur avis sur le suceés de ce programme

© Ensemencement de la tempéte de Pine Lake. La tempite de Pine Lake
a été ensemencée avant la torade et certaines personnes ont suggéré
Fexistence dun lien.

4. Sécheresse de Calgary. On a tenté de nombreuses fois d*établir un lien
entre la sécheresse du Manitoba et Iensemencement de tempétes
Calgary. Les commentaires d’EC son souvent sollicités.

e. Trainées chimiques. On établit, au sein du ministére, un lien constant
entre les rainées de condensation des aéronefs et la santé. Un groupe
de personnes croient que les additifs chimiques dans le carburant des
‘aéronefs sont responsables d'un vaste éventail d"effets sur la santé des
étre humains. Ces personnes croient également que ces additifs
chimiques sont utlisés pour refléter la lumidre du soleil et contrer les
effets du réchauffement de la planéte. On demande souvent a EC de
commenter.

4. Lapproche adoptée par le Service Météorologique du Canada (SMC) pour
administer a Loi sur les renseignements en matiére de modification di temps
est appropriée et aucune modification n'est nécessaire. Stewart Cober est la
personne-ressource en ce qui concerne les questions dordre scientifique.
Normalement, il achemine celles-ci George Isaac, mais quand George est
absent, ou quand les délais sont rés serrés, i les traite lui-méme. George et
Stewart discutent fréquemment de la science de la modification du temps et
leur point de vue est constant. Is utilisent fréquemment du matériel de
T'OMM pour appuyer leurs arguments. George est le principal conseiller
scientifique du SMC depuis de nombreuses annes et est au fait des demnieres.
nouveautés. Ann est la personne-ressource pour les questions qui peuvent
devenir politique. Elle demande souvent a George ou a Stewart leurs avis de.
scientifique avant de répondre & un représentant des médias ou en cas
d’enquéte politique. Encore une fois. puisque ces questions sont toujours
traitées par des scientifiques, nous (Ie SMC) assurons une cohérence des
actions priscs.

5. Les régions sont prices d'acheminer touts les questions de modification du
temps aux personnes-ressources dont le nom figure ci-dessus, pour que le
SMC maintienne une cohérence des actions et des opinions. Faute de quoi, le
SMC pourrait facilement étre mis dans I"embarras. Beaucoup de gens seraient
és heureux ai un représentant d'EC suggérait qu'un lien existe entre la
sécheresses du Manitoba et Iensemencement de nuages en Alberta, ou que les
raines chimiques au-dessus de I"Alberta sont dangereuses, ou encore que les
canons antigréle utlisés au Niagara arrétent vraiment la gréle, etc. Des
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représentants régionaux d°EC ont &¢ invités& des démonstrations lices a la
modification du temps, leurs organisateurs espérant que la présence d'un
représentant d’EC les rendent plus crdibles. 11 faut que les personnes-
ressources nationales, leurs coordonnées et leurs numéros de téléphones soient
conus des régions. Ces renseignements doivent tre diffusés aux échelons
inférieurs puisque est normalement ce niveau que le premier contact avec
les médias se produit. Une vaste diffusion de la présente note dans,
Vorganisation pourrait servir de premier pas pour sensibiliser les intervenants.

6. Ence quia traitd Pavenir de la science, le SMC atteindra peut-étre dans
quelques années, grce aux radars polarisés, au GOES & cent canaux, au
GEM-LAM 2.5 et d'autres initiatives scientifiques, un point ot l sera
‘opportun pour lu d'effectuer un retour dans le domaine de la modification du
temps (remarquez que la Division de la recherche sur la physique des nuagesa
&é formée en 1960pour s’oceuper des questions de modification du temps, et
que nous avons effectué les demiéres expériences de modification du temps
la fin des années 1970). Toutefois, nous n’en sommes pas encore la. Si
Vapproche des futures initiatives de modification du temps repose sur une
fondation scientifique solide, la question na pas ite traitée séparément de
nos autres plans ou initiatives scientifiques. Nous estimons que les mérites des
activités de modification du temps ont &é exagérés et que la preuve
scientifique des résultats positifs de lutte contre la gréle ou de production de
pluie est trés mince, malgré les nombreux projets qui ont été réalisés dans le
monde. La recherche dans ces domaines est trés cotlteuse. Par conséquent,
nous ne songeons pas actuellement i inclure des objectifs liésa la
modification du temps dans le plan stratégique de recherche de la DGSAC.

Préparé par: Stewart Cober
Chef
Division de la recherche sur la physique des nuages
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WEATHER MODIFICATION

1. Aumospheric and Climate Science directorate (ACSD) maintains a national
responsibility for providing scientific advice on weather modification issues.
In addition, ACSD maintains a recordofweather modification activities in
Canada, as required by the Canadian Weather Modification Act, and reports to
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) yearly on Canadian weather
modification activities. There are three contacts in ACSD including

a. George Isaac, senior scientist, lead on provision of scientific advice for
weather modification; phone: 416-739-4605 cell:
e-mail:GeorgeIsaac@ec.ge.ca ase

b. Stewart Cober, Chief Cloud Physics Research Division, provision of
scientific advice for weather modification, phone: 416-739-4618,
e-mail: Stewart. Cober@ec.ge.ca

Jack Power, information officer for weather modification,
phone: 416-739-4610, e-mail: JackPower@ec.ge.ca

2. Policy and Corporate Affairs directorate (PCAD) maintains a national
responsibility for providing policy on weather modification issues. There are
two contacts for PCAD including:

a. Ann McMillan, Chief Policy and Intemational Affairs,
phone: 819-997-4290, e-mail: Ann McMillan@ec.ge.ca

b. Denis Bourque, phone: 819-997-8177,
‘e-mail:DenisBourque @ec.ge.ca

3. Frequent weather modification issues include:

a. Hail suppression through either sonic booms or injectionof fons into,
cloud base. There is a company in Canada (Hail Stop Inc.) that sells
‘cannons for the purposed of hail suppression. EC is occasionally asked
for an opinion on this technology

b. Hail suppression in the Calgary area by cloud seeding by Weather
Modification Inc. This organization has a contract through the
insurance industry to seed developing thunderstorms for the purposes.
of hail suppression. They have been seeding storms for the past seven
‘years and claiming enormous successes. EC is frequently asked to
comment on the successofthis program.

©. Seeding of the Pine Lake storm. The Pine Lake storm was seeded prior
to the torado and some individuals have attempted to suggest a link
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d. Drought downstream of Calgary. There have been numerous attempts
to link drought in Manitoba to the seeding of storms in Calgary. EC is
frequently asked to comment.

€. Chem Trails. There is constant correspondence at the ministerial level
with respect to linking aireraft contrails with health. There is a group.
of individuals who believe that chemical additives to aviation fuel is
responsible fora large arrayof human health effects. They further
believe that these chemical additives are being used to reflect sunlight
and counter the effects of global warming. EC is frequently asked to
comment

4. The Meteorological Serviceof Canada (MSC) approach to administering the
Weather Modification Act is appropriate and does not need to be changed.
Stewart Cober is the pointof contact for scientific inquiries. Normally, he
directs these to George Isaac, however when George is not around, or when
timings are very tight, he handles them himself. George and Stewart have:
frequent discussions of the science of weather modification and have a
consistent viewpoint. They frequently use WMO material to support their
statements. George has been the primary scientific advisor for MSC on
‘weather modification for many years and is current on the subject. Ann is the,
point of contact for issues that may become political. She often asks George or
Stewart for scientific guidance before responding to a media or political
inquiry. Again, since these issues are always addressed from a scientific basis,
we (MSC) have consistencyofaction.

5. The regions are requested to defer all weather modification issues to the
contacts listed above, in order that MSC maintains a consistency of action and
opinion. If this was not to happen, there could be a significant potential to
cause MSC some embarrassment. There are lotsof people out there who
would very much like for an EC representative to suggest that drought in
Manitoba is linked to cloud seeding in Alberta, or that Chem trails over
Alberta are hazardous, or that hail cannons used in Niagara are really stopping
hail, etc. EC has had regional representatives invited to weather modification
related demonstrations, where the organizers hoped that the presenceofan EC
representative would provide a higher levelofcredibility. The regions need to
be informed who the national contacts are, why, and what their contact details
‘and phone: numbers are. This information needs to get to the lowest levels
since normally the first media contacts occur at these lower levels. Wide
circulation of this note within the organization could serve as a frst step for
raising awareness.

6. With respect to future science, perhaps with polarized radar, 100 channel
‘GOES, 2.5 GEM-LAM and other scientific initiatives, MSC may reach a point
ina few years where it feels comfortable getting back into the weather
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modification business (note that the Cloud Physics Research Division was
actually formed in 1960 in order to address weather modification issues, and
we last conducted weather modification experiments in the late 19705).
However, we are not there yet. If future weather modification science
initiatives are approached based on a firm foundationofscience, then the
issue does not need to be discussed separately from our other science plans or
initiatives. Our position is that weather modification activities have been
oversold and the scientific evidence for positive results of hail suppression or
ain enhancement is very meager, despite the many projects that have been
conducted world wide. Doing research on these topics is very expensive.
Consequently, we are not currently considering weather modification types of
objectives in the ACSD research strategic plan.

Prepared by : Stewart Cober
Chief
Cloud Physics Research Division
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Sent 2032017 155922

From: Grimes, David (£0)

To

ce

=

Subject Weather Modification - Apr 8 Requestfo Information

Atachments
Dear Hr.

on behalf of the Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Environment and Climate
Change, I am responding to your email message of April 9, 2017, and attachment,Concerning weather modification. I regret the delay in responding.

Starting in 148, the federal government was involved in weather modificationexperiments. Host of these activities took place in the 1960s and 1970s. The
conclusions were that there was no statistical or physical evidence demonstrating thatthe weather modification activities were effective. The rescarch programs declined inthe second half of the 19705 and ended in the early 1980s.

under the weather Modification Information Act, any weather modification activitiesundertaken over Canada need to be formally reported to Environment and Climate Change
Canada. As Assistant Deputy Minister for the Meteorological Service of Canada, I am the
Administrator of the Act.

Currently, there is one hail suppression program operating in Alberta. The activities
are conducted by Weather Modification Inc. Since 1996, in an attempt to reduce damage
caused by hail, the company seeds some developing thunderstorms in the Calgary Red Deerarea between May and September of each year. It uses silver iodide as a seeding agent.Weather Modification Inc. has been the only company undertaking weather modification
activities in Canada during the past 20 years, and it provides the necessary reports to
the Department on a yearly basis

The emissions produced by silver iodide, as a seeding agent, are considered to have
negligible environmental or human health impacts. Material safety data sheets. (4S0S)
for silver iodide, which include information on environmental and health impacts, are
readily available online. NSS hazard categorizations are related to occupational
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health and safety guidelines on the handling of substances and exposure risks at
associated high concentrations, not atmospheric concentrations. According to the most
Fecent reports from Weather Modification Inc., the cpisodic emissions of silver iodide
as a seeding agent are not expected to have environmental or human health impacts given
the considerably small quantities used. Measurements of silver iodide concentrations in
regions where weather modification activities using this compound have occurred have
not found concentrations that were above the natural background concentrations.

I trust that this information is of assistance, and T extend my best wishes.

sincerely,
David Grimes,
Assistant Deputy Minister
Meteorological Service of Canada
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‘An Evaluation of Silver Iodide Cloud Seeding by Aircraft in

‘Western Quebec, Canada, 1960-1963
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fixed track over th ground dependent on the wind and found between category A and B storms. Hen, they
area geometry, Failure to get air space reservation have been grouped together in chronological order in
Sometimes limited the maximum allude stainable this report
butin these cases, ifsedingwasconducted a tempera. Sorm ronal, Storm periods were defined in tems
tors one to two degrees warmer, it was posible 10 of consceutive 12. precipitation intervals, 0500-2000
confirm that cloud did n fact reach at leat 0 the and 2000-0800, ol time, consistent with the times
=5C level of measurement of rainfall, and corresponding as

Closely 5 posible with the passage of the weather
7. Selection of storm periods and estimation of SIEM seeded. The storm period was futher defined
oe to be the same in both test areas, no overlap of actual

precipitation across the boundary marking the begin-
Data wsed in luton. The rainfall data ved in this min or xd of a storm period was permitied, and the

evaluation of the eflct of coud seeding were the actual precipitation in he tro areas was required (0
standard gage data. collcted during 1960 {0 1963 begin (und to end) in the same or adjacentregular 12.
inclusive. Dificultes encountered in the measurement hr abservation periods. Suit adherence to these objec
of rainfall in the test areas during 1950 were outlined tive criteria ws maintained in order o ure complete
in Section 4. Becauseofthesedificultcs, particularly objectivity in the abstractingofstorm rainfall from the
the problem of delination of storm periods on the total rainfall dats. Becauseofthestrict criteria adopted
basi of 24h rainfall dat, it was found that the data regarding. separation of storms when seeding. (sce
from 1950 could not be usd in the analysis. Section 0, no dificuty van experienced in separation
Elution rieia, The rier wed in detesmining of the actual rafal of one seeded storm fromthnext

whether a seeded storm was suitable for evaluation Storm rainfall for exch of the sity gages in the rain
of the effect of coud seeding were the same-as those lid gage network was determined and abstracted from the
own for seeding,a deseribelinSection 6. 1 wasnot total rainfall data according 1 the above criteria for
ways possible under id conditions to adhere rigidly cach of the 45 storms. accepted for evaluation
tothe itera, and there were Ges when it was Mean areal rainfall Mean area ainfallfor cach of the
necessary to proceed with the seeding and determine two tet arca for cach of the 45 seeded storms was
later whether the case was suitable for evaluation. In computed by an adaptation of the Thiessen polygon
order to avoid possible bias on the prt of the scding method of cighting (Thicwen, 1911). Tn this adapla-
team, this evaluation was conducted independently tion, subdivision of the area by the right bisccors of
by an evaluator who had not taken partin the seeding the fines Joining adjacent gages was replaced by. an
operations. The information passed 1o the evaluator electronic computer program which calculated. the
by the project meteorologist gave the date and time proportion of the total ares represented by each ge.
of achseein, he description of hesynoptic Situation Using thes vale 35 weighting factors, the mean rst
seeded, the approximate beginning and ending of the rainfull and the standard error of the mean were calcu-
storm precipitation, information on the clouds en- fated. Missing rainfall daa were interpolated neatlycountered by the fight, the seeding level and winds, amon data from the immediately surrounding gages
butnoinformation as to which arca was seeded. The of the dense. raingage network. Mean areal rainfall
evaluator reviewed cach storm 10 make certain thal figuresfo cachof the 5seeded storms and thestandard
the conditions hid downfor seeding in Section 6 had errorsof the means arc shown in Tables1 and2.
been met. No reference was rade at this tage to ain
fll network. information, but only (0 the synoptic .norton normaly vata, Jt was found ha dh 5 S01 dt
seeing criteria had been met in nearly all sceded cases, Tables 1 and 2 show, in dition to the mean areal
except at here were a number of cases where the rainfall in inches for cach storm and the standard error
Winds were such as to permit the drift of some secding of the mean, the cise number in chronological order,
material ino the control area. Seeded cases were thus the storm Hentiication. number and the time of
divided into two categories: category A with no con. beginning, ending and duration of the storm period
amination of the control area and category 1 where and of the seeding. Data for north-seeded storms are
the winds were such as to permit some contamination. given in Table1 and forsouth seeded stormsin Table2,
Cater A and aegoryB store were anya
separately for evidence of an fect from seeding. etiticn suslyils
Thirtynine storms in categoryA snd six incategory 1 5 Statistical analy
were found suitable for evaaton aver the &ye period Several statistical tests were cari auton the storm
1960-63 inclusive. On thi basis none of the seeded rainfall data to determine possible effets from the
storms submitted by the project meteorologist for cloud seeding. A meus of the cifect of secding,
valuation was found to be unacceptable. On comple. termed the scding uence index ratio (hort form:
on of the analysis, no significant difernces were seeding index ratio), was computed by the. method
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desceibed in the following paragraph, and, in more consideration, and making certain other simpiiying
deta, in the Append. Simifcance iss were pa. sssumpions, he valus oflo) ca be shown to cual
formed on the feoding index rai, and probablity one hall the dificence between the mean weighted
Statements on the rue cet of the sealing dodo. ratio when anc arcsseeded and the man weighted
Regression analyses were so perform to determine ratio when the other ars fs seeded. The variance of
‘possible reltionships between. the individual seeing og/ wis slo calculated, gig 3 mesure of the
fides rato and cach of the following: ) percentage of statistical significanceofth valuof , through spp
Storm period sealed, b) precipitable water and ©) fn. cation of Students “tet for Significance (Snedecor
Stability. A chisquare tex was performed on the ra 1946). Detail of the method of cacation of Tog/R
Tionhip between mtabity and precpiable wats or and 1s varnce ai give in the Append. was1
Lc torn. The resultsof thes etsAe given nthe express 5s A sing inuenck nde or seding dex
Parsgriphs which follow. 1, 'where 12100 (R1) per cen, and represents he

“Seeding influence index rato, The seeding influence percentage flacofseing on precpiacion
indo rao X was defn a th ratio of the precipita. + On. the bass of 45 storms accepted for Evaluation
tion in th seeded rea to tht which would have 0c. over the paiod 1900-1965, the vale of og/K was
curr in that rea if no seeding had taken pace. The calculated to be 0010804, whence Re0975 and 1
Vai of R was calculated by using the ratios of the 3} per cent. The value of Stadt “1 or g/t
actual precipitation Tn the seaded rcs and the un. in 3 twa ale test ofSignificancewas —0.23, with 42
Seaded contro ares, taking Togarithn of hese indi. degiee of Freedom, which cormsponds 0 4 inicance
Vidua ruios to normalize ther distribution, applying level of 082. The variation of the ceding index 1
Appropriate statistical weights based on the variance and the significance evel (Student's “1% over the
oftheratio, an averagingtheweghted ratios. Assum. period of the experiment ith the storms arranged in
08 R1b 8comtantforthe cas ofstormsunder chronaogicl order shown in Fig, 5. Tn this diagram
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thessling index and the sigicance (Students “) no relationship between the to, with  corelationar plate on 3 cumulative bass with the valu coilof 0.05plated being those ier » storms. Obviously, he rs Intabiliy. Thetabiof th aie mss the timeTew alos of the sein ind have He cing, of ain wi ako examined for ny acaon withand indeed the method doe not permit calculation og. The mle cbjciv parirater sected wes theof significance un at least two north seodod and welll indo 5, devked by Boyden (1969) for useSouth seeded storms have been processed in the vicinity of ont and in roble stunions.Indiiel sing iflnce ides ratio A odividial If the Iyer beeen 1000 3d 00 mb i in 8 tte of
seeding influence index ratio, R, (shortform:individual neutral stati stability (that is, with dry bulb tempera.
‘seeding index ratio), defined as theratioof the Precipi- ures along a saturated adiabat), then the difference
tation in the seeded area to that in the unseeded TE, oyeen the 1000-700 mb thickness (in decameters)divided by the mean, (allstorms)ara,rt WAL the 700 mb temperature (°C) is very nly &
gens cs enor as UES frapril029Ihcoyin
Cominon ith percentage of storm ssi, A lsst_ 3prOSch to mbit sessment,fthe 700mb tem.

Squaresaml of he elaine between the ogee erature i low for the thickness, the ai i classed 1s
ibm of the individual seing idx ratio and oe unstablea i the TD mb tempratue ihigh fo the
prrentagof the sor peed seid homed vrtually _ shickness th ie is cased Sale.
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he rece fom forth tail nds cic from stn, ht. hs ct can be tea em or gai
S=2-T-20, “Precipitable water. Valuesof the precipitable watershe 2100-100 nb hikes in drs, 1 vet Clk om he Vion ekeFT. emperors (Cand 0 omer fo ms 1 hei tng ef ahnant 0TtA to Fe. Sor. To ing ie 5 vr sly1Saymes of heisbi th vc 1h mo king ey Tor an £3 Br venSeon 0 ri wh vb 5 4 omer Dmoh A ve s(tmila: ri wh wo sce Fo veporKe areni shod Be corton of cosh rc 00 etIo Re wiS ih Comli coin of 003 nd reine sb it cid ving 3
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An cxamication of th relationship between thelog criteria and was therefor na considered inths expe

‘made using a ext squares aly. The eesion of
log/Ry on IW is illustrated in Fig. 10. There was found y i;
to-be very litle relationship, witha correlation coefh. 07 TIS analysiscent of 0.09. Ths, while a one might asame, there Considersbl efx in this project was expended on
was a piv corfelation and hen & tendency Jor the development of operations] echoes ad intrher value t be sscised with higher. values, mentation for bath ground and sir, nt ony 5s i per-
thre wes ot clos ascintion fain to the cloud sexing evaation, but so 10 he
Becauseofthe type of statistical valuation, i was su of precipitationphysicsim general, A args vohume

decid at the outa that th Acts shoud be xcom: of physal observations vas. calcted both at the
pletely objectiveaposible and not (0 devine 1pr. srhce and aloft. A detaied physical and synaptic
form unwarranted exploratory tests whch might by analysis of these abservations wil continue.
chance alone finally provide 3 statistically Sgnifcant
sult, Tn anycae, pecton of he log/K. ve W plot 1, Discussionof results
Showed such a scatter hat thee was go Siow gs 1 Liscusson of sel
ction of any other test which might have provided Analysis of the data of 45 storms sled with silver
better relationship. Stratification of the data into 200 buen 1960 and 1963 indicatesaslight nega-
Do he. sovioe boy, tive electfrom the seeding, However, he probably
er the ent Eriecler of btsning th same eslby hance i sding had 70
‘cach class would make the results non-significant, effect is very high. Hence the result must be regarded
vateofdats aserpt wes ode deter. 15 conclusive, ther sno vide that the cloud

‘min the posse elton between Re, ,I and seeding inflenced the mean precipitation. Neverthe.erBoes sinc of Js, theprobabiiyis high thet the fect af the seein
tar With 3 sample of ony 45 sors th dats cannot <oukd nat have been grate than 22 pr cent citer
berated in mary cies ih ch hope of Poise or negative ine the ducal ints of / at he
seting significant reltonshipe, A terachoric rable 003significance lveace 22 pe cent.
as dr up fo the stom fo <05 and 595 and There is virally no_ evidence of a relationshipA Sa 25m between the individual seding index ratoofastorm
is Cssiteation. indicated mo SEvihium seston and the instability f th aie or between the individual
betweenSandIVfor the seededstorms, with about an Seeding index ratio and the precipitable water. The
equa) distibution of cass in the fous classes. Further,  COmlton coeicents srelow 3nd were found byiin ac an, Re widely Glilaton to cary low signcance level3 wel

“The sors were shined by synoptic type us cold No indication was found of 4 relationship between
front, warm front, stationary front, ough or closed the individ seeding index ratio and the duration of
low. i adtion, thesynaptic types couldberested to Seeing tive tothe duration of stom minal.
the associatedair masses according to the classification Acknowledgments. The authors are indebted to a
ropes maritime polars mame ar or Continental TUTEofoapettive agencies who participated in this
arctic, Stratificationof the storms by synoptic type 1tge saleprojet. In particular, we thank the National
nfo air mas within th fout chs aerated by Research Counc, who developed, maintained and
The vs W Tit, described i the previous paragraph, Opeated the irra instrumentation, the Royal Cans:
renuled in quite small amples nd showed ho partic, dian Air Force, who provided the sce and fightme Ee thon wa sigh crews, the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, who
Tendency foe the wames si macs to have ighet provided fonds and much ld adstance through the
“ahs Canadian Internation Pape Company, the Canadian
tative sxaminationof Ru bysynoptic typeand ATI, WhO tracked th acai, the many volunteer

it mass showed that 50 per cent of te cold fronts (3 Servers i th fed, the Department of Fosey and
cases) and 70 per cent of the maritime arctic systems the provincial Departments of Lands and Forests.
35 Case hat values es than ome. Th reson for
{hi not immediatly clear but may be revesied by 3 J
more detailed synoptic and. physical analy. Cone catntaton of re
tinental arctic systems rarely were found suitable for Mod of dient F10gR sud St
Seeding becwie of clo deficiencies “The problem can be stated ss follows: given 3 eres

Tt Should be noted. that clouds saint with na of pers of mean srl storm rafal messurements on
frontal ystems and commonly slered o a ae Ts Synoptic scale weather systems for (wo est areas A
Lime are related frequent in the 1st arcs. While and withoneof thetoarcassedwihsiriodide
he may have considcrabl potential for ser iodide in randomselection, calculate a indexof the ele of
eaten, hi Station di mo meet he design the cloud singonte ail
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Let the mean rel stall mesrments bede whi, ied
Dated dt, Buy Am and Bot here A, represents the _
Tindal in rea A Ch sccded), B, th rainfall in area Bnlog(4%/.) =ebo(47)
A seeded, A the rainfall in area A (B seeded) a loghd logan. ©)
and Bo the rafal in area B (Bseeded), ic, the sub
Srp n refers to Asccded storms and the subscript m On averaging, subtracting (9) and (8), and rearang:
To B.sceded storms, while the asterisk. refers to storm 10g 61s, we ACL
rainfall in areas which have actualy been seeded. Let tre . .
Hu and Be. without asterisk designate the precipia- Totonlh 8) Tunboglt/7)
in which ould have occured in seus A snd Bogie[nT]
respectively, on seeded occasions if in fact they had Tu. Eun
ro bean sc, nd et. he rao ofthe actual pr - =
cipitation in a seeded area to the precipitation whi logo E sn lope
old hav occured tore neinud len pes Troe Tuan
be defined as th seeding index ratio R. Assuming R Ht)
10 be constant for the class of storms under considera- Len Twn
tion, then

R=AY/Au=BB. Since loge and logs, have been sssumed normally
. ch are immedi, stbutedabout canofzero, thescond term on the“The ratios A/Ba" and A*/Be, which are immedi :

ately calculable from the storm rafal measurements, "EB hardsdeaf (10) is sroand weget
canbe writin Sealogd./8) T alogo/B27)

An/But= (AlBIBBN= GRAB, O ppogret Ey
and, Tun To

A/Bu= (A/BYAS/A)=R(A/B). (3) Fr » \ ing 8) snd
“Taking ogrithrss0a to normalize thedisutons SH fishion,by averaging and adding(8)
edly non-normal, we have en log(4/B0)

o log(An/Ba¥)=l0g(An/B2)=logR, @ 210g (A7H) =" so

Jog/B)=log(A/B)Hog. ©) RE i _
The ratios of A-precpitation to precipitation, lon
A/a 30d AJB, sssuming no seeding i either arc, HeSeelyes om themenvlc Fr hs i, Te
7B), by variable factors, pa pu 0 thatom We ure therefore able to compute og from (11) andABpuCATE), © Logi /B) from (12)
wd J "Once this has been done we can compute individu

AB0TATE), @ values of pa 0d pu from (1), @y (3), (6) and (7),
Wher og amd bgp, can bss 10 be spp. $7415WeG0Amp Erin of bg.
‘mately normally distributed about a meanofsero. “The total variance (external) of logo. is given bySince R has been assumed constant and (4/5) can pe faronis -
alo be assumed to be constant for the clss of stormsunder consideration, pa. and po Wil contain bath the Eon logo) Ewa logo):
ects of errorin Amy Au, Bo and B, ad hence in the opr rem
ion, an ako of the departures of Ans and AB, TE Te Ee
for the particular storm in question fron. the overs = v
mean (4/8). seminptiesatTD) in(6), nd imroding appropriate ASTI hsvariance can be ascribed halt tolog
Cm (00aESPDTOPELE ha to hog(A/B), he variance of og is given by

anloglAndBmemogTATE) Zn Gogo? Za Go
tn ogRi bogon, (8) A)& hE wn ADESiitly 6) and 7), with sppropriate sutstcl Sumi Hem
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Large Particles in Supercooled Regions of Northern
Canadian Cumulus Clouds .

6. A Toke vo RS. Scunummnces .
Pr ——
am ete 1 Noor 7 otform A 579

J—
anidpo benCordisel osDo Joe ob yrs78epi ns a ieasoeSet 0 ns ly pr Toisppiy 3 bg af oea ipo hh repmWhhsES,Th pr nna is evn icoaaveam oTbk ctEp,emhm en eso Se,cdiTe muy oeop ceth Ps:Eemlhaonk dos mei erHeTh aBoa sssPreTr

L. Tntoduction of the major consderaons. The dee was me° ) rhe So 4nd concn ofte ls PriConsiderable anton in recent years as bern So 42d octons ofere paris
focusedonthe concentrationoflargewaterdrops and water phases. The reliability of the data is affected
ice crystals within the supercooled regions of cumuli- by instrument choice, mounting locations, instrument
form clouds. These particlesare important becatSe errors and instrument unserviceabilities, These are
they i:0 poundof Tometo Frecpiuable discussed below. All discussionsofparticle sizes referiI dio, if the contenofthpar. ced below: lLdcusons of partiescrfcIneoct of ths Pr tomere drop ari
artifical stimulation of precipitation. ‘The avaiable instrumentation and mounting loca-uring 158 nd 1970 he concnrnionsndpase 2%, el rumensd moog os.are paris in sme cumulusoudwin (Eh) 10. probe («10-900m) and ek od:350 kmof Yellowknife, NW. (61°21'N, 1162W) ies model 130 ice particle counter located beneath
Tere routinely measured usingan instrumented DHCS he port wing of the Twin Otter; a PMS 1D-P probevin jouer Merale of the, Notional Actonautical (23004500 um) and 3 PMS FSSP (~2-30 sm)Establishment (NA). Thi airrait wasequipped 40d puntedbeneaththestarboardwing; 8Mee Industrithe mesuremens wee taken to hp fl he ob ULSI]Oe Se igi Mes IndiesJectine of 4 precpaton cubcemint expert Lc of do eat ba emhic bnben described by tc 1. 57)Cl fc set of Sov 5009and ont mekemesweesocks 18 clecior i of Si JShale te ie AEpsshes Pad np of fogTotBkoeand a Beechcraft D-18. The results of this two-year yeoorg’5Jeo %So) ase sovtentct to invests he perl gre of indad, tenperstur, aioa

this paper. Drummond (1977) examined the four wing mount.- ing,Toations,4nd.conded ha snp” sce
2 Cloud ental ‘probe induced concentrationerrorswereless than 6%.To any experiment of this typ, he sia nd In addon, be encoded ha he rou bs msreilly of the oud ys numeniaton one stron o souingnbniSomansosSRTDLIAD,
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was a result of the structural geometry of the instru-  <001 (of particles >70 um in size. The PMS 2D-C
Tots not because of i mounting location. In this probe consistently imaged shed particles during these
Project the replicator data are only usd to determine penetrations with concentrations of spurious images
Ere feewatehas of panicle and ice crystal habits. typically >3 (=. Clearly, the cectronicsofthe IDC
"Two known problems affect the PMS ID cloud probe (end clement rejection and depth of fied re-

droplet and. precipitation probes. The fist channel jection) eliminates these artifacts from the particles
of the 1D-P probe, which has a nominal size range counted
terval from 300-450 ym, only detects ~0. of the One further posible efect on the siing and con-
aries posing through the sample srea (Curry and _ centration data. should be mentioned. It could be
§hemenaoe, 1679). Therefor, the concentration data postulated that drops. thrown off the propellors will
for hia channel have been increased by a factor aflect the measurements. However, the very low con-
oF 25. "Second since the fra three channels of the centrations during the 49 Thunder Bay penciations
TAC. prabe detect sine snl count parties with an discussed above indicate that this problem,if it exits,
unknown sccurscy (aac. «fal, 1977), daa from produces negigibe paricecounts>70 ym.
hes channels (20-70 sm) have not becn presented. Schemenaver and Curry (1979) discuss calibrations
Whe several ober problems were dicovered when performed with the Mee Industrie ice particle counter
operating the PMS TDC and 1D-P probes (Isaac prior 10 the 1976 field year, as well us the use of the
Fer 1971). none of the data presented sues from IPC. in mixekphase clouds. Only data collected in
These defecs, AL typical ircrait speeds, nominal the 1976 fio year are discussed in this report. The
Sampling rates for the 1D.C and DP probes are 1 satierd light pulse registered by the 1PC 2s 3 par.
2nd100 4%, respectively. Theconcentrations reported ticle pases through. the sample area is produced
re believed to have an absolute accuracy win a primarily through specular rection of the particle
factor of 3. Detailed daa from the third PMS probe, surface. As such, the counting cficiency of the IPC
the ESSE, wil mot be proented since uncertainties is related to the average sae of the ice particles and
due to changing probe calibrations have affected the to the threshold voltage setting of the instrument
labilityof the measurements. Examples are given of comparative IPC and PMS

Knollenberg (1976)pointedout that the PMS 2D-C LD probe response in clouds composed of smal
probe imagery shows paride splashing or shedding droplets, in ain, and in clouds with moderately high
EE the probe tips. Though the authors know of no concentrations of lage ice particles. The IPC was
borough discusaon of the problem in the refereed cfecive in determining particle phase except in cases
Trerstate, io could be argued that thes artifacts Wherethepartices were 00 small(generallyS150um)
nig asobecounted by the AD-C probe. Since (his for deection or where the concentration” of large
Could seriously affect the resus of purice izes and partis was very low (generally S01 9. 10 is dif
Concentrations determined from the PMS probes, the cull to put error bars on the in-coud ice particle
Sats wee examined fora shedding eect, Jf shedding _ concentrations measured by the TPC since the “teue”
eeupof cout este on probe tips value i never known. However, the TPC concentra-
ind ports then one would expect that a corrdation tions are almost always cqual fo or lower than the
ght exist between Tiquid water content and 1.C PMS 1-D particle concentrations.The [PCwill respond
Ee mentions In fac he corr. 10 millimeter sized water drops but this resus in
{ons between liquid water content and probe con. Very low concentrations when averaged over a cloud
centrations 5704nd >450 sm were negative. In some. penetration. The sampling rac for the IPC is ~7 ¢5°1
Case where cloud liquid water contents were high, 10 typical TwinOtterspecs.
So aries S70 um were counted. An examination The continuous formyar replicator s a model 101
uf the partie sic distributions from the 1D-C and _ replicator made by Mee Industries In. ofSan abril
Tb aber sn showed» comtinny that would be Caloris. The instrument transports a formar.
ikl f one or both probes wore seriously aflected coated clear mylar leader past a sample sit located
by shedding. To further examine th prove, during 1 abose the oofof the aircraft cabin. Under normal
Wight in supercooled clouds in 1977 near ‘Thunder operating conditions ~20 min of in-cloud sampling
Bey, Ontarior a PMS 2D. probe (~25800 4m) and time is available per fight. The replicator sampling
the D.C. probe were operated together in similar Te depends on aircraft. speed, fim transport spec
mounting locations underneath the wing, These probes 21 film coverage, but is ~2.5 ¢ 57%. A sampling {ube
had identical shapes near the sample area but diflced mounted on the upper fuselage is abe used to docuhadMeni shesnar ch mrers bl ret mont the prec of ce. to med version of

hat deer by Schreck el. (1974) and has 3
otal of 17 clouds at temperature levels between ~1 Lumps ve of 30 £ s. The interior of she tube

and —11°C, with a median and a maximum peneirs- ie tencoated; the payethylene sample bottles are
on average JW liquid water content of 08 and uscd cither empty or partially filed with chled
30 g m, respectively, the 1D-C probe measured silicone oil,
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3. General observations and data characteristics 30 .

All clouds examined were located within 350 kn 50 penerharionsof elowkaife, NWT. The immediste vianiy of_ 25
Yellowknife is a relatively flat, treed area with nu- 2
merous kes and rock outcroppings To the south ofS
the city is Great Slave Lake, the ith largest ake in 3% |
North America with an res of 28900 ky and
~230 km west of the ity isa plateau ising ~500m $1 @above the countryside. Both the lake snd psicas 3
were observed to aflct the formation of cum, &
Mountain ranges futher to the west mtract with 3 10]
air from the normal source region over the Pacific "
Ocean to affect thesymapic cae weather aver the € |
projet rca.

“The clouds examined were usually 1-3 km dep.
Generally they were not towering in appearance but
had cloud widths ger than their depihs. AG he 02 6 8&4 2p
time of selection and first penetration, the clouds had TEMPERATURE (°C)
a vigorous, rowing or bubbling appearance, However Jbecause of thor coud lifetimes, succesive pene 0 a
tons wold sometimes, be pefoed whl he coud § Prima
was dissipating. Most, but not all, of the penetrations 2 *® 9428)were made. wihin 300 m of the oud top at tem. § 19perature levels between 1 and 11°C. Because ofhe igh ite of Yellowknife, the height of he (°C § (®)
isotherm was relatively low, being 2750 m MSL. Cloud + '°a heights were typically 2500 m MSL with coud 8
base temperature of 43°C. Because of the distance § |
of Yellowknife from the sea (~1200 km) and the orzemd
PMS FSSP measurements which indicate median total
droplet concentrations >400 cm averaged over a Hori EE Leelo penetration, the summer uml examined can Bennie cv
re cassified25 being continental, Fic. 1. Histograms of conditions at the penetration levelMacPherson and eae (577) and Tac a af, 4, Bagg ofmons0pecruion le(1978) describe dynamical turbulence. messurements Sore, 6) sof cow ompenan, 5, ecnt Fs vasmade within 15 Yellowknife comuli during the sum: omen or te peciraionmers of 1975 and 1976, The coud characteristics and
Penetration levels for he dynamical and microphysial are sed if there was any possibilty that seeding(described below) data ses are very comparable, material was within the cloud at the time of mesalthough microphysical dita were colcted in many supement. The Twin Otter was flown through themore cums clouds. The majority of cloud penetra: 58 clouds or total of 130 coud penetrations th 101tions for dynamical measurements were made a fon of th pencrstons bein performed uring 1976.hundred meters below cloud top at a median tem. For 13 of the S8 clouds, the Twin Otter was onlyperature level of 85°C. Most of the peak vertical flown through the oud once; 32 were penetrated
gusts encountered near cloud top were downgusts, twice, and for 14 clouds threeor more aircraft passesWhich appeared to be preferentially located near the wre made. The time between te fret and st pene.
cloud edge. Clouds at this eve appearcd to be quite racon in acloud was > min for 11of the 58 coudsturbulent and could nat be represented as & Smple with two clouds being examined for periods longerSmooth updraft The median wrbuent ney di. than20minSipaton ate and the mean ms vertical velocity The copit defined loud boundaries by activatingere 190 cot and 1.7m +, respectively. an event marker upon entering and exiting the coud,From the periods 17-25 July 1975 and 28 fune-  Dicave the cumul walls were usualy vey Git,
12 July 1976, on a total of 12 separate days, micro these boundaries agree well with miasuremants madephysical mesures were made within $8 cumli with the Johnson Wiliams meter and the PMS FSS.
car Yellowknife Sveen af thee clouds were Seeded probe. Approsmaiely 50% of the peneiacons were
but only penetrations made within the clouds before between 500 and 4500 mn length. The median pene.sing commenced ar included. No pencracon data tration length was 25 4 which at typical Twin Over
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sirpeeds (65 m 5) was 16 km. For 5 sapling 10%
ero of 25 , assuming only one particle is detected, ae oe
he Tower limit To defined concentrations s approv ET crass
ately 0, 04, 6,20 and 1 mo for the PMS IDC, |
TOF, IPC, replicator and sampling tobe probes, ©

respectively: -
4. Large particle summary 2b

Fig. 1a shows a histogram of the environmental & \
temperature at the penetration evel fo the 130 cass £ \
of 1975 and 1976. Environmental values sre wed 3 0° “
ecouse in-loud temperatures are not believed 10 be § \ sone
as accurate. The histogram maximum occurs between © ,
—7 and —8°C with ail but seven penetrations being ANperormed between 3 and. IC. The average 3 19% eS -
Tid water content messured for cach penetration § Teby a Johmaon-Willams meter is given in histogram & oom
form in Fi, Th, with he meditn penctration erage
value being 0.3 § m-. wy mn

"Nhistogramof the concentration of particles >T0 um
(a determined from PMS IDC and IDF probe
measurements) is diplaved in Fig 2 Logarithmic gal
intervals have been chosen because of the wide range To wo wn we ww
of concentrations, Both the logarithmic mean and the oraueTen um
median concentration >10.um are 09 Fi. 3. The 50, 75,0 a2 25 pec vlc for te oneFig. 3 rates the 90. 75, 50 snd 25 percentile compoofpatch fsthaschei.Fooreaes Tor he emrion ia oncenatin af is 17 3, te FennSd

ticles greater than the specified size (70-1050 um). Concentrations<11¢ L All particles areassumed to es
Fir rampie, S0% of thepenetatons. had average Soeknasome s arcs vee prs
concentrations <06 (1 for particles 150 sm. For ;
particles >1 mm (1050 um), the 50 percentile value >150 and >1050 um are 11 1 and 49 mr, respec-
EF pprosimatelr2m Both Figs 2 and3show the Uvely. Fig. 3 shows a relatively Smooth transtion
ide range of avers concrions pose. The 9 G1+300 am)incncncationsbetwen the mes

rcentile values for the concentration of particles Sur y the P anc -P probes. As was
pe particles noted in Section 2, channel 1 of the 1D-P has been

Cornet according to Curry nd Schemenauer (1979
a There remains, however, a slight change in slope at300 sm hich may be rso instrumental

Tn onde to determine whether the data. based on
2%) the'st of 130 penetration were internally consent,
: he data were vided into ve subsets, The29pene.
3 rstons of 1975 and the 101 penetrations of 1976
fu formed the fst and. second subset. The third and
§ fourth subsets consted of he 26 runs befor seeding
i in seeded clovds and the 77 uns in unseeded cloudyto in 1976, For the Ath subset, he maximum value of
* the average concentration for a penetration within
f cach of the 58 clouds was determined. None of these
A Subsets had median concentrations of particks >70,econ: 150,210, 300, 450, 750 or 1050 sm which were more

than a factor 2 diferent than the median values for
L the 130 cloud penetrations. The silat of theseWT WE oT WO 0 WR ube indicate that Fig. 3 provides representativeConcenTaATn oF PARTICLES rom 1) values for pari concentrations Within supercooled

Fr. 2. Higa of the avr sometotonof pais 1eEonS of combs. clouds near Yellowknie, The
ST MELE St SS THT TR uetian of the phase of these partis is addressed
fA in Section.
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The esl and logarithmic values of the 19 pects: cach of hese 13 cass the dts conirmed th. phasetion average concentrationsof particles >10 um and determination from he IPC. The ming ll Se.>450 um were examined 1 sc if conclaions exited cribed ih Section was persed doing cach panwith ther cloud parameters. The logarithmic valle ton 10 check for te preence af Jaracle snes]of the concemration was ed because this parses hundred microns is dimer and ge

appeared to be more normally distributed (Fig. 2). The phase of the particles 2150 um encounteredNo sirong corcations were obained. The conc. during bah of the 101 sincera 2 metions of partic 70 um and 43% ym ae very temined fom the IPC es wig the vrweakly negatively corrated with quid ater coment Schemas snd ur (1791 hs rm of22d empratre(>—038) A weak corlaon wth hs techniques he pai comeniain n riempeatire at he peniraton level may be de (0 FMS probes vas 50.1 othe prs of he potionsthe limited range of temperatures oborved (~1 (6. (if prin coud nt be saben. Thi rows in11°C). A stronger postive corelaion (r>047) was he data. bein signed 10am f fou categofound vith penerstion lng. Since he cumul were fall of the pais 2150po oe suf ofsully penetrated within 300m of coud ap, penetra: of thse parts were mate:kewates. 1 the ason length is not. dircly ated (0 clout op en. teas 1 bale both ass wee prt; £03 1
perature or cloud depth. However, penetration length if there were negligible concentrations of particlesmight be a function of cloud Heme since clouds 2150um.{ended get thicker ith tm In 25% of all the 1976 penetration some icc wasIn order to test the hypothesis that more IaTge present in sizes 2150 am: about one-half of theparticles appeared in a cloud as it gol older, 46 clouds penetrations with ice also contained some large waterVere examined where moe (ha ane pencaton vas apse Ho ol re ene, me EE Fermade with the Tuin Oe. In 21 of the 32 cous prieier wersovate dpe waditan. Sihat vere pencirated twice, the maximum peneiaton Tn bo cous ponte heomenoffretaverage concentration > 10um was meas on he Tacs a ee Then ES
first pass. Of the 14 clouds penetrated three or more the cloud penetrations where large particles were
times, the maximum penetration average CONCEntra- present in significant concentrations, they were wateron 70 um was recorded on the ft Jas hie og Tce wi he €xcpeion, he th he rnlimesadan the Tatpussi ts Sma numbers ene pero es”wre obtained when the above anil wes perormed x 4 or she 13 pnctrations where continuous
using the concentration of particles >450 um. These  formyar replicator data were available, the maximumcases give no ndcation of an incre In concentra. oma Yc” data wer availble,the maximumtions with time. However, in seven clouds followed pretence of arge drops in the Yellowknife loads
for periods >S min, with three or more penetrations, by¢ are not well correlated with the PMS 1D-C data.and ich the averageconcentrationofParts TOW, Ts sit. comes a on penbeing >2 £-) the concentrations tended to InCrEsse bly distorted on impact with. the replicator fimwid time; 0 mum increase big8 factor of 10. ag sored, o impact with he replicatorfiin 7.5 min. Six of these seven clouds contained ice 100.200 um is unrelisble. The [D-C probe detectedand at least three produced rain. When all the data priicie ‘on 9 of the 13 peneirations and on cach of
are considered, no strong conclusions can be made these penetrations indicated the presence of drops.garding the ching of Arse pari concnstions Sho sme am ae PAIS So proneVi time. 3 appers, though, hat clouds conaiing sng sh men a hen dh hn
large ice particles may develop increased particle centrations so low that it is unlikely they would be‘concentrations as the cloud matures sampled effectively by the replicator.No grapel wes eves aberued in he sampling ube
5. Phase summary container when he Siral wis flow through the

nade clouds esrb above, Th rumen +o. Genera comments dently ‘capable of collecting graupel ince suchpatie wet observed al secin in some seededThree instrament were wed in determining (be Li, Condcring the median pencction enghofphase of the cloyd particles: the Mee ice particle 6’ "003" be’ sampling rate of30 ¢ 5-1, the con-Cour the Mee coud paride, repair and 4 232d he Lobe sling rteof 40.7, the con
sampling ube pace calor, The Mee IFC, de <n Gain 1975) found amar resus in hoa eter observations of continental cum, He. noted. that
een operates daring 1 of he TOV pensions Eraupe concentration were almast alas below theTopo on re, Ses svn on the Betas was acon lms (2) of hk trem for oudmarty Tor 3 paral, sxded oud xparmen. Tn with summit temperature between —3 and 11°.
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Tus2. Te actin (3) 10 man (2) comcenntions of concentrationsaeabout an order of magnitude higher
rnco Cg, dseowrhemn oncmrap Ee
lyTo ph drmianion wa cy aie 0 Pals Toe 3 ue som ovate of lage paris re.poncd by other suthons in the erature. The mew.3 Surements in these case were the result of craterue 2 Soin0 Je em) penetrations in the supercole regions of convective
pee deh To Mo Mo M0 0MI clouds. The presence of some large particles, water

x orice seemstobe normal i loud thatrsch~— 10°C.Whe 3a dem on em om SROTTLIIATI ered thos appar to be
MWY 3 3 Gh Gl Gm obs oes present in higher concentrations than are large dropsEEBM water Clods, THE ism afrecment. ch the

© 3 we we wn os am on oi Tesultsof the presentwork.nw BEDE BOM 2S “The ke pane concentrations in YellowknifeWY WE 3 Sh Sl SM Sn clouds seem to be comparable to he ke pelt con Cenratons reported by Braham (1969) nd possiSomewhat higher han’ he ke particle concentrations2 1009 chance of containing ice. Clouds of maritime in Montana clouds reporicd by McPartand foforigin appear capable of producing ice bout S°C (977). The resus reported by Kosaev oh. (1978)warmer than the thresholds ised above are perhaps the mas easly compared to Table 2bTher concenrations of “superlarge particles” (drops
© lee pane and water drop concentrations and crystals) >200, 00, 400 and 1000 mare within

2 factor of 3 of these reported in this pape for alParticle concentrations within the seven Yellowknife vate clouds, These resuhs ae fo cloud hieknessscumulus clouds that contained only ice (>150 um), of 2.3 ky, Simla to thos oberved in Yellowknieand th nine clouds thal wee known (0 conta Some For ticke (3-5 km) Ukranian comvetiv clouds theyict, were compared with the concentrations within report ight concntraion, while thimr cloudshe 25 clouds that contained only water (Tables a. (15-2 km hve lower concentrations. Ahough i isand 2). Only the masimum penetration average con recognized thatcloud.but. temperature may be ancentration (ic, the penetration with the HehSt important variable, Kowrev 4 of cisited. theraverage concentration) measured within cach of these clouds according 10 thickness and. his variale was34 clouds was considered. The 10 clouds with low chosenas hebasis foitcrcomparion:Concentrations (<0.1 €) of particles > 150 um were Tt Js apparent that many ators such as cloudnot included in this comparison. For the clouds con type, clowk-top and cloud-base temperatures dowdtaining ic, the median concentration of particles hicknese and particle phase acct the ses and con70m and >450 um wis 7.4 (1 and 0.19 -, 1c. centrationsof ge partic in thesuperconed regionsspectively. The corrsponding median values for the of convective cloud. To th extent tas comparonsclouds containing water vere 1.3 nd 03 0. Clouds sre possible, he clouds near Yellownle (2-27,Containing ice had signcanty higher concentrations 11431 W) ar Smilr to those reported shower itallargeparis within them. continental North America. and 1 the continentalA comparison with other messurements of the con USSR.centrations of large partis i the superconled regions
of cum fs not ecesarily susighforward. TH 8 6, Rain forma .dun part o the variable mare of the particles formationscribed by diferen authors. Tnsomecass hey are Rain was detected falling from 4 of 33 natural
ace, somtimes all water, somecimes ice and water, cumull (129%) durin the projet period, Thee f the
and often they are unknown. In addin, concentra. four taining clos conned ce st (he Twin Otter
tions are reported in different ways an for diferent observation level nea coud top. Clouds that were
ize ranges Table Za contains the median concentra: Subsequently seeded wers not ncuded n (is analysis, |
tions of particles greater than a seis of acs rom Cloud bas observations (hee cass) by the Beech
he present work. Thi is an appropriate parameter D-18and theTwin Oe weather radar dua (on case)to characterise the concentrations because of the wee usd tg verify he ain below thee clouds. How:
skewness of the concentation dsabucions (Fig. 2). . eve, since Twin Otter of Bech DIS abservations
The skewness in Fi. 2 would be more evident i were not always avaabie, it posible a Sighly
tincar concentration tervals had been usd. How. greater percentage of the clouds studwereraining.
eve, since mean rather than median concentrations © In one of these fou case, 70 fee > 150 pm was
arc usally reported in the licrature, Table 20 has detected 5s the Twin Otter penetrated the cloud
been included for comparison purposes. For the 9. thee times over 3 period of § min at 3 temperature
ods containing some or 1fcparties, he mean eve of SC. Cloud op was at 000 1 (= 13-0
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ferme. None of the cght lows containing <0.1 (Thepossibilty thata ce multiplication mechanismof parties >150 4m rained. The sverage summit was operative in hee clouds nes sensetemperature fo the clouds producing rin wis 129 males measurements mace sng Bes spun ts29°C and fo the lows that id nt rim i wis the concentration of dposion mite oe coe.Erie menial i 4 the penciron level was <003 CatA cyl wn dite in 31, of Yeon:- ile cumin concentrations 30.1 Cand Hay7. Conclusions were the set of muevion in cloud aie hat og.Fi, 3 summarizes the common of paces iol 4 Ware tempertues Where ic Pe
70-1650 um in soe within 55 cums clouds Most ETERS wer not avaiable. Mosop ef ol. (1570)of he meer ese made 00m lo dod SDE High concent of ie tls in mari0p at temperature levels between —1 and —11°C 47 clouds with tops warmer than ~$°C but colder
withamedian penetrationlevelof ~1°Cand amedian 137 SC (Fig. 4).This observation stimulated andihomd penetration eve of °C and4 lu upri the aoratoy work 1 Mow 1570
Basedon PMS probe sae distribution measurements ich Concluded hac ice multiplication occurs be-in al water clouds, the cloud liquid water content in Upon 38d ~8°C with the simulancous presenceinal water cut, the dou iid frp30m dame hig eed. Gon

“Table and Fig, 4 indicate that clouds with tops 7244 ¢concentration of drops>24 um couldnot
warmer than —8C did not contain ce but almost cere ned securely in the Yellowknife
S0%of the clouds with tops between —12 and —18°C Toler Jf an feemultiplication, mechanism was

did. The percentageofclouds containingice SpPEATEd coememeent in oot ne oral ft was apparently
0 be dircly related to clowd-top temperature. Ap. "gobreaent I louds tha existed a temperaturesofprosmatay nice ss many. dios conamed npc ob CO rare sce noneofthee clouds contiWater drops as contained large ice paride The ans, This may imply that thesecloudsneeded to
existence of very large water drops (median value "ony Loder lempersturesbefore ice muliplication
4 m=>1 mm, Table 2a) within these clouds is puz- Co) igge $3 slo possible dia tn dco
ling, even though other authors (Section 5) have white anism, as postulated by Mossopsig,wen oh othr aus (Scion 9Pave 51 LL spend no commend ume
appear to have had short life spans and it would be hiheals to explain drop growth from mul saeContentet chcnte mehr vy | Ackles, The abors vould ike to ac
apparent time available (<30 min). The presence of KMoWledge the support and work of A. J. Chisholm,hes drop, although nvphined, i cue significant C: be Closer and M. J. Cury of the ‘Aumosphercand may. imply longer chow Hieimes. Such age EMromment Servic. in addition to providing theandmay,imply Jonge loud ities,Suhage Ce Flt Resarh Fayofte Nainadrop might acceleratewy mivorming proces, AC Lt Enabliment (NAE) sho. Sontibued
ment in Allwater cous is Inline in northern enti and technical asstance. Specialy frompent SAE, the help of 1. 1 MacPherson, W. T. ChevierD. Daw, C. . Harvick, 5, Kescak and B. UsbAa vas noted in Section 4, wider nd peas older . \ :
clouds tended to have higher large icomentn: Should be mentioned. Financed support wis provided
tions. For some clouds followed for periods >5 min, ARS, MAE end toe Sonadlen Entry Survionher was  sndency fo th concntuonofparis
10 increase with time. However, in general, no con- REFERENCESSnange he conan Lips Bb Jr, 06:Wi he pe of eo mr
Jiechi by per Brown,E. N., and R. R. Braham, Jr, 1963: Precipitation particle

For 0% of the 58 clouds, the average concentra: Sigur in coms congotus. J. Ames. Sei, 20,ion ofparties > 150um wat ner > 161 Cale. Cur S.J.ad. 5. Shear, 1979: Thesol aiehe a camentraon of ke acta or ase "mkpil oe pn po 4
Be nePIAS Dron, NM, 17: Bfcsofarbi kee
he’ concentration which would Produce PrEciation Soi mieso NRE Ro Oe Ro Coicienly probably 1 1%. Became of ht Jon Conn Br TRASearid. concemebions an he Ick of ie panicles, Fide We 04: Resi of Tod and prciinion ob
most of the observed Yellowknife cum appear to Sridonsioweatherrecommaisance fghts over hess.
be scedable and would not naturally Produce SINS Gugin 976 The phat in sla contra comacan quantiin ofr. is cs8oe
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 osreacr Post theoretical nssigarions have reported that abseredpeaks inthe5 ifsonalsromhayice crystal nh iisof 5 ond - SC couldbe gualiaiely% modeled asnaming ceraspeci contapropre. Thistudyre-examines te ct.Laiid tetons ope
5 nent crystal paramercrs The result, mdaof th growth of average onalmackweaker pendence fheonerenecheco,Elieranseof Sto 15°C. Extention of he model to nude srowih by acorcion,S dosussensthatthemass of heouiymedalsisot erssensi 10h origin5 Crasalhabin Theresisof he calculations are comparedwith obsreedrvstal ees§ incumuasciouds lovin seedingon hrc dierent dovs. Theobseroaions mdare
© hat smallcrysals wercontinual bein podacdos ong as 13 miner seeing.& vcore, crystal mach large thon tore prected by the model or ams reasonTablesofparameters sugges ha crystal gestion may hav becoccurringitoEF Senieamare
= RESUME Des recherches théoriques antérieures ont montré que les maximums ob-Teneraroundsnpon medr5 pourniens re qualtotierens représeonés po an modée considéran ceraines
: propriétés spécifiques aux cristaux. Cette étude reconsidere le modéle de croissanceExcrivouspar diffusion n sont de oberitionsples cents 4spapamenes
£ Copropmts de cescrsaus. Lis results représenarfde a romance ds orton5 owen. imliguent une dependence lu faible du aede crotssancede a mse parSion dans le domaine de 5 4 ~15C. Une extension du model inclart ta© Croiwance par acento, suggére xalement que 1a mass des erstaut oriementG5 sini wet pos ir sensible apropre miles de ces risa. Ls shots de
3 “Present affiliation: Atmospheric Environment Service.Downsview,Ontario.
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2 IceCrystal Growth FollowingSilver lodideSeeding / 235

Zpcol gm compart ores dimesober poe des rts ve deElimu a Pinteneur de cumalas pres enemencemert, ec pou ros ournées
Cerioinom au de pe vito entrod com
Zo ehment vardespeodes endssa 13 mira apres ensemencenent
Emdencomes crankbantuls eands gue coms reous porbe mod pow
2 tout ensemble raisonnable de paraméires. suggére que I'agrégation des cristaux
Biase ovedn tas Substantl

f
Ei totroduction
iE Inordertodevelop andtestacloud seeding technique t suppress forest fires,
5 the Atmospheric Environment Service, the Canadian Forestry Service, and
© the National Acronautal Establishment ave been cooperating n perform:

ing siver lodide cloud seeding experiments. These experiments monitored
z the changes in the microphysical properties of cumulus clouds following
S Secding. The fis tials were begun in the summer of 1975 in the area of
S$ Vellowknfe,s.w.r. and were resumed in June 1976,
Z “Three airraft were employed in the sccding programme: a 33 jet to
2 measure turbulence andto seed the loud with end burning siveriodide fares
z mounted in racks beneath the wings, a DHC-6 Twin Otter to perform cloud
5 microphysical measurements, anda Becchcrat 18 to monitor precipitation at
© Cloud base. A detailed description of the Twin Ortr cloud physics in-
2 ‘strumentation, the seeding technique, and results of preliminary tests are
5 given by Isaac etal. (1977). Ofspecial relevance to the work reportedhereare

5 Particle Measuring Systems (PMS) robes: a 1D-C probe counting particles
5 in 15 intervals, 20-um wide, up to a maximum size ofapproximately 300 um,
ETrate commas pin 13 tera Wg ts 8 8
E approximately 4500 um. Inaddition.a Me Industries ce particicounter nd
5 Cominuous fim formvar replicator installed on the Twin Otter were sed to
3 determine panicle phise.
§ typical seeding experiment involved ist selectinga eltively iolued
§ cumuluscloud that had depthof great han 1 km. appearedtobe growing.
Z ind had a cloud-top temperature between 5 and 20°C. Next the mi-
£ crophysical propertiesof the selected cloud were measured from the Twin
Z Gulerby ying or 3prcsecding passes atanaltitude300mbelow coud topor
3 atthe 210°C level, whichever was lower, Proviied he measurements indi
2 Gted that the cloud did not have a high concentration (> 106-1) of large
S panicles (>100um) and th cloud base aircraft did not encounter precipita
5 tion, the cloud was seeded by burning Agl flares onboard the T-33 at the.

£ Lliade where the previous measurements had been made. Following seed:
E ing. the T-33 ef the cloud and was flowna cloud top for aslonga5possible.
2 while the Twin Otter re-entered making successive loud penetrations at the
S Sccdinglevel allowing microphysical measurements 0 be continue.
2 In Some of he clouds. high concentrations ofic particles were observed
T consistently on successive pases through the cloud fer seeding. The mea

2
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2
§ surements clearly show that the Agl sceding material initiated the growth of
£ theice particles. The information supplied by the PMS probes i these cases.
2 has provided a detailed description of ice crystal growth in cloud following
£ seeding. and some ofthese results are presented here.
z “To aidi the analysis of the results an ice crystal growth model has been
TS developed. Previous modelsofdiffusional growth Uayaweera, 1971; Koenig.
E1971; Houghton, I972; Pruppacher and Klett, 1978) differ by between 1 and 3
ZF ordersof magnitude in the massofthe crystals predicted after 1000sofgrowth
5 al temperatures between 5 and ~ UC, Such discrepancies may be espe.
Scilly significant in situations where riming is important, since the onset of
£  rimingdependsoncrystal ize. The availabilityofmore recentinformationon
2 entiation coeficients compiled by Hall and Pruppacher (1976), on dimen-
E sional relationships compiled byDavis (1974), andon crystalfall velocities by
£ Davis (1974) and Heymsfield (1972), warrants a re-examination of the ice
5 crystal growth problem. Satisfactory dircct verification of the present and
SZ previousgrowth modelsis not possible becauseofthe scarcityofobservations

onthe growthoffreely fallingcrystals. Instead. the validityofthe model must
Z be based on the validity of the diffusional growth equations and on the.
Z assumed properties of the crystals such as density. axial ratio, ventilation
3 factor, etc. Laboratory measurements (Ryan etal., 1976; Fukuta, 1969) are of
3 littlehelpin this regard becauseofthe importanceofkinetic effectsduring the
£ shortgrowth times available in diffusion chambers.
5 Strong peaks in the growth ratesofice crystalsat —Sand — IS°C have been
% observed in the laboratory measurements mentioned above. Jayaweera and

Koenig have shown that the peaks at these temperatures can be produced
& qualitatively in calculationsif certain crystal properties are assumed. Such£ peaks might have a significant nlence upon th outcome of seeing Expert
S ments, so that a secondary purpose of the present model is to determine
G whetherthe more recent observations still support that kind ofa temperature
£ dependenceofthe growth rate.
5 ‘The following section contains a description of the diffusional growth
2 model. Theresults of the model are compared in Section3 with the results of
£ Jayaweera and of Koenig in terms of mass after 1000s as a function of
2 temperature, and explanations for the differences between the three sets of

results are given. Furthermore, in order to estimate the importance that
£ accretion might be expected 0 have, the model is extended in a highly
1 simplified manner to consider simultaneous growth by diffusion and accre-
Eon
E Tisectons.teresutsofscedingerperimentsar escrivedintermsofhe
E observedcrystal growth following secding. The observed cecrystal sizes are
& compared with model predicied sizes. Hoffer and Warburton (1970) and Davis
Sand Auer (1974) attempted to verify the accuracyofdiffusional ice crystal
3 ‘growth equations by comparing crystals observed after seeding with theoreti- -
% cally produced crystals. This paper does not use the field measurements for
1 model verification. However, the model is useful for interpreting the mea-

&
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5 surements and for determining the importanceofvarious cloud parameters
I ave
HE 2 kecrystal growth model
Z The ice crystal growth model describes the growth of a single crystal by
Z diflusion and accretion. Diffusional growth is calculated from the solution of
Zhe diffusional growth cquations as first spplid to ice crystal growth by
F Houghton (1950), and extended by Koenig (1971) and Jayawcera (971) to
5 include the effectsof ventilation. The cquationsofdiffusional growth uscd in
SZ thissudy ar the following
g A ACIP. ~ PAT
£
i seer - Ty,
2 where fu and f are the ventilation coefficients for mass and heat diffusion,
ZF fespectmely. and the other symbols have their usual meanings. This model
S incorporates ventilation coefficients suggested by Hall snd Pruppacher
Z (1976). who assembled the most recent information on the ventilation of
5 Spheres and oblate spheroids by Beard andPrappacher (1971), Pitter of a.
% (1978) and Maslyah and Epstein (197). Ventiation of dendritic crystals i
£ modeled ina manner suggested by Houghton (1972) which i designed 0 be
§ Consistent withthe abservationsofThorpe and Mason (1566.
2 “Since crystal abit has been shown to be a funtion of temperature and
£ supersaturation. the following crystal shapesfrom the Msgono and Lee (966)Etotohn or ye Ch Co eh and Pe
E Informationonthe length-width and dismetr-thickness relationshipsof col
5 umnsand plates. respectively. have been taken from th observations of Auer
5 and Veal (1970) and the compilation by Davis 1974) ofobservations by Auer
£ na Veal (1970), Kajkawa (1572) and Ono (70). Fall velocities of the
§ unrimederystals avealsobeentaken from the experimental values compiled
Z by Davisand the theoreticalvalues determined by Heymsfied 1972). Crystal
E capacitances are approximated for columnar crystals by analytical cxpres-
Zions for prolte spheroids and for plte crystals by experimental valuesee
5 various sources. Solid columns (Cle) and solid plates (Pla, Clg) have been
S$ asigned densitiesof 0.9m. Following arguments of Davis (1970), Pe
§ ys hve bean asighed a density of 0.1 gm. Needs (NI ar
£ sumed to have the densitis observed by Ono (1970), which re a function of
£ crystal length: dendrites (Ple) are given densities suggested by Heymsfield
Z (1572), whichvary with crystal diameter. With th above parameters defined.
She heat- and mass-ranster equations arc solved Smulancously. and the
35 growthofthe crystal is calculated by numerical integration.
3 ‘The modelofaccretional growth is similarto those used in previous studies.
2 Thecrystalis assumed to add accreted mass insucha way as toonly increase
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£ the length of its minor axis. at rae proportional 10 the product of its

crosssectional area normal to flow and is fal velocity. The following sim-
Z plified equation is used to calculate th accretedmass during cach Step of the
E Gmeintegration
= aM, = ava $ EQ,
F where My is the accreted mass, Uis the particle fll velocity (droplet fll

velocity assumed negligible), A is the time step in integration, £ is the
2 collection efficiencyofice particle with dropletsofsize category i, and Qris
£ theliguid water content ofdroplet spectrum size category i. A crystal rows
£ by diffusion alone until it is large enough to capture droplets. Collison
E  clfcicncicsofunrimed columnsandidealized thin plates have been calculated

by Schiampetal. (1975) andPiter and Pruppacher 1974). Theseefciencics
£ agree well with the observations of Ono (1969), who deduced riming

thresholds of roughly 50m for the diameterofcolumns and 300m for the
diameterofplates. Since efficiencies for rimed crystals re not Known, the

£ ihcoretcal efficiencies are used only (0 derive the minimum crystal size
ZS before iming commences; thereafter riming continues with a constant value
Z of collection efficiency. As this minimum crystal size isa function of cloud
£ droplet size. an appropriate cloud droplet spectrum is divided into a small

numberofsizeintervals. cach withits own cut-offsize for the onsetof riming.
£ The constant value ofcollectionefficiencyisabsorbedntoanaverage colec-
% tion efficiency liquid water content product, EQ. There is experimental
£ cuidence that the value of£ may be much lower than unity. Plum and
E Pruppacher (1976) have determined in wind-tunnel studies th the average
I collection efficienciesof raupel particles. growing by accretion from frozen
£ Glopsotintial diameter 300 pm forSm growthperiod.werebetween 0.25

 and03s. ThereforeanEQvalueof 10g m™> may correspond toa liquid water
content several times greater than 1.0gm", if the valvesofPAaum and

§ Pruppacher arc applied. The rime is added uniformly to the sidesof column
$ crystls and the facesofplate crystals at density of0.5 gem for crystals
§ with diameters less than (mm, reducing to 0.25gem™ ai 2mm and
Z 01Sgom a Imm diameter. These values are based on the measurements
3 ofsraupel density by Zikmunda andVali (1972). When the crystal minor axis
Eis as large as the major axis, the particle continues 10 grow as a spherical
S ‘graupel particle. Fall velocitiesof graupel particles are also taken from Zik-
5 munda and Vali (1972); fal velociticsofrimed crysals are found by inter.
£ polating between the velocitiesofgraupel and unrimed crystals. The effect of
£  thelatentheatoffusion from frozen accreted dropletss incorporated nto the
£ heat balance usinga method suggested by Young (1974) thus th diffusional
S growthrate may beaffected by an accretional heating term. A mor complete
2 discussionofthe equations and the parameters used in the model is given by .
EF suappaom.
z
£
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£3 Reusofckuion
2 Tocompare the temperaturedependenceof the diffusional growthatothat
3 inprovious calculations, th crystal habil corresponding 0.8 particular em:
2 perature has een taken rom MagonoandLee (1966). In Fig. |.the massesof
t ‘crystalsgrowing by diffusion at water saturation for 1000s are plotted, along.

withthe comesponding reuls of Jayaweera (1971) and Koenig 171). The
© present results (curve 2) are, over most ofthe temperature range considered,
£ iemediatc between thoseof Jayaweera curve 4 andKoenig curve 5). The
2 diffrence between the present resus and those of Koenig is partially duc 0
2 thedifferent expressions used here orelate crystal axis ratio and density 0
£ Jubit and size, and partially duc to Koenig's reduction of the crystal growth
3 rate by afactor 2 to account for kinetic effects (Fukuta, 1969). More recent

i
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t calculations by Fukuta and Walter (1970) suggest that Koenig's correction is
2 much too strong. The results of Jayaweera, however, are based on crystal
Z shapesthatare similar to thoseadoptedin his studyat th same temperature.
2 ‘The most significant resultsof this model are the muchweakerpeaks in the
2 diffusional growth at 5 and — 15°C than those from Jayaweera’s or Koenig's
ZS calulatons. The disagreement with Koenig resscanbe attributed mainly
2 othe diference in crystal densities and axial ratio. a wel 2 the overeor.
F rction for Kinetic effets. The illrence rom Jayaweera's calcultions i
5 sunbuted o two factors. Firstly. Jayaweera base the aia ratiosofneedle
2 crystlsonthe observationsofOro 1970), whoreported that,on the average.
g needle crystals tended to cease growth along the minor axis when a diameter
£  of40umwasreached. Furthermore,the dendrite associated with the peak at
© ZISC were based on the observations of Nakaya and Terada (935), whieh
z implied that dendritic crystals ceased growing along their minor axis once
S theyreschedathicknessof 11 um. Stoppingthe growthofone as allows the
2 crystal shape to become highly eccentric, and the growth rates to accelerate

rapidly. Jayaweera acknowledged this as a strong factor influencing the
I wowmpeak.
: “The axial ratio of needle crystals and dendrites employed inthis study are
Z cxracted from observationsof Auer and Veal 1970), which cover a wider
£ angeotcrystl sizes and donot dispay cessation nthe growthofthe minor
£ axitincithercrysaltype. Thisobservationssupportedforneclcrystls by
2 the measurements of Iwai (1973) and Hobbs et al. (1974). In bothofthese sets
Sof measurements on needle dimensions, some needle crysals were found (0
2 cxcenda I00um diameter, and commonly exceeded 40pm. There is some
E indication a limitngaverage need diameterof 70m nthe measurements
E of Hobbs ct al. However this fs significantly arg than th ming value
5 proposed by Ono. The dendrie observations of Auer and Veal (1570) and
3 Kaitkawa (1972) show that dendrite thickness continues to increase with
£ increasing diameter at a diameter of 3mm, thicknessesof60m were com-ram iva valor Tawar ot ee Tons

differences in crystal axialratiosare very significant in calculationsofcrystal
E crowth, as may be seen by comparing curve 4 with curve 3 of Fig. 1 which
ZS cmploys Jayaweera's ventilation factors but hs the revised crystal Shapes.
3 A second difcrence between th calculations of his Study and those of
2 Jayawceraisintroduced by th uscof a more recentlydenved xpression for
& ventilation. ayaweers' formulation for vention allows more ¢ccenirc
g crystals (e.g. needles) to benefit more from ventilation than low axial ratio
£ panicles (. spheres Recent careful numerical and perimental determi
£ aonsof te vendlaonofoblate spheroids and spheres (Ptr tal. 1974
Z Maslyshand Epstein. 1971: Beardand Proppacher. 137) sugges thatforlow
5 Reynolds Numbers theopposite sprobably true.

-£ “The calculationsof thisstudy, basedonthe recent observationsof average
Z crystal shapes and recem formulationsof venation, result in greatly sp
£ Pressedpeaks at Sand ~ISC. Curve 1 in Fig. represents tegrowthof ce
2
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§ Tanta1. Ratios ofmasesofcolumnand
3 ‘plate crystals growing by simul-
Z incu alton and secretiona 10600mb, the ass2 St hee cost growing by
2 ition sone afer 100
3 Mas Ratio5 w TT

Ek @m™) Column Plate

$ 0s 5 .3 io a 0
& 10 550 0£ i aw aw
g
2 spheres of density 09g cm”, using venifation coefficients determined by
= Beard andPruppacher (1971). The variation in mass with temperature in this.
2 casereflectsonly the difference between the saturation vapourpressuresover
2 iceand water. since there is no variability in particle shapeo density. In the
T region fiom ~810-9.5°C the growth of the stbbier crystals is oly slightly
E  fwourcdovericespheres. In temperature regionsoflowercrystal density and
3 higher crystal axial ratio (~ and — 15°C),more significant growth advantages
% overice spheresare found.
£ ‘Calculations were also performed for simultaneous acerctional and diflu-
& sional growth in order to give an indication of the sensitivity of the total ice.
3 crystal growth rate in cloud to crystal habit. Because of diferent fall vel
5 octies. cross-sectional areas. and thesizes requircdfo heansetof accretion.
£ twas speculated that significant differences in the abilitiesof different crystal
g scometris 0 accumulate mass in loud could xis. Since there was a lack of
8 complete information on the parameters affecting accretional growthfor each

3 ofthecrystal types studied for diffusional growth, calculations incorporating
i “ceretion were only carried out for thin plates (Pla) and solid columns (Cle)
$ with dimensions given by Auer and Veal (1970). Information from both
§ heaton alodmioron hese ered or he neta caeion
£ i available for both crystal geometries. For comparison Table | contains
= Fatiosof the mass attained by columns and plates a ~ 10°C for various liquid
2 Water concentrations for unit collection efficiency (or equivalently. average
3 valuesof the collection efficiency- liquid water content product. £D) to the
J mass attained by crystals by diffusional growth slone for a time period of
i 10005. This reveals the extent to which accretion can determine mass ac-
£ cumulation,and implies tha the diffusional growth advantages maybeof tle
£ Consequence o the growth ofce crystals in cloud. Fig. 2 displays results of
E aleutationsof simultaneous diffusional and accretions! growth of columns
5 andplatesat— 10°C fora rangeof average collection efficiency—liquid water.
3 content products. Although under these conditions columnsbegin to accrete
i mass earlier (c.g. sbout 3 min after nucleation as opposed 10 about 7min for
2 plates), the advantage isoffset by a much faster initial accretion rate by plates.

&
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3 Evidently no large differences in the abilitiesof these crystals to accumulate
I massoydifusionandaccreionarerevealed,Althoughcannotbeconcluded

with certainty that ice crystal growth in mixed-phase cloud is insensitive to
S original crystal habit, the calculationsofthe growth of these two geometri-
§ cally very different crystals do not provid any indication that con sen:

sitvites exist.£
2 4 Observationsaf ce crystalgrowthnseeded clouds
E Duringthe 197 field experimentsin Yellowksife,three clouds were seeded in
ZS whichhighice crystal concentrationsand rapid particle growth were observed
5 after sceding. Plotted aircraft fight paths and visual contact between the
£ seeding aircraft (T-33) and the observation aircraft (TwinOtter)ensured that
g for each case only the seeded cloud was examined. For the three cases, ice
E nucleus measurements using millpore fiters indicated tht the plumeofAg
£ was penetrated by the Twin Otter afte seeding. For the one case analysed.

ftom sbiorption spectrometer measurement showed tha hers exposed
& afer seeding had high Ag concentrations on them. Scanning electron micro-
5 scope analysis for another case indicated that replicator impressionsof ice:
z crystals (11 of20 analysed) observed afterseeding contained Ag (Shewchuk, ’
2 1978). Thelarge particle concentrations observed after seeding were anoma.
£ lously high,being >100¢~ for particles >70 jm. For comparison, measure-
£
&
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£ Fig. 3 Diameter of Pla crystals growing by diffusion and accretion at = 10°C. 600mb. for
EE moteotEB.
§ mons rom 10 clo pntrtons ot semper levels twas <1 snd
i ~ 11°C in 47 different cumulus clouds that were not seeded in 1976. or were
Ee nt hog Maresoeoo
I ConcemmatormorOame ist respectively. for particles» (aac
z al.. 1978). In eachofthe three seededcases examined below. the concentraE  notinsie > Tou pened oy ctor amar sn 100 over a3 18

i
£ 1a conclusion. all avalable evidence for the three cases reported below
I menceroo on sys ware gmoney oe
$a
ET ost of the culos clouds vest, including te he cases
£ ‘studied here, the average liquid water contents measured by the Johnson-E Wits ois war coment mowing yam wan below 1.080 Fur
8 thermore, almost all crystals observed were plate type crystals. In Fig. 3 the4 owhofin major shorPl piesa 17 pond soa fonctionof time
2 forvarious valuesofEQless than 1.0 m->. The maximum dimensionsofthe
E coymaiometoumdrachanesbylss han 300m whbnthe 000 me poi
© Tova dueto the fct thot he acereted macs added 0 the minor avs unt
Ee raupet sas i reached. A ml reduction in plate rameter with ight
Domievden romFig 3(Curocs 430d 9. Athe plate ries onthe
Iaren apr
& this larger area. In light riming conditions. this results in a slower growth rate
Sorhe moor ans cue hough ihe dilusionsl mas srowth ae merencs.
E Whthorihiiaamaccarat description ofhatstullyhappens fo uncortan.

 Nevenncios, provided acreion mie the arystl fees presenting he
£ greatest cross-sectional area to the direction of motion until the major and
i minor crystal dimensions are approximately the same, for times up to about
i
Em appre ramet

axis on the detector, and the resolutionof the D-P probe is only 300 um.
EJ wlsbitTMssonotert din
z
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E plate growth with observed crystal spectra are somewhat insensitive to
5 accretional growth effects within time intervalsof the order of1Smin after
Zi secdingat the moderate accretion rates described in Fis. 3. The ID-C probe,
& which measures particle major dimensions in a size range (approximately
= 20-300 um) at which accretion is not yet started in plates, and is only just
T strting in columns, is therefore also insensitive to accretional effects.
5 Therefore calculations ofa plate major dimension growing by diffusion alone
2 areusedin the comparisons,and these calculations of majordimensiondiffer
& insignificantlyfrom calculationsof iming crystals at moderate accretion rates
E and timeintervalsofess than about 1S min.
g On 16 July a cumulus cloud was seeded with approximately 250g ofAgl.
2 Figure 4 summarizes the sizes and average concentrations of particles de-
E tected before and after seeding by the IDC and the ID-P probes. Each
2 vertical bar represents a pass through the cloud by the instrumented Twin
5 Otter its width being the approximate time in cloud. The vertical axsdesig-
2 nates particlesize,and average particle concentrations over the cloud width
Z arcindicated by the hatching.
z General information on the aircraft fight pattern and the cloud properties is
Z given in Table 2. Before seeding, the cloud was growing and had a vertical
5 depthofabout2.5 km, withameasured base at2250m(it). Afterthe second
% Twin Otter pass, the cloud as seeded on a penetration by the T.33 at a
£ temperatureofabout ~ I(°C. This was followed by 6 Twin Otterpasses at or
§ nearthe secdinglevel. The cloud liquidwater content had ts highest value of

078m on the pass prior to seeding, and decreased in time after seeding to
03am onthe lastpassat the seeding level.

£ “The first two passes indicated in Fig. 4 and Table 2are pre-sceding passes.
£ Unfortunately the cloud had 2 urets, th firsof which was flown through on
S the pre-secding passes, and the second of which was seeded and flown
§ through on the following passes. The properties of the (wo turrets before
£ seeding are assumed to be similar. On the first 2 pre-seeding passes no
$ particles were detected by the ID-C probe.For the first pass after ceding the
© concentrations andsizesof particles are similar the first two passes before

seeding Toaccount forthe absenceofparicies on th ist pass after seeding,
Sitshypothesized that the aircraft missed the Ag] plume and thus no apparent
3 seeding effect was observed at this time. On the second pass after seeding, a
5 burst of particles was detected by both the ID-C and the 1D-P probes, with

total average concentrations of particles >70im of 1902". Only daia for
E crystals larger than70 um are indicated because of instrumental counting
£ problems in the frst 3 channelsof the IDC probe. The subsequent passes
£ exhibit similar high total concentrations of particles (Table 2). It is also
& apparent from Fig. 4 that particles ar growing in ime. For example, about
3 Smin after seeding, partcies 450m are present in concentrations of
3 0.1" which is the same concentration for pariles > 350um observed
%  I2minafierseeding. Although theparticles are seeminglygrowing, it canalso
£
&
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£
© be seen that small particles arc continually present in each pass after seding

Zz ‘with the highest concentration ofparticles at the smallest sizes.
8 Replicator impressionsofparticles inthe cloud reveal very high concenira-
2 tions of hexagonal plate crystals. On the second pass after seeding. high
2 Concentrationsof Pa lates are observed at sizes in agreement with th probe:
Z date There i aso evidenceof unbroken Plc crystal at sizes up t0 about
ZT 250umon thereplicatorfm.and probably larger ones which have shattered.

The larger particleson this pass seem to be the morecomplexbranched-plate
S crystals. These data verify hat the paricles detected in high concentrations
5 bythe ID-Cand ID-P probes are indeed ice. Thi is further substantiated by

the concomitant rge increases in concentration detected by the ce particle
Eo counter Tabled.
£ “The temperature (~10°C) at which these Pa crystals were observed is
£ somewhat warmer than the temperature of approximately — 12°C suggested
5 5) Magono and Lee (1966) for thin plate growth at water saturation. More
g complex structures (ic. Plc) observed at the same level indicate that the
2 rystas may have initially growna colder temperatures
2 Figure includesthe resultsofcalculationsofthe diametersofthin plates is
Za function of time. Referin to the IDC. data. it can be scen hat very high
3 concentrations of particles smaller than this are present on cach pass after
5 ceding. On the sccond pass aferseding.945 of theparticles >70 um have
© sizes smaller than those predicted or hin plates growing from th seeding
Zim. On the last pass 98% ofthe particles >70 um are smaller than the thin
% plate prediction based on the seeding time. The persistence of such small
& crystals so long after seeding suggests that crystals are continuing to be
§ produced cither asa resultofdelayed nucleation by silver fodide. or by am ice
5 crystal multiplication mechanism. Orderof magnitude estimates, as well as

measurements showing that th liquid water concentration remained constant
© forthe frst several minutes, allows one odiscount the possibility of vapour
g depletion retarding the growth of some ice crystals. Figure 4 also includes
2 ‘model calculations of the Ple and Ple diameters based on crystal nucleation at
© the seeding time and growth at water saturation for the temperatures indi
£ cated. Evidentlythe majority oftheparticles are also smaller than these model
SZ coloultions, consistent with the continuous production of particles in time
2 aferseeding.
8 Considerable concentrations of ice particles much larger than the model

calculations are not expected if growth is by diffusion and accretion alone.
E However, panicleswithsizes several imes those predicted by the model arc
£ detected in concentrations significantly higher than those detected before
S Seeding. For example. second-by-sccond dataat12 min afer seeding showed
a particles>3000 um in concentrations upto0.2 in partsofthe cloud; model
E calculations predict la and Plc diameters of oughly600and 800 um, respec-

tively, at this time. Many conditions could énhance the growth of some
Z crystals in the population, resuling in lager crystals than predicted from

&
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2
£ calcultons. These include crysal growh i ares ofthe cloud where the
2 liquid water content was much higher than the average value, with colder
& temperatures. lower crystal densities. andhigher crystal axial ratios.
g Referral 10 second-by-second data reveals tha certain areas i the cloud
z havealocal liquidwater contentofup02.2 g m~".Assumingaunitcollection
T efficiency for optimum growth, the resulting calculation of maximum dimen
5 sionis notas large as the particles observed in this cloud (Fig. 4). On the fifth
ST pass ater seeding, when particles greater than 3 mm were observed in con-
§ centrations as high as 0.2" in partsof the cloud. calculations based on
§ 22g" of cloud liquid water produce graupel particles up (0.0.9mm at this
2 time. Secondly. large particles are present even before accretion should be
£ starting. On passes about 5 and 7 min after seeding, when Pla plate crystals

nucleated at the seeding time should not yet be large enough (0 have com
2 menced riming. partcics several times larger than predicted are alrcady
S present. Seven minutes after seeding. L.&-mm particles in concentrations
2 Significantly higher than those detected beforeseeding arc observed. whereas

calculations predict ta late diametersofroughly 300 um.
: Diffusional growth can be enhanced by moving to colder temperatures.
2 witha maximum growth rate in the vicinity of ~ SC where the difference
5 between the saturation vapour pressures over ice and ater is a maximum
§ Calculationsofthe growth of Ple dendritic crystals, which are likely to be
2 foundatihis emperaure, and wich re low in density.re displayed in Fi.
$4. These calculations show that ordinary dendritic crystals do not grow fast
G enough toexplain the very large particles observed afer seeding.
: “The calculations of plate diameters depend strongly on the dimensional
£ relationship determined from the observations of Auer and Veal (1970). The
© dameter-hickness relationships are representativeof average crystal dimen-
S sions.buta considerable spreadof axial ratios fora particular plate diameter
§ was observed by Auer and Veal (1970). Crystals of the highest axial ratio are
£ most favoured for growth along the major axis. Ths, calculations were
§ performed to investigate the growth of thinner than average crystals. The
© diameter-hickness relationshipofplates was chosen such tha the thinnest
£ crystals from the Auer and Veal data could be represented. Resultsof these
ZS calculations show that the maximum plate diameter is roughly twice that of
i the average plate crystal grown for the same time interval. Unless the crystal
5 sample collected by Auerand Veal is not representativeofthe crystals in this

cloud, natural variationsincrystal thickness probably do not account for the
Elune panicles observed afer seeding.
£ “The question risesas to whether these large particlesmaybeaccounted for
£ bythe growthofparticles present before seeding. For instance, from Fig. 4it
& is seen thatS min before seeding, particles were present with sizes as large as
% 2100 um. While itis clear that such particle are large cnough to explain the
ST presence of particles larger than the model calculations, thir ow concentra-
2 tion (0.1-1m™) cannot account for the much higher concentration of large
£0 panilesatersecdng.
&
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T Since ontimry diffusional and accrtonal growth approximations cannot
£ explain the large particles observed in cloud following seeding, it may be

possible that another growth mechanismsuchas aggregation may be operat.
Ing. Hobbs ct al (1974) have compiled statistics on the probabily of agere-

£ gates being presentincloudsas a functionof crystal concentration and cloud
T temperawre, They suggest that the probabiliics of finding aggregates in

clouds of total ie particle concentrations of 100 and 1000" at ~10°C are
2 roughly 35% and 0%, respectively. In thi seeded cloud 3 10 min afer
5 seeding, concentrations of ice particles >70um exceeded 1000"! on the

average and S00¢ locally. Magono andTazawa (1972) have reported on an
2 cxperiment in which a natural fog (=13 to ~ I6C) was seeded with Agl,
2 tesuling in high concentrations of ice crystal. Some of their obscrvations
E showed aggregates composedofsmall numbersofhexagonal plates similar to
2 the plates observed in this cloud. Therefore. on thebasis of the observations
£ of Hobbs et al. and Magono and Tazaw. crystal aggregation may have
2 occurred inthis cloud, and may thus explain the appearanceoflarge particles
£ difficult to account for by calculations based on diffusional and accretional
= growth alone. Unfortunately, the presence of such aggregates could not be
Z verified from the replicator film, since the absence ofa decelerator tube
5 caused panicles larger than about 30 um to shatter.
: Figures 5 and 6andTables3and4summarize the particlesizedistribution,
2 thecloud properties, and the aircraft fight information for two further clouds
&  seededon 11and IS July near Yellowknife with approximately80 and260 of
© Ash. respectively. The particles detected in cloud afer seeding on 11 July
© were identified from replicator impressions a Pl. Pe, and CIfcrystals, with
Z Plain highest abundance. Replicator data were not available for the cloud
5 scededon 13July.butincreasesin the ceparticle counter readings imply that
°c the particles were ice. Since the predominant crystal habit observed in the
5 othersceded clouds wasPl,and since the seeding level and the aftr-sccding
2 penetrations were ata temperature consistent with the growth ofPla crystals,
& Calculations have been presented for Pla crystal growth.
£ inthecascofthe 11 July data,the growth ofthe lading edgeof the particle
£ spectrum agrees very well with the calculations of Pla growth. Furthermore,
Zain the cloud of 16 July. small ce crystals are continuously present afer
5 scedinginhish concentrations
z “The 15 July data exhibit similarcharacteristics. Again high concentrations
© ofsmallparticlespersist through cachpass. Even though the growth curveof
i the Pla is at a size larger than a great majority of the particle population,
£ significant concentrations of particles exist with sizes several times those
SD predicted by calculation.
z 5 Summaryandconclusions
£ Anice crystal growth model similar to those of Koenig (1971) and Jayaweera
2 (1971) was designed in order to investigate the variation of the diffusional
© srowhotice crystals with temperature. Koenig and Jayawcer reveled that
&
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under certain assumptions concerning crysal shape and density. growth
z peaksat—Sand— 15°C,previously observed in laboratory experiments, could
2 be qualitatively produced in calculations. Using recent observations ofaver-
5 age crystal axil ratios, densities and more recent estimatesofventilation
2 effects. this model yields estimatesof the growth ratesof crystals which are
= presumably more similar o those observed in nature than those proposed by
E Jayaweera and Koenig. The model produces crystal growth rates,as a func
£ tionoftemperature.intermediate tothoseof Koenig and Jayaweeraover most
S ofthe temperature range from —S to~ 15°C. The most significant diffrence in
§  theresulisofthe present model is the much weaker temperature dependence
§ ofthe growth rate, and in particular the absence ofa significant peak in the
© vicinity of ~ °C. One implication of thes resus is that diffusional rowth
£ ‘advantagesdonot justify seeding at —°C rather than atacolder temperature:
£ ina cloud-seeding experiment. Allowing growth by accretion for wo widely
5 differentshapes (plates and columns) resulted in similarly sized particles over
£ arom ofiuid water concentrations. Sofor sceretonl growth, there docs
£ notappeartobeany advantagein electing th seeding temperature inorderto
Z attempt to nucleate preferentiallycrystalsofa particular habit. In viewofthe
2 increasing nucleating efficiencyof Agl with decreasing temperature, and the
3 increase in the diffusional growth rate, at least down to temperatures of
§ -ISC. it seems that the most suitable sceding temperature for the kinds of
© clouds considered here isa the coldest temperature possible.
8 ‘Comparison of the model calculations with ice crystal growth following
5 seeding reveal that high concentrationsofcrystals much smaller than those of
5 model predictions persist through cach pass afteseeding,suggesting eithera
§ continuous nucleation of silver iodide afer seeding,or a multiplication pro-
g cess. In twoofthe three cases studied. significant concentrations of particles
s were observed which wereseveraltimes larger than can be accounted for by
§ diffusional growth of the most favoured crystals, and larger than can be
© accounted for under the most favourable assumptionsofaccretional growth.
@ likely explanation is that crystal aggregation is an important growth mode.
z This possibility should be investigated experimentally and theoretically in

£2 future work,
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“The Importance of Cloud Top Lifetime in the Description
of Natural Cloud Characteristics
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heifrnt locations. A discussionof the characer: cloud hd to ave the Following chaaceriss at the
iseof clouds near Yellowknife (62"N, 114°W) in time of sclocton:
heNorthwestTeron of Canadahsbenprsby 5aac and Schemenauer (19792) Table | summa: i) a depth grester than | kan,

Tae thse mesaremensay el hoe omThunder) s loud top with 11d andgrowing appearance,
Bay (GE°N, 89°W), Ontario and Mics Cty (46°N, i) 4 cloud lop temperature between 5 and 20°C
108°W) Montana. Table 1 const of medi values nd
ofpenetration-averagedcloudparametersbasedon469 iv) isolation from neighboringclouds.
eneraions of 150 cows over he ax yea. Ap:
FreximatelySO ofthese penetuonswere made efor The penetration altitude was 300 m below cloud top
CininCouds hatwhe ven ede WEN AFL 01 10°C. whichever Was love. Tn re1 conf
63a6a, (1952) Show ta this suet of he data he. absence ofce 1» loud ihtops warmer than
a characteristics mila to hos for toa] clouds —3°C,owloud wihsum terperstrc cween
Which wer never esded. All oh pentralions fe. 2 and SC were Alto cxamined. The sudyof &
Dore on here were mad in unsesded cond cloudwasermine when 1 the loudtop 4 below
Cain Gonstuims were placed on he cums he penetration ideor thaverage IWC < 0.1 §

clouds that makeupthe datasets of natural clouds. Am’, or 2) operational considerations dictated termi-
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Taste 1. Midian values of penciraion averaged cloud parameters for: Yellowknife, Norhwes Terris, Canad, Thunder Bey,Ontario, Cada; andMisCy, Montana, USA. “The trbuenceaifo 19730 1978 re rom the T.33 3nd Twin ON ainAdin 1979 nd 1980 were lec by the Twin Over
Yelowkaite Thunder Bay Mies City
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NumberofTwin Orierpentrions » 0 1s n 2Penciaon height mos WO a0 a0 ww sm onPenciion temperate ce oY 2% 5 >
Penciation engin n W000 we 0 150Liquidwater conten, 1-W in ou os nt 06 02Goud dope concentration, FSS? em sa” sw’ ss! a 20Dropies conceniion 24-45 um.
sp en - - x > ' olParle conceiaion > 10 um,VS 1D. os os oo oss on 10Ie paride concenaton j= = 0 oo 0 00 I

Cloud op ubutence runs” " © “ ao 5 nms veri vost me be Ys Cle 17 Is IsTutwien disipaion te nig www ao 0’ 100Pea upgust mt 2 Ge Se 52 50Peak down gust mr 45-41 a1 as a0 3

nation, ic., low aircraft fuel level or rifling of the Prior to that, data quality was maintained throughcloud out ofthe area assigned by Air Traffic Control. routine mainienance and repair and through regularFig.2 gives the frequency distributionofcoldest cloud comparisons with the PMS FSSP data, The estimated
10p and warmest cloud base temperatures for each of error in J-W LWC measurements is £208 from 1975the three locations. Table 2givesthe mean and median 10,1978 and 10% in 1979 and 1980. Values belowcloud top and base temperatures by location. The av- 0.2 gm have an uncertainty ofa least £0.03 g m™>.
eragetime (min) between penetrations for the six years The errors in the LWC differences used 10 calculatebeginning with 1975 was: 3.5, 3.0, 3.8, 2.2, 2.6 and the decayratesand lifetimes in tispaperare probably2.6. The meanyearly time was 3.0 + 0.6 min. One of ss than thosequoted above, since the procedure usedthe main causesof the differences from year to year serves o minimize systematic errors.‘was the variation in cloud penetration length. “Theclouddropletconcentrations obiined from the.Details of the instrumentation used on the Twin  FSSP probe for 1975-78 contain dead-time errors forOtter to acquirethedata in Table 1 wil notbegiven which a precise correction is not possible. The errorshere. Isaac ef al. (1982) provide a summary for the wil make the concentrations 00 Tow by as much asyears 1975-78. In 1979 and 1980 the major changes a factorof2. Even with such a large uncertainty, thewere a redesign ofthe turbulence system, a new color numbers do have information value. Becauseofthis
digital weather radar and the additionofan on-board problem, for 1975-78 a greater than sign has been‘computingcapability. The basic microphysical instru- used when reporting FSSP droplet concentration andmentationpackageremainedthesame: 3 PMS 1Dand  LWC data in Tables 1 and 3.2 PMS 2D probes (4 flown at one time), a highly Table 3presentssome additional statistics generatedmodified Mee Industries ice particle counter, a Mee from the same data as Table 1. The median or 50101 continuous formvar replicator and a Johnson- percentileofthe pass averages for the first peneirationWilliams Liquid Water Content mete. in cach cloud, as well as the 10, 50 and 90 percentileThe liquid water contents discussed below were values for all penetration averages, and the 50 and 90measured with the Johnson-Wiliams Liquid Water percentile values for penetration maxima arc shown‘Content (J-W LWC) meter. Potential sourcesofertor for some microphysical parameters. I is noteworthy‘and expected accuracy of this probe are discussed by that most mediansofthe first penetration values areStrapp and Schemenauer (1982). The J-W LWC sys. the same or slighly higher than the median values fortems used on the Twin Otter have been calibrated all penetrations. Since the first penetration of cachsince 1979 in the high speed icing tunnel operated by cumulus was made when thecloudappeared vigorousthe National Research Council ofCanada in Ottawa. and growing, this similarityof the two S0 percentile
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- the mst promising 10%of Yellowknife clouds show

a strong potential to form rain maturally. the most
had promising 10%of Thunder Bay clouds show less po-
8 Kental snd Mile City cums are th last ely to" Li produce precipation,

Za Vi Tis important to give an ideaofthe magnitude of
§ rd fluctuations during cach penetration. One method
2. 14 would be to compare he penetration average values
§ 3 Sih th 1/0r 05S penctron maxima. This s done
£ Le ol for Thunder Bay and Miles City data in Table 3 for

wt | + he 503nd50percentile values. The 0.5 o 1s median
od i maxima fo liquid wate content sr higher than the
SEL ‘median average by approximately a factor of 2. For

[LN fare parce Concentations (+70 um. the dflerencemeer in the median 1 a factor 10 or greater. Similar if“ER TEESERY encesareseen inthecomparisonof th 90 percentile
» ‘maxima and penctration averaged liquid water con-

{ents and lage parle concentrations. The masima
«of ast of Table 3 must be interpreted with caution because{he sampie volumes are approximately 2-5%of hose

: Fy used for the penetration verags. Consequently, he
Ha 1 pol potential sampling rors or uncertainties are much
£ HE fe
£ % [— b. General observations

" vod An cxamination of Table 1 shows that there are
- } some distinct differences between Thunder Bay and

dpb Yellowknife clouds. The clouds in Yellowkife have
rennin vo cheb(4)prs(~2200m) ower109 (~4300 m) an grate width (~1700) than

70-2 Fndonfncnde nde Ray choo(~ 412°C, 1800. “3100
ind 1300 m, respectively) These differences are at
Et par pone for hemirophc dfer

action average valuesofTable 3 mpi tha me. Snes in th clouds. Yellowknife clouds hav lower
Desahood kth tyic  uid water conten (03§ m?) th, do Thunder
Cloud was examined. Thisi not surprising since cach Bay clouds (1.0 gm?) This diffrence is largely duc
Cloud was peneraied an average of three times and 10 he colder cloud base temperature and the loverre ebm cloud thickness below the penetration fevel in Yel.
Thc medion fs pencrtion average LWG vals are 1oWKnie (~200055opposed 0 ~2700 m in Thunderam eliefo he ens, Ba) Yellowknife clouds lo had much higher con-
yean ialuc or he1705S comrations of pares > 70 um diameter. laa 3nd
‘was dissipating after selection. The lackofdifference
in the 50 percentile average values (fs pass versus
lh ection) for cloud prt cancenrtons (24 Tas 2 ewsnd msn ci0
am)clarty indicates no strong end toward generation — eeeFlarewater drops or es crystal. Tse tal (1982) ee mon
Showed tha Arse particle (570 um) concentcation ne a Weehanges wee nega 25otc25postive im she mom. ——————220___VTE POWecdcd Yellowknife and Thunder Bay clovcs. P } i}

“The10 and 90 percentile enciaton average values PE sre ape mre
* one rentsof ow dnd ghconcniaions of
Tidwateo cloud prices. The90 percentile value . .
for partie concenrstons > 70 um 1 lo indicative £32 we ure are
of the potential for natural rain formation and may~ ™**"
be pe 0th number of arial ie crystals that Numberofdds
mustbe formed fseding concentrations are togreatly 17 5 u 2hceed background. isclear from these umbers hat ____®__@ %
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Schemenauer (1979a) show that these particles were concentrationsarenot considered accurate enough forrion val The onan Some PA FoVoom ve03 an i Thums Bay 0.08 Coy LWE veo i ove oe
LL. As willbe seen below, this could resultfromthe ThunderBay appearstobe both a lower total droplet.oir me 7 Yalow Sos The Con comin ons come of riciom23 aoSSfh meThma TonU5 Velo Sos bu ve Qe Bh bo Sos A 0ne haenThe ay 0 an cs. CHAS HE heTnBoyan ve ply a 7 he ok ToemenepepetainyRlfoam hsCh. onBe LL oTromanNero) price mesos pr Ac. co te htoanoraressBahc. ToAtPens hw tle
centrationofevenlargerdropsplays an importantrole consistencyoverthesixyearperiod. Certainly,therms.eonoeleon(a od Sn. Ec Ssanhkv 08 fsms, 175 Mo 1379 ine ifs 17 Teme BoTein he Sa acs i id go ba. ste Som ion.

graphicalarea,Miles City, onefindsthattheclouds ertheless, exceptforavery high valueof 360 cm? 5oR cyhcam irCarian 131975 Fe cin Fn bo
location. It mayalsobeusefultonotethateventhough 180 cm? s™>. It shouldbenoted that the measurements.oy rsnr ees oisVE om 157 978ve Pa boSe vanimcrae emeri oy In 199 ey me Go JERE oe TPLEX eco nisCo. In 180 wr ae om i oyGone sgtpn: be Hh PC. ioeToot ehRan Porn Cohanal 198, 1551. len 1573 Mr Coy Geoppos 90nlhm loiwy ca Mi Cy at oyet he crs enone
‘exhibitedvery high cloud bases, tops and penetration perature structure in the two project periods.
‘heightsasmightbe expected in ahot,dryenvironment.Fite a NC Son aed S$. Lehteoii: Veo, In pri, hc ieemptr ( 401 0 od Us Skt Alloctons ad sins ile conenmionseni(1300) 4 ld io 30 EONSheBkiGo Te smo nnse 54 inra pr mar
The Miles City median liquid water content (LWC) in concentrations above the limitofdetection (~0.1
00.3 g m>was the sameas that of Yellowknife and L"). Clouds with summit temperatures warmer than
distinctly lower than thatofThunderBay (10g m). ~7°C did not contain ice and the probability of aCorn, he ehowknle RS FSS So Good mins Bthos or
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perature decreased. In Fis. 3 the combined Canadian + ewomaure, 4s cuows
Gata as well a the Miles Cty data ar compared to Tune sav. st coups
Similar measurements in other partsofthe work. The 2 ies ci 52 sous
Canadataar smilr hae rom olberocuions 4 100
with continental clouds, e.. Korey er al. (1978) in &
the USSR. and Braham (1964) and Morris and Bra- © 0 1
ham (1968) in the United Sates. The data are 1
withintherorsof he respective measorements. This 3 80 /
i somewhat surprising given the wide geographical

dispersion ofthe clouds. The resuls ofMossonetal. 3 7 /
(1970)areformaritimeclouds.Theirdatashowsimilar © go 4
probabilities at temperatures about $°C warmer than 2 “|
the continental clouds in Canada. This is nol unex- 3 50) Ve
pected since the clouds have very different droplet 3 Jo
Spectra This point s discussed further in the paper o 40 fl
oyMosop ta (1970) and n saaand Schemenauer 5 | [7
(19793) where the Yellowknife data are examined in 7
Geta, Thesmaller datset fom Miles City sppearsto. 2 20 7
‘agree quite well with the measurements from the two 2 “a
Canadian locations, shown in Figs. 3and4. There is, & 10f KE
‘however, one anomaly. Clouds with summit temper- LNtres from 14.010 17.9°C were groupedtogether & Opi igo
ue to thir small number and the point as pitied -
al ~16°C. Thispoint (43%) iswellbelow what would I. mene ¢ > .
be expected from the Canadian data (~68%). "4 SERA4 of Stuuts Soviiining isk % 3 Nebiion i

In the Miles City area 31% of clouds (10 of 32) “0% 100 temperatureLi
contained Some ice particles. The oval percentage
from the two Canadian locations was 22% (22of98).
Given the sizeof the Spies, 3 probably only safe 0: that about thesamepercentage(~25%) of clouds

in th two locations conned ice
om a Rain
45 mamma Determination of particle phase in natural rain-

SE100(s 3% Meter susntes Saale, » forming clouds is important in understanding the pre-
el / cipitation proces nd in sscssing he eslof cloud
2 ry Seong experiments, Table4summarizes the results
£ of L'/° ofan examinationof 87 naturalclouds in 1976, 1977
g J) and 1975. Only20 of the 87 clouds containzd some
2 70 so ice particles, butof these 10 (50%) produced rain. Of8 Pa ne &7clouds containing only water droplets, 7 (10%)
g 0 LF Fained. Cloudscontainingice hadamuchhigherprob-
5. Ta abilityof raining but because ofthepreponderanceof
8 Sn later clouds. thenumbersofclouds producingpre-
$ of id . cipitationbycoldandwarmrainprocesseswerenearly
5 so Saint, However, xof the 7warm rai caseswere
4 J Sbservedin 1977 andfou of theseweeononeday:
2 . It appears that the warm rain process requiresa unique

at / environmen before 1s operative inCanadian clouds.
8
£ Tus6Tho sperof inn8 odin 1976, 1977 aI ET EE on ena a hkcoum i ehCLOUD TOP TEMPERATURE (°C) eioneaoh
Fi, 3. Suey of the ene of cows contin ks 2 sel memorton of Sooep os for 5 nd snreoeposi ang Smit am . ;Rein om ond 6 somom av yn 1» ofe Wn ew
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In contrast, about half of the clouds in each of the between the first and las penetration appears to be a
three years that contained ice also produced rain. reasonable approximation to the LWC change with

‘There is certainly no equivalency when rain from time. Although Fig. presents a small subsetofthe
the observed Canadian and Montana clouds are com. data, it s clear that any selection ofa nonlinear trend
pared. About 20% (17 of §7 where cloud base infor. to characterize the data would be difficult
‘mationwasavailable)ofthe natural clouds examined + The possibilty that the allowance ofa 100 m dif:
near Yellowknife and Thunder Bay rained. None of ference in the first andlast penetration altitudes could
the32clouds studied nearMiles City rained. Obviously have led 10 a consistent bias in the LWC change was
some towering cumuliofthis size in the Miles City examined. This is most likely 10be aprobleminareas.
area do rain. The important point is that the sample such as Miles City where predominantly dissipating.of 32cloudswas chosen and studied in the same man- cloud tops may have caused the aircraft to fly at lower
ner as were the 87 clouds in Canada, and none were altitudes and thus lower LWCs. In fac, the biasisvery.
observed by the aircraf, aircraf radar or ground radar smal, an average of 15 + 57 m in 1979 and ~26
10produce rain. In Section 2b, the relative absence of + 32 m in 1980. Evenifthe LWCs were adiabatic

particles > 70 um near cloudtop was noted. Further (usually theyare0.3 10 0.5 adiabatic) near cloud top,
detailsofthe rain processes in the three areas are dis. this would only result in a bias of ~0.03 to 0.05 &cussed in Section 3, min the LWC. This leads to the lifetimes bein, at

most, 5-10% 100 low inthecae ofthe Miles City data
oe ‘withasmaller effectfortheother locations. Thiserror3. Cloud top life is small compared (0 the uncerainty introduced by

a. Calculation and discussion the large standard deviations associated with the mean
first pass LWC and mean rateofchangeof LWC. The.

As describedinthe introduction, the cloud top life- maximum expected ermor in cloud lifetime was cal.
timewas determined in the following manner. A rate culated to be approximately £50%, i.., from 2 10 10
of change of LWC was calculated by taking the dif: ~ min depending on the numberofclouds and the life-
ference between the average Johnson-Williams LWC time (see data in this section).
in the last and first penetrations at a constant altitude. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the rateof changeofcloud.
and dividing by the ime between the midpoints of top LWC, for cach of three project locations, plotted.
the penetrations. The mean first pass LWC for the against hetimebetween thefirst and lat penetrations.

fieldseason was then divided by the mean rateofLWC Each point represents one cloud. There are some strik-
changefor theied season toobtain a cloud top lifetime ing differences between the figures. The Yellowknife
(10 0.0 or 0.1 gm) for cach project period. This datashowa fairly even split between positive (increas-methodwas chosenafter examining a numberofother ing LWC) and negative LWC changes with aly smallpossibilities. It has the advantage of being easily pro- absolute values. Only 47% (20 of 43) of the clouds
duced from the aircraft data and most importantly, exhibitedadecreasing LWC over the period followed.produces lifetimes consistent with the experiences of The characteristic shape of the figures represents the

theaircratcrews actuallyflingthe missions. Thecon- fact that cloudswithlongperiods between the first andcept of using a measured liquid water decay rate as last penetrations at the same altitudehave ither small
definedbySchemenauer and Isaac (1980)wasfollowed negative LWC changes to prevent the clouds fromby Lawson (1981) for clouds during the Miles City quickly disappearing, or smal positive values to pre-
HIPLEX project. ven the final LWC from exceeding the adiabatic value.
“Thedifferencebetween the lst and first penetration The subset of clouds with LWC changes near 2¢ro,
LWC values was used in calculating the rateofchange that were only examined for short time periods, wereof LWC because it involves the simplestofassump- those with initial LWC values only marginally above
tions. There is no obvious nonlinear trend in LWC 0.1 gm". Thercfore,asmall decrease in average LWC
that produces a value better suited for extrapolating would lead (0 termination of the study. Fig, 7 for
LWC to zero. For clouds in which two penetrations Thunder Bay clouds s quite diffrent from Fig. 6 for
‘were made,the linear trendisobviously the only choice. Yellowknife clouds. There is a preponderance (79%,For cloudswiththreeor more penetrations, nonlinear 30 of 38) of negative decay rates with much higher
trend might be hypothesized or only a portionof the absolute valucs. Both years have similar distributions
study period might be used to determine the trend. ofthepointsaswasthecasein Yellowknife. The Miles
"However, he data do notsupport any such hypotheses. City data in Fig. 8 also show a preponderance (86%, -
Likewise, given the small number of sampling points 18 of 21) of negative values. The range of absolutein cach cloud and the irregular sampling interval, values is almost exactly the same as for Yellowknife
smoothing and fering techniques do not seem ap- but Miles City lacks the large numberofpositive values
propriate. Fig. 5 shows the time variation of passav. that were observed in Yellowknife. In fact, 1980 wasraged LWC for the 13 clouds in which five or morc unique inbeing the only year that did not haveasingle
observations were made. A simple straight line drawn cloud with a positive LWC change. On the average,
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supercooled portionofthe cloud persists or ~15 min ofthe cloud beyond the time ts 0p reached the ~5°C
or more, it appears that there is insufficient time for level", though the author (private communication,
‘Ag 10 nucleate ice particles and for them (© grow to 1982) notes these were, in fact, observed lifetimes. The
precipitable sizes. On this basis the Ag] seedability of data were collected in Ilinois, Missouri, Arkansas,
the cloudswasassessed as: good in Yellowknife, poor Kansas and Arizona during the summers 1954, 1955.
in Thunder Bay, moderate in Miles City 1979, poor The cloud duration of Braham, therefore, refers to a
in Miles City 1980, and very good in some “ideal” cloud region similar 10 that represented by the data
location with wet, long-lived clouds (provided these in this paper. He found that about 75%ofthe clouds
were not already eficient natural rain producers). It lasted longer than 7 min, 0% lasted longer than 10
Would seem that the useofan instantaneously acting. min and 25% lasted longer than 15 min. The median
nucleant such as dry ice pellets would improve the total duration valueof 10 min is comparable (0 and
seedabilityofclouds which have marginal cloud op perhaps a bil longer than the observed lifetimes in
lifetimes. threeof the four years at Thunder Bay and Miles City

“There were 12 raining clouds in the 73 cloud group (Table 5). Fi. |shows that the states in which Braham
making up the 1976, 1977 and 1978 lifetime study, 4 made measurements were midcontinental, as were the
in 1976, 3 in 1977 and3in 1978. Sevenofthe clouds areas where the data shown here were collected. IL is
containedsome cenearcloud top, clouds only water impossible 10 do more than remark on the compat
drops. Of the clouds containing, ice, 2 had cloud tog. bility of Braham’s data since details of his measure.
lifetimesgreater than theyearlyaverage, § had shorter mens and potential errors are not known. Braham
lifetimes.OFthe § clouds containing onlywaterdrops, also shows that natural precipitation development is
al had lifetimes longer than the corresponding yearly dependent on the durationofthe cumulus cloud tops
‘average. Halfof therainingcloudshad first-passLWC buthis frequencies are farhigherthan those discussed
Values greater than the respective yearly average, half in Section 2; he found 33%ofcloudswhichwerenever
did not. This includes 4of the 7 clouds withice and colder than ~5°C rained, 50% with durations of 11
2ofthe $cloudswithonlywaterdrops. Based on this min rained and 75% lasting 19 min rained. The cx-
smalldataset, a numberof entativeconclusionsseem planation for this difference may be associated with
possible. Firs, the average first-pass LWC near cloud the fact that Braham used an aircraft radar10 indicate
top does not seem important to the natural rain for. the presence of rain and accepted an echo anywhere
‘mation process. Second, Schemenauerand Isaac (1980) in the cloud for the purposesofhisdataset The present
showed that SO% of clouds containing ice near cloud dataset refers only to measured rain from cloud base.
top rained in Yellowknife and Thunder Bay, whereas Warner (1977) and Sax andKeller (1980) show the
10% of those that contained only water drops rained. LWC variation with time for a number of small and
It now appears that the warm rain process requires moderate sized cumul. These papers illustrate that
longer than average cloud top lifetimes: a equirement there is information in the literature that can be used
thatmaybe unnecessary for the natural cold ain pro- 10 calculate cloud lifetimes. When the original mea-

cess. surements were made under similar conditions, com-
1 15 min is arbitrarily taken as a “long” cloud top parisons should be posible.

lifetime which would be suitable for a rainfall aug-
‘mentation program, then the natural cloud population 4. Influencing factors
can be examined (o see how often these long-lived It is not clear what the determining factors are for
clouds occur. Including clouds with positive rates of the lifetime of the supercooled portionof a cumulus
changeofLWC (infinite lifetimes) gives for 1975-80: cloud, or perhaps more importantly, how this could
88,60,53, 39, 55 and 20% withameanof $3 23% be predetermined for a particular rea. On a com-
ofthe clouds with greater than 15 min lifetime. Using parison of yearly values, cloud top lifetime (iaken to
only clouds with finite calculated cloud top lifetimes be 20 min in 1975) docs not appear tobe closely related
gives for 1975-80: 50, 22, 36, 26, 38 and 20% witha (0 anyofthe calculated turbulence parameters (see
mean of 32 = 11%. Thus & third, or perhaps more, of below), to initial LWC (7 = 0.39), 10 cloud depth (r
the clouds encountered can be expected 10 be long: = 0.55) or o cloud base temperature (7 = ~0.39).
lived. The year-to-year variation is large, but the min. An examinationof thee yearsofdata documenting
imum fraction is about one-fifthof the clouds cven in thedifference betwen the environmental temperature
areas where the representative yearly lfeime was de- immediately before cloud entry and the in-cloud tem-

+ termined tobequite short. It docs not seem that this perature on the first penetration shed Kittle light on
is directly translatable 10 a percentage of naturally thequestion ofcloud lifetime. Neitheronacloud-by-
raining clouds, sinceas noted above, other factors such cloud nor an annual average basis was there 4 signif-
asthe rain forming mechanism mustbe considered. icant correlation of temperature diffrence. (in-out)

Braham (1960) plotted (Braham, 1981, reprinted) with LWC decay rate. The correlation coefcientsbe-
a frequency distributionof63 cumulus cloudsofvar- tween cloud top lifetime and average temperature dif-
fous durations. He defined duration as “the total fc ference in the three years were ~0.01, 0.58 and —0.08.
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“The same three yearsofdata were examined to see Ifthe representative cloud top lifetimes from Table
if cloud top lifetime was related to the temperature— 6areplottedversus the medianvalue of allpenetration
dewpoint spread in the near-cloud environment (5 to lengths from Table 1, then in eachofthe locations
10 beforethe ist penetration). Thecorrelationcoef. there is an increase in lifetime with an increase in
ficients were low in cach of the years: ~0.19 in 1978, cloud width. The lineas correlation coefficient for the
~03L in 1979 and ~0.4 in 1980. That i, the cloud six years is 7 = 0.74. The absolute values vary con-
top lifetime is generally shorter if the near-cloud air siderably between the locations but there is arelativelyis dry at the penetration level (~300 m below cloud consistent message. Clouds with diametersof~1 km
top), but it is apparently not the only, and probably at approximately the ~7°C level have very short life-
not even the most important, determinantoflifetime. times.Ithis width increases to ~ 1.8km, then fiftimes.

If the cloud top lifetimes from Table are plotted in excess of 15 min may be expected. Theuseofthe
against the median turbulent energy dissipation rates mean ofall penciration lengthsor the mean or median
from Table 1, there is litte correlation (r = ~0.37) If ofthe firstpas through only those clouds included in
1980 is excluded, there is a reasonably good inverse the lifetime study docs nothing to improve the rela-correlation (r = ~0.82)ofthe form. tonship. Theerrors inthe median penetration lengths

are small but the large errors inthelifetimes discussed
L=225-0049 above clearly are going to obscure any precise rela-

tionship.
where ¢ is in cm? sand L in min. There does not McCarthy (1974) has correlated the widthsof six
‘appearanygood reason 10 do ths, however, otherthan carefully selected cumulus clouds with a calculationthat these measurements were made somewhat earlier ofthe entrainment rate. The cloudswere sampled within the year. The vertical energy flux in the cloud and an aircraft over the Mississippi Delta and al had topsthe near environmentwascalculated for the first pen- warmer than 0°C. His field measurements showed aetraionofcach cloud in the lifetime study in 1980. strong inverse dependence between the entrainment“This is the parameter used by Isaac ef al. (1982) to rate and the cloud diameter, in conformance with the-effectively partition seeded clouds into those that ory. This is in general agreement with the results of
showed an cffect and those that did not. tis equal to this paper, i.., lifetime (which is inversely elated tothe average vertical velocity in the cloud times the entrainmentrat) sdirectly related to clouddiameter.square of the three gust components. Unfortunately, Thissuggeststh interesting possibiltyofusing satelitethe natwral cloud data are only available for 1980. orairerat observationstomeasure cloudwidths at the‘When lifetime is plotted as a functionofenergy flux ~$ 10 ~7°C levelandthusgetingan indirectestimate.for individual clouds, thereislitte suggestionofmore ofwhether cloud lifetimes arc suitable for possibleenergetic clouds lasting longer (r = 0.32). A plot of weather modification programs.lifetime versus heat lux (average velocity X difference
between the measured temperature and that at the 4, Conclusions
startofthe cloud run)forthe1980 cloudsagain exhibits
a low correlation (r= 0.50). Data representing a summaryof469 aircraft pen-
One may speculate that itis airmass characteristics, etrations, of 156 natural cumulus clouds in three lo-or properties of the cloud environment such as wind cations over six years, in central North America, have

shear that are dictating the degreeofdry air entrain been presented. Thedatawere collectedin aconsistent
ment that determines the lifetimeofthe cloud top. mannerby thesameaircraft andcrew enablingreliable
Unfortunately, soundings in the near cloud environ. comparison of most cumulus characteristics in thement are not routinely available for Yellowknife or three areas. Distinct differences were found between
“ThunderBay andthe MilesCitydataalonearcunlikely the clouds in the two Canadian project areas. The0provide the answers. Using thebest availablesound- clouds in Yellowknife have colder and higher bases,ingsfor the three locations, the daily averagedrateof lower tops, lower liquid water contents and higherchange of LWC was compared to the 500-850 mb concentrations of particles > 70 um than did clouds
speed and directional shear. No correlation wasseen near Thunder Bay. Miles City clouds had similar
with speed shear. However, all 6 days (outof 36) that depths, cloud base temperatures and liquidwaterconexhibited net positive LWC changes occurredon days tents 10 those in Yellowknife but were displaced to
with a directional shearof <25° in this layer (values higher alitudes above ground. The turbulence char-
as high-as 125° were seen). This was not a sufficient acteristics and the probabilityof cloudscontaining icecondition, however, as many negative LWC changes asa functionof cloud toptemperaturewere reasonably
werealsoseen in this category. Perhaps a much more similar in all three locations.
extensive study of aircralt turbulence and sounding Theobserved cloud top lifetimes (as defined inSec-data combined with a model of the evolution of the tion1)ofthesupercooled regionsof the clouds varied
cloud top will shed some light on this problem in the markedly from area to arca. Cloud top lifetime is &future. parameter of fundamental concern to weather mod-
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fiers and is a useful way for the cloud physicist 10 them long enough 0determinea atcof LWC change.
represent the integrated effect ofcloud dynamics and is very time consuming. The most desirable situation
the environment on the cloud. Clouds near Yellow- would certainly be to have several similarly equipped
Kafe were long-lived (520 min and 16 min in cach aircral available 10 fly near cloud t0p on cach sui
oftwo years), car Thunder Bay they were shortived bie day.
8and6 min) and nearMiles Ciy theyhad moderately Oe inal note.Aquick perusalofsome recent cloud
Tong cloud top lifetimes in July 1979 (15 min) and physics texts (Mason, 1971; Pruppacher and Klett,
very short fim (3 min) in Jun 1980. The Yel. 1975; Rogers, 1979) shows acomplet absence ofboth
fowknife conditions of long lifetimes and low LWCs discussions and data concerning cloud lifetimes. The
(0.75mld to both warm and cod ain processes formation of clouds and precipitation is discussed in

being activeand (0agod environmentfor pl seeding. _grcat detail. But the question of “How long docs a
‘Warm and cold rin processes were also observed in summer cumulus cloud last” rates only a passing
the short-lived, high LWC Thunder Bay clouds, bul mention at best, This is especially striking in a book
cloud seeding (Isaac ef al. 1982) was ncfecive in byDennis(1950)on weather modification. The sian-
producing rain. No rain forming processes were ob. dard procedure seems to be o assume that the cloud
served in the Miles Cty clouds but cumulus and tow. sts ong enough for the process being examined or
ering cumulus cloudsofthe scale studied were con. modeled 10 run its course. Hopefully, more specific
sidered10have moderate Agl cedability in July 1979 information on the duration of different cloud types
anda low seedabilty in June 1980 in the Milés City and regionsof interest will be obtained in the near

area Tuture for input into the hands of modelers, as wel as
“Twelve ofthe 73 clouds in th 1976, 1977 and 1978 experimental and operational weather modifies.

portionofthe lifetime study produced rain. Whether
the inital ist passLWC was aboveorbelow the yearly Acknowledgmends. The authors would like 10 ac-
average value did not seem critica to the natural rain knowledge the work of the many members of the At-
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Preface

Geoengireting, encompassing 3 bros set of methods and techies, has been an naeasin focus of scenic
researc, and th sent bess of geoengnerng options rks, ard mpacs wil be assessed across the thee
contin 10 he ih Assessment Report (85) of the ergovermentl Fol on Cite Change (PCC). In
reparation of is ask, Working Groups |, 1, 2nd 1 WGI, WGil and WGI) of the IPCC ned ont Expert eting on
Geoengineerng in Lim, Pew, rom 2010 22 une 2011. The Expert eetng rove 2 valable opportunity for exprs
from 3 wide range of dscoines and across Wei, WGI, and WGI to dscss termncloy, fo arfy concepts nt
efits, ant 0 consider emerging sues. veal fe meeting ena 3 eter uncerstandng and coordination cos
inesee IPCC Woke Groups he cote f ARS sessment ors deny.
This meeing report summarizes discussions ofthe Expert Meeting, At fs cr 3 summary of the sys session and
rn uicome of th meeting. also contains summariesofmeeting dscusions of geoengieeng opraaches nd ross
ating sss 35we 3 ended abstacs othe meets keyrote and posterpresenta ons.
We hark th Wiis de Relatones Exes del Per fot hatin the meeting and providing carl arangements. In
pais, we re rte for the xenshe efor of Professor Ecirco Calvo, Mitr Augiso Arebiaga and Plt
Casto Bare. The meeting cou nt have suceeded without th guidance of th members of the Scintfc Seerng
Group. Fal we thank al he paricpants, who corrbuted to constructive and rfl dilogue. We 50 ackonedge
{he excellent workof he Techical Suppor Uns of the hee Werking Groups who prided important sence dug he
reptation and execution af te meen, 55 wel a nthe compton an echnical ion of 1s ep
This sucesso and simlting meeting bough together key commonest dss ics een or te assert of
geoengneeting. We ar rune tht ts meeting report wil be of rat vl re preparation f the ARS, and we
op hat il ali prove sel formation to the wie scifi commun

~ B
bower Lb Ser at T="

ro. OtarEdenhaer Pot Ramon idsVduga Prof. Youba Soko

Po. Chisophe id rf Vice Bros
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Summary of the Synthesis Session

‘Summary of the Synthesis Session and Main Outcomes
of the IPCC Expert Meeting on Geoengineering

2022 1une 2011
ima, Peru

Authored by 0. Boucher, N. Gruber andJ. Blackstock
Graton:
Boucher, 0, Gruber, N. and Blackstock, 201, Summary ofthe Syihesis Session I: PCC Expert Meeting Report on
Geoengieering. 10. Ednhotr, C. Feld, R. Pics Mocruga, Y. Sokona, T. Stocker, V. Bars, Q. Dahe, J. Mink, K. Neh,
Go. Platine, 5. camer, 6. Hansen, M, Mastandies (ds) PCC Working Group I Techical Spor Un, Pasdam
Insure for Climate Impact Research, Posdam, Germany, 0.1
Thesumma that folows, authared bythe members ofthe Scent tering Group (5G), characterizes the mai pots
hatwer resentedanddscused during he syhess eson ofhe IPCC Expert Meeting on Geoengieering, 20-22 une
2011 i, Pes: The sythess session was paredbythe SG and imed to summarise he dicussios thattokplace
inplenaya wel breakout esions. Th uma reflec the authors’ perceptions ofmeting discussions but may nt
reflec thepersonalviews. The summity is intended for consideration by PCC authors of the Fh Assessment Report
(4s) buts eterendorsedorapvovedby the IPCC or is Working Grotps
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‘SummaryoftheSynthesisReport

1. Key Terminology
A substantial mou of te i the Expert Meeting ws sent in discussing terminology in and round geoengineerng.
This undenes the anbiuties associated wit te term qoenginceting anh ange of cpsn theub

F 5 ee
| se 3s oi yused inthe 1970s by Marchetti (1977)tod ontext oftheidea of injectiny nto the |: Y 2 e

| convoluted carters rm ferent tecrigues in voysa ve hellcrus discus onetheless, since|

dle or : ‘|
ES Ca ahem

Sox - Background information
Ath Exper Meeting, an atempt was mde to pride ast of common dfintons or the mot important terms reed
10 oengneeing. These denon ae tended fo consideration ty the author teams of the PCC’ ith Assessment
Report (ARS). Maryo tre denon below reflect the broad usage of hes terms i climate scence, Whie some tems
are occasional used inercrangeslyin th eau, the defions presence hte atengt to provide cer Gsincions
been tem:

Geoengineerng refers 0 3 broad set of methods and ecologies that aim to defbeately alr th ciate
system in order to alleviate the impacts of climate change. Most, but not all, methods seek to either (a) reduce the
moun of asrbed solar enegy inthe ciate system (Slr Radiation Menagemen) or () incase ne. ban
sinks from the atmosphereat a scale sufficiently large to alter climate (CarbonDioxideRemoval. Scale and intent
ar of cena inorance. Two key characteristic of geoenginering ethos of particular concen ae ht thy
use or affect he dinate system (e. atmosphere land or ocean) global of regionally andor could have
substanve. unintended efecs that ros national boundries. Geoengneering 5 Gifetent from. weather
odicaion and ecloicl engineering, but the boundary can be fz.
Solar Radiation Management (SRM) refers 10 the intentional modification of the Earth's shortwave radiative
budget with he oim To educe cimate change accring 10 3 Guen meric (eg, suface temperature,
preciation, regional impact, ex). Arfcil rection of satosgherc serosls and lod bghtening are wy
camps of SRM tecriaes. ethosmodi some fs-spondeg elementsofhe longa ate bude
{suc a irs chu), afhough nt sity speaking SAM, can be. rete 10 SRM, SR echiues co rt fl
within the ual defnions ofmi gation and sctaton.
Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) methodsreferto a setof techniques that aim to remove CO; directly from the
mosphereby iter (1) acasng ratal se or carbon or ) ing chemical engineering remove te CO,with th intent f reducing th atmosgherc CO, concenaton. COR methods nib. the ocean, land, ani
teciical systems, inccing sch methods son ferizaton, largescl afforestation, and dec apue of CO
from the atmosphere using engineered chemical means. Some CDR methods fall under the category of
gevengineeig, wie his may na behe cae fo thers, wih the disincion being Based upon the magnitude,
Scale, and inact of the pacar COR aces, The boundary betwen COR and iigaton is no deat nd

thercould besomeave betweentewo gen cre: demtions. :
Is seul in tis context 0 ree bck 0 the defn of migation and adaptation rviusy used by the IPCC in fs
Fourth Asesment Report soul be nord tha te expert meeting Gira ade he uestian of where hese
defions should be upated to difeeniat them beter fom geoengineeing

CC apr oeting on Grong 2
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Mitigation ees to “echnlogical change an substuton tht reduce resouce inputs an emisionspe uit
of ouput. Alough several sol, economic and technological pois woul produce a nisin reduction
Wh spect 0 hme change, mi gaton means lmening oles fedce greenhouse gs esas and
hance snk” (PCC, 200784)
Adaptation refer to “nthe aed meses0 reduce he whit of marl and ran ystems agaist
culo expected cima ange fc. Varios pes of adaptation exis .. aticpatory and reactive, priate
nd public and autonomous and planned. Examples ae rasng rive or coastal ies, th substiuion of more
{emperatureshoce resistant pln or sen ve anes tc.” PCC, 2007: 76)

Based upon the above denon, te fllowing schematic represents an lustaion of he concept elation betwen
SRM, COR, migaon 3nd adaptation, inthe cone of the nterdepences Puman nd matic systems (Figure 1.1).

EE | | omtos || on)
ficency||| SMOTEY| [plant (CES

vrcna|| rey |[7 comer | [rmamnco, |
vapunton| producuan|| ems || mensy || rolensed |

roo || Gorsren|| escor|| cose || comico, |

IndustralCo, gm
emissions. rectecosystem]SE<0, emisions| Sen “acidification

|deforestation cmate
impacts

Other ”aoerhe |ol ipencpamicat | Maditvehe)
Vp---

Figure 1.1 luton ofmigation, adapation, Sb Radiation Management (584) nd Cron Did Removal (CF)
methods i elation to the neconneced uma, socio-economic and chmatc systems and with respect to mation and
adaptation, The tpparof he Ture represents the Kaya dey. REDD stands for Reduced Emissions rom Deovestain
andforest Degradation. Th Figure hs een revisedafer the meeting.

2. Emerging Issues for Consideration in the ARS
A number of ponsarose repeatedlyin breakout and lena sesons and were therefore Hghlghed ding the syrbess

Because of the ngsandig ambiguty suounding the tem geoenginering, i is suggested tht in the ARS, when
5560 goengneeing apn. he dal methods Gscused might be refers o mae special, ve, by COR and
SR ae hn Geoengneeing, of when SPOR by te Speci ET... coud brghtnng, stosghrc asl,
ocean rizaion, ec. Th tm oengineeing cou be oduct the beging ofeach WG epost an he sytess
report.

IPC Eo Meeting on Groening 3
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«Theiss and impactsofgenengineingtecigues mightbe best sessed within he content of th sks and npacs
of imate change and other esposes 0 diate change such 3s igation and adaptation tht tan n 4101
COR and SAM methods might be assessed with 2 common framework of aes; or a ols Ge, incusive of a
‘potentially relevant aspects) comparison of response options, it could be valuable if the framework were also appliedsimultaneously o migation and adaptation responses. The following sof crea proposed for onsdtaton byARS authors buts ely ot 0 be comprehensive and woud needtobe carey evaiate o pr of he asessment
proces

+ ffctveness — coud assess how effciv the edriaue would be t adhieing is speced sl (ie, in
temoing CO; out of he atmosphere for COR methods, or changing the radiate budget and reingspeci imate change mpacs or SRM methods;

+ Feasily ~ coud assess the site of techologcllengincering readiness fo deployment of thetedique at 2 smal scale; Fe, separate from asesing th physicalo Socal callnges of expanding
To argecale deployment;

+ Scalabilitycould combine assessments of both physical (i. imatic, environmental, resource-related)
and soca .. economic, pola mits on how chan ow fst deploymentof the techie coudbescaledup 1 achivea specie gos;

+ Susanaily ~ coud combine assessments of the reversbiy of impacts and assumed longer-term
commitments assocated with deployment of th techie, evaluated against bescine scenarios for
imate change and verse socoecanomic pathways. Links 0 th precauionary prince co beconsiders;

+ Envionmentl risks ~ coud ideify and asses the physical, chemical, biological and cimatc risksassociated with the echiqu (ncuig, but ot Iie to, esiual cima change mpacs, nenced
Consequences, risks inherent in the irsersibly or termination sues assessed in he sustanabiy
aiteria);

+ Costs and ffrdbity~could combine assessments of a the costs of implementing and operating the
technique (direct costs) with (b) the cost valuations for potential social and environmental externalities
generated by th ecru o ts fare (ndeec cost). oss woud nee tobe vised against set.
of baseline mite and unmitigated imate scenas:

+ Detection andation—could assess the extent towhichbothtargeted and uniended consequences
i th tcique couldbe detected and atte to is deployment (ce, vriication of CO, ithiaval
for COR, or dentfication of chat mpacs for SRM):

+ Governance challenges coud asses th legal nd ego sues (oc, natonal and irematonl)hat ae or cou be assocared with the teu, kong wih an assessment of wheherhow curent
instuions ade ese sues

+ Ehialsues~could deny the vrety fecal sues tht are or coud be riedbyte techniques
+ Socal acepabiycoud aes curent knowedgeofthe sacl acetabityof the techicue;
+ Uncertainty elated 10 lof the shovementionedciter

+ In order to ensure consistency nthe eatment of eoengineeing i he ARS usingacommon framework, an foil
oun of ARS Lead Authors om al hee working groups might be formed. Ts mght help 10 ave 1 8 HOISIC
assesmentofgeoenginerng in the ARS.

+ Once suffcint knowledge and published erature on SRM and COR methods became alle, the IPCC might want
10 consider ain pecl Report on Gonengineeing post ARS. :

+ As the deployment of some geoenginerng technologie coud have profound longterm plications for gol
Society, assessment of the propose methods wil nee to consider timescales extending at eas 0, and Fey well
bend, 2100,

IPCC Expert Meeting onGong 4
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3. Specific Discussion Points on Solar Radiation Management Methods

2s defined above, SRM refers 10 the intentional modification of the Ean’ shortwave radiative budget with the aim of
teducing dimate change wih respect 10 2 gen set of atria. Specic examples indude the artical inecion of
Stratospheric aerosols, low-level loud brightening through the injection of sa-slt parce n te marine boundary aye,
or brightening of the Earths surface. No attempt was made {0 assesso futher categorize these methods during the Expert
Meeting: such attempts have been made elsewhere, mos! grominently in Royal Society (2009). A number of discussion
points during th Expert Meeting were speifc to SRM methods and are surmaised here.

One suggestion was that the costs, benefits and rks assodated with SRM techriques might be treated ‘holistically’
‘whenever possible. Fo assessing cost, ths would require simufaneously considering both the cost of implementation
and thecosts of social and environmental xtrnalies, which cover th (tended and unintended) cost of th impacts of
implementing SRM, Simlty, for assessing the rss the patent ss of implementing SRM vould be evaluated alongside
the potential risks of ther climate change scenarios. For costs and risks, issues of residual cimate change (e.,
components of cimatic change left or even exacerbated after SRM implementation), expected and. unintended
consequences, and long-term issue of reversibility and termination would be cons deed

ARS authors might want 10 consider using a coherent framework for assessing SRM techniques aro th IPCC Working
Groups. Sucha framework would require at least to components: (1) comm set of cite for evaluation (he ist
provided in Section3 could be a tating pint for ti); and (2) an agreement on baselines for comparisons (or at least an
explicit statement of assumptions about baselines). Particularly for (2), modeling or discussions of SRM could compare
Scenarios with SRM agains a variety of baselines re-ndusial (.c. 2 word with no ciate change), present-day, of
various future-dimate scenris.Aholistic treatment of SRM would require examiningth costs, benef an ris of SRM
in conjunction with mitigation and adaptation measuses.

The expert meeting participants identifieda varie of gaps i currentunderstanding that ARS authors will need to contend
with as part of a comprehensive assessmen. Those are presented hee in terms of the prospective evaluation itera
suggested in Section 3. Th cure erature on the effectiveness feasibly and scala of SR! techmiquesis based on
limited theoretical and modeling studies, with very Imited empirical Gata (with the exceptiono the natural analogue of
volcanic eruptions fr sratospheic aercsoks and ship racks for marine coud brightening). Knowledge gaps are more
pronounced fr the assessment of sustainabilty or envonmenal sks. Comparabiy of existing modeling studies is
limited, and potential regional ciate responses 10 SRM remain largely unexplored, but the Geoenginering Modeling
Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP is now urdenvay (Kavi tal. 2011). Existing erature on the cos's and affordably of
SRM are limited primarily to implementation (direct) cuss, and even then there is imited Ineraure for even the most
prominent techniques; indirect costs and possible impacts are poorly explored, particulary n relative comparisons against
ongoing imate change. There are very fe studies discussing the portal for detection and attribution of SRM impacts.
A present there is small but rapidly growing body of Iterature on the governance challenges and ethical issues
associated with SRM techniques. erature on soda cceptabity and perceptions is only tating 0 emerge,

4. Specific Discussion Points on Carbon Dioxide Removal Methods.

As defined above, COR includes a broad set of methods invohing th land, the ocean, and technological systems, all
‘ining to ncease th rate of net removal f CO, fom the atmosphere. One may war to expand COR 10 include all
greenhouse gases, suchas CHa and N,, but his was no further discuss at the meeting. No assessment was undertaken
atthe meeting,but anattempt was made to categorize the COR metfods nto setof broad categorie.

(Ocean-based methods 0 remove CO, from the atmosphere fall no two broad sets, ie, thos that employ changes in the.
ocean's chemistry to enhance the absorption of CO, fom th atmosphere and thos that employ changes in he ocean's
biological pump. The latter might be accomplished either by fering the ocean wih micronutrients, such as on, of by
fectlizng it with macronutrients, suchas nitate andor phosphate.

The physical based method of direct CO, injection in the ocean, such as direct nection of CO; with subsequent
dissolution of diet injection with the addin cf ally to neutralize the CO, is also commonly discussed in the
amen of geoengineering and CDR. In comparison t the chemical and biological COR methods, which direct remote
CO, from the atmosphere and store (sat of) in the ocean, direct injection covers he scrage art of he process rly and
therefore requis frst an engineered capture proces. Therefore, in order 0 compare tis method with other COR

PCC Expert Meeting on Geosngneing 5
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Sormaryf he sys ego
ethos, where the apure process is ere incced, det jection needs to be considered together with thecapture process (PCC, 2005). Howe, he expr a the meeting 6d not make a speci recammendion how exactlyhs shoul be ccomgises

Landbased method cn be categoze into thos tat enhance natural sinks and thos that reduce natal sources,parca by reduc teresa espaion.Skenhancing COR methos duce sfresatonfeforesaton, boenecyih Gabon Capure and Storage (PCC, 201), fetization of band plants, ard enhanced weathering on nd. Soucereduction COR methods dude he production and deployment of “bacar, the aplication of ro tl and consent
agrclure, and boas burl. Ti st sno exustve and no alent vas made 3 the meeting to provea completeane
ect oprbyvarius meth is echologicaly sey elt othe coptre of CO at pot enission sc, butice nies the unosphre2. anspor and storage agen, needs 0beconsidered 35. COR method n rds or
vec pire 0work a. CO, te apse CO nee 0bestored ee PCC, 205)
Arg arto the discussion on COR i breakout and ley sessions cere turd the question: Wich COR methodsan and shad be general considered as eoenginerng? Not al COR methods automaticaly al nto the category of
gecenginering, but i leat two key characteris separate COR methods and arcu aplication that au to beonside as geengein fom hese ha ough not fo be. These wo aera are cle a deplore and cle ofinpac, arcwih ear o snations impacts and consequences (Fire 1.2). No concurs wre resche anthe exact locaton f the boundary, ve. wat speci scl and what sec pac septate oenginering fo rngeoenginering methods. I was eon hat tis boundary als depends onhe ype of mgt wel the mescle
nde consideration.

? 2 ' -
7 |poraseneem “ Lorrommonerms.= ar = ae =

etretmp cn [eon
Figure 1.2: Scale andimpact are portant determinantsofwhetera particular COR methodand speci splcaton
should be considered a5 ococnineeinga not. Noe tha the speci posionig of the dierent method s oly
stateanddoes of consti consensusvie of he cpets artcptng n he meet
This fameork alo nples tha a parca method pr se doe not fll ideo csi he res of geoengicerng,
ice any COR method horecaly can flon ee sd of he bundy. aly he scale of deployment and he sclof impact ht determineswhee method als.
The expert meeting arcpats denied th allowing 9s aman ates, in unrstaning with regard o COR, TheisHighly med understanding ofthe reatonship beween the scale of deployment an the sale of mac, an hte teeowiedge of the nature of the lrge<cle mpac beyond the CO, bene for most meno. Inport sues resociated wi the lorgey of @gatclr method, Le. what facia of the emo carbon wil rem back to themosphere afer a partclor time. Ver ie is known about the economic oss of many methods, epecaly when
deployeda the lrge scl. Fal, socal acceptbiy s recognized as 3 potently important eguit of te potential
futur pplication of COR,bt alyfew methods have been ses.
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Aone: Mei Popes

PROPOSAL FOR AN IPCC EXPERT MEETING ON GEOENGINEERING
(submitedbythe Co-Chas of Working Group, land 1)

Background
Geoengneerg, othe defeat age-scale manipulation of the planetary envionment, s increasingly being discussed 5.
a potential strategy to counteract antropogenc climate change. Preailng uncrany in the sensiviy af the dinatesystem 10 anthvopogenic forcng, ner n bot the coupled cimate-carbon cy and social systems, and he potential foritevesiities and abup, nonlinear changes i the Earth system with possble sigan impacts on human and natural
systems cll for earch ino possible geoengineering gations to complement: imate change mitigation efor,
Geoengneering method can be largely dassfed inotwo main groups: Sola Ration Management (RM) and CarbonDiode Reoal (COR). Whie bath appoaces am to rece lol temperatue, they lar ier in thet modes of
acon, the imescles over wich they are effecive, ther feds on temperature and other cimae variables (e.,precpiaion, and ater pst consequences.
SRM techniues attempt 0 fst the effec of increased greenhouse 0a concentations by reducing the amount of sola
radiaion absorbed by the Eh. Tis maybe achieved by nceasing the surface reflec o the plant, fo example by
bightering human stucures, planting cops with 2 hier albedo, or covering deserts with reflective mater, Other
techigues aim to enance marine coud rflecivy by roduing sea salt arasols in low douds, mimic the elect of
volcanic eruptions by injecting sulphate aerosols mo he lower statospher, of lace sheds or dflecors in space to
reduce te amount of incoming slr aan.
COR tectniues aim to aes the cause of diate change by removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, This
would include advanced and use management iateges fo protect a enhanc and carbon sks, and theuseof biomass
for both carbon sequestaion nding biochar)a a5 a carbon neutal energy source Th remaval of carton doe
from th atmosphere, ether through the enhancement of natural weathering processes of rect caput from ambient sit
are further examples, 25 well a the enhancement of oceric CO, uptake thigh ocean fertlsation with scarce utes
othe enancement of pweling processes.
Major nceninies eis regarding he effect of these techniques on the physical imate system and on biogochenical
ces, ther passe impacs on Huan and natural ssers,and the efecvenes ond costs. RM or example, coud
impact regional precptaton pattems wil ofring no soluion for CO,-induced ocean acifcarion.Unlatral action may

Haveenvironmental side effects on othr counires and regions, and may not appropriately addressth global scale of the
sue. Thus, geoenginering fe may costae “dangerous anropogenic terfernce wih the dimate system” (Arie
2, UNFCCC), and consideration neds 0be vento nematonal gvemance famewors
Expert Meeting
Curent discussions ha sugges geoenineringasan option to suppor imate migaton efor remain rahe abstact
and lack comprehensive ris assessments ha take io account possible adverse impacts ovr shart and longer me
frames. Tre understanding of he physical science basis of geoenginering i tl ited and PCC il forthe is time,
asses his in several chapters of the WGI coniuton 10 ARS, Improved scenic understanding of the impacts of
gecenginering proposals on human ard natural ystems wil beassessed by Wil. WIN neds 1 take into account the
possible impacts and sde effects and thei mplcations for migaton cos n order to fine the role of qeoengineeing
within the portfolio of response options to anthropogenic mate chang. Furthermore this induces an evaluation by
WIG of options for appropriate governance mechani.

PCC ExpoMeetingonGoer - 10
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Avent: Veeting rogossl

Objectives.
The aimo th proposed expert meeting is fo discus the latest scientific bass of geoengineering ts impacts ad response
options, and to identiy key knowledge gaps. The expert meting would be organised by Working Group I with a Goss
Working-Group focus. The folowing issueswillbediscussed in more det

«diferent geoengineeringopins, thei scientificbassandassociateduncertainties;

« assodated potential iss and related knowledge gaps;

« efect of impacts and sid efets on mitigation cost an therolewithinthe porto of mitigation options;

= suitabity of existing Goverance mechanisms for managing geoengieerig, incufing soc, legal and polical
factors;

«key knowledge gaps that could be filed i the shore and longer ters,

Expected Outcome.
The expert meeting wil provide a platform for exchange and discussion among experts from the diferent isipines in
order to beter address the important cosscuting issue of geoengineering. This should ako encourage the consistent
eatmentof gecengineering options actss the WGS assessments that wil buld the bass for the ARS Sythesis Report.

The Expert Meeting wil produce a report that could include summaries of keynote presentations, abstracss of expert
contabutions, reports fom breakout oup discussions, and a non-<omprehensv bibagraphy of recent erature related
to geoengieering.

Organization
A Scenic Steering Group willbe formed with relevant experts in geoengineering from the IPCC Working Groups.

Timing: frst ha of2011

Duration: 2103 days

Participants: About 40 invited expert, with broad international representation. I is proposed that 25 oueys for experts
from developing courte and economies in transition including Co-and Vice-Chair from all Working Groups are allocated

aspart of the ine tem "expert meetings related {0 the ARS in the IPCC Trust Fund bucge or 2011. Participants wl be
needed with eerie in:

«WG: loudslaerosls & diate, carbon yce & imate, coupled cite carbon ce projections

«WGI: impactsonhuman and ators ystems

«WGI: bttom-up modeling experts, isk analysis, integrated assessment modeling groups, govemance and
international cooperation.

PCC Expert Meeting on Geoenginering- 11
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Annex 2: Agenda

‘Agenda for theJoint IPCC WGIWGIIWGII Expert Meeting on Geoengineering

ima, Peru, 20-22 June 2011

Monday.20June 2011
800 Registration

830 Welcome and Introduction

«Welcome Address (Loca Hos)

« WekomeAddress WG1, I & i Co-Crais)

845 FRAMING PLENARY: Overview on Current State of Science,GeoengineeringOptions, Current
Activities (Chair: Ramon Pichs-Madruga)

845900 Framing Keynote £1: The Jont Expert Meeting on Geoerigineering nthe Context of the IPCC's Fifth
Assessment Cyl (Omar Edenfofer, Thomas Stocker, Chsiophe Field)

900930 FramingKeynote F-2: Geoengineering: Afewbasic ideasto sar or discussion (Granger Morgan)

930-10:45 Panel ReactionsandDiscussion (Moderator:NicolasGruber Panels: Alan Robock,Granger Morgan,
Robert choles, Sekar Gupta)

10:45 Coffe Break

11:15 PLENARY SESSION I Solar Radiation Management (Chair: Thomas Stocker)
TEIS-TE35 Keynote 1: Science and Technology of Solar Radiation Management (Alan Robo)

TE35-TESS Keynote -2: Residual Climate Change and Unintended Consequences of Sola Radiation Management
(Thomas Peer)

TESS-1215 Keynote 3: APimer on theEconomics of Solar Radiation Management (Scott Barer)

12151245 Discussion

1245 tunch

13:45 PLENARY SESSION I: Carbon Dioxide Removal (Char: Chis Field)

1345-1405 Keynote I-1: Carbon Dioxide Remoralinthe Oceans: Biologia, Cherical, and Physical (Nicolas Grube)

1405-1425 Keynote I-2: Carbon Dioxide Removal on Land: Biological and Chenical (Peter Cox)

PCC Expert Meeting on Geoengieerog +13
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Aare: Agenda

1425-1445 Keynote 1:3: Industial CO; Remora: CO; Capture fom Ambient Air and Geological Sequestration
amesDooley)

1451515 Disussion

15:15 Introduction to Breakout Groups (BOG) (Ottmar Edenhofer)
15:30 CoffeBreak

16:00 BREAKOUT GROUPS I: Options, Scope and Key Approaches

17:30 Poster Presentations: Short introduction of poster topics (hair: Youba Sokona)
18:00 PosterSession
19:00 Adour

Reception (On-site)

Tuesday,21June 2011
830 Summary of Day 1 and Introduction to Day 2 (IPCC Co-Chairs)
835 BOG I Reports and Plenary Discussion (Chair: Ramon Pichs-Madruga)
9:30 PLENARY SESSION If: Cross-cutting Issues: Risk, Time Scales and Governance

(Chair: Ottmar Edenhofer)
930950 Keynote I-1: Policy, Governanceand Socio-Economica Aspects of Geoengineering

(Catherine Redguel)

950-10:10 Keynote 2 International Cooperation and the Governance of Geoengineering
(Arunabha Ghosh)

10:10 Coffee freak

10:40 PLENARY SESSION ll: Cross-cutting Issues: Rsk, Time Scales and Governance (Cont'd)
(Chair: Youba Sokona)
1040-1100 Keynote 3: Geoengineering in a Risk Management Framework (Granger Morgan)

1100-1120 Keynote 4: The Role of Different Geoengineeing Options in Long-Term Responses fo Climate Change
(ason Blackstock)

1120-1200+ Discussion

1200 Lunch

13:00 BREAKOUT GROUPS II: Cross-cutting Issues: Risk, Time Scales and Governance

14:30 BOG Il Reports and Plenary Discussion (Chair: Chis Field)

PCC Expert Meeting an Geoenginering- 14
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Hover2: Agenda

15:30 Coffe Beak.

16:00 BREAKOUT GROUPS Il: Working Group I I, I Perspectives.

17:30 BOG Il Reportsand Plenary Discussion (Chair: Thomas Stocker)

1830 Adoun

Reception (Off-Site)

Wednesday,22 June2011
9:00 SYNTHESIS PLENARY: Synthesis of previous talks and BOG discussions (Chair: Chris Field)

900 Synthesis Presentation S-1: Meeting perspectives for SRM(bySSG Member) &Discuss

930 Synthesis Presentation -2: Meeting perspectivesfor COR (by SSG Members) &Discussion

1000 Plenary Discussion

1030-1100 Coffee Break

11:00-13:00 FINAL PLENARY (Chair: Ottmar Edenhoer)

«Final discussion and approval of any recommendations10 ARS authors, inducing suggestions for potential
glossary entries for the ARS

«Closing remarks by Co-Chars

1300 Lunch
1400 Adoun

PCC Exper Meeing on Gomis - 15
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Annex 3: Keynote Abstracts
FRAMING PLENARY: Overview an Current State of Science, Geoenginering Options, Current Activities
Cha ofSeson: Ran PsMags
Framing Keyte -: The li Ep Meeting an Gesegrerig in he Content fhe PC's ih Assessment Ce
reer: nar doles, Tomas Socks an Crop Fl
Framing Kote 2: Geoengneting: Afew bas des ost as Gscssion
Freer Ganges Morgan
PLENARY SESSION i: Solr Radiation Maragement
Criof sesso: Thomas sock
Kent Prseation 1: Science an ecology of or Radiation Monagemert
Freer Alon obi
KeyrtePrsenation'2: RestolCima Crageand UniendedCoseqencesof Sls Raion Margene
Freer Tonespee
Kee Presemation3: A Pinson the Econorics ofS Radiation Moragerest
rer Son sane
PLENARY SESSION I: Carbon Dioxide Removal
Ca of Seson: Cs id
ete Presentation atom Diode Remo n he Oceans: Bagi, Cheri, and Physical
Freer Neos Gus
Keo resnaton2: Cron Diode Removal on Lard: Blogicaand Cherical
Horr Pe on
Kent Preseation3: nial CO, Reva: CO, Capt fom Ann Ar Gog Sepestaton
Freer anesboy

ob
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PLENARY SESSION Il: Cross-cutting Issues: Risk, Time Scales and Governance.

Chair Ota Edenhfer

Keynate Presentation 1: Policy, Governance and Soco-Econorical AspectsofGeoengingering
Presenter Catherine Redgwel
Keynate Presentation HI-2: Intemational Cooperation and the Governance of Geoengineering
Presenter: Arunabla Ghosh

PLENARY SESSION ll: Cross-cutting Issues: Risk, Time Scales and Governance (Cont'd)
Chair of Session: Youba Sokora

Keynate Presentation 1-3: Geaengineering ina isk Management Framework
Presenter: Granger Morgan

Keynote Presentation 4: The RoleofDifferent Geoengineering Options in Long-Term Responses to Climate Change
Presenter: Jason Blackstock and Ken Caldera

CC Exper Meeting on Geoengineing- 18
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Aone KentAbc

Keynote F-2: Geoengineering: A few basic ideas to start our discussion
M. Grange Morgan
Department Engneeringand Puli Fol, Cangie Melon Unversity, USh
Thee are basicly tre ways 0 change the dite. Adding reese ses (GHGS) warms i. Humanshave bee doing
105 majorwaysie the industial revolution. To col § ne can rece th concentration of GHGS. Tis is heey
low, and probably prety cosy The ater hingone an o i cesshe abe (he Facian of incident sulght hat
teflected back to spac). Tis i 2 very “high leverage” acy and coud probaly be done quickly and at relatively low
ost. Th fstof thes colng stegiessnow general fred 0 5 CO, te second as SV.
States to persue COR include: 1 Engaging in fovestaton ancl eoresation; 2. Employing noi acre; 3.
Using bomas ul with CCS;4 Engaging ocean ferlzation to cess bot up-ake, 5 Enhancing an weathering
eq. acd lal 10 ois}; and 6. Dect cucbig from the a wit engineered ystems. In th tal, each s described
and tiaued bref.
Sates to persue SRM inclde 1. Adding small reflecting parties nth suatosphere; 2. Adding mare clouds i he
omer pr of the atmosphere 3. Placing various kinds f reflecting objects or dfacion ratings i sace ihr nar the
eth or at a stale locaton (he LT por) betwen he earth and the sun; and 3. Changing lrg portions of he planers
land cover fom things tht are drk and absorbing, such 3 Tres, ings that ae ght and relcing, suchas open
non-cover of gases, Again, the al, exch i esrb an rue ie.
Of the fou SRM options, adding fn reflecive parides to the statosper is the most fase i tems of cost and
efctvenes. For this esson, th balance f the tl focuses on this stegy whch has the characteristic ht ts fs,
cheap and imperic The dicussion focuses in ariclr on the ways in which SRM is impeic. It argues tot whi
Teaming more about SRM caries danges, today the ks ofr rowing mote outweigh hae 1.
The tal was assembled quickly afer Dovid Keith who was ginal ging t present the opening keynte, got stuck in
Calgay, and then Ken Calder, who had aye 1 tepace him, ot Suck n Houston. The tlk conluges wih uma
views fm both of them. The author then argues thar, whie very ingorat to o researc, rat cauion must be
exercised shou oing anything more than tht ne cee of COR haos lege Scle ecusysem impact, and of RA

IPCC Eger etn onese 19
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Aoven 3: Keo sacs

Keynote I-1: Science and Technology of Solar Radiation Management
Alan Robock'
Philip J. Rasch’
“Oeprmentof Enionmenolces, Rugs Univers, ewSick i, USA
“Hamospherccrc and Global Change ison,FociNorthwestNolarto, chon, WA, USA
n response 0 the global warming problem, there has been a recent renewed ees in geoengineering “solutions”
invohing solar radon management” (S0) by necting rics no the sratosphre bighening ous, rghtering
the surface, or blocking sulght wih satltes betwen the Su and Eh This las of eoengineerng i dtc: from
Grbon dioxide removal (CDR) strategie that counter dimate change by reducing the concentration of C2. A quite
‘comprehensive discussion of both dlasses of methods can be found in a special report by the Royal Society (2009) and a
Volume of papers edited by Launder and Thompson (2010). The scieniic issues associated with SRM wil be explicly
discussed in Chapters 1 and 7 of the WGI contibuton fo the Sth IPCC Assess.
Although weather and ciate moicaton hs been considered for a lst a cena the dea of deliberately cooing the
planet by inaeasing ts refeciity probably dats back to Buyko (1974), who propose hat if lobl warring ever
became serious thea, soci could counteritwith aiplane fights nthe Satosphetebuming spur to make aerosols
small parties), sir 10 thse found after volcanic eruption. These small prices would reflect some sunlight aay,nceasing th planetary albedo and cooing the planet, amelvatin some (ut 3 discussed below, not af) f the effects of
inceasing C02 concetatons. Many other suggesons ave ben made ice tht tim, Among them are methods 10
increase th reflect of ouds (Latham and Smit, 1990) nroduce space based reflectors located at th L1 pot he
otial postion where the gravitational attraction of he Earth and Sun ae qual Ey, 1989); and significantly change the
albedo of vegetated surface by replacing ops or crassa specs with more reflective aries (0.9, Lenton and
Vaughan, 2009), of des b coating hem wih bhi mate, or of producingbubblesin ate 10bighen th ocean,
New ides are being considered frequently, and his st is not comprehensive.
The various methods have been evaluatedbyattempting t estimate the ffccy, cos, and consequences fey isk, and
‘benefits) to the planet through economic, engineering and scientific studies. These studies have used computer (economic,
sini and engineering) modes estimate th pracicalty, costs and outcomes of these SRM tates AL the time of
{his win, tere have not benany ied aces o explore plementation testing Satis at pact eel
While volaric eruptions have ben suggested as innocuous examples of satospheric aerosols colng the planet, the
lan andlag actualy ares thot satspheic eoengineeing Would produce orone depletion and regional Pyagc
responses In this ak, | describe diferent proposed Geoeninering designs, and then iow climate mode akultions
hat evluate both thf fica an thei possible adhere consequences. No such systems to conduct geoengineeting row
is, but a comparisonof diferent proposed stospherc injection schemes, using aplanes, balloons, and atl, shows
hot using arpanes (0 ut sur gases nto the satosghere woud na be expense, Nevertheless, it would be very
ficult 1 este stratospheric slate particles witha estable ize distribution, We have ust stared  GeoMP project 10
Conduct sander tatospherc aerosol jection cera in the context of CWIPS, 5025 0 examine the robustness o the
few experiments conductedso far (viz etl. 2011).
H there were way to continuously rjc S02 nto the lower tatosphre, it would proce global colng, sopping
melting of the ce aps, and inceasing the uptake of C02 by plants. But there ae many othe posse negative
consequences hat shod be conscered. These nde possible changes to precptation (e., monsoons), orone
Gepeon,a reucion in he “bluenss ofthe sy, and inci on sola power prod.cion. Fuhemoe, f SEM were
employed 1 counter 3 song reenhuse gas forcing and then stoped abrupt th planet wou war very ily with
serous consequences. Threar fhe sues asocated with ovemance and sadiety rat ned fob considered (nfomed
by he scientific topics decried in 1s al,
References
uo ML, 1874 Climate ad fe. Acaderic ress, New Yr, NY, 508pp. (SBN: 780121394509).
ary 11, 1983: Spacesas sar ted to fs greenhouse fect Jounalofthe ish nteplanetarySociety 42,567
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Kautz,A.Robock,0. Boucher,H. Schmid, KE. Ty,G. Stench, andM. Schulz,2011: The Geoengineering Mocel
niercomgarson Projet (GeoMIP). Atmospheric Science Letes 12, 162-167. (0: 10.1022. 3161

Launder B. and ML. Thompson, 2010:Geo nginering Climate Change: Environmental Necessity or Pandora's Box?
Conbridge Univesity res, Combi, UK, 3320p.

Latham 1 andM.b. Smith, 1990: Effecton lal warming of win-dependent aerosol generation at the ocean surface
Pubishdonline: 27 September 1996, 34, 372-373. (00: 10.1038/34737230.

Lenton TM, and NL. Vughn, 2009: The radia forcing potential difrens dinate geoeninering tons.
Amospherc ChemistyandPysc Discusion 9, 2559-2608.

The Royal Society. 2009: Geoengineringthe imate: Science, governance anduncertainy. Rol Soci, London, UK. 82
70. (SBN. 9780854037735)
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Ae3: Keo Absa

Keynote I-2: Residual Climate Change and Unintended Consequences of Solar
Radiation Management
Thomas Peter
SwiFeder ste of Technolgy (E140), 2c Swizetond
This presentation wil adress consequence of geoenginering options based on solr aditon management (SRW)
introduced in the previous keynae, I wil focus on residual cima change and unintended consequences onthe imate
ystem fo these technologies in the ght of cen uncenaintis.
Using SRM methodsi shoud in pincle be fase to balance he loal averaged radiative forcing from reouse
gases as precisely as necessary. Hower, th cancelation of he lobl mean wang vil not lead to estoing climate
ange at any given location, with ely residual net impacts on egonal dinates
In thei eport on geoengineeing the Royal Society (2009) summarized aspects fresdul ciate change and unintended
Consequence of RM tchnigues~besides ongoing ocean acco — 3s allows:

1. Surface albedo iabigheringof hunsetemens:
2. Minimal envonmentl selectsfrom materials
bo. Efton small pati scales, ure tomyweather patter tc

2. Swface albedo va bightening of forest canopies, gasandor deserts:
2. Potential major environmental and ecologicalfsonplant ecosystems

Mejor environmental and ecological fects on desert costes
Located and nonuniform fect on large scale, probably acing weather pate, rafal etc

3. Cloud aoc enhancement:
a. Nanuniformiyof efecs may change weather patterns, in parca rainfall on regional cles
b. Non-unformiy may affect ocean curents

Possible pollution by CN materi f rt seat)
4. Stratospheric serosol albedo hancement

a. Residual regional fecs, particularyan yogic cycle (anal)
6. Possible averse effect onsvatosphec aoe

Possible fecton ihaliude ropusherc cous
Shit of partitioningofdrecdifuse li, potential fects on biological productivity

5. Space-based methods (ios ec:
a. Resa regional cre ef, partlyonylogcal cde
b. Noknown direct biochemical effectsonenvironment beyond pssble effects f reduce nsolton

PCC Expert Meeting n Goering- 2
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Hoven3 Keyote Aostacs

Since the publication of the Royal Sociey report a proposalfo one aiiana potential geoenginering ecigue has been
made (Euan et a, 2010; Sekt, 2011), whose unintended side effects and consequences n tems of esual imate
change can presently only be speculated on:

6. Surface albedoenhancementvabrighening ofaces

a. Reduction of ight tansrission to ower ocean evel with potential impact on marine ecobalance

b. Significant ecological fet fatal surfactants weretobeused
. Nonuniformiyof effects may change weather gates, ial ec. on regional scales

4. Induced changes in oceric Ciralation and anomalous evaporation, which would in tum affect
atmospheric eating and anospheric cation

Wri 3 thes proposed techniques should be consider, techniques (3) nd (4) haveso ar found patcar interest given
the potential aantages in tems of the combined efectveness meiness and affordably (Te Roya Sadiet, 2009),
and fist quantitative comparisons have been published (eg. Joneset a, 2011). This contiuton ims al reviewing ll he
above technique in temsof thei regional imate fect and unintended side fects: Wheredowesand?What are the
uncenainties?
References

vans LE. Stride, M. Erisnghe, D. Andrews, and R. Simons, 2010: Can oceanic foams iit lob warming? Climate
Research42, 155-160. (DOI: 10.3354/00885).

Jones A. J. Haywood, and 0 Boucher, 2011: A comparison of th dite impacts of eoengineein by stratospheric 02
injection and by brightening of marine suatocumulus dou. Atmospheric Serce Leters 12, 176-183. (00
10.10027a5.291.

Set R, 2011: Bright water: hydosols, wate conseation and climate change. Climatic Change 105, 365-381. (00k
10.1007/510584-010:9965-8).

The Royal Soil. 2008: Geoengineeinth cima: Science, governancean uncertain. Royal Society, Londo, UK. 82
0. (SBN: 780854037735).
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Keynote 1-3: A Primer on the Economics of Solar Radiation Management
Scott Barrett
Schoolof temas ndPuc ABs nd Ethst, Clan Uns, USA
“Solar radiation management (SRM) a tem sometimes used for engineeing nevenons that sek to ae he arsimate vithou affeing th atmospheric concentration of grenhouse gases. Put vey cudey. the idea involves
engineering mervenon that either ncease the elec f the arth or tht reduces the amount of coming soBt
radiation before it reaches the Earth (Keith, 2000; Crutzen, 2006). Though engineering senes 35 means for
accomplsting the nd of nfuencing the cimae, “management” may not be the bes word to describe 5 applcaton
Treemaybe shorpdisageement abou th cumstances n whichis engineering nenentin shoud be orsdered—or
evn hou be conde a af (Robock, 2008) Tree may abo be dsgreement about he dese end, Wha s the
ideal dol imate?) The cena socal, pola, legal, 2nd ethical challenges posed by tis technology al concern
governance (schelng, 2006; Bodanky, 1996; Bre, 2008; Vcr, 2008). The economic of tis fom of engineering
is important mainly because it makes is chllenge of Govemance acute: some forms cf geoengineeting re veryineensive (Barer, 2009)
Post use tis form of eoengineeing should be considered inthe contenof the other ways in wich climate change,
and he effects of mat change, an be nfuenced. Emisons of greenhouse gases can be reduced, to mit increases 11
amospheic concentrations; R&D can be underaken, 0 lowe: the costs of educng emissions in the fur; feed
pats can adapt, o lower the damages (and possbly to augment the adantaes) atbutable to dinate change, and
echngues for “diect carbon removal” can be used to mit concentaions ety.
Anything that fects he ciate will have lol implications. Counties ot involved in the efor wil lobe affected, fo
beter worse (making thse interventionslol public good a  lobal public bd). For these reasons, counties Fiveweak incentives india to educe thei emisans—even though ey may have ret centives colle 0 60 50
(Barer, 2007). This is known as the “fe riding” problem. Sry becuse the bene of RED ae cried from the
Tied ha echnologies erbodying the R&D wil be deployed for Te purpose of reducing emissions, f he ces to
deploy are weak, the cenive to vest in RAD wil be wesk (Barer, 2006), The incentives fo adapt wl be very
powerful. A substantial potionof th bene fom adaptation can beapneby he pats that ves in 1. Much of theTest invohes the supply floc public goods (Ges bong an example), which can be provided by nation! (or even loc)
governments, with no eed for nematonal coperaton. Th incentives o ply dec carbon removal are mcd. Some
approaches re inexpensive, but als ted n scale. Other approachescan paentily be undertakena a ret scale, ut
are vey pensive Barer, 2009).
Is sometimes sad tht SRM creates “moral hazard” since SRM canbe used to lowertemperature in the future, therewil be incentive for counties to expend les fart in reducing emissions today (Vicor ef 2009, As Roboc (2008)
sys, This the oldest and most persistent arqument agains geoengineeing.”
However, whl ue tht that these incentives eis, his is an incorectuseofthe tern. (An example of moral hazards:
the nernationl Monetary Fund's oe in fier narin to aver  firancilaiis—a ole tht s believed to make such
iss mor ely 0 occur) Mra hazard nomally describes a sation which here ar diferent partes (he MF and
various government) with ifeent iret (the IMF wants ott have to ener, whereas the goverment warts fo
spend money mare fee) and formato (he IF cart el th government s managing ts economy we). Moral
azrd ess nan ecoamic nefcienc. By coast, whi knowledge hat geoenginering coubesed0 mit inate
change in the future wil ely nlence missions poly today, tha effec eed otbe nefcient. 1 SAM were expected 10
wrk, an without hriul consequences, ould be deal for countries 0 ue nd to case up on ther fons to
reduce emissions today.

There are thr reasons why ole for wilbedevoed t educing eisons, perhaps the main one being fee ing.
Moreove, ice th costs of deloing SRM are kw, th incentives to Gly nately of mintetally wil be song
We wil end to substitute more geoengineering fr iss emission rducions not because of moal hard but because of
collection acon files (Bart, 2008)
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Keynote Il-1: Carbon Dioxide Removal in the Oceans: Biological, Chemical, and
Physical

Nicolas Gruber
nstuteofogeocheistyandPoltonDyna,ETHZurich, Zurich Swieond
Overth lst 250 years, hacen hs taken up more than 25% of all ahopogenic isons (Seine a, 2004, While
substantial,hssmuch es tha slong uptake potential, whic oresponds 0 an uptake acon of sgproximately
80% ofall emissions ona time-scale of ~500 years, and moe than 95% on time-scales longer than 0000 years. The
fomer potential imobes primary the souian of CO, ino seowetr and subsequent reacions with is dsohed
consents, while the later insoes as reractions with the marine and eesil carbonate syste. Gen tre ge
potential of the ocean carbon sink and the sows with which tis potential is being ez, i not suprising that he
idea of shortcuting the sowprocessof ocean uptake by injecting CO2 directly nto the ocean emerged areacy i the late
18705 (Nordhaus, 1975; Marcher, 1977). Recogiding tha such a iret jecion of CO, woul lad 10 8 masse
decease in oceaic oH and saturaton sat of the seawater with regard to mineral forms of CACO, (ocean accion,
was ter suggested 0 dd alan in the form of mesone 1 he ected CO to compensate (Ra and Cli, 1999),vn later, th dec addon of limestone 1 the ocean was proposed, which would not only compensate fo aces
action, but aso ngease the piace of CO, fro he atmosphere (Harvey, 2008). An ently ire aly of
proposed options 1 use the ocean 0 emove CO, fom the atmosphere emerged the at 19635, Le, Lose at aerpt
10 enhance the ocean's biological pump by fring the ocean with limiting rutin, in particular on (Varin, 1990).
Tris friztion s mean to increase he near-urace potasytetic ation of CO,by mare alga no ogaic ate,
pat of which wold escape respaton and emineazaton and snk down to rat depths, where f woul remais
sequestered from the atmosphere. This et emoal o soe CO, fom the surface ocean woud then be compensated
by upake of CO, from the atmaspher, eging a net removal of CO, fom th atmosphere. Several modification of his
pthess have been suggested nce then, inducing th adion of acount sucha phosharss fo he ocean he
enbarcement of oceanic iogen fain, and an incase in upper ocean ig 0 rave higher levels of es to
surface ocean alae.
In summa, we cn categurize the cean-bsed methods emove CO, rom the atmosphere ino thee broad sts:

+ physcally-based methods: primary dec injectionof id CO othe aces
+ chemicalybased methods: pinay based on headin of acalnity to he ocean
+ ologily-bosed methods: primary based on the enhancement of the ocean's biological pup.

This plenary alk ims to provide a short introduction t each ofthe three main categories and wil make an attempt to
asses thi technical potential, the fectveness, thei echica readies, and he man benef ard sks vob, 1 wil
draw extensively on the rich literature that exists on ocean-based C0, removal methods. In particular, the physically-based
ethos have been inesigatd and assessed in tll in PC's spel report on cabon capture and irae (PCC,
2005), wie the cremicaly and biclogcalybased methods have been summarized in the Royal Society Report on
Geoanginering (The Royal Sociy, 2009)
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Keynote II-2: Carbon Dioxide Removal on Land: Biological and Chemical

Peter Cox
UnversityofEe, UK
This alc wil review land-based Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) techniques based on chrrical and biological approaches.
Freesat capture of CO; through physica proceses val becovered nasubsequent tak.

The Royal Socey (2009) considered COR approaches to be elatvely low risk compared to SRM geoengineeing, 2s COR
deals with the primary causeof anthropogenic cimate change and ocean addiaton. Nevertheless, many of the proposed
land-based COR tedhriques imply land-use changes that could have consequences fr regional cimates and ecosystem
sence. Suchssscutaro ll threeofthe Working Groupsofthe IPCC ARS.

Chemical approaches to COR rely on accelerating th natural processes of rock weathering, which removes CO, from the
‘atmosphere on mlt-millial timescales. One land-based approach would involve spreading Olvine (M5104) over
agricul feds to enhance weatheringbyone of twoorders of magnitude (Schuing and Krgsman, 2006) Some tues
suggest tht the carbon sink produced would be relatively small: 0.1 10 1% of curent global CO, emissions (Hartmann and
Kempe, 2008; Hang and Spe, 2008). In general, enhanced weathering methods typical involve ming and moving
a larger mass of minerals than the CO capured,sthey may als be expensive (The Royal Socey, 2009).

Land-based biological COR involve ering carbon capture by plans 10 long-fved reservoirs. The diferent approaches
are typical cistinguished by the nature of the long ved carbon tore:

Afforestation invlves plating new forests to accumulate and store carbon. Although relatively ben, in the
absence of harvesting, th ultimate accumulated sink is limitedby the addtional carbon “caning capaciy” of the
and, which isprobablyofthe order of 150-200 GC.

Biochar (or charcoal) can be created by thermally decomposing biomass in a low oxygen envionment. Most
proposals imolve adding bochar to soil 10 increase Grbon storage and improve agricultural producty. The
potential sink by 2100 has been estimated to be significant at 5.5.9.5 GICy (Lehmann et al. 2006). However,
the long:term effects on land ecosystems ae not well known, and there are few estimates of economic coss.

Biomass Burial is an akemaiive which involve burying wood in anoxic environments (2.0. deep in the soi,
Zeng, 2008) where decompostion would be much slower, Estmates of the size of the sink are disputed but are
likey 10 be limited by the cost of burial and competion for biomass wit other approaches (e. Biochar and
BECCS). Lenton (2010) estimates a potential carbon sink of less har 1 GiCly, and warms of the possibly ofcounterprodutive emissions of methane from anaerobic decompostion.

Bioenergy with Carbon Sequestration (BECS) is 3 yd approach in which bioenergy crops are grown and
used as fue, and the CO; emissions are captured and stored. BECS coud yield a lige potential carbon sik (3
10.5 GEC; Lenton, 2010), and might even be usd to ower atmospheric CO,. However, has the same sues
as biofuels and conventional CCS, namely potential cof for food production and the requirement for safe
geological CO; storage. BECS wil be considered in more detail in a subsequent al, but is included here for
comparison

The Royal Soci (2009) evaluated each of the COR approaches based on thei cite effectiveness affordably, and
safety, conduting that most wer likely to be significantly mare expensive than conventional CCS. A recent review by
Lenton (2010) atempted to quanti the potential contribution ofthe various biological CDR approaches to tabfzaton of
atmospheric CO, (see Figure A3., whichis based on th upper limits given by Lenton, 2010) These figures suggest that
biocha and BECS could together contribute2carbon sink of14GIy by 2100.
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Keynote II-3: Industrial CO; Removal: CO, Capture from Ambient Air and Geological

JamesJDoaley
Senor StaffScents,onGot ChangeResearch ute, Paci NorthwestNationaLaboratory, Colege Park, Mand, USA
INTRODUCTION Tris abstract and is accompanying presentation, which were prepared as inputs for the IPCC's June.
2011 Expert Meeting on Geoengineering, will provide an overview of two distinct industal processes fr removing carbon
oxide (CO) from the atmosphere as 2 means of addressing anthropogenic dima change. The fst of these is carbon
diode capture and storage (CCS) coupled with lrgerscale biomass production (erefier efrred 10 as bioenergy with
carbon diaride capture and storage (BECSS). The second CCS coupled 10. system that captures CO, fom ambit air via
industial systems (neeafter refered to as direct ai capture (DAC). In bth systems, th captured CO;would be injected
into eep geologic formations so as 0 slate it rom the atmosphere. The technica erature s clear that both BECSS and.
DAC (inducing thei necessary CCS components) are techrically feasible as of today (PCC, 2005; Keith et al, 2006;
Lackner, 2009; Luckow et 3L. 2010; Ranjan and Herzog, 2011; The Royal Society, 2009). Tre technical erature on DAC
and BECSS typical envisions thse systems being deployed after the middle of this century and typically in “overshoot
scenarios”o in scenarios tht tablze radiative forcing at very low levels (Azaret al, 2010; K, Cain et al. 2009) What
is uncertain i th relative cost of BECSS and DAC systems when compared to other emissions mitigation measures the
imate ting and scale of thir deployment, nt fecydl emissions fom these systems, and th resolution of potential
ste specific constants that would pac thei ultimate commercial deployment.

BECCS: Considerable concernhasbeen expressed nth technical erature about the inherent confic between using land.
10 grow 00d to feeda rowing global papulation and using land to row energy crops. Concerns hve been expressed in
tems of: broad sustainably sues incuting environmental juice and equity Concerns (see for example, Adger et aL,
2006; Toth, 1999), whether of no thre will be net reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from large scale bioenergy
production and consumption (Mello et al, 2009), whether i s possible 0 move the required volumes of biomass
(Richard, 2010) and even in terms of techrical feast given a changing ciate that ould result in ower net primary
productivityoverlarge swaths of th earth’ prime agriclural areas (Lobel and Asner, 2003; Soloman et aL, 2009). Whi
not minimizing these Concerns, it i important 10 note that most of these adverse impacis wil become manest at large
levelsof bioenergy production (e.g,onth order of 100sofEfyear) and ther ar steps tha canbetaken to minimize the
worst of these impact. For example Wise et al. (2009) dermonsratd that a cimte poly that places an equal value on
carbon emissions fom the industrial ectr aswell as from agriculture and and use can simultaneously incentivize the large
scle production of bioenergy as well as ncenivze afforestation and protect carbon aleady sored in above ground and
below ground biomass and sos. While Luckow et al (2010) make t clear that “The ability to draw on a diverse set of
biomassbosed feedstocks helps 10 reduce the pressure for drastic large-scale changes in landuse and the attendant
environmental ecological, and economic consequences those changes would urleash.” Howeser, 0 support BECSSon the
scle of 100s of Elyear would require large bioenergy plantations and significant international ade in bioenergy
feedstocks, which could imply significant changes in key global ecosystems (see for example, Thomson ef al, 2010).
However by adoping technologies that would push densification, defycration, and pellezaton of the purpose grown
biomass early int the harvesting process large sale eration trade in biomass should be possible and thus there
‘would not need to be a tit corespondence between where the bioenergy cops are grown and where the bioenergy
crops are used and therefore whee the CO; needs to be sored n suitable deep geologic formations (Hamelinc et al,
2005; LuckowetaL. 2010). The extent to which there are continued improvements in crop produc including efforts fo
enhance the efficiency of natural photosynthesis il be a sqrfican decerminant in the exten t how much bioenergy can
be produced (Bendes et al. 2003; Blankenshipet a, 2011; Thomsoneta, 2010; Wise etal, 2009) and therefore on the
cost and market potential fo BECSS. According to the Herat surveyed here, large scale BECSS production on this scale
should be wel underway at carbon permit prices es than STOACO, (Key and K. Ria, 2003;Luckow et a, 2010),

DAC: There are 2 number of excelent recent summaries of various DAC system concepts that Gan provide 3 robust
introduction to DAC technologie (PCC, 2005; Ranjan and Herzog, 2011; Socolow e a, 2011; The Royal Society, 2009).
Attheir most basic evel, DAC systems sea chica solvent 0 selectively remove CO, rom the ambient a, that sovent
is then regenerated releasing a concentrated CO; trea, which then s compressed mst key t0 2 superaical fd and
then injected into the deep subsurface and monitored for long-term permanence. Ranjan and Herzog (2011) a well as
Socolow et. al, (2011) estimate tha the cost of deploying DAC systems capable of removing hundreds of millon to
billons of 1COiyear from the atmosphere in the range of $600-$12001C0;, while others have placed the cos of DAC
systems within 3 much ower range. Keith et a, (2006) reports 2 cast of $50-1301C0,, while Lackner (2009) reports costs
inthe range of $30-$2001C0;. The dference in costs between these two views as to the ukimate economic feasbilty of
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DAC systems remarkable and speks 0 the lack of ral word experience with lrge DAC systems. I is ear ha there
are significant ferences in the way 2 number of key actor are parameterized in the DAC erature which hls to
plain tis lage disprty in the estimated cost of DAC ceploymen: (1) major ferences in assumpions as 10 the
pressure op across the entre DAC system and therefore he amount of energy needed fo rn the DAC system, (2) the
degre 0which to which th costofseparation scales ivesely wih the concentation o he sought after compound isn
the orignal tring mixture, ie, it shold be cheaper-potently much cheaper—o separate concentrated CO, fam a
biomass gasification system than rom iu CO, i he ambient a), nd (3) he very lige physical cle of DAC sysies
and whethereconomies of cleo seconamie of scale vould dominate.
AC systems difer rom BECSS inanotherimportant respect. A carbon permit pices nase, BECSS systems produce wo
very valuable commoiies, carbon re lect an cried negative emissions perils. adeabeofsets for bon
emissions in other arts of the gobl energy and economic system). A some por, the relive value of these two
commodiies wil change and could change 1 the pai. wher the more valible commodity is the cried negative
emissions permis, but he carbon freeclcticywould tl main an important product om these systems. DAC systems
on the ther hand produce no lecticy and i fact wal be net (eras sigan) energy consumes as they would
need some form of energy 10 regenerate the sohent used fo remove the CO, fo the amen a, rn pumps, fies,
compress the captused CO, fot nection nto th deep subsurface 5 wel 3s ray ater ancy energy 10a tthe DAC
tacky. Thus, the DAC systems produce aly ane produc, cerfed negative emissions permis. The lack of revenue
Stream fom beng able to provide coon fee electricity coud be an impediment tha further complicates the eaty
commercial deployment of DAC sytem.
CONCLUDING POINTS:

1. DAC and BECSS canbesenas “backstop” emissions mitigation technologies that thy shoul set a celing on
the ost of CO, emissions abatement. Developing better undestancing of the cos 0 deploy these systems ard
the potential cle of thelr deployment cold be vial input nto octal decisons abou the relive mix of
mitigation and adaptation as response sates to anthropogenic dinate change Socolow 1 a. 2011).

2. As notedbyAzar et al. (2010) as wel a thers, the rical oe that BECSS systems would play fs i making it
potentially posite to Stabile amospheic concentrations of CO, a low lees near 400 pom. For sabizaion
Karel that are above tis treshold but yet sil stringent (5. 450-550 pp), BECSS coud be important in
signfcantly lowering th cost of sabizaton. For ample Azar al 2010) ne that the ably0 ply BECSS
an’ large scale allows amasphric concetatons of CO, 0 be sabize at a lve 5 10 100 pom ower than
‘what wold be attainable without BECS for roughly the same ost.

3. Large scale deployment of BECSS or DAC systems would Fly increase demand for deep gelogc CO, storage
reser. The taal demandfo geologic sorag reported i the erature sa smal acon of tal heretical
deep oli storage space Dooley and KV. abv, 2010; PCC, 2005; Kr andK. ia, 2009) and therfore 1
seems unlikely ha any areas demand fo Geologic storage space wou be  sgficat deployment barr
for BECSS ond DAC

4. For ether rge scale BECSS or DAC deployment 0 the pon where hee wouldbe negate et global emissions
for perhaps cates, thre would be nee 1 remove mre than oe fon of CO, fom the aimaphere for each
Ton removed by these systems as the oceans and perhaps terestal systems woud ease CO, sored in then
unt anequiliam is reached Th magnitude, sped, and urn of thes eases fonth ocean are asses
hat nee 1 bebetter urdersood
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Keynote llI-1: Policy, Governance and Socio-Economical Aspects of Geoengineering

Catherine Redgwel
ProfessorofternationalLowandVice Dean, FlyofLaws, Univers Colege London,UnitedKingdom

Increasingly its apparent that some geoengineering methodsmaybetechnically possible, though with majo uncertanes
regarding their efeciveness, cost and socio-economic and enironmental impacis (The Royal Society, 2009). This
presentation explores the regulation of geoengineering and the principles wich should guide the establishment of the
‘governance structure necessary to quide research in the short term and to ensure that ry decisions Utmately taken with
respect to deployment occur within an appropriate goveranceframewrk, The uncertainties and controversies surrounding
geoengineerng have recently been considered bath nationally (UK House of Commons, 2010; US. House of
Representatives, 2010) and intemationally. In the ltter context the Stat parte to the 1972 London Convention and
1996 Protocol and to the 1932 Convention on Biological Diversity, have each actively debate the consistency of ocean
iron friization activites with convention abligatios, inter ali, 10 protec and preserve the marine envicnment, and in
fate2010the CBD considered the matterofgeagengineering more icadly. Thus both domestically and interationllytis
clear tha govermarceofgeoenginering s moving p the legal and policy agenda.

To date there has been ite comprehensive assessmentofthe international regulation of geoengneering. Indeed, absent
from the current legal landscape is a single ety of instiution addressing al aspects of geoengineering; rather, the
requltoy picture s 3 diverse and fragmented one both at the ntematonal and atonal levels (Braco € al, 2010;
Hester, 2011). Thus 3 aor stand in the sparse legal Itrature addressed fo geoengineerng is an assessment of the
extent to which exiting rulesmay be adapted to regulate Geoengineering actors and aces (e.g. Bodansky, 1995;
Michaelson, 1998; Rayfuse et aL. 2008; Zedals, 2010; Redgwel, 2011; Lin, 2011).Tis eles on the flexible adaptation, or
possible amendment, of existing treaty ruesor the application of customary intemational law rules, seeking to employ the
legal tools at hand 10 regulate geoengineering aces, whether field tials or potertial deployment. The dfculy of
drawing a sharp distinction between these in terms of the natureofthe acy and is effects, especaly where arge-scdle
field als are in question, is significant, An example ofa cautious graduated approach is ound i the response by the
parties to the 1972 London Convention and 1996 Protocol 10 ocean on fertilization to profit al bt smalscle scientific
field tials pending further development of a regulatory framework.

Assessment of existing instruments should also take into account the dynamism of the nom generating process,
particarly in the environmental contest, Existing instruments may be chided between those potentially applicable 0 al
geoengineering methods (eg. the 1977 Convention on the Prohbion of Miltary or Any Other Hostle Use of
Environmental Modification Techigues and the 1992 UN Framework Convention on late Change) nd thse potentially
‘apicable to particular methods (e.g. the 1972 London Convention on th Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of
Waste and other Matte and 1996 Protocol,fo ocean ron fetizaion, an the 1985 Convention or th Protection of the
‘Ozone Layer and 1987 Montreal Protocol with respect 0 stratospheric aerosols)

There aea numberofahematves fr geoengineering governance. The fist would be th conclusion of a “bespoke” legal
instrument or instruments to address geoengineering. However, 3 mullatral eoenginering teat is nether key nor
desiable. It is unikely because the appetite for law-making, particularly nthe mate change conteasevidencedby the
‘Coperhagen and Cancun meetings, is low (. Bodarsky and Dirnge, 2010; Werksran and Herberson, 2010; Raman,
2010, 2011). Itseems inconceivable that the policl will wouldbegenerate for law-makingon this scale and where such
3 degree of controversy eis. Achieving consensus on al but the lowest common denominator — if that — seems very
unl.

Such a route s also undesirable, for two reasons. The fist is that international law hardly presents a blank sate, wih a
plethora of patentaly applicable instruments where regime legitimacy” has been established ovr time. The wit
response 10 Grbon capture ad storage by the parties {0 the global LCILP and regional OSPAR regime s an station of
what can be done when ther s dear consensus regarding th need for international regulation, the poltial wll 10 do 50,
and appropriate insirumerts to adapt Existing instruments can, an likely wil, regulate aspects of Geoengineeing which
all within heir treaty mandate, B th same token, there are Gaps, mast. obviously wih respect to the regulation in areas
beyond national jusdiction of SRM methods. A single treaty an geoengineeringis ais undesrable owing to the range of
methods, where they may be cried ou, and by wham. There can be no “one size fis ll” approach to geoengineering
regulation beyond the idetiicalon of key guiding princes of concerns of general application. Amongst other things,
these could inform the interpretation anappcation of existing nsirumens.
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One step foward could be the adoption of guiding incl for eoengineering governance, no as a template for an
international reay instrument ut 25 a example of potertial guidance, which cou be embeded in soft o hard aw and
us by the key geoengineeing stakeholders to guce Gecson-naking on geoengineerng esearch in arta, These
might compris the following (Rayne, et ol. 2008; Asloma Scientific Organizing Commie, 2010):

+ Prince 1:Geoengineeing tobe regulated25 public good

«Pine 2: Public participation in geoengineering Gecsion-making

« pincie 3: Disclosure of geoengineering research and open publication of esis

«Prince4 Independentassessmentofimpacts

«Prince5: Governancebeforedeployment
Such ging principles coud st well against the backrap of a moratorium on deployment pursuant 10 ENNIOD of 3
General Assembly resolution, for example, nlc a binding legal insrument, such guidance cn be adopted “stanly”
through endorsement by relevant actors (NGA resoor; UNEP guidlines; endorsement. by rational legislatures:
professional bodies tc. Nor is the adoption of guiding principles in “soft” form and the simultaneous negotiation of
binding rules mutual exclushe, with the possi of “twin-rac softhard” les (Redgwe, 2011). Such princes are
aso adaptable to the maltscalar mulievel ~ local, raioal and ternational - governance architecture needed
Sucesfolly 0 combat cmate chang (Osofsky, 2008; ct, 2011).
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Keynote ll-2: International Cooperation and the Governance of Geoengineering

Aunabha Ghosh
Chef ncutefie, Coin rey, Enonment snd Water, ns
The case for the intemational goverance of geoengineering is unclear for several reasons: why governance is needed;
what 0 goven; how widely woud tention governance vor. Ths presetaon asks: | Geoengineting were 0 be
governed at the international level, what woud be the dering matatons and wat forms could such governance
Take? Th purpose is two-ald: to nue no the xgict and Implicit concerns an interests tht mola courts (0
demand of oppose inenatonl governance; and second to nue nto he functional forms that ermatonal
governance coud tke depending on varied motvarions. Not ory is terrane cooperation on geoengineeing rt a
ven; is Gesign and efectheness wold dependon the inate Gols or promotng Goernance 1 he renatona eve
Why govern?
Demands for governing geoenineeing derive fom 3 mi of terest and ebical concms On rest, Sates are
mothated by at lest wo competing presse, both stemming from uncertiy over the scence of Geoéng neg
Without futher research the state of knoniedg on geoengineerng wil not be obus enough for palicmakers to make
informed decors. An ndiidua county might Went 10 rea the feecom to eperment wih geoengnerng
Techndagie, so hat fs scenic communy may buld an adhanced knovdedge base on yet unproven technologies.
Viewed i thi way, merrational les oul be considered "satu quo, constant on  siole county’ feedon of
manger in flr. ut uncertain ssocatd with geognerng als mean ha he actos of afer counties might
ave unforeseen consequences. out geoengineeing offer a technological de to some coun? Cou ployment. of
tan techniques cuts one's brdes adversely act weather patter with one's erry? Wih he cent tate of
Knowledge, 15 hard to answer such questions wih ceray. Viewed i his way, nenatonal les coud be considered a
useful tol fo ein in rnaway, unateral action nan uncertain technological fe. Thus, counties woul favour les hat
ofr them maximum fll whe keening other counties off balance. 81 he demand for res a ere fom
ic concerns, Counties andlor the ier) coud eek governance oe geoengiering technologies becase they
oppose nefrence wih nue, or because hey wont 1 ascetai h tent bein research ro these ecologies, of
Simpl because they dim asay avr acon tha hae nenational pact. Proceslted conc nce: hovng he
opportunity fo papate in forums whee ues might be drawn up, having the power 0 uence rls, and beng
slicienty aware to ofr ifomed corset or sent Oucome:clated conces induce: api to Conduct
geonengineeing research ani deployment; rtentions and actions dering fom such capabiy, the manner in wich
Scions re monorednd reviews nd how spe re addicted on ese
Why cooperate?
ven the most powerful of counties need nenaiona regimes at ast under te conn: the lac of a amevor
tabling egal labiy fo state actions positive vansacion oss, and mperet infomation. The presentation wil
istinguih betwen forms of erations cooperation depending 1 he motivations of counties demanding Governance
Stngements. Cooperation ove scien experiments would ental decsions about funding, buldng pac,
Coodinating esearch reviewing esos. an ensuing ansparncy. Such cooperation cou bypass tol gavermers,

least for sll scale of laboratory experiments. Intemational cooperation ts cir hr eoengineerng esearch
708 only funded om publ resources but ao where ntenonlty ar 0 deny and responsi isa oaru
Even f intentions wer benign, some would argue that sce eoengineeing i response irate change an se he
burden f responsibly), th menatonal community should have sy in why and how i esarced an deploys.
Whatever the matt, the case for ntematoral cooperation is based on fly, imperiea. infomation about
geoengineeing aces hi nen nd npac nd, secondly, he absenceof amen to stabi egal abit over
Scions.
Which functionsforwhat motivations?

tis under 2 prior what insiwtiona fon inceational cooperation woul take in order 10 nflrce geoengineeing
cies. At las four options may be inte: one, naronableel governance, we, 2d ho codes of conduc and
icles devloped by the saan commit, tre, adapig the mandates of existing craton ete, such os
he Convention 0 Long Range Transboundary Ar Pllstion, the Corvetion on Bioloical vest and the Convention on
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the Praibiion of Miltary or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modiiction Techniques; and fou, eating a new
tegine to gover aspects of geoenginering tha ater regimeso natnal nsfutors cannot handle. Each govemance
option hs mets and deers, In order 1 understand th conditions under wich diferent options might emerge, the
presentation will use a framework 10 deny th funcions hat are necessary o promate international cooperation and
tespond to differing motators, Tee elvan Goverance functions may be dente: making decisions, monitoring
action, and resohing disputes. The motivations may be broadly ouped into interestbased and ethical concens. The
former eek a balance between mainaning flebiy for oneself whi consraining others actions. Ehical concerns ask
whether th processes and outcomes of geoengineering governance are considered egtimate an fot who.
Table A.3.1: The design of inemational governanceofgeoengincering wil depend on functions and mativatons

Scopeofmematonal| Scop of ntemational |Icusve proces vs. | Equallyweighed
governance nied | governance broad aseof decison |votingules

maknginsmal | Capabityiven
gous vatng

n Seliagorting nstuional reporting pls | ncstenessof |Quality and
verification review procedures | timelines of

reporting

Decentralised Cenvalsed adjuiation |Easeof accessto | Ab toenforce
agjudaton pls dispute settlement | decsons

centalisedecentalised | forums
enforcement

The neply of funcional demands fo international cooperation andinteres based and ethical concerns afer chices or
regine design (Table A.3.1) Decision-making dependson the scope of sues that woud be govemed nematanly, who
as a sea at th able, an th ules to aggregate vaes and patios. Icusive processes ve counties without capacity
10 have a sa in active tha have itematonal consequences, bu tis approach competes against he fen of small
group setings. Influence over outcomes depends on diferent voting rls. Monitoring actionsis highly contested. Sl
reportingmaybe preferedbysovereigntyprotectin states. But regulating other's actions needs some fom of nsttuonal
feporing vith independent verification. Excl concerns als ive options for monitoring depending on how brad review
procedures re and whether eporting ofr ely, accurate and alent information. Resobing disutsi perhaps hardest
because intents ae ard to define and responsibilty not ated easily. Topresevefeity, contes would reer
domestic courts for disputes over activi in their territories but intematonal mechanisms for hose rising elsewhere.
Enforcement may be iter decentralised (eaving i 0 counties 0 purse meansof influencing other) or ceased (sing
sanctions stemming fiom an intematonal suf). or tfc concerns, barr 0 entry nthe forma dispute resolution
tangent coud ince ack of information anor lac o esauces. Outcome lgimacy pends on dispuants having
he bity 0 enforce ues agaist more powertl counties,
The presentation will raw pon the experienceof and lessons fom othe international regimes aid with he neational
coorinaion of research actus B combining moialons and Governance funios, the resentation suggests Ways in
wich international cooperation mightevolve depending onthe blanc of power, nests nd ethics
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Keynote IlI-3: Geoengineering in a Risk Management Framework

M. Granger Morgan
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Keynote 4: The Role of Different Geoengineering Options in Long-Term
Responses to Climate Change
Jason ) Blackstock’ an Ken Caldera’
tteforScere, ovine, rod Universi, UC a tsaste orAledStems Ars, uti
Deparment Golcoy, ComettnorSc, USA
While proposed geoengineerng techniques offer new potential response options to addressing climate change, the
elton between thes ehigues and more familiar esonseapn—specifically itation and adaption hs hus
far ben poorly explored. Prclry over decada tie cls iret espns options or pono of aptions) are ey
to generate spf fences in imate and socal outcomes. Tris tok overviews some relevant technical
characteristic of rent rose geoeninerng echaue, and const them th he characteris of he imate
halnge and prominent gation and adapion response options, Because Carbon Geengineerng 3, Carbon Dude
Removal or COR) propos ie dramatcaly fom Solr Geongineerng ao Slt Raton Managemen or SRN)
roposls they se ested separ rovghoot.
The long1em ture of the anthropogenic dinate change problem are asscated with longed radatiely ace
substances added t the atmosphere (nding CO; Acer et aL. 2009) 3 wel 3 org time scales asscted with
Karson of gal systems of ene podician snd use and pater of and se (03s e al, 2010). Decisions
focused on CO, may be enended to conser ater atvapogeric emissions of ately ace substances. nth FCC
48d, he tem “long en” ws sed to refer othe eri afer year 2030 eefo example PCCARG, Working Group I,
Surin orPlcy Makers, SeconD;PCC 2007). Tat sage wl optee.
Proposed COR techies temp 0 reverse th effect of CO, emisionsby imnsting atmospheric CO, concnttrs.
rom the persccie of the imate stem, f CO, wee remove fom the tmasphere and then soled fom the
mosphere ore, is woul sey approximate he fect ofan avoided emission,An oran ses he aroun of
ime that the CO, woud ein sted fom the atmosphere. Ths sue of permanence of rage hs been Gscssed
within the IPCC both in eference to Carbon Capture and Storage (PCC, 2005) and with regard to land use practices (IPCC,
2000). Permanence (or lorgevy) of storage san important su tht relevant 0 the potential of vars COR
approaches to reduce long iss asocated with imate change. Impemanent scrage s IsGely equNGlent (0 3
deed ison (Herzog eo, 2003). Delayed ison an be allan slong te, ard ome ces mam
mates, of warming. sus of imgeannce of srsge a most commonly sed ih sec 0 vos DOG
ented sateges to move CO, fo he amsphere, such 2 ocean Fon frlzaon of proposals 10 ese GANG
tbo sage i plants or sis permanence of ore frases ses of metgenrstonsl equity and sis of
Tesponsiiy. Mast of these sues aeady have been adresse by he PCC in chr cones, Furthermore, after remo
of exces CO, from th amasghere, excess CO, wil end t continue egasing fom the oceans and nd sphere (Cao
nd Calera, 2010 us, te longtime of CO, in hese rsevors nce angen commitment to CO, enna
mospheric CO concentrations art 0be mained atveryow lvls
I it wee possible to depo COR techriaues wih permanence of capture a ufc scales to edie net tmosghec
enisonso ven draw down amesphrc concentrations, om the perspective of th cima ste, 1 col fectey
feduce antropogenc cimaric change. Howe, accoring he 2009 report of he UK Roya Scety (The Royal Scery.
2009) 3nd 2011 eon of te American rysicl Sty Sool ta. 011), we hee may be same etch ons.
COR opto ha cn be depo a cls tht are small late to fat of obl emissions, deployment 3 he scl of
lol emissions ely ob mor cosy than isons avoidance ots.
SRO teciques im 0 diminish the amountof cima changebyreducing th sola: energy absrbed bythe aos,suface and oceans, heey reding goal warming, Because same proposed SRM techmaues (echicly
Srtosphrc seosol 3nd cous whitening) appet 0 afer the tedical apocty 0 edice global ss0ed sot
“ataton on th are of 19 (or mre) wth 3 few mari, and for deployment cos n te order 0 $18 10 $108
(McClane ol, 2012Yhese techviues prove parental fat evage over the global cite. However, SRI
{echiques wd not aes non-cimate eft ceased atmospheric C0, such s ocean scdcaton (Vttens tl.
2009). Moreover, because SRM alters a different component than CO; of the energy flow driving the climate system
{shortwave for SA versus longwave for CO, the ciate conditions produce by ffseting Cred goal warming
with SEM wuld not be equivalent to cimatic condos uncer lower simosgherc CO <oncenttons: fences n
Various iat conor, secicaly nung te alae ce are xpecd. oreo, were an SRM cloner to
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be eminated abruptly, rapid warring coud ese (Matthews and Caldera, 2007 Robock et al, 2008, ad thus
deployment of an SRM system might be considered t pos an nergenecatona vane of hi isk of sudden warming.
These chracersics of SAM: teciaues - that they could act Quickly, be cheap to deploy ad by imperfect offset
anthropogenic imate change (eth et a1 2010) have I 0 var perspectives on potential uss for SRV, ranging
from being par of a “porolo of cimae response options tat sek oeduce costs of mtgato of cma change sks
(Nordhaus, 1992; Wigley, 2006), to bein a response reserve To ores spc cima eas or ciate “emergence”
(Blacestock a, 2009; Caldera nd Ke, 2010).
Based on these characteristics, the relationship beeen xistng geoenginering proposals and cent migaton and
adaptation frameworks are exored n 2 prlmivary vay. As a a1ing pon, tre wedges famework of Scola ond
Pacla (2004) an th tamer for considering adapaton ulin in PCC ARA (PCC ARS, Working Group I, Caer
1 IPCC, 2007) ar sed to conier COR and SRM, dentin where simi and 6ferntting raracesics exist. Tris
approincte comparison demonstrates notable smilies bewen COR and miigaton, whie a0 dering sone
uniue chradersic of SAM that are diss t both mitigation and adaptation options; spcricaly, SRM focuses on
reducing exposure of populations and ecosystems o citi changes, rather than thi winery ott range (hich
isthe fous of adaptation). The potential chat and societal implctons of these overlaps and diferences, long wih the
emergence of COR and SRM tecriaues imo mansean ciate palcy discussions ae explored bly though tre
applcaton of scenario mets.
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Albedo enhancement over land to counteract global warming: Impacts on

hydrological cycle
Govindasamy Bal* and Bappacitya NagechCertoCat hang 8 Cerfo Amo an keecre,inn ste of crc, Sgr 6001,
nda
Increasing te and suealbedoviawhteing th of nd gave the iin ses (A al, 2005; Olsn x
1. 2010) covering srs with more elective poeene-sami 1 cess edo (Gs, 204) ar mang te
lor of Gaps Iver (Dovey e al, 201 Agel 1 al 2009) ar 3 ew exsls for lan suc based Soa
Radiation Management (SRM) schemes to counter global warming. Assuming these schemes are capable of countering
lool mean wating, what are the hylogcal pica of rg nd edo madcaton?
Recent modeling studies have shown hat oa Ration Management (80) ches tha counteract gol warmingby
incesing he pantry 1bedo unformy roGfrnatn of nd versus cers) wil us eduction hens of
he gol war le when they cancel he goal mean warming eacly (8s tL. 009, 2008). Hower, precptaton
and unfl ver nd hve been show t cess when eduction slr rslaton i spl oly ver he cans by
incteing the rleciy of marin dows (la ef a, 2011). Ths Tat rece ty ples tt rg sca sed
modification shoul led 0 Gyngof the arin egos
In hs soy, we perfor dese simlaions sng NCAR CAS. 1 qui he efect of SRM schemes ht ices
re albedo ve an. We find ta sn cee elect ove nd rit ats the gol mean warming fom
doving of CO, leds 10 snikant nitgaed warming in the southern hemshere and oping in he rere
hemisphere sie mast of he and located. northern Hemisghee, recptaton and runof over and decease by 13:4
and 32.3%, respec because of a re esa! sinking motn over a see Pure A4.T). Tre magnitude of
loge hanges re much rer than the mare out albedo envancemert cs (al tal, 2011) sce the
1aGave fron Oe nd need 15 coune lobl men raat org om a Goubing of CO sprain ce
re ftcng need ove the ces, Out esl mol that soe exharcement ovr oceans is super to and lod
Changes when te consequences on and yoy se considered. Ou sty al has rant plains for any
Iientona or unirenional ge sle change n nd sac albedo such 5 deovestaton sfoesaton rloresatn.
and desert and ran edoroto
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Categorization of policy responses to climate change with a focus on
geoengineering
Ofer Boucher and Piers Foster’
abateeMidoriOrme, FL. /CARSUns eM. a, ats, Fe
“UniversityofLeeds,UnitedKingdom

Potential policy resprses to aniopogeic dima change an be bisdy ssid ino foe categorie: addtional
Teer no imate Scenes ad. Ghote cabon1eua sou of eer, miata (, educton
aniopogen emssors of genous 356), aan. eduction of he ngaof ciate ange on rural and
cert sptems, snd geoenginerng
Geogr sui dened 3 he enor gsc martin of se clement fhe Eth syste, 30
emp to ume the fcof aTPOGEC Ht rang. 5 Sree a rd 3s hate mention,
imate engineing of plneay engine. 0 aly 5 geonginerg, a nieeran 10 the Eth sen hs 0
Gla ane to acd inate cane by a method tht oes ot sek to reduce aropogeic emissions of
renmouse aseor other warn agen. Fos nce, he eso of svapage 0s om bring sl ck,
Shou eparsle or ol Ee or ser oe GeengeEIngCc152 ofc of orns
$0 varponatn systems abe han eet acto. Th even, ahouh an be aks, abo has to ave
rgsce eect on he inte sytem. Ts dey Ginquss geo fon... were: madcaion o

ter srs of envonmetal engineing ich ten o Tad the smosghre ote ard Surface on a much smal
al.
A nutes of geaengneein schemes ave been groped in the scifi ate, Tht teologial may,
elects, Sci, eal pacts, iene consequences 3nd at vary 1a de and ema uncer. The
Royal Socety rept (300) on aeoenginecng Ctegoaed eoengnerng hemes io solr ran management
(53) 2nd carbon once removal (CR ecru SRM schemes sek (0 arly may he lt aiaton bce 0
on te loner COR ees sek f arial rove con onde fom he motes and sor 11 some fr,
Wile he dsincion buen S01 nd CO ell, does ot ovr lleoeoenginerig schemes ore cn thik
of. For nance, has ben suggested hl the eel radton budget ud ko oe arly mostid tough
hangsGslouslrSMSWrgtAt 0Get he recuse fe, Cabo doe1
he tllog ed grehous g5 1 he mosphere, an a eva in a5 be nvsage a mehane Boucher snd
Folberth, 2009) or other aes.
Figure A4.2 ts a large numba of agpuaces fo climate change and steps to ein thee groupings ino dine
egos. appears ha ee i rt aap 3 et Gin oewen geoenaneeing and adaptation of between
Geoeneeng and conenianl gaan. Ff ance, hes be sugested at ne at's aod couldbeanaly
cessed ove lad by Incessng th eect of haan Guelings (kore 1 1999) or copa (Rgwel ef a.
3009. Thee modicators ay scaly be more reat 0 local and reqorl ata fo dine charg than
Geoejeeg. Reheat the fonder betwen GeomnGnewing 1d gun rot ve car when § canes to
Sloe. The gestae xpatatan of bus sacred wih cron pre and sora (C5) asthe potent 0
Tere CO, he asp snd quae 5 3 COR sree, ve hough cts an CCS o he own aui
Conse 5 conan mi gion 00s.
In cousin we argue ta its imran t0 develop cl: terinloy on poly reponse to clmate hnge while
fecoiang ht te font between es spares ot sways coc. We wil goe his preset st
tempt at deveapng sth trndocy. Tis wil hl Geow Geoengineng Shu 1 0 rt in he portal of
to inte range ples NO 0 ave 100 conscrs wheGr hese poly eons, nang
her schnlopial matty. eliecenes, scolbly, Umescle fo pleneraton, 1s, esial dinate charge,
nnd consequences dete free with dh mat sen, he plc rd vera callenges hey pos,
Sesco
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Climate change adaptation through the development of a sensor-based early
warning system for landslides
Sandra Catane', Mark Albert Zarco’, Joel Joseph Marciano’, Jr., Marc Caesar Talampas®
Natortte Geog Soc,Unsof oe his Dioninte of Gol greet, Umerof he pigpres Dinanrstofcoan econ Engen, nventyof he Pies Dian
Wary poor commis in the hipines ae tester by ndides marly du to exe ral. Th esuency and
cleo andes hve ceed dutg the st ecaes, Gen the ih economic cost of locaton of comune ang
ihe us of Conventional engoeeng Tigao ethos lo ot, rir based ay warning se for asides 's
son derlope in he Pkppnes 1 re 0 an counties of pending ies. Th stem fs camgoed of
enn COT aay Constng of a ual ccleaner and so MOTE tht bse erally underground. A
oii veson of he Casagande ye. peiometer aha ated mt the eso conn (0 Messae xcs pre
pressure. Measurements taken in each segment are accessed via the Controller Area Network (CAN) communications:
protocol. The sensor columns are capable of transmitting data via Short Message Service (SMS) and sending it 10 a baseton. he ersor were tly eed on lloe model wich al was Tdced rough ter Sept,
Change i th han atraton easedche esr ae coset wih vl osenatars. On vere 2010, ne
sm beng ested and was deployed i an acl ance ara 1 By Pus, a Tridad, Benue, Nother
ripe. te prototype stem sound aca and efcive, «wile cela n ther andsice pone aes re
Philppnes.
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An Integrated Assessment of Geoengineering Proposals

Piers Forster, Naomi Vaughan’, Ofer Boucher, Richard Darton, Maia Galarraga’, Andrew Janis’, Nicolas
Pidgeon’, Andrew Ridguell’
Uninrsyof Lod, UC
Universityofstnhs, UC
Hr fice, UK
UniversofOrd, UC
Universo caster, UC
Universityof Cord, UC
uneriyof st], U6
Ther s curently insuficnt information to infor the emerging ebate abut geoengineering, this wor wil begin
adress the gaps in our knowledge about effectiveness and sie effec of geoengneering schemes. Integral to the
assessment process active and ongoing engagement with stakehldes, incuting scence poly experts and the geneal
public 0 produce objective and informed polices cence.
The Integrated Assessment of Geoengineering Proposals (AGP) is a new four year research projet tht started on Ist
tober 2010 and s funded by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Councl (6PSR0) 3d the Natural
Environment Research Counc (NERC). IAGP brings together a oad range of expertise, from ciate modeling toshoscphy and engineering 0 public perceprions to conduct an objecive, plcy-elent assesment of geoenginering
proposals. IAGP asthe follwing Core researc objectives: 0 evaluate he efectvenes and selectsof 2 broad range
of geoengneerng proposals, to evalate the conolbyof goal dite sng thse proposals an to ect and include
takeholes and public ales nto the evaluation.Keysub-objectves wilbe to examine i etal the public aceptabiny of
ferent geoeninering solution an evalua he possibilty of preventing opingpits via Gecengineering contol,
Previous assessments of proposals (e.g. Lion and Vaughan, 2009) Fave ben somewhat prelminary and have been
largely based on a physical science evalaton of slr radiation management techriues. or ts asessmentwe are bengmore rigorous. This inves a) comparing diferent proposal (ncuing solr reduction and carbon managerert
technologies) wii the same model fame, and bl engaging wi the public and stakeholder community prc to
unin the imate models 0 hep create an objective seof polcyelvant mets o evaluate bh the efectveness and
side ffecs of a given proposal (Comer and Pidgeon, 201).
A his stage i the projectwe have un preliminarywoskshops with both th public and stakeholders,
The second stage wil be 0 use these workshop findings to eaea st of metic atea for climate model evlaton.Aepeat stakeholder woreshop in Ocober 201 will decide on these metic and climate model tegration wil then sat 10
evluae he physical science based mets. A further deliberate workshop towards the end ofthe project wil feedback
and interpret diate mode euls 1 sakeholders and the public. Readers re encouraged 0 vit the project website(ia. a€.k) To findout mare aboutwhatwe to keep up date with our publications.
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Aerosols impact on dynamic of the West African monsoon: direct effects
Francisco Gomes'*, Jilo P. R. Ferandes’, SérgioH. Franchito”
hataWeeologal ee, Gores Bau
ittNocera essEas NPE, rss
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Aerosols play an important rol in he raciaive balance of he atmosphere. Wie slate aeosdls are recagrize a he
mos dominant <ontiuta of opasperc seas over and neat the ndustiled egos. One of the most imartant
Seasls source in the word 's Wet Afican eg and is ao influenced ty anopogerc arasols from European
industry (Chin 3nd Die, 2003), The West Afican anal depends song on he actvaton of te ronson creation,
which influenced by radiative balance of the atmosphere. Tis ac determines the importance of ths system in the
agua actvty, based on lvl grcuure, and consequently he ecoromy o th region. Tis study examines he
effect of dus and svopogenc ars an dram of the West Aran monsoon sing egonil crate model (Reg)
Coupled with custard anthropogenic aerosol module
The resus show th reduction of the West Afcn ranfall unde effec of colng induced by ust and athopogeric
aeosl, This colng educes the meridional gradient o the st Static ney, which Causes the weakening fhe energy
of the marsoon fur cotniuting for 3 reduction ofthe Wet Alcan anal 3 cre by Kone 1 3. (2008, Ao, re
impact of aerosols on these systems and the precipitation was greater in the simulation with anthropogenic aerosols
(Fue A4.3, 3) than smiston wih dust ony (ure A43, b. General, the teraction of aerosols wih raditon
Dude was able 0 rence he seasonaland the nerannl vrai of the Wet Afican clon.
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Sea spray geoengineering: global model simulations with explicit aerosol
microphysics
Hannele Korhonen'*, Anti-llari Partanen', Harri Kokkola', Sami Romakkaniemi?, Veli-Matti Kerminen’, Ari
Lssksonen” and Kar .. Lehinen'”
nish Weteooglse Kopi Unt, nanUnswsityof Ete For. Dopartmntofpp Pyics Findnh etcorogol Itt inaerope. Flo
One much disused terique for solr radiation raagement (RN) i 0 use artifical se say emis om vind
powered esas 0 nceas he concentrationof sbmicon sa sl partes n he mare bounday ayer (Lat, 1950)
It as been hypothesize nat thse arly ited srs parties cut ac 5 od condensin nudes (CCN ant
hus ncease he oud rope ruber concentration (CONC) in the maine satus cou. Ths in tr woul a,lest nthe, toa higher coud bed snd hus planetary colng.
Using a ctaled seal micopysics model GLOMAP) within 3 gol chemical arr mode, we have recently shown
hat afc eo stay emssons are uel o esd {0 roogeneous CONC fs oer vs ocean res (Ketone ef
aL. 2010). Out essonc tht the relate enhancement of CONC in one cous ely 0 be lower thn
same in revous imate mode sues.
We have now repeated asda set of simulations in ECHAN-HAM aerosol imate model nade 0 quar te ect
and die fe fom sa pray jection 35 welt su he ofc ofthe price cian a on te esuking
planetary colng (Paranen et al, 2011) ECHAVLKAM, induces an expct and prognostic calclston of cou
Iicohysics and neracion of stool parties ith oucs. We assume a in speed dependent number fx fr he
ected aril population and follow anspor an tansarmton due to micophyscl process in the imosghee
This addtional fl is asumed ether over 3 the oceans rn tee apis tegans covering 3.3% of the planers
sufse aes
Roping the baseline cen (.. nected paride size 250 nm) i he optimized regs, we predic 3 otal mean
‘ade lo perusbation (7) of 0.8 Wi”. This compares wll with an ese pubishd estimate of 097 Wi” which
assumed a fixed prescribed CONC of 375 cm in the geoengineered regions (Jonese al, 2009). In our simulations the
men eon! CONC varies between 194 3nd28 cn”bu oud coe mesesb 2-5 percentage prs.  ntewory
ha bi he abslte CONC valuesa wel 2 he relate changes (14.80%) are cat hight thn predic in an
ter sty using sia ison fle. n he CHAM silts, mufpesof he Geselnese pray fs cus smst
Sinearncease im CONC bit th RF is ear saline (gba men RFP with 3 tres he asels2.0 Win),
Since the thee opin geoengineing regions are characterized with pesstent ststocumulus ded, nse trem
pacicaly al of the rave fect orgrtes fom gers ndrect eects. ower, the det eect Gn be sanfcant
uid thse regions: when oceanic eons ar eed, he rect fc s about 655 of he aso net eects.
or 2 constant volume nisin lof sa sry, the ize at which he indi arcs ae jected becomes vey
imran. Reducing th jection ze fom 250 v1 0-100 nm, which syscall ge enh for coud achaton
maine boundary lye, nese te lal mean RF inthe ran of oped regions 10-21 Win”. On th ater rnc,
nectiona 500 nm Fas only vey minor effects an CONC cu to the low number lo (135 of the seine fn) and
odices ogy ie same rec forcing 3s he seine Smaton,
Th presented wor is grt ofan nterdscplnar pret “Asosl ineention techni 10 col the ciate: css,
ents, sce fect and governance” funded by the Academy of Finland. In adda to oud seeding win rfc ses
pts emissions, ne proc focuses o the mat an ate environmental effects Sisospherc pe nections and
“eduction of tick carbon (60) emissions. We resigete ako how he rrocuction of seoengineerng aheratves may
ie 0 reaming of gol and atonal cimate polices 35 wel 5 how the exsing egal 30d poll Famensres wl
fect he pace an Section of he packageof mss le aerate.
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submittedto.Joumal ofGeophysical Research (Atmospheres)
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Biochar for Climate Change Mitigation: Prospects and Limitations

Johannes Lehmann*, Kell Roberts, Thea Whitman, Dominic Woolf
Come Unvesy. thacs, NY 14853, USA
Biocha has received significant attention as a rapid diatechange mitigation strategy. Biochar is a charcoakype
substance tha shares properes wih bomass-derived pyogenic carbon which s ubiguious in ois (E. Krull tal. 2008;
Johannes Lehmann et al 2008). in a biochar system, biomass of a wide variey of feedstocks, including wood, grass,
animal manures, Gop residues, and other appropriate byproducts, is polsed to biochar, whichis added to sol. In many
applications, this conversion i used 0 generate usable energy from the volte liquids and gases, such as hycrogen, bio
ol, ethanol, eect or heat. Several anthropogenic and natural analogs can be found that allow some evalation of
biochar mendiments to sos for the long term. Notably, so-called Tera Preta sos in the Amazon have provided incentive
to evaluate biochar for sol provement as these sols received biochar-type materials several thousand years ago and
retained tei fri.

However, dedicated biochar research and development oly started to any significant extent in 2006. The stably of
biochar has been calcate to mean residence times of several hundred 0 3 few thousand years (ichannesLehmann eal,
2009; Zimmerman, 2010; Spokes, 2010). While the greater stably of biochr relative 0 the unchared biomass is he
ass for the emission rections tough uizaton of iochra a soi amendment rather than combusting i for energyto
offset foi ful, t snot aways sufficient for acieving net emission reductions Life-cycle assessment demonstrates that
projects can have postiveo negative net emission balances primarily depending on the sourceofth feedstock (Robert et
al, 2010). In bioenergy systems, using the biochr as a 56 amendment shows reat emission reductions compared (0
the use of combustion only if the soil productivity increases or if athe greenhouse gas emissions are either offset o
reduced (Robert e al. 2010; Woo et al, 2010; Hammondet al, 2011).
On a global scale this may result in greater erission reductions through biochar systems than combustion for bioenergy

(Figure 44). The proportionof sable carbon in biochar provides bout 50% of the total emission teducionsof 2biochar
system if is iegrated in a bioenergy project I either no bioenergy is Generate of bioenergy from cookstoves with ow
unin efficiencies ae replaced by biochar-ooksioves, the importance of biochr stabilty may increase to aver 80%o
fall below 30% (Whitman et al. 2011). The emission reductions using waste materials or cro residues as feedstocks vary
between 0.738t COye 1-1 feedstock (IL Gaunt andJ Lehmann, 2008; J Gaunt and Cowie, 2009; Roberts et al, 2010;
Hammond et al, 2011). In a modeled cookstove system, an improved combustion stove provided Smlar mission
reductions of 3.5 CO yr-1 per household compared to 3.69-43 t COs yr per household for an improved pyroyic

stove with biocha adtions to soil (Whitman et al, 2011). Hammond et al. 2011) report fe-cyl emissions abatement of
1.4:1.9 1 CO MWN-1 for 2 variety of biochar-bicenergy systems in the UK in comparison to a generation of addijonsl
emissionsof 0.05-0.31 CO; NWT for other bioenergy systems.
The global technical potential is likely not much reate than 1 Pg COy-Ceyr f only biomass resource are used that do
ot compete with 00d crops and othe existing uses of biomass, do not require land use change or daring of natural
vegetation, anddo ot remove cp residue 10 an exten that would negatively impact soi heath(Wool et al, 2010). The
economic vial largely depends on th price fo the biomass feedstock, and can vary igficantly between projects. In
many current project, the costs maybeoffseby the value of inceased Gop yields due to biochar, but adoption may sil
benefit rom financial support through a price on carbon.
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Potential Applications of Climate Engineering Technologies to Moderation of
Critical Climate Change Impacts

Michael C. MacCracken
Climate site, Washington OC USA
Although pre-geoengineering proponents in the mid-20th century argued for application of early cimate engineering
technologie to ‘mprove’ what was then the prevailing mate, th more we have leaned about the diate, the morewe
have come to understand the hubris involved in contemplating pseting is mary valuable and beneficial ntrcouplings.
Nonetheless, society continues with ite retain 0 combust moreand move oss fuels, releasing many bins of tones
of carbon diorde (CO, and ther greenhouse gases that ar, evn f unintentional, on rac to causechangesin cimate
far larger than what had been proposed and then dismissed asoverly audacious and argerous.
With disappointing progress in intermational efforts to limit global emissions and with obsentions indicating tht diate
change was itensfying more rapidly than the seemingly Gre consequences that model simulations were projecting,
Crutzen (2006) suggested that geoengineering might be an essential complement to mitigation and adaptation for
preventing ‘dangerous anthropogenic interference’ wihth ciate system. In tis conte th purpose of geoengineering,
or more descptel, imate engineering, becomes to moderate th unintended changes in imate being caused primary
bythe emissionsof greenhouse gases (GHGs), primarly CO, Thu, ts intent is 0 keep the imate as nearly thesame as 1
has been rather than to varsform i 1 some supposedly ‘eter state. Under this formulation, the hubris is more propery
assocated primarily with hose who are allowing igh Greenhouse as emissions (0 Continue with lite efort 10 reduce
them than to thse suggesting potential use of imate engineering technologies and approaches 0 maintain the curent
cimate. While thre are very likely 0 be unintendes consequences of counterbalancg the greenhouse-gas induced
changes in imate, that the cima willbe nearer to the conditions tha science as been careful investigating ove the
past several decades may well mean thatwewill beabl 1 beter estimate the than the unintended consequences beng
crated 2s GHG emision cary the cimate 0 conditions the Earth has not experienced in many millon, even tens of
millions, of years. Basically, the question that needs to be considered s not whether late engineering on ts own would
be beneficialo detrimental fr the environment and sociy, but whether society and th envionment would be bete off
‘working though th consequencesofevrtually controling greenhouse gas emissions with or without the paral counter
balancing of atleast some of the consequences using dime engineering technologies.
I addvesing this question, the ole of the scientific commuriy i 0, n a tesposie way, core up with options, with the
public and govermental decision-makersresponsbie for making any decison about potential appication. In dentying
solr radiation management options meiing nvesigaton of the siengihs and weaknesses, there has been a nearly
complete jump rom doing natingt attempting to completely offset the ful warming influence of a CO, doubling. Ny
esearch has focused on conceptual exploration of the rary possiblities ing between thes two extremes, befeving that
there is a much reater ieiood that ciate engineering can play an important postive role i started Up on a ites
scale thanif there is an immediate jump 1 the gobal scale.
Recognizing that global scale imate engineering is ls likly 10 have some noiceabe unintended consequences, the
proposed justification has primar focused on fs use in response to a climate emergency that fs, to invoke climate
engineeringonlywhen there i cea evidence of an impending 0 immediately past exceedance of a threshold that wold
lead to runawaywarming or other vey significant consequence. Th most discussed of th possible emergence fave been
a methane burt 25 a resuk of the rapid thaving of permafrost andlor dalvates tapped in the sediments of the
continental shee, the rap loss of ice mass from the Greenland andlor Antarctic ce sheets, colapse of the Amazon
rainforest or greatly accelerate, runaway warming. The proposed invocation of climate engineering would be rapid and
trong, taking th global average temperature, fo example, back 0 much lower eels. I seems 10 me thee are several
problems with tis formulation of, essential, holding back cimate engineering unt it may be 100 late 10 reverse the
isastous change. An impli assumption in ths approach i that cima i reverse, and this s no at all dear. In
addition, adaptation likly To have spread out he range of optimal temperatures for various societal and environmental
systems such thatsudden, sharp cooing mig beveydisupive.

If the goal is to keep the climate near is pres value, then it ses fo me it would make much more sense to nate
imate engineering 2s early as possible, wih the intent of sowing. sopping, nd then perhaps reversing the ciate
change that the warkd has experienced. With governance issues fkly t take an extended period to work through before
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taking actions 10 bing global imate unr contol, espclly a there is he possi or at east the fer, ht actual
implementation ight lead 0a sloufing off or futher sloughing of) of efrs to ut emissions, loakscale cimateengineering seems 0mull 0 be nlementable for a decade or, more ely, more. At the sam tne, while much of
the word s na yet experiencing sfficenty severe impacts to prompt rapidly mlemented shar cuts n emission, tereare regions of the war where inate changes aeady exerting vrydisuptive impacs; these regions mer consideration
f the patents for dinate engineering to mdirae thf impact. naddin, even CO, enisions couldbe scanty
ut immediately, warming would vey ely esl due to the sudden op of the sufte cooling ofse; ie lar, 3imate engineering approach t replacing the sulfate cooling fst needs tobesought, Win ths framing,  rumber ofpotentially gh pron applications of ciate engineering technologies appea 10beworthy of aggressve research and
investigation (MacCrcken, 2009)

1. Reversing Arctic warring: Lining solar absorption in the region by injection of arosls or aerosol precursors)
ino the lower stsosphere o the troposphere (vightening both cect and cloudy skies) has th potential to
reduce warming inthe Aric region and down into mic-atuces whie aso pomaing bul-up of th regr's
muta laces and ic sheets Caldera and Wood, 2008; Sin eta 2011). Inaeosing urfoce reflect o
loud bightening oli eat flow noth region may so bea possily. Limiting changes in precpaton at
theres may require an fisting reduction in saa aanoverthe Southern Ocen (hnet a. 201),

2. Moderating apical one intensification: Using dau orocean buble brighteningoreduce warming in ocean
and coastal water bodies would seem an porch 0 maderatig ntenscation.

3. Stom ack ediecion: Obsenations nite tat stom racks into western North Americ ar ter, est 10
Some extn, by ocean temperature rats of a few degrees, an amount that might well be achievable by
region-seciic oud of ocean bubble brightening.

2. Replacement of the sufte ofset: Loso the slate offset reskin fio SO, emissions fom coabfred power
lars (50 gh SO levels ve reltely mtd areas where populations ar High) might be aie to epaced by
tion of  sulfte ofset eat by 0, emissions that woul ead to a low leading of sulfate over large, low:
Tide oceanic areas ha are largely unoccupied.

5. Slowing of steam cling If the heat promoting caving ro the streams caning ce shets s coming from
‘wai waters entering fords, coud of aceon bubble bighteing ancl wave powered vertical ising might be
useflin chilling those waters.

Given the speiic beneficial and general reionl focus of tes proposals, and ha they may be eadly terminated i
problems aise, it mght well be tat governance sues would be ease. in my view, hese much more practical and
possiblynear tem applications meri aggressive an eal investigation.
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Cloud-resolving modeling of marine stratocumulus cloud brightening
Hailong Wang’, PhilipJ. Rasch, and Graham Feingold’“Amosgerc ckce nd Got ChargeDon,Fc Rothe trl367, US
ChemarScces snNOMA Fart pte Feesch kro, USK
Marie Statocumulus (50 docs cor vst res ofthe ocean surface, Trey play 3 prominent oe afcing te Earl's
albedo 37 energy bucge. The osiy of igeting some conseuences of goal warming by org thes clouds
(Lathan, 2002) as beh explored various ba modeling 106s, owing Import rsght nf sme specsof ths
Kea. Howe, th rai of global models 1 adauaely represent cous<cle ys and acs Ge o low model
Tesla iis thes usfunes fo ssssg the cme ste espns {0 Cou bightenng. Heston cout
madeing hs proven tobe 3 sell too for process evel unerstandig of aerosolou precpraron metacions an
lo prove a necesay an cal es 10 the ssugtons and grsmeterzatons employed by oval models when
exploring th geoengrneting a.
In this study (4. Wang eta, 2011), we use the highesoltin Were Reseach and Forecasting OWRR) model wih
plat tetment of sensdourecptaton erscions to pean cout syser-esobng multons of cout
rghering, The same model confation has been used by Wang and Feingold (209) o examine th tanstn fom
oscSc 0 open cls. The a tint clr Sucre ht hve stay ferent ellecnc pares (oo revels
oy stele imagery: e.,Garay ea, 2006 Wood and Hamann, 2008), rave ben how fo be sociated wih aerosol
effec on an pofucion processes and dynamical feedbacks 3 sel-arganang ste (Severs e al, 2005 Wong
nd Feingold, 20035 engl et a 201). More relat fo coud brienng.hovever shat once the open ces re
estabishe. they appar tobe resin 0 aerosol penuroatons. Anahe key rst hat radents in 505s ant
rectaton an gente mesoscale ican tht impact ous we beyond the conntonal “aes nde:
ec” Wang and Feng, 2008.
Sas on these por studies, we conduc experiments with four comnts of diferent meteosagal an sesol
Sacro conditions obened the Northeast Fac SC regime. Seater sais ae ted mt the mocel
masherbysgl, mite o umeos payers. In he 1st wo cases, sryes re allowed 1 move 2 sedof 51
$7 inthe dona approximately te size of 3 cite model gid ox, ‘hile 1 he tr case sprayers are uiomy
istiuted aver te mode domain, The average surface jection ae of 145x106 m2 5-1 i close 0 tat sgested oy
Sale e al. (2008). The rjc sea s ica in nflencng re stl Gsriuton of the actions seroos. Boh
rel conmage and loc umber concenaton re Important ayes Goud brghenng out nether one says emerges
5 dominant. For a gen amountof e050, the wo s9eCt ed be balanced 1 optimize he exvancement of cous
moun and albedo. Inthe cues where ods re susceptible 0 esl pettatons. nection fom sn of lle
rays an odie a Sqniant heteogenedus reponse n te dora. Th sty ako suggests that mesoscale
icatons induced by ran S.gpessin assed with muti<pajrs an ave unforeseen fence on cloud cues
Gn brights Gepening an th tare betwee the sprays, and 1 ama variations of outs and recitation
rabe portant or he eect tring of sein,
Reals show that he effeciveress of doud brightening depen song on meteocogcal ard bckground sel
conditions 3c, sometimes, he nection Sate. Sup fn 3 5 means of staining dou wate s re most
ffir way to hen cous nthe cases conse nee. ence, 15 vr fect 3wey redptating boundary
Toe whh the adtona aroais con substantial weaken the recat. Seeing tre ersomited dod
conditions preceded by hey andlor persistent an ha 1s Sqn epee using serosa aso cfc, The
Same amount of meced mater 65s fective thr Song recpatng cs of seco ous. Cod drops
Gow ge €x0ugh 1 ran tut n the former case ven the presece of sdatonl senso. Cod brightening
ineffective in a relatively dry boundary layer that supports clouds of low liquid water path. In the aerosol-rich case and the
ry as, he sso ction eseroror concenatiors tows sustain ani ter ah. As a

. Tesh, te out opereTces vel wesk led enhancement, regardless of the econ meio. Dede resus ave
een published in Wargo. (2011). par ofwhich 0bpresented 3 he meeting,
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Groundwater temperature, an indicator of climate change?

Ramiro Rodriguez
Geophysics stitute, UniversidadNacionalAtonoadeMerc, Mero
‘Groundwater temperature, GWT can be considered as a conservative parameter. Changes in GAT require large energy
inputs. Tne thermal conductivity coeficien of water s 0.6 Wim K. consequently wet i 3 bad heat conductor. Deviations
rom local steady state conditions an be associated 0 surface changes aking nto account he local geological conditions;
it means the presences of geothermal sources.

Since early BU's GWT changes have been related 0 global warming (Bec, 1982; Lachenbruch and Marshal, 1986). Some
authors have analyzed energy feedbacks across the local and egianal yGiologic yd to ge conelations between GWT
and dimate changes (Allenet al, 2004; Maxviel and Koll, 2008).
There are some factors that mustbe taken into account when xii oratorsof GWT. I there are ot geathermal sources
or radioactive elements ie Uranium that coud increase temperature then, any cease can be associated to surface
temperature changes.

Soils and surface rocks can limit the heatpenetration, even vegetation, making ificul a ict correlation between suface
temperature and GWT, same stuation an be found in urban areas (Taniguchi e a). Rain inflations can decease locally
temperature of shallow aquitrs. The type of aquifer focks is one of the rain factors that can fiat heat penetration.
Other aspect the wind. Wind can cool eran surface. Watertble variations never in GWT. In arid zones with mies
vecharge, extraction is almost greater than recharge and then waertable can go i depth somemeters peryear.

0 Kapuato Salamanca Valley, Central Mic, here are no feasible evidences of GWT changes (Rodriguez et al. 2006).
There are nt historical data records of GWT. We analyze temperature cata fom 11 years that cannat be sgifcan, not
obsening substantial changes. I the area here are meteorological tanswih 101 Continuous records.

Iti necessary to insirument selected aquifers 0 have reliable daa. Meteorological stations mustbe aso recording without
problems. This proposal impliesa compromise from some federal sion responsible of envionmental issues because it

Isnecessrytoave raining personal, equipmert, operation and mainenrce programs and funds.
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Geoengineering and Emissions Mitigation: Policy Context

StevenJ. Smith
Jon Gt Change Reach tute, Pic NestNas abort; Cage Prk, MD, USA
The analysis presented in is poster consider the potential use of sola aaton management (SRM) tedhriques and he
Context in wich tis imate response option might be considered. As ote by thes (Wey, 2008, SRM s valeapion ony i used in cononction with enisions reductions. Ths is because SRM shone wil not substantial reduce
impacts due 10 ocean aciifiation, SRM sell wil cause ancilry imate changes, and use of SRM without emissions
itgation would sk age ciate changes SRM were suddenly Stopped, Orlya ongterm reduction he net amountof fos carbon die encring he atmosphere can sable th cmate sem.
Scenario analysisissedto examine the conten: fos th potential us of eoenginering. Several pots re demonstrated.

+ Emisions reductions, even uncer the most ambitious mitigation scenario considered in the erature, cannot
ensue that tempest is blow a given thieshold at a tines if he dinate sens fs high, Emissions
feducions, howeer, con ulate edi longterm gol temperature change below or a)32°C heshold
‘valuebysome paint inthe 22nd century (or earlier f the cimate sensi i not 00 high), although the scale of
he necessary reductions may be lare.

+ The sation where the ciate snstvy is igh (or, uialenty, the sensty of some key impact is high is
where forcing eduction through solar raciaion management (SRV) techies might be considered. ST woud
eed 10 be used in adn to emisons miigaton in order 0 meet sated poly Gods (eg, Cancun
Agreements). SAM cou potentiallybe use under these crcumstances os a mesure 0 rece the magnate of
oka tempeature changes and asiocated inpacs ove an rer peri.

+ The primary determinant of the magnitude of potentil SRM is the dinate sensi. Delays in enissions
feducion ls inaease the magnitude of the SRM that would be needed to keep global tempeatres under a
ven teshol,

is important 0 nae hat SRA wil no exactly counter reenhouse gas forcing ue to diferent spatial and special
characters. SRM wil, heer, cause dime changes sf. The characteof these changes would need to be much
etter undestood before SRM could be deployed. is important 0 examine the paental magnitude of these changes in
an appropriate conten. SRM use 5 an aun 10 emisions migaton oud be of much smaler magnitude han mary of
he scenarios considered n the Ierature (Wigley, 2006). Wher scnaio nth erature hve often considered SRM of
suffdent magnitude to courer a CO, doubing, the magnitude of SRM needed used in conunction with emissions
igation is generally much ower. SRM techriaues ae not understood well enough at present for application, an thei
potential se rises numerous etic, technological, scientific, and poly sues tht wl ned to be addressed. Because
he goal of SAM is 0 reduce et impact, mpacs due to te deployment of SRM measures would need to be smaller
hen the impacts that would nave accred without SUM, Becausea Geeminsic understanding of a ela mgacs 5
likely to be rele, this comparison would ned 10 be done on th bass of pobabisic and risk management
paradigms. In suman, the passe use of SAM should be considered in the context of substantial, ong em mission
feductons. The conitons under wich SRM might be considered re the same condons hat require subsantil
emissions reducons inorder 1 meet tatedpolicy goals. SRM doesnot substitute for emissions reductions and would be
usefl or analysis of SRM and ts mpacts o be done in scot. Poly eases 0 tie ote SRM use to ogee
emision reductions could also be considered.
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Public perception of climate geoengineering in Japan as revealed in an online
survey

Masahiro Sugiyama
Scio EconomicResech Cente, CentalResearch siveofEccoer sty, oon

Public perceptionsofemerging, controversial technologie laya vial ole in public discourse on the th f technological
development. For dite geoengineeig, some sues examin he public perceptions, but efors far wer focused
only on the Unite Kingdom and the Uri tates (Th Royal Scie, 2009; lpsos MORI, 2010; eiserowtz t a, 201)

Herewe present results on an alin, tonal suey conducted in March 8, 2011, in Japan, 0 examin the pubic
perception, Using a commercal sevice, we asked approximately 4000 respondents abou ther atuces toward lobl
Warming and the stratospheric aeoso econ, arguably the mast “prising” among varios Geoengieerng prs.
Since respondents ha ft pror knowledge about tis technology, respondents read short descriptions of diate
geoengineeing, which explained th bes mechanisms, posible of dangerous ciate change as atonal for irate
geoengineerin, and potential side fect.
Majores expressed cautious ates toward geoengineerin, and show suppor fo diate geoengineering researc
although the survey questions did nt distinguish betwen modeling laboratory experiments, and field experiments,
Suey participants chase the unvesy esechers and ternational organizations as the mos trusted soutces for
information about geoengineeig, whie the mea and government ranked lately ow. We discussth implications of
the suney findings
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Tropospheric sulfate burdens as a consequence of stratospheric sulfate
geoengineering
Jason M. English'?, Brian Toon'?*, MichaelJ. Mills’
“Department fAtmospherican OxiSee,UniveyofCord, Bold 0, USK
Lttborimate ndpce Pcs Booker, C0 Sh
NCR ahSyston otto: otalettfoAesReser Bode C0, USA
Stratospheric sulfur injection isa leading geoengineering idea to counteract climate change. Sulfate aerosols can cool the
lower atmspherbyScteing and sbiring incoming orwave aaton The satosghre 3 mre efcint locaton
iran the Haposher du o longer aerosol Fem, but as urtended consequences such 5 hangs 0 heteageneous
chemsty and one desc.
Voanoe act as natura ets to hs des afte mor volariceuptins, reduced ufce temperatures and reductions in
ihe saosphrc oone column are absered. However, les rau shot the fac and consequences of conus
titopherc sur ection. Smtons wih prescribed se dsiiutons ve found 3 generly near ssocaton
betwen cian ra, sul burden, and temperature reduction e.. Rasch et l, 2008; Rocke l. 2008). The fst
micophysal aerosol simulations were conducted by Heckencon e 3. (2009) Using 3 20 sesol rod, and found
geoengneerd semsols to grow much larger than prevusly asad, esuling 1-3 Sgnfcnty let etme and
femperature change efccy. All previous wok as focused on he satsghre and the art's suface, whi gsc
ihe middle and per opospere have na been wel sud, We present seomgineeing Smultins using a 3
icophyscl serosal model fully coupled wih a 3 general cicuaton model and fll sll chemist. We compare ox
Sttosherc burden re. to Heckendom ta (2008), and conduct deta nays of the upper topos state
buten,
We use the WACCMSICARMA model tht dudes thee-Gimnsionl treatment of $0, 3nd OCS sac emis, 63-
species chemistry, uct, growth, cosglation, ard wet depasiion Enh a, 2011. Th cel s rn sing 4 x5
dees oro esto, 68 vertical lv, and 42 ysl3d aerosol rs. He ue  umercly fient fom of
ray homogeneous nudeaton (a0 and Tuco, 1995). and enhanced coagulation due fo Van der Wels forces (Chan
and Monsen, 2005). We secy ou oengneeing sera 1 2, 5, ard 10 To sur annul mecion) of SO, at
he 50 mh level, between 4 dees 5 and 4 grees \. acss i longhudes (Slr fo Hecendon € a. 2009)
Simaltons are rn for 5 years arn the Sh yes nae
We find the relationship between SO injection rate and stratospheric mass burden is highly non-linear, with reduced
ficacyat Higher icon ates (ure A.4.5). To achieveTgSburden, 10 To Sy jection ae eure, whic sie
times more than smulations that assumed prescribed size disrbutions (Rasch et al 2008), and very cose to that
rectedbth only ter micophyscl sty done (cheno ea, 200). Th use Gsckpany sated tothe
rides groving to rer zs (1 micameter radu) han previously isomed, which hve faster fl vlocties and her
Sratasper tine. (Addtonaly, rer pails are es fective at scateing shortwave radiation. Addtionaly, we
nd 3 significantly nceased slate burden srs rg egosof th opospher, Flonehd ofthe slate bens
in the toposphere, wih Toposgheric enhancements oben in many regions, pricy the heh luce oper
oposphte. For tr 10g imation, we find th slate mass burden between te topapase anc 100 Pa blow he
roopause s 30 times higher and he net 10017 region dou 10 mes her han the rented scenario. The
tee Topospheric burden se tne highs han norma. This eancement of slate seas con have microns for
tropospheric cloud properties, radiative forcing, and upper tropospheric chemistry. Additionally, increased acid deposition
occurs i and hgh ices, 5 isbeen previously td (e.g. Kza. 2009).
These rests Highligh numerous imitations and consequeces of satspherc slfste geoenineerng. n addon to
med fica, ozone destruction, and surface cd deposi tathaveben guished previous,wefdsnian
enhanced upper Wopospherc sft burden which ry ake opospher outs, Cemsty, and adie rg, We
Tecommend geomngneerng ess 0 be sued in more eral befor hey are seri onsen 5 imate enrion
opts.
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Understanding the potential of ocean iron fertilization to reduce atmospheric
carbon dioxide.

Ken 0. Bueseler’, Richard S. Lampitt, Stéphane Bai’, Fei Chal’, Kenneth H. Coale, Minhan Daf’, Hen JY. De:
Baar’, David M. Kar, Margaret Linen’, Maeve Lohan", Lewis Rotrsten”, Thomas Trul”, Dan Whaley", Don
Woebibles'** and Meng Zhou"
?WoodsHoleOeonatoph ston, USA
Nations Ocesngrphy Cee, UK
Universit PreeMarie Cri, Face
“UnvrsyfHae, USA
Moss LandngMarne Laboratories, UA
“Xiamen Unvesiy, Chins
702 Royal NetherlandssueforSa Research, Neen
“UniversiofHavas, USA
HarborBanch Oceaograghic tute, USK
versityofPmt, Marie Ista, UC
UniversiofRhode ard, USA

AntecClnteand Ecosystems CooperateResearch Cente, Autos
hopes, USA
“niersiycl ois tUtara Champaign, USA
SUniersiyof Massachusers Boson, USK
The tesenvors of carbon that interact on millnial tim scales ar those in he ocean, the atmosphere and ove the top
meter of the land. Of thse milla eserors, the ocean is by fr the lrget: 36 Tt as opposed fo 0.7 Tt fr the
atmosphere and 2.3 Tt for land (Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002). By comparison, urert estimates of the foss ydiocrbon
Tesero are of the rder 4 Tt. Over fens of milena, most all of he CO, released mo tre rmasphere fom fos ol
use will enter the vast oceanic reservoir but before does so, the enhanced atmospheric CO, concentations wil cause
substantial envsonmental perturbation lrgey drenbgreenhouse warming and ocean acct.
Regartess of the sategy adopted fr foss fuel use avr the coming decade,there willbea increase in atmospheric CO;
followed by much slower decease, such ha afer 10,000 years aimospheic CO levels wil il be substantial higher
than pre-industrial levels (Archer, 2005; Solomon et al. 2009). In the context of oergineering, the objectives of CO;
reduction technique are to reduce the at of CO, incease an to redce the ultimate heght of he CO peak 50 hat
human adaptation to environmental changes wil be easier 10 adie. Fo 3 carbon syste perspective, because the
oceans represent uch large reser of carbon, s wel as aughly% of the atmospheric CO, uptake, smal perturbations
of the system could potential result nage anges the carbon blanc, Fon ihe oceri< gegergineern perspective,
the abjctveofocean carbon sequestration would be fo develop ways in which he oceans can fake up Groen at faster
fate tan theycurently do but with predictable and ceptable consequences.
Theproductof the oceans and hence ther capacity 0 sequester CO rom the atmosphere is mite ove lage areas by
the miconutient fon. More han hiten age sak open ocean a0dion expermerts have been conduced 0 earine
the effec of on addon to the marine enianme. Ther have also been several tudes of ocean regions wher tere
are natural supple of ron (fom islands or volcanic ash in general igh ute, low chlorophyll (NLC) regis, The
oncuson rom these experiments i ha rele f ron siess oes ncease the biomass of maine phyoplriton. The
fect of tis biomas increase inclucearecucion in the concentration of C0, in th surface waters and potently oc
enhanced uptake of CO, fom the atmosphere. Dependingvery mach on the locaton, me of yea of the experiments, and
uration of the experimen, thse ron actions have led 0 variable increases in the export of carbon from the upper
ocean and sequestration f nt the deep ocean where i wil be slated fom the amospher for decade 1 Centuries
(Boy, 2008; Bueselret ol. 2008; Pollard et a, 2009;B.S Lampit etl. 2010).
The experiments to cate were not plamed fom the perspective of ciate engineering and concusios from them about
the potential of tis approach a5 a means of reducing amospherc CO, concentiations have lage uncertainties. The
experiments hve usually nt ben of adequate curation 10 determine whether sequeiation occured and have a been
of suficent areal coverage in order to rece edge effects and to facia study of lationship between upper ocean
processes and thosea depth. Infact few of the experiments measured carbon flx out of the surface vate. Furthermore
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they have not been embedded in adequate coupled model of ocean physics and biogeochemistry to exapalat resus
beyond the experimental area

Few ocean on addition experiments have addressed processes that would allowabette understanding of the unintended
consequences of deliberate additions. Ths last points of parulr concern and has beenamajor feature uring the recent
discussion of a isk assessment framework. fo experimentationby the London Convention and London Protocol. Therei no
doubt tht several consequencesofocean ron fertiization wil occur beyond simply the uptakeofCO. Some of these such
5 a decease in deep water ph and n oxygen concentration are nevtable and relatively easy to predic. The potential of
other unintended consequence - such as the generation of nitrous oxide from organic mater degradation at Gepth, the
‘generation of dimethyl sulfide and methane or the growth of phytoplankton which has the capabily f releasing harmful
ins - has much larger uncertainty at present, Someo these consequences are undesirable and ona large scale may be
considered unacceptable.

Given the uncenaintie, thee is an ugent requirement 0 ary out mre studies on ocean fon fertilization with tree clear
objectives

1. To develop coupled global scale computation modelsso that predictions can become moe reliable and so that in
Stu experiments canbecried out efficiently and effectively

2. To cary out expeiments on 3 sufiently large scale and duration to determine the extent of carbon
sequestaton, including atwhatefences, depths an ence time scales his woud ake place.

3. To explore in considerable detal the complete consequences of ocean iron fertiizaton, and not just the
magnitude of carbon uptake from the atmosphere and sequestration i the deep ocean.

Is only when thse actviies have been completed hat it wil be possible to determine whether ocean on fertilzation
has the potential to remove substantial amounts of atmospheric CO, whether there are harm consequences and
‘whether these consequencescan be predicted with an uncertainty that sacceptably low.

The IS consortium (1 Situ on Studie) of 13 institutions worldwidewas formed n 2011 specifically to promote such
studies so that informed decisions will be possible nthe future. The mission statement is: “To resolve the impact of ron
feriizaton on marine ecosystems, o quaniiy ts potentialfo removal of atmospheric carbon dioice, and 0 improve our
collective understanding of th changing ocean. hpisisconsortium org!
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Annex 5: Breakout Group Reports
The progam of the PCC Expert Meeting on Geoenginering induced te sts of BOG dscussion sessions. In the
ius, exper aan road Cosered 1300 of GEoeNGEEing 33A0sces an sus and dee bth
COMO Urdertaning an Geen spective 5 backround fo uthor of the PCC Fin Asessmer Report (45).
Thre 0 four sobrougset n eh BOG sss, 3nd he ma pos of esc cussion se pred ne0G egos
includ hte, ase. mahal B00 rors may no shia etl TSE, ete among hemsees ns wi
TeSpct 0 he avrall meting Summa of Syrhes Sesion (ouch ea. 2012, 1 se), read proving snaps as
af meeting Gussors 3 comet tthe summa. Th hic BOG apts 30 Go nt necessary ee eviews of
€0h80G’ Cras and Rapport.
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Breakout Group 11: Solar Radiation Management Options and Methods
Cha: Goinasamy Bla
Rapporteur Pers Forster

Thesummarythatfollows,writtenbytheChairandRapporteur, characterizesthemainpointsoftheBOG1.1 discussion. It
may ro reflec the pesoral viewsof the BOG's Cri arappari.The summary s incedforconsiderationby IPCC
authorsofthe Fifth AssessmentReport(ARS),butisneitherendorsednorapprovedby the IPCCorits Working Groups.
Participantsin the BOGconsidereda seriesofquestionsrelatedtogeoengineeringresearch, developedbythe meeting's
Scent Steerng Grou.
Questions suggested for discussion:
i ETA 7

Introduction
This BOG discussed Soar Radiation Managemen: (58) focusing on determining techies IPC authrs might corse,
overal ameork and terminology at cd be employe, and ways deter impact cod be sss.
Terminology
The group bie cused terminology. The rou fe confortable with “eoengineeting” 3s 3 term escrbing 3 variety
of mechaisms tht dfteraely afc imate at a rg sae. The group dass te boundaries f this te when
impact of 2 gven tiaar mor regan! tan global. However, te group 84 ot se the recs of forcng an
ac defn; loos defiionmay seve te communi.
As some proposed echniues, such as crus iin, afc long wae radiation, the tem SAM was disuse, The BOG
Suggested tha the tem “Radon rigement” maybemoe prope
scope.
uch discussion focsed on wht was nd as nt in he scope of sgprosches that PCC authorsrightwrt to consider nihe ARS, Genel it was ff hat Te IPCC's ARS reports shuldbeacomprehensive 35 possible wih regard 0 SRV, bit
focused on the most plousble schemes tha re spore by the erature. Extensive dco of spective ches or
ros with le potenti of ether Geployment ard impact would els sel or polar.
Aoproache supored by lature tha the IPCC could consider are: space minoslgenric otal sole radiance (15)
‘experiments; stratospheric aerosol techniques via injection of gases, partides andior special particies; dloud whitening,
‘especially marine stratocumulus; direct tropospheric aerosol effects from sea-salt or sulphate; reducing cirrus amount orices: nceasing cop beds, lansufce alodo, of ocean surface albedo (5, ocean DUBDES o pain 10ls
white), ws ff ht wih hese techniques, Svaosghrc eosl and coud whitening had re exrsve erate.
Some sugested ssesment of dees tht, atough small on th loa cl, maybe relent fo rein adaptation anc
miigatan, suc 2s he pssble ole of ran face seo enhancement ran het sland mitigation.
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Several ahr possible techniques such as huricane suppression, madiying sor ack positon and protecting glaciers
were also discussed. Some participants thought tht hese ides wer 100 smal scale and may be better considered on he
scaleof adaptation, but theycoud als be assessed by the PCC where lerature s avilable

Framing
The group fel thatit was important to consider frameworks for assessing geoengineeing, such as in the wider conten of
mitigation and dimate change adaptation. Chic of baseline for comparing teciues was repeatedly discussed. The
group acknowledged that publications have differen baselines and this could make assessment of the erature dificul
Actes such 35 the Geoengneering Model Intercomparison Project (GEOMIP) could be useful as baselines are
comparable (Kavi u. 3. 2011).
80 paricpants discussed value judgments n assessinggeoencineering techniques. Words such as “good” and “bad” or
even “efectiveness” and "side-effects" canbe awkward when there are wines and losers bot fom geoengineering and
mitigation. Authors should ty 0 be explict when value judgments andor assumptions are made.
The BOG discussed the advantages of the radii forcing metic. I also considered the importance of assessing ater
aspects of the physical imate, as not al radiative forcings are created equal: thre ae regional efects and hydrological
ple effect, and radiative forcings can have diferent efficaciesfo even the globally averaged surface temperature.

Other framing issues considered wer the timescale of deployment, the testabiy of techniques, their scalabilty, any
termination effects from tuming schemes off, and the timescales of such effects. How SAM coud fluence CO, was also
considered, as were the costs that mightbe induced in assessments.

Overall there was a general focus on Working Group Issues. Due to lac of time and the direction of the conversation
several sues particulary surounding Working Group land Issues were not covered in deal.
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Breakout Group 1.2: Solar Radiation Management Options and Methods
Chai: Over Boucher
Rapport: Michael rather
Thesummaytht follows,writenby theChair and Rapporteurcharacteris he manponsof he BOG 12 discussion.It
may not electthepersonaviewsofthe 8OG's CharanRapporteurTe summa isinended forconsiderationby IPCC
authorsof the FifthAssessmentReport (ARS, but sneitherendorse orapprovedbythe IPCCot its Working Groups.
pariipants ntheBOGconsidered aseries ofquestionsratedtogoenginering researc,developed by th meeting's
Scent tering Group.
Questions suggested for discussion

Introduction
The BOG erst drecty answer the above questions ed fo beter fining an approach to answering such cuestons,
an apg#oach hat cou be sare by al he Working Groups. Parcpants i he discussion id no fee tht this 60.
cold make he scenic assesment skeor hese questions, but recognize that ARS authars st do.
Terminology
Shad PCC authors chang the ems? Probably na, but it woul be beneficial o expan the fmitatons and mule
meanings of “geoengineerng™ as well 5 “Solr Raton Management” (SRM). Alo, authors raywih fobe carefl in
the nomendeature regarding inadvertent o adverse effec; “Inet effects” an be sed to cove bth dinate system
isu (eg. peraning 1 the ozone, oceans, ecosystems) and socal related ses (e. cost, Waste produc,amospherc vsbinystanomy).
literate
The group discussed keeping the ICC ARS focused on assessment of the geoengneering erature, but ko on scenic
Teatre relatingto processes nioked nSMandonthe scientific basisof the propsed geoengincering methodol.
Overall Approach:
ARS authors may consider inclusion o th follwing apc:

= indrec, noncimate impacts
«energy inputs
= uncerainy in predicting aeroso-doud response
+ uneriny in suatosphric aerosols ol n rclation and zone
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Regional SRM -regional imate change
There are imitations in rent abi to predict regional ciate change patens fom loka mean forcing over several
decades (e, fom reenhause ase), and hence he abil 0 roe loa, regoral responses 0 ol SRY (eg.
assocated wih roofs o agriculture)35 mite,wi corespondng consequences fos assessment posse a isie.
Verification
Verification of an SRM impact on climate forcing may be touch a set of simple metic eating 1 reflect ater
han the much more ificul task of easinga change in rade forcing. Gen suprises of rr-nearty (e. 3s
associated with Mt. Pinatubo) an inet effects (eg. as assocated with ari oceans) here reds 0 be sciriic
vrcation tat a eoengneeing action ocol has the re clad resus. The ARS might ases he curen tate of
Scienicundesanding regarding such veicaton,

ExtentofARS
Do IPCC authors focus on speci SAM topicso cover all eualy? A tale with similar fora acoss al the Working
Groups could help guarantee that al resonable, published approaches are includ, with assessments focsed on
appreaches with more mature analyses ad erate.
Proposal:
A tale an genengneering that cuts acss the Working Groups ard coud be combined for the Syhess Report. All
Working Gioups cou se the same forma, with hesame ons (58M and COR proposals) ut with ifeent cums.
Approaches: sectioned, with multiple rows,to include SAM and COR)
Major SRM sections are:

+ Spacebased eduction in incident snlght
+ Statopheric aerosols (eg. sulfate, ovr, engineer)
+ Cinmodification(eg. ce rude
+ lous bighening eg, marine sats)
+ Surace abe changeeorons deserts, ops, ocean bubbles)

Columns: columns specific 0 each Working Group)
+ Realizable potential radiative forcing (possible gota radaive forcing, aso considering economicsocil

tmitatons)
+ Sclabiiy - in tems of cimate and ndiect envionment! effects (Working Group 1 and 2), eg, scalable fom

plo to chatefectve inplementation’; in tems of economic and socal costs Working Group 3)
+ Iniecs fecs—in temsofthe mae system (Woking Group Tard 2); in termsof socal css Working Group

3
+ potentil fo nprecicate es
+ Sustaabity /Ait 10be orecte (scintic or socioeconomic)
«Afra Coss
+ Verfiationofdiate impacts
«Governance! Chalkeges ncuding ably be invoked by individual, impacs beyond bourdries,tmescles of

response)
«Subsectionson scientificunderstandingandconfidence level
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Breakout Group 1.3: Carbon Dioxide Removal Options and Methods
Chair: Peter Haugan

Rapporteur: Johannes Lehmann

Thesummarytho follows, writenbytheChair and Rapporteur, characterizesthemainpoints ofthe BOG 13discussion. It
maynotreflectthe personal viewsofthe BOG'sChairandRapporteur. Th summary i intended orconsiderationbyIPCC.
authorsoftheFift AssessmentReport (ARS), but is netherendorsednor approvedbythe IPCCor is Working Groups.
Participant inthe BOG considered aseriesof questions relatedtogeoengineerng research, developebythemeeting's
Scientific teeing Group.
Questions suggested for discussion:

[ mostimpor n Diosde Removal aporaachesthat IPCC authors mightwanttoconsider in
| i
[
| ound rect |

| || : |
L SRR fd]

Introduction

This 80G's discussion concentvated an identifying major Carbon Diode Removal (CDR) approaches that might be
considered in the ARS, evaluating ssus relevart to development and implementation ofthe approaches, and consering
the peer-reviewed lteature on development aspects. In 246tion, the group spent time discussing the terminclogy of
geoengieering.

What are the most important Carbon Dioxide Removal approaches that IPC authors might want to
consider in the ARS?

The group wrestled with whether the terms “geoengineering” and even Carbon Diode Removal” are appropriate
organizing principles for associated technologies within the conext of the IPCC or atonal debates. While the choice of
terminology may at this juncture be unavoidable for multiple reasons (istarial evelopment, ris of “whitewasting”,
etc), the organizing principle may bene fom rethinking.

The unifying characteristic of currently oouped COR approaches i creation fa storage sue. This can be used as 2 igh-
level organizing principle to distinguish with Solar Radiation Management (SRM). Other organizing principles worth
considering include the following:
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+ Torsbountary processes?
+ Enisions eductons versussrk cation?
. Sueofsn
+ Biologia, physi, chemical?
+ Local bene 5 addon iver or conv? (eg, sol fer in case of conservation aru, lage, or

ach; of loc energy needs in cse of bioenergy combination with Carbon Capture nd Sorage (CCS)
The group proposed a angeofapproaches without makinga pricy Is

+ Aforestatonelovesaton
+ Improvedforestmaragement
+ Sequestationn buildings
+ Bomassburl
+ Notlagiaure
« Sodar
+ Consenationagicue
+ Fetilzaton of land lars
«Creationofwetlands
« SloenergywinCs
+ Ocean storage iological, erica, physica):

« Fenization
+ Agae farmingand ural
+ Blue ron(nangove ep farming)
+ Matyingocean upueling
+ DectCO, nection
«Weathering
+ Oceanpipes

+ Carbon abssbing cement
+ Diectai apure of CO,

Fue A51 roids on example for aplyng the organizing princes suse above to ase appropriately shape the
discussion abot COR:
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3 Higher Tansboy°
5 Weathering Litto vonsboundry
% orcaire
£ Ore CO,econ;

2 fiorestations3 Ocean fatizaion ~~ Alessio
i Jeiomass burial
a {Boanergy wth CCS. B001maricutre: { Forest Roth sgnatirei { management
E Lower Blue carbah SequestrationPn bldings Fertizaton

£ Crotonof wetlands.of and plants£ Carbon absorbing coment
Gobel Regonal Local Local+ storage bonefit

Project impact Beyond Climate Rec: Sink creation
Bac Emin retcton

Figure A5.1 The ete estimated ttl storage potential for emision reduction and sink creation projects at diferent
cals.
What are the most important aspects of these approaches to evaluate?
The group's discussion incded he folowing aspects:

« Feasiily technical, isk)
+ Efectvenes (ime to maximum deployment, masimam rate of COR (Gt Cy, maxinum negated storage

potential (Gt)

+ Sie fs (Ghysica, biog, risks, local and gol scale)
+ Efcncy direct cos, odil css, inducing ide ef)
+ Legal and sacl acetabity
= Regulation (economic incentives, command and control)

+ MonitoringandVeiication

+ Ethics (ong time scl)
The BOG noted thats inporant to distinguish whether esac of deployment 0 be vate.
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Can the mostimportantaspectsofthese issues be supported by reference to the peer-reviewed literature?

The group discussed whether relevant itera can be assessed using the avalable peer-reviewed lfterature (VIN. The
judgment is subjecive rather than base on the number of publications n the peer-reviewed Iterature, 30 recognizng
that publication activity snot necessaryan indicator of the abiiy to draw conclusion

Table A.5.1: reria fo Carbon Dioxide Removal Approaches
% Weathering | Ocean Aidan Direct

 |adma” | retiaation, | reforestation capture
ocean) | biologic :

freasbiy fv Iv Iv [vv Iv]
[Bectiveness [Nv Iv Ivvv
[Sdeefects [Nn [vvNv
[Hhdeney—IN IN Iv Iv INV

Em[° foeww[© [7 7 7coeptabity for ogal)

Monitoring & Vv 7 v v
Vificaion __

[esNNJv fv INN]
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Breakout Group 1.4: Carbon Dioxide Removal Options and Methods
Chai: DieterWol Glatrow

Rapporest: Robert Scholes
The summarythat olows,witenbythe hair and Rpporteu,characterizes the mainpoisof theBOG 14 discussion t
may ot reflectthepersonalviews of th BOG’ ChlandRapporteur.Thesurvrar is nendedfor considerationby IPCC

authors of th FithAssesmentReport (ARS) but s netherendorsed norappro by the PCC o ts Working Groups.
partipants in th BOG consideredseisof questions relatedto geoengineeringresearch developedby hemeeting's

ScenicSteering Group.

Questions suggested for discussion:

Introduction

The BOG discussed th characteris features of geoengnering in ters of Carbon Dixie Removal (COR) options and
methods Considerations also induded dec and inect consequences over a range cf temporal and spail scales,
associated wih economic considerations as well sks and unceraniies Inpotant CDR approaches for landandocean
were Isted. The gioup discussed cei for assessing qeoengineering methods and considered review papers, recent
development papers and classical papers. The group was of the opinion that curen: knawdedge andpeerreviewed
Tertur is no suficentto assess al mportant suesofGoengineerng.
Definition of geoengincering
The BOG discussed tht it could be usefl 10 proiize the IPCC ARS geoenginering discussion by focusing on thse
actions with potential large consequences and technologies that are felavely poorly understood. However, as also
fecogize thatth technologies fll on a continuum of scale and risk, an any delimitation is necessary abr. Rather
han getting stuck nan ences debateabout what sandfs ot geoengineering, the go suggested, or the purposes of
the IPCC and in the immediate tem, 3 core definition (sased on Schneider (2001), Royal Scey (2009) ad the CBD
defiton):
“Geoengineering’consissof actions takenwiththeintent ofconrolngtheglobalciate.
Andthen educing hescopebyspec exclusions. Someof the key aera for inchingorexcluding topics ae:

1. Scale- isis imate scale rather han ‘seogaphical scale
2." Consequence - are here potential significant or poly uncerstood ndesed impacts on ihe the

imate system or on othr issuesofconcen, suchas biodiversity?
3. Reversibility ~ s it easy to ren 10 the pre-acion tate, and wil rapid ciate change result rom

discontinuation of the acivy?

FCC pet Meeting on Geoengnering - 7
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4. Intemational scope - Doc the action take place an haves unesred impacts solelywih the sovereign
Kerio of the party taking the action, or does cnavoably affect ther counties of the global commons
(eg. atmosphere of open oceans)?

On one or moe of these bases, same approaches (eg. afforestation, enegy technologies sch 3 bioenergy) an be
exuded fom immediate global assesment or relegated 10 a ecard ter, wher they ae raed bu not asesed in
depth), though they may need comprehensive loca assessment (e. a national envronmertal impact assessment for
aconon Carbon Copture and Storage),patentlywih gl assesment at tr sae.
Technologies for potential consideration in the ARS
Predominantlyland-based actions

1. Enhanced weathering of sicates. Minn and fly grinding scat minerals and dispesing them widely ovr
werestal of maine ecosystemso incuporating then no gruel sos Aon the key mpacs are the
massive scale of ining and nspor need.
a. Calcium iates: C250,+ CO; > CaCO,+ 50;
©. Olvine: MGSO.+4CO,+ 4H0-> Mg" + 4HCO. + SION)

2. Biochar production through pyrolysis of biomass in  recuce-orygen envionment 10 th pont where t
becomes vey resistnt 10 Gecomposin (af lie > 1000 years) and 1s subsequent incapoaton in
agiutuelsisoanamendnent

3. Bioenergy production coupled with Carbon Capture nd Soage (CCS)
4. Direct ArCapturefollowed ty CCS.
5. Land us change and management, chuting but no etc 1 afforestation and reforestation
6. Biomass harvest nd burl nani nvionmers, such s deep oceans, kes or bogs

predominantlyocean-basedactions
1. Deepor ntermtiae jection of CO, n oceans as CO, as hydates
2. Friston of theoceanswith on or othr nutrients
3. Additionofakalny to the ocean, kone or in conjunction wih CO, nection

2. Adding finely ushed CaCO, dec
6. Converting CaCO0 a0 aed to ocean) nd CO, gut 10 CCS)

Actions invobing saes (see and discussion)
&. Cooling and fenlisngof surface oceanby pumping up deepwater

Overview of possible criteria or assessment
1. Patental magnitude(Pg) an ate (Pg Cin of mova sociated with technology

2. Techical (upper)vs elsabeesisicnaret penal
2. Timesclesof

2. deployment (ecnlogy eatines, met bud nfastucue),
b.. opecation (0 how long wil hs need 10 oc)
reversionofatmospheric CO, f ou stop ding (easton te)

4. imelag been ding and seein benef over what mescale doo assess te fects?)

PCC Expert Meeting on Goering 19
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3. Sale
2. Geograpic extentofactivity and is intended and urintended consequences
b. What s the minimum unit sz (nt geographical, but in tems of Pg Cy) to be viable and what i the

potential for starting small and benefiting rom leaning curves?
How dos the technology scl? s thee a maximum size a diminishing effectiveness with Sze or increasing

efectvenesswih size economies diseconomies of sale)
G. Whereis the technology curently with respec 0 scale: laboratory pio or ull scale?

2. Net consequencesfor the imatesystem
3. temperature, precptation, radiation amount and the spi between fuse and direct raat), CO,"
b. effects oncima varabity (nding dmal and seasonal variation) and extremes

regionalferencein cucomes
6. full fe Cycle als nccing all relevant vec and niet environmental impacts
Impact, ncucing Benes,onsystems her han the ciate syste, whether teeoruinended
3. Global to regionakscle impacts, g., on ocean acifiaton, food production (including fisheries), of

biodiversity
b. regional to local impacs, eg. on ecosystem sence, palin, and land changes due to ming and

infastuctre
6. Costs incuting economicbenefits)

2. ncebot financial orvate) costs and ull (publ) oss.
b. Differentiate between the ety cost versusth ia oss or ge scale plementation.

The group note the patchinessofthelieratureoncosts, whichis vey sparse for some technologies,
7. Socal acceptably
8. Risk of rapid leakage of CO, etherbyunforeseen failures or following discontinuation of action
9. Verification

2. Canthe daime level ofthe activity be veried?
b.. sit having the dime and intended mat efect atbuton?
. Canthe associated impacts be monitored and atrbuted?

10. Legal sues
2. confi withexisting ates
b. sovereign
© ei
4. ably responsi

1. Curent level of sietfic Anowledgeluncrainy, and what is based on?
a. Theor, simation studies, smal scaleexperimentation, realistic scl ess?

References .
Schneider SH. 2001: Eat systems engineering and management, Nature 409, 417-421,
The Royal Society, 2008: Geoengineering the climate: cence, govermance anduncetainy. Royal Society, London, UK. 82

7p. (SBN: ST80BS4037735).
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Breakout Group 11.1: Solar Radiation Management Issues and Risks

Chai Jason Blacistoce
Rapporteu: HameleKorhonen
The summary that flows, writen bythe Charan Rapporteur, characterize the mai pons of the BOG 1 discussion. It

maynot reflect thepersonal viewsof the 80G's Chor and Rapporteur. The summary i intended for consideration by IPCC
authrs ofthe Fifth Assesment Report (ARS, but 1 neither endorsed ror approved by the IPCC or is Working Groups.
Partiponts in th BOG considered a sre of questions rated to Geoengincerg research, developed by the meeting's
Scintfc Steering Group.

Questions suggested for discussions:

To RT TE i TAREE
«Wha aethe mostimportantsuesor dimensions related to Soar Radiation Maragemen that IPCCauthors might

tia sdsheatle ornate shales esel) A
ui J Sadi 4
«Whatarethe mosti aspectsoftheseissuesto evaluate (6.itt tc ts and uncertainties,

| indnectsoccos, gal andqverance ses”. Re

+ Can themstimportantaspecsofhes issuesbe suppartd by reference0thepeerevienedleat, deal
drawing fom multiple Ines of independent evidence? Whats the avaiable evidenceand what are (leant
reece? % 0 .

Introduction
This BOG focused onthe physical science relte to Slr Radian Management (SRM), goverance ad eis sues at
PCC authors might wish 1 Cons de n the upcoming ARS. The ou also discussed re extent of per-rviewed erature
avilable to evalate cach ofthese sues.

General points
twas sessed tht ll impacts of and uncertainties elated 0 SRM shoud be evaluated nthe content of not dong SRM.
Even in word without SRW, coming reenhouse gas emissions mean tht thre pentil or new climatic concions
hat could have sever or nexpected impacts on he envionment and society.

The economics of SRM and the curent knowledge on technological nd engineering aspects were flagged as portant
sues that couldbeconsidered in the ARS, but Questions were raised abou which Woking Groups and chapters his
information woud be assessed in. Concerns were raed that this information might fall between te dacs of esting
Woking Group and chapter outs
Physica science issues
The group noted ha may no be usefl 1 make  istction between tence and unintended consequences of SRM.
It was suggested tht ther is a ressonabe amount of erature avalible fom ciate modes rete To global and
regional precipitation and temperature efecto satasphrc aeoso nections and oud whitening, as wel as relied
10 orone los fm statospheric njctons. Constraining the physical efects can be done, for example, by looking at
analogues (volcanic eruption), mode neicomparsors, ec
or other SRM methos errs clouds, space iors), he erature on physica impacts very scarce,
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There are a couple of publications available discussing sector-relevant issues, such as run-off, soil moisture, evaporation,iis adaon and UV lx. Tne grou red tht Tes eects my be the ost metesting 0 pol makers and
general pubic ahough publications are med
Thereis 0 SRMspec erature lt 10 he penal fo ection and auton of SRM pacts against bckgound
imate change (signal-to-noise). However, some literature related to, for example, volcanic eruptions and “fingerprinting”
mticinpacs cn belv hee.
Other important physica sues ht might be iscused cde ocean acification th emiation pole, ard te fect
of SAM on amospherc CO concentration (v3. by aon uptake by gettin n 3 cone word with moe ifsradi),
1 was also menioned that a thorough assessment of scence in Working Group 1 il help the werk of the authers of the
ater wo Working Groups.
Social and governance issues
Ther is a range of perevewed erature, in adiion tothe Royal Society report (Royal Sciy 2009, that sess
he sol nd governance sues of SAM. However, most of this erature discusses the sues on global, not regional
ale.
1 was suggested ha, overall, SRM might be further disused 35 a part of the IPCC ARS, Legal and governance
considerations and neds ay evolve with re esearch andknowedge 35 wel35ith tre cimate condos.
Th rou ft that PCC authors might include both the governance of esearch nd qovenanceof ilementtion. ws
ls scconiecoed tha tan fen be dl toda ine between serch and ployment of KML. Hower,
moh be nell to isiegush benween te ferentevel of esearch (computer smulations, sb experiments, smal cle
fests ithve le imac, ge scale et). Ahaugh ees er hat sucesso smal scale autor eperners cou
automaticaly ead to fll ae deployment, many group members el ht thi surely without fs Gong thigh a
horough mestigation of age scl mpacs.
The group als iss te potential uses of SRM. Almost al he research thus fr hs focused on courteracing th
effectsof climate change that is, keeping the imate roughly where it is. However, SRM could also be used to meet more
‘speci goas, for example, to ptinize gricukurl poductan or to preserve Acsa ce. Theres ently no eat
focusing special an is sue, hgh some papers aes 0 some ve.
was ls suse that equity considerations nes tobe balanced. Alo, an important govern se is whether one

cory or 3 smal coslion of countries con decide omlement SAMo whether 3 broader comers equ.
Ethics
Thre is som Ica either published or coming out soon on tical esions of SRM. These sues may abo be
considered by PCC authors.
References

The Royal oct, 2009: Geoenginearing he diate: cece, govemance and uncertain. Royal oct, Londo, UK. 82
op. (SON. 978085403775).

Noe of he ctor: olate vas made pce gosngneesig tin he arg ofunsoctcharge,
cdtain 1d apn. Ts it wl nek 0 GAR)AhconfAS
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Breakout Group Il. Solar Radiation Management Issues and Risks
Chat: Catherine Redguel
Rapporteur: ClarisKehler Ser
Thesummary that folows, writen by the Charand Rapporteur, characterizes he mai pois othe BOG 1.2discussion
may not electthepersonal views of the BOG's Chr and Rapporteur. The summary ten forconsideration by PCC
authors of the Fifth Assessment Report (A) but i nthe endorsed no approved by the IPCC or is Working Grogs.
Paricans intheBOG considered3 ors of questions rete to geoengineeing research, developedby he meeting's
Scent tering Group.
Questions suggested for discussions:

oe 2 iL‘+ Whatae themost important ssuesof dimensions relatedto Sola Radiation ManagementtatIPCC authors might
Wantio onsder ntheARS eg. governance ses, physical scenceses7 :

|»Whataethemostimponant aspectsofthesesues to evaluate e.g,Urintendedsidefet,sksand uncertainties,
 indirecsodalcosts,legalandgovernancesues)? rag : 3

‘+ Can the mostimporantaspectsof thes isues besupportedbyreference(0thepeer-reviewed feature, ideally
Tr evidence? What 1 the avalable evidence andwhat are leant
fide 7 Shee ¥

Introduction
This BOG discussion focused redominaly on Soa Radiation Management (53) sues tha might be considered in the
IPCC ARS and he means of evalution—that ,esponcig othe 1st wo cuestions above, The final questa regarding
sources was addressed only sory.
What are the most important ssues or dimensions related to Solar Radiation Management (SRM) that IPCC
authors might want to consider inthe ARS (eq., governance issues, physical science issues, etc)?
The ical of asesing regional impact was identified as an isu that might be considered by ARS authors. 306
participants proposed that asessng regional Impacts of SRM 1 a governance sue (ss posed 0 a (ure) physical
cence sel. Work published fodsy ha coes prove sigh on regional impacts of global scale SRM i eave. 0G
partcpants proposed tha whie t would not be imprudent o ust extant precios, ther s aso sqft agreement
that optima fodng for ane regan woul not be optimal for anor region. was rcpose tat te regional ses could
be delt wih in various prs of ARS, incuding within Workrng Group |, andlor n he Working Group I chapter on
atonal eration nage Chapter 13).
The detection and tution of cause and effect was aso deified by the BOG as a comple sue. From a scenic
tandpoin, i s ficult arbre caus and fect in context of SAM. Ths, ARS ators ight consider the question of
ow wel ewe abe to detect and ature cause and eft for SRM, Furthermore, legal dimensions are also Gemane
and comple. The question was al asd, ut unanswered, a 0 whether [PCC ARS authors shold adress abit and
Compensation, Final, wa propose ta ARS hors might aueston the nase ones bck carbon causes or
tis question of cause and fect.
PCC ARS authors may wish 0 conse how SRI s inked to curent metrics in climate change. There sno metic [0 put
these inthe same amessk——this was conser by some BOG parcgants 2s 5 go nthe erate, Sl considerng
SAM and imate change, another sue fo ARS aor 10 consider the lain of sk (imate chang). sk (SRM) to
the external world. Furhermoe, the question of pall esment of sues was discussed: loking at lis and SRM,
for example, pralel testment might be considered for ethic of cimate change general. Tis ed fo several questions
about PCC asessment of questions of ec.
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The BOG also suggested tht ARS authors ight pose the question, What are the governance gaps?” When considering
governance, 3 tinction can be made between resarch and deployment. Some BOG paricpants believe that this
dstinction requies defining ‘small scale. The linkages to ater processes ight als be considered, fo insance linking
SRM and miigation,o inking SRM to adaptation and development. Equity in Governance is another consideration.
1PCC ARS authors might also consider noting the outcome of a workshopof the Sla Radiation Management Governance
Initiative (SRM, which ariculted 3 need fo an independent overseeing avisry board or commitee which is
independent and not purely scenic (SRGMI 2011). A inal question discussed by the BOG wih might be consideredby
ARS authors is whether there is someting special about SRM that makes i “iematnal. This may depend on the
motato o the ac. A ee to ases echnical impactsof SM was lo contemplate,
What are the most important aspects of these issues to evaluate (e.g, unintended side effects, isks and
uncertainties, ndirectsocal costs, legal and governance issues)?

Tis question wast some extent adresed nth discussion summarized above. In aiion, BOG particpants emphasized
hat govemance may not be one size fis af. This is parila true as concems scale—it is mporant to be abe to
distingashde minimis up t ulscle deployment. Another important dstincon i betwen indirect and direct socal ox,
and unimended sie fects.

: Canthe most important aspects of these sues be supported by reference to the peer-reviewed literature,
ideal drawing from multiplelinesof independent evidence? What is the avalable evidence and what are
releyah references?
Its acknowledged that ony the broadest tines of the specs discussed above are supportedbythe neat. For tis
reason, it might be relevant or ARS authrs to consider pertinent, analogous lterature, and nat just qeoengineering
Tterature—e., thics and governance, but also other physical sciences Some sues raised are qute absent fom the
Terature—e.. the mets of SRM and cima change, as mentioned above
References
Solar Radiation anagem Goernance ative, 2011: Soa ation management: he Governanceofresearch,

Environmental Defense Fund, The Rojal Sacer, TWAS
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Breakout Group 11.3 and 4: Carbon Dioxide Removal Issues and Risks

Chai: Gernot Kegper
Rapporteur: Sheekant Gupta

The summary that folows, writen bythe Char and Rapporteur, characterizes he mai pois o he BOG 134 discussion.
It may not reflect th personal views of the BOG's Char and Rapporteur. The summary s inten for consideration by
IPCC authors of th Fh sessment Report (ARS) bu is either endorsed nor approved by the IPCC or is Working
Groups. Partcpants in the BOG considered a seis of uestons related fo geoenginering esearch, developed by the
meeting's centiic Seeing Group.
Questions that might be addressed in this 80G include:

«What are themost important sesor dimensions relate toCarbonDioxideRemova tha IPCCauthors mightwert
 toconsderintheARS (eg, goverance issue,physicalscencesues,ec)? ¥

«Whatate the most importantaspectsofthese issues 0evaluate(e.g, intendedsceeet, sks anduncertainties,
et T——— egal andgovernance issues)? ¥ he

Can themstimportantaspectofthee suesbesupportedbyreference o thepreviewed erature,ideally
drawing from muliple nes of independent evidence? What is the avaiable evidence and what are relevant.
eee?

Introduction
The BOG decided to take an integrated view on appraaches thal coud be taken for assessing cen Carbon Dioxide
Removal (COR) tecnologies. wet on 0 discuss rirtis with these assessment and ade suggestions 0 the autor
of ARS regaring potential pins of focus. The tme did nt permit discussion of whether curently avaiable Weraure
ould provid suppor for the assessment ofthe mary CORtechrolages.

Potential focus of COR assessments
The group looked at the matrix below, which sts a ruber of aera hat could be applied when diferent COR opions
are ssesed. This mati ees both to the evaluation f research on COR and 0 ts ceploymert. The COR options sted
are not complete and shoud be further isagaregatd. The naming of the teria also shoud be ierprted as an
Sbbrviaton for 3 mre labore defion
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Avex: Baska Grow Regorts

«ARS authors might also wish to consider assessment of research on the socal acceptabiity of COR, in terms of
esearch on COR and ater deployment).
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Anes: Beso Grup esos

Breakout Group IIl.1: Solar Radiation Management in the Working Group
Contributions to the IPCC ARS
Chai: Son Barer
Rapporteur: Naomi Vaughan
Thesummathat folows,witenbytheChiandRpporeur,characte hemanpons othe80G I disso. It
may notreflect th personalviewsof the BOG's hai and Rapporteur. Th summary intend forconsiderationby IPCCauthorsofthe FifthAssessmentReport(ARS), ut ineitherendorse norapprovedbythe IPCCor tsWorking Groups.
Particpans itheBOGconsidered asisof questionsraed10goenginarigresearc,devioedby th meeting's
Scenic Steering Group
Questions suggested for discussion:

[

Introduction
The discussions in his BOG focused on where important Sola Ration Management (58M) approaches and sues might
be elated witin the PCC’ ARS and where cen cossuting sues igh be best covered. The discussions
aes thfrsttwo questions sted abovebut dino coverteas wo qesions.
Where should SRM be covered inthe ARS?
80G particpants suggested that SRM. shoud be covered in all Working Groups and tested consistently ass then.Paricarts though hat the flow chr rested in plenay by one of the keynote spskers coud be 3 use famenork
for all Working Groups to reference (seeFigue 4.5.0), However, t was nated that in the framenork ll SRM proposls
were grouped together and hd an influence on dite forcing’: » possble atematve to have an fence onis
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Figure AS.2: Solo Radotion Morsgement (55M) and Carbon Dioxide Removal (COR) methods in rein (0 the
intronnecad human, socio-economicandcima sstes andwih respect 10 migaton and adptation. The Fre his
beenexactedfom Fre 1.1.
Working Group 1 - The Physical Science sis
A th tim ofthe exert meting aeoengnceing was sugested 5 pic the llwing chapters of he Wong Gra
1 contiouton othe ARS: Chapter 1: nod ntoducian to eoerginerng (S80 and Carbon Diode Removal
(COR): Chapter 6: Biogochemty COR; Cpt 7: Radiat fring SRM (dowd rt ers), ning sections on
idelaed permet ng one Frequently Asked Question on oeoengineerng: Chapter 11: Near tem ciate charge
aryecios and pediaity nud the utr of th Goengrneeing Model ercomparson Project (GEOMP) ce
Kravitzetal, 2011).

Working Group 11 Impact, adaptation and vlnerailies
The BOG sugested incusion of RM in Chapter 10: Key conor sco and ences. Suggestions of futher posite
Chapters in which SRM may be consdeed nce: Chater 16: Aptaton appari, consis and ns; Chgie
7. Economics of acaptaton; Chater 15: meget rs and key wins, Chapter 20: Cimate eset pats:
adaptation, migaion and susanabe Gevopment. The msc of SAM could be corsdered in the pac chapters
(Chapter 3 Freshwater ress; Chapter 4: Teestial and lan wate stems, Chapter 5: Coastal systems nd ow
ying ares; Chapter 6: Ocean stems; Chapter 7 oo prdaction tens and fos sect. was a suggested at
Chapter 15 maybe uae place 0 cus re mga of SAM, 5 SR ay be conser an emerge 1 sl in
Sono potential us to mite of essen ite.range cedcs.
Working GroupI Mitigation of climate change
According to the curt pian for Workin Grou 1 S80 i nly sugested for nisin in Chae : Drivers, ens and
gaan, within the pk, Carbon and racdaton manager: se ave eoergncern ots cdg evionmeral
sks Suggestions for other chapters where SR rue mayb rele were: Chap 1: noducr: Chapter 2
Iregated isk and uncetamy asesment of cite range resgrse poles; Craper 5: Socal, economic and ethic
Coneps and method; Chapter 3 Sustanble cevlopnent and equity, Chapter 13: erator cooperation: ateeners
and mtuments: Capit 14: Regional development and coopers; and Chae 16: Cusuig ivesimer and
finance sus, Discusion hen considered hehe SR fs othe Woking Group I orruton 0 te ARS gre re
til of the Working Group sates mitgatan an the FCC denon of itgaton dos ot cue SRM acy se
Section 201 his por),
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Locally or regionally targeted SRM
It ws suggested that localized andlor regionally focused impact remediation wit targeted SRM may also be considered;
for example, ther is some erature on the use of SRM 10 ool the Arctic. was undear where in the ARS tis type of
focused regional intervention coud be core, that is would i reea separate category or fall under the efron of
SRV? (N8. geoenginering i sual fined a having large-scaleo global imac).
Overlaps
There wasabref icussion about potential overlapof topic ucha economic, between Working Groups land I. was
suggested that ethical questionsmaybe discussed in Working Group las well a I.
Definitions of Mitigation and Adaptation
There ws discussion about the IPCC efnon of miigaton, whether it refers to emissions reductions or whether ts2
more general tem. Tne IPCC Working Group I AR defn:
“Technalogical change and substitution tha reduce resource inpus and emissions per untofouput. Although several
socal, economic and technological poles would prodice an emission reduction, wih respect o Climate Change,
mitigation meansimplementingpolice ore reenhousegas emissions and nacesinks.”
Althougha dictionary defniion ofthe word migation would generally mean reducing he impacts of something, it has
come tobe used by the IPCCt refer to emission reductions and ik eshancement. Therefore COR may fall under this
defiton but not SRM, even though ordinary usage of the word miiaton may include SAM. It was suggested tha the
IPCC efiniion of migaton should no be changed o incde SAM, not last because SRM does no affect atmospheric
concentations of reenhouse gases. Ths then ed on 1a discussion about whether SAM i form of adaptation. The IPCC
Working Group Il AR defn of adaptation i:
“litatives and measures 10 reduce the winrabilty of tural and human systems againstactualor expected dimate
change effects. Various types of adaptation exis, e.g. anticipatoryand rect, private andpublicandautonomous and
planned. Examples are raising river or coastal dikes, the substitution of moretemperatureshock resistant plats for
seni ones etc.
Although SRM could be considered a tye of adaptation (to cimate change) it was suggesed that SRM shoud be
istingushed from adaptation nthe ARS.
Baselines and reference scenarios
rtfying he baselines or reference cases use in SAM Irature is important but can be if. For Woring Group,
the GEOVIP modeling experimentsar an example whee consistent beseines are us. However,much of th mafieling
‘work on SRM uses are of baselines and reference scenarios (such as 21C0, 4xC0,,amping up of noi). For Working
Group its ely o be ificul 0nd aconsistent baseline or reference case cos he erature, Sarl, or Woking
Group e.g, govemance, economics, sk an ets) he relevanceof aseines may need to be discussed evn f he
fertur is otentlyexplict or consistent. Across al Working Groups, analyss of SAMmaynee to compare scenarios,
suchas with or without SRM. Asuggestion was made 0 considerth impacts of SRMwih reference to diferent
Representative Concentaton Pathways (RCPS). tra is, would SAMcause hit fom oest of RCP impacts 0 anather,
and what nove impactswoulbecausedby SRM? It was concluced tha tis very important tobe transparent about the
reference cass and baseline assumptions.
References i
Kviz B., Alan Robock, 0. Boucher, H. Shit, KE. Tayo, G. Stenchiko, and M. Schulz, 2011: The Geoengineering

Model Intercomparson Project (GeoMP). Atmospheric Science Letters 12, 162-167. (DOK: 10.1002/sl 316.
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Jove: Beso Group Rear

Breakout Group Ill.2: Solar Radiation Management in the Working Group
Contributions to the IPCC ARS

Chai: Don Wacbbles
Rapporteur: Thomas Lesner

The summary that flows, writen bythe Char and Rapporteur, characterizes th man pois ofthe 80G 11.2 discussion. If
may ot reflect the personal views ofthe BOG's Chirand Rapporteur. The summary is intend fr consideration by ICC
authors ofthe ith Assessment Report (445), but i neither ens nr approved by the IPCC ot its Working Groups.
paripant in he B0G considered a sre of questions relate 10 geoenginering esearch, developed by he meetings
Scenic Steering Group.
Questions suggested for discussion:

‘= Wheremight eachof the importantSolarRadiation Managementappraachesandsuesbeevaluatedwithinthe PCC
ARSeinwhichWorkingGroup ontutonandin which chapter?

‘+ Wheremight itbebesttocovercross-cuttingissuesthatdonotneatlyfallwithinanechiapte or oneWorkingGroup's
contbuton? y

+ Ave theresomeaspects ofSola Radiation Managementthatrequireexpertstat smissingfomth authorteamsof
WorkingGroup,and 7Avetheratertingsth authorteams an do to improvetherabiiyto develop ahigh
quayassessment? : 4

= What geoengineering-elatedglossarytermsmighttheARS include? Forthoseterms, what mightthecorresponding
entiesbe? 15

Introduction
The group fel tha t il be impartant to ensue a corn coverage of Geoenginering thoughout he ARS and tha the
osscuting issues would bene rom consistent treatment n the respective ches. This cludes teminglogy as well as
pectic examples o measures of Solar Radiation Management (SM) hat might be scssed. Thereore, the G0up
focused mainly on questions ane and wo and 0 a ese exnt on uestns ree and four.
Where might each of the most important SRM approaches and isues be evaluated within the IPCC ARS
(i. in which Working Graup contribution and in which chapters)?

The ARS chapters whee geoengineering should be mentioned have been considered by authors aeady, pariclry in
Warking Group I, 3d the group hghlghied th importance of mentioning SRM in ll reat chapters. The BOG
sugoesied that a comma table template could be used thoughout he chapters, with he corns relcing he various
SRW spproches and the rows corespondin oth sues beng aressed (ee BOG Report 1), The columns could be the
same thoughout ARS, but the rows could be speci 1 he relevant PCC Working G04pof chapter. Some suggestions for
approaches and sues to be considered were worked out n a previous BOG and re summarized below. For in depth
discussion of specfic issues, the ARS ead authors might wart. 1 concentate ome discussion especaly on the same
pectic SRM approach e.3. some vaant of satosherc arasl ecto)to ach ve consistency throughout te report.

. Where might it be best to cover cross-cutting ssues that do not neatly fll within one chapter or one
Working Group's contribution?
Crossing ses uch as gesengineering benef from consideration throughout the ree Working Groups and i the
synthesis report. The group discussed tht 2 cessing conmitee ould be fomed fo establish continuous
communicationamong the IPCC Working Groups on geoengineering sss.
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Inthe BOG, several speci sus that needa special emphass in coss-<uting coverage wee discussed more in deta.
Key suggestions were:

= Cost sss: Authors could analyse, potentially with an integrated approach, cost esimates, inluing even for
dict costs. the ine scale dimension o ost. Scelabily: Ave effects and ide effects ear? Mary aspects may be
nonlinear (for example, feedbacks on statosgheric dynamics from sulphate injections need to be better
represented).

+ Technology: Working Group 1 may address the requirements for the technology to be effective while Working
Group 3 may discuss speci technologie and the costs (ree is no obvious chapter fr that in Working Group 3
~ maybe Chaper 57). was an nresohed question i the BOG whether SM approaches shoul be considered
under adaptation technologies or echloges or adaptation in Working Group 2

Are there some aspects of SRM that require expertise that is missing from the author teams of Working
Group 1, Il and II? Ave there other things the author teams can do to improve their ability to develop a
high quality assessment?
The BOG fe ha ther is no obvious ising expertise amongst the lad authors. For specific questions that may need
futher conseaton, ts advsable o vole others a contributing authors,

What geoengineeringrelated glossary terms might the ARS include? For those terms, what might the
corresponding entries be?
The BOG sugested that the major row and coum ems of the overarching table be resent in the ARS glossaries. Tne
BOG also though that the glossaries should be made as early a possible, with an emphasis on consistency through the
Working Groups. The group Gscused that, where possible and appropit, the glossary shoud reflect eftons madein
rer ears
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Breakout Group IIL3 and 4: Carbon Dioxide Removal in the Working Group
Contributions to the IPCC ARS
Cha: Ptr Cox
Rapporteur: Masai Sugiyama
Thesummay tat olons, wien by the Chai and Rapport, characterizes the man points ofthe BOG I 3 discussion

It maynot reflect th personal views ofthe BOG's Char and Rapporteur. The summary s intendedfor consideration by
PCC authors of the Fifth Assessment ort (45), but s nether endorsed nor approved by the IPCC of its Working
Groups. Participants in the BOG considereda sis of questions reat to geoengneeing resarch, developed by he
meetings Scenic Seeing Group.
Questions suggested or discussion:

7 7 T
+ Where mighteach of themostimportantCaton DiceRemovel approachesa sesbeevakatedwith the
"PCCihAssessmentReport (i,inwhich Working Groupcontainand in whi chapters?
+ Where might tbebest 0cove Grossingsues hat do notnetfall tin ne cate foneWorking Group's
comouion? * on

«Ave theresomeaspectsofCaibonDioxide Removal that require expertisethat isrisingfom theauthorteamsof
‘WorkingGroup1,Ilan 1?Ave there otherthing theauthorteams candotoimprovethelr ablyto develop 3 high

| qulyssesnent? 3
off hetseogeestog eliedos esi he ATSctrFotists,wtie ord
nT

Introduction
Tris BOG fst iussed sues surounding terminology and th defnton of “geoengneering”, an sent most of the
temining time acdessing the frst two questions shoe, hat 1, where and how Carbon Dioxide Removal (COR)
geoengineeringspprches shoudbe covered nthe PCC ARS, The group id nt eve suffice ime to adress expertise
ising fo the FCC lea. author ems.
Terminology and definition of geoengincering
Therewsgod deal of dicusion concering he us ofthe tem “geoengineeiog” for COR techricues, Some members
of he group fk ha eabelng existing dinate igaton techn aue, sch 2 eoestation 25 “geaengneting” cols
este onfson, Others fl suggested smallcle loc! actions (6, boca) may be ls eevant i the content of te
IPCC. Th group made the folowing Suggestionsos consderaton by ARS autos

«Authors could mention geoengineing early in the ARS Working Group contibutions in order to guide
pocynakes, but hen avid the tem “geoengneeting” 2 much a5 ossble afer, nsead eerng to
Speci tecriques of ~Slar Radiation Mangement” (S04) and “Cron Dixie Removal” whee necessary.
wold be beneficial for authors 0 im 0 use consistent eminclogy cos he PCC ARS. Th group eslzed

{hat some ofthe Working Group chapters have geoenginering i he section 11s, and coud use terminology
hati consent cos he IPCARS

«Authors may wish 0 vod ver-geerlzations such a "SRM s cheap, st, and mpeiect, and instead eer 0
he characteristics of speci proposals as es fer markedly evn win the broad S3M and COR categories.
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Aovexs: Bekout Group Reports

«Authors may also wart to awid singing out geoengineering by imposing spel rei tht are not equally
applied to conventional mitigation. Fo example, i has been noted that COR has a rebound effect (decreasing
atmospheric CO; would reduce ocean CO; uptake), but tis ls apps to overtional mitigation.

With regard to consideration of COR techniques in the IPCC ARS, he group then considered ighteing the Gefnion of
COR Elements suggested or consderationbyauthors nthe PCC ARSwre the potential for technicues t:

1. significantly cool lobl diate eg, by removing grate than 1 Gly of CO)
andlor

2. lead to significant rns boundary impacts, ater thn the intended impacis of lowering global amaspheric COs.
A refined COR defrition might exclude some techicues from consideration a geoengineering in the IPCC ARS an the
bass of scale (e.g. ocean pipes), or the relative absence of no-CO, tans boundary effects (e.g. no-ilage agricul),
The figure proposedby BOG 13 (Figure A.5.1) was thought tobeusefl to conceptualize thse aspects of COR approaches
On the basi of these ier, COR techniques that are on the let side of the dotted ne coud be the proie for
assessment inthe IPCC ARS
Treatmentofvarious aspectsofCOR across IPCC ARS Working Groups
The BOG discussed wich chapersectionof the IPCC ARS mht at each aspect of COR, wit Table produced asa fst.
attempt at suggestions, Th BOG also sugested that he folowing chapersmaycover COR ina broad sense or Working
Group 1, Chaper 6 {carbon and iver biogeochemical yes for Working Group 2, Chapter 20 (date eshent
pathway) for Working Group 3, Chapter2 (is, framework), Chapter13 (ntemational governance), Chapter 14 (atonal
poly.
As the table shows, the treatment of COR (and geoengineering in general) coud be distibuted throughout the
ontbutonsof he tee CC ARS Working Groups. Tis implies a challenge fo presena coherent analysis of COR, The
group fet that the IPCC could consider the following options to meet this challenge: ()A Technical Report or Specil
Report out this would enti significant work and could rly be undertaken afte the IPCC ARS process hod been
completed) and(0) topo box he sie’ report hat bigs together he assessment of COR fom actos he thee
Working Group repars,

Other suggestions
The group recommended tht the expert meeting paripants shoul seve a reviewers of the relevant chapters of the
1PCCARS, to help ensure consistent treatment of geoenginering across th diferent IPCC Working Groups,
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Introduction
“The Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA) is an important federal law aimed at
preventing pollution and protecting the environment and human health. The Minister of
Environment and Climate Change (ECC) is responsible for administering most of CEPA. Some
provisions are jointly administered with the Minister of Health. For more information on CEPA,
please see the CEPA Environmental Registry: hups:/Awww. ec ge callepe-
cepa/defiultasp?lang=En&n=D4ED6 | E-|
CEPA is a large, complex and powerful law. When CEPA wasoriginallycreated in 1988, it
consolidated selected provisions and laws administered by Environment Canada and other
federal departments. For example, it replaced the Environmental Contaminants Act of 1975, and
subsumed the Clean Air Act, the Ocean Dumping Act, the nutrient provisionsof the Canada
Water Act and certain provisions of the Departmentofthe Environment Act. The 1988 version of
the Act underwent an extensive Parliamentary review, which ultimately led to CEPA 1999
(referred to in this paperas CEPA).
For the most part, CEPA is an enabling statute that authorizes action on a widerangeof
environmental and health risks ~ from chemicals to air and water pollution to wastes and
emergencies. It provides asuiteoftools that can be used to identify, assess and address these.
risks. In many cases, CEPA authorizes more than one possible approach to address a given risk.
“This ensures that the Government can choose the approach that is most effective. As such, CEPA
has been used as the legislative basis for manyof the federal government's environmental and
health protection programs. As a result of these programs, considerable progress has been made
towards preventing pollution and protecting human health and the environment.

Despite being a fundamentally sound and well-structured Act, there are numerous issues with
CEPA that need to be addressed. These have been identified by ECCC and Health Canada in the
courseofimplementing CEPA for sixteen years. The lst ofissues has been informed by the
development and deliveryofprograms, discussions and work with other governments and
Indigenous Peoples, recommendations from the Parliamentary committes that reviewed the Act
in 2007” and 2008", and ideas generated through public consultations held in 2004 and 2005 and
through ongoing interactions with stakeholders.
OFthe various issues associated with CEPA, this Discussion Paper identifies those issues that are
important and meaningful to our partners and stakeholders, and provides possible approaches to
address them.

ote CEP was la reseedby Plamen i 007 and 200. ut os not ec ssl stdsince a ve
?Report by he Hots fConmonsSingCommitee Environmentand Snalc Deiopmt
tpt heeescoetvblcatiom Public sors Made 14 ol HES 8 Docld=2611248
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“The issues noted in this paper are wide ranging — both in subject mater and in scope — reflecting
the natureofCEPA itselfand its programs. However, they are individually and collectively
important to consider in ensuringa strong legislative basis for delivering cxisting programs and
for addressing new priorities related to the protectionof the environment and human health.
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1. Reducing Air Pollution and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Many sourcesof air pollutants and greenhouse gases arse from our current pattemsofenergy
production and consumption, as wela from our manufacturing indusiries and the products we.
produce and use.
(CEPA provides the federal government with a variety of ols 0 control air pollutants and
greenhouse gas emissions.
Divisions 4 and 5 of Part 7of the Act provide authorities 0 regulate the manufacture and import
ofspecific products tha contribute to ai pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, such as
vehicles, engines, equipment and fuels. These Divisions enable the making of regulations to
control the composition of fuels a well as the emission performanceof on-road and off-road
vehicles and engines, including cars, trucks, recreational vehicles, and engines used in Jawn and
garden, agricultural, and construction machinery. Under these authorities, increasingly stringent
standards for smog:forming emissions from on. and off-road vehiclesand engines, as well as for
greenhouse gasemissions from on-road vehicles and engines, have been adopted. This has
helped reduce the levelof ar pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, particulate
mater, and carbon monoxide, aswell as the levelofgreenhouse gases such ascarbondioxide,
emitted from these sources. There ar also regulations to lower the concentration of harmful
components in gasoline and diesel fuels, resulting ina significant reduction in air pollution from
the combustion of fuels, as well as requiring the inclusion ofrenewable content in certain fuels.
For more information on vehicle, engine and fuel regulations, visit
hipsAvs coge ca/Aildefaultasp?Lang-En&n-DDBBIGGE:|

In addition, greenhouse gases andmanyarpollutants ar on the ListofToxic Substances in
Schedule 1 of CEPA (Schedule 1). This allows the government 0 use the broad regulatory
powers in section 93 of Part 5ofthe Act for those substances. Regulations under section 93 can
control a wide rangeofactivities. For example, the Reduction of Carbon Dioxide Enissionsfrom

Coalfired Generation of Electricity Regulations seta stringent psformance standard for new
coal-fired electricity generation units and those that have reached the endof thei useful lf. In
addition, the Gasoline and Gasoline Blend Dispensing Flow Rate Regulations, which reduce
emissionsofbenzene and other volatile organic compounds (VOCS) during the refuelingofon-
road vehicles, were made using the “(oxic substance” regulation-making powers.

1 Clarify Uhe scope of vehicles, engines and equipment for whichstandardscanbe.
set
Issue
Curently, Division 5ofPart 7ofCEPA authorizes the Governor in Council, on the
recommendationof the Minister, to set “standards on the design. functioning. construction or
markingofvehicles, engines and equipment for the purposeofmonitoring or controlling their
emissions”. The majority ofthe vehicle and engine regulationsunder CEPA are aligned with the
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standards set ou in rules established by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA)

“The US EPA also sets standards for machines that are powered by engines. This allows them to
address the design, function and construction of the machine itself, which contribute to the
overall emissionsofthe machine. CEPA, on the other hand, only expressly allows standards to
be set for engines that power the machines

Additionally, while the Marine Spark-Jgnition Engine, Vessel and Off-Road Recreational
Vehicle Emission Regulations came into force in 2011, in part 0 set mission standards for some
typesofsmall engines and vessels, there is no explicit authority to regulate the ful suit ofsmall
marine diesel engines found in Canada.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
(CEPA could be amended to expressly allow regulations that set standards forthe following

+ machines that are powered by engines
«small marine diesel engines (i..,per cylinder displacementof less than 7 ltrs), suchas

tugboat, smal ferries, emergency rescue vessels, small fishing boats and yachis.

“This would better enable the developmentofregulations o reduce the impact that machines
powered by engines or small marine vessels have on emission level. They would also further the
government's goal of harmonizing ECC regulations and standards with those of the US EPA.

Issue
Section 135ofCEPA allows for the temporary importation ofvehicles, engines or equipment for
certain reasons, such asits exhibition or testing fora periodof ome year ora period specified by
the Minister ~ even if it does not comply with regulatory standards. Section 155 further provides
hat an importer must remove the vehicle or engine from Canada befor the expiryof the
temporary importation period. To qualify for this exception, the importer must submit a
declaration tht sets out prescribed information. This provision is similar to one set out n the
Motor VelicleSafety Act.
CEPA does not expressly provide the authority to extend the temporary importation period or 0
allow vehicles to remain in Canada in certain situations. This may impact importers who wish to
bring the product into compliance with the applicable standards within that period, or donate it to
a museum or a research body. Finaly, there may bea valid reason 10 request an extensionof the
temporary importation period, such as additional testing or evaluation before returning it 0 the
countryof origin.
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to clarify options in addition to removingthe vehicle, engine, or
cquipment from Canada, including

«bringing the vehicle, engine or equipment into compliance with the regulations prior to
the expiry of the temporary importation period, such tha it meets the emissions standards
ofits prescribed class and the importer has complied with all prescribed reporting and
testing requirements;

«donating the vehicle, engine or equipment prior to the expiry of the temporary
importation period, subject to rules that would be set out in the regulations; and

«requesting an extensionofthe temporary importation period by submittinga request to
the Minister justifying the extension (¢.¢. additional tests needed, close to bringing
vehicle, engine, or equipment into compliance with regulations).

Issue
Section 157 requires a company that sells, manufactures or imports a regulated vehicle, engine or
pice ofequipment 0 noify the Minister and any owners,ofany defect in the design,
construction or functioningof the vehicle, engine or equipment tha is likely to affect compliance
with prescribed standards. There is no explicit requirement for companies (0 notify the Minister
and othersofdefects in labelling or marking of vehicles, engines or equipment or to undertake
corrections at their expense. Also, there is no express authority for the Minister 0 ordera
company that was issued a noticeofnon-compliance 10 submit a noticeofdefect when it is in the
best interestofprotecting the environment and human health.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to expand the Notice of Defect provisions to expressly include:

«label deficiencies;
+ arcquirement for companies to cover the cost of corrections; and
«an authority for the Minister o orderacompany to submita noticeofdefect.

14 Ensure consistency with theMotor Vehicle Safety Ac

Issue
‘When CEPA 1999 was brought into force, it included authorities for regulating vehicle emissions
that were previously in the Motor Velicle Safety Act (MVSA), which is administered by Minister
of Transport. As a result, these CEPA provisions largely mirror the safety-related provisions in
the MVSA.

On'June 19, 2014, An Act 10 implement certain provisionsof he budget tabled in Parliament on
February 11. 2014 and other measures received royal assent. It amended many federal Acts,
including the Motor Vehicle Safety Act. It introduced measures for multiple purposes, including
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streamlining the regulatory process, reducing administrative burden, improving safety through
revised oversight procedures, enhancing availability of vehicle safety information, cic. These
changes created some inconsistencies between the MVSA and CEPA. In addition, some
modifications made to the MVSA provided tools that could also be expressly specified under
CEPA.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
Where appropriate, CEPA could be modified to ensure consistency with the MVSA.

Several regulations made under CEPA regulate the composition and quality of fuels. For
example, regulations limit the levelof sulphur and benzene that can be present in gasoline and
diesel fuels. Because those components are high contributors o ai pollutants from the
combustionoffuels,theseregulations have significantly lowered the outputof ir pollutants
from vehicles and engines that use gasoline and diesel.

Issue
Notall fuel components that impact potential emissions are covered by the regulations. Some
companies voluntarily limit potential pollutants, or add additives thatreduceemissions. As an
altemative to regulating every aspectoffuel composition, ifgasoline and diesel consumers were
provided with sufficient information on the differences in fuel qualitics, they would be able to
make informed decisions and potentially choose to purchase fuels that have a lowerimpact on
the environment. However, CEPA does not provide express authorities to require the labelling of
fuel dispensing equipment.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to authorize expressly the makingof regulations respecting labelling of
fuel dispensers. Examples could include mandatory labelling to identify whether the fuels have
particular additives that make them less harmful to the environment than others.
_ " OE .

Issue
‘The regulation-making authority in subsection 140(1) is constrained by subscction 140(2), which
sates that regulations under paragraphs 140(1)(a)-{d) may only be made ifthe Governor in
Council isof the opinion that the regulation could make a “significant contribution to the
preventionof, or reduction in, ai pollution”.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amendedto change the pre-condition for section 140 regulations to “contribute
10" rather thanmake a “significant contribution to the prevention of, or reduction in, air
pollution”.

9
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1.7Expresslyallow efficient regulationof releasesof substances fram products
Issue
Parts 3 and 5ofCEPA alow information gathering and risk management actions (0 target
products tht contain a toxic substance. They do not expressly target products that do not contain
the toxic substance, but release it during use. Fo example, portable ful containers may not be
madeof toxic materials, but they can release VOCs whi thy are storing fuelif they are not
designed with effective caps. As another example, woodstoves — while likely not constructed out
of toxic materials—can eit ai pollutants and greenhouse gases during use. Although CEPA
would authorize regulations focused on users of those products, it would be much more efficient

{0 regulate the product design to minimize the potential for releaseof toxic substances.
Possible Approach to Address the Issue
Parts 3 and 5ofCEPA could be amended to expressly alow information gathering and
regulation making to target the design and functioning of products, and 10 apply 10
manufictarers, importers or distributorsofhe products, rather than only to the users of the
products.

Allow for auctioning of tradeable units
Issue
Authorities exist under CEPA to develop systems of tradeable units. However, CEPA does not
set out expressly al necessary authoritiesfo the Government 0 operat a properly functioning:
auctioning system for those units.
Possible Approach to Address the Issue
(CEPA couldbeamended to expressly provide for the tools necessary 0 operate a properly
functioning auctioning system, such as the authority to sell tradable nits cither at a fixed price
or by compeitive bidding.

2. Protecting Canadians from toxic substances and living
organisms
“The Chemicals Management Plan is joint Environment and Climate Change Canada and Health
‘Canada initiative that assesses isks from chemical substances and living organisms. I addresses
chemicals and living organisms that arc new to Canada as well as those that are already in
commercial use in Canada (i. on the Domestic Substances List). In 2006. this program
completeda rage (referred to in CEPA as categorization”) of the approximately 23,000
chemicals and living organisms on the Domestic Substances List at that time, and identified
4.300 existing substances for futher atention by 2020. The program is generally viewed as
functioning well.

0
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Risk Assessment

2.1Formallyacknowledgevulnerablepopulations

Issue
Environmental exposure to certain substances may pose greater health risks for certain more
vulnerable membersofsociety, such as children, expectant mothers and elderly persons, than for
the general population, owing to physiological differences such as body size, weight, metabolism
and growth rate. Assessments of risks to human health, conducted under CEPA, consider the
specific vulnerabilitiesof these groups, including appropriate safety factors, according to
available hazard, use and exposure data. However, CEPA docs not formally recognize the
importanceofconsidering the vulnerabilitiesofcertain populations as an important matter of
principle when determining whether a substance is toxic or capableofbecoming toxic.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to mention in the preamble, the importanceofconsidering vulnerable:
populations in risk assessments.

New Substances and Activities
CEPA required the Minister ofECC to create a Domestic Substances List that specified all
substances that were, between 1984 and 1986: manufactured or imported in quantities of 100 kg
or more, or in commerce. Any substance not on the Domestic Substances List is prohibited from
being manufactured in or imported into Canada, uniil prescribed information is provided and the
Ministers of ECC andofHealth have had an opportunity to assess the substance (0 determine
whether itis toxic, as defined in section 64of the Act. Following this pre-market notification
and assessment process, ifcertain criteria are met, the MinisterofECC must add the substanceto
the Domestic Substances List. As such, the lit continues to grow over time. In addition, risk
‘management actions can be taken if the substance is determined, or suspected, obe toxic.
Similar obligations and authorities exist elated to new activities associated with substances, if
the MinisterofECC suspects that those activites could result in the substance becoming toxic

“This regime relies mainly on the provisions found in the firsthalfof Part §ofCEPA. A parallel
regime exists for new living organisms, and is found in Part 6 of the Act. The issucs identified
below also apply to Part 6, in addition to the specific issues related to living organisms, which
are noted in tems 2.12 2.14.
2a i Domestics

Issue
+ Although CEPA requires the Minister of ECC to maintain the Domestic Substances List, it does

not expressly authorize the removalofa substance from the List unless it was added by err. In
addition, although CEPA authorizes the Minister to collect the information necessary to
determine whethera substance should be removed, it does not oblige her to do so.

n
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended 10 add an explicit authority 0 remove a substance from the Domestic
Substances List when tis notin commerce. This would result in the substance becoming subject
10 the new substance pre-market notification and assessment requirements, should someone wish
to manufacture or import i into Canada following deletion from the List. As such, the removal
should involvea transparent process, with opportunity for public comment. An obligation could
also be put on the Minister 0 collect the information necessary to periodically update the
Domestic Substances List

2.3 Enhance the transparency of the Domestic Substances List

Issue
To protect confidential business information, a notifier of a new substance or living organism
can request tha ts name be kept confidential, and appear as a “masked name” on public
documents, such as the Domestic Substances List However, there are cases when disclosure of
the name may be desirable, in particular, when compliance by the broader regulated community
depends on knowledge ofthe substance or living organism being regulated.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to explicitly require the disclosure of names when risk management
instruments arc in place for the substance or living organism (¢.£. when it s added to the
Domestic Substances List with the requirement that the Government must be notified ofnew
uses). The Ministers could also be formally authorized o release aname afie five years, after
proponents have had the opportunity to demonstrate that it should remain confidential
2.4 Clarify timelinesinthene ¢ regime

Issue
“The new substances provisions in Part 5of CEPA prohibit the manufacture or importofnew
substances unless information is provided to theMinisterin order for that new substance (0 be
assessed for potential health or environmental risks, and an assessment period has expired.
During the assessment period, the Minister can formally request additional information, which
“pauses” the assessment period. However, ifthe Minister requests clarificationsofsubmitted
information the assessment period is not “paused”. Asa result, the assessment period could
expire (allowing the substance to enter Canada) befor the Minister receives theclarifications
required to make an informed decision

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended 10 expressly allow the assessment period 10 be “paused” if the Minister

requests clarification related to submitted information.
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andDrugsAct

Issue
Subsections 81(1) to 81(4)ofCEPA require the notification and assessmentofnew substances
and new uses of existing substances. CEPA recognizes that other Acts may provide equivalent
pre-market notification and assessment regimes that are better suited for certain new substances.
Ifsuch a regime is listed on Schedule 2 ofCEPA, the substances subject 0 it are exempt from
the above-noted requirements in CEPA. For example, new animal feeds and new pesticides are
assessed and managed through the Feeds Act and Pest Control Products Act respectively. This
allows the departments with the relevant expertise to determine whether these substances are safe
for use in Canada.

However, in certain cases, the appropriate departments do not have legislation with equivalent
pre-market notification, assessment and management regimes. For example, substances that are:
used or intended to be used in products regulated under the Food nd Drugs Act (FDA) are
subject to the new substance requirements in CEPA. This has resulted in a numberofissues:
«CEPA does not always formally provide for the tailoring necessary for the new substance

regime to apply to substances in products subject 10 the FDA. For example, certain foods
and substances that originate in nature do not pose a risk to the environment, and should
be exempted from pre-market notification and assessment. However, the regime in CEPA
does notexpresslyallowforsuch exemptions.

«Section 83ofCEPA requires the Minister ofECC and the MinisterofHealth to both
assess information to determine whether a new substance is toxic or capableofbecoming
toxic. However, for substances in certain products regulated under the FDA, the
assessment process could be streamlinedifthe Minister of Health was solely responsible.

Another issue relates to the administrative “In-commerce List” which comprises substances in
products subject to the FDA that entered Canada between January 1, 1987 and September 13,
2001. These substances were subject to an assessmentofsafety and efficacy under the FDA, and
are currently being prioritized under the Chemicals Management Plan for risks which they may
pose to human health and the environment. However, their status in relation to the New
Substances provisions of CEPA remains an issue.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended, in the following ways, to address these issues:

«Explicitly allow for exemptions related to notification and information provisions for
certain classes of new substances, such as substances in FDA regulated products that are:
originating in nature. - .

+ Provide an express authority to the Governor in Council (0 designate theMinisterof
Health as the minister solely responsible for section §3 assessments of new substances in
specified products regulated under the FDA
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«Formally authorize the Minister of ECC to add substances on the “In-commerce list” to
the Domestic Substances List, with any restrictions necessary to account for uses that
have not yet been assessed. This would provide regulatory certainty for industry with
respect 10 the satusofthese substances.

2.6 Expresslyallow simultancous use of instruments

Issue
During the assessment period, where the substance is suspectedofbeing toxic, orcapableof
becoming toxic, paragraphs 84(1)(a)-(c) provide that the Minister may a) permit the manufacture
or importof the substance, with conditions, b) prohibit the manufacture or importofthe
substance, or ) request additional information. Subsection 84(2) prohibits the manufacture or
importof the substance when additional information has been requested. However, in certain
cases, it may be beneficial to expressly allow the controlled manufacture/import ofa substance
whilealso requesting the notifier to provide additional information

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to formally allow additional information to be requested using
paragraph 84(1)(c) at the same time asallowing controlled manufactureimport under paragraph
84(1)a) (ic. 0 allow an exception to the prohibition in subsection 84(2)ifthe manufacture or
import s permitted under paragraph 84(1)(c)).

2.7 Strengthen the Significant New Activity Provisions

Issue
“The Significant New Activity (SNAC) provisions prohibit new activities associated with a
substance, unless information is provided to the Minister in order for that new activity to be:
assessed for potential health or environmental risks. A number of issues have been identified
related to these provisions:

+ When the Minister publishes a SNA notice for substances or living organisms not on the
Domestic Substance List, CEPA requires every person who transfers the substance or
living organism to notify all persons to whom the substance or living organism is
transferred of the obligation to comply with the SNAC notice. However, a similar
downstream notification requirementi not explicitly provided for SNAC notices issued
for substances that are on the Domestic Substance List

«The Minister can vary the significant new activities identified ina significant new
activity notice, but is not expressly authorized to vary other information such as data
requirements and timeframes for submission.

«Some substances on the Domestic Substances List are subject to the CEPA requirements
concerning significant new activities. CEPA does not expressly provide the authority to
use interim risk management measures such as Ministerial conditions and prohibitions to
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‘manage risks identificd when a proponent notifies the Ministersof a proposed significant
new activity with respect 10 these substances.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended,i the following ways, to address these issues:

+ To provide explicitly fora downstream notification requirement for significant new
activities regarding substances that are on the Domestic Substance List, similar to that for
substances not on the Domestic Substances List. This provision may need to be tailored
to take into account the specific circumstances of substances on the Domestic Substances
List

«Explicitly allow Minister o vary any partof a significant new activity notice (not just the
new activities). Such an amendment could clarify that any information ina notice may be
‘modified.

= Expressly allow Ministerial conditions and prohibitions to be used for Domestic
Substances List substances.

Risk management of Existing Substances
Substances on the Domestic Substances List are referred to as existing substances, to distinguish
them from new substances that are not yet in commercial use in Canada. If the resultsof a isk
assessment fora substance show that the substance is toxic under CEPA, risk management
actions may be undertaken. In certain cases, this is an obligation for existing substances. Along
with regulations, a varietyof other instruments can be used to risk manage toxic substances. This
is known as the risk management toolbox. Having a wide selection of tools allows the
departments to select the risk management action that wil be the most effective and efficient at
controlling the isk. Provisions related to risk management instruments are found throughout
CEPA. In certain cases, there are timeframes and requirements for action with respect to risk
‘management, which are set out in Part 5.

‘Some substances may also be managed through controls on exports, administered through the
Export Control List, which operates under Part 5of CEPA, Schedule 3 and related regulations.

Issue
CEPA virtual elimination regime ~ established to address substances that are persistent,
bioaccumulative, and oxic (PBT) ~ requires tht certain PBT substances be added (0 a
Ministerial Virtual Elimination List (in addition to Schedule 1) and that a Ministerial release:
limit regulation and virtual elimination plans be developed for each substance. However, this
largely duplicates the risk management requirements that already exist by virtueofadding the
substance to Schedule |
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In addition, the regime requires that a “level of quantification be developed for cach substance
added 10 the Virtual Elimination List. However, this restricts theuseof the current provisions to
substances that can be measured while they are being released into the environment (e.&., point
source releases), thereby preventing the Government from adding to the Virtual Elimination List
those PBT substances that are released diffusely.

For these reasons, only two substances have been added to the Virtual Elimination List, even
though about 20 meet the criteria.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to createa more functional virtual elimination regime for managing
persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic substances, with the following elements:

«Schedule | is divided into 2 parts:
© Part 1: Virtual Elimination List
© Part 2: Other toxic substances

+ Following an assessment, a substance may be added o either Part of Schedule 1 (not
both)

«Substances added to Part 1 (the Virtual Elimination List) must be risk managed with one
of two possible instruments:

© A regulation under CEPA or another federal Act; or
o Addition to the Toxic Substances with Restricted Activities List (see 2.9 below)

«Exemption for substances that are critical to human or animal health
«This would involve removal of the following elements: the definitionofvirtual

elimination, the levelof quantification, virtual limination plans, Ministerial release limit
regulations, and the Ministerial viral elimination list

2.9Expand the risk management “toolbox”
Issue
For most existing substances that are found toxic, section 91 of CEPA requiresa preventive or
control instrument or regulation 10 be proposed by the Minister of ECC within 24 months, and
section 92 requires that instrument or regulation t0 be finalized 18 months later. Although CEPA
provides for the use ofa wide range of preventiveor control instruments and regulations to
manage risks from toxic substances, additional express authorities would formally enable the
goverment to manage each risk as effectively as possible.

«Performance Agreements are entered into according to the existing Policy Framework for
Environmental Performance Agreements. They are flexible instruments with core design
criteria negotiated among parties to achieve specified environmental results. They
stipulateclear and measurable performance standards and include effective accountability :
mechanisms. However, as they arc not expressly mentioned in CEPA, these agreements
do not formally allow the Minister of ECC to discharge the obligations under sections 91
and 92
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The obligation on the Ministerof ECC is to publish a regulation or instrument under
CEPA. In some cases, however, another federal act may be the best placed act to manage
the risks associatedwith a oxic substance. For example, measures provided under the
Canada Consumer ProductSafety Act may be bette suited than CEPA to manage the
risksof some substances found in certain typesofconsumer products.

«In some situations, the current activites associated with a toxic substance do not pose a
isk, but potential future activities might. The addition ofa new instrument (Toxic
Substances with Restricted Activities List) would explicitly allow risk management to
focus on only these potential new uses.

«All CEPA instruments and regulations are currently formally limited in thir ability to
control risks arising from products that do not originally contain a toxic substance, but
release it during use (as mentioned in tem 1.7 above). For example, portable fucl
containers may notbe madeoftoxic materials, but they can release VOCs while they are
storing fulif they are not properly constructed.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to formally expand the toolbox in CEPA as follows:

+ Performance agreements: Expressly allow performance agreements between cither the
Minister of Health or the Minister of ECC and another party, to fulfill the risk
‘management obligation.

«Best Placed Act: Formally allow a regulation or instrument made under another Act to
fulfill the risk management obligations under CEPA

«Toxic Substances with Restricted Activites (TSRA) List: Create a list under the Act, and.
expressly allow the Govemor in Council 0 3dd a toxic substance to this list, and specify
the activities associated with the substance that are prohibited. The Govemor in Council
would also have the authority to modify the lst (remove substances, add and remove:
activities, etc.)

«All instruments & regulations: Ensure they can cover products that may release a
substance (as mentioned in item 1.7 above).

2:10Streamlinerolesformanagingtoxics
Issue
“The obligation to propose a risk management regulation or instrument for certain toxic
substances (described above), ress solely with the Minister of ECC. However when risk
‘management ofa substance is entirely led by the Ministerof Health, the accountability to meet
the legislated timeframes arguably should expressly rest with the Ministerof Health

In addition, section 93 regulations for toxic substances are made by the Governor in Council
(GIC) upon recommendation of both the Ministerof ECCC andof Health. However, in certain
cases, this adds unnecessary administrative process.
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to formally allow the Minister of Health to be responsible for the
sections 91 and 92 obligations to develop a preventive or control instrument o regulation fora
toxic substance, in the following two circumstances

+ when the risk management will be entirely led by the MinisterofHealth using a CEPA
instrument that the MinisterofHealth has authority to develop unilaterally (i.c., section
55 guidelines or code of practice); and

«when the developmentofthe preventive or control instrument or regulation will be
entirely led by the Minister of Health undera Health Canada Act such as the Canada
Consumer Product Safety Act or the Food and Drugs Act (see item 2.9 re: Best Placed
Act proposal)

Consideration could also be given to amending CEPA to streamline the process for puting
regulations in place to manage a substance.

211 Align the timing of the Minister's risk management obligationwiththe Governor
Council decisionto adda substancetoSchedule 1

Issue
Section 91 states that theMinister must propose a preventive or control instrument of regulation
for certain toxic substances within 24 monthsof making a recommendation 10 the Governorin
Council to add that substance to the Listof Toxic Substances. Subsection 90(1) specifics that the
Governor in Council may (or may not) choose to add the substance to Schedule 1. This creates a
possible problem because some risk management regulations and instruments are only available
for substances that are listed on Schedule 1, but the obligation to risk manage the substance
applies, evenif the Govemor in Council decides not to lst the substance on Schedule |

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to trigger the obligation to develop the instrument or regulation for a
substance when the GovernorinCouncil decides (0 add the substance to Schedule 1

Living Organisms
Living organisms, such as micro-organisms, are used in a growing range of products such as
adhesives and detergents, and for purposes such as bioremediation and biomass conversion. New
living organisms are subject to analogous pre-market notification and assessment requirements to
chemicals. Existing living organisms can also be assessed. added to Schedule 1ifthey are
determined to be toxic, and risk managedifnecded. This program relies mainly on Part 6 and
Schedule 4, but could also use Part 5for risk management.
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2.12 Expand the definition of “biotechnology”

Issue
“The current definitionof“biotechnology” refers to the “applicationofscience and engineering in
the direct or indirect use of living organisms”. This definition lacks clarity.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to clarify the definitionof biotechnology.

organisms

Issue
‘The Government must assess the environmental and health risksofal new products of
biotechnology before they are introduced into Canada. As for new substances, the default
situation s for these assessments to be performed by ECCC and Health Canada under CEPA.
Recognizing that other departments or agencies may be better placed to address certain living
organisms, CEPA can stand-down in favourofother Acts that contain an equivalent assessment
regime,ifthey are listed on Schedule 4. However, in certain cases, the departments with the
relevant expertise do not have statutes with equivalent pre-market notification regimes.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to formally allow the Governor in Council to designate another
Minister ~whose department or agency has the appropriate mandate, expertise and stakeholder
relationships for a given living organism-—as responsible for, and having the authority under
‘CEPA to assess and manage, specific productsof biotechnology.

Parte
Issues
There area few issues that present challenges in the administrationofPart 6of CEPA:

«The Ministers of ECC and Health have authority to make guidelines on the interpretation
and applicationof the provisions of Part of CEPA, bu this authority is missing for Part
6

«A person must provide certain information to the Minister before manufacturing,
importing or using a new living organism. The Minister can waive information
requirements incertaincircumstances, for example ifthe information is not required to
determine toxicity, orifthe living organism wil be manufactured ata location where it
will be contained in a way that protects the environment and humart health. However, the
provisions do not expressly allow for information requirements o be waived fora person
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importing a living organism in a manner and to a location where twill be contained in a
way that protects the environment and human heh.

«Paragraph 115(1)(8) provides authority to make regulations dealing with the effective and
safe of usc of living organisms with respect 0 thei us in pollution prevention, but ths is
narrower than it needs to be (i.c., living organismsare also often used in environmental

remediation and protection).

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to addres these issues as follows:

Ensuring that the section 69 authority to make interpretiveguidelinesexplicitly applies to
Part 6 (as well as Pant 5)

+ Updating waiver provisions to formally allow for waiving of information whena living
organism i imported in a manner and 0. location where it willbe safely contained.

+ Broaden language in paragraph 115(1)(b) to better reflect biotechnology uses in
environmental protection applications.

3. Preventing water pollution from nutrients
Division 1 of Part 7of CEPA provides the authority to regulate nutrients that degrade or havea
negative impact on aquatic ecosystems, such as those contained in cleaning products and water
conditioners. CEPA prohibits the manufactur or import of a cleaning product or water
conditioner that contains aregulated nutrient in concentration or quantity that exceeds the
regulated limit
3 Provide authority to regulate labelling of products containing nutrients
issue
Regulaton-making authorities in Division I of Pat 7 of CEPA do not expresslyprovide the
authority to specify packaging requirements, such as how a product should be labelled, or the
ype of information, including conditionsofus and instructions fo usc, that the label cds to
contain. The express ability to specify labelling requirements would facilitate the use of
concentrated products, resulting in reduced shipping costs. cisions and packaging, but ensure
hat usersofthe products have the information needed tocoreclydilute them fo a safe level
Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA couldbe amended to explicitly provide the authority in Division 1 ofPart 7 to specify
labelling and packaging requirements.
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4. Preventing marine pollution
Surrounded by the Arctic, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, Canada has a 243,790 km long coastline -
the longest coastline in the world— which als includes the coastlineofthe county's $2455
islands. The oceans are an important part in our country's history and cconommy. Ports and
harbours are used for shipping various commodities and regular dredgingofwaterways is
necessary to keep these open and safe. The resulting dredged materia is typically disposedof at
sea. In addition, certain other low-risk materialsare also routinely disposed ofat sea.

Since 1975, Canada has prevented marine pollution from disposals at seaofwaste and other
matter by federally controling then viaa permiting system. This system i designed fo ensure
Canada’s compliance with its obligations under two international treaties to which it is Party: the
1996 Protocol to the Convention on the PreventionofMarine olution by Dumping of Wastes
and Other Matter (London Protocol) and the Convention on the PreventionofMarine Pollution
by DumpingofWastes and Otter Mater, 1972 (London Convention,
Consistent with the London Convention and ts Protocol, Division 3 of Part7of CEPA prohibits
the disposal of substances into waters or onto ice from a ship, aircraft platform or other structure,

unless itis done in accordance with a permit issued by ECC. Incineration at sa, and the import
or export ofa substance for its disposal at sea, are also prohibited.

Onlya small list ofwastes or other matter, which ar listed in Schedule 5ofthe Act can be
considered for permit. These ar individually assessed to make sure that disposal at sea i the
environmentally preferable management option and tht there are no practicable ses or the
material, tha pollution is prevented, and tha any conflict with other legitimateussofthe sca
are avoided. Permit conditions ensure the quantities, disposalsites and special precautions are
well considered.
“The program that manages the disposal at sc regime operates on a cost-recovery basis. ECC
recovers costs associated with permit processing and with monitoringofrepresentative disposal
sits. For further information on the disposal at sea regime, pleas visit
itps:/sws ce ge caiem-das/defaultasp?lang=Endn=SSA643AE-pd.
“The disposal atsca regime i sound and well-functioning. However, improvements to CEPA
could be made © bring it up to date with recent changes to the London Protocol, to futher
protect the marine environment by changing the way specific activities are controlled, and to

strengthen the regime's enforcement tools.
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4.1 Permit storage of C0; in sub-seabed geological formations

Issue
Carbon capture and storage involvestheextractionof CO: from gas streams typically emitted
during electricity production, fuel processing and other industrial process, and the storageofthat
CO in geological formations. CEPA prohibits the storageof CO: in sub-seabed geological
formations. This was consistent with the London Protocol, until it was amended in 2006 and
2009 to authorize sequestrationofCO in sub-seabed geological formations and to transport COs
across intemmational borders for the purposeofsequestration. With those amendments, the global
‘community recognized the importance of migating the impactsofclimate change and that the
storageofCO; at sea could be done without causing marine pollutionif appropriate safeguards
are putin place.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA couldbe amended to expressly authorize the Minister of ECC to issue permits for the
storageof CO; in sub-seabed geological formations and to allows for import and export of CO»
for the purposeofsequestration

“The permitted activity would occur in a way that protects the marine environmen, as proposed
projects would be subject to an assessment and permit conditions imposed by the Minister. This
would reflect the amendments made o the London Protocol.

4.2Preventmarine pollutionfromocean fertilization and other marine geo:

Issue
Amendments o the London Protocol were adopted on October 18, 2013 to create a mechanism
to specifically address ocean fertilization’ and other marine geo-engineering activities ~ defined
as “a deliberate intervention in the marine environment to manipulate natural processes.
including to counteract anthropogenic climate change and/or ts impacts, and that has the
potential to result in deleterious effects, especially where those effects may be widespread, long
lasting or severe”. The amendments to the Protocol prohibit ocean fertilization, but allow the
issuanceofpermits in cases where the activity is assessed a legitimate scientific research and
not contrary to the aims ofthe Protocol. The amendment creates a mechanism such that
additional marine geo-engineeringactivites can be controlled similarly in the future. The current
ocean disposal provisions in CEPA prohibit ocean fertilization. However, the Act could be
amended to be more explicit as 0 how it addresses this issue, to provide the necessary authorities

?Ocean erilzationisa typeofmarin geo-engineeringactivity which involves he addition of nuten, such as ron
lings to the ocean withthe goalof iggcrin of phvtoplankion blooms. As hcse blooms grow, they convert carbon
ionid no “organic carbon, and theo.Sequeser thi canon 5 hey sik the acean lor. Global concern
over he possible severe, ocean cle and lonJing enironmenal impact of ocean frtlzaton civics
‘prompted th intemtional community amend th London Protocol 10 cary how i adresses tis se
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the 2013 London Protocol amendments.
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A
than its mere disposal,if the placement is not contrary to the purposeof CEPA DAS and the
aims of the London Protocol. This is illustrated below:

he”

EE

Si
Itis sometimes difficult for a potential proponent to determine whether the placement ofa given
substance is (or is not) contrary to the purpose of CEPA DAS and the aimsof the London
Protocol, and therefore whether it should be subject to the disposal prohibitions. In addition, the

Department to require monitoring or request additional information related to that activity.
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
In addition to codifying the 2013 London Protocol amendments, which are limited to addressing
marine geo-engineering activities, CEPA could be amended to create a regime that also resolves
the lack ofcertainty in regards to specific placement activities that have proved problematic in
the past, and that provides a framework to facilitate the controlof additional placement activities
in the future,

“This could involve the following elements:
«Clarificationofthe delineation between “disposal” and “placement”
«Clarificationofthe status of specific placement activities that have proved to be

problematic in the past by:
© Expressly prohibiting certain placement activities that arc contrary to the purposes.

of CEPA DAS and the London Protocol, such as ocean fertilization.
© Prohibiting other placement activities that are contrary o the purposesofCEPA

DAS and the London Protocol,unlessdoneinaccordance withapermit, such as:
= legitimate scientific research on ocean fertilization
= the useofdredged material 0 create an artificial island.

© Clarifying that specific placement activities that are not contrary to the purpose of
‘CEPA DAS and the London Protocol ~ if they are done in accordancewith
specific crieria- can proceed without a permit, such as:
= moving sediment when laying cable;
= burialofhuman remains at sca;
= using sampling equipment for scientific purposes.

«Creating a mechanism that could be easily updated to clarify the status of additional
placement activities in the future.

4.4Diversify CEPA'senforcementtoolsinthedisposalatsearegime
Issue
Unlike other partsofthe Act (c.g. sections 95 or 99 in Part 5), there is no express authority in
Division 3of Part 7 for the Minister toorder a person who has contravened the division,or a
permit issued under i, (0 take specific actions to remedy the damage caused by the
contravention. There are also no express obligations on that person to take immediate remedial
‘measures whensuch a contravention has occurred.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to add the express authorities to directa person who has contravened
Division 3ofPart 7 of CEPAoradisposal at sea permit to take specific measures 10 remedy the

. impacts of the offense, and/or add specific requirements on such a person to take immediate
remedial measures. This is related o the approach identified in item 6.3, related to remedial
measures.
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Issue
A number of minor issues impact the functioningofthe regime:

«Under paragraph 127(2)(d)ofthe Act, a disposalat sea permitapplicant is required to
publish a noticeofthe application in a local newspaper circulating in the vicinity of the
proposed siteof the loading or disposal. Some Canadian communities do not have.
newspapers of local circulation.

«In order todispose ofa substance in Arctic waters, a proponent must seek both a disposal
at sca permit under CEPA and an authorization under the Arctic Waters Pollution
Prevention Act.

+ CEPA docs not explicitly provide that disposal at sea permits can be transferred in cases
where, for example, a companyi soldo restructured during the term ofa valid permit.
“This creates unnecessary administrative burden.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to address these issues as follows:

«Formally allow the Minister 0 specify any manner for the publicationofnotices of
application

«Reduce duplication between CEPA DAS and the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act.
« Expressly allow companies that have obiained permis to transfer them, subject to

regulations.

Issue
Subsection 120(3) of the Act authorizes the Minister to suspend or revoke a disposal at sca
permit or vary ts conditions, in very specific circumstances (consideration of Schedule 6 of in
relation o the establishment ofa boardof review). In cases where the Minister suspects that a
disposal at sca permit holder has contravened the permit or its conditions, there are no express
authorities in the Act to suspend or revoke the permit. Express authority would be useful o stop
a proponent from continuing with a disposal, allowing ECCC to assess if any damage to the
‘marine environment resulted from the proponents contravention.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended o clarify that the Minister may suspend or revoke a permit when she
suspects thata proponent has contravened the permit or ts conditions.
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5. Preventing pollution from the transboundary movement of
hazardous waste and hazardous recyclable material
“Through authorities provided under Division $ of Part 7 of CEPA. Environment and Climate
Change Canada is responsible for regulating transboundary movementsof waste and recyclable
material. Under this program, regulations were made to nsure tha the hazardous waste and
hazardous recyclable material (a defined in those regulations) that re ransported across borders
are managed in an environmentally sound manner that protects the environment and human
health. Thi Division and ts regulations wer also cnactd to contribute to Canada’s ability to
meet is obligations under various intemational agreements, including:

+ “The Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Waste
and Hazardous Recyclable Materials and thir Disposal:

+ “The Decision C(2001)107 Finalofthe Councilof the Organization for Economie Co-
operation (OECD) Concerning the Control of Transboundary MovementsofWasies
Destined for Recovery Operations: and

«The Canada-USA Agreement on the Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes
Regulations under CEPA alo prescribe conditions for intr-provincialeritoria and
intemational movements of hazardous waste and hazardous recyclable maria. With respect to
intemational movements, ECCC issues over 2,300 permits per year 0 authorize more than
58,000 shipmentsofhazardous waste and hazardous recyclable materials.
5.1 Formally enable appropriate response to illegal imports or exports
Issue
Division § of Part 7of CEPA prohibits te import, export ortransit ofhazardous waste and
hazardous recyclable material, unless the Minister is notified. a permit is issued, and any
prescribed conditions are met.

In circumstances where waste or recyclable materia i llgally exported from Canada, CEPA
lacks the xpress authority 0 order an exporter to return it back to facility in Canad to manage
itin an environmentally sound manner, or to manage it in an environmentally sound manner at a
facility inthe importing country or the countyoftransit.
Similarly, CEPA does not provide the express authority to ordera person who has imported

waste or recyclable material in contravention ofDivision 8 of Part 7 to cither return it to the

countyofexport or manage it in an environmentally sound manner in Canada.
In addition, ifthe govemment takes action scffthe non-compliant importer or exprer fil to
{ake the necessary corrective action), thre are no xpress authorities in CEPA to allow forthe
recoveryof the resulting costs
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to provide the express authority to allow the Ministerto

«require a person who has exported waste or recyclable material in contravention of
Division § of Part 7ofCEPA or the associated regulations to retum it 0 facility in
‘Canada for management in an environmentally sound manner or manageitan
environmentally sound manner ata facility in the importing country or the country of
transit;

«requirea person who has imported waste or recyclable material in contravention of
Division 8 of Part 7 ofCEPA or the associated regulations to similarly manage it in an
environmentally sound manner, either in Canada or after retum 10 the countryofexport;

«recover the costs incurred by the GovernmentofCanada fortaking measures to take-back
or returm or manage the waste or material, if the exporter or importer fails 0 do so within
the time required.

Issue
Division 8of Part 7 of CEPA provides the authority to make regulations prescribing the
conditions and durationofpermits for the impor, export or transit of hazardous waste, hazardous
recyclable material and prescribed non-hazardous waste. However, this does not expressly
provide the flexibility to tailor the permit conditions or duration ofa permit to address specific
circumstances on a case-by-case basis

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to address this issue by expressly allowing conditions and duration of
the permit 0be set out clearly in the permits themselves.
2am i

Issue
“There is currently no express authority in the Act to suspend or revoke a permit issued under
subsection 185(1) for the import, export or transit of hazardous waste, hazardous recyclable
‘material and prescribed non-hazardous waste. This couldbean appropriate action (0 take in a
number of situations, for example:

«if the MinisterofECC has reason to believe that the permit holder is in contraventionof
the terms. or conditionsofthe permit;

«if the Minister has reason to believe thata person provided false or misleading
information in his notification to obtain the permit;

«if the authorities of the country of destination or transit orofthe jurisdiction of
destination in Canada suspended or revoked their authorization.
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to expressly provide the authorities to suspend or revoke permits ssucd
under subsection 185(1), in certain circumstances, such as those listed above.

6. Preventing and responding to emergencies
CEPA contains various authorities related to emergency itations.
Part 8of CEPA addresses environmental emergencies related to specific substances, defined as
the uncontrolled, unplanned or accidental releases (o th likely relases)of those substances.
Part 8 authorizes the govemment to make regulations and ake non-regulaory measures, such as
guidelines and codesof practice, to prevent, prepare for, respond to and recover from such

environmental emergencies. The Environmental Emergency Regulations have been promulgated
under ths Part, and requir the preparationof environmental mergeney plans for the substances
prescribed in the regulations.
In addition, various provisions throughout CEPA help the Department respond to environmental
emergencies. For example, under sections 95, 169, 179, 201 and 212,a person who has
contravened the Acti required to report tan enforcement officer on the contravention and to
take all reasonable remedial measures to protect the environment and public safety. Sections 99,

119 and 148 provide the Minister the authority to direct an offender to take specific remedial
measures. I all cases, the Government i able o take those measures ifthe person filed to take
them and to recoverthassociated costs.
6.1 Expresslyallowfor field researchrelatedtoenvironmental emergencies

Issue
Section 195of CEPA authorizes the Minister to release substances in order to conduct field
research on causes, effects and response to environmental emergencies, However, the provision
does not explicitly exempt the Minister from all potentially applicable prohibitions that would
otherwise prevent the research (e.g., section 5.1 ofthe Migratory Birds Convention Act, etc.), nor

does it allow the Minister to authorize other individuals to conduct the research.

Additional, the definition ofenvironmental emergency s limited to research lad to
substances that are identified in regulations or interim orders made under Part 8 of CEPA.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to expand the scope of section 195 10 allow for authorizationof 3
party field research related to environmental emergencies and for rescarch on any substance, and
10 expand th lsofprovisions offederal las from which authorized rescarch on environmental
emergencies wil be exempt
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62 Formally allowfor exemptionsfor urgent timesensitive issuesof national
security

Issue
“The regulatory process through which the Department of National Defense (DND) currently
obtains exemptions from CEPA or is regulations may not be appropriate in time-sensitive
situations.
Possible ApproachtoAddress the Issue
“This issue couldbeaddressed by formally allowing the Governor in Council t issue an order
exempting govemment activities from regulationso provisionsofthe Act onacase-by-case
basis, for urgent, time sensitive issues ofnational security.

Issue
Sections 95 10 8 ofCEPA requirea person who releases a substance in contravention ofection
92.1 or section 93 regulations, or a section 94 interim order, to notify an enforcement officer of
the release and to takeal reasonable measures to mitigate his rlcase. These provisions also
allow enforcement offices o take the measures him/herself orto require the person 10 take the
measuresifthe person fais 0 do so. These provisions do not expressly capture all the situations
‘where the release ofa substance can pose a health or environmental risk.

In addition, there are some discrepancies between the remedial measures under sections 99, 119
and 148, and between those under sctions 95 10 98, 169 and 170, 179 and 180, 201 10.203 and
21210215
Possible Approach to Address the Issuc
(CEPA couldbe modified to expressly extend sections 95 10 98 to cover situations whereaperson
has releaseda substance in contravention ofaMinisterial condition or prohibition tht restricts
the use ofa substance, such as under subsections 84(1) and 109(1). In addition, changes o the
various remedial measures provisions coukd be made to ensure thirconsistency, where
approprise. This i elted othe approach identifiedi tem 4.4, which i also related 0
remedial measures

7. Supporting environmental protection related to federal
activities and on federal and Aboriginal lands
Under Canada's Constitution, provincial environmental laws do not necessarily ply to federal
goverment operations or on federal lands (including water). This means thal these federal
operations and activities on federal lands, including activities on certain Aboriginal lands, may
not be subject to provincial regulations or permit systems covering emissions, effluents,
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environmental emergencies, waste handling and other environmental mater. Part 9ofCEPA
provides some enabling authoritis o address this gap.
2.1 Facilitate incorporationbyreference of provincialregimes
Issue
“Incorporation by reference’ describes a mechanism by whicha documento pat ofa document.
as it exists on particular dato as it s amended from time to ime, may be includedin sate
or regulation, without needing to reproduc the extofthe document in the legislation self
Once incorporated, the document is considered to be part ofthe legislation and acquires the force
oflaw.
Incorporation by referenceofprovincial environmental legislation, oa part hereof, into federal
regulations made under Part 9 of CEPA, could help addresssome of the gaps tha exist duc 0
provincial regulations not applying. Hower, some additional authorities would be needed in
Part 9, in orderfor incorporation by reference of provincial legislation to function effectively:
Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to:

«Modify Part 9 regulation making powers to facilitate the incorporation by reference of
provincial permitting regimes.

« Fomally allow Part regulations o incorporate provincia regimes by reference, on a
Jurisdicton-by-jrisdction bass

«+ Expresly allow Part 9 regulations o distinguish, not nly on the basis ofjurisdiction, but
also on the basisofclasses of entities or areas, or specific entities or areas.

8. Updating regulation-making provisions
8.1 Facilitate regulatoryalignment
Issue
Unless warrantedbydiferent environmental or health protection objectives, regulatory
differences among jurisdictions can impose unnesessay Gost on citizens and businesses,
particularlyin relation to integrated markets such as those for vehicles, engines, and fuels, as

well a other products. In oder to maintain harmonized regulatory requirements with another
couniry it is advantageous forthe Government to be able to respond quickly o changes the other
goverment makes to ts regulations. However, the Canadian regulatory process can take several
years to finalizea regulatory amendment
‘CEPA contains a tool that allows for quick response for the purposeofmaintaining alignment
with another country’s regulation. However, it only formally applic to oe regulation-making
authority. The interim order power in section 163 allows the Minister to modify or suspend any
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portionof vehicle, engine and equipment regulations under CEPA to the exten necessary to
‘maintain alignment with foreign regulations, fora temporary period, 0 allow time for the
regulation to be amended.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA couldbe amended to expressly allow the Minister to issue an interimorder(similar to that
in section 163), 0 be used for any regulation under CEPA, to the extent necessary to maintain
alignment witha foreign regulation. This would provide the Minister with a quick and efficient
‘means of maintaining regulatory alignment while regulatory amendments are developed and
finalized.

“The effective periodofthe interim order could be set (0 reflect the fact that Canadian regulations.
typically take atleast two years to finalize, and the deadline for obtaining the Governor in
‘Council's approvalofthe interim order could be extended from the typical 14 day period found
in CEPA 10 30 days.

‘This authority would be limited in scope, and could only be exercised in respectof
inconsistencies with foreign legislation, with which a CEPA regulation is intended to be
harmonized.

8.2 Expand the authority to incorporate hy reference

Issue
“Incorporation by reference’ describes a mechanism by which a document or part ofa document,
as it existsonaparticular date or a it is amended from time to time, may be included inastatute
or regulation, without needing to reproduce the textof the document in the legislation itself.
‘Once incorporated, the document is considered o bepartof the legislation and acquires the force:
oflaw.

Incorporation by reference is a timely and effective means of responding o advances in areas
such as science, technology, and any associated technical standards; it can help ensure that
legislation remains current without requiring the full legislative amendment process

Various authorities related to incorporation by reference were provided to the federal
goverment through recent amendments to the Statutory Instruments Act. However, there remain
some limitations with respect 0 incorporating by reference documents that Ministers produce:
themselves, or produce jointly with other another Minister or body in the federal public
administration. While designed to ensure tha the legislative process is not circumvented or sub-
delegated to departmental officals, these limitations may impact on departments” ability to
respond to scientific or technical advancesin a timely and effective manner.
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to expressly allow incorporation by referenceof the following types of
‘material, as amended from time to time:

«Formal instruments made under the Act, such as guidelines and codesofpractice.
« Intemally generated technical documents that specify: 1) how to quantify prescribed data

tobe reported, including factors to be used for quantification; and 2) how to conduct
prescribed tests, measurements, sampling, monitoring, and analyses.

+ Documents produced jointly by the Minister of ECC and/or the Minister of Health, with
another Minister or body in the federal public administration

‘When dealing with internally or jointly produced documents, CEPA could be amended to ensure
that an appropriate frameworki in place to provide accountability for these documents.

9. Improving information gathering provisions
Information gathering under CEPA relies on provisions in Parts 3, 5 and 6 of the Act, and
information-related provisions found in the various regulations and instruments throughout the
Act

9.1Enhancethetransparencyofcollected information
Issue
Section 313ofCEPA allows persons who are required to report information under CEPA to
request, in writing, thatthe information be treated as confidential. CEPA does not require the:
person to provide reasons why this information should be trated as confidential, unless it is
required undera Governor in Council regulation issued under paragraph 319(a).

The Minister is unable todisclose any information for which a request for confidentiality has
een submited, excep in certain situations specified in sections 315 0 317ofCEPA. For
‘example, the Minister may disclose information for which a request for confidentiality has been
made if the public interest in health, safety, or protectionof the environment outweighs any
material financial loss or prejudice to the competitive positionofthe person who provided the
information, and any damage the privacy, reputation or human dignity ofany individual that
may result from the disclosure. However, itis difficult for the Minister 0 assess these competing
interests when no information has been provided to support the confidentiality request

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to require persons who submita request for confidentiality under
section 313 to provide the Minister with reasons to support the request. This could be tailored to

| allow the Minister to require information on request or o require that reasons be provided in
certain situations.
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Issue
There are some limitations associated with CEPA's information gathering authorities.

Subsection 71(1) of CEPA authorizes the Minister to require persons, via a notice, to submit
certain information related to a substance for the purposeofassessing whethera substance is
toxic or capableofbecoming toxic.
«When issuinga notice under paragraph 71(1)(4), CEPA does not expressly provide the

‘authority for the Minister to request the submissionofinformation such as the
‘methodology, data or models used in developing information or collecting or processing.
‘samples. This limits the departments’ ability to compare and properly interpret the
information collected.

«When issuinga notice under paragraph 71(1)(e), CEPA does not expressly provide the
authority for the Minister to request that samplesoftoxicological testso other tests be
submitted along with the results of the tests. This is needed in order to verify the
information provided.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to:

«Provide the Minister with the express authority to request the following information
under section 71 for the purposeofassessing whethera substance is toxic or capable of
‘becoming toxic:

o other information, such as methodology, data, models used, tc.
samplesof the toxicological test and/or the other tests.

Issue
Certain information gathering and information reporting authorities under CEPA are missing the
express administrative tools needed to facilitate and modernize the information gathering
process

+ The sections 46 and 71 information gathering provisions do not expressly require persons
10 update the information they provide. As a result, the Minister may be in possession of
information that is not up to date.

+ Most CEPA authorities related to making regulations or instrumentsorto gathering,
information can require the regulatee to maintain and retain records. The periodof time
during which these records will be maintained is not always clear.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to:

«Allow sections 46 and 71 notices to require some information to be updated if it changes
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+ Ensure that there ar clear, consistent time frames (c.g. 7 years) for the maintenance and
retentionofrecords related 10 regulations, instruments and information gathering, but
alo allow thes timeframes tobe lord if needed, in specific circumstances

10. Strengthening the enforcement of CEPA
Environment and Climate Change Canada's Enforcement Branch i responsible for the
enforcement of CEPA. Enforcement is an essential component ofthe regulatory-compliance:

continuum and plays a crucial ole in ensuring tht regulatory instruments enacted by the
Government re implemented fairy. consistently, and predictably
ECCC’s Enforcement Branch relies on provisions throughout the Act, but mainly on Part 10.
101 Provide explicit authorities forillegal imports /cxportsofsubstancesandliving
organisms
Issue
Fa person importsa substance or living organism in contravention ofthe Acto ts regulations,
here are no expres authriie or the government to order this person to cither etm 0 its
county ofexport or to manage it in Canada. In addition, f the government takes action self if
the importer fils © do s0, ther are no expres authorities in CEPA to allow forthe recovery of
the resuling costs. CEPA i also lacking similar authorities related o the llgal export ofa
substanceorliving organism (i... authorities to order a person who has exported a substance or
living organism in contravention of the Act o bring it back to manage tin Canada andif the
exporter fils to do so and the govemment takes action scf, allow for the recovery ofthe

resultingcosts)
Possible Approach toAddress the Issue
(CEPA couldbeamended to expresly provide the necessary authorities to ensure that
«A person who has exported a substance or living organism in contravention of Parts or

6 orthe associated regulations required 0 take the substance back and manage tin
Canada in accordance with the Act and ts regulations:

+ A person who has imparted a substance or living organism in contraventionofParts 5 or
6 or the associated regulations i required 10 ether Tetum i1 its country ofexport or
manage it in Canada in accordance with the Act and its regulations:

+ The government may recover the costs of conducting the take-backrum management
ofthe substance or living organism, if the person fails 0 act.
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enginesandequipment
Issue
“There is no express authority under CEPA to require the removal from Canada of the retum to
the countryof originofany vehicle, engine, or equipment that are reasonably believed to have
beenillegally imported.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘CEPA could be amended to expressly allow the Minister o order the removal of illegally
imported vehicles, engines, machines or equipment.

10.3Expresslyallow refusalandrevokingofpermitsforunpaid fines
Issue
“The Environmental Violations Administrative Monetary Penaltis Act (EVAMPA) has limited
‘means to recover unpaid penalties. In comparison, the Contraventions Act, a statute also used to
enforce regulatory instruments under CEPA, contains provisions to refuse or revoke permits
when an offender who is convicted in a proceeding docs not pay its fine.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
EVAMPA could be amended to allow persons responsible for issuing or revoking licenses or
permits under environmental acts to which EVAMPA applies to refuse o issue or to revoke
permits for unpaid administrative monetary penaltcs.

11. Facilitating intergovernmental cooperation
In Canada, protection of the environment is a shared responsibility among governments. This
makes close cooperation among the federal, provincial, territorial and Indigenous governments
important 0 Canada’s environmental well-being. Itergovernmental cooperation is one of
‘CEPA’s guiding principles, and the Act includes provisions to help ensure that federal actions
are complementary to, and avoid duplication with, other governments.

11.1Facilitatetheuseofequivalencyagreements
Issue
“The equivalency regime, st ou in section 10of the Act, gives the Govemor in Council the
authority to “stand down” a CEPA regulation ~ i... to declare that the regulation does not apply
~ina province, a teritory or an area under the jurisdiction ofan Indigenous government that has
provisions in force that are equivalent o those ofthe CEPA regulation. This tool reduces federal
‘provincial overlap, and recognizes that other governments may be better placed to manage
particular environmental issues in thei jurisdictions.
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I couldbehelpful to clarify that the testof “equivalent provisions” can be met by provisions that
have similar environmental effct. Recent experience with equivalency agreements has also
raised questions about the utility of requiring an agreement befor the issuanceofan order.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to

«Mirror the language in the Fisheries Act by replacing the term “equivalent provisions”
with “equivalent in effect”.

+ Remove the precondition ofa writen agreement between the federal government and the
otherjurisdiction, before the Govemor in Council can stand down the federal regulation

11.2Expandlistofparties that can formally enter into administrative agreements

Issue
Administrative agreements are work-sharing arrangements tha can cover any matie related 0
the administrationofthe Act. Such matters can include inspections, investigations, information
gathering, monitoring and reportingof collected data. These agreements do not release the
federal government fromanyof its responsibilities under the law, nordo they delegate legislative.
power from one goverment to another.
Section ofCEPA explicitly authorizes the Minister to enter into an administrative agreement
with a government or an aboriginal people. t does not list other enites. For example, offshore
oil and gas i regulated by the National Energy Board and by two federal-provinial offshore
petroleum boards in Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova Scotia through the Accord Acts. The
boards are the primary regulatorsof these activities and, in certain circumstances, might be in the
best position o administera federal regulation that relates to them

Possible Approach to Address the Issue

CEPA couldbe amended to expand the lstofpartes with whom the Minister may formally enter
into administrative agreements under sction9. Parties added to the lst could include bodies or
entities responsible for the administrationof another Act of Parliament or an Act of the
Legislature ofa province.

1.3 Expressly allow the expiry date of administrative agreements to be negotiated

Issue
‘CEPA requires that administrative agreements expire aftr five years. In some cases, this may
impose an unnecessary obligation to negotiatea new agreement when a current arrangement is
satisfactory.
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Passible Approach to Address the Issue
(CEPA could be amended 0 replace the automatic five-year termination dat for administrative
agreements with an authority that allows the partis to negotiate a longer agreement. The current
ability for either party to terminate an agreement with reasonable notice could be retained to
ensure that ineffective agreements canbedissolved.

12. Further encouraging public participation and removing
administrative barriers

Issue
Under Part 2 of CEPA, membersofthe public can initiate suit, known as Environmental
Protection Actions, against someone whom they suspect has committed an offence under the

Act There are irc tests fo using Environmental Protection Actions set out in section 22 of the
Act, oneofwhich being that the alleged offence must have caused significant harm 10 the
environment. The Senate Committee, during the last reviewof CEPA, recommended that tht the
Act be amended by removing the need for a citizen to show that an action has caused significant
harm (0 the environment before being able o proceed with an environmental protection action.
Possible Approach to Address the Issue
(CEPA could be amended 0 lower th threshold for bringing an environmental protection action
from an allegation tht the offence caused “significant harm” to simply that i caused “harm” to
the environment.

12.2Improvehoardofreviewprovisions

Issue
Only one Boardof Review has been set up under the Act: the BoardofReview for
Decamethyleyclopentasiloxane (Siloxane DS). In implementing a Boardof Review for the frst
time under CEPA, the Departments identified some possible improvements o the related
provisions.
“The Act tates that when a Board of Review i established, the time period by whicha final
preventive or control regulation or instrument must be published is paused until the board has
submited ts eport (0 the Minister (subsection 92(2)). However, this period continues to run
from th time the Minister makes a decision to constitute a Board of Review uni the time that
the Board is actually established, which ultimately reduces the Ministers time to develop and
proposea risk management instrument. In addition, theeiscurrently no requirement fo the
Minister or Ministers to indicate their intention to proceed with a Boardof Review following a
noticeof bjection.
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Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to ensure the Board of Review provisions function efficiently and
vesult inthe best possible risk management decisions. Amendments could include such things as:

+ Requiring the Minister or Ministers to publish a notice indicating the intention to
establish a BoardofReview and

+ Allowing the 18-month period in subsection 92(1) to be suspended by tis notice, rather
than the establishmentof the Board.

2.3 Consider whether certain lines of generalapplication should applytoCEPA

Issue
Some lawsofgeneral application, such as the provisionsof the User Fees Ac, impose onerous
requirements that may not be appropriate for some environmental regulations. For instance, the
User Fees Act imposes process requirements thalargelyduplicate requirements relating (0
notice and consultation that are part of the regulatory impact analysis process (per the Cabinet
Directive on Regulatory Managemen) as well as requirements, under CEPA, for consultation on
regulations respecting fees and charges. In addition, federal funding rules can limit th spending
offunds in a fiscal year other than the onc in which they were collected. This can impact the
ability to conduct activites needed to properly administer regimes and ensure environmental
protection — such as the monitoring performed related to disposal at sea activities.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
‘Consider amendments to CEPA to exempt certain regulations made under it from the application
ofthe User Fees Act. In addition, consideration could be given 0 a mechanism that would
provide flexibility for funding activites such as monitoring, etc.

12.4 Provideforamoreappropriatefrequency of Parliamentary Reviews
Issue
Subsection 343(1) requires Parliamentary reviewofthe Act every § years. However, both the
Parliamentary review process and the development and finalizationoflegislation takea long
time. A S year review period is not long enough to allow amendments based ona prior review 10
be enacted and assessed. A 10 year window would reflect more realistic review and legislative
timelines.

Possible Approach to Address the Issue
CEPA could be amended to requirea Parliamentary review every 10 years, rather than every 5
years
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